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EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a
service to the people and organisations of the
neighbourhood. It is an 'open access' publication and will generally carry any material submitted to it, subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is exercised by the editorial committee in order to
preserve the independence and balance of the
Newsletter. The committee reserves the right
to alter, abridge or omit material which in its
opinion might rend the Newsletter the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guide-lines in
this matter is invited to contact the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make sure
their material is legible. If possible, material
should be typed, but as not everyone has access
to typewriters, the best way to present material
is to use either neat legible writing or block
block letters, on one side of the paper.
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e wish all our readers a prosperous
New Year

( EDITORIAL)
THE NEW DECADE
The Newsletter welcomes our readers
to the 1990s, the last decade of the
twentieth century. It is good to look
back on the achievements of the eighties' and they have been many, despite
the fact that there is still so much to be
done.
The achievements largely date back to
the revival of the Community Council
in 1984. The Community Council
now employs 14 through the Social
Employment Scheme and the Teamwork schemes. Among the activities
of the Community Council are the
Newsletter, the St. Patrick's Day Parade and Community week. The
Council provides a focus for development in Maynooth, through a plethora
of sub-committees. We look forward
to the achievement of Town Commission status for Maynooth in the 1990s,
so that the Community Council can be
put on a statutory footing, with its own
budget, and powers.
Although their work is still not completed, the Royal Canal Amenity Group
have created a miracle in the Harbour,
which was an overgrown marsh in the
early eighties. The 1990s should see
the coming to fruiti<?il of their labours,
with the Harbour and canal acting as a
leisure amenity, and tourist attraction.
The Tidy Towns Committee have tried
valiantly to improve the environs of
Maynooth, though to no real avail.
Perhaps the recent upsurge of green
consciousness will assist in their efforts. The target for the 1990s is for
Maynooth to become a litter and graffiti free environment, with pleasant
buildings, and shop fronts, reflecting
its historic past. A Tidy Towns award
would be a pleasant bonus.
The coming ofIntel to the Collinstown
Industrial Estate promises an upsurge
oflocal employment. While one of the
achievments of the eighties was to get
the dole queues off the street, this was
not achieved by reducing the numbers,
but rather through acquiring a more
suitable premises, and rescheduling
signing on times. Let's hope that the
1990s will see the numbers signing on
each week reduced to the low hundreds, rather than the 2,000 as at present.
The populationofMaynooth was4,015
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in 1981, and 5,525 in 1986. With the
recent upsurge in housing, and increases in the student ' intake in the
College, the population must now be
close on 6,500. It is likely that the
population will continue to expand in
the 1990s, particularly with the building of the new motorway. The impact
of this growth on the existing facilities
will be significant. Will the 1990s see
new schools, churches, shops, recreational amenities? Or will we just burst
at the seams? It would be nice to think
that the 1990s will bring a sports
complex, parks, playing fields, better
roads, extra pubs, employment opportunities. Is anyone out there planning
for this? Or will we face the new
millenium in 2000 with twice the
population, and the same facilities?
The recent removal of the Berlin Wall
gives us hope that the 1990s may sel:
the end of the Thing in the Square. It
took 23 years to persuade the powers
that be that the Wall should go. Let's
get a bit of perestroika going in
Maynooth, now.
In this context, we remind our readers
that the Community Council elections
will be held in 1990. The Community
Council is a crucial element in ensuring that our voice is heard in planning
the future of Maynooth in the 1990s. It
needs the support of everyone in
Maynooth to achieve this.
Happy New Year to all our readers,
may you increase and multiply in years
to come!

RIGHT TO REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given
that this magazine is not insured against
libel damages or cost, we undertake
the following: In the case of errors of
fact we will publish corrections when
we become aware of such.
In the case of unfairly inpugning the
reputation of any person we hereby
offer that person or their representative the right the reply in this magazine
subject only to rasonable lenght, the
laws oflibel and our right to respond to
such reply.

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted
after the copydate will not be accepted
and will be witheld until the following
copydate.

Spot the Error
Competition

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare
Students' Union
Dear Editor,
We in the Students' Union have received quite a nUinber of complaints
from the residents around Maynooth
about noise being created by students
in both the town and housing estates.
One of our major priorities in the Students' Union is to achieve a good relationship between residents and stu-

Town Commission Status for
Maynooth
The County Manageris sending a copy
of the revised boundaries to the 22
petitioners so that it can be considered
by them. This boundary has an area of
1625 acres and could accomodate a
population jof 22,000 people. The
value of the Town Commission was
highlighted in our last Newsletter, by
Councillor Colm Purcell Chairperson,
Leixlip Town Connission. In it he
outlined how they were allocating their
annual budget of £62,300.
Let's hope we will soon be in a position
to do a similar article.

Public Toilets in the Square
Kildare County Council's arhitect has
drawn up plans for the re-construction
of the toilet block and its elevation to a
two storey building. The central section would comprise a new 750 sq ft
commercial unit. The plans are available in the Community Council offices for comments and observation.
Kildare County Council recognises that
public toilets need to be manned on a
full time basis if they are to be kept in
a clean 'and hygenic state. However,
due to the Government's cutbacks Kildare County Council is not in a position to employ a full- time caretaker
fOflu'y of its public toilets in the county.

Childrens Playground at the
Harbour
['he Community Council asked Killare County Council if they would be
Irepared to cover the playground for
,ublic liability insurance. Kildare

dents in Maynooth. In order to achieve
this, I think it is essential for both
students and residents to co-operate
with one another as much as possible.
Hence, I would ask all students to
lower the noise level while in your
houses and walking home at night.
Believe me, you shall gain in the long
run by showing some respect!
Is mise Ie meas,
Pauline Madigan
President

COMMUNTIY
COUNCIL NOTES
County Council has advised us that
like most local authorities they can no
longer get insurance cover for playground equipment provided by them.
The playground therefore remains a
derelict site. It would seem that unless
central governmant take up the responsibilty for insurance of playgrounds our children will no longer
have any. A better option would be for
Central Govem.'Ilent to give more
power to local Government, something
that is long overdue in this country.

Harbour Field and Geraldine Hall
The Communtity Council took out
Public Liability Insurance cover, a
number of years ago, for the Community Council use of the Harbour Field
and we extended this cover to include
the Trustees of the Field. Any other
group wishing to be covered for use of
the field must take out Public Liability
Insurance. The Community Council
hold drama classes twice weekly for
30 children in the Geraldine Hall. We
are advised that the trustees do not
have a current public liability policy in
force in respect of the Geraldine Hall.
Our insurers have strongly recommended that we should ensure that any
premises being used by the Community Council for the classes should
have a current Public Liability in force
because our policy indemnifies the
Community Council solely in respect
of the classes and it does not provide
.indemnity in respect of any defects in
4

Our spot the error competition was
won by an anonymous teacher ( we
could not read the signiture). A.nyway
he or she donated the £5 to a charity of
our choice. So the Travellers' Committee gratefully accepts the donation.

e wish all our readers a prosperous
New Year
property being used for the classes.
We have extended our policy, at a cost
of £103 per annum, to include the
Maynooth Community Council'S liability in respect of the drama classes
being held twice weekly. We have
further extended the policy to
indemnify the trustees of the Geraldine Hall soley in respect of the drama
classes being held there.

Cemetery Maintance
Because of government cutbacks Kildare County Council has been unable
to provide any monies for the maintenance of burial grounds. In the estimate of expences which have been
adopted for 1990 by Kildare County
Council, £5,000 has been provided to
assist voluntary groups in this area.
Kildare County Council would favourably consider an application from
the Community Council for the allocation of a grant under this scheme of
maintenance work on the two cemeteries. The sub-committee is presently
examining this suggestion.

Social Employment Scheme
We have been advised by Emmet
Stagg T.D. that the County Council is
still seeking additional workers to help
Tidy Towns Committee in their efforts
to improve the environs of the Towns
and villages. AnyoJ;1e wishing to go on
the scheme should contact the local
manpower office, or Mr. S. Stokes,
Personel Section, Kildare County
Councilor Maynooth Community
Council.

1?tlO~~~

Doy le's Shoe
Cen t re

6
285 '\2

PlfOlflE: :28567:2

The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre

GREAT WINTER SALE NOW ON
SOME SAMPLES OF OUR GREAT REDUCTIONS
•
CLARKS,
& K
INFANTS' SHOES
FROM
10.99

JlJNIOR BOYS' &
GIRLS' SHOES
IRISH MADE
15.99

SENIOR GIRLS' AND
SENIOR BOYS' SHOES
IRISH MADE
16.99

SHOES
LEATHER UPPERS AND
RUBBER SOLES
1'7.99

CLARKS & K
GENTS'CASUAL

GENTS' ALL LEATHER
SHOES FROM
FROM
27.99

GENTS~RUNNERS

LADIES' BOOTS

BRANDED
FROM
16.99

FROM

GIRLS' WINTER BOOTS
FROM
12.99

YOUiNG

FASHION SHOES
13.99

,- ------------!

GENTS~

LADIES'K
AND CLARKS SHOES
FROM
17.99

FROt1

24.99

19.99

I'

I

I

I - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~I

LADIES·AND K
WALKING SHOES
FROM
19.99
,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J

NEWS FLASH
GABY AND GABOR LADIES' FASHION SHOES NOW IN STOCK

ALL SALE G
DS FROM
REGULAR STOCK
5

Continued.

Tidy Towns Committee

St. Patrick's Day Parade

The committee would like to remind
people to use the Re-Hab Bottle Bank
at Quinnsworth over the Christmas
period. Prizes were presented to the
winners of the Tidy Estate and Tidy
Shop fronts during the interval of the
Table Quiz in Caulfield's on 7th December. The table quiz was a joint
venture betwwen the Maynooth Soccer Club and the Community Council
and was a fantastic success 'despite'
the many questions that some teams
found difficult. Our thanks to Ethna
and John Carey, the soccer club and
our Community Council office workers for all their hard work.

The Social and Recreational Committee are again organising the parade in
Maynooth. We would welcome if
anyone could get us more bands to
take part - any type of band is welcome.
Emmet Stagg T.D. has offered to
approach Brian Lenihan, Minister for
Defence, to see if we can get an army
band.
We would like to thank our local St.
Mary's Brass and Reed Band for participating each year and we hope that
they will be able to lead the parade
again in 1990.

Easter would be a good time for a
follow up, perhaps with even more
local questions.

NON

COLLECTION /

Community Council Elections
The next Community Council Elections will take place in March 1990.
This is your opportunity to become
more deeply involved in local community affairs, to have a voice and the
chance to participate and become active in all aspects of Maynooth life.
We appeal inparticular to the following areas to ensure that they are represented on the Council, especially the
newer estates. They have no representives or are seriously underrepresented
at present:
Carton Court ( 2rep)
Beaufield (2 rep) and none at present
Kingsbry (5 representatives and have
only 1 at present)
Greenfield Lane (2rep)
Greenfield phase 2 (1 rep)
Greenfield phase 3 (1 rep)
Anyone over 18 who is a resident of
Maynooth is entitled to stand and vote
in the election. We appeal to residents
associations in particular to ensure that
canditates are put forward.

Yours sincerely,
M.D. Gifton.
2.

Kildare County Council certainly did
not make any friends in Ouain
Aoibhinn, College Green and O'Neill
Park estates with their heavy handed
tactics of the last month. If it was not
green, the bin was not collected, and
this happened even where people had
paid the charges and despite the fact
that the tax collector was with the bin
lorry with his notebook.
Residents Associations have gone to a
lot of trouble to make their estates
pleasant places to live in (and without
any help from Kildare County Council
and now because of Kildare County
Councils jackboot tactics, rubbish is
uncollected and inevitably ends up
scattered throughout the estates. Are
they aware that there are many absentee landlords in Maynooth and that
students would not know about Green
bins.
What happens next year if people don't
pay the charges? Will a yellow bin be
introduced at another cost of £500,000
to the Council (Taxpayer).

CORRESPONDENCE
1.

4; LeiI1ster Court,
Dublin Road,
Maynooth.
November 20, 1989
Mr. J. McGinley,
Secretary,
Maynooth e.e.,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth.
Dear Mr. McGinley,
DUBLIN ROAD BUS STOP
Very many thanks for your prompt

6

Maynooth Community Council,
Main Street, Maynooth.

Mr. P.J. Dalton,
Bursar,
S1. Patrick's College,
Maynooth.

COLLECTION
OF REFUSE

Directory
The Maynooth Information Directory is still being complied and is due
for issue to all houses at the end of
January 1990.

attention in dealing with serious complaints concerning the above.
The favourable response of Dublin
Bus should help to make life a lot
easier for myself and my neighbours in
the future.
We are extremely grateful to you.

Re: Proposals for Sports and
Recreation Centre at Maynooth
Dear Mr. Dalton,
We would like to know if MonSignor
Ledwith has received a reply to his
letter dated 11th October to Mr. Frank
Fahy T.D. Minister of State for the
Department of the Environment.
We feel that it is now time forthe joint
committee to meet again to decide
how to proceed.
Yours sincerely,
John McGinley,
Secretary.

3.

5th Dec. 1989

Mary Simon,
103, Rail Park,
Maynooth.
Dear Mary,
We are sorry to receive your resignation from the Community Council, but
we accept and appreciate your reasons
for doing so. We would like to thank
you for all the hard work that you put
in to the Community Council over the
last 2.5 years. (1 will particularly remember the wet Sunday mornings that
we spent together selling the Newsletter). We wish you all the best ofluck
for the future and we hope that you
enjoy yourself with the choir.
Yours sincerely,
John McGinley,
Secretary.

,

THOR
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WaIte DI/PO,.
COLISTOWN. KILCOCK.

co. KILDARE

Tel: (Ol) 286663/286665 .

0.

Emergency No. (OSS) 559651
FAX: 286653

We are offering a wheeled bin service which means that we deliver
a bin to you and you have the us'e of the bin exclusively for yourself.
We are an established and successful private waste disposal company
with a proven track record in efficiency and reliability.

L

t
d.
- 500 Litre Wheeled Bin

SHOPS AND SMALL BUSINESSES
240 Litre Wheeled Bin

HOUSEHOLD

360 Litre Wheeled Bin

HOUSEHOLD

Litre Wheeled Bin

HOTELS, BARS AND BIGGER BUSINESSES
The charge for servIce of the 240 litre wheeled bin is £6.00 per month payable on a Direct Debit
basis only or £36.00 per half year or £70.00 per year payable in advance. The 240 litre bin holds
an average of three black plastic bags. We also have a 360 litre wheeled bin available for larger
consumers.

J\. fast c(ea11; e
• CLEANLINESS
General Tidiness is euch
i.proved where bins are sited
and eaptied.
• HYGIENE

'f,ffidtrt-t Seflll'
GUARANTEED COLLECTION
COLISTOWN, KILCOCK, CO. KILDARE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665

Our secure 'hinged bin .ore
than satisfies Health Authorities,
keeps out scavengers, rodents
and flies etc.

Emergency No. (088) 559651
.
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• EFFORTLESS
Because of our revolutionary
wheel system there is no effort
in wheeling your bin to the
roadside.
• COST fFFECTIVE
There will be no need to go to
the duap anymore, buy black
polysacks fQr that extra rubbish,
or replace broken bins regularly.

OLD PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE

The Christmas Party

It was held on Sunday, 10th December
in the S.V.D. Hostel. About 90 old
people attended including visitors from
Kilc10ne and Milltown. The evening
stafted with Mass at 3.30 p.m. at which
the Folk Group sang. This was followed by tea and entertainment by our
own Josie Moore, Kevin McGovern,
Gabriel Flood and Jim Cunningham,
together with set dancers from Kilclone and Michael and Paddy Penston
on the accordian and mouth organ from
Milltown. Santy joined in the proceedings giving out over thirty prizes
and there was also a raffle with prizes
of a hamper, whiskey and sherry. It
was amostenjoyable party even though
the number of committee members
has been depleted by the flu.

ROUND ONE VICTORY
IN THE HIGH COURT
Last month we advised you that Catherine O'Connor of Dara Park, Celbridge was mounting a legal case against
Kildare County Council local charges.
We are now delighted to report that she
was most successful in the High Court
on the 27th November when the council were obliged to
1. Restore Catherine's water supply,
pending the determination of her proceedings against the Council.
2. Provide Catherine with copies of all
Managerial Orders etc, respecting the
making of water charges on which the
council purports to act.
Maynooth Residents Against Local
Charges warmly welcomes this development which we believe is an important victory" for the anti-charges movement. Also we believe that this outcome is a victory for democracy itself
in that it shows that residents can use
the law to bring to heel a Local Authority which is employing illegal tactics
to enforce charges which in themselves
could very well be illegal.

P.BRADY
'

Morning Sessions
Thelastmoming session before Christmas will be held on Thursday 14th
December and we are very fortunate to
have the Fiddler's Green to help us
celebrate the festive season. In the
New Year the morning sessions will
recommence on Tuesday 9th and
Thursday 11th of January.

Christmas Dinner
This will take place in the Post Primary School at 5 p.m. on Sunday,
January 7th. This event, which is one
of the high spots of the year, is given
by Peter O'Brien for the elderly of
Maynooth, Mulhussey and Kilclone.

MAYNOOTH
RESIDENTS
AGAINST LOCAL
CHARGES
Catherine's legal team is now busily
examining the Manager's Orders for
legal defects and will soon be returning to the High Court for the next
decisive round in her legal challenge.
In the meantime M.R.A.L.C. wish to
advise all residents that they now have
a legal basis to advise the Council of
their unwillingness to pay the charges,
pending the outcome of the O'Connor
case.

COUNCILLORS VOTE
17 TO 8 FOR CHARGES
It took Kildare County Councillors
over 16 hours of talks and four meetings to finally adopt estimates for 1990
which again include charges for water
and refuse of £100. After a heated
debate the vote revealed that all Fianna Fail councillors (who were

AGM
This will be held on Tuesday, January
9th at 8 p.m. in the Health Centre.
Anyone who would like to be involved
in the activities of the Old People's
Committee would be very welcome at
this meeting. Help is needed in many
ways and even a small commitment of
time would be valuable.
We would like to extend our sympathy
to Maureen O'Toole whose brother
Paddy Carr (a regular attender at our
meetings) died recently. As we come
to the end of a year, we remember also
the other old people and their loved
ones who died during the year and we
send our sympathy to their families
and friends.
Finally at the start of the New Year and
the new decade, we send our best
wishes for peace and happiness to
everyone and especially to the older
members of our community.

elected in '85 on an anti charges ticket)
combined with some Fine Gael and Independent members to defeat Councillors Coleman (F.G.),Durkan(F.G.),
Gallagher (F.G.), Hillis (F.G.), Lawlor
(lndp.), Purcell (Lab.), Stagg (Lab.)
and Wright (Sinn Fein). M.R.A.L.e.
wishes to applaud all those who spoke
and voted against the charges. But we
especially commend the 6 members,
including local councillors Stagg and
Purcell, who voted for a motion calling for an end to disconnections, uncollected refuse and the use of Stubbs
collection agency. Without these
coercive tactics the County Finance
Officer and his terror squads would
not be able to boast in an open and
arrogant fashion of resolving the
"arears question' in 1990.
We would remind Mr. Keogh and all
councillors that this year the electorate
are due to have their democratic say in
Local Elections and we expect residents to take their lead from Catherine
O'Connor's success in the High Court
by filling the ballot boxes with anticharges votes.
Contact: Michael Quinn, Tel: 285258

Cl.CXK I-OEE Mt\":rNXJlH W. KIlIYRE

H-I:l'E 286225
LOUNGE BAR C.I.E BUS STOP

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB "

..

~~

SOUP, SANDWICHES, COFFEE &
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~- ____ .1

Dublin Road,
Msynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

SUMMERHILL 0405-57115

ELDORADO
take away
GREENFIELD'SHOPPING CENTRE,
MAYNOOTH .
'" SPECIALS ole
SNACK BOXES

MONDAY
1pc
2pc
3pc

TUESDAY

1.25
1.80
2.45

REG BURGER

& CHIPS

1.35

WEDNESDAY
FISH

& CHIPS

1.40

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

------------~(
The December meeting was held on
Thursday 7th. Madeline Stynes welcomed everyone, new members and
old. Sympathy was extended to Marian .
Pollard on the sudden death of her
husband Des.
The December competition 'A paper
Christmas Cracker' was won by Joan
Shannon with Mary Doyle in second
place and Betty Farrel in 3rd.
The January competition will be 'A
slice of Christmas cake'. The ladies of
the drama group are getting ready for
the 'Frend' competition which will take
place in the new year.

ICANOTES ) - - - - - - - - - - - ----------------------

Congratulations to Breda Donovan day and Thursday 10.30 - 12 noon and
who won the regional final of the set dancing should resume in January.
'Guaranteed Irish Sales Person Of The . The December meeting ended with a
Year' competition. Best Wishes and social and music provided by Betty
good luck Breda in the National Final Farrell. Thank you Betty.
in January which will be held in Dublin.

Well done to all the ICA members who
completed the course in effective
speaking. We will be expecting very
effective speeches in the New Year.
All activities continue with handcrafts
on Monday 8 p.m. Badminton, Tues-

9

The January meeting will be held on
Thursday 4th in the ICA Hall at the
Harbour. Happy belated Christmas to
all members and friends and a peaceful
New Year to all.

Geraldine Tracey, PRO

o
MAYNOOTH
WINCHESTER
THREE SUPPORT
GROUP

.BARTONS
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

Parade of Innocence

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

On Saturday 9thDecembera coachload
SHELL PETROL STATION
BOOKS
of supporters of the Winchester three
set out from Maynooth to join the
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
Candlelit Parade of Innocence in ParAN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA
nell Square in Dublin. Bearing banners and placards we joined the many
other Winchester Three supporters to
GREENFIELD
SUPERMARKETS.
swell the ranks of thousands who
,:§.,
•
marched through the city streets to
MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE
celebrate the release of the Guilford
Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
Four and to highlight the ,continued
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
unjust imprisonment of the Birming1 0am J pm (Sunday)
ham Six and others, including our own
Finbar Cullen. Placards and banners
Monthly Specials in every department.
from town and college draw attention
One free I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you
to the Winchester Three case. Our eye
spend for the gift you always wanted.
catching support group banner read
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
"Maynooth demands justice for the
will enter you in our monthly draw.
Winchester Three" Maynooth Town
A.F. c.'s banner read "Return our missJOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
ing footballer - Finbar Cullen". With
AGENT
FOR
LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES
the families of Finbar, Martina Sha;
===========;;==;===;~=====;;=====;=====~=====~.
-~
----~
nahan and John McCann, we made our
most public statement yet of the injustice of their conviction.
~~ ~
Maynooth Shopping Centre
1.
As darlrness fell we lit our 'Candles for
justice' and marched to the Central
Bank in Dame St. where a brief public
,~'I
meeting was held. Paul Hill and Gerry
Conlon movingly spoke of their deterLadies & Gents Heels
mination to fight for the release of the
While U Wait
Birmingham Six and the Winchester
Shoes stretched, Heels Lowered
Three, and they called on all present to
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On
continue to publicise miscarriages of
justice such as that which lost them 15
years oftheir lives. Finally, well known
Kildare man Christy Moore lent his
Now Located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.
support to the day's demand for justice.
-,
The 12,000 strong crowd at the parade
~pat l=IC!id'tJ- CO. Ltd
ofInnocence shows the extent of public
disquiet at the unfair treatment being
l.ARPG-I M\YNTIIH FH: 286508
meted out to Irish defendants in English courts. We ask all Maynooth
people to inform themselves of the
exact nature of the injustice which has
cost popular local man Finbar Cullen a
25 years sentence on a charge of which
we believe he is totally innocent.

' '-. ,
fIi

,

,. .. Jim's Shoe Repairs~

¥

~~

.:~

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER:::>
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC

Tom Nelson Sec.
Maynooth Winchester
Three Support Group.

REPAIRS & SERVICE
A-IN:: 286508
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c. P. L.
M1in St..

Motor Factors

M1ynooth. Co. Ki 1dare. Tel: 01/2866281286301

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND T~ACTORS,
\~~... BATTERIES, PLUGS,
EXHAUSToS, BRAKE PADS

~~

I
I

.I

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Undeft.k~n

and Compl~t~ Funeral Fumilhen
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

WREATHS

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482

FUNERAL WREATHse.·l;
·

UNDERTAKERS TO
MAYNOOTH ,MORTALITY
.. , ,..:'
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
,,:I

•

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

__

___

~l=========================================.===_==~_~_==_===_~------.,
,...

l-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
TEL: 285387

..

--.--

-.---~
------- -----------------------------------------------=~--=- .~--..
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BOYS' NATIONAL
CHOOL PARENTS
ASSOCIATION
We would like to thank most sincerely
all those who attended our 'Sixties
Night' on Friday December 1st in the
Hitchin' Post.
Also, sincere thanks to all those who
bought tickets even thought they could
not attend on the night. It made our
task much more plea sent when we got
such a good reception at the doors.
Hopefully, in the near future we will
be able to upgrade the P.E. Equipment
in the school, which will be of benifit
to all the children.
Thanks must go to the following who
gave so generously to our raffle and
spot prizes.

Raffle
Gina Mc Gee, Cottage Crafts, 50
Kingsbry.
Pat Hickey, Maynooth Park.
M. Reilly, Barrogstown.
Cassidy's Roost, Main Street.

J. IWRY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST_CONFECTIONERS
PH: 286304
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-B.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
~
.
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
LOTTERIES
CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY. FAMILY ONE DAY

I

IRENE MC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPWMA & TUTO({
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT, REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE,
AROMATHERAPY, SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & LEG TREATMENT
RENE GUINOT, CATHIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GELOIDE
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS,
BODY TREATMENTS, SUN BED,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
fUJ<LEY'S LAl'E:, M\IN SIREET LEI XL IP

(01) 244366/244973

qj34~;vn
B.COvM.A.C.A
J .W'. MJlJ-IERN & CD.

Sports
J Mc Connack, Main Street.
Gerry Mulcahy, Greenfield Shopping
Centre.
Coyne & Bergin, Maynooth Shopping
Centre.
Sean Donovan, Greenfield Shopping
Centre.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KIN3SCilRf
CD KIl.J)6RE

N¥S

A-lN:: 286751

TEL (-045) 66535'

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

Kathleen Dempsey, Old Greenfield.
Mary Halton, Maynooth Park.
Premier Dairies, Rathfarnham.

Last but by no means least a big thanks
to our hard working committee without whose commitment this venture
would not have been successful.

Ann Howley
Secretary.

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HA VE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OFYOuk OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY.
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN -£12. 00
DIAL-Ai-:SIYIE AT 285367 RR ID.R APFOINIMNT

~\l\~~~
~
B
~~
~ (Jli
~
~-"

RESTAU

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
CAR VERY LUNCH
SERVED FROM 12 NOON TO 3 PM EACH DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAY
CHILDREN'S MENU AVAILABLE
THE PLOUGH RESTAURAJrf OFFERS AN EXCELLENT
A-LA-CARTE MENU
FROM 5 PM TO 10 PM EACH DAY.

BAR MENU IS AVAILABLE FROM 3 PM TO 9 PM DAILY
ON PRODUCTION OF STUDENT'S CARD,
50P REDUCTION OFF MAIN COURSES.
RING MARY ON 286323 OR 285772 FOR BOOKINGS

WE OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE. COUPLED WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE TO GiJARANTEE
A SATISFIED CUSTOMER.
At the recent annual general meeting a
new committee was formed for the
coming year.
Elected were:
Chairperson
Mrs. E. Bums
Vice Chairperson
Mrs. B. Farrell
Secretary
Mrs. I. Desmond
Assistant Sec.
Mrs. M. Doyle
Treasurer
Mrs. C. Mulready

MAYNOOTH
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
Assistant Treasurer:
Mrs. K. Cleary
Contest Secretary:
Mrs. E. Hendrick
P.R.O.
Mrs. J. Weld-Moore
Sales Table:
Mrs. M. Stephens, Mrs. C. Fields
Hostess:
Mrs. F. Satchwell, Mrs. C. Hodge,

Mrs. S. Dee
For January, the club are organising' a
buffet supper in Moyglare Manor on
the 22nd. Anyone interested contact
Mrs. I. Desmond. On February the
19th the club are organising a demonstration by' some of its own members
Choirs taking part Mrs. F. Satchwell,
Mrs. E.Bums, Mrs. M. Doyle, Mrs. B.
Farrell and Mrs. I. Desmond. With a
line up like that it should be a great
night. Do not forget the club meet on
the third Monday of every month in
the M.A.D.E. centre in the Post Primary School Maynooth.

MAYNOOTH
CREDIT UNION
Our annual general meeting was held
onTuesday21stNovemberintheICA
Hall. It was well attended. It was very
heartening to see so many new members attending. At the first meeting of
the New Board of Directors the following officers were elected: Chairman: Pat Harney, Ouain Aoibhinn,
Asst. Chairman: Owen Byrnes, Greenfield, Treasurer: James McMahon,
.Laurence Ave., Secretary: Brighidin

Breslin, Leinster Park. We welcomed
four new members to the board,
Brighiden Breslin, Marie Dempsey,
Joan Grant and James McMahon. A
big thank you to Anne Maeve Gaffney, Anne McGarry and John Read
for all the excellent work they have put
into the Credit Union in the past two
years as Members of the board. They
will hopefully continue to help us in
the Credit Union.

------------~--~--~--------~-----------------------
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We would appreciate more offers of
help from members to act as Tellers.
Anyone willing to help in this capacity
please contact Marie Dempsey, 549
O'Neill Park or leave their names at the
Office in the Mall or in the Harbour.
We take this opportunity to wish all
our Members a very happy and peaceful New Year in 1990.

ROYAL CANAL
NOTES
Both retaining walls on the slipway are
now complete, the dam has been removed and water now comes all the
way to the slipway. Remedial work on
the approach to the harbour is at' an
advanced stage and our resident and
students who use the footbridge across
the canal from the station need no
longer worry about muddy shoes since
the path is now fully restored. So hard
have the members of the FAS scheme
worked that the work is now well ahead
of schedule. Now that the harbour
approach has been cleared landscaping can commence in this area.
Our Christmas raffle took place in the
newly refurbished lounge of the Roost.
The winners were 1st Ciaran O'Sullivan, Kingsbry, Maynooth, 2nd Rosemary Merry, Castleblaney, 3rd Sean
Kennedy Rail Park, Maynooth, 4th
Kay Behnett, Newtown, 5th Seamus
Ward, Castleblaney. The committee
would like to thank all those -who
supported this raffle, all those who
sold tickets and the management and
staff of the Roost for the use of their
premises. Thanks also to Alan Monaghan, Philip McDermott and Gerry
Fitzpatrick who provided the music.
While on the subject of the Roost, the
committee would like to extend grateful thanks to Noel and Ann Cassidy
proprietors of the Roost for their recent generous donation. Indeed we
would like to extend good wishes for
continued success to Noel and Ann in
the re-opening of the elegantly refurbished lounge.
On Thursday December 7th, as a result
of an invitation by the Caradas Society
in the college, members of the committee gave a talk on the canal. The
talk was interspaced with a slide presentation. Thanks to Gerry Fitzpatrick
and Breda Cunningham for the photography. The talk concluded with a
question and answer session which
was followed by a reception hosted by
the Caradas Society. The committee
would like to thank the Caradas society for the invitation and. more especially for their donation.

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

OPENING HOURS 7 A.M • . - 9.30. P.M. (MON -FRI)
8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE FILM.
SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NTGHT.
AUTHORISED AGENT .FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.
PHONE: - 285813

Dan Logan Co Ltd
BARBERSTCJIN M<\'iNXJIl-I
P1-Il\E 288468
RR IMtfl)IAlE IXL I VERY

COAL ANTHRACITE ETC.
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME.
BEST QUALITY COAL, SLACK, ANTHRACITE,
PEAT BRIQUETTES, AND ALL TYPES
OF SOLID FUEL SUPPLIED

Dermot. Kelly Limited

.

KILOOOK TEL: 287311

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

*

BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
A--tM: 287311

<P

or

gd{z:;e ~acey
\\HDli'G F'HJIURA.A-IY

EID IE 1R.ACEY

TEL: 381420

Finally the committee would like to
take this opportunity to thank the people
of Maynooth and surrounding areas
for their support in the last year. We
wish you all a peaceful and happy New
Year and look forward to your continued support.

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7
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CELBRIDGE TUTORIAL
COLLEGE
Maynooth Rd. Celbridge

Tel:

~?~IOO

PROVIDING EXPERT AND COMPREHENSIVE TUITION FOR STUDENTS
IN THE NORTH KILDARE REGION AND ADJACENT DISTRICTS
IN THE FOLWWING PROGRAMMES:

Leaving Certificate
Intermediate Certificate
Modern European Languages
For Primary School Children
Speech and Drama For Children
ENROLMENT FOR THE POST. CHRISTMAS PERIOD
THE 6TH JANUARY 1990 FROM 9.30 AM TO 6.00 PM
ALL CLASSES WILL RECOMMENCE ON THE WEEK
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING ENROLHENT
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Entries in before Monday, 22nd
January at 5.00pm.

Leixlip Amenities Group
Collinstown, Leixlip, Co. Kildare.

Telephone (01) 243050.

OPENING HOURS:
MON - FRI - 10AM - 11PM
SAT - 9AM - 11PM
SUN - 9AM - 11PM
WHY NOT START OFF THE 1990'S ON THE RIGHT FOOT WITH A HEALTHY LOOK & A
FIT BODY TO MATCH? WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE, YOUNG & OLD

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
AEROBICS/KEEPFIT. (MON-SUN) MENS & LADIES
GYM/WEIGHTS ROOM
TURBO SUNBED .
SAUNA
ARCHERY,
BADMINTON.
BINGO
CHILDRENS GAMES

* HOCKEY
* MARTIAL ARTS
* RUGBY/GAELIC
* TABLE TENNIS
* VOLLEY BALL
* ATHLETICS
* BASKETBALL
* BOWLS

OPENING SOON
OUR NEW COFFEE/DOCK RECEPTION AREA.
WHY NOT RELAX AFTER A HARD GAME OR WORKOUT AND COOL DOWN
WITH A COOL DRINK, OR ENJOY A SNACK WITH TEA/COFFEE
CENTRE MEMBERSHIP
FAMILY £15
SINGLE £10
JNR/STUDENT £5
VALID UNTIL 30TH SEPTEMBER 1990
NEW MORNING SPECIAL
GYM WORKOUT
OR
AEROBIC CLASS £1.00 MEMBER
OR
KEEP FIT CLASS
£1 • 50 NON MEMBER
INCLUDES 'FREE SAUNA t
PLUS FREE

CRECHE FOR ALL CENTRE RUN ACTIVITIES
PHONE 243050 FOR ALL DETAILS
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(RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATIONS' NOTES)
I would like to apologise to some of
our sponsors at our Table Quiz. Their
names were omitted for our entry in to
December Newsletter. These were:
Westside Furniture, Brady's Auctioneers, Patrick's Restaurant, Hula-Bou,
Cassidy's 'Roost'.
Some of the prizes donated were not
used at the Table Quiz due to having a
oversubscription of prizes. We will be
having a raffle on a night of our weekly
Christmas prizes draw which we hope
to run in one of local hostelries. The
prizes will be vouchers from Westside

(_

CLUAIN AOffiIDNN )
NOTES
_

Furniture, Maynooth Cycle Centre,
Billies Boutique, Hula BQu, Maynooth
Book Shop.
The committee would like to thank all
our residents who have contributed so
faithfully during the year to our weekly
collection; also to all the businesses in
the town who have given so generously to any functions we have held.
They have been great.
The committee would like to wish everyone a Happy Christmas and peace

(

KINGSBRY NOTES)

Now that the year is over we can look
back and congratulate ourselves for
the trojan work done during the year. trudging from house to house collectThe committee for 1990 will have a ing, delivering, infonning, the driving
hard act to follow after our highly suc- all over the country organising and
cessful series of events throughout the buying trees, stones, presents etc., and
year - the Table Quiz, sports day, bar- all the letter writing to councillors and
beque, estate clean up, tree planting, others on behalf of the residents of the
entrance stone, and the wonderful. estate. My God we did a great job.
Christmas Party, not to mention all the We look forward to the new year with

and hannony in the New Year. Let's
hope that all past differences where
ever they may be will be forgotten in
this period of Glastnost.
Finally my thanks to my committee for
all their co-operation during the year.
I look forward to next year and perhaps
more co-operation for the residents in
ensuring we have an estate to be proud
of. Let's all do a bit and make it easier
for those who have carried it on their
shoulders for as long. Make this your
New Year's resolution.
T.R. McMullon,Chairman, C.A.R.A

eagerness and hope to see a great
turnout at the A.G.M.later in the year,
where the new committee will be
elected. Why not think about putting
yourself forward for the committee at
the A.G.M. It is a wonderful way of
getting to know your neighbours and
getting involved in local affairs. Don't
let the begrudgers win - make a move
for positive action.

DUBLIN ARTS

.b-r

DIARY
DRUGSTORE COWBOY

SHIRLEY VALENTINE
REVIEW
Shirley Valentine currently showing
at the Adelphi is a model of escapist
cinema. Shirley (played by Pauline
Collins) is a 42 year old 'housewife'
and a dowdy slave to domesticity. From
the outset of the film, Shirley wins us
over by her 'Howya Wall' and her one
liners to the camera. Such devices are
highly effective in establishing the
Valentine persona.
Jane, a feminist friend of Shirley's
wants the latter to accompany her on a
Greek holiday. Shirley would not
possibly leave husband Joe to fend for
himself, but when he throws a tantrum
and his dinner because a neighbour's
dog has got his steak, Shirley decides
otherwise. She leaves a note on the
egg splattered holiday poster 'Gone to
Greece, back in two weeks'.

the beautiful Greek island by herself.
She has now taken to talking to rocks,
while back in England, Joe converses
with the microwave while watching
the dishes pile up. Shirley meets the
smooth talking Costas (Tom Conti),
local Romeo and restaurant owner,
and she discovers the fun loving schoolgirl in herself again.
Shirley Valentine boasts strong perfonnances from its lead characters.
Bernard Hill, as Joe the pampered
husband, and Joanna Lumley in a
cameo role as Marjorie the old school
friend, are very credible. The photography in this film is truly captivating.
Take a bread from the throes of monot0ny - see this film.

When Jane pairs off with a Villa owner
on the plane, Shirley is left to explore

C.N.O.
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Screen Cinema College St., opened
December 8th. Drugstore Cowboy,
Gus VanSant's second feature (Mala
Noche being the sparsely released first)
is a phantasmogorical trek through the
wilderness of a drug addicts' soul, ravaging across the topographical pacific
Northwest territory while examining
the psychic underbelly of 70's America. This razored account charts the
anarchic odyssey of Bob Hughes
(Matt Dillon) and his crew through the
waste land of a soulless country where
only the junkie knows for certain what
the future holds.

Anned with a maverick quasi-religious code and a streetwise intuition,
Bob and his junkie outlaws hijack
pharmacies of their narcotics, shoot up
and after brief respites plan the execu-

Continued.

..

tion of their next heist. Comprised of
his wife (Kelly Lynch) and another
young addicted couple this crossroading crew, epitomise a subculture that
advocates the maxim, 'live fast die
young'. The futility of such an existence however enters Bob's consciousness in the aftermath of a fateful occurrence, reversing his spiral into the
Narcotic vortex. On the path to redemption Bob meets an old acquaintance Father Tom (William S. Burroughs author of the Naked Lunch in
a gothically comic cameo role), an aging addicted priest. Such blackly comic
vignettes permeate the film imbuing it
with a naturalistic realism .

Riernans
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 286294

GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY

ORLTCN OEI\NERS
* CURTAIN CARE.

This atmosphere is further enhanced
by Van Sants' calculated attention to
minute, highlighting the heightened
sensory awareness of the films subject. Adherence to detail is apotheosised in the initial shoot-up sequence
(Matt Dillon actually shot up in this
scene albeit with purified water).

*
*
*

In this semi documentary abrasive
style, Van Sant avoids any inherent
didacticism or moralising and presents the nihilistic waste of narcotics
with unbiased clarity. Complimenting
this unobtrusive directorial stance is
the absorbingly authentic performance
of Matt Dillion as the eponymous
cowboy. The film itselfis based on an
unpublished novel by James Fogle who
has 9 yrs of his sentence (for armed
robbery) to serve in a state penitentiary.

LIKE TO WISH ALL ITS
ADVERTISERS
A VERY HAPPY AND
PROSPEROUS 1990.

SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
M\YNJ:JU-l 9-O?Plf\G CINIRE
A-f: 28551 I

CELERlIXE EUI I.lD INJ SlPPL I ES & SERVICES
38 rv1\lNXJIH RW) CHlRIIXE
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THE NEWSLETTER WOULD

LEA1HER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE.

I (";:
\~

TIL: 288841 G'EN 6 D\YS
SPECIAL OFFER
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
8 I X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND. GRAVEL CEMENT
& BLOCKS.

MURPHY BROS.
045/97397

U N D E RT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTII
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
.
MAIN .STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE:.286366
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BOHEMIAN GIRL'S
DREAM COMES TRUE
Remember the Bohemian Girl who
dreamt that she dwelt in marble halls?
Well, she can stop dreaming, and order
another pint. Although instead of vassals and serfs, she'd find herself surrounded by the bewildered patrons of
the Roost, wondering if they'd gone
back to the future, or had it come to
them?

Already the Bards of Ballygoran have
taken to the pen as the only means of
expressing their wondelment. One
ode goes:
"In old Maynooth, did Noel and Anne,
A stately pleasure dome decree,
Where Mel, the raucous barman, ran
Through taverns marble, us to warn,
Of what has come to be.
For they have built that dome up there;
That sunny dome! Those caves ofice!
And all who see those statues bare,
Should grab their pint, and cry beware!
Those flashing eyes, that floating hair!
Weave a circle round Mel thrice,
And close your eyes and hold your
head;
For you on ecstasy have fed .
And drunk too much of gin and ice.
At the time of publication; the new
lounge has not been officially baptised, although there is enough marble
around to provide a font as required.

C____E_y_E_H_EA_R__)
However, many patrons have already
modestly suggested suitable appelations. Among these are the Grecian
2000; the Acrapolis; the Marble Arse;
Vatican Cellars; the Caes.arian Section; the Marble City; the Colosseum;
the Temple of Doom; the Pleasure
Dome. One particular favourite is the
Styx, in honour of the homeland of the
majority of patrons, or perhaps because members of the Workers' Party

have long been pillars of the establishment. But perhaps here we are labouring the pint too far.
In any case, the stud)t. of Greek and
Roman Civilisation will take on a new
meaning in Maynooth from now on.

MAYNOOTH
FIVE OH!
Well done to local Garda Peadar Haren
who proved recently that he's not just
a pretty moustache, leaning up against
the lamp post. Two cars parked in the
Main Street recently were the unfortunate targets of a dliver coming from
the Galway direction, who apparently
thought he. was in Brand's hatch. He
took the comer on two wheels, and
slammed into the two cars, and off he
went, without stopping. Of course, he
was not to know that his performance
was observed by Peadar, as he emerged
from the Garda station. ' With one
bound, or two, Peadar was in his own
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car and off up the Dublin road
where, we are infolmed the terror of
the track was apprehended by our
gallant garda.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Eye Hear was much gratified to hear
two of the questions at the recent table
quiz, organised by the Community
Council, and the Soccer Club. One
asked for the surnames of Kay, Ann
and Martin from the Editorial Board,
while the other asked the title of the

first section of the December editorial.
Besides the bonus of two sure marks,
Eye Hear was gratified on checking
the answers, that a considerable majority of those present obviously read
the small print in the Newsletter.
Yes, they knew who Kay, Ann and
Martin were, with'the exception of
those blow-ins who tried Stock, Aiken
and Waterman, or Johnson, Mooney
and O'Brien. But, only three teams
could name the title of the editorial,
and one o{them included a mem ber of
the editorial board. Something will
have to be done.
The correct answer was of course
What's in a Name, and the item dealt
with the inept names with which the
new estates are being lumbered.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
At last the tide of plastic is turning.
Have a look at some of the recent
contributions to the shop fronts in
Maynooth.
Greenfield Shopping
Centre, long regarded as lacking any

..

Continued.
redeeming qualities has been receiving a face lift in recent times. And the
signs over Aidan's shop, and Sean
Power's Turf Accountants must be
commended. Let's hope other shops
will follow their lead. Shop fronts are
an important visual element in the
streetscape. Good design and natural
materials contribute to a pleasing
environment; hopefully, the judges in
the forthcoming Tidy Towns competition will encourage this trend by giving Maynooth a few more marks in
1990.

THE DAY
SANTA CLAUS CAME
TO TOWN
Rudolf had the day off, so S anta hitched
a ride with the Eye in the Sky helicopter on the 9th December. He landed in
the harbour field, ten years after Pope
John Paul II landed in the College,
and generated as much excitement
among the hundreds there to greet him.
Santa followed his Holiness's example,
and wore red. However, to the delight
of the children, his generosity, Santa,
showered them with bags of sweeties,

NUZSTOP
Mt\IN SIREET :M\YJ\OJIH
TEL NO: 286m2
SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS

OPENING ,HOURS:

I

'

T-SHIRTS

BACK PATCHES

7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)
8.00 A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)

-

Have it

FRAMED
I

II,

I,

i

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors

, I

,I

MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

'I

'!

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166

!!

instead
homilies.
'==========:::::::::=============~
Then
heofhitched
a ride with a passing ' r-Santamobile,andvisitedeveryshopin
Maynooth, causing traffic chaos for
hours. But the children were thrilled,
and the adults were happy to enter for
the win a bike competition. Santa's
visit was sponsored by the Maynooth
Chamber of Commerce, who have
been mentioned nightly in the prayers
of every parent who managed to evade
a traumatic trek into Dublin to see
GREAT BARGAINS IN CYCLES & TOYS
him.
And thanks to St. Mary's Band who
ALSO SPECIAL EARLY SEASON PRICES ON LAWNMOWERS
entertained the waiting throng, as they
OPEN 6 DAYS MON - SAT 9AM - 6PM
waited for the great Ho-Ho in the sky
WED - 9AM - 1.30PM
to arrive.

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAl'N ST'. MAYNOOTH
TEL •• 285239
Sale Now On

(SABa 'NSIl!Ufl) 8S8t69 :I;)~

LOTTERY LOLLY
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Eye hear that the College syndicates
have won on the Lotto twice recently according to reports the salaries office
and the secretaries' syndicates pulled
the five numbers. However, put the
begging bowls back. The payout
an10unted to eighty pounds each for
th~ secretaries, and thirty six pounds
for the salaries office. And its all spent
by now, as most like is the thousand
pounds won by Paddy Walsh,
Mulhussey in the Megadraw.
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Once again our very successful Debs
Ball was held in the Keadeen Hotel.
Over 440 students, teachers, parents
and friends had a very enjoyable and
memorable night out. As usual the
whole occasion waS splendidly organised by Mr. Griffm, Year Master and
his hard working Committee. The
Debs were presented with an inscribed
Cross Pen.
Our congratulations to the Senior
Football team on reaching the County
Final which takes place on Wednesday, December 13th - hopefully by
now they have brought back the cup to
Maynooth. The under 14 team is progressing very nicely through the Leinster Championships having won out
its division by defeating Salesian College, Celbridge in its last game.
The Junior Cadet Basketball team is
also progressing very satisfactorily
through its Leinster opposition with
some fine victories recently. Our
Senior Cadet team did very well but
met with some stiff opposition in
Kilcock. Nice also to see our M.H.A.I.
debaters through to the County Final
the result of which we will know next
Thursday when the Final is held in the

POST PRIMARY
SCHOOL
MAYNOOTH
NOTES
Post Primary School.
Well done to one and all!
For the first time since its establishment in 1971 the Post Primary School
is launching a major appeal for funds.
In recent years the continuing cut backs
in human and financial resources in
education are such that they eventually adversely affect the quality on
offer in school. Shortages in equipment, class materials and staff C<!ll be
sustained over short periods but when
they become built into the system then
quality must suffer. Conscious of the
position, theP.T.A. andMaynoothPost
Primary School are appealing therefore to present parents and to past
pupils and parents who feel they would
like to express gratitude for any help
given and wish for the good work to be
carried on may do so by purchasing a

bond for one hundred pounds. This
bond can be purchased outright or in
four twenty five pound instruments
over the period of a year by arrangement with the Bank. This bond will
entitle you to be in an initial draw for
one thousand pounds and to participate in all other draws which will take
place .over the n~xt five years.
Furthermore, any facility provided for
the students will be available to parents and past pupils outside school
hours. Initially it is hoped to lay a
double set of all weather tennis and
basketball courts, fenced in and floodlit to provide other necessary pieces of
equipment for part time teachers as
required from time to time. One way
or another ALL of the fUnds collected
will be spent for the benefit of the
students of the Post Primary School
and Community.
Further details and application form
for a Bond can be had by contacting
the school anytime.
The appeal therefore is to all friends.
associates. parents and pupils - past
and present - BUY A BOND.

Keigh Farrell, Tracy Barton, Maynooth enjoying the Post Primary School
Debs Ball in Hotel Keadeen.
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Maynooth Post Primary School Debs Dance Committee pictured at their
very successful function in Hotel Keadeen.
Front: Mona Murphy, Ellis Tobin, Aileen Murtagh, Willie Coughlan, Anne
Hodge, Senan Griffin.
Back: Dominic Nyland, Clare Martin, Christopher Gallagher, Marie Gorry,
John Darcy, Jane Arthurs, James Nevin, Fergal O'Malley.
Photo: Oliver McCrossan.

Noeleen McCloskey, Seamus O'Sullivan, Andrea Bvown, Mark McNamee,
Maynooth enjoying the Maynooth Post Primary School Debs Ball in Hotel
Keadeen.
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- - - (j.>OLITICALPARTYNOTES)
·LABOUR PARTY
NOTES
KINGSBRY-BUSSTOP
Following representations by Deputy
Stagg on behalf of the Residents Association of Kingsbry, the Chairman of
C.LE. has advised Deputy Stagg that
arrangements are being made to relocate the Bus Stop at the entrance to the
estate to a more suitable location.

FUTURE AND SERVICE
OF RAIL LINE
Considerable concern has been expressed concerning the future and service of the Suburban Rail Line. The
Locomotive and Rolling Stock presently in use are close to life expiry and
are consequently failure prone. Iarnrod
Eireann have advised Deputy Stagg
that they have submitted a railcar replacement programme to the Government. Similarly the signalling system
needs modernising and Iamrod Eireann have also sought Capital from the
Government in this matter. Deputy
Stagg has tabled a motion in the Dail
calling on the Minister for Transport to
provide funding to upgrade the Suburban Service in Maynooth.

ACCOMMODATION
ROAD - PROVISION OF
LIGHTING
Further representations concerning the
provision of lighting on the Accommodation Road between the Rail Station and Newtown Bridge have been
made by Deputy Stagg to the Board of
Works who now own this roadway.

PHONE KIOSK CLUAIN AOmHINN,
BEAUFIELD,
COLLEGE GREEN
AND NEWTOWN
Deputy Stagg has made representations to the Chairman of Telecom
Eireann concerning the provision of a
Public Telephone Kiosk to serve the
houses in the Newtown area.

PEDESTRIAN
CROSSING
MULLEN BRIDGE
Increased usage of the train station has
led to very serious pedestrian and traffic congestion at Mullen Bridge at
peak times. Representations have been
made by John McGinley to Iarnrod
Eireann and to the Co. Council to
improve the situation as follows:
1. Significantly improved lighting on
the bridge.
2. Provision of a footpath on the station side of the bridge.
3. Provision of trafficlights which
would operate at peak times only.
4. Provision of a pedestrian crossing
at the Greenfield side of the bridge.

LIGHTS IN GREENFIELD AND BEAUFIELD
ESTATES
John McGinley has made representations through Deputy Stagg to the
County Engineer concerning lights out
of order in Greenfield Estate. A total
of five lights have been out of order for
a considerable time. Several lights in
Beaufield estate are now functioning
for the first time following representation by John McGinley.

O'NEILL PARK
PETITION
John McGinley has forwarded a petition to Kildare Co. Council signed by
the residents of O'Neill Park calling on
the Council to carry out a number of
tasks in the area of the estate. These
include the resurfacing of the road
leading into the estate and the immediate repair of footpaths. The petition
also calls for the. proper maintenance
of the green areas in the estate.

LEINSTER PARK
Following representation from residents in the area, John McGinley has
written to Kildare Co. Council asking
that the entrance to the second phase in
Leinster park be resurfaced as it is
currently in a very poor condition.
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Arising from representations by Deputy Stagg to the Co. Engineer the
pedestrian crossing in the Main Street
has recently been resurfaced.

WOMEN'S SEMINAR
The newly established women's section of the constituency recently held a
very successful one day seminar in
Johnstown. The theme was Women In
the Workplace. Speaking were Gay
Cunningham E.S.B.O.A., a member
of the Women's Committee of the
I.C.T.V. and Gerry Curran, National
Labour Youth Section. In attendance
were Deputy Emmet Stagg and John
McGinley, Constituency Chairperson.
The meeting was chaired by Margaret
Clince, Women's Officer. A number
of issues were addressed which adversely affect women in the work place.
The most important which emerged
was the concentration of women in
low paid jobs in the part-time sector of
the economy.
70% of all part time workers are
women, with little or no holiday, sickness or unemployment entitlements.
23% of the Irish workforce are in low
paid jobs, the bulk of them women.
It was agreed that a minimum statutory wage of at least 68% of the national average for all workers must be
legislated for if this situation is to be
redressed. Further all workers, whether
they be fulltime or part-time should be
entitled to the same benefits under the
various Social Welfare Acts and should
have such basic rights as holiday pay.
The Party has been and will continue
to fight for these basic rights for all
workers on a national level. Within
the constituency it was agreed that a
campaign highlighting the issue oflow
pay and bad working conditions should'
be launched in the new year. This
campaign is already underway. If
anyone is interested in this or any issue
affecting women don't hesitate to
contact Margaret Clince (285922) or
any of your local party representatives
or members.

CROWLEY ~ S

SCHHOOL OF MOTORING
TEL. 01

245110

MARY AND RICHIE WISH ALL THEIR CUSTOMERS
A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
IF YOUR NEW YEARS RESOLUTION IS TO DRIVE
DON'T CALL OTHERS WHO MAY TAKE YOU FOR A RIDE
BECAUSE THE BEST OF DRIVING SKILLS
TAUGHT WITH PATIENCE AND GOODWILL COMES FROM CROWLEY'S.
WE ARE ALWAYS ON YOUR SIDE
SEE OUR AD IN THE GOLDEN PAGES
O
O

ALUMINIUM
-

.

-

-

-

PROBLEMS? -

ENGINEERING CO. LTD
ALUMINIUM DEPT.
4A Kilbarrack Ind Est, Sutton
vIe repair: Patio Doors, Resi Doors,

Windows, Shop Fronts,
Conservatories, Double Glazed Units, Locks,

Hinges, etc

Tel: 393679

242921 After 6pm
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COUNCIL BACKDOWN
ON SERVICE CHARGES
Kildare County Council recently gave
a High Court undertaking to rele~se
the Manager's Orders under which
service charges have been levied in the
county. Up to now, Council officials
have consistently refused to release
the documents, even to their own
elected County Councillors.
Many people suspect that at least some
of the Manager's Orders may be legally defective, and the High Court
case, taken with the support of the
Residents AgainstLocal Charges group
and ACRA, the umbrella group for
Residents' Associations, is challenging the County Council's right to levy
charges and disconnect households
which refuse to pay the charges.
Recently, the people ofMaynooth gave
very generously to a door-to-door
collection to help finance the case.
The County Council has always
avoided taking residents to court for
non-payment of charges, preferring
instead to use strong-arm tactics in
cutting off supplies, tearing up footpaths in the process. However, the
Celbridge resident in whose name the
High Court case is being taken has had
her supply reconnected. This represents a further victory for the local
residents campaign against double
Jaxation.

The Celbridge Suzuki ·Group are a
group of young violinists from the age
of three years who under the guidance
of their teacher attain a very high
This
degree of accomplishment.
achievement is needily observed by
the parents of the children when they
attend a local concert ornational event.
Suzuki Education originated in Japan
during the 1940's when Dr. Shinichi
Suzuki, a distinguished violinist recognised the significance of the way
infants learn to speak their Mother
Tongue. This led to a new concept
of teaching music and an educational
philosophy embracing the development of the talents innate in every
child.
The Institute was founded in 1986
under the Presidency of Dr. Suzuki
and is the official Irish Representative
of Suzuki Education at home and
abroad. Affiliated to the European
Suzuki Association, it also maintains

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
DEVELOPMENTS IN
EASTERN EUROPE
WELCOMED
The recent dramatic movement towards the democratisation of socialism in Eastern Europe has been welcomed by Workers' Party President,
Prionsias de Rossa. While acknowledging the real advances made in
general living standards and social
progress by the socialist governments
in that region over the years, Prionsias
de Rossa reiterated the point he made
in his Ardfheis address last April that
socialism without real democracy is
like "one hand clapping".
Rejecting much of the Western media
coverage of events in Eastern Europe
as superficial and simplistic, Prionsias
de Rossa pointed to the assertion being
made by many of the leaders of the
democratic movement that they have
no desire to reproduce in their own
countries the gross inequalities and
arrant consumerism which typify
Western society. Certainly, the right
wing political leaders who have ruled
this country since 1922 can have nothing to crow about in terms of economic
prosperity or democratic institutions.

CELBRIDGE
SUZUKI GROUP
- Anne Delary
close links with the International
Suzuki Association and the Suzuki
Association and Suzuki Talent Education School in Japan.
Dr. Suzuki's aim is to stimulate, from
birth, the unique abilities of each child
through the natural loving relationship
of parent as teacher, developing these
talents to the full to enable the child to
becme a well-balanced, responsive and
happy adult.

Prionsias deRossa also welcomes these
developments because of the prospect
they offer for an end to the Cold War
and the constant threat of nuclear
annihilation. Apart from the possibility that the huge sums currently being
spent on armaments may be redirected
to more socially useful purposes, international peace also provides a more
conducive atmosphere in which the
peoples of the world may work towards settling their differences amicably and creating a new era of mutual
co-operation.

QUIZ SUPREMOS
(ALMOST)
Congratulations to the Workers' party
team (Denis Collins, Richard Power,
Prionnsias Breathnach and Kay
MacKeogh) -who took second prize in
the 'big Table Quiz recently organised
by Maynooth Community Council and
Maynooth Town AFC.

SEASON'S GREETINGS
We wish to take this opportunity to
belatedly extend our best wishes for
the festive season to all our readers.
We look forward to seeing further
progress towards achieving the true
spirit of Christmas - mutual co-operation and social justice - in 1990.

to be the most successful of all edu(
tional prowesses, especially where
there is frequent opportunity for repetition in a loving and encouraging home
environment. As the child grows up
these learnt responses form the basis
of his/her own independent outlook.
The Suzuki Method of teaching music
cannot be fully effective without
commitment to this philosophy and
the structure of this teaching approach
must be viewed with this in mind.
The method is based on the principle
of putting sound first - the children listens to recordings of music until they
know it from memory, a direct analogy with the way speech is learnt.

Learning to playa musical instrument
engages many different physical, in- Following this, the children learnt how
tellectual and creative abilities. These to play what they already know. At a
can evolve most effectively through . later state they learn to read what they
the infant's capacity for imitation. Dr. can already play.
Suzuki believes that the learning of the From the outset the parent works
Mother Tongue by infants has proved closely with the teacher, learning the
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Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri"ate Montessori SellO()1
IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTH
AGES 2~- - 6 YEARS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR JANUARY 1990
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. AT 3.00PM

*LIMITED NUMBER OF VACANCIES AVAILABLE*
TEACHER: MRS CAROLINE FORAN. HOME ADDRESS: GLENIDAN COURT, ENFIELD
MONTESSORI DIP. IN EDUCATING 2 -12 YEARS
CERTIFICATE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
THIS SCHOOL IS ON THE RECOMMENDED LIST OF MONTESSORI SCHOOLS AND /lAS
FULLY TRAINED MONTESSORI DIPLOMA TEACHERS - GIVE YOUR ClIILD THEIR
FUTURE FOUNDATION UNDER EXPERT TUITION

Graphic grass and Mirror Co.
POllnd Lane Maynooth Pllone: 286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved
and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.
Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex. Laminated Safety Glass.
Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.
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Continued.
basic elements of playing the instrument in order to be imitated by the
child at home.
At each stage scrupulous attention is
paid to the systematic development of
a keen ear, a highly researched technique and a sense of beauty and depth
in musical performance.
This is not a group method. The lesson
format is essentially that of a partnership between child, parent and teacher.
Children in Suzuki Education do, however, constantly receive the benefits of
group playing through the use of a set
repertoire, and frequently appear in
public playing as a group allowing as
many children as possible to enjoy
taking part. Not sUlprisingly, very
high standards of musicianship can be
reached at an early age enabling any
student developing a professional interest to make the best use of his/her
ability.

The children are at present busily preparing themselves for th~ir christmas
concert and will also be raising money
for charity. Should you require any
information regarding the Suzuki
method Anne Delarey may be contacted at 271154.

The Event:
Celbridge Suzuki Group Concert and
Party
Where:
The Ship C. & 1. Old National School,
Castletown Estate, Celbridge.
Date and Time:
Saturday 16th December, 1989 4.30
p.m. to 7 p.rn:

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL ATTENT10N OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL ,* ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
, ,
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
.
CONTACT
MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 SlRAFFPN MY, M\YNXJIH Pl-Q\E 285246~-"

iii

- - - -- - -

~-~

-- -

-- --

. Leixlip ~Iea~ing ServiC,e
TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857

qQ~
Q;,4,;,;

4b

Q.qt ~~

• Painting & De.:orating •
• Interior & Exterior
•

&&q

'I'"
'

: ~~!~~;i~~:~n~~!l~~p~~~n~:st. ~,

.• Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
, ' "" ,
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
,?~ ,
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • -.::.;

•

,

,

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green ' pages & Golden pages

HAXOL
DISTRIBUTORS
JOHN BROWNE
KILCOCK OIL
~Ci1DISTRIBUTORS LTD
FOR YOUR

HOME
HEATING
OIL

WINTER GRADE
KEENEST PRICES
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE FROM YOUR LOCAL OIL
DISTRIBUTOR CONTACT
287797 OR 287265
MONDAY - ' FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
SATURDAY
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

r:x:NNPN',S

~

lNIT' 7 .tvi\YNlJIH SHFPIl'G CENIRE
PHONE NO: 285847
UPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

C.K.R. 97.3 FM
Any forthcariing events or
daily news in Nbrth Kildare
area for broadcasting on
C.K.R. the voice of Leinster. Please telephone
Richard Farrell 286044.

I

ALL roul? STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

J
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FAS NOTICE
THE STAfF OF FAS CHAPELIZOD WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL REGISTRANTS

..

AND EMPLOYERS A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

PLEASE NOTE THE NEW TIMES

OF ATTENDANCE AT MAYNOOTH

CLINICS FOR THE NEW YEAR

A~D LEI~LIP

May-nooth

Leixl ip-

THE LIBRARY,
MAIN ST.,
MAYNOOTH,
CO. KILDARE.
Thursday: 2.30pm - 4.30pm

SCOIL CHEARBHAILL
UI DHALAIGH,
CELBR IDGE RD.,
LEIXLIP,
CO. KILDARE.
Tuesday: 2.00pm - 4.00pm

IF THE ABOVE TIMES ARE NOT SUITABLE PLEASE PHONE THE AREA OFFICE,
266211, FOR APPOINTMENT
DES MURRAY

FlANNA FAIL
Sean power T.D. will hold a weekly
clinic in Maynooth to deal with the
many demands from local people and
details will be announced shortly:
watch this space.

CUMANNNEWS
BULLETIN
The launch of this regular newsletter is
scheduled for early March ofthis year.

LOCAL LITTER
The Cumann continues to be worried
about the need to improve local standards of responsibility in the disposal
of litter and will liaise with the Tidy
Towns committee and other bodies to
ensure greater community performance in this regard.

POST PRIMARY SCHOOL
A circular letter from the Maynooth
PTA, dealing with the short fall by half
one fulltime teacher in the Post Primary School'S pupil-teacher ratio, was
considered with much sympathy. The
Cumann resolved to give Councillor
Gerry Brady every support in his ef-

REPORT
forts to restore the situation and also
resolved to make representations to
the V.E.C.

MAIN STREET PHONE
BOXES-

The Bermuda Triangle-like disappearance of the twin boxes from in front of
the Leinster Arms was commented
upon and the Secretary will write to
RESIDENTIAL
Telecom Eireann to get a view on their
plans for telephone service in the town,
PROPERTY TAX
given the considerable and young 10Members noted the reservations and
cal
and floating population which has
fears which people had about the Resiof such resources.
need
dential Property Tax and the possible
effects on average families should
House Values continue to increase to
SWIMMING POOL
new levels. The Cumann resolved to Not for the first time, the continuing
monitor the situation and to prepare a need and severe lack ofthis facility in
report on the likely local ramifications the town was noted. A working party
in due course.
was set up to examine the reasons for
the delay in progress and to report to
the next meeting on ways to get everyROADS
Cllr. Brady reported on his efforts to one in the swim as soon as possible.
ensure that the North Kildare area will
be well-served this year despite the
MAIN STREET TREES
heavy demands from other parts of the The Cumann deplored the interfercounty on the available resources. The ence by unauthorised persons with the
continued progress in the network of
trees and indicated strong support for
motorway-standard by-pass roads m their protection and development.
our area since the advent of the present
Sean O'Siothchain,P.R.O.
Government was noted with approval.
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CLUES ACROSS:

CROSSWORD
No. 26 by Sprite

1. Canter to the Roost for the drink of
the Gods (6)
4. Coo, steer away from the wood
preselVative (8)
9. Cooks in the oven (6)
10. Hang tics together for blistering
reviews (8)
12. 0 Maxi, it's true (5)
13. Sounds like I'm fond of being fair
and objective (9)
15. Type of leprechaun 93)
16. When I reach this, I'm lit (5)
17. Seems like my coifs a mess (5)
22. Or trade for a painful experience
(6)
24. Will the vehicle proceed for the
transported goods (5)
27. Large animal, formerly resident in
Ireland (3)
28. On the circumference (9)
31. The M.A.S.H. character is the same,
backwards or forwards (5)
32. Learned persons that Maynooth is
famous for (8)
33. Let Tat gossip about others (6)
34. Sore tans for the upper house
members (8)
35. Fortified wine who works for the
Council (6)

Name •••• • •• _ •• • 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Address,. .... " ....... ,. ............ ,. ...... .

........................................ ,. ..

CLUES DOWN
1. In short, Norman is usually a friend
at the end (8) .
2. Sounds like Ma is the cleaning lady
with that irresistible qUality (8)
3. Measure distance from the ground
in real time with a T (8)
5. What a caper to go back over what
we've said (5)
6. Upset the toter for the river animal
(5)
7. The beginning ends with something
for the tonic (6)
8. Swallow up the chasm after N (6)
11 . Mix Fianna Fail initially in a pile of
stuff and nonsense (6)
14. The Special Armed SelVices make
a fool of themselves (3)
18. Where Sally and the Cats live? (6)
19. Did the Rooster and the Donadea
Pub together form a nocturnal insect?

Solution to Crossword No. 25

(9)
20. Or red Pat eats animals (8)
21 . Upset Troy's cue to show good
manners (8)
23. A note to reverse the hod (3)
25. Mix up maps with the SS and suffer
involuntary contractions 96)
26. Guttersnipe (6)
29. I plot with the helmsman (5)
30. A blunder (5)

Winner of Crossword No. 25
(£5 Prize)
Gerry Durack
158, Kingsbry
Entries in by Mon. 22nd Jan. 1990
by 5 p.m.
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FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS
WASHING MACHINES
TUMBLE DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
TOASTERS; KETTLES
IRONS; FRIDGES
. COOKERS; SPINDRYERS
DISHWASHERS; HAIRDRYERS
ELECTRIC FIRES; HEATERS

DOMESTIC ELECTRIC WINNERS OF COLOURING COMPETITION
Elaine Flemming
63 Maynooth Park
Maynooth
Elaine Tobin
108 Rail Park
Maynooth

Martin Farrell
11 Greenfield Drive

David Coughlan
Age 10 The Square
Maynooth

Age 12
Sharon Cummins
Crew Hill
Maynooth
Age 8
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Age

6~

Age 10!

Aisling Sheehan
31 College Green
Maynooth
Age 4

------------,(GARDATALK)~----------WELCOMING A NEW
DECADE
As we welcome the commencement of
another year and a new decade it is
opportune and appropriate to reflect
on our activities and the service we
provide to the community that we serve.
Glasnost and perestroika, openness and
rebuilding are words used by a current
political leader to describe his endeavours to remould his society.
In contempory Irish society the principles of this policy could be applied in
relating the function and role of the
modem day Garda Siochana in a rapidly changing environment. Our service will have to become increasingly
more community orientated so that we
will ensure that the basic right of every
citizen to go about their lawful business either in private or public without
fear for their person or property is
maintained. I am glad to relate that the
powers that be are addressing these
problems that confront us as we approach the "Nineties".
The new two year programme of training for our young Gardai contains many
commendable features which should
adequately equip those young men and
women to meet the needs of our future
generation. Many new sophisticated
developments are also progressing in
the Garda Radio and Communications
network and significant enhancements
are being carried out to expand the use
oftbe Garda Computer Systems, all of
which will ensure the availability of
the best modem technology to the force.

Additional equipment, transport and
other miscellaneous resources are also
to be provided. I have no doubt that
elements of those extra resources and
improvements will gradually permeate through to the benefit of the local
Gardai in Maynooth and the general
community of the area. Consequently
the Gardai face the "Nineties" in a
spirit of hope and confidence. In the
past our contact and liaison with the
people often left a lot to be desired and
the criminal prospered.

In the future its hoped to make full use
of such formalised schemes as Neighbourhood Watch and Community Alert
lo'combat criminality. Its also hoped
to encourage and foster new channels
of communications between the
Community and the Garda Siochana
through liaising with the local schools,
sporting organisations and other responsible groups in our common aim
to counter and defeat wrongdoing.

UNDERAGE DRINKING
A new Intoxicating Liquor Act became Law in 1988. Briefly here are a
few of the provisions which apply to
underage drinking.
Sect. 31: Prohibits the sale, delivery or
consumption of Intoxicating Liquor to
any person under 18 years, on a licensed premises. (Publicans should
take particular note).
Sect. 32: Prohibits any person (older
person) purchasing Intoxicating Liquor for consumption by a person under
18 years.

Sect. 33: Prohibits any person under
18 years purchasing Intoxicating Liquor and consume it in a place other
than a private residence. This is aimed
at stopping the practice of groups 'of
young people assembling with packs
of drink in fields or other public places
and conducting open air parties. The
Gardai now have power to seize the
quantities of drink in such circumstances and such young offenders may
be fined £50.00.

Without being patronising we would
ask parents to talk to their children on
this subject from a legal, medical and
most of all a common sense point of
view. There is no substitute for parental vigilence. Responsible attitudes to
alcohol need to be fostered to avoid the
abuses of it, which in tum create serious sociological problems in the form
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of crime, vandalism and other patterns
of misbehaviour. The Gardai intend to
enforce this law rigidly especially the
contentious provisions mentioned
above.

VISITS TO THE
SCHOOLS
Recently all the schools in Maynooth
were visitd by the local Gardai accompanied by Garda Arthur Kiely, Newbridge, the Juvenile Liaison Officer fo~
the Naas Division. Arthur spoke on
many varied topics including road
safety, behaviour, underage drinking
etc. I hope all concerned benefitted
from the visit and we extend a special
thanks to Arthur for giving bfhis time
and talent so wholeheartedly. We hope
to keep this initiative under review and
perhaps arrange further talks in the
future.
The Gardai wish to extend their thanks
to the Students of the various schools
for their attentiveness and courtesy
during the visit. They all were a credit
to their teachers and fine schools. Our
gratitude' also to Sister Acquinas and
herteaching staff of the Girls' National
School, Mr.P. O'Connell and his teachers of the Boys' National School and
Mr. T. Ashe and his Staff of the
Maynooth Post Primary School for the
good will and support they afforded to
our members during the visits.
In conclusion, while on the subject of
Schools the Gardai wish to express our
appreciation to all the boys from, the
Primary School for their performance
in the JUNIOR WARDEN SCHEME.
Motorist who pass the School on weekdays must notice these young men in
their uniforms stopping traffic to allow their fellow students to cross the
road safely. Boys, you give a great
service and keep up the good work.
Motorists, if you happen to pass,
please show consideration and courtesy by driving slowely and obey their
signals. We wish a happy, peaceful
and prosperous New Year to all the
people of Maynooth in 1990.
Your local Gardai

JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.
TET,EVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE.
FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY - SATURDAY~9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
Nm.J & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARANTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

HARDWATER (SCAl.JE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SI1ELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the problem.
Water Softeners, Iron Removal, Domestic Filters,
COmmercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrens town ( Trim Road),
Drumree.
Co. Meath.

.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631 (24 Ilours)

. . . .========================================------.,---------------------"

.If1icIuzdJ1~C ~p~~:TfUvy

CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE.NO~28Q606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT,
MENRAD, SAFILO, & BENETTON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 MaiQ St." Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 243964
PH: 282062
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~.J
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1anuary and February are months of
after Christmas sales and people begin
to read holiday brochures and dream
about summer holidays. We will therefore offer some infonnation and advice in this and further issues about
legal aspects of making your purchases
and booking your holiday.
As we have said here before, the law
does not set out to stop people making
fools of themselves in commercial
matters: it wi11.notmend a bad bargain.
However, it does try to set down at
least certain minimum standards which
seller and buyer may expect in their
dealings, both in relation to the stan~
dards of goods and services and the
type and quality of infonnation made
available to the buyer.
The Sale of Goods and Supply ofServices Act, 1980 requires that goods sold
by a business person to a consumer
should be of merchantable quality,
(reasonably) for their purpose, and be
"as described". Those providing a
service must do so with due skill, care
and diligence; goods supplied as part
of the service should be of merchantable quality; and the serviceperson is deemed to have the necessary skill to render the service.

CITIZEN
CONSUMER

finnation invoice of an Aer Lingus
flight following evidence that Aer
Lingus had no such flights and had not
been requested to arrange such flights.
For those going to the January sales,
watch out for those notices on display
which are either of no legal effect or
may be illegal. For example:

On another level, the Consumer Information Act, 1978 (C.LA.) makes it a
public duty for business people and
places a positive duty of care upon
them to ensure that infonnation supplied to the consumer is not false or
misleading in any way.
Most people first get infonnation on
goods or services through advertisements, defined very widely under the
CIA to include catalogues, circulars,
brochures, hand-bills, price lists, etc.
Where the Director of Consumer Affairs becomes aware of advertising
that is false he may initiate a prosecution. A petrol retailer was fined recently for such an offence where the
price shown on a petrol pump was
67.5p per litre but the price actually
charged was 69.5p per litre when the
Director's Inspector made a purchase;

No money refunded.
Goods personally selected cannot be
returned or exchanged.
No exchange on sales goods.
Articlt:s cannot be exchanged without
receipt.
. Only credit-notes on goods returned.
The difficulty with these is that they
imply that the buyer has no rights as
laid down by the Sale of Goods and
Supply of Services Act.

A publican was fined for passing off an
inferior whiskey (sold with a mixer) as
a particular brand of Scotch. A tour
operator was convicted as a result of a
promise by way of brochure and con-

Another common problem, though
difficult to prove or establish, is the
display showing that the pre sale price
for similar goods was higher than it
may have been in reality. The law says
that previous prices shown, in the
absence of any indication to the contrary, must have been available in that
shop for 28 consecutive days in the
previous three months.

- - - - - - - : ' (COLLEGE NOTES)

,.,..,e- - - - - -

SIXTIES NIGHT A
SWINGING SUCCESS
The latest venture of the 5 .05 Club, the
College Social Oub - a Sixties Night
in the Leinster Anns function room was an outstanding success. We hasten to add that the Sixties in question
refer to the decade from which the
music was taken, not the typical age of
the participants (although it-Illay have
appeared so!).
Many ofthose present dressed up suitably (and perhaps not so suitably!) for
the occasion, and we were amazed to
find that some people not only had
retained some of their dothesfrvID
hv~r two . de&~:;'€S
but could still
fit into them! The prizes for best costumes went to Cannel Hogan and
Abdul Kashosh.
Everybody was agreed that the music
was top class, and with voluminous
sandwiches and sausages on offer, and
a good pint to be had from the late bar,
a tremendous night was had by all
(with the possible exception of the two
stray rugby players whose attempts to
chat up two likely lassies were always
doomed to failure!).

'ago:

WELCOME BACK
IMPORTANT NEW
BOOK LAUNCHED
A reception was held in the College by
the Department of History on December 6th last to mark the publication of
a new book by a nem ber of the Department's staff. The book in question,
"The Lords of Dublin in the Age of
Reformation", was written by Dr.
Colm Lennon and published by Irish
Academic Press. It deals with Dublin's merchant elite in the late 16th and
early 17th centuries, and includes
~etic'J1ously detailed accounts of over
100 leading citizens of the city during
this period.
At ,the reception, hosted by the Head of
the History Department, Professor
Vincent Comerford, a copy of the book
was presented to the College President, Monsignor Micheal Ledwith.
The fonner head of the department,
Monsignor Patrick Corish, and the
author himself also addressed what
was a most pleasant gathering.
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We take this opportunity of welcoming back Dr. Declan Gilheaney of the
Chemistry Department, who has returned to the College after a period of
leave in the USA.

NEW SECURITY
PROBLEMS
The recurring security problems in the
College, highlighted on several occasions before now in this column, took
a new twist recently when a member of
the Library staff had her car stolen
from the Library car park. It was found
shortly afterwards in Rathcoole, but
not before it had been subjected to an
amount of damage. It is a terrible Sign
of the times that are in it that we once
again exhort all those who either work
or study in the campus to be at all times
as vigilant as possible and never to
take anything for granted as far as
security is concerned.
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1795. Watch this space for details of . the column provided all the activities
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"The cessation of violence will only
occur through public disapproval" said
Fr. Denis Faul, the Dungannon priest
activist at a recent lecture in St Patrick's College, entitled 'Aspects of
Justice'.

"Sectarianism is the problem and not
the border" he stated. There is no
national solution to the Northern issue. Barriers will only be broken down
by concerted community action, Fr
Faul maintains. The example was cited
of the rotation of the Dungannon
Council chairmanship in the 1960's, as
a measure that might bring the two
traditions together today.

~1I1

lOts 01

Prizes
Would you like to draw or paint a
picture for the cover of the Summer
Project programme? If so get your entries in before 15/1/90.

X

FR. DENIS FAUL
LECTURE IN
MAYNOOTH COLLEGE

\.:uallce LO

Swimming
Bowling
Farm Visit
Donadea - Bar-B-Que
Baldonnel
Army Barracks Visit
Walking Tour of Dublin
Hike/Games in Carton Est.
Concert
Table Quiz
Day Trips
It's A Knock Out
Crazy Games
Sports Day
Rounders
Soccer Tournament
Fishing
rCrazy Games
Fancy Dress
Films

Size of paper to be used A4 (i.e. no
larger than this page). Please return
entries to one of the above named
committee members. Remember closing date 15/1/90.

Questionnaire for
Teenagers only 13 years &
older
Listed below are the proposed night
time activities for teenagers. Please
mark with X the activities you are
interested in.

x

Your ideas if any, we would be very
interested in.
Please state name, address etc.

Film trip Dublin/Naas
Dublin bv night
Bowling - McDonald's
Table Quiz
Swimming
Overnight Hike
Treasure Hunt
Any other ideas

Name:
Closing date: 15/1/90
Address:
Since capitalism and communism have
apparently failed, education for justice
is the other viable option, believes Fr
Faul. He defined justice as 'the perfec tion of charity'. Applying this to the
Northern situation, he believes that
charity manifests itself in non-coercion.

Referring to the Guildford Four and
the Birmingham Six, Fr. Faul remarked
that very often the saviours of justice
are the older members of the Estab lishment.
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Tel:
Date of Birth:

Please return questionnaire to one of
·.!h€-above listed committee members .
Add'itlonaIforms available from
above.
"j ~"''''' '

we

Please state name, address etc.
Name: _____________________

Please return the above and below
questionnaires to either of the following committee members: Mary Horan,
80, Maynooth Park, Catherine Muiready, 752, Greenfield or Carmel
Nolan, 26, Maynooth Park.
Additional forms are available from
the above. Closing date: 15/1/90
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Address: ______________

Tel: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Date of Birth: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CAN YOU SPOT
9 DIFFERENCES

Odd man out
Which of these six shapes is the odd man out.
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AITHBHLIANIN
SHONA
Is iontach an nf e an d6chas daonna. Pe
mf-acth agus cuis bhr6in a bhf againn
san am ata thart, is ionduil gur trath
m6rd6chais eillsnahaithbliana. Bfonn
run ag cuid mhaith againn feabhas a
chur orainn fein i slite eagsula. Is
cuma rna bhf na ruin cManna againn
an bhliain seo caite - b'fheidir go neireoidh nfos fearr linn i mbliana, ce
bhfios? Agus i mbliana, go hairithe, Ie
ills na n6chaidf, braithimid go bhfuil
tabhacht Ie "ills ur".
Sean-nath anois e go dtosaitearr6Iuath
ar bru a chur ar dhaoine "An Nollaig"
a channach. Feile bhrea f gc6naf, ach
is deacair a chapadh go bhfeicfidh
leanaf f ach mar fheile cheannaithe
earraf. Mar sin fein, bhf se soleir i
mbliana go mb'fheidir gur dhfrigh an
'Guildford Four' aire na ndaoine orthu
siud go leir a bhfuil eag6ir a dheanamh
orthu, i bprfosuin Shasana agus in aiteanna eile. Baineann trua don te a
bhfuilleatrom a dManamh air go dluth
Ie teagasc bunusach Chrfost. An duine
a mbfonn Tart na C6ra air agus a
dM~nann beart da reeir, rachaidh a
iarrachtaf chun sochair da shochaf is
da thfr.
Is deacair a shamhlu conas a bhraith an
ceathrar us (Agus Seisear Birmingham) gach Nollaig agus tus gach bliana de na blianta a chaith siad i
bprfoslln. Nf feidir go rachaidh blianta
eile thart agus an seisear agus Truir
Winchester faoi ghlas. Ta se sin mar
run ag go Ieor daoine an trath seo.
Nuar a gMimid "Aithbhliain Shona"
ar a cMile, tafmid ag suillena leitMid
d6ibh sin.

Ikwtown StOifU
·NEWSAGENTS
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01- 285833

Opening Hours. 7.30 am - 10 pm

OPEN EVERY

~AY

INCLUDI NG SUNDAY

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards - Magazines

M·ULLIGAN'S
GARDE N SHEDS KILCOCK
Pf--O\E 287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £11

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED

RAINBOW
CAR
WASH
PUNCTURE REPAIRS ANP TYRES
Also a Professional and MiniValeting Service Available
LIAM MC DONNELL

Maynooth Shopping Centre, Tel. 285742
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Entries in befor~M:Jnday, 22nd
January at 5.~ .

~TREET TALKINQ)
Here are some suggested New Year's
Resolutions for the users and inhabitants of Maynooth's Main street and
environs.

MAYNOOTH.
- Tobaccon is t

1. Motorists: Not to park on the pavement.
2. Drivers of JCB's, heavy vehicles
and especially bulldozers: To take the
tum from the Main Street into the
Straffan Road very widely, so that an
insy-winsy brick or two, or even a
whole dang wall, of the Thing has an
unfortunate accident.
3. Dublin bus: To fit new shock absorbers, to cushion us against the fares.
4. County Council: To keep the roads
so that we don't need too many other
shock absorbers.
5. Elite Bakery: To re-arrange its door
so that there is room for customers at
the counter.
6. Nuzstop, Chinese Take-Away et al.
To consider whether the main Street
shop fronts really do need plastic signs.
7. Kehoe's Delicatessen: To get bigger.
8. Bank ofIreland: To scrub the piped
music in the branch office, and to scrub
the hosepiped music when leaving a
telephone caller on "hold".
9. Kingsbry Medical Centre: To get
some new (ish) magazines for the
waiting room - but at least it keeps the
litter off the street (see below).
10. Everyone: To keep the litter off the
street.
11. Shops: To serve children when it is
their tum, and not ignore them in favour of some adult behind them.
12. Primary Teachers: To give less
homework.
13. The Newsletter: Editorial Boardto
spel beter than wat it dos now.
And for 1990, we wish the following
the following:
For the County Manager: The Order of
the Green Dustbin.
For the Community Council: A Chairperson as active as the last two.
For the Tidy Towns Committee: A
clean sweep.
For the Trees in Main Street: The
special branch.
For Barton's School Bus: Special
coaching.
For Maynooth Station: Special training.
For the Cattle Mart: Lots of lots.
For the College: A new Science Block.

-

Newsagent -

CLOSING, TIMES
lOPM. (THURS-FRIDAY)
llPM. (SAT-WED)
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GOGARTY CH I LORENS & TEEN FASH I ONS
MA.. I N STREET, CELBR I JXjE
o~
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PHONE: 2 8 8 5 3 5
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• DENIM! JEANS • JACKETS • COATS· '.(;-t.,t4>
• ANORAKS 6 - 24 MONTHS FROM £7.99·
~.ou-o
~
• ANORAKS 3 - 14 YEARS FROM £11.99 •
• GIRLS HOODED COATS 3 - 8 YEARS FROM £12.99 •
• GIRLS 80% WOOL COATS 3 - 8 YEARS FROM £27.99 •
• KNITWEAR. REVERSIBLE SWEATSHIRTS •
• BOYS/GIRLS FLEECE LINED CHECK SLACKS •
~o/
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VANITY FAVRE

Hair Be Beauty
UN IT 1 1HE M\LL MA.YNOOTH
PH: 286137
JANUARY SPECIALS
FRENCH FACIAL & BLO DRY £6.50
SPECIAL PERM £15
OPEN: TUE - SAT 9.30-5.30
LATE NIGHT FRI TO 8 PM

Home Nursing
DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR ALL OCCAS IONS

REASONABLE RATES
CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N
PHONE (01) 286686
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)), lAURENCE A VENUE,
MA YNOOTH, co. KILDARE

Phone 286132

SPORTS NEWS
Juvenile: The Kildare Cross Country
championhip have now been completed and there have been excellent
performances by our athletes many of
whom were running cross country for
the first time. Newcomer Conor Diggins and long time member Emer
O'Sullivan had to resist fierce pressure
over the finishing stretch to win their
individual titles in Boys UJ9 and Girls
U/I3. Niall Byrne (Boys U/W) and
Michelle Gillick (Girls U/II, U/I2)
won two individual medals each while
Emma McCluskey and Aisling Redmond were also individual medalists.

The girls U/l3 also took the team title
with ShaunaFeeney and Gemma Ham
being the other scorers. The boys
under 15 team of Paul Flood, Chris
Byrne, Niall Gillick and Graham Loane
were were also team winners while our
girls U/l2 team of M. Gillick, S.
Feeney, Sarah Adderley and Virginia
Breslin were third.
We won further awards in the "B"
championships with gold medals going
to Susan Adderley (girls U/lO), Fiona
Redmond (girls U/lO) and Cannel
Noonan (girls U/l7). Sarah Adderley
was third in girls U/II and the boys
U/15 team were again successful while
Cannel Noonan was 2nd in junior
ladies. Many other athletes qualified
for Kildare teams for forthcoming
Leinster championships. Details:
Girls U/9 - Irene Kearney, 11,
Girls U/lO - Susan Adderley 4, L.
Kearney 18, Pearce Byrne 22, Catherine Duff 23.

Premier Division
Maynooth Town 2 Anner Utd. 1
A first class performance by Maynooth
who showed improved form in this
game. Maynooth had the distinction
of scoring all three goals in this game
when man of the match Derek Murray
had the misfortune to put through his
own goal late in game when we were
cruising to an easy victory. A thunder-

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC CLUB
NOTES
Girls U/ll - M. Gillick 2, Sarah Adderley 11, Susan Adderley 13, V.
Breslin 19, Laura Kearnan 27.
Girls U/l2 - M. Gillick 3, S. Feeney
11, S. Adderley 14, V. Breslin 15,
Tracey Kearney 17, Dervla McDermott 24, Linda Haran 25, Patricia
Noone 26, Laura Kearney 27, Orla
Cahill 28.
Girls U/13 - E. O'Sullivan 1, A. Redmond 3, S. Feeney 10, G. Haran 14, T.
Kearney 15, L. Haran, 16.
Girls U/I4 - E. McOuskey, 3, A.
Redmond, 10, G. Haran 15.
Girls U/l5 - E. McOuskey 5, F. Redmond 7.
Girls U/16 - F. Redmond 6.
Boys U/9 - C. Diggins 1
Boys U/lO - N. Byrne 2, Ciaran
McDermott 30, Peter Kinsella 31.
Boys U/ll - N. Byrne 3, C. McDermott 28.
Boys U/l2 - Paul Noone 12.
Boys U/l3 - Stephen McCluskey 12,
Noel Doyle 13.
Boys U/14 - C. Byrne 12, N. Gillick

13.
Boys U/lS"- P. Flood 6,N. Gillick 7, C.
Byrne 8, G. Laone 10.

Seniors: Patsy McOuskey put in a
superb performance to win the ladies
senior title and lead Maynooth to the
team title for the first time in a number
of years the team being completed by
Helen Redmond and Frances Kear-

MAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.C.
bolt free kick by Noel Kearns opened
the scoring shot after half time and
Brother Tony was not out done when
scoring three minutes later.
Division 2
KiIIina 1 Maynooth 2
We avenged an earlier defeat by Killina when earning a hard win in this
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ney. Patsy had already won the vet
ladies title with Helen Redmond 3rd
and Bernie Dunne first U/30. Liam
McNamee had a great win in the veteran men with Brian Redmond 2nd U/
45 and Pearse Breslin 1st.
0/50 Details
Novice men:- D. Jolley 11
Inter men:- D. Jolley 11
Seniormen:- L. Mcnamee 4, D. Jolley
19
Veteren men:- L. McNamee 1, B.
Redmond 9, D. Jolley 15, P. Breslin 17
- 2nd team.
Senior Ladies:- P. McCluskey 1, H.
Redmond 5, F. Kearney 7, M. Gleeson
10.
Veteran Ladies:- P. McCluskey 1, H.
Redmond 7, F. Kearney 9, M. Gleeson
12, B. Dunne 13, 2nd Team.

International: The club were once again
proud to have one of their young athletes selected for the International
JuniorTeam which competed in Ronse,
Belgium in November. Carmel Norris
had a superb run to finish 24th in a
huge field of top class runners and
senior selection was no more than she
deserved for all the hard work and
dedication she puts into her running.
We are sure they will be selected again
and her selection to compete abroad
will also be an inspiration to our many
up and coming athletes.

Mick Gleeson
Acting PRO

Kildare Derby. Goals by Joe O'Riordan and Michael Kelly paved the way
for this win in which David Thompson
continues to show consistantform. Our
Christmas party in Kilcloon Inn proved
to be a great success in which a good
night's entertainment was enjoyed by
all. Our group 'reflection' lived up to
their image and among all the local
artists none proved more popular than
Paul (Elvis) Kelly who we wish well in
the O'Keeffe's talent contest finals.

RAY CROFTON LTD.
SERVICE

&

SALES

MAIN MITSUBISHI DEALER
PARTS

.t,
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LEASING

CELBR_IDGE ROAD,

MAYNOOTH.
PH: 01-286439

Bruce ·Betting Office
BESIDE THE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 286644
1.

Horses taken aL board prices or morning prices · if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice treblei, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..
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MAY 00- B

COMMUNITY

cou elL
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad
WISHES TO ADVISE ALL RESIDENTS
OF MAYNOOTH AGED 18 AND
OVER THAT ELECTIONS FOR THE
NEXT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD IN MARCH 1990.
All those who are interested in
making Maynooth a

betle~

place in

which to live are urged to
consider putling themselves forward
for election.

NOMINATION FORMS AND DETAILS
OF ELECTORAL AREAS WILL
APPEAR IN FORTHCOMING ISSUES
OF THE NEWSLETTER.
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FUNERAL UNDERTAKERS
ROCHFORT & SONS
CONN AUGHT ST., KILCOCK

t

t

FUNERAL HOME (NO CHARGE) OPENED
NEXT TO KILCOCK POST OFFICE
ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
FULL FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE, MOURNING,
COACHES, WREATHS, HEADSTONES, ETC.

PHONE 287470

;!fflapnootb Jewellers
Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
CO. Kildare
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS

,
I
~

SEIKO, ROV ADA, CItZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL
VISA
.

j
A LARGE SELECTION:OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

oC'11'/~

~flt

GALWAY, CAVAN

&

$\~0

TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BEIJ.EEJ{ & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

$
)

BLINDS
.M\LCN:::
BL INJvW<ERS, L IMI1ED
a:n:..rn.IN6O-I, IE IXL IP
[IN I S

244943 PNYfllv£

e

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED
43

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Tracey
The wife, stepsons, brothers, sisters of
the late Desmond (Dessie) Tracey 98,
Coill Dubh, late of 20 Leinster Cottages- wish to thank most sincerely all
those who sympathised with them in
their sad bereavement, those who attended removal, mass and sent funeral
cards and flowers.
We wish to thank the neighbours and
friends of Coill Dubh and Leinster
Cottages and Maynooth. We would
like to thank most sincerely the priests
of Coill Dubh, the doctors from Clane
and also to Fr. Supple P.P. Maynooth,
as it would be impossible to thank
everyone in person. We hope this
acknowledgement will be accepted by
all in grateful appreciation. The holy
sacrifice of the Mass has been offered
for the intentions of all.

----------- (
Congratulations to Eamonn and Fidelma macKeogh, 119 Railpark on the
birth of their son Eoin on 1st Dec.
1989, and belated happy third birthday
to his big brother Luke on 9th Dec.
Congratulations to Aine Mc Loughtin
(O'Neill Park) and Jo~ Kelly (Tallaght) who were married in St. Mary's
Church, Maynooth Oct. 28th.

(

SYMPATHY) - - -

Husband, sons, daughter, grandchildren, nephews, nieces, son-in-law,
daughter-in-law, relatives and friends
of the late Nora Moran, Laragh.

Daughter, son-in-law, brother, grandaughters, relatives and friends of the
late Bridget Corcoran, Greenfield
Drive.

Deepest sympathy to Michael and Brid
Keenan, 95 Railpark, on the death of
Brid's mother, Mrs. Shannon.

Nieces, nephews-in-law, relatives and
friends of the late Maureen Manning,
Greenfield formerly Avondale, Leixlip
and Celbridge.

Sisters, nephew, niece and many
friends of the late Paddy Carr, Main
Street.
Sisters, nephew, niece and many
friends of the late Paddy Carr, Main
Street.

To the sons, daughter, brothers, sisters, grandchildren, aunts, nephews,
nieces, son-in-law, brother-in-law,
daughter-in-law, relatives and friends
of the late Patrick Joseph Gleeson,
Station Road, Kilcock and C.LE.
Maynooth.

Daughter, son-in-law, brother, grandaughter, relatives and friends of the
late Bridget Corcoran, Greenfield
Drive.

CONGRATULATIONS) - - - - - - - - - - Congratulations to Lyndon J. Mullan,
Cluain Aoibhinn who graduated from
Trinity College Dublin recently with
the B.A. Maths and B.A.I. (Civil) eng.
Hons degrees. Lyndon is now preparing for his fellowship of the Institute of
Actuaries with Mercer Fraser Actuarial Consultants, Westminister. Lyndon
is a past pupil of the Boys' National
School and the Post Primary School
Maynooth.

Congratulations to Seamus Traynor,
Greenfield and Clare Burke, Macroom,
Cork who became engaged recently.
Congratulations to Eamonn and Fidelma MacKeogh, 119 Railpark, on
the birth of Eoin, on 1st December.
Congratulations to Mrs. M. Prescott
Wales, formerly Murphy, Newtown
on the birth of a baby boy.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Mrs. L. O'Brien, Newtown, Jan. 23rd.
Mrs. G. McTernan, Parson Street, Jan.
11th.

Happy belated third birthday to Luke
MacKeogh, 119 Railpark, on 9th
December.

James Burke, The Flats, Leinster Arms,
age 18, Dec. 18, love from Joanne.

Happy birthday to FidelmaMacKeogh,
119 Railpark, 20th January.

Maeve McTernan, Avondale, Leixlip
Age 12, January 24th

Bill Graham, Moyglare, Dec. 5th. also
Clare McTernan, Curravilla, Greenfield, Dec. 12th, Age 17.

Belated birthday greetings · to Mick
Halligan, Station Road, Leixlip, on
Dec. 4th

Gillian McTernan, Highfield, Kilcock,
Age 7, Jan. 24th.
Best wishes from Grandad.
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Doreen Tracey, Jan. 14th
David Tracey, Jan. 17th.

Kelllled3J Woodcraft Ltd.
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01) 288086

\

Kitc hen '& Bedroom units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cut.lery Insets
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWN , MAYNOOTH

~~IDAY

(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)

~ lood's

Betting Office
THE SQUARE

MAYNOOTH

PHONE: 286096
, E PAY DOUBLE RESULT i . e WE PAY 1st PAST THE POST AND RULES OF RACING IF YOUR SELRCTION
WI NS EITHER WAY YOU r'IIN.
COME IN AND TRY
WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
WINNING YANKEES.
EARLY MORNING PRICES
LUCKY 15 PLACE p~r .
'WE PAY-10% BONUS ON ALL
AVA ILABLE EVERY DAY.
STRIKE
LUCKY. UNI ON JACK.
WINNING FORECASTS.
ALSO SPECI AL TREBLE AND
£200 BONUS YANKEE DULY
WE PAY A SPECIAL 2 POINTS EXTRA IF YOUR SELECTION WINS A1' 10/1 OR OVER
AND THE FAV. STARTS AT LESS THAN 4/1.
f ODD'S PLACE 1-2-3 IN HANDICAPS 12 OR MORE RUNNERS 6 - 7 RUNNERS f ODD'S
PLACE (1-2) ODD'S PLACE. 1-2-3-4 IN ,HANDICAPS
OF 16 OR MORE
,

I

'.

~~~~~,~~.~~

Support Your Loca l Coal Mercha nt te~

BILL McCR
* Prime Polish and Texan Economy Coais
*
*
*
*

and Slack
Anthracite and Extracite
Grade 'A' Anthracite
Smokeless Wonder CoaL
Coalite and Coal Briquettes

Y
CALL US ANYTIME

MAYNOOTH

DUNBOYNE

286859

251202

";
&
/,

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge

" ,
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YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS

A _very happy birthday to Karina
McGovern, Greenfield, aged 9 years,
January 14th, with love and best wishes
from your loving Nannie Una, and
Uncle Kevin.

Love and best wishes for a very happy
birthday to Darina McGovern, Greenfield,Jan.14th,lovefromNoel,Masie,
Richard and Thomas.

Love and best wishes to our dear sister
Karina McGovern, Greenfield, aged 9
years, January 14th, with lots of love
from Stacey, Michelle, Debbie and
Regina.

If you wish to mclude newsworthy

items relating to Maynooth in the
Leinster Leader or in the Leader Advertiser, Please contact Peter Hussey
at Maynooth Community Council
Office (Tel: 285922) on or before
Monday of each week at 5pm.

"' .. --~

"

Classfied Ads)
/

'\

ADULT DANCE

/

For Sale size 12

in
Springfield Hotel,
Leixlip

Tweed coat (as new) £20
Tweed suit
£20
Blue leather lacket
£20
Grey Wool suit
£25
Grey pin striped trouser suit £10
Brown corderoy suit
£20

on
Thursday, 25th January 1990

9-1 p.m.
Are you looking for ajob?
Contact Carmel Cahir, Moyglare
Secretarial Services
1 Moyglare Village, Maynooth
For professional C. V.
Phone 01- 285726

Adm. £3

Organised by the Leixlip Region
Widowed Persons Social Gub.

CODydate for February issue:

,

Contact 285922

Dr Maurice Cow hey wishes to
advise his patients that his surgery
telephone number has been
changed. The new surgery number
is 01- 289044.

Monday. 22nd January at 5.00 D.m.

Wishing our readers a
prosperous 1990!
~-------ADVERTISEMENT----RATES--------------,
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40

£22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businasses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or-over if payment
is made in advance.
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Happy Birthday to Emer and Catherine Doolin, Killeany who celebrate
their birthday on Jan. 4th.

Live Music by 'The Partners'

/

:. .

Happy birthday to Grainne Kelt'!!',(
Cluain Aoibhinn, who celebrat(':~her
birthday on 6th December' from
Mammy and Eoin.

Belated Birthday greetings to Karen
Caulfield, Maynooth who celebrated
her birthday on 17th December.

(
/

Happy Birthday to Karina McGovern,
Greenfield, aged 9 years, J@. 14th lots
of love and kisses from your loving
Nannie Flynn in Kilcloon. '
,/

A fee of £2 is charged for classified
advertisements. Of course. there is no
charge on acknowledgements, notices.
i.e. birthdays, missing items, etc.

!

j

Orchard Nurseries
and Garden Centre

The Orchards, Dublin Road,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Telephone288903

WINTER IS THE NATURAL TIME FOR PLANTING
CHEER UP WINTER GREY

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

A HAPPY CHR-I STMAS
AND A
).

PR~OSPEROUS

~~~~

VISIT OUR UNIQUE: GARDEN CENTRE
OPEN NON-SAT 9.00 A.N - 6.30 P.M.
SUNDAY 1.00 P.N - 6.30 P.M.
~

NEW YEAR

Uil

J1,-------,1
! ~'"-~---. ~
~ DUBLIN

ARDCLOUGIl ~

o
o

CF.LBRIDGF. TOWN

r

,.-------,

_~ I

AlPlnE5,[OnIFERS & HERTHERS

Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa

I

C I.ANF.~

/

}
J

/
"

WELCOME
TO
THE
1990's
from

The Cardinal Press Limited
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphics
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth , Co. Kildare.
Telephone: (01) 286440 1286695

• General Printing
Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards, Tickets

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Books
Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Sta.tionery
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

'"

ISSUE NO. 151

Price 40p

FEBRUARY 1990

.

"

£5 Crossword
College Notes
, Dublin Arts Diary
Eye Hear
Community Council Notes
Sports News
Local Clubs' & Organisations' News

Letters to the Editor
Writers Cramp
.A Celtic Fairy Tale
Street Talking
Garda Talk
Residents' Assoc. News
Political Party News

I

()

I

For all your Catering requiro~~"
contact

PeI;ep 0'0.1811 GdePIRd

Go.H4.

"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE

MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MA YNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Helen O'Connor Watson
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the nextedition of the Newsletter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
Monday, 19th February 1990
at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generally carry any material submitted ot it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committeereserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this maller is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Maynooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material su bmi tted after
the copydate will not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydaLe.

EDITORIAL
TOLLS
The good news for the nineties is that
Maynooth residents will be 'able to
drive into Dublin much faster than at
present when the motorway is finally
opened. However the bad news is that
tolls are under serious consideration
by the powers that be. From a number
of items in this issue, we find that
Maynooth motorists may be some 600
pounds the poorer per year when all
these things come to pass.
By any standards, this is an unacceptable form of taxation. Motorists have
already paid dearly for these roads in
the form of motor tax and V AT. In any
case, a large part of the cost of building
these roads has been supplied by EC
funds.
While the added expense may encourage more motorists to take to public
transport, and thereby reduce pollution and congestion, there are many
workers who have no alternative means
of getting to work. In fact, it is possible
that some people will have to consider
moving out ofMaynoothjust to reduce
transport costs. Incidentally, if they
move into Dublin, they can save even
more on local charges.
This issue looks set to become a source
of considerable dissention among local voters. Watch this space!

THE LEISURE
COMPLEX SOCIETY
While Maynooth is being encircled by
unaffordable rivers of tarmac, encirclement by another, an equally unaffordable trend has just become apparent. The Newsletter has been long
aware of plans for the development of
Straffan House as a luxurious retreat
for the rich. We hear it mentioned that
Barberstown Castle is to be taken over
as an annex to Straffan House.
More recently, it has been announced
that Dowdstown Stud has been taken
over by the UK company to be transformed into a unique 15 million pound
leisure, hotel, and timeshare complex.
Planning permission is being sought
for a five-star luxury hotel, seventy
duplex apartments, a leisure centre,
golf course and fun park on the grounds.
While there is great potential in these
developments for employment, and for
local business, they don't appear to be
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designed to answer the needs of the
average overtaxed Maynooth resident.
A modest swimming pool and sports
complex locatcd in the town, and accessible, and affordable, would be
welcome.

TRAVELLERS
Just a reminder to readers that the
Halting Site at Blacklion has been in
operation for over a year, and the residents have now settled into the area.
As anyone who has visited the site will
notice, the homes in which the Travellers live are a far cry from the luxury
timeshare apartments to be built in
Dowdstown. However, the Halting
Site represents a great improvement
on the previous roadside conditions.
The Maynooth Travcllers Settlement
Committee is holding its Annual
General Meeting on Tuesday, 6th
February, in Caulfields Lounge, at 8.30
p.m. Anyone intersted in lending a
hand with the work of the Committee
is welcomc to attend. In fact, the
Committee would dearly love to see
more people involved in working
towards improving the living conditions of our fellow residents.
If you want to find out more, contact
the Community Council Officeortclephone 285922.

RIGHT OF REPLY
A number of businesses have complained to Newsletter staff about various items which appear in the Newsletter, which they feel are making
unfair references to their particular
business. We are eternally grateful to
the business community in Maynooth
Town for the support they give us
through advertising, however, we have
a responsibility to our readers to improve the level of service and presentation through comments we make.
We offer praise where due, as well as
criticism, which is always intended to
be constructive. However, we would
like to assure businesses we will always publish their side of the story.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Mr. Seamus O'Reilly,
57, Laurence Ave., Maynooth.

The Editor,

Dear Seamus,

Dear Sir,

Maynooth Newsletter.

Re: Carnation Day Fund Raising
Campaign - 25th November, 1989-

Re: Intimidatory Behaviour

Multiple Sclerosis Care Centre, 65,
Bushy Park, Road, Terenure, Dublin
6.
On behalf of the Development
Committee and on my own behalf I
would like to thank you most sincerely
for your generous assistance.
Your great interest in our Fund
Raising Campaign was very gratifying and everybody associated with the
Multiple Sclerosis Care Centre are
deeply grateful and very appreciative.

I write to draw readers' attention to an
incident of intimidatory and menacing
behaviour to which our family was
subjected from 4.00 a.m. untiI4.35a.m.
on the morning of Thursday 18th January 1990, in our home in Maynooth
Park.
A male adult, who we believe to be a
student, seemingly under the influence of alcohol or drugs, rang our front
door bell and refused to leave the front
drive way of our house. He eventually
left and walked to Greenfield Drive
but returned after that. He insisted on
ringing the door bell each time more
insistently and menacingly than before demanding to know about some

Again thank you for your support.
Yours sincerely,
P. McLaughlin,
Co-Ordinator.
Parent Teacher Association,
Post Primary School,
Maynooth.
The Editor,

Maynooth Newsletter.

The Post-primary School in Maynooth
has no source of finance other than the
Department of Education and the Parents. We must look to you, therefore,
for the necessary support and we do so
confident in the knowledge that if you
can help, then you will.

Dear Sir,

Re: Post Primary School Maynooth
Bond Purchase Scheme.
I write on behalf of the parent teacher
association in connection with a major
fund raising effort which is about to
commence.
I shall be obliged if you will publish
the attached extract from the letter of
Thomas Ashe, the school principal, to
parents of pupils attending the school.
Any readers who are interested in purchasing a bond or promoting the
scheme can contact me or any other
committee member or teacher for an
explanatory leaflet and a purchase
application form.

Yours sincerely,
N. Lysaght.

You are invited then to buy a Bond for
£100, details of which are enclosed.
Basically,you are being asked to subscribe £100 in return for which every
single penny will be spent on your son!
daughter in providing extra facilities,
staff, equipment etc. You will also be
eligible for £2000 draw and all other
draws which will take place; and to use
any facilities which will be provided.
At the outset, it is hoped to lay an allweather tennis and basketball court
which will be available to the community after school hours, holidays etc. If
you really need your £100 returned it
can be done anytime within the five
years. Hopefully, most parents will
leave it as a gift to the school. A Bond
can be purchased outright or in four
instalments of £25 each over the period of a year by arranging a standing
order with your bank. There is no limit
to the number of bonds you can buy!
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'get together' of Donegal persons of
which our family had no knowledge.
More importantly he frightened our
children by banging on our sitting room
window with his fist and refusing to
leave despite my warning to him to do
so and telling him I had telephoned for
Garda assistance (which I had done) to
have him removed. Eventually he left
having given the usual vulgar gesture
used by persons of that type.
I would like to point out that there are
several old people and widows living
alone in the area and I would not like
them to be subjected to this kind of
misbehaviour. Sadly it seems it is
becoming more difficult to enjoy the
peaceful occupation of one's home with
incidents like this and unruly noisy
misbehaviour of students living in
houses on the local estates.
Yours sincerely,
Noel Lysaght.

Dear Editor,
Many thanks for your generous contribution towards our Sales and Activities Day for School P.E. equipment,
and the Ethiopia Relief Fund. Due to
assistance by you and many others, we
raised over £800. We appreciate yur
co-operation and wish you a prosperous New Year.
Sincerely
J. McBride, G. Clarkson, D. Downes.

RIGHT TO REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given that
this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or cost, we undertake the following: In the case of errors of fact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the case of unfairly inpinging the reputation of any person we hereby
offer that person or their representative the
right to reply in this magazine subject only
to reasonable length, the laws of libel and
our right to respond to such reply.

oyles Shoe
Centre

PHONE, 285612

The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping

Cel11re

WINTER SALE
>.'{

Final Reductions ~,f

GIRLS BOOTS

£7.99

LADIES SHOES
FROM

GIRLS SHOES
FROM

LADIES BOOTS
FROM

£9.99

£10.99

MENS SHOES
FROM

MENS CLARKS

£10.99

£14.99

~
NOW £29.99

YOUNG FASHION
SHOES

MENS WELLIEs
FROM

MENS DUBARRY
ALL LEATHER SHOES

£13.99

£10.99

LADIES SLIPPERS

BOYS SHOES
FROM

BOYS JOGGERS
FROM

£9.99

£6.99

FROM
£2·99

£27.99

ALL SALE GOODS FROM
REGULAR SroCK
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Dear Editor,

ity Questions is in direct proportion to
the size of the Political parties in the
Dail i.e. Labour with 15 seats gets
twice as much time as the Workers
Party who have 7 seats. Labour supported that system as being fair and
democratic. The Workers Party sought
a disproportionate amount of the time
for themselves and were not successful and they have been whinging ever
since.

As a Socialist I have for long advocated co-operation of all forces of the
political left against our common enemy - the political right. I find it
frustrating and most regrettable that
the Workers' Party in Kildare and
particularly in Maynooth avail of every
opportunity in public to attack the
-La12our Party and undermine that
soJght for co-operation.
In the Decemberissue of the Maynooth
newsletter one third of the valuable
space available to the Workers' party
was used for another such attack, where
the facts were distorted and unfraternallanguage was used against the LabourParty.
What are the facts of the matter? The
allocation of time in Dail Eireann for
Private Members Time and for prior13, Laurence Ave.,
Maynooth.
TeL 285258
Dear Editor,
Following representations from a
number of residents associations, the
Kildare branch of ACRA is to conduct
a county-wide survey of residents'
views on the suggestions that toll
charges be introduced both on the Naas/
Newbridge and the planned Leixlip/
Lucan motorways.
Initial reactions from associations are ,
Dear Editor,
The motion of reconstructing the toilet
block and turning it into a two storey
building is in my opinion, a case of
making a bad situation worse. No
matter how excellent the new building
may tum out to be, it will destroy the
visual effect ofthe square, which should

In the Senate elections earlier this year
1989 the Workers' Party instructed
their councillors and Deputies not to
vote for the Labour Party candidates
which meant that the Workers' Party
voted for candidates of the political
right. The precise results of the election showed that this is what occurred.
That is another fact and one that did
not enhance left co-operation.
In recent elections in Kildare, Labour
very much against the tolls with the
following objections to the fore:(a) They would hit local residents most
of all, and could cost motorists an extra
£6 per week to travel to work.
(b) They would constitute a 'double
tax' as residents already pay road and
other motor related taxes.
In formulating a considered and informed policy on the tolls proposal, in
addition to consulting residents association, ACRA will be conferring with
the Department of the Environment,

canvassed for transfers to the Workers'
Party Candidates. This was not reciprocated and in fact we know the opposite occurred. Another fact not highlighted by the Local W.P.
Despite the above short list, (and there
is a much longer list) Labour will
continue to work for left unity and cooperation and the major obstacle to
advance in this regard is the attitude
and actions of the Workers' Party.
I would strongly advocate an end to
such negative attitudes and actions
and here publicly invite the Workers'
Party to so do. By mutual respect and
co-operation we can successfully present a genuine left alternative and challenge the domination of the political
right. We must end the wasteful and
energy sapping fraternal snipping.
How about it Comrades?
Yours sincerely!_ Emmet Stagg
Kildare Co. Council, etc. We would
also welcome contributions from local
residents with expertise in this area. In
the meantime ACRA contends that as
this is a matter of some importance for
residents throughout the county that
no decision should be arrived at without a full and informed debate at local
leveL The decision should not be
rushed through Kildare Co. Council or
imposed by the Government without
the expressed approval of the people
of Kildare.
Michael Quinn, Secretary.

.

be defined by the lines of houses on all
sides, including those adjoining Barton's shop. At present the toilet blocks
the view of anybody passing up and
down the main street and what should
be the town's attractive, open centre is
dominated by an ugly public convenience.

The Community Council should do
everything in its power to prevent Kildare County Council from perpetrating another architectural blunder in
the people of Maynooth. If the centre
of our town is marred, we can hardly
expect improvements in other areas to
restore its harmony.
P. Devaney

anything will stop me believing that'.
Dear Editor,
Sinead had an abortion eight years Sadly many of the people she went to
ago, when she was twenty. Since then for help, did not know how to help. In
it has been gradually twisting every each case she was told to put it all
aspect of her life.
behind her and get on with her life.
A few extracts from her letters may These well meaning people had no
give a glimpse of the suffering she and idea ofthe depths of distress an abormany women like her, are going
tion can cause. Complete honesty with
through. 'I'm looking in a mirror and I
oneself is the key to healing.
look cheap and used. Mammy and . Such honesty can
Daddy are so proud of me and I cringe be very painful and very frightening
sometimes when I look at them and but it is the onI y way to lasting healing.
look at what I've done. 'I've spent all It opens the door to the grieving procthose years waiting for retribution to ess to forgiveness and ultimately to
descend on me. I don't think anyone or peace, joy and freedom from fear.

Sinead found help by joining a group
for same. There are eleven in Ireland.
In Dublin - Ring Margaret 01-211151.
Bernadette Raferty may be contacted,
Re: Maynooth queries - 286030.
Wonderful to relate - having attended
the group regularly since she joined
Sinead now can write 'like I said earlier, I still feel really good. At first I
used to wonder if every day was the
last good one but I've stopped wondering about that now! I
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Regina McKibben,
72, Rail Park, Maynooth.
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Just Opened In Maynooth
YES IT'S TRUE, BRANCHING OUT IN THE SQUARE,
IS MAYNOOTH'S NEW TRAVEL AGENCY

TRAVEL OPTION S
AGENTS FOR ALL TOUR OPERATORS, AIRLINES
AND FERRIES
JOIN OUR HOLIDAY SAVINGS CLUB
AND EASE THE PAIN WHEN YOU HAVE THE PLEASURE.

Travel Options
THE SQUARE,
MAYNOOTH

Tel: 28-6 960
AN OPEN DOOR TO THE WORLD OUTSIDE.
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COMMUNITY COUNCIL NOTES
The Annual General Meeting of the Community Council took place on Monday 15th of January.

This is the last time that I will address
the A.G.M. and it is heartening to be
able to speak with reasonable confidence in contrast with the difficulties
which the Council experienced a year
ago. However, the same problems be
set us - such problems as lack of interest, bad attendance.
However to look at the brighter side:
The overdraft has been wiped out
successfully and I hope that the new
Council takes over a healthier situation in April.
We began a very successful Teamwork Scheme, which continues in 1990
from the end of January.
The SES continues, going from
strength to strength, with application
for more workers.
I would like to thank the following:
The Executive for their continuing
support.
The councillors.
Mr. Thomas Ashe for the use of the
school, when we wished to return.
John Saults in the College for all his
help.
Norah McDermott and the various and
many SES workers who have passed
through the Office over the past year.
Christina Saults for her unending
dedication and hard work on any project carried out by the Council.
The various and many Teamworkers

Maynooth Community Council was
established by democratic election in
June 1984; the second elections were
held in March 1987; the council
includes the President of the Students' Union and a Maynooth College
nominee. The Community Council is
the official voice of the Maynooth
area.
Its Aims are:
* promote the well being of the community,
* secure facilities which are considered lacking,
* assist the local authority in exercising its office,
* provide or help to provide employment.

CHAlliPERSON'S
REPORT
CHAIRPERSON'S ADDRESS
A.G.M.1990
Post Primary School
15th January 1990
who tolerated the teething problems
with a new scheme.
All sub-committees and their members, both those who are councillors
and non-councillors.
All those who give us assistance during the year, quietly and without looking for credit of any kind.
FAS - particularly Mr. Des Murray,
placement Officer and Mr. Eamonn
Rapple without whose ongoing support, interest and assistance we would
have difficulty functioning at times.
The application for, and the achievement of Town Commission Status is
an end which the Community Council
should pursue with energy. It is clear
from the response and resources which
have been received by Leixlip, that the
Commission Status is essential to the
betterment and future of the town, if
any significant advancement is to be
achieved by Maynooth as a community.
Secondly, the continuance of the various Schemes is greatly to be recommended, for obvious, and some less
obvious reasons. Principally, we provide short-term employment for 14

COMMUNITY COUNCIL
SECRETARY'S REPORT
TO THE 1990 A.G.M.
ON 15th JANUARY.
COMMUNITY COUNCIL
MEETINGS

Meetings were held every month with
the exception of August.
COMMUNITY COUNCIL OFFICE

The Community Council employ 14
people on F AS schemes - 7 on Social
Employment and 7 on a Teamwork
Scheme.
These workers provide secretarial and
organisational services to Council Sub8

people at present. This may increase
this year. It is important to note that
the vast majority of these workers attain permanent employment while in
our employ or shortly following. It is
also essential to the working of the
Council that thelr work continue.
Much of the nitty-gritty work on much
of the Council's projects are carried
out by these workers - many of whom
work overtime, outside office hours on
various activities without any pay and
often without being requested to do so.
There will be many opportunities and
challenges with this oncoming decade, with the repercussions of the ByPass, Intel, The College bi-centenary,
restoration of the castle and the advent
of 1992 in general. As a community
we must be prepared to face these
challenges and capitalise on any gains
that may be made to the area in whch
we live. I hope that the people of
Maynooth will take an interest in their
own future and become involved in the
Community Council in the March
Elections. Those of us who have been
involved for some time like myself,
and many who have served longer
terms, would love to see new blood,
new ideas, new faces around this table.
Without the involvement of the community - there is no community.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain,
Chairperson.

Committees, voluntary bodies and
students, as well as producing the
Maynooth Newsletter on a monthly
basis. In addition classes in drama,
music, art and crafts are provided, free
of charge, to the children ofMaynooth.
The workers are presently putting the
finishing touches to the Maynooth
Information Directory which will be
distributed to all households in February'90.
On behalf of the Community Council
I would like to thank the workers on
both schemes for their tremendous
efforts throughout the year. A special
word of thanks is due to our Administrator Christina Saults and our Supervisor Norah McDermott.
continued

JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.

& VIDEO REPAIRS

TEI~VISION
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE.
FREE ESTIMATES

MONDAY -

SATURDAY~9a.m.

- 9p.m.

SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
NE\v & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARANTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

~~~~~~~~Support Your- Local Coal Merchant ~

it

BILLY McCRORY
* Prime Polish and Texan Economy Coals
and Slack
* Anthracite and Extracite
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
* Smokeless Wonder Coal
* Coalite and Coal Briquettes

CALL US ANYTIME
MAYNOOTH

DUNBOYNE

286859

251202

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge

YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

Dublin RQad,
Maynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
and

DYNAM

Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

SUMMERHILL 0405-57115
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1. St. Patrick's Day Parade:
The committee managed to get 41 floats
to participate in the parade in 1989.
The parade was a great success and the
number of onlookers was significantly
up on previous years. Hopefully the
1990 parade will be even better. (R.T.E.
coverage is expected).
2. Community Festival:
This very successful festival included
the following: Carton House open
days / Inter Estate 7- A-Side Soccer /
Hudsons Camival/InterPub G.A.A. /
Parish Hall Concerts /Primary School
Poster Competition / Duck Derby / St.
Mary's Brass and Reed Band Recital /
Pub Music /Talent Com petition/Table
Quiz / Irish Dancing / Maynooth
Accordian Band recital / Inter Stud 7A-Side Soccer (Emmet Stagg Cup) /
Battle of the Bands / Guinness Jazz
Band / Mid Summer Bar-B-Cue.
A special word of thanks is due to
Peter Holland and his committee for
running the 7-A-Side inter estate soccer competitions so successfully.
3. Christmas Tree
The tree was again erected on top of
the Public convenience in the Square.
Our thanks to the Chamber of Commerce for putting up the street lights.
We recommend that they use the trees
for future years.
B. Tidy Towns
It is a pity that the Committee's hard
work was not rewarded with a higher
score in the Tidy Towns Competition.
Litter continues to be the biggest problem. The removal of the 'The Thing' in
the square should also be an objective
of the Committee.
.
The Tidy Shop Front Competition was
won by Mulcahy butchers and the Tid y
Estate Competition was won by Cluain Aoibhinn.
C. Youth Affairs
Their main responsibility was the
Community Games, which the committee handled with their usual efficiency.
Six competitors from
Maynooth represented Kildare at the
National Finals in Mosney.
D. Travellers' Settlement Sub-Committee
Apart from handling ongoing business
the committee arranged a bus for transporting the children to school. This
funded 95% by the Department of
Education. In addition the committee
dressed the children for confirmation.

E. Editorial Board of Maynooth
Newsletter
The quality of the finished product is
evidence enough to show that this subcommittee is doing its work. The addition of a computer to the office in the
new year should make life that much
easier for them.
F. Maynooth Communications SubCommittee
Copies of the new directory will be
available for delivery to all houses in
early February. There will be no charge
for the directory. It is expected that the
finished product will be of a very high
standard.

in market square; Painting of box junction at market square; Insurance for
playground at the harbour; Replace
ment of Bond Bridge with a new
bridge in the long term - Immediate resurfacing of the roadway and installation of traffic lights in the short term.

FINANCE

TOWN COMMISSION

REPRESENTATIONS ON
BEHALF OF RESIDENTS
Representations were made throughout the year by the secretary on various
issues to: Dublin Bus, Iamr6d Eireann, Telecom Eireann, E.S.B., Garda
Siochanna, St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth Relays, Maynooth Chamber of Commerce and R.T.E.

Following successful fundraising acSTATUS FOR MAYNOOTH
tivities our financial position is now The application for Town Commismore stable. I would like to thank the · sion status was made to the Minister
4 Councillors who went guarantor for the Environment Mr. P. Flynn,
when our financial position was less T.D. on 10th May 1989.
than satisfactory. Thanks to Larry A deputation from the Community
O'Brien, Tom Flanagan, Dominic Council met the Celbridge Area
Nyland and Muireann Nf Bhrolcain.
Committee of Kildare County Council
on 10th November 1989 and agreed in
A special word of thanks to the Stu- principal the boundaries proposed by
dents' Union of St. Patrick's College the County Manager.
who gave us £450 from the proceeds of The Community Council at its meettheir Rag Week and Carton House for ing of 13 November agreed that the
their donation of £300.
County Manager's proposals were
reasonable. The County Manager is
SPORTS COMPLEX
now sending a copy of his proposals to
In conjunction with St. Patrick's Col- each of the 22 original petitioners for
lege and the 3 other schools, our pro- their views (all of these petitioners are
posals for a Sports and Recreation members of the Community Council
Centre were re-submitted to Mr. Frank so there should be no hold up). It is
Fahey T.D. Minister of State at the then up to the Minister to convene a
Dep&rtment of Education on 12th public meeting to consider the matter.
The local government electors within
October, 1989.
the proposed boundary are entitled to
The Joint Working Party will be meet- vote at this meeting and they can deing in early January 1990 to consider cide to accept or reject the proposals.
ELECTIONS
progress to date.
The
next
Community
Council elecDISCUSSIONS WITH KILtions are due to take place in March
DARE COUNTY COUNCIL
'90, and the Executive Committee is
currently preparing plans for holding
The following are some of the issues them. It is hoped that some new people
raised with Kildare County Council will come forward, particularly in the
over the year:
under represented areas of Beaufield,
Maintenance of Laraghbryan and Kingsbry and Greenfields.
Grangewilliam Cemetaries; MainteCONCLUSION
nance of Pound Park, Carton Avenue I would like to thank you, the Counciland The Boreen; Maintenance and lors and all others who helped in. any
protection of trees on Main Street, way in achieving the Council's goals
Double Lane stop sign, Parson Street - in 1989 and I look forward to continMaynooth College junction stop sign; ued co-operation as we go into a new
Demolition of public convenience in
S
'
1 ey,
eeretary.
market square; One way traffic system decade. Jo hn Mc G'nl
continued
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OUT DOOR PARTIES CATERED FOR
21st i s,.CHRISTENINGS ETC.
* VALENTINES DAY SPECIAL *
ROSES FOR THE LADIES

~:$

U

I"'W

GLASS OF WINE FREE WITH MEAL FOR COUPLES ON VALENTINES NIGHT
SPECIAL MENU FOR VALENTINES DAY
CARVERY LUNCHES OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
FULL A LA CARTE MENU EVERY EVENING
RING MARY ON 286323 OR 285772 FOR BOOKINGS
WE OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE, COUPLED WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE
TO GUARANTEE A SATISFIED CUSTOMER.

WIND-DO SEAL LTD.
Draught Proofing
Attic Insulation

Clonlyon, Kilcock, Co. Meath.
Tel. (0405) 57360

Secondary Glazing
Burglar Alarms

*

PROVIDING THE MOST EFFECTIVE DRAUGHTSEALING SYSTEM AVAILABLE
IN IRELAND TODAY FOR WINDOWS AND DOORS.
* WIND-DO SEAL MATCHES THE COLOUR OF YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS.
* WINDOWS AND DOORS RESUME NORMAL USE AFTER FITTING WIND-DO SEAL
* WIND-DO SEAL CARRIES FULL FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE.
* EXTENSIVE WORK ALREADY CARRIED OUT IN MAYNOOTH AREA
WHAT DO I DO NEXT?
REPLY TODAY AND YOU WILL REDUCE YOUR HEATING BILLS
ALSO YOU WILL CONSIDERABLY IMPROVE THE COMFORT LEVEL OF YOUR HOME
FOR FREE SURVEY AND EXPERT ADVICE

Contact:

JOHN MC MANUS, WIND-DO SEAL LTD.
CLONLYON
KILCOCK
CO. MEATH
REMEMBER WITH WIND-DO SEAL YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOOS~ ONLY
YOUR DRAUGHTS!
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COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
Maynooth Community Council comes
to the end of its term of office at the
beginning of April. Elections for a
new Council will be held at the end of
March. In all, there are 38 places to be
filled in these elections. Two further
places will be allocated to nominees of
Maynooth College Executive Council
and Maynooth College Student's Union. Further members may be coopted at the discretion of the incoming
Council.
Election Arangements
There are some modifications to the
division of the Community Council
catchment area into electoral areas
compared with the previous election.
The number of Council places per
electoral area is based on a rough ratio
of 100 voters (from the Electoral
Register) per Council member. The
electoral areas are as follows:
1. Town Centre (S places) comprises
the area bounded by Bond Bridge,
Mullen Bridge, Blacklion, Kildare
Bridge (Dunboyne Road) and the Parish Church.
2. Old RailPark/StraffanRoad (1 place)
includes the Crescent
3. Rail Park Estate (2 places).
4. Greenfield Estate (S places) Includes
Laurence Avenue, Maynooth Park,
Greenfield Drive and Straffan Way.
S. Carton Court (2 places).
6. Kingsbry (S places).
7. Greenfield Lane/Greenfield phase
1(1 place).
8. Greenfield Phase 2 (1 place).
9. Greenfield Phase 3/private Sites (1
place).
to. Beaufield(2 places).

7-2-'90
8-2-'90

12-2-'90

Summer Project Meeting,
Salesian House 8 p.m.
Community Games
A.GM.
Community Council
Office 8 p.m.
Community Council

11. Newtown (1 place).
12. Cluain Aoibhinn (1 place).
13. College Green (l place).
14. Moyglare Road (2 places) includes
Moyglare Village Estate.
IS. Outlying Area A (see map) (1
place) Includes the townlands of Carton Demesne Old Carton, Catherinestown, Kellystown, Blakestown.
16. Outlying Area B (2 places) includes the townlands of Wind gates
(East side of Straffan Road), Toolestown (do), Corbally, Griffinrath,
Moneycooley, Ballygoran, Barrogstown/West/East, Killmacredock,
Donaghmore.
17. Outlying Area C (3 places) Includes the townlands to Towanstown,
Dowdstown,Taghadoe, Toolestown
(West side of Straffan Road),
Windgates (do.), Newtownmacabe,
Roosk, Smithstown, J ohninstown,
Graiguesallagh, Cowanstown, Kealstown, Graiguelin, Derr~nstown,
Donaghstown.
18. Outlying Area D ( 1 place) Includes
townlands of Timard, Laraghbryan
East/West, The Maws, Ballycurraghan,
Treadstown, Cormickstown, Crinstown and Laragh Demesne.
Election Schedule
Nominations
A Nomination Form is included in this
issue of the Newsletter. Additional
forms may be obtained from the
Community Council Office.
All nomination forms should include
the name and address of the nominee,
the signatures of a proposer and seconder, and the signature of the nominee
signifying her/his acceptance of the
nomination. All nomination to be
submitted to the Community Council
Office by Monday March 19.
Elections
Voting papers will be distributed to all
eligible households between March

DIARY DATES
Meetmg,
Post Prim;lry 8 p.m.
16-2-'90
Community Council &
College Drama Society
8 p.m.
present Musical Fantasy
17-2-'90
8 p.m.
- Aula Maxima - College
18-2-'90 3 p.m.
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26th - 30th. Votes will be collected the
following week. Where votes have
not been collected, they may be brought
to collection points which will be
specified on the voting papers. All
votes must be returned by Friday April
6th.
Counting of votes will take place on
Saturday April 7th. Counting will be
done by neutral volunteers under the
supervision of outside scrutineers. For
single seat electoral areas, the single
transferable vote method of counting
(as in by-elections to Dail Eireann)
will be used. For multiple-seat areas,
each voter will have as many votes as
there are seats available, with the candidates obtaining the most votes being
elected, as appropriate. This system is
both easy to operate, and fairer than
first -to-the-post methods used in British elections.
The first meeting of the new council
will take place on Monday April 23rd.

ELECTION OF
OFFICERS
The Executive were collectively reelected for the remaining period of the
existing Council - the end of March.
Some discussion took place concerning the period between elections and it
was generally agreed that an election
every two years would be preferable.

THE HARBOUR FIELD
Some discussion took place surroundingthe correspondence which has been
taking place between the Community
Council and the trustees of the Field
regarding usage, responsibility and
insurance. It was decided that a meeting should take place between the
executive and the trustees to clarify
these issues.
John McGinley,
Secretary.

17-2-'90

20-2-'90
,2-2-'90
April

Greenfield Estate,
Res. Dinner Dance Slevins, Dunboyne.
Confirmation
R.C.A.G. Concert,
Aula Maxima - 8.30 p.m.
Maynooth Trade Fair

A CELTIC
FAIRY TALE
On 16th, 17th, 18th of February
Maynooth Community Council Arts
Group will stage its first ever musicaL
This is an original Musical Fantasy
written by Helen Clarke and co-produced by Helen Clarke and Paul
Howard-Williams. 38 children from
the local community and 15 adults
from both college and community will
take part in what promises to be a
spectacular display of talents. The
musical will be staged in the Aula
Maxima of St. Patrick's College and it
is hoped that at least 2,000 people will
see the show over the 3 days.
As a graduate of Maynooth and now
living and working in the town of
Maynooth, I have been aware of too
wide a gap between local people and
the student population. It is very
important in these days where there is
a growing emphasis on community
development, that this gap is bridged
to enable the community to function as
a whole unit.
Music and drama is an ideal way to
begin to break down tbese barriers
which is why, as producer, I decided to
make the musical a joint venture between college and town. Together
both form the community ofMaynooth;
one cannot exist without the other.
Hopefully this year will set the precedent for similar productions in following years.
This years production has been difficult to get started because it is the first
of its kind. The cast we have now,
work wonderfully together and are very
dedicated and professionaL As regards finance, we have applied for assistance from local businesses and as it
is a joint production with the college
the drama society have promised us
£200 from their capitation. We are
also awaiting assistance, both financial and practical from the music society. I'd like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone for their help.

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

OPENING HOURS 7 A.M. - 9.30 P.M. (MON -FRI)
8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
24 HOUR FILM DEVEWPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE FILM.
SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NTGHT.
AUTHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.

PHONE: 285813
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COAL ANTHRACITE ETC.
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME.
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BEST QUALITY COAL, SLACK, ANTHRACITE,
PEAT BRIQUETTES, AND ALL TYPES
OF SOLID FUEL SUPPLIED

. Der~ot Kelly Limited ,-

.

287311

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

*

BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
A--I:N: 287311

<P
~
€:j~e ~acey
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EIDI E TRACEY

Helen Clarke

'TEL: 381420

Maynooth Community Council
Drama and Art classes resume
this month.
Drama - Tuesday 20th Feb.
(3.30 p.m. - 4.30 p.m.)
Art - Wednesday 21st Feb.
(3.30 p.m. - 4.30 p.m.).

83 KINVARA PARK. NAVAN ROAD.
DUBLIN 7
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I.e.A. NOTES
The January meeting was held on
Thurs. 4th and Madeline Stynes welcomed everyone. Sympathy was extended to Geraldine Dunne on the death
of her father-in-law, Paddy Dunne,
also to Norah McDermott on the death
Jf her aunt. Congratulations to Mrs.
Margaret Gee on winning the Tivoli
National Knitting Competition. Well
done Mrs. Gee!
Congratulations also to Mrs Maisie
McMyler on winning the E.S.B. annual competition. The winners of the
Jan. competition 'a slice of Christmas
Cake' were:
Mary Doyle, 1st
Margaret Gee, 2nd
Ann Doohan, 3rd

NUZSTOP
l\A\IN SIREEf fvt\YtUJIH
TEL NO: 286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS

T-SHIRTS

BACK PATCHES

7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)
OPENING HOURS:

8.00 A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)

-:

~======================::::.
GERARD IRADY & CD
M\IN S1REET fvtt\YNDlH CD KII..I)ARE
PH:

285201

INSURANCE AGENTS FOR IRISH BUILDING SOCIETY
AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS

The children's Christmas party was a
great success on Sat. 16th Dec. Thanks
to all who helped on the day and a

~~~~~0~aE~~~~~~~~rc~:: ~ FOR W~=:IENTS ~1J
_m

The Christmas party in the Springfield
Hotel.turned out to be a very enjoyable
night together. Next month's competition will be an 'on the spot' competition
so please bring along your pen and
aper tlo the neThxt meet ing wh iC? Wthill
Pak
t e p ace on
urs. l st F e.
b In e
LC.A. Hall, the Harbour.
All activities continue with handcrafts
on Mondays at 8 p.m.
Badminton, Tuesdays and Thursdays
11-12.30 p.m. Set dancing resumed
on Wednesday 10th Jan. at 8.30.

Geraldine Tracy, P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
On February the 19th the club are
organising a demonstration by some
of its own members. Choirs taking
part Mrs. F. Satchwell, Mrs. E. Bums,
Mrs. M. Doyle, Mrs. D. Barrell and
Mrs. I. Desmond. With a line up like
that it should be a great night. Do not
forget the club meet on the third
Monday of every month in the
M.A.D.E. centre in the Post Primary
School Maynooth.
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'ilHE CAMBRIDGE DIET
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Slim Down to Size the Easy Way
• NO SPECIAL COOKING·
• NO SPECIAL EXERCISE'

FOR ALL THE FACTS CONTACT

IT'S SIMPLE - IT'S SAFE
IT'S EFFECTIVE FOR MEN &WOMEN
PERSONAL ATTENTION GUARANTEED
YOUR INDEPENDENT

CAMBRlbGE COUNSELLOR

MAR Y FARRELL

. Phone 286613
For Immediate Attention

28 Carton Court, Maynooth
Phone: (01)286613

Look! Builders & Farmers
SCAFFOLDING & TOWERS
HIRE - DELIVER & ERECT.
Contact: MICHAEL J PAYNE
CLONCURRY, DUBLIN RD.
ENFIELD, co. MEATH
QUOTATIONS FREE
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PHONE:

0405 - 41532
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MAYNOOTH
CREDIT UNION
At our Board meeting in December,
the Chairman Pat Harney was presented with a lovely Duiske Crystal
Bell by our chapter delegate, John
Butler on behalf of Chapter 25, irish
League of Credit Unions as a nominee
for Credit Union Person of the year.
Congratulations Pat.
As we came close to the end of our
second year, we now have just over
500 members with approx £200,000 in
shares. We have to date granted loans
to a total of approx £400,000 which
gives a very good indication of our
business now.
On Saturday 20th January, all those
involved with the running of our Credit
Union had a great night out in SLIMS
in the Leinster Arms. An excellent
dinner was provided by proprietor
Mary Tierney and her excellent staff
and was thoroughly enjoyed by all.
Thanks Mary and we wish you every
success in the future.
Music for the evening for dancing and
singing was excellently provided by
Paul Lucan of Kilcloon.
We sincerley thank all who help in
Credit Union and we welcome all new
helpers who are willing to come along
as tellers.
We remind members that the office in
the Mall is closed now on Thursday
nights. Our office hours are now as
follows:The Mall: Friday 7.00 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Credit Union Hours:
The Harbour Thursday 7.00 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Friday 7.00 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.

YOUTH OFFICE
We provide programmes in a variety
of areas including the following:
• Leadership training
• Alcohol/substance abuse
• Personal development
• Sports/games
• Outdoor pursuits
• Competitions ·
• Workshops in arts 'n' crafts, dance,
drama etc.
Please contact Mary Geagan/Louise
Monaghan, Lucan Youth Office, St.
Mary's Boys National School or Tel.
280465.

Ikwtown StOlqJ
NEWSAGENTS
M\YN:XJIH CD. K 11IY-RE
A-~ 0 1- 285833
Opening Hours 7.30 am - 10 pm
OPEN EVERY ('.IIY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER -

FUEL - GA S

Fancy Goods - Swee ts
Ca rd s - Maga zi npu

/

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SH EDS KILCOCK
FHN:: 287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS A VA
FROM £140

TLA13Ll~'

ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS

6' X 6' £11
ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIM13Eh' SUPPLIED
\..

1

RAINBOW
CAR
WASH
PUNCTURE REPAIRS ANP TYRES

!i

Also a Professional and Mini~
Valeting Service Available
LIAM tK DONNELL

Maynooth Shopping Centre, Tel. 285742

Gera ld Mac Cann
102 ivO'iGLARE V I LlPGE

B.F.A.

M.l.P.P.A.

Nl\Yi'ill1H

Y
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AND COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

VIDEOS AND FILM ", fAKING
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LAST EXIT

DUBLIN ARTS
DIARY

TO

BROOKLYN

'hip queer' Georgette (A!exis Arquette,
'Last Exit to Brooklyn' is a unique
synthesis of Gennan expressionism OPENED JAN. 5th . SAVOY Rosannas' brother) and the sexual angst
of the dishonest shop steward Harry
and urban realism, the fonnerrealised
in the gothic nocturnal cinematogra- Edel successfully overcomes this struc- Black (Stephen Lang in an emotionphy, the latter emanating from the tural restriction by elaborating on the ally charged perfonnance).
squalor of metropolitan deprivation. It inter-relationships between the central
is a cinema reminiscent of the director characters and developing them against
(Uli Edel) and producer (Bernd Eichin- he omnipresent strike in a local
ger's) previous collaboration 'Christine factory.
Hubert Selby Jm's (who makes a brief
F (1980), a harrowing depiction of
but deadly appearance) self-stated
teenage prosititution and herion adintention in writing 'Last Exit' was to
diction in the U-Bahns of Berlin.
present the working class community
Adapted from the novel 'H' their latest The opening sequence which defines
with an objective starkness - a nonopus has a similar literary genesis being the era and area with its superimposijudgemental portrayal of those 'thoubased on the once banned novel of tion of the legend Brooklyn 1952, also
sands who remain nameless'. HowHubert Selby Jnr. 'Last Exit' which in- foregounds the central protagonists.
ever the characters emerge a,s automacurred the wrath of the British public Vinnie (Peter Dobson) the neighbourtons devoid of any reason or any enwith its publication in 1966 and laad- hood gang-leader and small-time pimp
dearing aspects of humanity. The mening to it's expurgation under the Ob- instigates a brutal assault on a soldier acing atmosphere conveyed by a ceasescenity Act in 1967 and a successful from a nearby barracks who had naievlessly marat:ding camera functions not
appeal in the following year. By this ely intervened in a domestic quarrel
in 'shocking' its audience (as the pubstage its assimilation into the vernacu- between him and Tralala (Jennifer licity would have us believe) but rather
Jason Leigh) - a sassy 15 year old
lar was complete.
in numbing the sense, or fulfilling the
prosititue with a tough exterior maskexpectation of a public weaned on
A cinematic adaptation of such incening an inner sensitivity. The film
'Rambo' and 'Robocop'. While the
diary material seemed imminent, yet
proceeds in episodic fashion ranging
film has an engaging voyueristic atprevious attempts by directors as diover themes such as sado-masochism
traction from the macrocosmic imverse as Stanley Kubrick and Brain De
tranvestitism and union corruption.
pressively staged spectacle of strikePalma all resulted in failure. The main
bound Brooklyn to the microcosmic
problem stemming from the non-linminuti
ae of the drug addict, it emerges
ear, segmented narrative of the novel,
ultimately
as a darkly entertaining
actually a series of vignettes loosely Issues that are enacted through such
connected by a common locale, based nefmious characters as Big Joe (Burt vision of a controversial though medion Redhook, Brooklyn, New York. Young) a working-class archetype; the 0cre novel.

Once again, music lovers can look
forward to a series of excellent concerts and musical events in the College
this Spring. Here are some dates for
your diary:

5 February, 1.15-2.00
Mary Brennan, soprano, Celia
Donoghue, clarinet and Mairead
Hurley, piano.
(Education Hall, Old Campus)

12 February, 1.15-2.00
Finghin -Collins, violin and piano,
Donagh Collins, cello and piano
(Education Hall, Old Campus)

MUSIC IN THE
COLLEGE
19 February, 1.15-2.00
Maynooth Chamber Choir, Director J.
O'Keeffe
(College Chapel)
1 March, 5.00 p.m.
Professor Gerard Gillen gives an illustrated lecture on Mendelssohn's 'Elijah'
(Music Deparment)
4 March, 8 p.m.
Mendlessohn's 'Elijah' perfonned in
the College Chapel by Maynooth
University Choral Society, the Ladies
Choir of the Mater Dei Institute,
Maynooth Sinfonietta, with soloists
Regina Nathan, Colette McGahon,
Emmanuel Lawlor and Ian Caddy.
Directed by Gerard Gillen.
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2 March, 1.15-2.00
College Traditional Singers
(Education Hall, Old Campus)
13 March, 4p.m.
Workshop/concert by La Folia (specialist baroque perfonnance group)
(Music Department)
26 March 1.15-2.00
Third year perfonning Majors Dervilla Conlon, mezzo-soprano Philip
Carty, piano Edward Flaherty, piano
accompanist.
(Education Hall, Old Campus)

Enquire at the College for further details.

,~

WRITERS' CRAMP

Kiernans
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 286294

So To The Future

GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS

In the years that have past,
And the year that has gone,
So much change has swept our world,
From the rise of the shuttle,
To the fall of the Wall,
We think we have learned,
We've learned nothing at all.

LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY

The tears and the joys
So many have passed,
We still haven't learned,
We're all the same class,
Rich and poor,
Black or white,
With so much change,
It's still not right.

CARLTCN Q.EPl\JERS
* CURTAIN CARE.

* LEAIHER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE.

And so to the 90's
And so to beyond,
What's new for tomorrow,
That hasn't already gone,
So to the future,
. So to us all,
With life as we know it,
We change and rise,
Or else we just fall.

* SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
M\YNXJH-f 9-rPPINJ CINIRE

m:

GliRIIXE EUIUDINJ SlH'LIES & SERVICES
38 l\1\YNXJIH R)tD GliRlIXE
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An. ad. for 'The Roost' in
"The Latium Leader"
(57AD)

Fellow citizens, get thy corporis uphill
to the heights of Cassidy's Colosseum
(of the doric columns and Cupid busts).
Noel Atreus Casssidus, son of Aeneas,
leader of our Greek expedition servest
the finest gladiator grog in all Latium.
Summon up and get down to Consul's
Comer, Diana's Den and Caeser's
Coquina. The happy hora is from viiviii o'clock. Chariot park to accommodate 100. Be there or be extremely
ionic!
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PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
' \'1.'), )
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
-....\t\J.1
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
't f
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
I~H
SAND, GRA VEL CEMENT
S
& BLOCKS.
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MURPHY BROS.
045/97397

U N DE RT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE:.286366

Christina Hession
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CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT,
MENRAD, SAFILO, &
BENE'ITON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Mail]. St." Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 282062
PH: 243964

STUDENTS AND THE
COMMUNITY

EYE HEAR
The Leinster Arms

Eye Hear brings to your attention the
following extract from the college
Handbook produced by the Students'
Union in the College: ,
"The majority of students attending
Maynooth College will actually live in
Maynooth town for their three to four
years of academic life. The relationship between students and the permanent residents of Maynooth has generally been fairly limited to say the least.
The Students' Union is of the opinion
that students have a certain amount of
responsibility to the Maynooth Community and that greater integration of
the College into the Community can
only be beneficial to both parties. It is
for these reasons that the Students'
Union applied for, and obtained, representation on the Community Council . . . This Council works for the
benefit of Maynooth, and we, as students, should try to facilitate its work,
and even become involved in it, since
for the period of our academic lives,
we, too, are Maynooth residents. At
the very least, we appeal to all students
to have consideration for members of
the community and respect for the
public property of the town."

Readers may remember Eye Hear's
foiled attempt to taste the culinary
delights of the Leinster Arms Restaurant some time ago. However; we
have now been informed that that
experience happened under the confusion Which accompanied a changeover in management. Never one to hold
a grudge, Eye Hearduly repaired to the
Leinster Arms where a delightful dish
of cheeseburger (made from real meat.
and not pulverised sawdust mixed with
Paxo stuffing) and lashings of chips
washed down with gallons of tea, allowed Eye Hear to forget the earlier
disappointment.

Maybe these timely words are responsible for the relative cessation in hostilities between residents and a small
minority of students in the last few
months. Long may it continue.

Aidan's Newsagents and Maynooth
Filling Station were the recipients of a
more frightening type of raid recently,
when three armed youths in a stolen
car visited the premises. While the

sums taken were relatively small, no
more than £150 in total, it is frightening to think that these gangsters are
prepared to endanger human lives for
such a small return.
And while we're on the subject, Eye
Hear would like to ask the elderly
gentleman spotted wandering around
Kingsbry Estate, armed with a loaded
shotgun to lay down his arms in populated areas. He may have a licence to
shoot game, but Eye Hear would be
surprized to learn that this housing
estate has been turned into a grouse
moor for the shooting season. Eye
Hear's heart has just about returned to
its normal resting place following the
discharge of this person's weapon not
a million miles away from her.

High Noon on Main Street
The Sheriff sure made a kiWng when
he rode into town just before Christmas, to settle a taxing problem among
some Main Street businesses. Accordingto reports at least three businesses
were hit. While we sympathise with
those who have lost their jobs ,in this
massacre, Eye Hear is also glad to see
the P AYE sector is no longer the sole
prey of the Taxperson.

And more Wild West stuff
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Writer Oairr O'Connor has added to
her impressive list of publications with
a collection of poems 'When You Need
Them.' The book, published by Galway's Solmon Press, was launched at a
reception in Dublin's city-centre hotel,
Buswell's just before Christmas.
Handsomely produced, at £4.95 it is a
book which gathers together pieces
drawing on the experiences of a
woman's life in varied circumstances.
On February 21st Clairr will be featured reading her work at a Poetry
Ireland event in Bewley's Cafee in
Dublin.
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CARLOW KILDARE RADIO
Lismard House, Tullow Street, Carlow.
Tel: (0503) 41044
Advertising: (0503) 41048
OUR 8ROAOCASTl~C
AREA

SWITCH ON THE WINNING TEAM

C. K. R 97.3 FH STEREO
THE VOICE OF KILDARE

TELEPHONE: 0503
0503
G503
FAX NUMBER 0503

41044 (REQUEST LINE)
41046 (NEWSROOM)
41048 (ADVERTISING)
41047

/\- -

-~/

/F.M:- 97.3
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PROGRAHMED FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
ARE YOU WITH THE WINNING TEAM?
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A COMMUNITY
BOOKSHOPIN
THE LANTERN
CENTRE
The Lantern Centre which is based in
the Geraldine Hall at the Harbour in
Maynooth is launching a Bookshop
from February 5th, sponsored by Don
Bosco Trust. It will be run on the
swap-shop principle and will cater for
all ages with a special emphasis on a
children's section. Books can either be
swapped, bought or resold in the shop.
All the community are welcome, including both clerical and lay students.
a wide range of interests will be catered for including, Educational, Religious, Sci-fiction, Crime, Horror,
Romance, Western and non fiction.
The books will range in price from
lOp; upwards, with Mills and Boon - 4
for £1.00 and top authors like Catherine Cookson and Alistair McLean at
50p to quality hard backs at £2.00.
Books which are bought at the Centre
and kept in good condition can be sold
back for at least half the initial price
paid. For regular users this price will
be adjusted. The shop will be run on a
non profit basis. All proceeds will be
used to cover initial starting costs and
to expand and change the books
stocked.
We call on all members of the community to get involved in the lantern
Centre, we are here to cater for your
needs. yve have notice-board space
available for any coming events you
wish to advertise. Employers may
post their vacancies with us and you
can promote your employment skills
here. We will display sheet poetry,
exhibit art, crafts or any other community activity you wish to promote. If
you wish to display houseplants, start
a philately society or any other ideas,
why not come to us. Let's make the
Geraldine Hall and the Lantern Centre
a focal point of Maynooth. Its your
facility and with your help the sky is
the limit.
Opening Hours
Monday 10.00 to 4.00
Tuesday 10.00 to 4.00
Wednesday to.OO to 1.00
Thurday 10.00 to 2.00
Friday to.OO to 4.00

s..,aee\·5

MAYNOOTH.
-Tobacconist -

Newsagent-

CLOSING, TIMES
lOPM. (THURS-FRIDAY)
llPH. (SAT-WED)

Have it

I

,I

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH
BE1WEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF TIlE CROP
Tel: 286166

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST'. MAYNOOTH
TEL: 285239
FOR BEST VALUE IN CYCLES, LAWNMOWERS AND TOYS
TRADE INs TAKEN:
SAME DAY CYCLE REPAIR SERVICE
OPEN 6 DAYS - 9am - 6pm WEDNESDAY - 9am - 1.30pm

Home Nursing
DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR Al.L OCCAS IONS

REASONABLE RATES
CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N
PHONE (01) 286686
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33. LAURENCE A VENUE.
MA YNOOTH, CO KILDARE

Phone 28 61 32

PARENTS
• IS YOUR CHILD REACHING HIS/HER FULL POTENTIAL?
• IN SCHOOL IS YOUR CHILD HAVING LEARNING DIFFICULTIES. FOR EXAMPLE;
IN ENGLISH; READING, COMPREHENSION. SPELLING. HANDWRITING ETC.
IN MATHEMATICS; MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATION - ADDITION, SUBTRACTION
I1ULTIPLICATION, DIVISTON, ETC.
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING - UNDERSTANDING WRITTEN PROBLEMS
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS - FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, TIME, AREA, ETC
• DO YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR CHILD ASSESED?
• WOULD YOUR CHILD BENEFIT FROM AN ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME?
• IS YOUR CHILD HAVING DIFFICULTY WITH SPEECH DEVELOPMENT?
FOR EXAMPLE; MISSING SOUNDS AT THE BEGINNING, MIDDLE
OR END OF WORDS
• fXJBS YOUR CHILD flAVE A ' SPECIAL ' LEARNJNG DISABILITY?

DON 'T W AIT..

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT ONE OR MORE OF
THESE AREAS. ACT NOW. TALK TO ONE OF
IRELAND'S LEADING EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS

T EL: 271498
. • INDIVIDUAL ATTENTION

• EXCELLENT RESULTS
• CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED

• SPECIFIC PROGRAMMES DESIGNED TO
ANSWER THE NEEDS OF YOUR CHILD
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BAND BULLETIN

J. BAffiY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS

We open our bulletin on a sad note this
month. with the passing of our President and great friend Paddy Dunne.
One has to stop and think how Paddy
became involved with the Band as he
was not a playing member. His first
contact was through the popular Whist
Drives. which the Band organised in
the fifties and sixties to raise funds for
Band Hall repairs. unifonns and instruments. He turned up every Friday.
night to run the drives in his own
inevitable manner and in the process
made many. many friends.
When the Whist Drives fmally ended
Paddy retained his interest in the Band
and over the following years played a
very active part in committee matters.
I can vividly recall the Sunday afternoon when he willingly 'sacrificed'
one of his precious fields so that midget
cars could plough through it in the
cause of fund raising for the Band.
Another task. which gave him tremendous pleasure was providing the Christmas Tree for the B and Hall every year.
We would leave it to Padd y to come up
with the 'perfect' tree and it was always
at his own expense.
Paddy was a great attender at Band
meetings and took a very active part in
all discussions and this continued when
he was honoured with the Presidency
of the Band.· even though this is regarded as an Honorary Position in most
organisations.
Paddy was always so very proud of his
connection with the Band and nowhere
was this more apparent than when he
joined the other dignitaries in the reviewing stand for the St. Patrick's Day
parade representing St. Mary's Band.
It was a measure of the regard in which
he was held by the Band members that
there were such large numbers in the
guard of honour which escorted his
remains from the Convent to the
Church and we are certain that he was
proud of the send off which he received from the Band on his last journey to Laraghbryan Cemetery.
We in common with so many others in
Maynooth have lost a great and loyal
friend and we extend our deepest
sympathy to his wife Patsy and family.
May he rest in peace.

PH: 286304
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-8.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
~.
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
LOTTERIES

I

CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

'liT 2Va 2Vog

(~

(

IRENE MC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPLOMA & TUTOi{

j )

)

INCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT, REMEDIAL CAMCUFLAGE,
AROMATHERAPY, SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & LEG TREATMENT
RENE GUINOT, CATHIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GELOIDE
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS,
BODY TREATMENTS, SUN RED,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
fln<LE.y's LAl'£,M\IN SIREEf LEIXLIP

(01) 244366/244973

!:?l3d1y

~fon

B. COvM.A. C.A
J .W-. MJLHERN & CD.

r:;HARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KIl\GSCllRf
NV\S
CD KIIJ)t>RE
~:

286751

TEL (045) 66535'

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HAVE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HA VE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOuR OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDA~
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOUR CHILDREfl -£ 12.00
DIAL-A?-:SIYLE AT 285367 RR m....~ APfDINllvINf
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CO. LTD
ALUMINIUM . DEPT.

ENGINEERING

4A Kilbarrack Ind Est, Sutton

He repair: Patio Doors, Resi Doors,
Windows, Shop Fronts,
Conservatories, Double Glazed Units, Locks,
Hinges, etc
Tel: 393679

244921 After 6pm

EDWARIis
UNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPL~G CENTRE
MAYNOOTH

FOR CLOTHES CARE

QUALITY DRY C LEAN I NG
SAME DAY SERVICE
REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
CURTAINS AND SUITE COVERS
WITH PERSONAL SERVICE
MONDAY -SATURDAY
23

9.30a~

- 6pm

BRIDAL HIRE

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

SPECIALISTS IN BRIDAL WEAR & ACCESSORIES

RIGHTS COLUMN C

COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK

Q. What is the difference between a
Medical Card, A Hospital Services
Card and a Long Term Illness Card?
A. All three of the cards you mention
are issued by your local health board.
A brief outline of what is covered by
each card is set out below.

Medical Card
A Medical Card, is a person's proof of
entitlement to a range of free health
services. Your medical card must be
presented whenever services without
charge are being claimed. There is a
means test to decide eligibility for a
medical card but there is no fixed income limit as such and each case is
considered on its merits. The income
guidelines presently in use are:
Married couple (under 66) £108.00
Single person living alone
£75.00
Single person living with family £65.00
In addition there are age allowances of
those over 66 or over 80, child and
dependents allowances, and allowances in respect of outgoings en your
house and travelling expenses to work.
Full details are given in the 1989 Social Welfare Rates Book which you
may consult at your local CIC.
The Dept. of Health issued a circular
in October 1989 recommending that
applicants for medical cards should
not be disqualified on the grounds of
income from the Family Income Supplement or the Social Employment
Scheme. It is not yet clear whether this ·
recommendation is being taken up by
the individual health boards.
Hospital Services Card
if you are not entitled to a Medical
Card and if in the previous tax year
your income was less than £ 16,000
you would be eligible for the services
provided for persons in Category 2. If

BRIDAL HIRE, DEBS., & EVENING WEAR

~

47 CRODAUN FOREST PARK,
CELBRIDGE,
co. KILDARE.

01.271618

SEE XOU AT BRIDAL FAIR SETANTA HOUSE HOTEL,
CELBRIDGE 18th FEB.

Maynooth Celbridge Leixlip
Cabs Limited
II

II

YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL
EUGENE 0' SHEA

PHONE 01 - 286539/289222
24 HOUR SERVICE
WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL
DISTANCE NO OBJECT KEENEST RATES
you are in this category you may apply " scribed for the treatment of that condifor a Hospital Services Card but your tion:
entitlement does not depend on you
actually having the card. If your earn- Mental handicap, Mental illness (for
ings were less than the qualifying persons under 16 only), Phenylketonuamount. You could simply produce ria (mental retardation in infancy),
your P60 (End of year statement of Spina Bifida, Hydrocephalous, Diabeearnings from your employer) at the tes Mellitus, Diabetes Insipidus, Haemophilia, Cerebral Palsy, Epilepsy,
hospital.
Multiple Sclerosis, Muscular DystroYour wife/husband will be separately phies, parkinsonism, Acute Leukaeassessed if s/he had an income in her/ mia dn Cystic Fibrosis. A person who
.his own right in the. qualifying year.
suffers from any of the listed condiWhere there are two incomes, the chil- tions may apply for a Long Term illdren will be regarded as dependents of ness Card. Asthma is not included on
the spouse with the higher income. the list of illnesses covered by the
Students aged under 25 who do not Long Term Illness Card.
have Medical Cards are in Category 2,
even though their parents may not be. This column has been compiled by
Certain people who were voluntary Maynooth Community Information
contributors to Social Insurance either Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.
on 31 March 1974 or5 April 1979 may
have an entitlement to Category 2
Opening Hours
health services regardless of income.
Wed. 10-12
Thurs. 7-8
Long Term Illness Card
Persons suffering from any of the fol- Fri. 10-12 2-4
lowing conditions can obtain without
charge the drugs and medicines pre- . Telephone 285477 during office hours
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NWA
Montessori School
Castle Village, Celbridge

-BOOKING NOW FOR SEPTEMBER 1990-CHILD MINDING AVAILABLE AFTER SCHOOL HOURS-

Give your child a positive, exciting introduction to the world of learning in a
beautiful, fully-equipped Montessori classroom under the guidance of a highlyqualified Montessori Directress.
Phone for appointment to view school.

Highly Qualified Staff with * A.M.1. Degrees and International Experience.

*( ASSOCIA TlON MONTESSORI INTERNA TlONALE 2 AND 3 YEARS FULL- TIME TRAINING)

TEL:

~?1~89
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VISIT BY SCIENCE
MINISTER
The Minister for Science and Technology, Michael Smith, recently paid an
official visit to Maynooth College to
attend a function to mark the awarding
of research grants worth a total of £1.4
millions to the College's Biology
Department. These grants, which will
support an additional ten research posts
in the College, involve the Biology
Department in links with a range of
outside bodiesincluding the European
Community, the Health ResearchBoard, the Irish" Cancer Society,
EOLAS (the Irish Science and Technology Agency), the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science,
and the Agricultural Genetics Company of Cambridge.
The grants will fund a range of projects, including the use ofliving organisms as an alternative to chemical
pesticides, a study of cancerous lymphomas, a study of infectious yeasts,
and studies relating to leukaemia,
ageing and toxins. During his visit,
Mr. Smith (whose brother William was
a former head of the College's Geography Department) inspected the teaching and research facilities of the Science Faculty. Continuous growth in
student numbers has placed severe
strain on these facilities, and itis hoped
that the Minister's visit may herald an
early announcement of government
funding for a long-awaited new Science Building for the College.

RAIL LINE BOOST FOR
COLLEGE
Recent advertisements by Iamrod Eireann for tenders for the construction of
four additional stations on the
Mayr..ooth rail line augur well for the
future of the College. Three of the
stations (the fourth is to be built at
Confey in Leixli p) are to be built in the
rapidly-expanding Castleknock and
Blanchardstown areas, and will greatly
enhance access to Maynooth from these
areas, especially in comparison with
other third level colleges in the greater

COLLEGE NOTES
Dublin area. The resultant extra demand for places in Maynooth College
will, hopefully, give further encouragement to the government to fund additional physical and staff development in the College, which is already
bursting at the seams as a result of
continuous growth in student numbers
over the years.

FIRST HONORARY NUl

DEGREE AWARDED
The first ever honorary degree of the
National University of Ireland (NUl)
to be awarded in Maynooth was conferred on Mr. Cathal Gannon just before Christmas. Mr: Gannon was
awarded a Master of Arts degree in
recognition of his distinction as a maker
and restorer of keyboard instruments.
originally employed as a carpenter in
Guinness's Brewery, Mr. Gannon's
ability as a keyboard craftsman became recognised to the extent that he
was given his own workshop for this
purpose on the Guinness premises.
This allowed him to develop his expertise further, including extensive research both in Ireland and abroad.
Maynooth College benefitted directly
from Mr. Gannon's work in the form of
a new Italian-style harpsichord and a
restored 1827 Clementi Grand piano,
both of which were graciously donated to the College. The harpsichord
will be of particular utility in the performance of baroque music in the
College.

NEW TRAFFIC AND
PARKING
REGULATIONS
The much heralded new traffic and
parking regulations for the College
finall y came into operation on January
1st. Among the main features of the
scheme are the exclusion of through
traffic from St. Joseph's Square and
the assignment of particular parking
spaces to particular sections of the
College staff. In addition, three general parking areas have been designated, in front of Logic House, between New House and the Physics
Department/Creche, and in front of
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Loftus House. The College Authorities are particularly anxious to eliminate the random parking in driveways
which had become increasingly common (despite the widespread placing
of traffic cones) and appeals to all
staff, students and visitors to comply
with the new regulations.
The exclusion of bicycle traffic from
St. Joseph's Square, which links the
two main non-seminary parts of the
College, was not, apparently, greeted
particularly warmly by a significant
portion of the student body. However,
plans to stage a "cycle-in" were, we
hear, averted when the College authorities and the Studen Union came to
an agreement which would allow students (and presumably staff too) to
"walk" their bikes through the square.

T.V. COVERAGE FOR
CHRISTMAS CAROL
SERVICE
The annual Christmas Carol Service in
the College Chapel was given added
prestige this year by being televised by
RTE on Christmas Eve. The ninety
minute programme include all three of
the College choirs, along with the
recently-formed Brass Ensemble and,
of course, the Chapel Organ. There
was also a performance on traditional
instruments and a number of solo performances, along with several spoken
contributions, including a homily by
the College President, Monsignor
Michael Ledwith. All in all it was a
delightful performance of which the
College's Music Department can be
proud.

SPACE CRYSTAL
EXHIBITION
An exhibition of crystals made in the
weightless conditions of outer space
on board the space shuttle Discovery
is currently on display in the Arts Block
concourse. The exhibition, prepared
by the 3M company, includes both
examples of actual crystals and the
apparatus used in their manufacture,
as well as an explanatory video. The
display is open to the public and continues until February 9.

...

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY EI,ECTIONS

Elections
THE ELECTIONS FOR THE NEXT MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD SHORTLY.
ALL THOSE WHO ARE INTERESTED IN MAKING MA YNOOTH
A BETTER PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE
ARE URGED TO PUT THEMSELVES FORWARD FOR ELECTION
A LIST OF THE ELECTORAL AREAS IS INCLUDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE
NOMINATIONS CLOSE ON

MON,· MARCH 19

VOTING TAKES PLACE BEFORE
VOTES WILL BE COUNTED ON

FRI. APRIL f?_.
SAT. APRIL 7_

PLEASE CUT OUT AND. COMPLETE THE NOMINATION FORM BELOW AND HAND
IN TO THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OFFICE, TOWN CENTRE MJ\LL, TEl:.: 28592Z

NAME OF CANDIDATE

----------------------------------------

ADDRESS _________________________________________________

ELECTORAL AREA ___________________________________
PROPOSER _________________________________________~
SECONDER

-------------------------------------------

I agree to the above ·nomination~
CANDIDATE'S SIGNATURE

-------------------------------27

Maynooth Chamber of Commerce
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL WHO HELPED IN THE
SANTA DAY, IN PARTICULAR,
THOSE WHO SPONSORED BIKES AND
THE MAYNOOTH BRASS BAND.
THE A.G.M-. IS BEING HELD IN THE POST-PRIMARY SCHOOL
ON THE 28th FEB. AT 8pm
WE WOULD LIKE ALL MEMBERS TO ATTEND.
SALE OF WORK
The final total for the 1989 sale of
work was £3427; our thanks to all who
made this magnificent sum possible.
We are looking forward now to November 1990. Already the old people
are making craft items during the
Tuesday morning sessions. Perhaps
you could keep us in mind during the
year:1. Would that unwanted item make a
few bob on one of the stalls (clothes,
books, while elephant)? How about
something for the wheel of fortune.
2. Could you take a few extra or make
an extra pot of jam or Christmas pudding.
3. That jumper you are never going to
finish, or the balls of wool left over,
might they be handed on to the Old
people's Committee?
4. Could you make something for the
craft stall perhaps while you are watchingT.V.? .

OLD PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE
Remember the proceeds of the Sale of
Work all go towards helping improve
the lives of the older members of our
community.

CHRISTMAS DINNER
More than 140 old people from
Maynooth, Mulhussey and Kilclone
enjoyed a lovely evening. Mr. Peter
O'Brien provided the excellent meal
and we would like to thank him, together with his family and employees,
for their kindness and hard work. Our
thanks also to Josie, Aideen Flood,
Eileen Byrne, Vinnie Mulready, the
AccordianBand and S1. Mary's Church
Choir for entertaining us so well, to
Mr. T. Ashe for the use of the school
facilities and to all those who provided
such lovely prizes.

VALENTINE'S PARTY
This will take place in the Post Pri-
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mary School on Sunday 18th February
at 4 p.m. It will be preceded by Mass
at 3.30 p.m.

AGM
The following officers were elected at
the AGM held on January 10th.
Chairperson: Imelda Delaney
Vice Chairperson: Briget Tierney
Secretary: Rose Bean
Ass. Sec. Joan Lennon
Treasurer: Catherine Mulready
Our very best wishes for a happy and
successful team of office. Congratulations to John Moran of Laragh who
celebrates his 100th birthday and to
Mrs. J. Twomey who will be 80 on
January 21st. Our best wishes to the
other old people who have birthdays at
this time of the year.
We send our sympathy to the family
and friends of Rosie Harte who died
recently.
P.R.O.

ROYAL CANAL
NOTES
The harbour now looks very well since
the dam was removed and the approach area cleaned. Negotiations are
now well in hand until the E.S.B., Kildare County Council and O.P.W. for
the provision of lighting in the Canal
Harbour area.
Next month on Thursday 22nd Feb.
Maynooth College Musical Society
joins with the R.C.A.G. to present the
Second Annual Variety Concert at the
Aula Maxima in the College. Artists
are currently being lined up for this
concert and judging by the names being
mentioned and possible performers it
should be a very good concert.
Once again the Boys' National School
Maynooth are joining forces with the
R.c.A.G. for the annual Spring Fair in
April. Since this project takes a lot of
organisation both committees have
been working on this since before
Christmas, more about this in the next
issue.
Watch this space too for particulars of
the "Lions Club" "Royal Canal Jamboree" which will take place on Sunday, May 6th.

Complete ACCOUNTING SERYICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO ~MALL
PERSONAL ATTENT1UN OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING *
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
,
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
CONTACT
". .
MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
~,~"""..j,
5 S1RAFFAN MY, M\YN.XJIH PHN~ 285246-·'- ....

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857
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Interior & Exterior
•
Professional Wallpapering.
~
Chimney Cleaning at i ts best·
.if;,
Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
.'·"·Y·
Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
Roof tiles repaired or replacerl • ~.
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you have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages

FOR YOUR

HOME

CARNATION DAY
SELLERS
Thanks to the following Carnation Day
Sellers: Emmet Stagg, Mick SHields,
Dave Moynan, Bridie O'Brien, Noel
and C. Devine Castletown Inn, Mrs
Wilson and Mrs. O'Rourke, M.S. self
help group from Celbridge, Aidans
Shop, Larry O'Brien, Jim Ennis, Kiernans Shop, Mr. Madden, Thomas
Ashe, Fr. Thynne, boys and Girls from
post Primary School who collected on
Bartons Buses, Seans shop, Larry
Courtney, Angelina Courtney, Caulfields, Roost, Fusciardi, Brady's, Ann
O'Connor, Seamus O'Reilly, Lorraine
and Caroline Corbett, helen Corbett,
Rita O'Reilly, Bernadette Shields,
MuireannNi Bhrolchain, John McGinley, Telemecanique, 'F.rank Conlon,
Leinster Arms, Norah McDermott,
Fiona O'Connor.
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PHONE NO: 285847

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
OPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

VANDALISM
The term VANDALISM means wanton damage to property with no particular aim but to commit destruction.
Most acts of misbehaviour of this type
are committed by young people. How
does Vandalism affect you; look around
and you will see plenty of evidence in
the form of shattered phone
boxes, bus shelters, damaged street
lights, uprooted and broken young
trees, damaged motor vehicles etc.
These are the unpleasant results of
vandalism. The cost of replacing
vandalised public property must be
met by the taxpayer. Thus you the
Community are the real victims and
sufferers.

What can I do?

GARDA
TALK
brandishing a firearm entered the town
and carried out two lightning robberies. In tile light of these events the
Garda advice in su'c h circumstances is:
1. Keep calm and concentrate.
2. Obey- do only what you are asked
- no more and no less;
3. Observe - note details - description
of robbers; generai. appearance, height,
build, hair, eyes(colour), dress, any
distinguishing features, number of
attackers; write the details down at
first available opportunity especially
vehicle make, colour and Registration
Number.
4. Preserve the scene of the incident;
do not allow interference with places
where fingerprints or footprints may
be found.

1. As a parent you can exercise vigilance by talking to your children in a
commonsense way about this nasty The proximity of Maynooth to Dublin
subject and in so doing generate a makes the place very vulnerable to
spirit of moral responsibility in our City gangs of criminals carrying out
young people. Do you know where raids on businesses and property in the
your children are now; who are they locality. We are also witnessing a
change in the psychology of criminals
with and what are they doing.
2. As a citizen if you observe an with a growing indifference to use of
incident of Vandalism, telephone the violence on their victims and also to
Gardai or pass on information of your carry weapons and firearms. The
sightings to the local Station; it will be conscience and awareness of the
treated in the strictest confidence and Community needs to be altered to
acted on.
. these factual dangers and realities.

PATROL CAR
A new Patrol Car was allocated to
Maynooth Station prior to Christmas.
This essential resource will be a major
benefit to the local Gardai in providing
the Community with a better service
and responding more speedily in
emergency circumstances.

ARMED ROBBERIES
The winter tranquility of Maynooth
was shattered on a recent Sunday
evening when a vicious gang of criminals' travelling in a stolen car and

ADVICE TO
APPLICANTS FOR
PASSPORTS
Its the time of year when people are
leafing through the holiday brochures
and contemplating their annual vacation. Up dating or acquiring a new
Passport may be necessary. If so attend to the matter early. Hereunder is
advice to facilitate the smooth issue of
your Passport.

1. Your Passport will be your badge of
identity, especially when travelling
abroad.
2. In making application, your identity
must be officially established and certified by a Garda.
3. You must sign the application fonn
in the presence of the Garda who will
certify the Form and the accompanying photographs.
4. If you are not known to the certifying Garda, your co-operation will be
require in establishing your identity
whenresenting your Appliation Form.
S. It will avoid delay and needless
enquiry if you present your application form at a Garda Station where you
are knownJ or where your identity can
be readily confirmed.
6. For this reason you can preseht the
Application Form at a Garda Station
serving the area where you work/where
you reside, or where you have formerly worked or resided, or indeed at
any Garda Station.
7. If you must present your Application Form at a Station where you are
not known but are known at some
other Station, you should'say so when
presenting the Form.
8. In any case your identity may be
established to the satisfaction of the
certifying Garda by some reputable
person known to the Garda, who can
confirm your identity.
9. Any difficulties that arise in the
matter. of identification can be overcome by co-operation and understanding.
10. Your identity is critical and the
central ingredients of your Passport please do not expect the Garda to certify it on production of a Driving Licence or similar document made out in
your name.

---- MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS JANUARY REPORT
We feel we are at last getting through
to people.
1. Kildare County Council have planted
some replacement trees.
2. Kildare County Council have also
redrawn plans for 'the thing'. These are
currently being examined. We still
want its repalcement.
3. OurTidy Towns results were a little
disappointing but with the help of all
our community we will ::b better in
1990.

4. We also tidied up Laraghbryan
Cemetery. Our annual collection will
take place mid February.
Please give generously to help our
environment.
We presented our trophies for Tidy
EstatelBest Shop front winners at the
Table Quiz in Caulfield's, on 7th December 1989. Our thanks to Community Council/Maynooth Town Soccer
Club.
Our thanks to all the businesses and
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Residents' Associations for their efforts, to our judges for their comments
in helping us make Maynooth a better
place to live. Finally a reminder to put
all those empty bottles in the Rehab
Bottle Bank in the Shopping Centre.
We welcome any ideas or suggestions
for 1990.
We wish you a happy and hopefully
with jour help a litter free Maynooth
in 1990. Richard Farrell,
Maynooth Tidy Towns Committee.

~
Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri"ate Montessori SellO()I
IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESI;:NTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTII
flGES 25- - 6 YE,1RS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR JANUARY 1990
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. AT 3. OOIW

*LIMITED NUMBER OF VACANCIES AVAILABLE*
TEACHER: MRS CAROLINE FORAN. HOME ADDRESS: GLENIDAN COURT, ENFIELD
MONTESSORI DIP. IN EDUCATING 2 -12 YEARS
CERTIFICATE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
THIS SCHOOL IS ON THE RECOMMENDED LIST OF MONTESSORI SClIooLS AND lIAS
FULLY TRAINED MONTESSORI DIPLOMA TEACllERS - GIVe YOUR ClliLD '['HEIR
FUTURE FOUNDATION UNDER EXPERT TUlTION

RAY CROFTON LTD.
SERVICE

&

SALES

MAIN MITSUBISHI DEALER
PARTS

.t,
Of 41

fn

LEASING

CELBRIDGE ROAD,

MAYNOOTH.
PH: 01-286439
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RESIDENTS'
Now that Christmas and New Year are
over, and we hope went well for all of
you, the two highlights of the year
await you.
The Greenfield Estate Residents Association Annual Supper Dance will
be held in Slevin's Dunboyne on 17th
February from 9.00 - 2.00. The whole
room has been done up recently so it is
even nicer than before. A meal will be
served at 9.30 p.m. and the Partners
will be playing. As all those who
attended last year will tell you, it was
a terrific night. The food was delicious
and plentiful, in fact the only problem
was that being so well fed made it an
effort to have to get up and dance. But
the playing by the Partners, had the
The committee wishes everyone a prosperous and happy New Year. We held
the annual Christmas draw in the Roost
Gerry Fitzpatrick and Philip McDermott played the evening away and left
everyone happy.
The winners of the Xmas Draw were:
Months of NovemberlDecember.
Winners chose either Turkey, Ham or
Whiskey.
Mrs. Houlihan No. 52
Mrs. O'Rourke No. 43

ORIGIN OF THE NAME
The name Kingsbry comes from the
inscription on the ancient granite
monument situated at the entrance to
the estate. This monument was discovered only recently and ithas aroused
great interest and heated discussion
among residents and others interested
in local culture. We may be able to cast
further light on it in the future.

It is thought that the name was associated with the medieval Irish custom of
having a quick drink or "Brysk Gin"
before setting out on a journey. The
monument was probably inscribed by
someone who had had a few too many
of these and got the letters a bit confused .

ASSOCIATION
GREENFIELD ESTATE
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION

for a large attendance and for plenty of
new committee members. It is a shame
to see the same people being expected
to hold the fort, year after year. The
feet tapping so we all gave in, even if funny thing is that some people sugnot gracefully!! Come along, you are gest that these people wish to exclude
sure to enjoy it! Tickets will be £ 10.00 new people from coming on to the
and there will be a limited number committee - let me assure you that
available, so get yours early. We look nothing could be further from the truth
forward to seeing you.
- after all if they can putup with me for
The next major event of the year is the two years, they are certainly not intolAnnual General Meeting of the Asso- erant and may even be desperate for
ciation. This will be held on the 5th of new members. Anyway, give it a try,
March in the New Arts Block of the you might even find you enjoy it!!
College at 8.30 p.m. At this, a sum- Happy New Year from the Committee
mary of the year's activities will be and all the best for the 1990's.
given along with details of the Association's financial position. We hope Carmel Hogan, P.R.O.

CLUAIN AOIBHINN
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
Mrs Philbert No. 47
Mrs McDonald and Nuala No. 34
Mrs. Bennett No. 24
Mrs McMullon No. 63
Mrs. O'Reilly No. 72
Mrs Bums No.3
Mrs O'Neill No.4
Mrs McDonald No. 15
Mrs Glennon No. 11

INTERESTING
FACTS ABOUT
KINGSBRY PART 1
FAIRLY BORING FACTS
ABOUT KINGSBRY
The name Kingsbry contains eight letters, seven of which are consonants
and six of these are consecutive. This
is quite unparalleled among the placenames of Maynooth.
A very large proportion of the Kingsbry
residents are less than four years old.
Anyone wishing to be a candidate for
Kildare County Council in about sixteen years time should bear this in
mind.
Kingsbry is probably the worst of the
estate names. It sounds bad enough,
but the lack of the letter 'u' makes it
even worse.
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Mrs Ryan No. 12
Mrs Bane No. 77
Winners of September/October Draw
were:
Mr. Bennett No. 24
Mr. O'Reilly No. 72
Miss Donovan No. 51
Mrs Philbert No. 47
Mrs Hayes No. 69
Mrs McDonald No. 15
We are extremely grateful to all the
residents for their support. Next draw
will be in February.

FINAL FACTS FOR
RESIDENTS
As well as all the residents aged four or
less, there are plenty of others who are
somewhat older and very interesting
too. Why not meet them at the A.G .M.
which will be held in the near future .
You'll get personal notification of it,
so make it a date. You probably have
a few facts that you'd like to tell the
others, so see you there!

P.S. "Tray" Bien
If you are one of the good people who
brought a tray of goodies to the Children's Christmas Party and you didn't
get the tray back you can call to :Michael Kearney's house to claim it.
You may be asked for identification so
bring your passport, drivers licence,
birth cert, or other appropriate documents.

---------'-; }

c. P. L.

Motor Factors

Main St., Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel: 01/286628/286301

\~"'IIII'

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND T~ACTORS,
BATTERI ES ,PLUGS,
EXHAUST:S, BRAKE PADS

4r~

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Und~taken

and Completf' Funeral Fumistlen
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

WREATHS

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

FUNERAL WREATHS

045/68482

Q".t
..

UNDERTAKERS TO
MAYNOOTRMORTALITY
... .,-:'
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
,~

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

l-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
TEL: 285387
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CROSSWORD
NO. 27 BY SPRITE

W J vJqJ
NlJP-O

Clues across:
1. Top Easter badly for light operas (9)
9. I'm deep to hinder (6)
10. Flan, come to the Spanish dance (8)
11. Beef to the heels, is the one from
Mullingar (6)
12. Full of vigour (6)
14. Sounds like it's open for a drink (4)
15. Is Sal a bit ropy (5)
16. Purified petroleum (6)
18. Easily broken (7)
21. Young birds who live on the Canal (7)
24. Speak concerning turf again (6)
26. A fmer way to say imply (5)
30. To worry (4)
31. Leered and drew in with the line (6)
32. Cockney slang for the wife (6)
33. Guiltless (8)
34. Election participants (6)
35. The galley led badly, ostensibly (9)

Nal'1"lo8 ............................. '.' •• ,
Address ........ t

••••••

0

..........

. . . . . . . . . . . ..

Solution to
Crossword No. 26
Clues Down:
2. Paleness (6)
3. Queer cat for a commotion (6)
4. Set net badly for beliefs (6)
5. Lay Mona badly for an irregularity (7)
6. Backward Ma and French Dad measure
electricity (6)
7. Of necessity (8)
8. Cruel and organ less (9)
11. Delighted, glad and pleased (5)
13. Mix up list for fine sand (4)
17. 0, I've burst, it's so conspicuous (9)
19. Contamination (8)
20. Metric liquid measure (5)
22. Merriment (4)
23. Sulphuric acid (7)
25. Bear the expense of (6)

27. Mix up finger to the outer edge (6)
28. See cur to save from danger (6)
29. Herb with yellow flowers (6)
Winner of Crossword No. 26
(£5 prize)

Olive O'Shea,
45, Carton Court, Maynooth.
Closing date for receipt of entries:
Mon. 19th February, at 5 p.m.
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VALENTINES DAY
SPECIAL DELIVERIES
TO YOUR LOVED ONE BY OUR FRIENDLY GORILLA FROM

The Flower Pot
PH: 285386
ACCESS, VISA & ANEX ACCEPTED BY PHONE.

RED ROSE IN CYLINDER £7.50
, _, ELlVERED TO MAYNOOTH, CELBRIDGE,
' Lol l

"-->

~""' ,

LEIXLIP & KILCOCK.~l.
ORDER EARLY

\

~

XANADU

.,

HAIR CREATIONS
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
UNISEX HAIR SALON

Openin.9 Hours:
Late Night
Special Rates

MON

SAT 9.30

FRI - 7.30
STUDENTS AND O.A.P.
HON - TUES - WED

~
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Extra copies of the chil~ren's colouring competition page are available
In the Community Cour.cil O f fice.

NAME ______________-------------------

ADDAESS ______________________________________
4-7 years

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Mon. 19th February, at 5 p.m.

WINNERS OF COLOURING COMPETITION

1st Brian McLoughlin
14, Cluain Aoibhinn, Maynooth.
2nd Emma Higgins,
Laurence Ave., Maynooth.

3rd Sharon McLoughlin,
Smithstown, Maynooth.

8-12 years
1st Mark Weldon
Mulhussey, Kilcock.

2ndSeamus Cummins,
Crewhill, Maynooth.
3rd Jean Ashe
1175Greenfield, Maynooth.

MAYNOOTH

SNOO KER

CLUB
MAIN ST., MAYNOOTH

Now Under New M anage.men!
* 11 FULL TIME SNOOKER TABLES

*

OPEN 12pm - 11pm, 7 DAYS A WEEK

*

LUNCH TIME SNACKS

*

SPECIAL DAYTIME RATES
FOR STUDENTS AND UNEMPLOYED (UP TO 6pm)

*

THURSDAY BLITZ NIGHTS
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Books & Booktokens
From Your Bookshop
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Letter from Prison.
The following is an extract from a
letter received by the support group
from Finbar Cullen.
Frankland Prison
Durham, England.
Dear Friends,
I was very pleased to hear from you
that a support group has been formed
in Maynooth. All the support and
kindness we have received in the past
year has been very important to me and
great for my morale. But the thoughtfulness, concern and support from so
many in Maynooth is very special and
means more to me that I could hope to
express. Life can be grinding here at
times, but knowing there many people
who care always makes things so much
less dark ...
. . . Whatever the outcome of the legal
action (forthcoming appeal and possible move to the European Court) we

MAYNOOTH
WINCHESTER

THREE SUPPORT
GROUP

Thanks again for all your support it
means so much to me ... I know this
won't reach you until after Christmas
but I wish you all the very best for
Christmas and for 1990. Let's hope it
brings more progress and more hope
for all of us.

are determined to fight this injustice
for as long as it is necessary. It has With all good wishes,
taken the Guilford Four fifteen years SIan go f6ill
to win their freedom and justice of a Finbar Cullen.
sort. If that is what is required of us
before the British system will move,
or its many prominent defenders in
Ireland will recognise another case of Following our successful participation
injustice, then so be it. In the mean- in the Light for Justice parde in Detime they can expect to be confronted cember, the support group will show a
with the Winchester Three at every professionally made video of the event
opportunity. Because so much of what on Tuesday 20th February at 8.30 p.m.
happened in our case goes to the heart in the LC.A. hall. All are welcome to
of how the English system of justice attend.
treats Irish defendants, this case has
huge significance not just for Martina,
John and me, but for everyone who has Tom Nelson, Secretary.
already or may yet become a victim of Maynooth Winchester Three Support
Group.
this system ...

The Maynooth Winchester Three Support Group marching in the Light for Justice Parade.

P.---BRADY
.

\!
:,-

OJXK f-W3E MAYNXJlH (0. KTLD\RE

PHONE 286225
LOUNGE BAR C.I.E BUS STOP

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB
SOUp, SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAY.') AVAILABLE
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Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE THE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 286644
1.

Horses taken aL board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

Graphic grass and %irror Co.
POllnd Lane

Maynooth Phone: 286953.

All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved

,aJ/

~

and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.

Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex. Laminated Safety Glass.
Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.
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POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
Table Quiz
The Maynooth Branch of the Workers'
party is holding a Table Quiz in Caulfield's Lounge on Tuesday February
13th, starting at 8.30 p.m. this provides an opportunity to both have an
enjoyable night out and contribute to
the development of progressive politics in the local area. All are welcome.

Upgrading of Rail Line Welcomed
Recent advertisements in the national
press by Iamrod Eireann seeking tenders for the construction of four extra
stations on the Maynooth railline have
been welcomed by the local Workers'
Party. The stations are to be built in
Leixlip (Confey), Coolmine, Blanchardstown and Castleknock. While
the extra stations will undoubtedly lead
to a slightly longer journey time to the
city centre, they will be accompanied

WORKERS PARTY
NOTES
by a new schedule which will mean a
much more frequent daily service,
including badly-needed midday and
weekend services from Maynooth.

The additional stations should lead to
a reduction in car traffic in the city
centre, to the benefit of Maynooth
residents who have to travel in their
own vehicles. The new stations should
also benefit Maynooth College by
increasing access from the rapidly
expanding northwestern suburbs of
Dublin with, hopefully, increased student numbers leading to extra employment and construction activity on the
campus. It is hoped to have the new
stations in operation by the end of the
coming summer.

Workers' Party Budget Proposals
In its budget submission to the Minister for Finance, the Workers' Party
fully supported the ICTUs call fortax
relief for the P AYE sector in the 1990
Budget. This sector continues to carry
the business sector, a sector that receives generous state subsidies and
grants. In its submission, the Workers'
Party also called for a major drive
against tax evasion and the black economy and for the abolition of tax relief
of VHI plans D and E (Blackrock and
other private clinics). The party also
called for actual PRSI payments and
levies to stand as tax allowances and
for the introduction of a charter of
rights for complying taxpayers. The
party continues to oppose VAT being
imposed on fOOGstuffs and other essentials. The Workers' party submission also sought the abolition of local
charges and the proper funding oflocal
authorities.

LABOUR PARTY NOTES
Fight the Tolls
A proposal to intoruduce tolls on the
Western and Southern motorways is
again being examined by Kildare Co.
Council.. At a recent meeting of the
Council the only unequivical opposition to the tolls came from the Labour
Cllrs. Purcell and Stagg. Fianna Fail
and Fine Gael councillors vary only in
their level of support for such further
taxation.
A toll on the new by-pass, at the present level of charges on the East Link
Bridge, would add an additional cost
of £300 per year to a resident of
Maynooth who travels to work in
Dublin for 5 days each week. This is
an unacceptable burden on motorists
who already pay high rates of taxes on
fuel, on repair, on car purchase and
directly in road tax and licence fees.
Public roads are provided from public
funds (your taxes) and why should we
now have to pay to use our own roads?
Ask your local conservative councillors in Fianna Fail and Fine GaeL

indicated that the Maynooth Fianna
Fail Cumann and Cllr. Gerry Brady (a
member of Kildare VEC) supported
the restoration of the pupil teacher
ratio in the schooL What hypocrisy.
What a bare-faced con job. Fianna
Fail at national level have cutthe budget
for schools like Maynooth Post Primary to the bone and have forced an
increase in the pupil-teacher ratio to a
notional 20-1. That was bad enough
but locally in Kildare the Fianna Fail
dominated VEC, which control
Maynooth Post Primary, enforced a
further increase in the pupil-teacher
ratio in Maynooth. Deputy Emmet
Stagg and the other Labour inembers
of the VEC successfully put forward a
motion to restore the pupil-teacherratio
to 20-1. This was accepted by Fianna
Fail and Fine Gael members - but this
was just prior to the General Election.
As soon as the General Election was
safely out ofthe way and the wrath
of the electorate
was no longer immediate, Fianna Fail,
under Chairperson Pad.dy Power,
Post Primary School
The January issue of the Newsletter moved to rescind the Labour motion.
carried an article under the above This cynical political exercise was fully
heading in the 'FiannaFail report' which supported by the Fine Gael members

of the VEC and resulted in the loss of
a teacher in Maynooth Post Primary,
with all the adverse effects that are
apparent to parents, teachers and pupils.
A 'FiannaFail' campaign in Maynooth
to restore the teacher to our Post Primary School must be viewed in the
context of their control of the VEC
(Chair. aIr. Paddy Power (FF» and
their control of Government funding
(Minister for Education Mrs. Mary
O'Rourke (FF».
At the next meeting of Kildare VEC
Labour will facilitate Cllr. Brady and
Fianna Fail members by tabling a further motion to restore the lost teacher
to Maynooth. They can then put their
votes where their mouths are!
Happy Birthday
Emmet Stagg T.e., John McGinley
and the rest of the Maynooth Branch
wishAnn Connolly, 350 Greenfield, a
happy 92nd birthday on the lstFebruary. AIl!) is presently in Larkfield
Nursing Home and we know that
Maynooth wishes her well.
O'Neill Park Submission
Emmet Stagg has submitted to Kildare
Co. Council on behalf of theMaynooth
Branch a proposal to have road repairs

all

continued
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carried out at O'Neill park. The Co.
engineer is currently carrying out a
road works programme and given the
conditon of the roadway at O'Neill
Park the branch have asked that work
be carried out as a priority.
Lights On
Following representations from John
McGinley to the Co. Council a number
of public lights in Beaufield Green
have been turned on for the first time.

WOMEN'S
SECTION

The local Women's Section has set the
wheels in motion for its part in the
Constituency Low Pay Campaign. The
purpose of the campaign is to increase
public awareness of the issue and of
the conditions under which part-time
and contract workers are forced to
operate. Part-time work is increasing
by 70% per year. With this type of
increase it is essential that legislation
be enacted to protect such workers.
The campaign will focus on three main
areas. House to house leafletting
throughout the constituency will begin next month with the intention of
informing workers fo their rights under existing legislation, and of the
factual situation oflow paid and parttime workers. Indepth research has
already begun into the facts with regard to workers in Ireand and their
E.C. counterparts. This research will
culminate in the publication of a 'factpack'. At a local level, firms and
businesses will be identified with a
view to assessing the overall situation
in Kildare.
Low pay is one of the major factors
which has led to a position whereby
34% of Irish people live on less than
£48 per week. Women earn on average 62% of men's wages. Concentrated as they are in the low paid areas
of work or in part-time work, women
form a large proportion of those living
inproverty. 78%ofthe 100,000 strong
part-time workforce are women. They
are excluded from legislative protection, with no holiday, sickness or
unemployment entitlements. The
Women's Section is committed to'
campaigning on these issues and on
lobbying our legislators to provide
decent working conditions for young
workers .and those in part-time em-<
ployment.

.B RTON5
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

SHELL PETROL STATION
BOOKS
THE NATIONAL L01TERY
AN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA

--Mr:t-

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS

~

~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE ~
Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am ) pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.
One free I.S.A.C. Stamp
spend for the gift you
Spend £5 and you receive a
will enter you in our

with every £1 you
always wanted.
free ticket which
monthly draw.

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
AGENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES
d

-

~~

.-

,."
Jim's
Shoe Repairs~
~~
Maynooth Shopping Centre
1. ¥

~ ~

~..1.--:

,~.~
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Bhoes stretched, Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now located End Unil, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

~pat r:tC!id tt CO. Ltd
I.....ARPG-I M\YNXJIH H-I: 286508
WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER~
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
fHJ\E 286508
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1989 ended on a sad note, with the
sudden closure of North Kildare
Travel. Over the past ten years or so,
in its various locations from Convent
Row, to the former Miss Geraghty's
shop on the main street, to its eventual
purpose built premises a few doors
further along, North Kildare Travel
had enabled numerous Maynoothians
depart on various excursions, whether
the package holl yers to the Med or the
Black Sea, a more modest hop to the
neighbouring island, or despatching
intrepid voyagers across the skies and
oceans of the world. It was all done
with a personal efficiency and kindness which set a standard of service in
our business community.
On the surface it had looked as if
things must have been going well for
the agency, as new offices were opened
in Leixlip and Palmerstown. But the
travel business is notoriously volatile,
and the winter months are the time
when the deals must be made. the
closure will leave a gap in the life and
commercial facilities of the town.
Another recent departure to be regretted is the transfer of the business of
Cillo Aquatics from its premises in
Finnerty House to Newbridge. The
rabbits in the window and the grainy
smell of pet food brought a particular
ambience to its end of the town,
counteracting the more forceful presence of the cattle mart.

Salmon Walewska
4 salmon cutlets
100g/40z butter
11/2 tablespoons lemon juice
salt and pepper
3 egg yolks
approximately 100g/40z lobster meat

Garnish:
lemon slices
cucumber slices
Put the salmon into an ovenproof dish.
Melt 25g/oz of the butter in a pan;
leave the remainder at room temperature to soften. Brush the salmon with
the melted butter and sprinkle with 1/
2 teaspoon lemon juice and a little salt
and pepper. Cover the dish with foil. .
Bake in the centre of a moderate oven
(l80C/350F or Gas Mark 4) for 25
minutes until just tender - do not overcook. Lift the fish on to a serving dish.

STREET TALKING
.As ever, the Christmas season brought
its share of break-ins and robberies.
This column extends its sympathy to
the ever friendly Aidan's Newsagents,
which was held up at the point of a
shot-gun recently. Is it not a sad
measure of our life and times that there
is almost a tendency to write off such
incidents as part of the hazards of
business? What sort of life is it that
casually accepts such violence?
Meanwhile two valuable bicycles were
stolen from a house in Leinster park in
broad daylight. The bicycles were by
the back door of the house, the kitchen
was occupied at the time, yet a group
of three children, no more than twelve
or thirteen years old, observed in the
vicinity shortly before, were seen to .
enter the garden and ride off on the
bikes. Presumably some adult was
waiting for them around a comer with
a van, and made a quick getaway. This
is just one incident of many recorded
over the past few weeks. Bicycles are
particularly vulnerable, but thefts of
all kinds are endemic at the moment.

Back in the law-abiding sector, it is a
pleasure to welcome Allied Irish Bank's
new logo. Early in January, as part of
the nationwide simultaneous launch
of the new identifying symbol for the
bank, manager Dominic Guest and his
staff hosted a friendly midday reception at the Maynooth branch, with a
large representation of the colourful
new design on prominently on display. The familiar circular AlB sign is
henceforth a thing of the past '- although many older Maynooth residents are still pleased to note a sign of
a still earlier existence, with the words
"Hibernian Bank" on the night safe.

Now, the difficult bit, as "Street-Talking" has to cross the road to Nuzstop.
We have, alas, been unfair to Nuzstop
- and, what is more, inaccurate. Last
month it was suggested in this column
that the premises sported a plastic
shopfront, which called forth a justified bleat of protest that it is not plastic
at all. Subsequent investigation by our
crack reporter reveals that indeed it is
not plastic, and this column should
have got its facts right first and not be
More recently, Quinnsworth's Super- misled by bright colours and puzzling
market was broken into on the night of how to pronounce the name. Heartfelt
18th-19th January, and a large haul of apologies, and by way of amends may
cigarettes and other easily disposable we confirm that, once inside the shop,
goods to the value of several thousand customers will find a scrupulously
pounds was taken.
clean display and charming service.

BOB'S KITCHEN
Meanwhile make the Hollandaise
sauce. Put the egg yolks, a little salt
and pepper and the remaining lemon
juice into a heatproofbasin; stand over
a pan of hot, but not boiling, water and
whisk until thick. Gradually whisk in
the rest of the butter than add the diced
pieces of lobster; heat for 2 or 3 minutes. Top the salmon with the sauce
and garnish with the lemon and cucucumber. If using fresh lobster, use
some of the small claws for garnish.

Fish Brochettes
450g/11b firm white fish, weight without skin or bones
4 rashers long streaky bacon
1 green pepper
4 very small tomatoes

Marinade:
2 tablespoons oil
1 tablespoon lemon juice
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salt and pepper
I teaspoon tomato puree

Garnish:
lemon wedges
Fillet of hake, cod or fresh haddock
can be used forthis dish, or thick fillets
of sale or plaice. Cut the fish into
about 16 equal sized pieces. Derind
the bacon, cut each rasher into 4 pieces
and fold these over. Core and seed the
pepper and cut into 16 pieces.
Thread the fish, bacon, pepper and
tomatoes onto 4 long metal skewers.
Mix together the ingredients for the
marinade and pour into a flat dish.
Add the skewers and tum several times
until the food has absorbed most of the
marinade. Cook under a preheated
grill or over a barbecue for 8 to 10
minutes. Garnish with lemon wedges .
Serve with cooked rice or crusty rolls.

FUNERAL UNDERTAKERS

t

ROCHFORT & SONS
CONNAUGHT ST., KILCOCK

t

FUNERAL HOME (NO CHARGE) OPENED
NEXT TO KILCOCK POST OFFICE
ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
FULL FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE. MOURNING.
COACHES. WREATHS. HEADSTONES. ETC.

PHONE 287470

iflapnootb jJ£weIlers
Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
CO. Kildare
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
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SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL

VISA
__

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

___.1

OC1~/~
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~\~

GALWAY, CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK
BEI.T.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA_

$

WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

BLINDS
aNI S M\I.,Q\E
BL INJ#KERS, LIMI1ID
crxu:RlNOO-I, LEIXLIP
244943 PNYfIrvE

e

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED
4.3

----SPORTS NEWS - - - With the Christmas break now over we
have a mixed bag of club activities to
report on.
The player injury Benefit Night on
Dec. 16th was an unqualified success.
The club would like to thank the Leinster Arms, all ticket sellers, sponsors
of raffle prizes. The Nashville Angels,
local artists who entertained free and
all who supported the event. The recipient of the proceeds extends his
sincere thanks to all for their support
and generosity.
Club outing to Wexford on Sunday
Dec. 17th was a most enjoyable venture which was thoroughly enjoyed by
all who made the trip.
On arrival we were cordially greeted
by our host and hostess for the day Jim
and Margaret who relived many past
events with many of their visitors
during the evening.
Our game against local side the Faythe
kicked off at 2.30 with team manager
Liam Farrelly forced to make a number of late changes. Lenny Murphy
was drafted into action to form a new
strike partnership with regular scoring
star Tony Keams and one wondered if
'Smoker' was the victim of a sudden
rush of blood to the head. 'Smoker'
seemed to have done his homework
when 'Spud' scored twice in the first
half to pave the way for a deserved
win. With Willie Saults providing
resuscitation in the form of a 'drop of
the craytur' at regular intervals leap
began to tire in the second half and the
prospect of having to endure the story
of a hat-trick diminished as the game
wore on. Gerry Thompson completed
Maynooth's scoring in the second half.
By the way congratulations to Gerry
on your recent engagement to Tina

BEETPULLERSRALLY
Determined to stamp their authority
on the HELLA/ECCO Rally Championship Ted Gaffney ably navigated by
Don Foley pressed on through the dense
fog which engulfed the County on
December 2nd. Last to record well
deserved 2nd O/A on the County Kildare Motor Club's Beetpullers Rally.

MAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.C.
Fitzpatrick. Noel Dempsey in goal
ensured that scoring would be difficult
for the home side and he received good
cover from defenders, Noel Keams,
Davy Thompson, Ger Thompson and
Martin McTernan. The midfield trio
of Michael Kelly, Robert Thompson
and Gerry Tracey won the midfield
exchanges and provided several scoring chances for strikers Murphy, Tony
Keams and Barry Farrell. With a bitterly cold wind beginning to blow in
from the sea the sound of the referees
whistle was a relief to all.
After match refreshments of soup and
sandwiches were in ample supply having been prepared earlier by our catering staff capably led by Babie Newton
whose efforts throughout the evening
ensured that there was full and plenty
for all. Our thanks to the Brady family
for their generosity in this respect.
The ensuing sing song uncovered some
exc~llent talent not fully experienced
before. When Tony Keams went on a
trip over the 'Cork and Kerry mountains' abroad Arthur Carney's 'Old Grey
Mare' we wondered whatfurtherescapades would be experienced. Willie
Saults took 'Matilda' for a waltz in the
shade of the Koolabah tree and met
Clicko feeding all the little chickens in
the garden. Noel Keams brought a
new meaning to the rock number of the
sixties and showed that his reportoire
could extend to a longer session if
necessary.
The female members of our party were
not to be outdone and lent greg't vocal
assistance to the day's enjoyment. On
our departure for home Jim and Margaret expressed a wish to return the trip

MODELS OF
CONSISTENCY
Conditions were made doubly treacherous by the presence of patchy ice but
they kept their composure and drove
the Bridgestone GolfGTi past all their
nearest rivals to pull out a comfortable
lead in the Series.
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in the near future and sent best
wishes to their many friends in
Maynooth for the New Year.

RESULTS
Premier Division
Maynooth 3 Liffey Wonders 2
Goals by Moen Brothers and Robert
Moran paved the way for this hard
earned win over the battling Ringsend
side. Gerry Tracey and Robert Moran
played excellently and ensure that the
forwards got ample scoring chances.
Giffney Cup 3rd Round
Maynooth 3 Coolrain 2
We played hosts to our rivals from
Offaly for this cup match. played in
typical cup tie do or die endeavour the
Offaly side looked to be bringing the
game into extra time when getting
their secnd goal in the 89th minute.
Before they completed their celebrations Maynooth attacked from kickoff and secured the winner almost on
the final whistle. Tony Keams 92) and
NoelKearns scored for Maynooth.
Giffney Cup 4th Round
Newbridge Ryston Rover 2
Maynooth 4
We made the trip to Newbridge forthis
game which was spoiled by a very
strong wind. The home side opened
the scoring midway through the first
half and held that lead until half-time.
On the resumption we went on the
attack and equalised when Robert
Moran scored form a difficult angle.
Further goals by Tony Keams (2) and
Derek Murray assured us of a place in
the next round.

MUNSTER MOTOR
CLUB REGGIE TILSON
MEMORIAL RALLY

Having successfully coped with the
adverse conditions of the Beetpullers
Rally on December 2nd. Ted Gaffney
and Don Foley brought the Bridgestone
Golf Gti on the long journey south to
Cork for round 4 of the National Charncontinued

CLEANALL SERVICES

LEIXLIP

THE CLEANING SPECIALISTS
CARPETS - UPHOLSTERY - CAR VALETING
DAILY OFFICE CLEANING
CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVICE

Leixlip Phone: 242777
PROPRIETOR: DARRELL SCANLON
NOTICE: CLEANALL SERVICES NO LONGER OPERATES FROM PREVIOUS TELEPHONE NUMBERS USED IN
GOLDEN PAGES EXCEPT 242777. WE ARE SORRY FOR ANY INCONVENIENCE.

"TOTAL CARE" AT

Vanity_ F8:yre
THE MALL 286137
NOW SOLE AGENTS FOR " TOTAL CARE

It

SKIN CARE PRODUCTS.

"TOTAL CARE" PROMOTION WEEK
TUE FEB 20TH TO SAT FEB 24TH
FRER FRENCH FACIAL AND SKIN ANALYSIS WITH EVERY "TOTAL CARE"
PRODUCT PURCHASED
TRIAL PACK CLEANSER & MOISTURISER ONLY £3.10
"
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.

coonan n

IF YOU HAVE THE PROPERTY WE HAVE THE COUSTOMERS

PROPERTY HOUSE, MAYNOOTH. CO. KILOAR

•

SOD
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Tell-pholle . () I " 2Xi>"1 2

EDUCATIONAL

rftJ BUILDIN(. SOCllrlY
Established over 100 years.

Branch Office: Athy, Co. Kildare.
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pionship on December 16/17. In conditions which saw most crews coming
to grief with water logged electrics
they again showed their mastery of
adverse weather conditions to record a
fine 2nd. 0/A yet again and keep their
hopes of a National Title alive.

HEARTBREAK RALLY
For the 3rd time in the space of a month
Ted Gaffney and Don Foley beat off
the determined challenges of their
nearest rivals to score yet another 2nd.
0/A in the County Kildare Motor
Club's heartbreak Rally. After 90 miles
of tough motoring around the Mountains SW of Carlow they were one of 3
Crews to finish with no marks lost.
However unusually for them the Tie
Decider worked in their favour. As
this Rally counted in both the HELL A/
ECCO and National Rally Champsionships the anomolies of the rules
which govern each Championship
resulted in the Bridgestone/Carglass
Golf GTi finishing 1st and 2nd respectively in each series. This result moves
them well clear in the HELLAIECCO
Championship and they look very
likely to record the first ever 3 in a row
for this Championship.

There was a very big attendance at the
annual general meeting of the
Maynooth GAA Club held on Sunday
14th January. In his welcoming adress
the chairman M. Gillick thanked all
who helped in any way in the running
of the club for the past year, the sponsors and teachers who do so much
work with the juvenile teams. Our A
team won di vision 4 of the semi league
and so gained promotion to a higher
grade. The B team got to the final of
the championship.
Our minors and U21 teams played
some excellent football during the year
and with so many good young players
around the future of the Gub looks
good. Congratulations to the U 14 on
winning the championship.
The secretary D. Mee gave a comprehensive report of the working of the
club during the year but for personal

Heartbreakers - Don Foley and Ted Gaffney

AER LING US MOTOR
CLUB CANBOG RALLY
Dooley/Foley Victorious
County Kildare Motor Club avenged
their disasterous defeat on the latters
own Hide Out Rally when Terry
Dooley and Don Foley emerged easy
winnersoftheA.L.M.C.CanbogRalli
Terry who is along time College friend
ofDon's and was in fact introduced to

MAYNOOTH GAA
NOTES
reasons could not go forward for the
coming year.
The treasure J. McLoughlin presented
a detailed financial statement which
showed the club in a sound position.
Michael Kelly gave details of fund
raising ahd called for greater support
from our members. Work on our new
pavilion is going ahead and major fund
raising has to be done to fund this
project.
Team manager and trainer M. Meally
who did so much work with the teams
for the past few years did not seek reelection. Jack Farrell was appointed to
that position.
A minutes silence was observed in
memory of the late Paddy Dunne R.I.P.
Regularmonthlymeetings will be held
on the first Monday of each month at

the sport by Don when they were in
College together, normally navigates
the Naas Motor Factors Escort for Dave
Fitzgerald. At very short notice he
decided to drive Don on this event and
despite being unused to driving the car
drove extremely competently to record the only clean sheet on the night.
This was Terry's first outright victory
as well as the first win for the Naas
Motor Factors Escort.

the athletic club hall starting at 8.30
p.m.
Michael Caden PRO

AGM January 1990
Election of Officers
Patrons: Fr. Supple, Rev. Williams
Presidents: Jim Nolan, Joe Murphy,
Dinny Breen, Phil Brady and Jim
Treacy.
Vice-presidents: Ollie Reilly, Jim
Twomey and Brendan Edwards (Snr.)
Chairman: M. Gillick
Vice Chairman: M. Kelly
Secretary: B. Leacy
Ass. Sec.: F. Fay
Treasurer: J. McLoughlan
P.R.O.: M. Caden
Committee: L. Leacy, M. Ryan, K.
Connelly, C. Feeney, P. Kearney, J.
Conway, P. Nevin, D. McDermott, Fr.
Thynne,P.Carr,S.Mollo~

continued
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JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01) 288086
Kitchen & Bedroom units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

Wooderaft Ltd.
We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cutlery Insets
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH
(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD S!1ELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the prob1em.
Water Softeners, Iron Removal, Domestic Filters,
Commercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrens town ( Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631 (24 Ilours)

103 Carton Court,
Maynooth.
: (01) 286593

FEES:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 a.m. - 12.15 p.m.
PAYABLE WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE
Montessori Programme Learning Through Play,Arts + Crafts,Basic Irish.
Please contact Angie at the above
P.E.A.C.H. MONTESSORI & I.P.P.A. TRAINED
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Its back to training time again for all
you Community games entrants. All
our events will take place earlier this
year so as not to clash with. "you've
guessed it" the football. Our indoor
entries have to be with the Co. Board
before 15th February. It is essential
that we have a good turn out for our
A.G.M. which will take place on
Thursday 8th February. The Community Council Office. Town Centre Mall.
at 8 p.m. The same few people have
run the games with the help of the
Community Council. for the past few
years and some of these are not going
forward for the Committee this coming year. We would like to thank all of

Once again we will give you your
committee for 1990 as some of them
were omitted from the November issue.

Chairperson - Madeline Stynes
Vice Chair - Paul Shannon
Secretary - Mary Hom .
Treasurer - Catherine Mulready
P.R.O. - Norah McDermott
Committee: Josie Moore. Joan Shannon. Margaret Loane. Delma Walsh.
Des Walsh. Mary McMahon. Shiela
Jolly. Judy Brady. Juliann Kennedy.
Carmel Nolan. Mary King. Ann Brady.

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
GAMES
those who have given of their time. in
a voluntary capacity. over the years to
Maynooth Community Games. In
1990 we will be hosting our 12•
Community Games and if these are to
take place we will need lots of new
faces at our A.G.M. The Community
Games disciplines are swimming.
athletics. art. modelling. gymnastics
and cycling for individuals and the
team events are Badminton. Basketball, Camogie, Chess, Draughts, Gaelic
Football, Handball, Hockey, Hurling,

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER
PROJECT
Margaret Kirwan, Ann King, Bernie
O'Shea, Rosemay Hanley, Mary Flynn,
Bernie Gannon and Margaret Gannon.

drawing or painting of the Summer ·
project cover for 1990. The closing
date is now 16thFebruary 1990. Paper
size for this competition to be no larger
than A4. Prizes are as follows:
1st £10; 2nd £7; 3rd £5.

Results from the Questionnaire in the
January issue are slow at coming in so
we have extended the date to 16th
February 1990. So all you children
who are interested in the Summer
project, take out your January Newsletter and answer the questionnaire.
This will be to your benefit when we
are booking outings for the Project.
We have also extended the date for the

Quesstionaires and cover competition
to be sent to Mary Horn, 80Maynooth
Pk.; Catherine Mulready, 752 Greenfieid, CarmelNolan,26 MaynoothPk.,
Norah McDermott, Community Council Office, Main St., Maynooth, Madeline Stynes, Moneycooley or Paul
Shannon, 120 Rail Park, Maynooth
and remember the closing date is 16th
February 1990.

- - - ADVERTISEMENT RATES Full Page
Half Page
Third Page

£40

£22
£ 15

Quarter Double
Column

£12

Hardcourt Tennis, Pitch and Putt,
Rounders, Rugby, Soccer, Table Tennis, Volleyball, Choir and a Vatiety
Concert of 15 minutes. If we have
team managers for all of these events
then we can take part in them. So
anyone out there with an interest in any
of these teams please contact Community Council Office 285922. We already have managers for Badminton,
Draughts, Gaelic Football. Hurling,
Soccer, HardcourtTennis and Volleyball, so as you can see there are lots of
vacancies for managers. Therefore to
keep Community Games alive in
Maynooth we need a big tum-out at the
A.G.M. and new faces as managers.

--

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
.Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or·over if payment
is made in advance.

A fee of £2 is charged for classified
advertisements. Of course . there is no
charge on acknowledgements , notices.
Le. birthdays , missing items . etc
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Tae-Kwon-Do
The grading forthe Tae-Kwon-Do will
take place on Saturday morning, 10th
February in Maynooth Parish hallspectators welcome no young children. People interested injoining TaeKwon-Do call down to the Parish Hall
on Saturday mornings 10 a.m. - 11
a.m. or Monday nights 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
in the beginning.

PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
Maynooth.
Planning peImission
sought from Kildare County Council
for garage conversion to study, and
bedroom extension over garage.
Signed: Liam Cannon, 2, Rail Park,
Maynooth.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Corcoran

The daughter, son-in-law, granddaughters and relations of the late
Bridget (Dot) wife of the late Frank, 57
Greenfield Drive wish to thank most
sincerely all those who sympathised
with them in their very sad bereavement, all those who sent mass cards,
letters and floral tributs and all who
attended removal and funeral mass.
We would also like to thank all our
good neighbours on Greenfield Drive
and friends. A special thank you to the
priests ofthe parish and the local gardai. We hope this acknowledgement
will be accepted by all in grateful
appreciation of the kindness received.
The holy sacrifice of the mass has been
offered for all intentions.
The sister, nephew and niece of the
late Paddy Carr, of Main Street,
Maynooth wish to express their sincere thanks to all who attended the
funeral, and the very many who sent
their condolences on their recent bereavement. The mass cards and flowers have been gratefully accepted as
evidence of the high regard in which
Paddy was held in the town.
In particular, we would like to thank
Mrs. M. Cusker and family for their
hospitality and invaluable support
durig this sad time, and the pIiests of
Maynooth who concelebrated the Requiem Mass.
The meces and nephews of the late
Rosie Harte, Celbridge Rd., Leixlip,
wish to thank most sincerely all those
who sympathised with them in their
recent sad bereavement. Thanks also
to all those who attend the removal,
Mass and funeral, to those who sent
mass cards and floral tributes. Aspecial word ofthallks to Fr. Hyland and
all the priests of the parish, not forgetting all the very kind neighbours and
friends. The holy sacrifice of the Mass
will be offered for all your intentions.

_ _ _ _ _- - - 0

SYMPATHY - - - - -

Husband, sons, daughters, brother,
sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, grandchildren, nephews, relatives of the late
Mary (Mamie) Quigley (nee Keys,
Maynooth), Dublin.
Sons, daughter, brother, sister, son-inlw, daughters-in-law, grandchildren,
nephews, nieces, relatives and friends
of the late Martin Fitzgerald, Kilcloon.
Sympathy to the relatives of the late
Frank Walshe, Dublin. Mr. Walshe
was fOImer Principal of the Boys primary School, Maynooth.

Wife, sons, daughter, brother, son-inlaw, daughters-in-law, grandchildren,
relatives and friends of the late Patrick
Francis Dunne, Dowdstown.
Nephews, nieces, grandnephews,
grandnieces, relatives and friends of
the late Rose Harte, Celbridge Road,
Leixlip.
Wife, daughters, son, sister, sons-inlaw, brother-in-law, grandchildren and
wide circle of friends of the late William Donovan, O'Neill Park.

Sympathy to Mrs. Kathleen
McAthmney, Leinster Park, Maynooth
on the death of her father Mr. Owen
O'Mullan.

Sympathy to the son, daughters, relatives of the late Patirck (Paud) Weafer,
Dublin, and late of Main St., Maynooth.

Sympathy to the relatives of the late
Fr. Flanagan, Dublin and late of Dunboyne Rd., Maynooth.

Wife, sons, daughters, sisters, brother,
sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, brotherin-law, sister-in-law, grand children,
nephews, nieces, relatives and friends
of the late Thomas Gorey, Bryanstown.

Family and friends of the late CatherineM.J. (Kitty) Mckenna, Mullmount,
Mullingar formerly Roanstown,
Maynooth.
Husband, son, daughters, brothers,
sister, grandchildren, relatives and
friends of the late Frances Tracey,
Greenfield.
Sympathy to Fr. Aodhan McCrystal
S.M.A. Zambia, and Maynooth on the
death of his father, Mr. McCrystal, Co.
Tyrone.
Wife, sons, relatives of the late Canon
Fisher, Kilbuman Dublin fOImerly The
Rectory, Parson St., Maynooth.

Daughters, son, sons-in-law, daughter-in-Iaw, grandchildren relatives and
friends of the late Patrick Joseph
(paude) Weafer, UpperOImond Quay,
Dublin formerly Maynooth.

Mrs. Eileen Richardson Parson St., on
death of her brother Jimmy Cullen in
England.
Mrs.R. O'Reilly Mariville on the death
of her mother in Donnybrook.

CONGRATULATIONS - - - Congratulations to BIigid and Michael
Naughton, Greenfield on the birth of
baby girl, sister for Chorye, Darren
and Trevor.

Congratulations to Aisling Barton,
"San Feliu", Maynooth, on achieving
her third scholarship from the Zoology
Department of U.C.D.

Bernie and Joe Farrell, Rail Park, on
the birth of twin boys brothers for
Kevin.

Congratulations and best wishes. to
Michael and Eileen McGovern, Greenfield who celebrate their 10th Anniversary on January 26th. Love fOIm
Mam, Kevin, Noel, Marie and family.

Happy 10th Anniversary to our dear
Mam and Dad on January 26th with
love and kissses from your five daughters, Karina, Stacey, Michelle, Debbie
and Regina. Enjoy your day Mum and
Dad.

CaImel Donoghue, O'Neill Park and
Dennis McAuliff, Cork who were
married in St. Mary's Church,
Maynooth, January 20th.
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Michael and Alice Boyd, Newtown
who celebrated their 50th Wedding
Anniversary, January 3rd fo rthe happy
event a party attended by family and
friends was held in Springfield Hotel,
Leixlip.
Mary and Declan Barry (Maynooth)
Clontarf, Dublin, birth of baby boy.

Michael and Lily Riordan, The Bungalow, Greenfield, who celebrated their
25th Wedding Anniversary, January
4th a party in Slims, Leinster Arms for
the happy event was attended by family and friends. Surprise of t.~e night
for Lily was seeing her bridesmaid
attend.

Margaret Redmond, Greenfield,
Maynooth and Michael Sullivan,
Courtown Rd., Kilcock, who were
married in St. Mary's Church,
Maynooth, December 27th.
Willie and Rose Newman, Kilmacraddock who celebrated their 19th Wedding'Anniversary on January 1st.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

Darren Naughton, Greenfield age 1 0 . .
Fe b
14th
. Happy BIrthday to Carol Dunne, PitchruaMry
T
.
K'l
k
F
b
L arry c ernan, I coc, e ruary fordstown,
. Kilcock who will be lIon
25th
4th Feb. Lost of love from Mammy,
Ger~rd McTernan, Greenfield, Febru- Daddy, sister Lorraine, grannies Doyle
ary 27th.
and O'Donoghue, and all her aunts,
uncles
and cousins.
Mrs. Shirley Cummins, Highfield,
Kilcock, February 12th and daughter Happy Anniversary to Sean and Betty
Niamh age 6, February 5th.
O'Connor, 26 years married on 8th
Hall'
S'
R d
February, with lots oflove from Ann,
M
M
rs.
ary
Igan, tatIOn oa, Fiona, Yvonne and Claire.
Leixlip, February 3rd.
Birthday Greetings to Aisling Barton,
Best wishes to Carol Conway, Green"San Feliu', Maynooth who celebrates
field who celebrated her 21 st birthday her 22nd birthday on 16th February.
on December 17th with a party attended by parents and friends in Slims, Very best wishes to Phil Brady, Clock
1einster Arms and her sister Linda House, who celebrated his Brithday,
Feb. 19th. This comes from all the paConway age 13.
trons of the Clock House.
Happy belated birthday to Laura
McKenna who celebrated her 17th Belated Happy Birthday to Thomas
birthday on 26th January.
Fay, 14 Parson St., who was 14 on the
Happy birthday to Anna Connolly, 29th Jan. lots oflove from all the fam-

"
Belated bIrthday greetmgs to Tom
McMullon, .Clauin Aoibhinn,
who
.
celebrated hIS 50th bIrthday on 23rd
January from Muireann and Christina.
Happy Birthday to Deirdre and Grainne
O'Sullivan who celebrate their birthday on the 22nd February.
Belated Birthday greetings to Eileen
O'Keeffe, Enfield, January 2nd from

Larchfield Nursing Home, 92 years,
1st Feb from daughters, sons, grand
children, great grand children.

Wishing Fr. Peter Dowling all the best
in Glasgow from mammy and sisters.

C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.
Carlow Kildare Radio
- Richard Farrell Local Contact
Local news and items of
interest for boradcasting
on above station please
phone 286044.
Forthcoming events details for
broadcasting organisations
should contact above
telephone number.
Listen to the Winning Team
c.K.R. Window Stickers
in Maynooth Newsletter Office.
Garden Design and landscape Service

ily.
Thomas Fay, Parson St., age 14, January 29th.

Una and family in Maynooth.
Love and best wishes for a very happy
birthday on February 2nd toour dear
Nannie, Una McGovern, Greenfield.
With lots of love and kisses from
Richard, Thomas, Karina, Stacey,
Michelle, Debbie and Regina.
Happy birthdat to Yvonne McCarronn
4 years, 27th February also her Daddy
Manus 15th Feb.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Are you looking for a job?
Contact: Carmel Cahir,
Moyglare Secretarial Services
1, Moyglare Village, Maynooth
For professional C.V.
Tel. 01-285726
Cleanall services no longer operates
from previous telephone numbers used
in Golden Pages except 242777. We
are sorry for any inconvenience.

FOR SALE
3 Piece Suite.
Good condition, worth seeing.
£1500.n.o.
Please phone 285262 for details.

CAREER G DID AN CE.\

- Rotavating: Lawnlayi.ng, Tree and
Shrub Plantmg, HardImans - 0 1 - .
"
286021
ProVIded by qualIfied GUIdance Coun.
sellor. For further details please contact
phone 01-286570.
Solid Oak dining Room Suite - 4 chairs
and two carvers in excellent condition.
Tel. 285622

FOR SALE VW Golf Gearbox
Tel. 286684
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BARNARDO'S are a children's charity and would welcome goods for sale
in our nearly new shops. We sell
clothes that are in season, and in clean
good cndition. Oothes that are not
saleable have to be thrown away.
We especially value gifts of books,
toys, records, bric-a-brac and household articles (not electrical) in good
condition.
Do you think you have anything in
your house that would help raise funds
for this very deserving charity? If so,
please phone 730937 between 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Mon./Sat. to arrange collection.
Bargains Galore for all the
family - Coats, Suits, Jumpers,
Skirts, Pants, Footwear, also a
wide range of gifts.
New and nearly new
Tel. 0405~53006
(Carbury area, Derrinturn village).

The 0 rchards,
Dublin Road,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Telephone: 288903.

GERRY DOOLEY

IT'S PLANTING TIME NOW
CHEER UP WINTER GREY
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SPECIALS

*SPECIALPRICES ON GARDEN

*

JUST ARRIVED.
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20% DISCOUNT OFF ALL PLANTS
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*SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER TO RESIDENTS ASS.
AND'SCHOOLS
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*

PLANT OF THE MONTH
"SKIMMIA RUBELLU"
£7.95 NOW £4.95
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LUCAN

We Accept Access and Visa
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VISIT OUR UNIQUE GARDEN CeNTRE
Open Mon.-Sat. 9.00 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.
,
Sunday 1.00 p.m. - 6.30 p.m.
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IN THIS ISSUE
£5 Crossword '
College Notes
Dublin Arts Diary
Eye Hear
Community Council Notes
Sports News
Local Club's & Organisations' News

A Celtic Fairytale
Rod Licence Dispute
Bob's Kitchen
Street Talking
Garda Talk
Residents' Assoc. News
Political Party Notes

CJ

Put Your Problem on our plate !
For all your Catering requirements

contact

PeI;ep 0 '8.108

GdePIRd Go.M6.

"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE

MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTHCO~TY

COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Russey
Suzanne Redmond
Helen O'Connor Watson
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the Newsletter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.

Copydate:
Tuesday 20th March 1990
at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generally carry any material submitted ot it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committee reserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Mayoooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted after
the copydate will not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydate.

( EDITORIA"L)
WHAT'S IN OUR WATER?
Just when we thought that bottled water
offered a safe alternative to tap water,
we find that perrier has been taken off
the market while they try to find out
where the benzene is coming from!
But just how safe is our water here in
Kildare? Certainly Kildare County
Council isn't too sure, particulary as
they do not employ a chemist who
could monitor the quality of our waterways. A recent survey of water quality
carried out in Leixlip gives some causes
for concern about what's in our local
waterways. Four times the permitted
EC level of aluminium was found in
the Liffey close to the Leixlip Water
Treatment Works - and with the links
being drawn between the incidence of
Alzheimer's disease and aluminium,
this must be worrying. There was also
evidence of sewage pollution in the
Rye river which is a tributary of the
Liffey.
It appears that high nitrate levels in the
Royal Canal are endangering plant and
animal life. The work of the Royal
Canal Amenity Group in restoring the
canal to its former glory, and in developing a fme amenity for local anglers,
and also for tourists, may be undermined because of the extent of pollution. It is suspected that the source of
the nitrates is from the agricultural
sector.
How about a similar survey being carried out in the environs of Maynooth?
Surely the College, and perhaps the
local secondary schools will have the
expertise to carry out the relatively
simple monitoring tests required to
monitor the quality of our waterways.

day.
Because of the involvement of parents
and godparents in the ceremony, holding the ceremony on a working day
entails perhaps up to four people taking
a day off work - and not everyone can
take a paid leave day. Some people
even have to pay substitutes to replace
them at work.
So a modest suggestion - other dioceses hold confirmations on Saturdays
or Sundays, why not the Dublin diocese? To find out why not, please wri te
to Archbishop McNamara.

DIRECTORY
Congr,atulations to the Community
Concil workers who have produced the
second edition of the Maynooth Information Directory. Free copies
should be flying through letter boxes in
the near fut4re, but if readers have not
received copies, please contact the
Community Council Office. The Directory provides essential infOlmation
on all aspects oflife in Maynooth, and
should be especially useful for new
residents who may not be aware of the
variety of organisations, facilities,
amenities and services which exist in
Maynooth.

ELECTIONS

Yes, Comrimnity Council elections are
coming up again. The Newsletter
reminds readers again of how important it is to support the only form of
local democracy we have in Maynooth.
The achievements of the Council to
date are very impressive, and have been
listed elsewhere. However, new people
are needed to take up the baton from
those who have given their time and
energy to making Maynooth a better
environment, and who now want to
CONFffiMATION
take a well earned rest. Nomination
Tuesday 20th February was a happy forms are widely available. We urge
day for the many children who were people to come forward, and continue
confirmed in the parish church by the good work.
BishopLamont. However, not so happy
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
were a number of parents who have Finally, don't forget to attend
mentioned to the Ne\vsletter that hold- Maynooth's own St. Patrick's Day paing the confirmation day on a working rade. The parade is a great opportunity
day imposes cOilsiderable expense n to experience Maynooth as a living
families, on mp of the cost of decking community, either as a participant or a
the children out in their finery, and the spectator. So avoid the crush in Dublavish meals which seem to have be- lin, support your local community, and
come an unavoidable part of this big watch ut for the Newslettercrew.

o
Dear Sir,
With regard to a recent note by Deputy
Bernard Durlc.an in a circular to houses
in the Maynooth area on Saturday 3rd
February. I would like to raise the
following Points:

1. The matter has not been taken up
with An Post.
2. There has been no latest reply.
3. They have not agreed that a problem
exists.
4. No survey is about to be undertaken.
Perhaps Deputy Durlc.an will now publicise a retraction.
Yours sincerely,
Eugene T. Donovan,
Postmaster.

58, Laurence Ave.,
Maynooth.
Dear Editor,
Having recently seen "Last Exit to
Brooklyn" I was curious to see if your
reviewer's opinion ofit was the same as
my own. I struggled through the review twice and I can only conclude that
the soccer correspondent of the Irish
Times is doing a nixer for the Newsletter, for that is the only quarter from
which I have previously seen such
pretentious drivel. For those who haven't seen it and who didn't have my
perseverence with the' review, "Last
Exit to Brooklyn" is a very good fIlm
which shouldn't be missed.
Yours faithfully
Jim Cunningham
The Editor;
Maynooth Newsletter,
A chara,
In a letter in your February issue, Emmet
Stagg T.D. claims that the Labour Party
will continue to work for ieft unity and
that "the major obstacle to advance in
this regard is the attitude and actions of
the Worlc.ers' Party". This claim is sim, ply at odds with the facts. Overthelast
few years, the Worlc.ers' Party has made

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
several approaches to the leadership of
the Labour party to discuss mutual cooperation, all of which have been rejected. No such approach to us has ever
been made by the Labour Party.

The rules on the allocation of time to
parties in Dail Eireann (with which
Labour had previously been happy)
were only changed - at Labour's insistence - when the Worlc.ers' party had
grown sufficiently large to benefit from
them. Only Fine Gael- not Labourbenefitted from these changes. This is
not a good example of left co-operation.

and that Labour had led the campaign
against service charges in Kildare.
These are not good examples of the left
co-operation espoused by Emmet Stagg
in his letter.
The Worlc.ers' Party 'continues to enjoy
good relations with Labour party
members locally in Maynooth. It would
be unfortunate if these relations were t
be placed under stress by the attitude to
the Workers' Party shown by Labour'S
natonalleadership.
Is mise, Ie meas,
Proinnsias Breathnach
Cathaoirleach,
Maynooth Branch, The Workers' Party

Regarding last year's Senate elections,
the Workers' party proposed a mutual
voting pact to Labourfrm whchLabour
would have been the main benificiar- The Editor,
ies, but this was rejected by Labour. Maynooth Newsletter.
This forced the Worlc.ers' Party to make
deals with other candidates which pre- Dear Editor,
cluded them from voting for Labour.
No instructions were issued to Work- I would like to agree wholeheartedly
ers' Party voters NOT to vote for La- with the views expre~sed by P. Devabour (as Emmet Stagg alleges), and in ney, in FebDlary's issues,ofThe Newsfact some Labour candidates DID letter, on 'The Thing.'~in the Square.
benefit from Worlc.ers' Party votes The plan to elevate the building to two
storeys will certainly worsen the apwhere no alternative pact operated.
pearance
of the Square. The public
More recently, the Worlc.ers' Party again
approached Labour to discuss the pos- convenience has become so dirty and
sibility of an agreed candidate for this dilapidated that it contributes directly
year's presidential election. Not only to the continued reduction of marlc.s
did Dick Spring reject this suggestion, awarded in the Tidy Towns Competibut made 'use of the opportunity to tion. It has also become a health hazard
launch a vicious attack on the Worlc.er's due to lack of cleaning and the fact that
the structure is used as an outside toilet
Party.
at night.
Town
squares should be attractive, open
In last year's General Election, all
Worlc.ers' party canvassers in Kildare spaces, where the people of the town
were instructed to seek second prefer- can meet and relax. As an aspiring
ences for Labour. I am aware of many Local Representative I demand that the
of our canvqssers (including myself) County Council demolishes this buildwho are quite angry at Emmet Stagg's ing immediately.
With the forthcoming up-grading of
allegation that this was not done.
the Straffan Road, the County Council
has an ideal opportunity to do this.
Leaflets circulated locally by Labour
prior to that election claimed that LaYours sincerely,
bour were the only party to oppose the
'health cuts (which were originally iniJohn McGinley.
tiated by a Labour Minister forHealth),

<)
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Doy/es Shoe
Centre
The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Celltre

Ready for Action.
Clarks Rangers.
As rough and tough as
the kids who wear them.
W ith chunky, cleated
soles for extra grip.
In leather specially
tanned to repel water
and dry soft.
And available, as
always, in Width fittings
and whole and half sizes.
See the all action shoe
for the all -action ch ild at
the shop below.

Step one : bright, zany
colours I

.(
Step two : leather uppers

\

'.

Step three: Free Hectik
Dance leaflet I

../
Step four : width fittings.
whole and half sizes

\

'.
'

Step five : so Hectik down
to the shop below.
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ST;P ATRICK'S DAY
PARADE
We have been notified that the Army
Bands are unavailable for the event,
but all the usual bands have been notified and we look forward to a good response. The viewing Stand will be
situated at Carton Avenue this year and
the address will be given by the Rev.
Gavin Williamson. All clubs and businesses have been rtotified and the parade should be even bigger and better
than usual.

TIDY TOWNS REPORT
The committee are placing the proposed plans from K. C. C. forthe "nting"
for viewing by the public in the library
and they wish the residents to respond
to this revised proposal.
K. C. C. are again to be approached on
the general neglect of the Maynooth
area and the necessity for S.E.S. workers in the town. Eight workers are required to fill these vacancies for K. C. C.
anyone interested should contact F AS
at the library on Thursday from 2 - 4
p.m.
John McGinley and Richard Farrell
reported on two meetings of the
Maynooth Castle Committee which
they attended on behalf of the Community Council. Work has already begun
and twelve students are carrying out an
exploratory survey of the site. The
Council donated £100 towards the initial cost and monies were also donated
by other organisations. Gerard Howard-Williams was praised for his hard
work and dedication t the project. All
meetings have been hosted by the
College and attended by the President
Michael Ledwith. A committee has
been established as follows:
Administrator: Gerard H. W.
Secretary/P.R.O.: Joan H.W.
Treasurer: Michael Stapleton
It was emphasised that the entire
Community must be seen to support
the restoration of the Castle so that the
funding from the E.C. may be forthGoming. Outside bodies involved in.s;lude the D.P.W. and Bolton Street. It
is hoped to restore the Castle to its

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL NOTES

sion, that there should be a yearly meeting between trustees and the Maynooth
Community Council.

YOUTH AFFAIRS
stately form ofC. 1650 and itis generally recognized that it is the most important and best example of medieval The Committee informed us that decastle in Ireland. The Comniittee hope spite the very poorturnoutatthe A.G.M.
to take a stand at the Trade Fair to they would continue to organise the
Community Games for a further year.
publicise this project.
All events will take place a month
MEETING WITH TRUSTEE'S earlier this year due to the World Cup
Finals. A longer report will be found
The Executive and Tom McMullan elsewhere in the Newsletter.
met with the Trustees of both the HarCOMMUNICATIONS
bour Field and the Geraldine Hall the
COMMITTEE
M.D.A. Two members of the Management Committee of L'1e Geraldine Hall
were also in attendance. It was stressed The chairperson gave a short account
that the C.c. held insurance policies of the very successful Launch which
solely for activities for which we were took place in the Library on Tuesday
responsible, primarily the Community 6th February. There was a very good
Festival and that additional insurance attendance at the occasion for wnich
was also taken for any other isolated the I.C.A. provided the refreshments.
The Directory is being distributed by
extra events.
From communications received from the Community Councillors at present,
Mr. Fred Leavy, it appeared that lack of free of charge, to the households in
proper communiction was the basis of Maynooth. We would like to express
the problem between Trustees and the our gratitude to the following:
Community Council. It was clarified
that the Trustees are properly indemni- * FAS, particularly Des Murray and
fied on all occasions on which the Eamonn Rapple.
Community Council use the Harbour * All the S.E.S. workers and TeamField. It was agreed that the Council workers, Geraldine Hayden, Maura
would inform Mr. Melligan, Mr. Leavy Craddock, Evelyn Lane, Donal
in writing prior to any usage of the o'Donoghue , Helen O'Connor-Watson,
Harbour Field. It was also agreed that Bernadette Gannon, Norah McDermott,
a notice from the Trustees should ap- Michael Hughes, Emma Boyce, Marpear in the Newsletter stating the pres- tin O'Brien, Fiona O'Connor, Anna
ent position - individuals and groups Lavin, Dianne Walsh and Christina
using the field were responsible for Saults.
taking out their own insurance cover
and that the Community Council had * Mr. Joe Wall
already taken such cover in any event * The Committee
. forwhich they were responsible. The * The Advertisers
. Community Council do not hold over- * Ann Marie Sheehan for design of the
all Insurance for the Field.
cover
There followed a short discussion be- * The Library
tween the management Council of the * The I.c.A.
S.H. and the Trustees. It was stressed
that the playground area is not insured Among those present at the Launch
and is uninsurable like many play- were Des Murray, Eamonn Rapple of
grounds in the country. The Geraldine FAS, Councillor Gerry Brady, Sean
Hall does not have Public Liability Power T.D., Emmet Stagg T.D., Rev.
insurance either and it is the responsi- Gavin Williamson. Copies of the Dibility of each group to insure it for their rectory were formally presented to
valious activities. Finally it was de- dignatories present and particularly to .
cided, in order to avoid further confu- Mrs. Daly the oldest resident of
6

A CELTIC
FAIRYTALE

.~

8TH MARCH
IN THE .
AULA MAXIMA
AT 8PM

continueo
Maynooth. There were short speeches
from the Chairperson Muireann Ni
Bhrolchain, Eamonn Rapple of FAS
and Emmet Stagg on behalf of the
Celbridge Area Committee of KCC.
There was great praise for the placement record from both schemes which
is the highest placement in Ireland.

COMMUNITY COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
The present Community Council comes
to an end March when elections will be
held for the next Council. It ~as agreed
that three years was too strenuous for
such voluntary work, particularly for
the Executive, and that two years would
be less strenuous and more productive.
Any resident over 18 who gives a
nomination form to the Community
Council office is eligible for election.
Further information in this issue.

cuss the possibility and contact the
Community Council as to the outcome.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
Maynooth Community Council comes
to the end of its term of office at the
beginning of April. Elections for a
new Council will be held at the end of
March. In all, there are 38 places to be
filled in these elections. Two further
places will be allocated to nominees of
Maynooth College Executive Council
and Maynooth College Student's Union. Further members may be coopted at the discretion of the incoming
Council.

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
The President of the S,U. (pauline Election Arangements
Madigan) informed us of an increase in
the assaults on students. She also There are some modifications· to the
stressed that bad lfghting and the lack division of the Community Council
of any lighting in some areas was lead- catchment area into electoral areas
ing to this increase. The general state compared with the previous election.
of the roads and pavements in the area
were also discussed at length and the The number of Council places per
inaction of KCC in this matter. In the electoral area is based on a rough ratio
mean-time the fastly deteriorating of 100 voters (from the Electoral
conditions were a hazard to cvclists Register) per Council member. The
motorists, and particularly to ~destri~ electoral areas are as follows:
ans such as mother with buggies, pram~ 1. Town Centre (5 places) comprises
and also to the older members of the the area bounded by Bond Bridge,
community. Fr. McGreil of St. Pa- Mullen Bridge, Blackiion, Kildare
trick's College was praised forthePublic Bridge (Dunboyne Road) and the Parish Church.
stance taken over this issue on radio.
2.
Old Rail Parlc/Straffan Road (1 place)
Pauline Madigan(l1soinformed us the
includes
the Crescent
Rag Week would take place from the
3. Rail Park Estate (2 places).
19th - 23rd February and asked the
4. Greenfield Estate (5 places) Includes
community forbearance with the event.
Laurence Avenue, Maynooth Park,
The Secretary, John McGinley, is to
Greenfield Drive and Straffan Way.
write to KCC regarding the installation
5. Carton Court (2 places).
of a Gaming Arcade beside McNa6. Kingsbry (5 places).
mara's shop. such a venture was al7. Greenfield Lane/Greenfield phase
ready condemned by the Community
1(1 place).
Council in the past years.
8. Greenfield Phase 2 (1 place).
Some discussion took place regarding 9. Greenfield Phase 3/private Sites (1
the change in appearance to the front- place).
age of the Roost.
10. Beaufield (2 places).
The Executive met with a representa- 11. Newtown (1 place).
tive of 1916 Commerorative Commit- 12, Cluain Aoibhinn (1 place).
tee regarding the £10,000 which the 13. College Green (1 place).
Committee won recently, the erection 14. Moyglare Road (2 places) includes
of a Bandstand in Pound Park was Moyglare Village Estate.
suggested. The Committee is to dis- 15. Outlying Area A (see map) (1
Q

place) Includes the townlands of Carton Demesne Old Carton, Catherinestown, Kellystown, Blakestown.
16. Outlying Area B (2 places) includes the townlands of Windgates
(East side of Straffan Road), Tooiestown (do), Corbally, Griffinrath,
Moneycooley, Ballygoran, Barrogstown/West!East, Killmacredock,
Donaghmore.
17. Outlying Area C (3 places) Includes the townlands to Towanstown,
Dowdstown,Taghadoe, Toolestown
(West side of Straffan Road),
Windgates (do.), Newtownmacabe,
Roosk, Smithstown, Johninstown,
Graiguesallagh, COwanstown, Kealstown, Graiguelin, Derr:nstown,
Donaghstown.
18. Outlying Area D (1 place) Includes
townlands of Timard, Laraghbryan
East/West, The Maws, Ballycurraghan,
Treadstown, Cormickstown, Crinstown and Laragh Demesne.
Election Schedule
Nominations
A Nomination Form is included in this
issue of the Newsletter. Additional
forms may be obtained from the
Community Council Office.
All nomination forms should include
the name and address of the nominee,
the signatures of a proposer and seconder, and the signature of the nominee
signifying her/his acceptance of the
nomination. All nomination to be
submitted to the Community Council
Office by Monday March 19.
Elections

Voting papers wi:tl be distributed to all
I!ligible households between March
26th - 30th. Votes will be collected the
following week. Where votes have
not been collected, they may be brought
to collection points which will be
specified on the voting papers. All
votes must be returned by Friday April
6th.
Counting of votes will take place on
Saturday April 7th. Counting will be
done by neutral volunteers under the
supervision of outside scrutineers. For
single seat electoral areas, the single
transferable vote method of counting
(as in by-elections to Dail Eireann)

MAYNOOTH FURNITURE R EMOVALS
OFFICES ETC.
PH: (01) 286527 ANYTIME
DISTANCE NO OBJECT
ALSO YARDS CLEANED
AND RUBBISH REMOVED

PH : (01) 286527 ANYTIME
~-------------------------------------------------.
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CLEANALL SERVICES
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LEIXLIP

THE CLEANING S PECI ALI S TS
CARPETS - UPlIOL STERY - CAR
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DAILY OFFICE CLEANI NG
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Leixllp Phone: 242777
PROPRIETOR: DARRELL SCANLON
NOTICE: CLEANALL SERVICES NO LONGER OPERATES FROM PREVIOUS TELEPHONE NUMBERS USED IN
GOLDEN PAGES EXCEPT 242777. WE ARE SORRY FOR ANY INCONVEN I ENCE.
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EDWARDS

FOR CLOTHES CARE
UNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
MAYNOOTH

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
SAME DAY SERVICE

REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
CURTAINS AND SUITE COVERS
WITH PERSONAL SERVICE
MONDA Y -SATURDAY 9am-6 pm
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COMMUNITY COUNCIL ELECTORATE

will be used. For multiple-seat areas,
each voter will have as many votes as
there are seats available. with the candidates obtaining the most votes being
elected, as appropriate. This system is
both easy to operate. and fairer than
first-to-the-post methods used in British elections.
The first meeting of the new council
will take place on Monday April 23rd.

DIARY DATES
FOR MARCH
7th March - Royal Canal Amenity
Group A.G.M., Geraldine Hall at 8.00
p.m.
8th March - 'A Celtic Fairytale', Aula
Maxima at 8.00 p.m.
17th March - S1. Patrick's Day Parade
beginning at 11 o'clock from Greenfield Shopping Centre.

John McGinley,
Secretary.

P.BRADY
-

~

AREA

Bank Holiday Weekend - Collection
for the Old People's Committee.
18th March - Maynooth Town Soccer
Club Holiday Dance in Slims
23rd March - Community Games Social in Lumville House. Tickets £5
from Norah McDermott, Community
Council Office.

J-DlSE M\lNXJIH CD" KI UW~~
.JHN: 286225
LOUNGE BAR C.I.E BUS STOP
FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB

soup,

CJ...CO(

I

SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAY.') AVAILABLE
1n

CATHOLIC YOUTH
COUNCIL REGIONAL
OFFICE

A.L\IDAN~S
MAYNOOTH.
-Tobacconist -

The Catholic Youth Council officially
opened a new Regional Office in Lucan
on Friday 16th February 1990, at 8.00
p.m.CYC has two development officers based in Lucan who support the'
developmemt of a broad based service
to all young people and to all youth organisations, clubs and groups in the

~__

Nevsagent -

~

l§[3

CLOSING TIMES
JQPM. (THURS-FRIDAY)

llPN. (SAT-WED)

f!iJ

Lucan region and Celbridge, Maynooth
and Leixlip areas of North Kildare.

FRAMED
Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors

The Service
- Provides training courses for adult
leaders.
"

':

- Promotes programmes of competitions, events and inter-group activities.
- Supports and co-ordinates Summer
projects.

MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH
BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP
Tel: 286166

OF TIlE CROP

MA YNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH

- Offers support, information and guidance to all adults who work with and '
for young people.

SPECIAL SPRING OFFER

FREE
FLYMO MULTI TRIM STRIMMER VALuE £50
WITH EVERY FLYMO MOTOR MOWER

- Promotes activities for young people
at every level in the community.

EARLY BIRD BARGAINS ON ALL OTHER BRANDS
TEL: 285239
OPEN SIX DAYS - 9am - 6pm
WED. - 9am - 1.30pm

The Catholic Youth Council is the
Diocesan Agency which supports the
services Youth Work and Youth Ministry and provides a variety of services
to,some 250 youths clubs, 120 summer
projects, and 194 parishes. Inaddition,
CYC (in co-operation with the local
Vocational Education Committees),
provides Youth Services in Bray, Dun
Laoghaire, Clondalkin and Balbriggan!
Swords.

Further Information Contact: Mary
Geagan/LouiseMonaghan, Tel. 280465

EQUESTRIAN WORLD
Doctor's Lane
Maynooth
FULL RANGE OF DOG FOODS
KASCO, FEBO, PERFORM, K-COMPLETE, MADRA ETC.

Tel: 286853
,,~
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MAYNOOTH GAA MEMBERS

CLUB

SUPER
1990 DRAW
£40,000 IN PRIZES

TO BE WON
I NC,LUDING

2 FABULOUS
NISSAN MICRA CARS
PRICE OF TICKETS -- £60
OR
£10' PER

MONTH

OPENING DRAW FRIDAY 20th APRIL 1990
CONTACTS:
M. GILLICK - 286556 B. LEACY - 286448
M. KELLY - 286934 M. eADEM - 286049

"

,
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OUNG SCIENTIST
INMAYNOOTH
I knew I had to at least investigate
Stephen McCarron's project which had
the obscure title 'Hacking - The Art of
Armchair Espionage'. Stephen a student of the Post Primary School,
Maynooth, instantly began to explain
his project. "Hacking," he said, "is a
term which has come to mean gaining
unauthorised access to a remote computer system over the telecommunications network." My keen interst in
computers led me to take more time
with Stephen than I anticipated. I listened closely to his aims which were to
explain what hacking is, the problems
it causes and how to prevent it, along
with its possible benefits; and also to
keep a balanced opinion between the
hackers and the security persons. Last
but not at all least he remarked that he
was there to enjoy himself, which he
seemed to do. "That's the spirit," I told
him. Stephen's analysis of hacking
was intended to change the thinking
that hacking is bad, instead stressing
that it is misinterpretated by most
people. Stephen continued that it is
only a danger concerning industrial
spies, electronic vandals and ex-employees with a vendetta to justify.
Perhaps we watch too much American
television.

MAYNOOTH
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

7 A M - 9.30 P.M. (MON -FRI)
OPENING HOURS 8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE PILM.
SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NIGHT.
AlfTHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.

PHONE: : 285813

\\Ill) I l\G

Demonstrator Mrs. Harney. All are
welcome, members free, new members £1.50 incl. tea. On April ~4th the
Annual Spring Show will take place at
S.U.D. Hostels. Details later.

FHJIUR.A.ft-lY

. EITII E 1RKEY
TEL: 381420

83 KINVARA PARK. NAVAN ROAD.
DUBLIN 7

Dermot Kelly Limited '

KlLOOOK TEL: 287311
FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:
* BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
A-IN: 287311

&

,." Jim's Shoe Repairs ;_~~
~

Meeting at 8.00 p.m. on third Monday
of each month in M.A.D.E. Centre. the
next meeting on Monday March 26th at
8.00 p.m.

or

<p

bdd::e ~acey

Maynooth Shopping Centre

,.~
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Shoes stretChed, Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now located End Unit. Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

A Dry White Season
'A Dry White Season' deals with the
topical issue of apartheid in South
Africa, as seen through the blinkered
eyes of Ben Du Toit, a white teacher
(Donald Sutherland). Du Toit, lives in
a peaceful suburb of Johannesburg with
his snooty wife, and two kids.
He does his bit for race relations by
employing a black gardener Winston
Ntshona. When the latter'S son dies in
police custody after a protest march,
Du Toit begins at last to question the
system. Further tragedies propel him
into action, but he disagrees with the
official explanation. He hires a liberal
lawyer (Marlon Brando) famous for
his defence of civil rights cases.
Brando, makes a welcome comeback
to the screen after a disputed number of
years. He turns 'A Dry White Season'
around in his 20 minute cameo role.
His commanding presence ensures a
memorable court scene, where his ridiculing cross-examination of the despicable official (Jurgen Prochnow) becomes, by proxy, an indictment of the
whole system.
Despite a disappointing ending, 'A Dry
White Season' d~splays dynamic acting from thefuaiii protagonists, and
the black aCtors especiiliy. A very
touching, inspirational piece of filmmaking, directed by Euzhan Palcy, the
first black woman to make a film for
Hollywood. Highly recommended.

DUBLIN ARTS

J

( ____
D_IA_R_Y_ _

Neil Jordan feature 'We're No Angels',
aremake/homageofthe 1950's Michael
Curtiz movie, with Robert De Niro and
Sean Penn cast as the eponymous angels. Jordan's film has played to mixed
reviews on the U.S. circuit but is apparently quite an enjoyable romp through
the comedy-thriller terrain.
Flavour of the month, Sine ad O'Connor gives quite an assured performance
in 'Hush a Bye Baby', a realistic depiction of contemporary Derry life. Such
creative indigenous cinema-making so
recently vindicated by the five oscar
nominations for Jim Sheri dans 'My Left
Foot', intimates a wealth of native cinematic talent which a Government so
vigorously promotes by choosing to
ignore.
Other notable inclusions are Polish director Krysztof Keilowski 'A Short
Film about Killing' and 'A Short Film
about Love', both currently being
shown, albeit in slightly abbreviated
form, on Network 2's 'Decalogue' Series on Saturday nights. both films
were quickly sold out attesting to the
power of an artist who has emerged as
the pre-eminent European Director of
the 1980's. OliverStonesGoldenGlobe
laden 'Born on the Fourth of July'
promises to surpass his previous antiVietnam excursion 'Platoon'. Two
other films worth watching out for are
Christina Hession 'Santa Sangre' and 'Monsieur Hire',
the former being a highly controversial surreal and stomach churning
THE DUBLIN FILM
movie from Alejandro Jodorowsky (his
,
FESTIVAL
first in 17 years!). The latter is Patrice
Leconte's enthralling adaptation of a
The 5th Dublin Film Festival recently Simenon novel which received ecstatic
showcased in the Scteen Cinema com-' praise at last year's Cannes Festival.
plex in 'College St. promises a rivetting Most of the festivals more interesting
selection of world cinema over the next movies will be screened over the comfew months. Despite embracing an ing months in Dublin's Cinema's (pararray. of films as geographically di- ticularly The Lighthouse and the
verse as Taiwan and Russia, tl)is years Screen).
programme has a distinctly native flavour. Thaddeus O'Sullivan, hitherto a
THE SILVER T ASSIE
supremely accomplished cinematographer, makes his feature directorial Immediateley, we're celebrating andebut with the world premiere of 'The other Croke Park victory and the cup
December Bride' which opened the triumphantly raised, filled with wine to
festival on February 23rd. Closing the the backdrop of an icon ot'the face of
nine-day event is the eagerly awaited Christ.

O'Casey's 'The Silver Tassie' is about
football, war and other absurdities;
about God, false Gods, "tambourine
theology" and the need for restoration.
The blind not seeing, the lame still, and
the able sanctimonious, ineffectual and
mute.
God giveth, man taketh away.
Now in the foreground, a litany from
the soldiers of Christ in France with the
Tommies in World War 1. Amidst their
weariness with the ghostly dead passing before them on stretchers and their
disfigured effigy of the crucified God
held manically - a football descends,
yellow and red. It restores to them a
pure thing - a game claiming to be just
that. Somehow with the enounter of
two absurd negatives, a positive ismade.
Sylvestor and Simon (Godfrey Quigley
and Aiden Grennell) are the half humanity we choose to propagate. They
prefer to say something, anything at all
rather than nothing lest they be made to
feel foolish strutting noiselessly on a
stage.
The telephone rings and we are
launched into an apparently unconnected cameo, for comic relief perhaps
- ht~t it goes on too long. The characters
are saying nothing life ded sycaphants
talking to an ear-piece or listening to a
mute mouth-piece - it's all wrong.
they're mocking an attempt at contact,
from some unseen thing, yes, but definitely coming now.
O'Casey's God, ever present and perfect, is bandied about like that football
and the cup and chalice buckled and
bent by mans own thrashings. And the
breaking - point, as ever, the place of
rendevous. Harry, played by David
Herlihy, screaming after his beloved
Jesse (sounding like J.C. whose presence looms larger as the play advances) broken. Through the wise
words of the blind Teddy and some
celestial cooings from white sisters poor Harry takes his ukelele and begins
a healing.
But the crowd tum away to celebrate a
showering offestive balloons - the gaily
coloured embodiments of hot air popping in and, popping out where once
was plunging on a battelfield. The
ring-master bids us merrily live on - to
dance and keep time and we hear echo
the inane lives of Sylvestor and Simon
of Act I Scene (I) and all things being

continueCl. \ )
circular the voice-over of Nazi Germany and World War II.
We are as children destroying all in our
path, and going forwards because we
cannot go back and restoring the future
is a paradox and a paradox like 'lose
your life to find it' is inane and meaningless.

The Silver Tassie presently running at
the Abbey directed by Patrick Mason is
a powerful, evocative piece of Theatre.
With splendid set design by Monica
Frawley and sensitive characterisation
from a host of our best players, I strongly
recomme':ld it. Isabella Cartwright

A CELTIC FAIRYTALE

J. &ffiY
NEWSAGENTS ' TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
PH: 286304
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-8.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
~
.
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL

I

LOTTERES

CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

7ir !1Ja 2Vog

'A Celtic Fairytale' in the Aula Maxima
Feb. 16th - 18th was a wonderful experience for those of us who attended, and
IRENE HC CLOSKEY.C.I.D.E.S.C.O
judging by the high spirits of the cast an
DIPLOMA & TUTOR
even better experience for them. This
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT. REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE.
show had everything; original script
AROHATHERAPY.
SPECIAL CLASSES. ARM & LEG TREATMENT
and music penned by Helen Clarke,
beautiful costumes and lighting, simple
RENE GUINOT. CATHIODERMIE. BIO-PEELING
GELOIDE
but effective sets, clear and true singPRESCRIPTION FACIALS,
BODY TREATMENTS. SUN RED.
ing by the principals and many, many
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
stars in the guise offairies, elves, vagaan<LE.Y'S I...At£, l\1'\IN S1REET LEI XL IP
bonds, angels of death and birth, forest
(01) 244366/244973
dancers and witches helpers. These
marvellous children stole the hearts
and minds of their audience and we I
willingly travelled to Arcadia with them
- booed the Wicked Witch (Muireann
Ni Bhrolchain), and laughed when she
threatened to turn us into the statues
outside the Roost, fell in love with the
beautiful Princess (Grace Kelly), sympathised with the King and Queen (Jim
Also a Professional and Mini,
Cunningham and Martina Tyrell), and
Valeting Service Available
cheered when everyone lived happily
ever after thanks to the Good Witch
LIAM Me DONNELL
Aishling (Anna Marie McDermott).
The children of the cast are too numerMaynooth Shopping Centre, Tel. 285742
ous to be listed but Grace Kelly as the
Princess must be singled out for her
sheer professionalism. My personal
favourites would have to be the elves
and fairies, I laughed till I cried everytime they trotted on stage. Many
congratulations to Helen Clarke, writer
DAY & NIGHT CARE
FOR Al.l. OCCASIONS
PROVIDED
and producer, and to the Community
Council and the College Drama SocicSea,nus grant
ety who collaborated on the event. A
REASONABLE RATES
shining example of community effort
)3. lAURENCE AVENUE,
and spirit and for those of you who CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N
MA YNOOTH , CO KILDARE
missed it - shame on you. It was a show
Phone 28 61 )2
which left those of us who saw it a
PHONE (01) 286686
warm and happy glow.
Evelyn Walsh

RAINBOW
CAR WASH

Puncture 'Repairs and Tyres

Home Nursing

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE

"We're Here to get You There"

RA
CHURCH STREET,
KILCOCK,
Co. KILDARE, IRELAND.
Telephone (01) 287711/287720

Fax No 287720

GOVERNMENT BONDED
FULLY LICENCED
Agents for al l major Airlines
Instant Ticketing
Worldwide Computerised Reservations
System
Agent for all major
Tour Operators
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ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY GROUP
The end of another year is in sight. Our
F AS scheme ends in mid March. It was
a very hard but in the end rewarding
year. Fundraising continued to take up
most of the Committees time, while coordinating costings, engineering problems and the 20 workers was a priority
for the supervisor Phil McDermott and
the Executive Committee.
Our plans for the next scheme include
work on the Island, the Harbour area,
and the Old Harbour area, and the old
Harbour at Carton (on the Dublin
Road). There are major technical problems in raising the height of the Island
and sealing the sides but we are confident we will overcome them.

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL ATTENT10N OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING *
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
CONTACT
MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
~!

..FA

~

5 S11W'FAl\I 'MY, l\.1\J:'NXJIH

, Leixlip

}=l-rN::

Clea~il'lg -Se!vice '
.

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857

--I
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• Painting & Decorating •
• Interior & Exterior
•
:

285246 .'-1IIIIIIIIIIIIIf
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Our A.G.M. takes place in the Geralding Hall on Wednesday the 7th March
at 8 p.m. sharp. Everyone is welcome.
So if you want to know what we are
dong, what our plans are and dare I say
it, become involved, make a point to
attend.

Matthew Kennedy

-

W

~~~;~:;i~i:!n~~~l~~p~~;n~:st • ~;/.
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~~-r-.. Brushes Vacuum & Screen •

.?

• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed . , "
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ---.:::;

Running another project makes it necessary' to continue our fundraising,
which we hope to hold to a small number
of a big events for the year. The concert
presented in association with "The
Music Society", Maynooth College on
the 22nd February was the first event
for 1990. The "Spring Fair" will be
held on the 28th and 29th April in the
Boy's School will be the next. We are
also involved in a Regatta being run by
the "Lions Club" at the "North Kildare"
on Sunday May the 6th. Enfield,
Kilcock and Maynooth branches will
benefit as will other charities in the
Maynooth area. It is worth making a
note of the date, it promises to be a day
not to be forgotten.

-.J.
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You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages

HAXOL
DISTRIBUTORS
HEATING
OIL
JOHN BROWNE
KILCOCK OIL
A\,.----'~- DISTRIBUTORS LTD
FOR YOUR

HOME

~vINTER

GRADE
KEENEST PRICES
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE FROM YOUR LOCAL OIL
DISTRIBUTOR
CONTACT
287797 OR 287265
MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
SATURDAY·
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
IXNNAN'.S~

lNIT 7 ~YNXJIH SHFPINJ CENIRE
PHONE NO: 285847

ALL rOURSTATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
UPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
17

THURS - FRJ

9.

A.M. -

9

P.M
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HAIR

& BEAUTY SALON

THE MALL# . MAIN ST.,

FOR ALL YOUR HAIR
MAYNOOTH. & BEAUTY REQUIRMENT'S

PH. 286137

AGENT FOR: LEICHNER & TOTAL CARE SKIN PRODUCTS
ALSO:
WELLA HAIR PRODUCTS
. SPECIAL OFFER'S FOR THE MONTH OF MARCH
SmI PERJ.!A.NENT COLOUR - £5.00 EXTRA
HAND - NAIL MANICURE & BLO DRY '- £6.00
10 SUNBED SESSIONS - £20.00
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.
/

MAYNOOTH AUTOS LTD
Greenfield, Maynooth
Tel: 286576
0405- 51048- (after 6)

MAIN NISSAN DEALER
All types of new cars and vans supplied
Servicing: 24 hour breakdown & towing service
Finance confidentially
arranged
/

ATTENTION KIDS!
DON'T . FORGET THE ART AND DRAMA CLASSES

~

RUN BY THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL

~~

DRAMA EVERY TUESDAY:... 3.30 -4.30
ART EVERY WEDNESDAY - 3.30 - 4.30

EVERYONE WELCOME 1

CLASSES HET.D IN THE GERALDINE HALL
25p PER CLASS PER CHILD
18
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PARENTS
ASSOCIATION
PRESENTATION
CONVENT
MAYNOOTH
We wish to thank all who donate<
prizes for the Christmas Raffle, which
was a great success. Our next fund
raising venturei&.a Mother's Day cake,
plant and flower sale, which will be
held on Friday March 23rd. Donations
of plants, cuttings, fresh flowers, dried
flowers and home baking would be
greatly appreciated. These can be left
in the school.
We hope to have some talks, which
should be of interest to parents of Primary School children. The first such
talk will take place on Tuesday March
13th at 8 p.m. in the School Hall.
The speaker will be professor John
Coolahan of the Department of Education, St. Patrick's College, Maynooth,
and the title is "Curriculum Changes ih
Primary Education and Junior Cycle".
All are welcome.

Riern.a ns
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 286294

GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS. (;H( JCOLATES ~
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY

ORLTCN ClEANERS
* CURTAIN CARE.
* LEATHER & eVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT. & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
*

SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
.
' ,OPEN 6 DAYS
M\YNXJU-f 9-rPP If\G CENTRE

FH:

285511

CELERlIXE ill I lID Ii'G SLff'L I ES & SERVICES
~ 38 M<\YNXJ1l-I R}\D 'CELERlIXE
".,
TIL: 288841 CHN 6 [)\YS

~ ~.~

KILDARE MAYO
ASSOCIATION

SPECIAL OFFER
I~ _ ~,\ PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
. SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
. c· 8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199

l I

i

~

The Annual General Meeting of hte
Mayo Association in Kildare was held
in N aas on 30th January, 1990. Representatives from North Kildare include Tom McMyler, John Fleming,
Tom Flatley and Tom Walsh from

I"

.

'~..

SAND, GRAVEL CEMENT
& BLOCKS.

MURPHY BROS.
0... 5/97397

Maynooth, Bernie Campbell from Rathcoffey and Tony Coleman from
Kilcock. Our annual supper dance is
cheduled for the Ambassador Hotel,
Kill, on St. Patrick's night, and our
annual diriner dance is arranged for late
October 1990.

UNO E RT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MA YNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN .STREET, MAYNOOTH . PHONE:.286366

Tom Walsh, P.R.O.
-1()

DONT MISS OUT
GO WALK ABOUT
IN THEMAYNOOTH ST. PATRICKS

Parade
Name of Business / Organisation:
Address:

II

Type of Float:-

Trailer

Entrance Fee:-

Commercial Float
Club / Organisation

The
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

D
-

£25.00
£ 5.00

follow~ng ar.et.the categories for which prizes will be awarded:
Best Commercial Float
Best Club Float
Best Band
Best Rock Band
Best Marchers
Most Topical Flcat
Funniest Float

APPLICATIONS TO BE DROPPED INTO THE COMMUNITY COUNCIL OFFICE BEFORE 8.3.90
OR
PHONE CHRISTINA SAULTS AT 285922

PARENTS
• IS YOUR CHILD REACHING HIS/HER FULL POTENTIAL?
• IN SCHOOL IS YOUR CHILD HAVING LEARNING DIFFICULTIES. FOR EXAMPLE:
IN ENGLISH: READING, COMPREHENSION. SPELLING, HANDWRITING ETC.
IN MATHEMATICS: MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATION - ADDITION. SUBTRACTION
MULTIPLICATION, DIVISION, ETC.
MATHEMATICAL PROBLEH SOLVING - UNDERSTANDING WRITTEN PROBLEMS
MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS - FRACTIONS, DECIMALS. TIME, AREA. ETC

• DO

YOU WANT TO HAVE YOUR CHILD .ASSESED?

• WOULD YOUR CHILD BENEFIT FROM AN ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME?
• IS YOUR CHILD HAVING DIFFICULTY WITH SPEECH DEVELOPMENT?
FOR

EXAMPL~:

MISSING SOUNDS AT THE BEGINNING, HIDDtE

OR END OF WORDS
• f)OP'S YOUR CHILD HAVE A 'SPECIAL ' LEARNING DISABILITY?

DON'T WAIT..

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOlff ONE OR MORE OF
THESE AREAS, ACT NOW, TAlJ( TO ONE OF
IRELAND'S LEADING EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS

TEL: 271498
• INDIVIDUAL A'ITENTION

• EXCELLENT RESULTS

• SPECIFIC PROGRAMMES DESIGNED TO

.CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED

ANSWER THE NEEDS OF YOUR CHILD

')1

On behalf of the Community Council
and the cast I would like to congratulate and thank. all those who were involved in the unique, splendid and
successful event The only problem
was the low attendance. This may have
been due to lack of publicity, the
weather, general apathy or simply
other events which were also organised
that weekend.
The "Musical Fantasy' was staged in
the Aula Maxima on Friday 16th, Saturday 17th and Sunday 18th of February. With four adUlts and approximately thirty children it was fairly hectic
and pandemonium reigned at times
backstage. The production was a cooperative effort between the Community Councillor's Teamwork Scheme
and the Roscian Players - the College
Drama Society. Due to this co-operation there was wonderful additional
support and aid given to the
production.Most credit goes to Helen
Clarke who wrote the script, composed
all the music and lyrics and co-produced with paul Howard-Williams. It
was a very talented, imaginative venture.
We would like to mention the cast,
elves, fairies, angels, vagabonds, witches helpers and the principals: Jim
Cunningham, Martina Tyrell, Paul
Martin, Grace Kelly, Muireann Ni
BhrolcMin and Ann Marie McDermott. Then the children whose show it

•

A CELTIC
FAIRYTALE
really was: Belinda Byrne, Sarah Carroll, Eithne Cunningham, Tanya
McDennott, Linda Filbert, Catherine
Cummane, Orla Cahill, Celine
o'Donoghue, Rachel Cunningham,
Niamh Mulready, Marlene Filbert,
Pamela Farrelly, Janet McWeeney,
Michelle Cunningham, Virginia Breslin, Mary Clarke, Darina O'Malley,
Sharon McLoughlin, Peter Sheehan,
Maeve Flood, William McWeeney,
John O'Shea, Joanne Cunningham. We
would like to mention the lads who
served as soldiers and whose names are
not available at present
Larry Shaw and Paul Nash brought
Helen's beautiful music to life. The
Aula Maxima Committee provided the
striking lighting effects and Breda
Cunningham perfonned miracles with
the costumes. Fiona O'Connor, Donal
O'Donoghue, Martin O'Brien, John
O'Connor, Breda Cunningham and Judy
Brady took control of the backstage
organisation, gathering children (and
adults!), getting perfonners on and off
stage, kept the silence, the peace and
steadied the nerves. John Dowling

provided the majority of the stage props
and joined with the backstage crew to
paint the set, change the scenery, and
generally kept the show moving. Paul
Howard-Williams co-ordinated all
backstage activity. Rita Soldetti and
Fiona O'Connor choreographed the
dances. Fiona, Ellis and anyone available did the make-up. Paul Daly did a
wonderful MC. as usual. The Drama
Society also helped with front of house
along with the Community Councillors; Ellis O'Malley, Tom McMullon,
Peter Finnan, Madeline Stynes and
Norah McDennott.
We thank the various Sponsors: Guinness Group Sale, Maynooth Office
Supplies, BankofIreland, Ulster Bank,
Kavanagh's Mill, Hickey Fabrics for
donating material, the Drama Society
and those who gave prizes forthe raffles.
We greatly appreciate the parents who
ferried the children up and down to
rehearsals and perfonnances and tolerated the long hours at the end. Thanks
most of all to the children and their
wonderful enthusiasm, their love, joy
and vivacity during thelastfourmonths.
I hope that no one has been forgotten!
We would like to announce that we
plan to stage" A Celtic Fairytale" again
within the next three weeks for all
those who did not avail of this opportunity to see the production on the first
occasion. Please watch for posters and
support this unusual venture. May we
see many more of them!

and single club members. Our thanks with Mass at 3.30 p.m. Our thanks to
to everyone who contributed.
Mr. Tom Ashe for allowing us to use
We would also like to thank the lads of the school.
Derrinstown Stud for the generous PRO
donation which they put in the box at
VALENTINE'S PARTY
the Leinster Anns. We are indepted to
This was held on Sunday February Tess Kenny who arranges this weekly
.....- - - - - - - - - - - '
18th in the Post Primary School. It was collection and who gives so generously
Madeline Stynes welcomed everyone
'o/ell attended, in spite of other attrac- on a regular basis.
to the Feb. meeting, sympathy was
tions. We are very grateful to Fr. Thynne
for officiating at the Mass, at which we ANNUAL COLLECTION FOR extended to Maisie McMyler on the
death of her aunt.
THE OLD PEOPLE
remembered Bridie Brady, and to Carol
Congratulations to Breqa Donovan who
Barton, Paul Daly, Vinny Mulready
and of course Josie Moore for provid- This will be held over St. Patrick's did us proud in representing Maynooth
weekend. Collectors will be at the lC.A. in the National Final of the
ing lovely entertainment.
Supennarket and at the Church Gate. Guaranteed Irish Sales Person CompePlease remember us then and give as tition. The competition for March will
DONATIONS
be a wool dam.
generously as you can.
We received a donation of £50 from the
The Annual Prayer Meeting for deG.A.A. raised as a result of the New The next party will be held at the Post ceased members will be held at 9.00
Year's Day match between the manied Primary School on March 25th starting p.m. during the March meeting.

OLD PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE

C I.C.A. Notes )

continued

\)

Our guest speaker was U rsula Walsh /
one of our own members who gave a
very interesting talk and demonstration on reflexolgy. Thank you Ursula
for a very infonnative look at alternative medicine.
Good luck to the ladies preparing for
the Frend Variety Competition on March 5th. The guild will also be
represented in the Drama Festival on
March 29th - 30th. All activities continued with handcrafts on Monday's at
8 p.m. Badminton, Tuesdays and Thursdays 11 - 12.30.
The March meeting will be held on
Thursday 1st in the I.C.A. hall in the /
Harbour.
Geraldine Tracy
PRO

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

Ikwtown StOfflJ
NEWSAGENTS
Mr\YN:xJIH CD. K I Ul6RE

F-H 01- 285833
Opening Hour s 7. 30 am - 10 pm
OPEN EVERY [l.U I NCLUDING SUN DAY
GRO CER - FUEL - GAS

~..
.,

Fa nc y Goods - Sweets

'~ "

Card s - Ma ga zin es

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
f'I--IJ\E

287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £11 .

Rights Column D
Q. I have a Retirement Pension from
ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED
the DHSS in the U.K. which has entitled me to a Medical Card here for the
past five years. My husband was re- /
cently granted an Irish Retirement
Pension which includes an increase to
s;: ~r;;;:;. 285367~ -~
me. I have now been infonned that I
.1'"
1
A Personal Home Hair Styling Service
am no longer entitled to my E.C.
Medical Card. Is this correct?
TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A. To be entitled to a Medical Card
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HAVE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
under E.C. Regulations you must be
OWN PERSONAl- STYLIST? HA VE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPgetting a Social Security Pension from
ERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOuR OWN HOME AT A
an E.C. Country but you must not be
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
receiving an Irish Social Welfare penFOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDA~
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
sion. Because your husband is receivTRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN -£12.00
ing a Social Welfare payment on your
DIAL-Ai-:STI1E AT 285367 Fffi lUR APfOINlMNT
behalf the DHSS in the UK do not
accept liability for you and so, you
come under our legislation and must
satisfy the means test.

~

~:'fi&iP1.5·~uh

qJ4~Mt

Opening Hours
Wed. 10 - 2
Thurs. 7 - 8
Fri. 10 - 12 2 - 4
Telephone: 285477 Office Hours Only
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Infonnation
Centre which provides a free and confidential service to the citizen.

B.COvM.A.C.A
J .W. MJl.HERN & CD.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KIN:iSCURf
NV\S
CDKI~

fHl\JE: 286751

1EL (045) 66535'

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

BRIDAL HIRE

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

SPECIALISTS IN BRIDAL WEAR & ACCESSORIES

RIGHTS COLUMN C

COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK

Q. What is the difference between a
Medical Card, A Hospital Services
Card and a Long Term Illness Card?
A. All three of the cards you mention
are issued by your local health board.
A brief outline of what is covered by
each card is set out below.

Medical Card
A Medical Card, is a person's proof of
entitlement to a range of free health
services. Your medical card must be
presented whenever services without
charge are being claimed. There is a
means test to decide eligibility for a
medical card but there is no fixed income limit as such and each case is
considered on its merits. The income
guidelines presently in use are:
Married couple (under 66) £108.00
Single person living alone
£75.00
Single person living with family £65.00
In addition there are age allowances of
those over 66 or over 80, child and
dependents allowances, and allowances in respect of outgoings en your
house and travelling expenses to work.
Full details are given in the 1989 Social Welfare Rates Book which you
may consult at your local CIC.
The Dept. of Health issued a circular
in October 1989 recommending that
applicants for medical cards should
not be disqualified on the grounds of
income from the Family Income Supplement or the Social Employment
Scheme. It is not yet clear whether this ·
recommendation is being taken up by
the individual health boards.
Hospital Services Card
if you are not entitled to a Medical
Card and if in the previous tax year
your income was less than £ 16,000
you would be eligible for the services
provided for persons in Category 2. If

BRIDAL HIRE, DEBS., & EVENING WEAR

~

47 CRODAUN FOREST PARK,
CELBRIDGE,
co. KILDARE.

01.271618

SEE XOU AT BRIDAL FAIR SETANTA HOUSE HOTEL,
CELBRIDGE 18th FEB.

Maynooth Celbridge Leixlip
Cabs Limited
II

II

YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL
EUGENE 0' SHEA

PHONE 01 - 286539/289222
24 HOUR SERVICE
WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL
DISTANCE NO OBJECT KEENEST RATES
you are in this category you may apply " scribed for the treatment of that condifor a Hospital Services Card but your tion:
entitlement does not depend on you
actually having the card. If your earn- Mental handicap, Mental illness (for
ings were less than the qualifying persons under 16 only), Phenylketonuamount. You could simply produce ria (mental retardation in infancy),
your P60 (End of year statement of Spina Bifida, Hydrocephalous, Diabeearnings from your employer) at the tes Mellitus, Diabetes Insipidus, Haemophilia, Cerebral Palsy, Epilepsy,
hospital.
Multiple Sclerosis, Muscular DystroYour wife/husband will be separately phies, parkinsonism, Acute Leukaeassessed if s/he had an income in her/ mia dn Cystic Fibrosis. A person who
.his own right in the. qualifying year.
suffers from any of the listed condiWhere there are two incomes, the chil- tions may apply for a Long Term illdren will be regarded as dependents of ness Card. Asthma is not included on
the spouse with the higher income. the list of illnesses covered by the
Students aged under 25 who do not Long Term Illness Card.
have Medical Cards are in Category 2,
even though their parents may not be. This column has been compiled by
Certain people who were voluntary Maynooth Community Information
contributors to Social Insurance either Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.
on 31 March 1974 or5 April 1979 may
have an entitlement to Category 2
Opening Hours
health services regardless of income.
Wed. 10-12
Thurs. 7-8
Long Term Illness Card
Persons suffering from any of the fol- Fri. 10-12 2-4
lowing conditions can obtain without
charge the drugs and medicines pre- . Telephone 285477 during office hours

24
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Worried about your child's foundation years??

If so, here is the answer.

Carolines Montessori School
Kildare.

Ages:

2l -

7 years.

Enroll now for Easter, September or January, Limited number
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School List
rienced teachers of the highest qualified Montessori Diploma
Principal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran, Montessori Diploma in Education,
Home Address: Glenidan Court, Enfield, Co. Meath.

2~

sv~ •• u~~~ .

- 12 years.

Tel: 045·41532
for appointment or enrolment form or write to the Principal
your child their future foundation under expert tuition,
prestigious Montessori method of Education.
not a playschool or creche

All Mother's should have 'em
For March 25th
SEND THAT SPECIAL BOUQUET OR PLAUT FROM

The Flower Pot
YOUR INTERFLORA FLORIST
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH

Phone: 285386
ACCESS, VISA & ANEX ACCEPTED BY PHONE.
OPEN MOTHERS DAY FROM 9.00 - 2.00pm

25

A SHOT IN THE DARK?
Eye Hear's reference to on unnamed
Kingsbry gunman in the last issue
generated a phone call from Mr. Bernard Martin who felt that other people
might think that the piece referred to
him. Eye Hear is happy to accept his
assurance that he hasn't ever carried a
loaded gun in a built up area.

TRAVELLERS' TALES
Eye Hear is informed that the recent
Annual General Meeting of the
Maynooth Travellers' Committee could
have been held in the proverbial telephone box in view of the underwhelming response to invitations to
attend. This may have been due to the
incorrect information given in the
Editorial of the Newsletter as to the
date.

(EYE HEAR)
CANAL BARRIERS
At last Eye Hear will no longer have to
officiate at the retrieval of cars which
have got stuck at the Straffan Road
entrance to the Canal. Because of the
proximity of the railway station entrance to the canal entrance, a number
of drivers over the years have become
confused and ended up in a perilous
position vis a vis the canal. Now,
barriers have been put in place and all,
we hope, will be well.

ELUAH
Eye Hear reminds readers of the performance of Mendelssohn's "Elijah"
which takes place in the College Chapel
on 4th March. Tickets, if any are left,
are available from the Music department in the College.

The garden is designed to reflect Irish
prehistory and mythology, with an
entrance through an underground passage modelled on Newgrange. Looking at the plan of the garden, Eye Hear
is much taken with its resemblance to
the shape of the site where the Thing in
the Square is located, and inevitably,
the idea has taken root. How about
asking John Joe to build a replica of the
Osaka garden on the site? The rubble
from the Thing could be used fortasteful rock sculptures and fountains, and
burial mounds. The fountains could be
fed from the obsolete washand basins.
The statuary outside the Roost could be
repatriated as bird baths. The whole
thing could prove a hugely popular
tourist attraction, drawing in the millions of Japanese who have seen the
Osaka version, to experience the real
thing.

ACRES AND ACRES
THE REAL THING IN THE
SQUARE
So for those thousands who presumably turned up the night before the
meeting, the news is not good. The
Committee will need to raise a considerable sum of money to carry out its
responsibilities, which are largely related to transport of the children to
school. anyone interested in getting
involved, or in obtaining information
about the work of the Committee should
coritact the Community Council Office, Telephone 285922.

Congratulations to former Cluain
Aoibhinn resident John Joe Costin who
has been selected to represent Ireland
at a major garden festival to be held in
Osaka, Japan starting in April. John
Joe, who has a nursery in Kilcock, has
designed and stocked an exhibition
garden which will form a permanent
souvenir ofland on Japanese soil. The
Japanese government will maintain the
garden after the exhibition is over.

There was quite a busy, turnover last
year in the local stud farms, according
to local auctioneers, Coonans. Six studs
were sold, comprising 1,160 acres and
totalling 6,150,000 pounds. The average price per acre was 5,300 pounds.
At these prices, it's unlikely that the
studs were bought by Maynooth residents trading up! However, Willie
Coonan has reported an upsurge of
interest among people working in
Dublin for estate houses, or houses on
half an acre, in the 80,000 to 120,000
pounds bracket.

- - - - - - (COLLEGE N O T E S ) - - - - - STUDENT HEALTH CENTRE

The College Authorities have accepted
a Student Union proposal to establish a
Student Health Centre on the New
Campus. The Centre will initially be
located adjacent to the changing rooms
beside the Arts Block, pepding the
construction of a permanent extension
to the Student Union building. The
Health Centre will be permanently
staffed by a nurse, with a doctor in
r,:gular attendance, and will provide

Maynooth initiative, further information on which will be provided later.
information on various aspects of
health. It is also hoped to provide a
dental service eventually.

SYMPATHY

The Student Union is also planning a
Helpline service for students, whereby
volunteers frm various support agencies would be available at certain hours
in the College to take telephone calls
from those seeking advice. Other colleges have expressed interest in this

This column extends sympathy to
Maureen Mooney (Registrar's Office)
and Sheila Larkin (Library) on the
recent death of their father, Bill Donovan. Prior to his retirement, Bill had
himself been a member of the college
staff for forty six years.

We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cutlery Insets
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

Kitchen & Bedroom units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
.* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P~M~' MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A. M. UNTiL 5 P. M~ ~Ai'URDAY.
AT JOHNI~STO\ffl,MA~OOTH
(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
,.

<
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SUP~QrtYou; Local Coal Merchant V::;
BILl'Y McC~ORY

* Prime Polish and Texal1 E~onqmy CoaLs
and Slack

.
* Anthracite and txtracite
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
* Smokgles$ Wonder Cog./.
* . Cgqtite and CQa.t Briquettes

CALL US ANYTIME
MAYNOOTH

DUN BOYNE

286859

251202

~
. " ;.
~

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge

YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
,
NOW T-RY THE BEST.

JI1ieIzad
Jf~ 8 9J}ere/v C7/;~
, ,. .
OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
~ ~

1(11
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CONTACT 'LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREH:ENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES S'f. LAURENT.
~RAP, SAFll.O, &
aENETl'ON ' aUDGET ,FRAMES,
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT
DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
. "
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Mair} St, ~ " Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
'.
PH: 243964
PH: 282062
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In My Mother's Time
1917-1989
!-

•

A lady who gave of herself all of her
life. Never once did she fail
You can only have one mother,
Patient, kind and true,
No, other friend in all the world,
Will be the same to you.
When other friends forsake you,
To mother you will return,
For all her loving kindness
She asks nothing in return.
As I look upon her picture,
Sweet memories I recall,
Of a face so full of sunshine
And a smile for one 'and all.
Sweet Jesus take this message,
To my dear mother up above,
Tell her how I miss her,
And give her all my love.
Your life was'love and labour,
Your love for yourfamily true,
You did your, best rot an of us.
I will always remember you. " ,
My greatest memories are to date:
1964 My First Communion - getting
the suit.
1970 My First Job - Lorry breaster
1983 My Wedding fixing my button
hole.
1983 I.C.A.- drivi~g a coach to Belfast.
1988 Home and Away - Conversation
taken with tea shar~d with herself and
Peg.
1989 Her·illness - number of get well
'wishes by post, phone, verbal and
The New Ye~ began in earnest last
month when we held our Annual General Meeting which we are glad to
report, was attended by the ' largest
number of members for many years.
We were particularly pleased to see so
many of the younger members present
and they confirmed their interest by
their willingness to join the Committee
for the coming year. The future of St.
Mary's band lies in their hands and they
have now been given the opportunity to
1earn the ropes" and really see the
amount of work which goes into the
'simple" operation of running the band.
The following conimittee was elected
for 1990

Rev ~

Hon Presidents:
Fr. O'Higgins, Phil Brady

IN MEMORY ,OF
, B,R IDIE BRADY
prayers offered.
Her death - The attendance at her
removal to church and burial. '
Senior Citizens Annual Tour - meeting some of her large circle of friends.

I may not have been
your dearest friend
Nor one so dear to you
But I am glad
That I have found
the joy and love
in nowing you.

On closing now Thursday 4th January
1990 my attention is drawn to a calender
I received from a business.
Of her thirty two years, shared with "Everywhere in life, the true question
myself I received an education no is not what we gain, but what we do."
Peter Brady_
burden to carry. In my memory I recall Carlyle.

(BAND BULLETIN)'
Chairman: Michael Dempsey
'Vice Chairman: Cliff Murphy
Secretary: Elaine Bean
Asst. Secretary: Patricia Dempsey
Treasurer: Oliver Bright
P.R.O.: Paddy Boyd
Committee: Kevin 'Boyd, Mick
Dempsey, Nessa Hogan, David Mulready, Liam Kelly, MickHyland,Mick
MUIphy, Margaret Dempsey, Colm
Carroll, Niamh Sheehan.
The month of March really marks the
beginnings of our activities with the St.
Patrick's Day Parade in Maynooth followed immediately on March 18th by
our Annual Trip to the Limerick March~ng Band Competitions. We hope to
28

have some melnbers of our drum and
trombone classes on parade (as flag
bearers) for both of these outings to
give them a feel of big occasions.
Other items on the horizon include the
big Lions Club 'Its a Knockout' , a
possible trip to the Isle of Man and a
.concert in the Parish Hall, all of which
will be reported on as they arise.
Finally could we remind you of our
Uniform Fund which we hope will
benefit from some activities we hope to
organise ,throughout the Year. You
have been extremely generous in the
past and we hope we can depend on you
in the future beCause we hope to keep
St. Mary's Band both looking and
soundi~g as well as an,yTown Band in
the Country.
See yo~ here again next month.

ROYAL CANAL
NOTES
The harbour now looks very well since
the dam was removed and the approach area cleaned. Negotiations are
now well in hand until the E.S.B., Kildare County Council and O.P.W. for
the provision of lighting in the Canal
Harbour area.
Next month on Thursday 22nd Feb.
Maynooth College Musical Society
joins with the R.C.A.G. to present the
Second Annual Variety Concert at the
Aula Maxima in the College. Artists
are currently being lined up for this
concert and judging by the names being
mentioned and possible performers it
should be a very good concert.
Once again the Boys' National School
Maynooth are joining forces with the
R.c.A.G. for the annual Spring Fair in
April. Since this project takes a lot of
organisation both committees have
been working on this since before
Christmas, more about this in the next
issue.
Watch this space too for particulars of
the "Lions Club" "Royal Canal Jamboree" which will take place on Sunday, May 6th.

Complete ACCOUNTING SERYICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO ~MALL
PERSONAL ATTENT1UN OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING *
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
,
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
CONTACT
". .
MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
~,~"""..j,
5 S1RAFFAN MY, M\YN.XJIH PHN~ 285246-·'- ....

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857

;;; 'I • Painting & D~orating
rtIJILUPoW·

•

~-rr-'

"
•
•

4.;

~

"M~~'
o./>~ ~~

G'lI,'; It;;
Q./>Q

W

•
.Q(;00C;
Interior & Exterior
•
Professional Wallpapering.
~
Chimney Cleaning at i ts best·
.if;,
Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
.'·"·Y·
Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
Roof tiles repaired or replacerl • ~.
.,

<"

you have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages

FOR YOUR

HOME

CARNATION DAY
SELLERS
Thanks to the following Carnation Day
Sellers: Emmet Stagg, Mick SHields,
Dave Moynan, Bridie O'Brien, Noel
and C. Devine Castletown Inn, Mrs
Wilson and Mrs. O'Rourke, M.S. self
help group from Celbridge, Aidans
Shop, Larry O'Brien, Jim Ennis, Kiernans Shop, Mr. Madden, Thomas
Ashe, Fr. Thynne, boys and Girls from
post Primary School who collected on
Bartons Buses, Seans shop, Larry
Courtney, Angelina Courtney, Caulfields, Roost, Fusciardi, Brady's, Ann
O'Connor, Seamus O'Reilly, Lorraine
and Caroline Corbett, helen Corbett,
Rita O'Reilly, Bernadette Shields,
MuireannNi Bhrolchain, John McGinley, Telemecanique, 'F.rank Conlon,
Leinster Arms, Norah McDermott,
Fiona O'Connor.
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aNIRE

PHONE NO: 285847

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
OPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

CLUAIN AOmmNN
NOTES
T>.,"

The Neigh1Jourhopd'Watch Schellle is
now well underway and most people
will now have received tlleir folders.
Special pen~ will -soon be available tp
residentS fqr secw1ry marking of valuable objects. . Tllis sch~me involves
both residents cm~' sWdents and it is
nice to see ey~~qgdy working in harmony. ' " . ,,".'
On the subject pf ~t:p4entsit is heartening to see that tl1efa,rg~majority living
on the estate '\vim ~s are so well behaved.
In the current inclelllent weather the
roads adjacent tQ tl1~es!;tte are flooded
on a regular pasis.We therefore urge
motorists uqli~ing tl1i~ road tp exer~ise
caution so thatp¢~~~erians won't be
continllally soliked.
Committee meetings Will take pla~ on
the last Thllrsday: pf¢~cl1 month frolll

RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
NOTES
now on so residents bringing lUly matter to the committee's attention
should consult with a committee member prior to the last Thursday of the
month. Community Council ~lections
are taking place shQrtly anq persQns
wishing to go forward'should complete
the nomination fonn in the current

Newsletter.

CARTON COURT
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
Chainnan: Neil Keane,
No. 49, Tel. 01-285481.
Vice-Chainnan: Pat Murphy,
No. 47, Tel. 01-286750

Secretary: Breda Gonnley,
No. 91, Tel. 01-285812
Treasurer: Padraig Kearney,
No.5, Tel. 01-286719
P.R.O.: Mary McMahon,
No.4, Tel. 01 -286803

Committee
John Fleming, No. 87,
Tel. 01-285492.
Michael Gormley, No. 91,
Tel. 01-285812
John Dolan, No. 106,
Tel. 01-286770
Pat McCarthy, No. 109,
Tel. 01-286831
Phil Power, No. 70,
Tel. 01-285885
Richard O'Malley, No. 60,
Tel. 01-286581
nona Dix, No. 53,
Tel. 01-286759
Michael Keogh, No. 39,
Tel. 01-286604
Denis McDennott, No. 12,
Tel. 01-285456

to remove the thing and not as their
WeJhankJ:he peQple of ¥aym>oth for
their courte~yan(f geIlerosity d\lring i
plan envisages to mak~a bad situation
worse!
ourrecentdoortogogrsgllectiQn. Also '
Please
sign our new petitions in the
our thanks togllr CQU~ctors whQ gave
Community Council Office or the
the~rtime to coUeCHn SllCl1 b4<hyeather.
Anyboqy ' who '-'We: II}.iS~<1 can ~eave
'
..,
." ""
, Library when you view the plans.
donation~witll anY QftllefolloVfmg:
Richard Farrell, Greenfield Drive, We look forward to seeing you at the
St. Patrick's Day Parade.
Fionan HardiIIllUl~ p~.!?UnRd.~ cqair- Secretary/P.R.O.
man.
.
"THE THING"
Joan Lennon,Station House,
Straffan
Richard Farrell,
'0
. Rd., Treasurer.
We again ask Kildare County Council Sec./PRO

MAYNOOTH TIDY
TOWNS
COMMITTEE

- "

-

l'

$.:..•••-

~

In Monasterevan last night 14!2/90 the

Leinster Assoc. of Angling Clubs met
to discuss the pr()pos~s of the ~nis~er
of Marine John Wilson T.D. to the
representative anglers to except or reject them.
After discussing the Miruster's proposals for over two hours it was decided on
a show of hands to except them unanimously and the large gathering of
anglers in a very hopeful mood that the
outstanding issues of Fish Fanning,
Fann Pollution, Effluent Treatment
Plants, etc., will be dealt with using
calm, cool dialogue for the bettennent
of angling and the environment in
general. I would lil,ce in particular to
thank Mr. John Wilson T.D. for his
timeless efforts to bring the rod Li-

ROD -LICENCE
DISPUTE
cence to a satisfactory conclusion alsO
Emmet Stagg who supported outcampaign from start to finish, Mr. Alan
Dukes T.D. for the pressure he imposed ncertain politicians, Jim Kemmy
of the Workers Party and last but not
least Bobby Molloy who had first hand
know~edge of the hardship and bankruptcy of many of his constituents in
Connacht because of an unjllstpiece of
legislation~ ' Finally I woWd like, to
thank our Chainnan Joe Barrett who

worked tirelessly and courageously
against a lot of misguided propaganda,
also Dennot Carbury our Vice Chairman, who's cool, calm assertiveness
took us out of many a sticky meeting.
The Leinster Association of Angling
Clubs was disbanded last night after
achieving what it set out to do, the
abolition of the Rod Licence. It has
been a privilege and an honour for me
to have worked with all of the above,
and I am sure that if the need should
ever arise in the future the Anglers of
'Lelnster will not be found wanting:

Jim Carroll
Ex.-Secretary of the Leinster
Asociation of Angling Clubs.

\dt

D..A.Y NURSERY,
A WHOLE NEW IDEA IN NURSERY CARE.
KIDS KOTTAGE DAY NURSERY WAS SET UP IN SEPTEMBER BY GERALDIN E SCANLON.
A GRADUATE OF CHILDCARE FROM BOTH THE COLLEGE OF CATERING CATHAL BRUGHA :,TR EET
AND THE LONDON MONTESSORI CENTRE, WHO HAS SPENT THE PAST 7 YEARS WORKI NG 'tilT H
.
NURSERY CHILDREN.
IT IS LOCATED IN A COTTAGE IN OLD GREENFIELD AND IS TOTALLY GIVEN OVER TO DAY
NURSERY SERVICES. THE AIM OF THE NURSERY IS TO PROVIDE A HAPPY STIMULATING
AND HOMELY ATMOSPHERE.
OPENING AT 7.30 A.M. IT IS IDEAL FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO CATCH THE FIRST TRAIN
AND STAYS OPEN UNTIL 6.30 P.M.
SERVICES OFFERED INCLUDE FULL DAY CARE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES.
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE ARE ,MONTESSORI SESSIONS 9.30 - 12. 30.
TODDLER GROUP 9.30 - 12.30 AND AFTERSGHOOL CHILDREN WHO CAN BE LEFT AT THE
NURSERY BY THE LO~AL SCHOOL BUS.
MEALS WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.
THE PLAY FACILITIES IN THE NURSERY ARE EXTENSIVE AND ARE DESIGNED TO CATER FOR
CHILDRENS NEEDS IN ORDER TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.
PARENTS ARE INVITED TO DROP IN FOR A CHAT WITH GERALDINE OR IF THIS IS NOT CONVENIENT
SHE CAN BE CONTACTED AT 285633 ANYTIME.
PRICES AVAILABLE OM REQUEST.

~ ~erfect

§·ift

for Mothers TIa~
CooRerM ' 8af(t\1,{\1,8 ' r{cttO\1, , rIOW-r{ct{O\1,
100'5 of Sifts for MOtt to c~oose
The Maynooth Bookshop !
The Square Maynooth

PIle 286702
for Hother! DOl(
S(j(ltia,( 25th Haren
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CROSSWORD
NO. 28 BY SPRITE
t .,

ACROSS
8. Greek who'd feel at home in the
Roost (8).
9. Plains of South America (6).
10. Chant to nine badly (6).
11. Like the banks on Sundays, closed
(8).
12 Japanese religion, sounds like Scottish hurling (6).
13. So, Basset, it's fire proof (8).

15. Where the beasts are sold on the
Dublin Road (4).
17. Bette Davis award winning fIlm
(7).

19. Make a word from initials on my
car (7).
22. Just a female horse (4).
24. Mix H with my taste for a blue
violet gem (8).
27. Red eel gave a dirty look (6).
29. Mix up nine green for one who
constructs (8).
30. Nat sobs at the truncheons (6).
31. Raw cod is without curage (6).
32. A waterfall disease of the eye (8).

Name ••••••• 4 '
Address ••••
•

i

I

••••••••••••••••••• '

., ••••••••••••••

"

"

•••••

II •••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 . . . . . . .

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD
NO. 27

DOWN
1. Awful smell (6).
2. Accuse Denis, in short, with one
sixteenth of a pound (8).
3. Sounds like wheel covers could be
exhausting (8).
4. Narrow minded islander (7).
5. Lob map, badly but with assurance
(6).

6. AsheS at the end of the ninth, eleventh and twelfth months (6).
7. Sounds like the bloody puss is in a
classification of its own (8).
14. Heavenly rats (4).
16. Slam the giving of charity (4).
18. No, not me, D, it's a Canadian town
(8).

20. Celbridge first, and Donabate last,
produce an unwed person (8).
21. Rue overt proposal (8):
23. Entice rat with tact (7).
25. Formosa once, a twain now (6).
26, Yes, lid provides dividends (6).
28. Cue Hun for a gelded harem resident (6).

WINNER OF CROSSWORD
NO. 27 (£5 prize)
Phyllis Higgins, 127, Railpark,
Maynooth.
Closing date for receipt of entries

Tues. 20th March, at 5 p.m.
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House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: 285544
QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME

5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.00
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £11.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
LARGE

RARG~

OF SHADES AND

LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

'~==============================================~
/
Look! Builders & Farmers

Scaffolding Be Towers
HIRE - DELIVER & ERECT.

Contact:

MICHAEL J PAYNE
CLONCURRY, DUBLIN RD .
•
ENFIELD, co. MEATH

QUOTATIONS FREE PHONE:

0405 -41532

UA 'bUACA L LA

SeOSAtll

J. BUCKLEY.

MAIN ST.

HAYNOOTH.

HARDWARE SPECIALS
NIGHT LATCHES FROM £7.59
2t"3" 5 LEVER DEADLOCK £16.95
, 2~n CHUBB 5 LEVER DEADLOCKS FROM £19.76
BLACK & DECKER SMOKE ALARM £10.95
JACK H.P. HANDSAW NOW ONLY £7.55
10L - WHITE & MAGNOLIA EMULSION £17.95
FULL KEY CUTTING SERVICE WHILE-U-WAIT
CAR KEY'S £2.00, CYLINDER 90p
LOCKER, CHUBB, SAFE,
GARDEN SEED'S NOW IN STOCK,
ONION SET'S. 59p lb.
GARDEN SPADE'S £13.79,

,

L.H SHOVEL'S £11.28

TIMBER, CEMENT, LIME, HARDWALL

/

VICTIMS OF CRIME
Most of you reading this article will at
some stage in your life have known
somebody who has been the victim of
crime and who have been particularly
distressed by the experience. Victims
of serious assaults, burglary, bag snatching etc. suffer high levels of distress
from their trauma. We the Gardai come
face to face with such individuals in the
course of our daily duties. However
because of the various commitments of
other duties we do not have sufficient
time to deal at a person to person level
with such victims. Compassion and
sympathy often compel a Garda to stay
and chat to a victim and try and reassure them. However several other calls
are waiting to be attended to by the
member.
The main function of the Gardai in any
crime situation is to try and fmd out
who committed the Crime and apprehend the offender and bring him/her to
justice. Due to pressure of work and
time the Garda assistance to victims of
crime is limited. It does not come easy
to a member to rush away from the
house of a young mother with a family,
With an appeal date fixed for later this
month (March) it is appropriate to
recall the main grounds for calling the
case of the Winchester Three a miscarriage of justice.
- The arrests, which a policeman at the
trial admitted might never have happened had the three not had Irish accents.
- The flimsy circumstantial evidence
from which wildly speculative charges
were made against the three.
- The media campaign against the three
from the moment of their arrest right
through the trial.
- The intervention of Tom King in
mid-trial saying that the exercise of a
defendant's right to silence could be
interpreted as an admission of guilt.
-The savage 25 year sentences handed
down by the judge.
Concern about the case of the Winchester Three grows apace. Among
those groups and individuals who have
expressed this concern are the following:

(

GARDA TALK)

who has been burgled. A burglary
often means that the Christmas presents are all stolen; a mugging can mean
that all the money an elderly person has
for a weeks food is gone.
Now however there is in place an
Organisation known as the "Irish Association for Victims Support", 29{30
Dame Street, Dublin 2, Tel. 798673.
This association has a panel of vulunteers who have undergone an extensive
counselling training course and they
can assist in a number of ways. They
can offer advice on Insurance Claims
and compensation allpications. They
will provide information and answer
questions on Garda procedures and
court practises. In a 'nut shell' they help
to unravel a lot of legal and bureaucratic terminology. More .important
however one of these counsellors will
greatly assist in healing the psychological damage caused to the victim of
a crime by reassuring the person and
talking them through their experience
and listening to them in a patient and
humane fashion. Accordingly the vic-

MAYNOOTH
WINCHESTER
THREE SUPPORT
GROUP
In Ireland:- The Oireachtas Ad Hoc Committee
on miscarriages of justice.
- National Conference for Priests in
Ireland.
- Irish Council for Civil Liberties.
- Irish Commission for Prisoners
Overseas (under the auspices of the
Irish Catholic Bishops' Commission
for emigrants).
- Cardinal Tomas O'Fiaich.
In Britain:- Tony Benn M.P.
- Jeremy Corbyn M.P.
- Paddy Hillyard, National Council for
Civil Liberties.
- Sister Sarah Clarke
- Lord Gifford Q.C.

tim can share his/her awful ordeal with
someone suitably trained; an adviser
who will sit and hear repeated tellings
of what actually happened; this exercise may be conducted over interminable cups of tea as the counsellor
patiently offers what support they can.
Any further information may be obtained through your local gardai. The
service is there so please avail of it.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
PARADE
The usual St. Patrick's Day parade will
be held in Maynooth; this annual cultural event is expected to be bigger
than ever this coming year; between
approx 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on the 17th
March. There will be disruption of
traffic around Maynooth; be aware of
the pending inconvenience to traffic.
Please obey Gardai and Stewards.
Above all enjoy the day.

Your Local Gardai.
In the U.S.A.:- New York City Council
- Chicago City Council
- Mayor Dinkins, New York
- Judge Andrew Somers
The above is a tiny sample of the myriad groups and individuals at home and
abroad who have expressed their concern about the injustices of the case.

OTHER NEWS
- The support group was represented at
the Irish Anti-apartheid movment's
welcome home parade for Nelson
Mandela held in Dublin on Saturday
17th February.
- At its meeting of 20th February the
support group saw a video recording of
its part in the Parade of Innocence held
in Dublin last Dec.
Tom Nelson Sec.

This category of the Childrens COlouring COmpetition is for 4-7 year olds only .
Closing date for receipt of entries:

20/3/90 before 5.00

Extr. copies of the chilc4ren's colouri"rig competition page are available
In the Community Council Office .

NAME ______________---------------ADDRE •• ____________________________

Age:

~

______

The February issue of Consumer Choice
reviewed the available infonnation on
the quality of our drinking water. John
Colgan, Chainnan .of the Consumers'
Association, looks at some aspects of
what we drink in North Kildare for the
Maynooth Newsletter.

WHERE IT COMES FROM,
AND HOW

North Kildare's piped drinking water is
purchased by Kildare County council
from Dublin County Council's water ·
treatment at Leixlip and pumped (at a
not inconsiderable cost) to the various
towns, occasionally making use of a
storage reservoir. The raw Liffeywater
which passes into the Leixlip.plant has
passed over peaty and limestone soils
and is thus 'hard' ·by nature. It also,.
unfortunately, includes whatever spoil
is passed into it from drains, industrial
plants and Dublin Corporation's own
water treatment plant upstream at Bal.
lymore Eustace.

POOR WATER
QUALITY
rates. Some of the alum components
dissolve in the outgoing water, and in
certain conditions some of the floc - a
stringy, yellow, sediment - passes
through the fIlters into the consumer
supply. Until its recent extension to
produce 25 million gallons per day, the
.Leixlip works was overloaded, leading
to alum floc penetration of the filters
and ending up in the consumers' team
discolouring clothes in the wash, etc.

ALUMINIUM LEVELS IN
NORTH KILDARE'S WATER

The EC and national regulations specify a maximum allowable concentration (MAC) of aluminium in drinking
water of 200 micrograms per litre equivalent to about one hatf pound in a
large swimming pool. Routine measurements by treatment plant staff are
not published. In fact they are not
The raw water is piped into a reservoir allowed by publish this data without
where suspended solids can settle and the consent of the Oepartment of the
bacteria is given time to "die off'. It is Environment under a guidance handthen fIltered through sand to remove book of May, 1989. However, the
any organic solids. An aluminium- E.H.B.'s public Analyst's annual rebased coagulating agent, commonly ports show some of his Laboratory's
called alum, is added. This combines measurements and some independent
with clay or organic particles to fonn a academics have made measurements.
floc which settles out. Any residues of Overall, these show that the level of
floc are filtered out. The amount of aluminium in the LeiJ4ip supply has
alum to be added is found experimen- declined over the past few years as the
tally. Chlorine gas is added as a disin- following table shows!
fectant. Flouride is finally added to
prevent tooth decay. Spent sludgefrom Percentage of Samples Exceeding
the process is periodically removed Permitted Limits of Aluminium
and disposed of, often through the
sewage works, but sometimes by 1987 (average, year)
52%
dumping it into rivers. The acidity of 1988 (average, year)
28%
the water may be regulated by the
addition of soda lime or caustic soda.
River water requires more treatment In 1988 over one quarter of the time the
than groundwater and, because its drinking water contained more aluminquality fluctuates rapidly, requires more ium than the maximum levels laid down
bylaw. The yearly averages conceal
management.
widespread variations between sample
results. Of all the Dublin supplies
The process also depends on the sampled over the last quarter of 1987
water temperature, acidity and flow and the 1st quarter of 1988, the Leixlip
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works showed the largest variation - on
one occasion there was 5.5 times the
largest amount of aluminium pennitted by law and the worst case in 1987
was 46 times the maximum limit! The
1988 results suggest that there has
been a considerable improvement in
the management of the plant, illustrated by reduced spread in the sample
results. It has been reported that the
wide variation in Leixlip water quality
has been due to the dumping of aluminium spoil from the Ballymore Eustace
works into the Liffey upstream.
Having regard for. the linkage between
aluminium levels (below the MAC)
and the risk of Alzheimer's disease,
there needs to be continuing efforts
made to reduce the average levels and
spread still much further.
It is comforting to note that all of the
samples taken forthe purposes ofchecking the level of added flouride in the
Leixlip water - put there to prevent
tooth decay - met the specifications' in
both 1987 and 1988.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE

Firstly, local authorities must be required to provide anyone who asks will
all their water quality test results. This
will happen shortly, for the usual reason - the European Commission is demanding it. Secondly, the management of water treatment plants needs to
be improved; they should be required
to get the equivalent of the Q mark.
Thirdly, a safe substitute for aluminium should be used. Fourthly, unsafe
domestic chemical cleaners should be
banned - they're carcenogenic .and can
be flushed away into water sources.
Fifthly, in the interests of security, there
needs to be an (under) ground water
source substitute for vulnerable river
water supplies. And lastly, we need to
curtail the overuse of fertilisers and
pesticides which run off into our rivers.

John Colgan

XANADU

~
HAIR CREATIONS
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
UNISEX HAIR SALON

Opening Hours: HON - SAT 9.30 - 6.00
Late Night FRI - 7.30
Special Rates STUDENTS AND O.A.P.
HON - TUES - WED

~
WIND-DO SEAL LTD.
Clonlyon, Ki1cock, CO. Meath.
Tel. (0405) 57360

Draught Proofing
Attic Insulation

*

Secondary Gla;ring
Burglar Alanns

PROVIDING THE MOST EFFECTIVE DRAUGHTSEALING SYSTEM AVAILABLE
IN IRELAND TODAY FOR WINDOWS AND DOORS.

*

*

WIND-DO SEAL MATCHES THE COLOUR OF YOUR WINDOWS AND DOORS.
;,

WINDOWS AND ". DOORS RESUME NORMAL USE AFTER FITTING WIND-DO SEAL

*

*

WIND-IX> SEAL CARRIES FULL FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE.

EXTENSIvE WORK ALREADY CARRIED OUT IN MAYNOOTH AREA
WHAT IX> I IX> JfEIT?
REPLY TODAy AND YOU WILL REDUCE YOUR HEATING BILLS

ALSO YOU WILL CONSIDERABLY IMPROVE THE COMFORT LEVEL OF YOUR HOME
FOR

FREE SURVEY AND EXPERT ADVICE

Contact:

JOHN MC MANUS, WIND-DO SEAL LTD.
CLONLYON
KIr..cOCK
CO. MEATH
REMEMBER WITH WIND-IX> SEAL YOU HAVE NOTHING TO LOOS~ ONLY
YOUR DRAUGHTS!

),

Country Shop Restaurant
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
LATE NIGHT OPENINGS EVERY THURSDAY,
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
AS AND

FROM FRIDAY 16th

~CH 1990
, -.~

5 COURSE DINNER MENU
AND

A LA CARTE AVAILABLE
, SMALL -PARTIES CATERED FOR,

FOR

R~ERVATIONS,

ENQUI,R IES, ETC

Graphic grass and Mirror Co.
POllnd Lane Maynooth Pllone: 286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved

tty
~

and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
.
Double glazed units.

Shelves, Tabletops. Perspex, Laminated Safety Glass.

.

Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.

~VJ..
~

~==========================~---

COYNE & BERGIN
UN l'T 9 MA.Yl'K)()TI-I S / C
TEL: 289066

WATCH OUT FOR THIS MONTHS
SPECIAL TREAT FOR
, MOTH E.R 'S DAY
WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

4

A HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY

39
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are aV()lIable
in the Community Council Office.

NAME __________________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________________

AGE __________

~

____________

THIS CATEGORY OF THE CHILDRENS COLOURING

~

________________

COMPETITION, IS FOR 8-12 YEAR OLDS ONLY.

CLOSING DATE FOR RECEIPT OF ENTRIES: 20/3/90

40

BEFORE 5.00

VISIT THE GREAT HALL OF THE LEINSTER ARMS
SAVOUR THE OAK SMOKED SALMON A L RYE
'TAGHADOE EGG MAYONAISE
OR
TRY THE GEAROID MOR T-BONE
OR
GEAROID OG MINUTE STEAK
WE WILL BE PLEASED TO CATER FOR ALL YOUR CULINARY NEEDS

WE OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE, COUPLED WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE
TO GUARANTEE A SATISFIED

CUSTOMER.

CARVERY LUNCHES EVERYDAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS
, CONFIRMATION, COMMUNIONS ETC.

I

\

MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town Mall, Maynooth, County Kildare
Telephone 01 • 286888

ALL TYPES OF
CURTAINS, RAILS, BLINDS
SUPPLIED Be FITTED
ESTIMATES FREE
OpeniJ;";g Hours:
CLOSED MONDAY

WED: 1Oam - 1pm

TUES: 10am - 5.30pm

THURS/FRI/SAT: 10am - 5.30pm
41
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Monslers of the Past

Protoceratops
(PRO-toe-SER R'o-tops)
WINNERS OF COLOURING
COMPETITION
4 -7 years
1st Stephen O'Malley,
60, Carton Court, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

2nd James Cullen,
Baltracey, Donadea,
Naas, Co. Kildare.

3rd Gillian Corbally,
22 Maynooth Park, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

8 -12 years
1st Brian Gannon,
Mulhussey, Kilcock,
Co. Meath.

3rd Robert Dunne,
Mulhussey, Kilcock,
Co. Kildare.

2 DOWN
3j1';Qll'J Z 'NMOO "33S ' XOj ·.

'llUInH '?OO ,

2nd Nichola Horn,
80, Maynooth Park,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
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MAYNOOTH SNOOKER
CLUB
MAIN ST., MAYNO(YI'H

Now Under New M anage.menl

*

11 FULL SIZE SNOOKER TABLES

*

OPEN 12pm - 11pm, 7 DAYS A WEEK

*

LUNCH TIME SNACKS

SPECIAL DAYTIME RATES FOR UMEMPLOYED (UP TO 6pm)

I

STUDENT RATE NOW AVAILABLE £1.80 PER HOUR

*

THURSDAY BLITZ NIGHTS

Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE THE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 286644
1.

Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP
is grea~er we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = 50p LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebi~s, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

WOLITICALPARTYNOTES)
FIANNAFATh REJECTS
MA YNOOTH POST
PRIMARY
As advised in the previous issue of the
Maynooth Newsletter, the Labour
Party sought the restoration of the Pupil
Teacher Radio in Maynooth Post Primary School.
At the meeting of the Vocational Educational Committee held on the 12th of
Feb. Deputy Stagg tabled the following motion:
"That the Pupil Teacher ratio in
Maynooth Post Primary School be
restored to the 1988/89 level".
The motion was not accepted by the
chairman of the V.E.C. Paddy Power
(father of Sean) for about half an hour.
However persistent demands by Deputy Stagg led to the discussion of the
matter. Only the Labour Party Reps.
on the V.E.C. voted in favour of the
motion with F.F. and P.G. voting
against. We would also like to advise
the people of Maynooth that Gerry
Brady a member of the V.E.C. did not
even think it fit to attend the meeting.
The local F.F. Cumann should think
twice before it attempts to con the public
in to thinking that they are concerned
abut the education of young people in
Maynooth. We will show them up for
what they are. We make no apologies
for that.

RAILWAY CROSSING FOR
PIPED T.V. CABLE
Arising from requests from Moyglare

ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED

( LABOUR NOTES)
Res. Assoc., Deputy Stagg tabled a
Dail question to the Minister for Transport concerning the delay in granting
permission to Maynooth Relay's to
bring their cable across the Railway
line. The question was refused but it
has caused resultant waves.
Mr. Gallagher of the C.LE. Chairman's
Office has advised Deputy Stagg that
negotiations are at an advanced stage
and it was likely agreement would be
reached within a week.

CONVENT ROAD

FOOTPATH - CHAPTER TO
COLLEGE FOOTBRIDGE
Strong representations have been made
by John McGinley concerning the
condition of the footpath from the
Chapter to the .College Footbridge.

FLOODING NEWTOWN
As a result of complaints from residents of the area John McGinley had
written to Kildare County Council
concerning the incorrect piping of the
ditches in the area. This was done by a
developer in the area who used an inadequate pipe to cope for the surface
water.

JOAN SLADE
John McGinley has made representations to Kildare County Council concerning the deterioration in the road
surface at Convent Road. He has requested that it be included in the 1990
Works Programme.

LIGHTS - PHASE 3
GREENFIELDS

Concern has been expressed by residents of the area about the recent development of Parson Lodge. The surface
water from Parson Lodge is piped into
the Joan Slade. This has increased the
height level of the Joan Slade and Johh.
McGinley has made representation to
Kildare County Council concerning this
matter.

O'NEILL PARK
Following his recent visit to houses in John McGinley has· requested Kildare
Greenfields John McGinley made rep- County Council to take immediate
resentations to the County Engineer action to repair the road surface in
cncerning the considerable number of
O'Neill Park.
Public Lights which were not wOrki!1g.
The County Engineer has advised that Maynooth Branch Labour Party Monthe request for repairs was notified to ster Table Quiz in Caulfields on 29th
the E.S.B. for urgent attention.
March at 8.30 p.m.

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES

An Environmental Committee to monitor the state of the environment in the was found to have such a high level of
North Kildare area has been established nitrates (thought to be of agricultural
by the Workers' Party. This follows the origin) as to threaten all plant and anirelease of the fmdings of a survey of mal life in the c ..mal. The river Liffey
water quality in the area specially was also found to contain four times
commissioned by the party. This sur- the permitted level of aluminium, which
vey, carried out by the Environmental is suspected of being linked to the
Conservation Organisation, found the occurrence of Alzheimer's Disease.
Rye River to be grossly polluted by As a follow-up to the report, the Worksewage at a point on the Maynooth side ers' party has prepared an . EnvironofLeixlip. In addition, the Royal Canal mental Charter for the North Kildare

area. This Charter identifies a wide
range of elements of the living environment which are endangered by actual
and potential pollution problems. These
include waterways and other amenities, drinking water, noise, litter and
waste, atmosphere, energy, pesticides
and other chemicals, and transportation. The charter outlines what has to
be done, both locally and nationally, to
protect our environment from these
threats.
In order to pursue the aims of the
Environmental Charter, abroad! y based

Environmental Committee has been
established with the purpose of campaigning 'f or a better living environment for the residents of all of the
North Kildare area. Membership of
this Committee is open to all who wish
to involve themselves in this campaign.
Further information available from
Commissioner Catherine Murphy at
244903, or in Maynooth at 285241.

/

BARTONS
NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS TOBACCONISTS
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

t~....
L.LL

FRUIT

MAGAZINES

GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

National

LOTIERY

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCllUR NAISIUNTA

TABLE QUIZ SUCCESS
The Maynooth Branch of the Workers'
Party held a very successful Table Quiz .
in Caulfield's Lounge on February 13
last. We wish to thank EthnaCarey for
making the venue available and all
those who so generously sponsored our
spot prizes. Congratulations to all the
prizewinners.

r
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GREENFIELD ' SUPERMARKETS ~

~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE ~
Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am ) pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.
One free
I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW,
AGENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES

LEAFLET CmCULATED
The MaynootI1 Braq.ch recently circulated an information l~afletto all houses
in th~ Maynooth area. As part of the
Workers' Party nationwide pglicy of
maintaining ongoing links with the
people (and not just ~ppeafing around
election time), such leatIetswill. be
distributed on a regular basis.

/

NUZSTOP
~INSIREET~
TEL NO: 286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS , COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGlIT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS

YOUTH CONFERENCE
OPElUNGHOURS:

Five members of the Maynooth Branch
attended the Workers' Party AnnlJal
Youth Conference in mid February.
The Conference discussed a wide range
of topics, "including the need for a'
comprehenSIve education programme
on AIDS, a task force on emigration,
the right to information on all pregnancy options, and the need to repeal
the archaic laws on homosexuality. The
Conference also welcomed the process
of democratisation in Eastern ~u~ope,
stating that "Socialism can only be
successful if it is firmly linked to
democracy and pluralism".

T-SHIRTS

BACK PATCHES

7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)
8.00 A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)

'~==================================~
/
~pat i=laid tt CO. Ltd
I..PRPO-I I\A\'rNXJIH

FH: 286508

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER::>
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
ft-Q\E 286508

WE'RE COING PLACES!

Maynooth Office Supplies .
ARE NOW AT

FINERTY HOUSE, DUBLIN ROAD,
MAYNOOTH
Tel: 286468/285900. Fax: 285900.

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER!
BUY A BROTHER AX1..5 PORTABLE
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER
FOR ONLY £315 AND GET A
FREE TYPIST'S SWIVEL CHAIR! ~
(OFFER ENDS 31st MARCH, 1990)

t"

PHOTOCOPYING/FAX/TYPING SERVICE
You can now get all your needs under one roof!

I.

.PRINTING - STATIONERY -TYPEWRITERS
CALCULATORS -PHOTOCOPIERS - FAX MACHINES
OFFICE FURNITURE - RUBBER STAMPS - COMPUTER
PRINTING AND SUPPLIES - SIGNS - DISPLAY AIDS
OPEN: 9.00-5.30 Mon.-Fri. 9.30-1.00 Sat.

JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.
TEI,EVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE .
•
FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY - SATURDAY~9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
NEH & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARANTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

c. p~ L.
Main St.,

Motor Factors

Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel: 01/286628/286301

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND T~ACTORS,
~,..... BATTERIES, PLUGS,
EXHAUS!;S, BRAKE PADS

~~

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Undftt.k~n

WREATHS

.nd

Compl~'~

HEAOSTONE~

Funeral Furnishen
MOURNING COACHES

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

FUNERAL WREATHS

045/68482

Q"~

UNDERTAKERS TO
MAYNOOTIf MORTALITY
... ..... .
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
,,":J

•

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

-------------@TREETTALKIN~------------RUBBISH
Now that the green bins are in evidence
all along the estates, it is sad to note that
all sorts of rubbish is still being "flydumped" around the town. The Avenue, which should be one fa the glories
of our local environment, is used as a
handy tip by some householders, with
supermarket bags full of rubbish thrown
under the trees. And out the Straffan
Road, near Dowdstown Stud, someone
has emptied a load of old wooden fruit
boxes at the side of the road. Other
idiots take the presence of bottle-banks
in Quinnsworth car parks as an invitation to leave assorted waste alongside
them.
Quinnsworth are to be commended for
giving space to these Rehab bottle
banks, particularly in the face of such
thick vandalism. Could the bottle-bank
model not be extended to other types of
rubbish retrieval? The council could
make available at suitable locations
large and covered skips where people
could dump the sort of stuff that cannot
go into a dustbin - t!I~_2.I.Q_!!l~_ttress,

garden refuse, the clapped-out cooker,
etc. Otherwise these things end up
disfiguring local beauty spots, such as
the little piece of woodland out at
Taghadoe. A well maintained skip,
. exchanged for an empty one on a regular basis, could go a long way to eliminate rubbish abuse. Maynooth's need
for some such developed scheme is
particularly pressing, as it is twenty
miles to the council tip at Kilcullen.
Having spent half-an-hour or so, and
severallitres of petrol in getting there,
one is then charged a pound or more to
enter into a quarry of mud and stink to
jettison any rubbish. In our environment-conscious SOCiety, proper wastedisposal management requires more
than this hole-in-the-ground approach.

NAKED WOMEN
This column has been remarkably restrained, in that we have been one of the
few mouthpieces not to comment on
. the changes which have swept througb

-------c
Chicken Blanquette

GARNISH
Chopped parsley
Cook the chicken as on the previous
page; put 1 whole onion and 1 whole
carrot in the pan with the chicken at the
start of the cooking period. Add the
remaining carrots and onions about 35
minutes before the bird is cooked, so
they can be served around it. When the

Chicken Supreme

r

For visits further afield, see Travel
Options. Last month we regretted the
loss of a local travel agency, but ~e
lack has immediately been remedied
by the opening of Travel Options in the
square, next to the bookshop.

BOB'S KITCHEN)

chicken is cooked, strain off 300 mVl/
2 pint stock. Carve the chicken neatly,
put on to a hot dish the whole vegetables. Heat the butter in a pan, stir in
the flour and cook slowly for 2 to 3
minutes. Gradually blend in the milk,
cream and. most of the 300 mVl/2 pint
stock. Stir as the sauce comes to the
boil and thickens; season well. Blend
the egg yolks with the remaining stock,
whisk into the sauce and cook gently,
without boiling, for several minutes.
Spoon the sauce over the chicken,
garnish with chopped parsley. Serves
6.

1 large chicken with giblets
salt and pepper
sprig parsley
sprig thyme
13 small onions
13 small carrots
Sauce
50g/2 oz butter
50g/2oz flour
150 mVl/4 pint milk
150 mVI/4 pint single cream
300 mVl/2 pint chicken stock
2 egg yolks

"The Roost' in recent months. However, the embellishments on the outside of the pub which were added in the
course of February bring a new dimension to the street furniture of our town.
A row of statues at first-storey height
ring the premises. The figures outside
the pub give real meaning to the corny
old saying about the Irishman who's always ready to fight his way past a
crowd of naked women to get to the bar
for a drink. Or perhaps they have been
erected to test the resolution of seminarians making their way to the college
gates.
Just across from "The Roost" is another
addition to the town's facilities, in the
shape of an 'amusement" hall next to
Mr. McNamara's shop. We believe
that this has video machines and pool
tables, but we have not visited the place.

4 cooked chicken breasts
25g11 oz butter
25 gil oz flour
300 mVl/2 pint chicken stock
150 mVl/4 pint milk
salt and pepper
2 egg yolks
3 tablespoons double cream
1-2 tablespoons dry; sherry

GARNISH
2 egg, hard-boiled and chopped
paprika
chopped parsley

Skin the chicken breasts. Heat the
butter in a large pan, stir in the flour and
cook for 2 to 3 minutes over a low heat.
Gradually add the stock and milk. Stir
as the sauce comes to the boil and
begins to thicken; it should not be too
thick at this stage. Season lightly.
Beat the egg yolks, cream and sherry
together. Pour a little hot sauce over
the egg yolk mixture, whisking hard
as you do so, then return to the saucepan. Place the chicken breasts into the
sauce. Lower the heat so there is no
possibility of the sauce reaching boiling point and simmer for 10 minutes;
do not cover the pan. Stir several times
during this period. Serve the chicken
and sauce topped with the eggs, paprika and parsley. Cooked rice is the
ideal accompaniment.

FUNERAL UNDERTAKERS
ROCHFORT & SONS
CONNAUGHT ST., KILCOCK

t

t

FUNERAL HOME (NO CHARGE) OPENED
-NEXT TO KILCOCK POST OFFICE
ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
FULL FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE, MOURNING,

Jrf... _

COACHES, WREATHS, HEADSTONES, ETC.

~-

PHONE 287470

il l

;1f-Flapnootb JfcwcIlcrs
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Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
CO. Kildare
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS

~

SEIKO:

ROV ADA,CITZEN, ADEC,

Q &: Q, DIGITAL

~

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
,

~
"-1l>/~

~'"

-

•.!

GALWAY, CAVAN

&

TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BEt:t.m & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

~~0

$~

BLINDS
UNI S MALC:f\E
BL INJv16KERS, L nvntED

cm..rnINA(H, IEIXLIP
244943 PNYTllv£

e
YOUR LOCALBLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVe YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED
'-,{

-I
I
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onceagainourAG.M.wasverypoor;y [
attended but after due deliberation by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
the same old few it was decided to go
ahead and again have the Community
MAYNOOTH
Games for 1990. No doubt we will hear
during the year 'it's the same officers
COMMUNITY GAMES
again this year", but that is because no
one new turned up at the AG.M. So
with renewed optimism and vigour on fore 7th March. Following are the
we go to the 1990 games. After all, if dates of events, subject to availability,
we don't go forward the children of Art 12th may - Post Primary 10 a.m. Maynooth are the ones that will miss 1 p.m. Athletics 13th May - G.AA
out at the end of the day. We have Field, Swimming 21 st April- Stewarts
entered indoor teams in Badminton, Pool and Gymnastics Thursday 26th
Volleyball and Draughts. We will enter April. At this stage we would ask that
outdoor teams in Variety, Football, all perpetual trophies be returned to the
Soccer, HardcourtTennis and Hurling. Community Council Office on or beSelection for the Variety team will take fore 31 st March and in a proper condiplace at the drama classes in the Ger- tion for this years winners. We need
aldine Hall on Tuesday 6th March and them back by the end of March as
Wednesday 7th March between 3.30 - games get under way in April this year,
5.00 p.m. If you are interested in the so as to avoid County Finals claShing
Variety team and cannot make either of with the "World Cup".
these dates leave your name in to the The County Board are running a
Community Council Office on or be- social on 23rd March in Lumville

our

Juveniles: The Leinster Cross Country
Championships have now been completed and many of our athletes were
selected on Kildare teams for these
events as well as representing their
club. Conor Diggins and Niall Byrne
won two bronze medals each. In boys
u/9 Conor finished 16, in u/lO Conor
was 19th and Niall 38th and in boys u/
11 Niall was 18th and they figured on
the Kildare team which was third in
these age groups. Paul Flood fmished
34th in boys u/15, Carmel Noonan 7th
in girls u/17 and Christopher Byrne
42nd in boys u/14 and they all made the
Kildare scoring six in their events
winning bronze medals in each case.
While these were our only medal winners all our athletes admitted themselves excellently as they had done in
the Kildare Championships and it must
be remembered that this season is the
first taste of Cross Country running for
most of them. Results from the Leinster Championships were:

MAYNOOTH ATHLETIC
CLUB
rah Adderley, 68 Susan Adderley, 75
Virginia Breslin, 76 Laura Kearney.
Girls u/12: 43 M. Gillick, 48 Shauna
Feeney, 70 Tracey Kearney, 91 Linda
Haran, 101 L. Kearney, 103 Dervla
McDermott.
Girls u/13: 30 Aisling Redmond, 42
Emer O'Sullivan, 56 Shauna Feeney,
66 T. Kearney, 86 D. McDermott.
Girls u/14: 22 Emma McCluskey, 49
A Redmond, 52 E. O'Sullivan, 60 G.
Haran.
Girls u/t5: 24 E. McCluskey, 31 F.
Redmond.
Girls u/16: 36 Fiona Redmond.
girls u1l7: 7 Carmel Noonan.
'Boys-u/9: 16 C. Diggins.
Boys UIlO: 19 C. Diggins, 38 N. Byrne.
Boys u/ll: 18 N. Byrne.
Boys u/13: 83 Stephen McCluskey.
Boys u/14: 42 C. Byrne, 45 Niall Gillick.
Boys u/15: 34 P. Flood, 37 N. Gillick,
38 C. Byrne.

Girls u/9: 47 Irene Kearney, 56 Joy
O'Neill, 66 Pearl Byrne.
Veterans: Patsy McCluskey and Liam
Girls u/1 0: 36 Susan Adderley, 82 Irene McNamee scored a great double when
Keamey, 96 Catherine Duff.
taking the ladies 0/35 and men 0/40
titles at Donabate with gre'1-t support
Girls u/ll: 26 Michell Gillick, 39 Sa- from their team mates, the club were

House, tickets £5 each, includes a emal
and a dance, great value at today's
prices! Tickets can be had from Norah
McDermott, Community Council Office, Main Street, Maynooth. Tel.
285922.

The Committee for 1990 as follows:
Chairperson - Eilis O'Malley
Vice Chairman - Paddy Hanley
Secretary - Norah McDermott
Treasurer - Madeline Stynes
P.R.O. - Phil McLoughlin
Company Member
- Norah McDermott
Co. Delagates: Eilis O'Malley, Philip
McDermott.
Committee: Philip McDermott, Frances
Kearney, Bernie O'Shea, Margaret
McLoughlin, Marion Brennan, Breda
Gormally.

Ii~
'

II
II

, 2nd in both events. Subsequently,Patsy
took the All Ireland 0/40 Title at Buttevant with Liam finishing 3rd in this
event. Helen Redmond was third in the
All Ireland with the Ladies taking 2nd
Club. In between the ladies took 3rd 0/
30 team at Enfield.
Leinster Ladies 0/35: 1st Patsy
McCluskey, 7th Helen Redmond, 13
Frances Kearney.
Leinster Ladies 0/30: 2nd Patsy
McCluskey, 9th Helen Redmond, 13th
Frances Kearney.
Leinster Ladies 0140 1st Patsy McCluskey, 3rd Helen Redmond, 14th M. Gillick, 15th M. Gleeson.
Leinster Men 0/40: 1st Liam
McNamee, 4th Brian Redmond, 19th
Dave Jolley.
Leinster Men 0/35: 19th Brian Redmond, 20th Dave Jolley.
Leinster Men 0/45: 7th Brian Redmond.
All Ireland 0/40: 3rd Liam McNamee,
15th Dave Jolley.
Training 'continues at the G.A.A
grounds each Tuesday and Thursday
7.00 to 7.45. Anyone wishing to join
should come along on these nights or
contact any committee member at any
time.

*
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PROPERTY HOUSE, \fAYNOOTH, CO KILDARf.
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IN' POST
Leixlip
-244704/245587
DANCING AT

CLUB EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT TO LIVE BAND'S FOLLOWED
LATE BAR, DANCING FROM 9.30 - 2.00AM

v ....LnJi.;V

SATURDAY MARCH
MARCH
"
MARCH
"

WALSH BAND
NUMBERS

MUSIC IN

"

MARCH 24TH - EZ FEELIN

"

MARCH 31ST - DAVE MAHER
AND HIS BAND

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT - NO COVER CHARGE
"ll:U1..LJU

.

AND SNACKS SERVED ALL DAY

4 COURSE LUNCH ONLY £4.90

(~~========~~==========================-/

HARDWATER(SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD S11ELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend on
solution to the problem.

economi~ll

Water Softeners, Filters to remove Iron, Lead, Aluminium & Dirt

WATER PURIFIERS
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrens town ( Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631 (24 llours)
C1

The A.G.M. of Maynooth Golfing Society was held on Tuesday, January
30th last in the I.C.A. Hall, Maynooth.
The meeting was well attended and the
following Officers and Committee were
elected for the forthcoming season.
President: John Carey
Secretary: Sean Tracey
Treasurer: Joe Moore
Captain: Mick Dempsey
Vice-Captain: Paddy Foy

MAYNOOTH
GOLFING
SOCIETY
Kavanagh, H. Carty, M. Scanlon and
L. Farrelly.
Listed below are the outings for the
1990 Season

Committee: R. Delamere, P. Brazil, D.
Nyland, G. McTernan, W. Moore, T.

March 3rd
THE HEATH
April 7th
TULLAMORE
May 17-20th
WALES (WEEKEND)

June 16th
ATHLONE
(SEAMUS MOORE MEMORIAL)
Sept. 1st
ARDEE (pRESIDENT'S OUTING)
October 13th
EDENDERRY
Please note that the Membership fee
must be paid on or before our 1st.
Outing to the Heath on March 3rd next.
New members welcome. For further
information please contact any Committee member.
Sean Tracey,
Hon. Secretary.

Orla Gannon and Nadine Foley of the Heron Synchro-gym Club in a
bench routine at the Club's recent gymnastics display.

NEW FIeXidiet
FROM CAMBRIDGE
New Cambridge Flexidiet - the diet that helps you to
slim whilst still eating the foods you love. Crunchy
fruit and nut muesli, chocolate -coated cereal bars
and an extensive menu of delicious low calorie
recipes for your evening meal. For further details
contact your Counsellor now.

Canlbridge

CfiOlCES

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40
£22
£15

£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
·Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months Of over if payment
is made in advance.

MARY FARRELL
28 Carton Court, Maynooth
Phone: (01)286613

A lee 01 £2 is charged lor classified
advertisements. 01 course , there is no
charge on acknowtedgements , nolices.
Le . birthdays, missing items , etc

f'.

~u

I-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
TEL: 285387

Dublin FlQad,
Maynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
and

DYNA

Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

SUMMERHILL 0405-57115

Montessori Playschool
103 Carton Court,
Maynooth.
: (01) 286593

-

FEES:

/<"'-l.'

.~

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 a.Di. .,.. 12.15 p.m .
PAYABLE WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
"RANGE OF ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE
Montessori Programme ~arning Through Play, Arts + Crafts,Basic Irish.
Please contact Angie at the above
P.E.A.C.H. MONTESSORI & I.P.P.A. TRAINED

(
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ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARADE

'THING"

r1

SPECIAL REPORT

by
A. PRILFUHL

on
PAGE 70

The Maynooth Accordion Band

For ail yoUr Catering reqliirements
contact

PeI;ep 0'8.188 adWldd
"WooDVILLE",

pAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTHi

FULL RANc;eOF tABLewARE

co.

Co.LWL

KILDARE. PHONE

FOR HIRE

286566

MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTHCO~TY

COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Helen O'Connor Watson
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the Newsletter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynoo~h Newsletter,
.. Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
Tuesday, 17th April 1990
at 5:00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
TheMaynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generallycarry any material submitted ot it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committeereserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional· interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Maynooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted after
thecopydatewill not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydaie.

-------- (EDITORIAL ) --~SOMETHING WRONG IN
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD?
Form the reaction to the Newsletter's
appearal'lce at the St. Patrick's Day parade last month, we can take it that our
view of the Thing in the Square is shared
by many. While we were awarded the
prize for the funniest entry in the parade,
we would like to think that the politicians
and other influential people on the reviewing platform will take our message
seriously.
This thing is a blot on our landscape
which must be removed. No amount of
plans to beautify it, put extra floors on it,
hide it with shrubbery, will convince us
that this thing should stay. When something is so obviously wrong in the neighbourhood, who are you going to call?
Don't call us, or Rose Violet - call the
people who put it there. Ask for a few
JCB'stocomealongandknockthewhole
edifice down. There would be enough
towns people ready and willing to help.
And lest anyone feel that another building should be put there, forget it. What
the town needs is a square, with an open
aspect leading up to the Canal bridge,
bounded by the Georgian Houses on
either side. When the famous bypass is
built, the citizenry of Maynooth can
congregate in the Square once more
without being asphxiated by lead from
cars, and other more noxious substances
emanating from the abominable cesspit.

PARKING ON THE
GALWAY ROAD
And while we're on the topic ofbeautifying ollrenvironment, how about a modest suggestion to the Tidy Towns Committee, which might enable our less
environmentally aware neighbours to
amend their ways. Just put some broken
glass, nails, and other sharp objects on
the grass island, in front of the church on
the Galway Road. Then those selfish
motorists who insist on destroying the
kerbing and the grass, by throwing their
cars there every Sunday morning might
leave the grass to grow in peace. The
only.other alternative appears to be to
build a fence around that area.

troops for their contribution to the best
parade seen in the town for many yars.
While in previous years, the parade participants had to battle past traffic threading its way through the town, this year,
everything went smoothly because of the
well organised bypass arrangements. The
frequent mentions of the parade on the
radio no doubt helped to swell the crowds.

WINCHESTER THREE
Many onlookers commented on the inclusion of an entry in the parade from the
Winchester Three Support Group in what
was otherwise a lighthearted event. The
number of participants in this group
highlighted the level of concern felt in
the town about the severity of the sentence passed on the three, one of whom,
Finbar Cullen is from Maynooth.
Twenty five years is a long time to imprison someone on the grounds that 'they
must have been up to something'. Certianly, any Irish peson who refuses to
provide an explanation as to why they
were in the vicinity of a British politician's house would expect to be under as
much suspicion as a Palestinian sitting
on an Israeli Ambassador's wall. Nevertheless, all suspects are innocent until
proved guilty in law, and silence is not
necessarily an admission of guilt. the
fact that the Provisional IRA may not
adhere to such rules, doe.s not excuse any
government flouting such fundamental
rights, as the right to a fair trial.
The case of the Winchester Three is to be
appealed in April. The Newsletter extends its sympathy to the Cullen family
at this time, and hopes that justice will be
done, and be seen to be done.

MA YNOOTH SIX
Another reminder that all telephone
numbers in the Maynooth area become
seven digit from April 2nd, with the
prefix of 6 to the existing number. So,
the Community Council,Newsletter
number changes from 285922 to
6285922. Don't just note this yourself,
but Illak~ sure that your likely callers
.
know it too.

THANKS TO THE GARDA!
Back to the topic of the St. Patrick's Day
parade -congratulations and many thanks
to Sergeant Canny and his dedicated
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We wish to ap<?logise for the mistake in
the Editorial which referred to the deceased Archbishop Mcnamara. This
should have read Bishop Lamont.

13 Somerton,
Rochestown Ave.,
Dunlaoire,
Co. Dublin.
Dear Editor,
My husband and I, along with our two
children have decided to move to
Mayllooth. We are really excited about
relocating and look forward to life in
Kildare. There is, however, one cloud on
our horizon - The Tolls. I feel that we are
taxed enough and to further penalize us
for having to go to work everyday is
bordering on the immoral. Perhaps it is
time for the people who are going to be
subject to this toll to unite and make
themselves heard. I for one, would be
most happy to help out in anyway I can.
If you have heardof any action group - or
if anyone else outtheie feels as put out as
I do - please let's get together arid fight
this one together.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
does not and should not involve residents
windows being broken, or phones and
cars being vandalised or families being
woken up at unearthly hours, and unfortunately this is what is happening to
some residents.
It is sad that a minority of students who
act in such a childish manner are diminishing the good relationship that we have
been commended for, as mentioned
above.
If anybody reading this is responsible for
some of the damages and disruption
caused in Maynooth, I would appreciate
it if you would think seriously about the
hassle you are causing and cop yourselves on.

Maynooth Bookshop, The Square
FMK Casuals, .
QuinnsworthShopping Mall.
Eileen & Michelle Hair Stylists,
Greenfield S.C.
Mary McMahon Hair Stylists,
Laurence Avenue.
Mrs. Matthews,
Mrs. Farrell
Sheila and David Jolly
Yours faithfully,
Noel Lysaght (Secretary)

Yours sincerely,
Pauline Madigan (President)
St. Patrick's College Students Union

Yours sincerely
Daria Roche
We hope to move in April - College
Rmid, Maynooth (Woodlands site 23).

2, Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

Dear Editor,
As a Community Council member lam
proud to say that this year we, in the Students' Union have been commended by
the majority of locals on the good relationship that exists between residents
and students in Maynooth. That is why
it is unfortunate that pen has to be put to
paper once again to convey the rift that
exists between so~e of the locals and
students in Maynooth. I think we would
all agree that everyone is entitled to go
out and enjoy themselves now and again,
and obviously students do so, more so
than any other person in society and
there's certainly nothing wrong with that.
But what is wrong is some students
outlook of 'enjoyment'. It certainly

P.~ADY

~
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Dear Editor,
The Committee of the Parent Teacher
Association of Maynooth Post Primary
School wish to thank Mrs Curran of
Moyglare Manor Hotel .for kindly allowing the Committee the hotel facilities and
for providing a meal for the function held
on Friday 23rd February in aid of the
school.
The Committee also wish to thank the
following persons and businesses for
donating prizes. .
Mulcahy Butchers, Greenfield S.C.
Top of the Crop, Main St.
McMahon Dry Cleaning

OAJ(
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Laragh,
Maynooth
Dear Editor,
Through your Newsletter please allow
me to advise our members, parents,
supporters, anyone who is interested,
that we will be holding our AGM in the
Den on Wednesday 4th April 1990 at 8
p.m.
I would particularly like to invite parents
of daughters of scout age (6 yrs to 19
yrs). We are considering expanding our
membership to cater for girls and would
like to have their views or comments.
Thanking you in anticipation. I am yours
in Scouting.
Anthony Muldowney
Unit Leader
On behalf of 8th Kildare St. Mary's Unit
Maynooth Catholic Boy Scouts of Ireland.

RIGHT TO REPLY ,
In fairness to our readers and given that
this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake the following: In the case of errors of fact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer that
person or their representative the right to
reply in this magazine subject only to reasonable' lcngh, the laws of libel and our
right to respond to such reply.

KIlLW{E

LOUNGE BAR C.I.E BUS STOP

.

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB . GRUB '
SOUp, SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES. ALWAY.s AVAILABLE
4

ANNA
HOPE

YOU HAD

A WONDERFUL

21st

FROM ALL THE GANG
IN
MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY COUNCIL ·

OFFICES
CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST -WISHES
~
'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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COMMUNITY
The fmal Community Council meeting
of this session took place this month.

COUN~IL ' NOTES

TOWN COMMISSION

mittee thanked the public for their support and the interest during the recent
collection. There have been many complaints regarding, the state of both the
Blacklion Road and the road by Carton
Wall. There is a disgusting accumulation of domestic rubbish in these areas.
Despite the clearance carried out some
years ago by the committee the refuse
has built up again and it is impossible for
the committee to clear the area again.
Kildare County Council do not have the
required resources to maintain the areas.
Anyone wishing to sign the petition
against the "Thing" in the Square may do
so at the Public Library or in the Community Council Offices. Itis very important
that residents object to any rebuilding or
renovation and continue to press for its
demolition otherwise it will be a permanent monument in the town.

The County Manager has returned the
new agreed boundary for the Town
Commission which now requires the signatures of those listed again. The Minister of the Environment is then to sign the
order giving Maynooth the Town Commission Status.

MAYNOOTH
INFORMATION
DIRECTORY
The Directory has bien deli vered to the
advertisers and to the houses in the area.
The remainder will be sold in the shops
in the Town.

TIDY TOWNS COMMITTEE
Bord Failte has circulated a document
concerning the environmental improvements throughout the country. There is
three million pounds available from the
E.C. for such projects. The document
outlines a "Theme" Aspects to villages,
towns and cities such as historical, manor,
medieval etc. The areas should concenetrate on one "Theme" and try to renovate
the towns, villages and cities to this ideal
situation. It ws decided to contact the
Chamber of Commerce and then the
College and Castle Committee with a
view to designating Maynooth as an
historical tOwn. The Tidy Towns ComNominations closed on Tuesday March
20th. There is no need to hold elections
because in all cases the number of nominations was less than/equal to the number of seats.
The following is a list of those elected:

COMMUNITY GAMES
The organisation of various events is
well under way and further information
will be found in this and other issues.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
PARADE
This was the biggest, the best attended ·
and the most drainatic parade ever! The

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
ELECTIONS

COMMUNITY COUNCIL
ELECTIONS
The present Community Council has now
reached its conclusion. The response to
the new Elections has been poor to say
the least! The Council organises most of
the major events in Maynooth town, apart
from the employment of 14 people in the
offices. It is the duty of the residents to
run for election and to have an input into
their own community. It cannot always
be left to 'somebody" to do
'something". You, the community, are the
'somebody". The same people cannot be
expected to work forever without new
ideas and new faces. Voluntary work of
any kind is thankless and to say the least
and the same group cannot maintain the
energy and enthusiasm endlessly. Therefore we hope to see the new faces and
ideas we require. Without community
support, co-operation and involvement
the achievements of the past years will be
nullified. Any community gets the representation and the dedication it deserves.
Muireann Ni Bhrolch3in
Cathaoirleach - outgoing
Pat Moynan, 209 Kingsbry
Ian McKenna, 214 Kingsbry
Liam Caomhanach, 149 Kingsbry
7. Greenfield Lane / Phase 1:
(1 Seat)
Derek Horan, 274 Greenfield.
8. Greenfield Phase 2 : (1 Seat)
Tommy Flanagan, Snr., 754 Greenfield

1. Town Centre: (5 'Seats)
Peter Hussey, 3 Buckley Court
Gabriel Martin, LeinsterPark
David Moynan, 2 Convent Lane
Bridie O'Brien, 15 Leinster Cottages
Kevin Murphy, 5570'Neill Park

change of venue for the stand, the number of floats and the presence of RTE
cameras made it a day to remember.
Three people deserve special mention
for the organisation - Christina Saults,
John McGinley and Bridie O'Brien.
·There is a full report in this issue.

4. Greenfield Estate: (5 Seats)
Pete'r Holland, 72 Maynooth Park
Richard Farrell, 11 Greenfield Drive
John McGinley, 50 GreenfIeld Drive

2. Rail Park / Straffan Road: (1 Seat)
None

5. c~~:t~hJ~ourt: (isea~s) ;
Padfaig Kmey, 5 Carton Court '
Denis McDermott, 12 Carton Court

3. Railpark Estate: (2 Seats)
Mary Grennell, 39 Railpark
Michael Keenan, 95 Railpark

6. Kingsbry: (5 Seats)
Malachy McCann, 244 Kingsbry
Lorraine Lindsey, 197 Kingsbry
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9: Greenfield Phase '3: (1 'Seat)
Frank Conlon, 831 Greenfield
10. Beaufield: (2Seats)
Anna Kavimagh: 6Be~ligeld Lawns
11. Newtown: (1 Seat)
Larry O'Brien, 510 Newtown
12. Cluain Aoibhinn: (1 Seat)
Margaret Clince, 28 Cluain Aoibhinn

~---=~---------------------------------------~
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Maynooth & Celbridge

Ph: 286224

OPENING HOURS:

9am - 10pm MONDAY - FRIDAY
9am - 8pm

SATURDAY

10am - 3pm

SUNDAY

THE BIGGEST CRASH OF PRICES IN MAYNOOTH HAS HAPPENED AT

Greenfield Supermarket
HUGE PRICE REDUCTIONS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL
AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY & FLO GAS

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES
~~~ .. A.. - ~ A",.l. .

........ It.. AI. -<iii.. _ ' . ;
"V i/'i~'- ..
a..:.a~"",

'Y' '~II"\J!\.{~Jt-,,~.

You won't beat Greenfield
value
""_ _:.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~.-_------~"'I
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13. College Green: (1 Seat)
Peter Connell'127 College Green

Ilcwtown ·StOlcu

14. Moyglare Road: (2 Seats)
Patrick O'Brien, 109 Moyglare Village
Matt Kirwan, 113 Moyglare Village

NEWSAGENTS
M<\)NXJIH

FH

CD. KI U)ARE

oi -

285833

Opening Hours_ 7.30 am - 10 pm

15. Outlying Area A: (1 Seat)
Marion Souhan, Old Carton

OPEN

w

16. Outlying Area B: (2 Seats)
Madeline Stynes, Moneycooley
Pat Ryan (Mrs.) Winegates, Barberstown.

.. , .

~ -~

17. Outlying Area C:
Patricia Connolly, Dowdstown

'

EVERY~A Y

INCLUD I NG SUNDAY

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Swee t s
Cards - Maga zines

HAXOL
HEATI N G
DISTRIBUTORS
OIL
JOHN BROWNE
KILCOCK OIL
DISTRIBUTORS LTD
FOR YOUR

HOME

18. Outlying Area D:
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain, Moyglare
Road.
The fIrst meeting of the new council will
take place on Monday April 23rd.
Members will be notifIed of arrangements beforehand. If new members have
any queries please contact John McGinley (285293) or the Community Council
OffIce (285222)

WINTER GRADE
KEENEST PRICES
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE FROM YOUR LOCAL OIL
DISTRIBUTOR CONTACT
287797 OR 287265
MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
SATURDAY
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

John McGinley,
Secretary.
;

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER
PROJECT
The committee hope to have voluntary
Service International helpers again this
year. They were a great help to the
project last year and were well received
by the children. Our art competition was
won by Maeve Stynes, second was Colin
Hanley and third was Niamh King.
Congratulations to all these on their
success.
During the project we will visit Monkstown swimming pool, Dundrum Bowling
Alley, Hell Fire Club, Donadea and Bi:idesJ:r~eam and we hope to once again
have our oamp
in Ballinakill this
year. Some of our leaders attended a
week':end course atLucan during March.
There will be a youth action fair at the •.
Riverside Centre, John Rogersons quay
on the 1st April at. 2.30 p.m. It was ·
decided by the committee to invest in
some new tents and this going to he done
by Paul and Joan Sh,.annon. The 1990
programme is now almost complete and
will be appearing in a forthcoming newsletter.

~========================---------------
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TIL: 381420

83 KINVAR,{I. PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7
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IXNN.Al\l'_S ~
lNIT- 7·M\YNXJIH SHFPINJ CENIRE
PHONE NO: 285847

ALL YOU~STATIONERY REQUIRMEN1'S
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM -£1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLA~ES

~.

AND -GIF"rS NOrfl -; INSTOCK .

UPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
8

THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M
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IF YOU "HAVE TIlE PROPERTY WE HAVE TIlE COUST(}1ERS ::

tAl A V \ ..

PROPERTY HOlJSE. \1AYNOOTH. CO . KI

E~tabl;shed

over 100 years.

Branch Offi

* Prime Polish and Texan Economy CoaLs

*
*

*
*

and Slack
Anthracite and Extracite
Grade 'A' Anthracite
Smokeless Wonder Coal
Coalite and Coal Briquettes

C~:

Athy. Co. Ki 1dare.

CAll US ANYTIME
MAYNOOTH

DUNBOYNE

286859

251202

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge

YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST.

?ff5~~~~!i~~~~
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J!£:cbd~ 8q;~~
OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ' FRAMES ' INCLUDING ' YVES' S'l'. LAURENT .
MENRAD ,SAFILO, &
BENETTON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY. LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIALWE~FARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR .
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
-BRANCHES ' AT: 9 Mail]. St. ,. Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 243964
PH: .282062
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ST;:;.PA.TRICK.'S-'·
This years parade was our most successful to date with 56 floats. On behalf of
the Community Council I would like to
take this opportunitY to thank: all those '
who helped the SoCial and Recreation,al,
Committee in an.ywaY.Iri particllIar I
would like to thank the following.
1. Christina Saults for all her hard work
even when she was suffering from food
poisoning.
2. The staff in the Community Council
Office.
3. Mattie Callaghan for providing our reviewing stand.
4. Leo Bean and his team of workers for
decorating the reviewing stand.
5. The Flower Club and Flower Pot for
decorating the reviewing stand also.
6. JimCunningham for his excellent commentary.
7. Our guests on the reviewing stand:
Mgr. Lerlwith,Sr. Aquinas, Mr. Tom
Ashe, Mr. J. McBride, Fr. Supple, Rev.
G. Williamson, Mrs. M. McMyler, Mr.
Phil Brady, Mr. Owen Byrne, Mr. C.
Purcell, Bernard Durkan, Mr. Jim Gallagher,EmmetStagg,SeanPower,Mr.J.
Murphy, Mr. Jim Fitzpatrick (O.N.E.),
Mairead Byrne, Celbridge Community
Council, Mr. George Evan, Managing
Director, Intel and his ,wife Mrs. Joyce
Evan, Mrs. Madeline Stynes, Mrs. Br~
idie O'Brien, Muireann Ni Bhrolchain,
Chairperson Maynooth C.C.
8. St. Patrick's College for giving us the

THE APPEAL
The case of John, Martina and Finbar
comes before the Appeal Court in London on 2-3 April. While the grounds of
their appeal are irresi~tible from a legal
point of view, the political context of the
case makes it difficult to be optimistic
about a favourable outcome. Of course
we.do hope, and our hearts and minds
will be especially with the three during
the appeal.

PUBLIC MEETING
The campaign for justice for the Winchester Three was launched onto a much
wider plane at a public meeting held on
15 March in the A.T.G:\V.U.HalI in
Dublin. A huge attendance heard a platform of speakers outline the nature of the

DXYPARADE '

carpet for 'th~ stand.
9. Michael Hyland and Proinnsias
BreathQ~chfor tnmSporting the carpet;
1O.",Ylie'Kiernanforproviding the pub'
lic address system.
11. Quinnsworth Supermarket for opening the gates'o f the car park to allow the
parade to tum around.
12. Kildare County Council workers for
cleaning up the town and for filling in the
pot holes.
13. Sergeant Joe Canny and the Gardai
for their total co-operation and for providing the no parking zones.
14. The Presentation Convent for the
power supply and for the use oCthe car
park.
15. The Leinster Arms for providing our
guests with tea and sandwiches.
16. Emmet Stagg T.D. for his help in
getting the Army to participate.
17._Maynooth Tae Kwon Do School for
their display of the Korean art of self
defence.
18. The Maher School of Dancing, the
Leixlip Dancers and the Scanlon School
of Dancing of their displays.
19. St. Mary Brass and Reed Band and
the Nariaghainore band.
20. Owen Byrne our Mayor for leading
the parade.
21. The Stewards who again performed
their tasks professionally.
22. The Parish Hall Committee for providing the chairs and steps.

'23. Bridie O'Brien and her Social and
·Recreational' Committee for giving the
Maynooth Community something to be
"prolid of.
..
24. R. T.E, fOftheir coverage.
.' . 25. The partiCipants 'without whom their
would be no parade and the general public
for showmg up in such great numbers:
Congratulations to all theB usiness people
who did such a splendid job of decorating their shop windows and those who
hung flags out.
26. The prize winners, who were as follows:
(a) ·Best Commercial Float:
Barretts
(b) Best Cillb Aoat:·
Tidy Towns Committee
(c) Best Band:
St. Mary's Brass & Reed
(d) Best Marchers:
Organisation of National
Ex-Servicemen
(e) Most Topical Float:
Winchester 3
(f) Funniest Float:
Maynooth Newsletter
(g) Shop Windows:
1st Gerry Brady
2nd Kiernans
3rd Larry SwaQ,
(Fruit & Veg).

John McGinley,
. Secretary.

MAYNODTH
WINCHESTER

a calculated miscarriage of justice yet to
be uncovered.

THREE SUPPORT
GROUP"

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
PARADE

injustice,its implications for civilliberties and human rights in general, and the
possible avenues, of redress open to t4e
·three young people ,involved. Mary ~
Cullen, . Paddy Shanailan . and Brendan
McCann spoke on behalf of the families.
MonicaBarhesT.D,MaryWallaceT.D.;
andEmmet ,Stagg T.D. of the Ojr~achtas
all-party committee on miscarriages of
justice gave their support to the three.
Fiona McElree of the National Council
for Civil Liberties spoke of the concern
about the case in Britain. Kadar Asmal '
of the Irish Council for Civil Liberties
found in this case the clearest example of

Here in Maynooth the support group
entered a float in the St. Patrick's Day
_parade. A ~ematic pageant devised by
Clam O'Connor and ably enacted by
memberS and friends of the support group
won the prize ,for the mosuopical entry
in the parade. We extend our thanks to
who contributed to the float and to
those who choSetowalk with us that day,
including:members of other Winchester
Three support groups. A special thanks
is due to the organisers of the parade for
allowing us to present our fight for jus- .
tice as an integral part of the life of the
town.
Tom Nelson Sec.
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MA YNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH
ANOTHER WOMAN .
In the traditon of Bergmanesque introspection, a director whom he greatly
admires, Woody Allen's latest feature
continues in the contemplative theme of
Interiors and September. Another
Woman is a moody sombre piece quite
unlike the Marxian Zaniness redolent of
his earlier work. It is a deceptively
simple tale of a middle-aged academic
Marion (Gena Rowlands) who on a sabbatical to research her latest book unwittingly becomes an eavesdropper on a
psychoanalyst's sessions next door. Reticent at first to listen to the anguished and
angry tale filtering through the airs haft,
Marion is inexorably beguiled by the disembodied voice and engages in an obsessive phase of self-analysis.
Memories become reality as she resurrects a suffocated plethora of past events
which perform a rehabilitative influence
in her life.
Gena Rowlands portrays Marion in a
powerfully sensitive characterisation of
an inwardly tormented soul. Her husband is a repugnant character redolent of
the Michael Caine character in Allen's
earlier meisterwerk "Hannah and her
Sisters" , and ably played by Ian Holm.
The whole work is intergrated by a brilliant sequence of flashbacks and complemented by the distinctive music of
Gershwin, and Rogers and Hart. At 82
mins Another Woman is a perfect cameo
of a life, summated in an extraordinary
final flashback, and it reinforces the impressive oeurve of a director who has established himself in the vanguard of world
cinema.

A CELTIC
FAIRYTALE
Maynooth Community Council would
like to convey their apologies for any
inconvenience 'caused by the cancella- .
tion of the performance on March 8th.
This was due to circumstances beyond
our control. We look forward to next
year's production which we hope ·will
attract a larger audience than this years.
Although it never exceeded one hundred
people each night, those who did attend
enjoyed the show immensely. Thanks to
everyone who supported us, and to the
cast and helpers.

Spec~al

Spring Offer

FREE
Flymo Multi Trim Strimmer Value £50
With Every Flymo Motor Mower
EARLY BIRD BARGAINS ON ALL OTHER BRANDS
Tel: 285239
Open Six Days - 9am - 6pm
'--_______W_ed_.~~m ~_ 1 .30pm ______________/

r

---

-------------.-----~

GOGARlY Q-f I LDRENS & TEEN FASH I ONS
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE

PHONE: 288535

TEE-SHIRTS FROM

£'1 .99

TEE-SHIRTS & SHORTS FROM

£3.99

ELDORA BY SUNBEAM MIX &

MATCH RANG}!:

BURMUDAS - SWEAT SHIRTS - TEE-SIT IRT~) - SIIOHT[;
BOYS

& GIRLS SUMMER

WEAR.

;:::.===============_______________
Tel: 285521

~_~=~==~====_i#

Tel: 285521

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
8.30am - 6.30pm
(LATE OPENING THURS. & FRI.)
HAPPY EASTER TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
DON'T FORGET YOUR HOT CROSS BUNS
AND EASTER GATEAUX'S
-

ALL PRODUCE HOME BAKED ON PREMISES

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ....;, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..a:::

r---------~-----------------------------------~-~--~==-1

I

BR.ING AND

BUY

I

I
I
I
I
I

1
I

I

BOYS NATIONAL SCHOOL, MAYNOOTH
ON FRIDAY 13TH APRIL '90
FROM 11 - 1pm - 3 - 5pm
COFFEE """CAKES - BRIC-A-BRAC - BOOKS
WHITE ELEPHANT - PLANTS - FLOWERS
RAFFLE - ETC.
ENTRY FREE

~-, -------,-.---'-.---------------------------------~
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADUL TS:Whilst it is true that many florists begin
their careers upon leaving school, people
of all ages fmd little difficulty in mastering the techniques of floristry with proper
tuition.
Today's flower industry is a modem and expanding one whose growth potential is
enormous as people are becoming more
aware of the use of flowers and plants in
the home. The practice of giving flowers
has always been popular besides the
popular dates of birthdays, anniversaries, sympathy wreaths, flowers today
are also given to celebrate Easter,
Mother's Day, Father's Day and Valentine's Day. In fact the gift of flowers is
acceptable for many, many events.
Working in floristry offers plenty of
variety, a real opportunity to be creative
and a chance to meet people from all
walks onife. Whether your plan is to sell
flowers ·from a shop, flower stand or
even to work from home, the key word is
tuition. With proper tuition the possibilities are endless and include church,
embassy or home decoration for special
occasions. Designing wedding bouquets
for brides, bridesmaids and flowergirls,
banks, golf clubs and hotels, require the
expertise of a florist. The regular trip to
After a prolonged spell of literary laryngitis, I am glad to report that we have
found our voice again. By way of introduction I'm Ellie O'Dwyer, newly appointed P.R.O . for our club and in future
issues I in~end to keep you in touch with
happenings in our club, with leaders and
most important with members. Each
month we will profile one member and
give a thorough portrait of our selected
'celebrity'. Lest any leaders feel aggreived, here alphabetically are our
hardworking leaders:Johnny Dowling
Fiona O'Connor
Ellie O'Dwyer
Brian O'Malley
John Reid
Mary Spillane
Okay Leaders hardworking etc., now
down to bread and butter issues, we
urgently need - a transfusion of new
members, leaders and funds.
(a) Members require only to be over
eleven and upwards. Annual membership fee is £2 per annum.
(b) New leaders are always welcome, if
you care to drop in to the Geraldine Hall
any Friday after 8 p.m. we would be
delighted to meet you. A leadership
course run by the Catholic Youth Coun-

FLORISTRY
A CAREER FOR
THE FUTURE
flower markets, dealing with the growers
of both plants and flowers go to make
floristry a rewarding and interesting
career.
Very high standards and experience are
needed. To cope successfully with so
wide a range of work the trainee florist
needs to have a flair with colour, composition and flowers, have a good pleasant
personality, enjoy working as part of a
team or at times on his/her own initiative
and also enjoy good health as florists
spend a good deal of time working in
cold damp conditions - great for the
flowers though!

QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants for
jobs in florists should take subjects suitable for a craft career. Trainees who
wish to train in flower shops should
study Maths, English and any subject
covering plants and flowers. Art, Needlework and Woodwork help to show

(YOUTH CLUB)
cil (C.Y.C.) will commence on Monday
5th March next (in Maynooth), so now,
is a particularly opportune time for prospective leaders.
(c) Fundraising: We have a number of
projects in the pipe line and will keep you
posted about these in due course. We
will be contacting parents of members
with a view to recruiting leaders and
where this is not possible to perhaps get
parents to assist us in fund raising activities.
In our next issue we will give details of
CYC competitions that our club will
participate in and hopefully encourage
our members to submit articles, or jokes
or whatever for publication under our
banner. See you all next month .
PROFILE
Name: Fiona Wederfoort
Address: 107 Carton Court
Age: 11 years
Date of Birth: 10/2/79
Nickname: Fifi
Brothers/Sisters: 9 year old Ruaire
Pet: None
Description: Lively and good humoured
Height: Tall 5 ft 3'
Dark hair and brown eyes
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manual dexterity which is essential.
Business studies, a foreign language and
an ability to drive would all bea bonus.
To train as a florist you must first, serve
an apprenticeship in a flower ~hop. You
can then appl y to the College of Marketing and Design in Mountjoy Square to
attend their two year course~ Thecourse
study includes Floristry, Floriculture,
Botany, Finance and Marketing. You
attend one day per week on a day release
system, where, in your first few months
you concentrate on shop procedure, the
care of plants and cut flowers, learning
the names of plants, flowers and foliage.
Also in the first three months wiring,
taping and bow making, are taught and
you are generally given jobs like cleaning up leaves and changing water etc., so
don't be put off if you don 'tactually make
anything during this time. Your chance
will come.
Outside the College of Marketing and
Design, Kay's School of Floristry hold
short classes for those outside the trade
who would like to work from home.
Interflora also arrange classes, however,
most of these take place in England.
There may also be classes arranged by
the local VEC.
Class: 5th class
Job: Han Gharda, Boutique Owner,
Model
Bst Friend: Mary Jameson
Clubs: Swimming
Hobbies: Stamp collecting, reading, listening to tapes, collection of fancy papers, French classes.
Favourite Sports Personality: Daley
Thomspon, Stephen Roche
Fav. T.V. Programmes: Dempsey's Den,
the Cosby Show.
Favourite Food: Chips brown beans
Hated food/meals: Curry
Favourite Group: Big Fun
She sings - She's learning to play the
keyboard. She hates snakes.
Person to meet: George Bush & Grandmother
To go somewhere: South America
Holidays abroad: .Amsterdam, Portugal
Happiest time in your life: 1st Communion Day
Lotto: A new car and trip to South
America, discos.
Joke: The teacher in school says to Alec
that you can tell the age of a tree by the
rings. He went home at teatime and there
was Swiss Roll for tea and he said to his
mother "I'm not eating that - its 5 years
old".

Kays

School. of · lorlstry "
465

s.c.

Tel:

Rd. Dublin 8

538649/533472

The following courses will be he l d at KAY'S 'SCHOOL OF FLORISTRYduring the
coming year. The course fees cover all materials used during the cours~
unless stated that you bring your own. Fresh samples that you make may be
brought home. Silk samples maybe bought at a minimum cost, refreshments
will be served at all courses. For those who will be attending from outside Dublin, local Bed and Breakfast facilities are available which we can
book for you. On full day course teas and sandwiches are served.
Certificates will be awarded at the end of each course. All students are
required to bring a scissors on all courses, a florist scissors is preferable.
PRIVATE TUITION in any subject of your chQice can be arranged on the premises,
at reasonable rates. If a course date or day does not suit you we may be
able to arrange a different time. Telephone for details.
BOOKINGS: A temporary booking can be made by phone and confirmation by a
£5.00 booking deposit. One week course a £25.00 booking deposit is payable.
Visa and Access cards accepted.
COURSE 1
, EVENING FLOWER ARRANGING
CLASSES
5 week course, 8pm - 10pm cost £40
covers: Introduction to flowe'r
arranging and t.he basic arranging
principl$B. Table cent.res, Basket
Arrangement, Symmetrical Arrangement
and Assymmetrical Arrangement.
Provide your own rna ted,als.
2 May

COURSE 2
EVENING BRIDAL FLORfSTRY CLASSES
5 week course, 8pm - 10pm cost £40
covers: Introduction to floristry,
Buttonholes, Corsages, ,Flowergirls
baskets, Bridesmaids POSies, Extended
Brides Bouquets. Provide your own
materials.
3 May

COURSE 3
SUNDAY FLOWER ARRANGING
One day lOam - 4pm cosL £)0 eovers
make a symeLri cal arr~ngemenL,
demonstration of Lable cpnLre,
candle arrang e menL, RAskeL Ar ran ge ment, Aasymetr ica l arran ge ment. and
Ruffet Spray.

COURSE 4
MORNING FLOWER ARRANGING CLASSES
PART 1
4 week course, lOam - 12am cost £25
Covers: Introduct.ion to Flower
arranging and the basic arranging
principles. Table cent.re,
symmetrical arrangement and basket
arrangements. Provide your own
material. 2 May

COURSE 5
MORNING FLOWER ARRANGING GLASSES
PART 2
4 week course, lOa m - 12am eost £25
Covers: , Buffet table a rra ngemen t.s,
Assymetrica l srrangements, Living
Cards and Fla t. base arran ge menLs.
Provide your own matf'riaJ s .

COURSE 6
ONE WEEK INTENTIVE COURSf.
In all aspe c Ls of floristry. Fres h
a nd silk, Bridal and FunerA l work.
Sui table f or beginners. Mond~y ,
Friday lOam - 'pm cost £ 100. Co ver s :
Buttonholes, Corsages, Bridesmaids
Poise, Flowe rg irls basket, Br"ides
shower bouquet, Horseshoe bOllquet,
Pew bows, Mossi ng, Greenin g , Round
silk wreaLh. Demonstration of a
Round fresh wreaLh; HearL, Cross ,
Sheafs and Sprays. All maLeria l s
provided. 23 April, 11 June

COURSE 7
SATURDAY BRIDAL COURSE PART

COURSE 8
SATURDAY BRIDAL COURSE PART 2
One day, lOam - 4pm cost £2 5.
DeSigned for those who have a
basic foundation of Bridal
work. Covers: Brides Shower
Bouquet, Brides Horseshoe
Bouquet, Fresh corsage, Pew
Bows. All maLerisl provided.
7 April, 5 t~ay, 28 July

COURSE 9
BRIDAL REFRESHER
Su nday lOam - I,pm eost £)0 .
Spec i alises in fresh work for
advanced sL ud e nt s only. Covers:
Large bouqueLs usi ng lrfrge

One day, lOam - 4pm cost, £25. This
course specislises , in Bridal Work
for beginners. Covers. Wiring and
taping of silk and fresh flowers,
buttonholes, corsages, Bridesmaids
Posie, Flowergirls basket. All
materials provided.
21 April, 23 June, 21 July.

COURSE 10
BRIDAL ACCESSORY COURSE
Sunday lOam - 4pm cost £25.
Students must know how to wire and
tape. Covers: Pomanders, Bo-Beep
' Staffs, Fergie Hoops and Wishbone
Headress. All material provided.
13 May

COURSE 11
TWO DAY FUN ERAL COURSE
Saturday and Sunday lOam - 4pm cost
£40 Covers: Mossi ng, Gree ning, Silk
r(/'.md wrea Lh, Si l k cross wrea Lh,
DemonsLra Lion of fre sh round wrea Lh,
Funeral Sheaf & Coffin Spr 13.Y. All.
materials provid ed.

COURSE 14
CHRISTMAS DEt~ONSTRATlON DAY
For previous students only.
Demonstrations of Fresh ,and Silk
Holly Wreaths plus fresh & silk
Christmas arrangements. Bring a
camera. On e day lOam - 4pm.
Cost £20 . 21 Gc t, 18 Nov, 25 Nov,
1 Dec, 8 Dec .

fl owers, "Loose " Shower

Ro~quel.

and demon st rat. io n oj' Ii erescE>"L
bouquet. All material provIded.
10 June

COURSE 12
FUNERAL REFRESHER'
Sunday lOam - 4pm cosL fJO.
Specialises in Fresh and Oasis
work. Cove rs: Make a fr es h wired
wreath, Demonstrat.ion o f An o"sis
wrea Lh and a frep.h fleert wi Lh a
spray mad~ on oasi s. All materials
provided. 17 J une .

()
THE PROPER PLACE '
Glad to hear that the Bishops have agreed
that condoms are acceptable in their
prowr pla~: But they haven't'told us
where that is yet The recent referendum
held in the College, passed a motion providing for the distribution of condoms in
the College, but that mustn't be the proper
place, because the vote was overturned
on a technicality. Maybe they were talking about rugby - isn't there a large French
rugby player called Condom? The
manager of the French team awaits a call
from their lordships when they have established what position he should play.

MOTHERS DON'T COUNT
Eye Hear is informed that mothers don't
exist for the Boys' Primary School- or so
we are to infer from their recent reaction to mothers booking places in the
school for their infants.
A number of mothers have conftrmed to
Eye Hear that on announcing that they
wish to reserve a place for little, let's call
him J.R., they were asked for J.R.'s fathers name and occupation. One J.R.'s
mother waited in vain to be asked for her
name and occupation. No, the school
doesn't want to know about the mammy
she was told - Departnient of Education
rules.
However, the Department of Education
informs her that either parent may be
registered 2S guardian, and they don't
decide that only fathers count. How
about coming into the twentieth century,
Boys' School? stait treating mothers as
people in their own right, and not as
J.R.'s mammy, or as J.R.'s daddy's wife.

CEYEHEAR)
IS THERE GOLD IN THEM
TOWNLANDS
Eye Hear that a gold rush may be imminent. Or so one might think from . the
recent notice of intention to grant a prospecting licence, for the following
townlands, not a million miles from where
we live: Celbridge, Carton Demesne,
Old Carton, Catherinestown, Ravensdale,
Sion, Kellystown, Blakestown, Confey,
Allenwood, Cullaghreeva, Jarretstown,
St. Catherine's, Newtown, Moortown,
Crodaun, Kilwoghan, Thornhill,
Oldtown, Oakleypark, St Catherine's
Park, Easton, Leixlip, Collinstown, Kilmacredock Upper, KilmacredockLower,
Barrogstown, Barrogstown West, Barrogstown East, Donaghmore, Aghards,
Castletown,Rinawade Lower, Rinawade
Upper, Barnhall, Parsonstown, Leixlip
Demesne.
Maybe they should look around the Thing
in the Square. A mine would look better
than that old eyesore!

ELUAH HIGHLIGHTS
Eye Hear attended the recent performance of Elijah, which was performed by
the College Choir, the Choir of Mater
Dei, with the Maynooth Chamber Orchestra, leader Audrey Park, and in the
presence of President Hillery. Threeof
the soloists were Maynooth graduates,
Colette McGahon, Regina Nathan and
Emmanuel Lawlor. The other soloist
was Ian Caddy.
A magnificent performance from all
concerned, and a wonderful evening,

-.-------------------~~-=~.--------~~~~~=~~

OVER THE LIFFEY
IN AJIFFEY
FOR AJAR
On behalf of Newsletter readers, Eye
Hear has inspected the Westlink Bridge
since its opening. The pedestrian walkabout, before the opening was eminently
successful in allowing potential suicides
to guage the appropriate spot from which
to leap into the Liffey, although the
heavies were in force to prevent any such
unseemly occurrences.
However, motorists can take the claims
of the bridge's promoters with a grain of
salt for the moment. Until the whole
chain of motorways is built, you may get
over the Liffey in a jiffey, but you just
end up in a trafftc jam on either end. The
view isn't worth sixty pence either!
One possible benefit of the bridge is that
it provides a very convenient 'short cut
from the Lucan side to the Strawberry
Beds public house, for pedestrians fit
enough to stagger up the embankment.
Eye Hear can only assume that is where
the two gentlemen swaying across the
bridge on a recent nocturnal crossing
were coming from. Despite notices to
the effect that pedestrians are prohibited
from the bridge, there appears to be no
way of physically restraining them from
doing so.

==----------------~--~=~=======~~~~~-
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CKR Radio (Carlow Kildare Radio) is
the offtcial radio station for counties
Kildare, Carlow and also serves the West
Wieklow Region. Like any new venture
it takes a few months to iron out the
problems that may materialise in the
initial stages. Broadcasting on the FM
waveband has caused problems for many
of the regional stations and CKR has
been no exception. However, the station
will very shortly be issued with a new
frequency for the North Kildare region
which we will have details of in the next
issue.

The Radio Station will shortly open its
fully equipped studio in Naas and has
taken possession of its Mobile Studio on
March 1st.
This is already booked to broadcast from
the Spring Fair, in Maynooth at the end
of April. This for many might well prove
to be the first occasion to see CKR in,
action on your own doorstep.

CKR Radio is now set to prove itself a
real winner in themidlnorth Kildare area.

It is CKR's policy henceforth to be the
station of the people and will use the

CKRFM
RADIO 97.5
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rounded,off by a most spectacular contribution from a love lorn swain from-Jersey, who brushed aside his Excellency,
to declare for all to hear his undying love
for a member of the choir" who shall
remain nameless to spare her blushes,
although they should have receded by
now. Wonder how President Hillery will
treat this incident in his memoirs?

mobile studio as much as possible to
broadcast from the entire Kildare Region
4 to 5 times a week.

The station is anxious to promote any
community sporting events which will
be taking place in the general Maynooth
area. The people to contact in this area
are Richard Farrell, telephone 286044
also Tom McLoughlin" , telephone
288139. Ifitshappeningthen.CKR wants
to know about it. Finruly . the station
welcomes tours of youth clubs, local
groups etc., to the main studio in Carlow
for pri vate tours of the station in action.
Please phone the Chief Executive at
(0503) 41044 to arrange above.

Have it

CORRECTIONS
TO THE
MAYNOOTH
DIRECTORY

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

As the Directory took many months to
compile, some information has become
outdated and the following list is a compilation of corrections for your Directory.

1.

2.

Pg. 77 Community Services
Baptisms: First and third
Sundays of each month at
1.45 p.m.
Pg. 105 Parentsrreachers
Associations,
The Presentation Convent.
The Secretary is
Bernadette Duffy - 6286774.
Commercial Businesses

3.

4.

Pg. 51 Montessori Schools
This section should include
Kids Kottage,
287, Old Greenfield Maynooth.
Contact: Ger Scanlon -6285633
Pg. 70 Maynooth Autos
advertisement, the second phone
number should read
0405-51048 (after 6 p.m.)

5.

Pg. 24, 51 Alan Frazer,
Main St., Maynooth.
Both phone no's are incorrect
and should read - 6289144

6.

Pg. 17 Tony Kelly,
Mulhussey, Kilcock.
The phone no. is incorrect and
should read 6287870.

7.

Pg. 109
Maynooth Golfing Society,
Contact: Sean Tracey,
7, Beaufield Green, Maynooth.

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166

.,1
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INSURANCE AGENTS FOR IRISH BUILDING SOCIETY
AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS

,

.
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,

LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS
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IRENEMC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPLOMA & TUTOR
INCLUDiNG FACIAL TREATMENT, REMEDIAL
LACt;.
AROMA THERAPY , SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & tEe TR FA 'I'M J<:NT
RENE GUINOT, CA THIODERM IE , BIO-PEELiNG
GEWllJF
PRESCRIPTION FACIAtS.
BODY TREATMENTS. SUN BEll.
ELECTROLYSIS AND REDVEINTREATMF.NTS

H..O<LEY'S I...Af\E, M\IN

SIREET LEI XL I P

(01) 244366/244973

Family Law Advisory Services
JOHN ROGERS
BY APPOINTMEf\;'T ONL Y

Lady Iveagh?
We wish to apologise for the mistake in
the Connolly's Folly article which referred to Lady Iveagh as the deceased
member of the Guinness Family who is
buried there. This should of course have
been Mrs. Mariga Guinness.

Bolton House,
46 Bolton Street,
Dublin 1.
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Telephone:
721284, 732059

l

)

)
The one hundred and fIfty third annual
general meeting of the Society was held '
on Sunday February 21st 1990 at the
registered office and drew a large num,ber of members. Mr. Geiroid Mac
Teighrn6in presided.
The chairman in his opening address
thanked the members for their continued
loyalty and hoped that in the coming year
that membership would increase thus
enabling the Society to increase the funeral grant
The balance sheet as prepared by Mr.
Frank Donnelly F.C.A. Hon Auditor was
read by Ass. Treasurer Jim Brady and
was unanimously adopted.
The secretary Paddy Nolan was glad to
repOrt that a profit of £ 1,045.00 is shown
this year which compares with a loss of
over £I,500.00for the previous year.
This improvement is due to a significant
decrease in the number of deaths.
Ass. secretary Kevin Murphy stated that
he was still concerned about the debt
collection rate of the Society and hoped
that following the financial review of
this particular area that this would 'be
eliminated this year.

MAYNOO.TH
MORTALITY
SOCIETY
The committee would like to thank the
following for voluntary services during
the year. Damien Maguire (Solicitor),
Frank Donnelly (Auditor), Gerry Brady,
Patricia Nyland, Kathleen O'Neill, Mrs.
Hatton, John Saults,John & Etna Carey,
Phil, Breda and Noel Brady, Sean Reilly
(Prosperous), St. Mary's Brass ~ Reed
Band, Maynooth Newsletter. We would
also like to thank Fr. Supple P.P., Fr.
Cogan C.C., Fr. Thyne, Jim Brady and
the choir for their co-operation with the
offering of the annual 'mass f9r deceased
members. The following committee were
elected for the coming year.
Patrons: Fr. Supple, Fr. Cogan, Fr.
Nevin, Fr. Dowling, Fr. Monahan, Fr.
Begley. President: Jim Nolan,
Vice President: Phil Brady.
Chairman: Gearoid Mac Teighm6in
Vice Chair: Owen Brrne .,

Secretary: Paddy Nolan
Ass. Secretary: Kevin Murphy
Joint Treasurers: Jim Brady, Tommy
, Flanagan
Trustees: Jimmy Barry, John Carey,
Eugene O'Reilly
Auditor: Frank Doimelly F.C:A.
Solicitor: Damien Maguire
Committee: Larry O'Brien,.Seari Fay,
Jim Mee, Derek Horan, Bridie O'Brien,
Paddy Malone, Brigid Saults.
Kilcock:- Terry Byrne
Leixlip: - Percy Burke, Robert Savage,
Tom Malone
Undertakers:
- Oliver Reilly & Son Prosperous.
Would members please note that as and
from April 1st 1990 the Society will onl y
sit once a month for the collection of
members subscriptions. The April sitting of the Society will be Sunday April
29th 1990. The monthly sittings of he
Society will be published each month in
the Newsletter.
Paddy Nolan,
Secretary.

Back: L - R K. Murphy (A. Sec.),F. Donnelly F.C.A. Ron. Auditor, B.
Nolan, O. Byrne, (V. C.Mah), D. H6ran,F. Flanagan (J, Tr~s), S. Fay,
P. Malone, B. O'Brien, L. O'Brien. ' "
Front: L - R B. Saults, P. Nolan, (Sec.), G. Brady (J' Treas), J. Mac
Teighroin (C. Man.), G. Nolan (Pres.)
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'COURSE IN
DRAMA
AND MUSIC

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

7 A M - 9.30 P.M. (MON -FRI)
OPENING HOURS 8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FRE& FILM.

April will see the start of two exciting
new foundation courses in music and
drama for children (6-12 years) and teenagers (13-18 years). The classes will be
small and intimate and aim to provide a
general introduction to the basics of
drama and music. They will be held after
school hours and in the evenings. The
drama course will include performance
technique, improvisation, movement,
speech, characterisation and mime, while
the music course provides an introduction to either tin whistle, guitar, or singing. The courses will run for 6 weeks
with one hour per week. More information may be obtained from: - Helen Clarke,
7 Pound Street, Maynooth.

SAME DAY QRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NfGHT.
AlffHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL UJI'TERY.
PHONE: : 285813
.lO'

CELffiIIXE 001 UDIN3 Sl..WLI ES & SERVICES
38 M<\YNXJIH RW) CELffilIXE
TEL: 288841 OPEN 6 CAYS

SPECIAL OFFER
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND, GRAVEL CEMENT
& BLOCKS.

CARD GAME
FOR
FR. PETER
DOWLING -

'--------------------------------------------------~

The organisers of the card game for Fr.
Peter Dowling, held the 2nd of March in
the Kilcloon Inn, would like to thank all
those who supported the above by either
buying tickets, attending or providing
sponsorship on the night.
The local businesses below generously
provided the prize money: Caulfields,
Jim Smiths, Newtown Stores, Allied Irish
Bank, Ulster Bank, Jim Moore, Barrett's
and Barry's Newsagents. We are very
grateful to all the above businesses and
also to those following who provided
spot prizes; Sports Locker, New Waves,
Coyne & Bergin, Bartons Newsagents,
House Pride, Coffee Kitchen, Donovans
and Tom Geraghty's.
We would also like to thank Mossy Flynn
who single handedly organised the proceedings on the night and especially all
those who attended the game and made it
such a success. Without your support we
would never have done so well.
The Blessed Sacrament Order has asked
Fr. Peter Dowling, who himself was born
in Maynooth, to help establish a new
parish in Glasgow, Scotland. The monies raised, will I'm sure will be of great
benefit towards this. It was a very successful and enjoyable night all round.
Thank you.

1

MURPHY BROS.
045/97397

l

UNO E RT A K

E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTII
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE:286366

~,-.--------------~~--------------------~----~
--- =
- -~-~

1'~----------~--~--~~----~~----~~--~3E~--~,

Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Shoes stretched, Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.
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Lismard House, Tullow Street, Carlow.
Tel: (0503) 41044
Advertising: (0503) 41048
OUR 8ROADCASTING
AR,A

SWITCH ON THE WINNING TEAM

C.K.R 97.3 FH STEREO
THE VOICE OF
TELEPHONE: 0503
0503
0503
FAX NUMBER 0503

KILDARE

41044 (REQUEST LINE)
41046 (NEWSROOM)
41048 (ADVERTISING)
41047

/\--

-~ /
/ F.M-:-97.3

PROGRAHHED FOR YOURENJOYHENT
ARE YOU WITH THE WINNING TEAM?
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LEIXLIP SALMON
FESTIVAL
The Leixlip Salmon Festival was officially launched on Wednesday March
14th, at a reception attended by 200
guests in the Springfield Hotel, Leixlip.
The idea was conceived by the recently
elected Town Commission. A FAS
Teamwork scheme has been engaged to
carry out administration and organisation. Their brief also includes historical
research and indexing the Poor Law
registers for Co. Kildare.
Colm Purcell, Chairman of Town Commission and Festival organising committee said at the reception that, "The
Festival will forge a community spirit
and identity for the town and in tandem
boost local commerce and enterprise. It
should go further, in showing the great
wealth and diversity of talent of Leixlip
people, which only recently has succeeded in attracting the Intel Corporation to locate here, a world leader in
micro - technology."
This is the first festival to be held in
Leixlip, being held over the Whit Bank
Holiday weekend, from Thursday 31 st
May until Monday 4th June.
Over sixty events
occur in an ambitious and varied programme which includes a Grand Prix Cycle Rac.y, ftrnerican Football, Gaelic and Socce i)eCiuies
on heritage and cultural events:: :.
The first printed history of Leixlip will
also be launched in May.
Further details are available from the
Leixlip Salmon Festival office. Write to
Newtown House, Confey, or phone
244240.

J. I¥ffiY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
..

PH: 286 304

SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM - 10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-B.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
~
tt
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
LOTTERIES

I

·

CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

MULLIGAN'S
KILCOCK

GARDEN SHEDS
Fl-I1\E 287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE

w.ill

MAYNOOTH
FIREMANS
SOCIAL CLUB
Private members draw
Result 6th March.
£100 - Mick and Eileen McGovern,
Greenfield.
£50 - Cora Madden, Greenfield.
£20 - Noel Byrne, St. Mary's Park,
Leixlip.
5 £10 prizes- Liam Farrelly, Greenfield
Paul Kelly, Straffan Road,
R. Walsh, Greenfield.
Liam McDonnell 26 Castleview, Dunboyne.
John O'Keeffe, Kilglynn, Kilcock.
Thanks for your support.

~pat i=lC!id tt CO. btd
I...i'RPCH M\.YNXJIH FH: 286508

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER2i
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
FHN:: 286508

,

,

------~---------------~, ~-----------------------~~

Home Nursing

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE

DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

FOR AI. I. eX:CAS ION S

REASONABLE RATES
CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD

S~R.N

)3, lAUREN CE AVENUE,
MAYN001H , CO KILDARE

PHONR (01) 286686
-~--------~--
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Phon. 78 61 32
___________________
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MAYNOOTH SPRING FAIR 1990
c/o SPRING FAIR OFFICE
83 Maynooth Park,
Maynootb, Co. Kildare.
Telephone: (01) 286463

The fourth Maynooth Spril)g Fair will be
- 29th April next.

held

on

Saturday/Sunday 28th

The success of the SPRING FAIR has been based on a committee policy of
widespread and effective advertising. This year there will be live radio
and other recreational activities planned to coincide with the SPRING
FAIR.
The proceeds from the SPRING FAIR will be equally shared between the
Boy IS National School (where the SPRING FAIR will be held) and the Royal
Canal Amenity Group, Maynooth Branch.
The price remains the same as
in 1987.
We can hold down this cost because of the revenue generated
by the high attendance of the public.
If you are interested in having a stand contact the SPRING FAIR office.
Good value means spaces are limited.
Our SPRING FAIR BROCHURE is also very popular and you may take advertising space.
Additional information can be had from the SPRING FAIR OFFICE.

-- ._--------------_.__.------------------_ ---------------..

- - ----_._-- ----------....---------------,._ --

lamr6d Eireann

IIIP

IRISH RAIL

FANTASTIC FARE DEALS FROM IARNROD EIREANN

~

~llir
SHORT HOLIDAY BREAKS

«ilrzit

SEE OUR 1990 BROCHURE AND CHOOSE FROM THE WIDE RANGE OF DESTINATIONS
AVA I LA.BLE

'j

SUB UR,B AN

R AIL

- GREAT BARGAINS AVAILABLE FOR COMMUTER TRAVEL
CONTACT STATION MASTER MAYNOOTH FOR DETAILS PHONE: 285509
20
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COMMITTEE

ANNUAL COLLECTION

•

- ""'"" ~---- - -- -- - - - - - ----:-:- - - -- ---

This took place at the supennarket, at the
Church gate, and in the local pubs over
St. Patrick's Weekend. The magnificent
sum of £1 ,112.18p was raised. We are
extremely grateful to everyone who gave
,so willingly and generoulsy. We would
also like to thank the Lions very much for
their donation of £500 which, at their
request, will be used for fuel. Much of
the money raised by the Old People's
Committee is used to provide fuel and
our second distribution of the winter will ,
be taking place for Easter. Some of the
money is also used to provide holidays.
This year your generosity will enable
about ten of the elderly to enjoy a well
deserved week away.

PANTOMIME
About25 ofoui-members from themoming sessions spent a most enjoyable night
at the Pantomine in February.

"

Maynooth, we hirv~de~is~,'.a system
which enables each one pfih~m to get a
holiday once every 19years:1When this
will be is the IuCle of the dnlw. In addition
to these whose holiday is provided, other
old people pay forthemseIves. The'crack'
at Kirduffstown is so good that they are
willing to save up for a year or two.

PARTY

SIL VER JUBILEE

The party arranged for March 25th had to
be postponed and will now take place on
April 1st. It will be held in the Post
Primary School at 4 p.m., with Mass
before at 3.30 p.m. The draw for the
holidays will be held at this party. As
there are more than 100 old people in

In May the Old People's Commillee will
be celebrating 25 years of helping old
people, supported by the unfailing generosityofthe people ofMaynooth. Details
in the next Newsletter.
P.R.O.

Il 0 E TR

l~

SPARROW HAWK

ABOVE
"A Celtic Fairy tale"

Maltina Tyrell

and

NEW FIexidiet
FROM CAMBRIDGE
New Cambri dge Flexidiet - the diet that helps you to
slim whiist still eating the foods you love. Crunchy
fruit and nut muesli. chocolate-coated cereal bars
and an exten~i,;,emenu of delicious low calorie
recipes for:',yqur{~Y~lli ~g ,r lieaL For fur therdetaHs
coryt acf yp.Lf CoLJnsellor'n6w, ", ,>'" ,
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Jim

Cunningham

When you were brought to me
Half-stunned, your balsa-wood body
Slate-grey, flattening to a bladed tail,
Your glaring yellow eyes, fish-hook beak
And crescent pincer talons
Proclaiming your rapacity,
I yearned to'possess you,
To glory in your fierceness
Tethered to my will,
Yet when gingerly I took you in my
hands,
Your heart pounding against my fingers
Told of terror on an alien world.
Later, on opening your cardboard box
Like a conjurer in our kitchen,
You exploded windowward,
Upsetting delph and children,
And when recaptured, you sank,
Your needle talon in my finger,
Refused our proffered meat
And watched us with distrustful eyes.

MARY FARRELL

CfiOfCES

28 Carton C, ourt, Maynooth
Phone: (01)286613

j

',I 1)15 i !,till In@ iii' :Nill
I
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In the morning
The silence of your cardboard prison
Was an accusation.
Warily I removed you,
Delighted when you struggled
With frenzied wings against my hands,
And when I launched you
Into an aerial-transected sky,
Lgloriect in your spuming of our world,
Your fierceness throbbing in my finger
vein.

P. Devaney.

PAT 'S HARKEY
PRESENTS
ADULT DANCE CLASSES
OLD TIME - BALLROOM - LATIN
COURSES - EVERY FORTNIGHT

12 WEEK DURATION

TIME - 8.)Opm - 10.)Opm
PRICE - £)0 PER PERSON/£50 PER COUPLE
SPECIAL GROUP RATES BY REQUEST.

ENROLLMENT - SATURDAY, APRIL 21st, 1990
AT
THE PARISH HALL, MAYNOOTH.

ENQUIRIES: PHONE 6791986 AFTER 7pm
-·' 6286179 ' AFTER· 7pm

due to the success of my business ; i~ ' the ,Kildare 'a rea, I havenow~xParided to
Dublin area. Myself and my staff are .experienced c~et fitter-s, 'so YOllcanbeas?ur-:ed
no damage will occur to your carpetsai:l,cl. ruso 100% effort \Vill be ,: g ivento bring your
c;;rrpet~up as. new.
,"'"
.-

the

Ifit~yCArpet
wejii'tt;"stfetch it;,
stick -i t lift it,:.repair'it.

to celebrate my expcm~ion into' the Dublin area I have a
" .'O'p'_'i:g •. '..', SPECIAL OFFER , .
-... ~

"CLEAN"

. Hall, .Sta.tr8and L8nding

£25
one room "FREE" average size.

Don Moore

Carpet Care Services
Kildare
Dublin

-

-

--- - - - ---- -

Office Hours ,288948
608252 (evenings) .

Evenings 27-1524

Please note thi$,sPE?c;ial o1feralsoapplies~
to my old. and new'customers
inKiJaare.
----- - -----"
,

-'- --
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M. Os LEI CABS
ATTENTION YOUNG
PEOPLE OF MAYNOOTH

YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL

It is hoped to start a For6ige Club in
Maynooth. For6ige clubs cater for the
needs of 12 - 18 year olds, offering them
a variety of activities aimed to teach as
well as entertain. The emphasis is on the
development of young people and learning responsibility· within the club, the
members participate fully, making decisions as to the activities they will pursue.
They are encouraged to express their
opinons and participate fully in club
activities. For6ige club activities could
include anything from compiling a
community type newsletter to a co-operative designed to teach the young people
Business and Organisational Skills. .
Anyone over 18 years can become a
leader. Leaders are Needed. For6ige
will provide training in leadership skills.
anyone interested in finding out more
about For6ige can contact:

Eugene 0' Shea
PHONE 01-6286539/6289222/6272659
24 HOUR SERVICE
WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL
DISTANCE NO OBJECT. KEENEST RATES.

STUDIO ONE
.EMPLOYMENT

SITUATIONS VACANT
STYLIST REQUIRED FOR SALON IN MAYNOOTH.
MUST HAVE CLIENTELE.
EXCELLENT WAGES AND CONDITIONS

Walter Crummey,
Foroige,
Irish Farm Centre,
Bluebell, Dublin 12.

FOR SUITABLE APPLICANT.

or

Evelyn Lane,
30 Carton Court, Maynooth.

(ICANOTES)
The March meeting was held on Thursday 1st in the ICA Hall and Madeline
Stynes welcomed everyone. Sympathy
was extended to Patsy Rafferty on the
death of her mother Sheila Murray and to
Phyllis Gorey on the death of her husband. The monthly competition 'A Wool
Darn' was won by Betty Farrell. The
competition for April is "An Easter Card" .
The Annual Ecumenical prayer meeting
for deceased members was held at 9
p.m.and we would like to take the opportunity to thank Fr. E. Thynne and Rev. G.
Williamson. Well done to the members
who did us proud in the "Frend Variety
Competition" on March 5th. Good luck
to the ladies taking part in the federation
drama festival.
All activities continue with Arts and
Crafts Mondays 8 p.m.
Badminton Tuesdays and Thursdays
10.30 - 12 noon.
The April meeting will be herd on Thursday 5th and we would like to see all old
members and maybe a few new faces
also.

Geraldine Tracy,
P.R.O.

PHONE:

285711 FOR INTERVIEW.

-:==::-::-=.::"-::~::. ~~-~~=~~==~-=='=====~=================.I'
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SEAN POWER

-----/

Maynooth Community
Games
NOTE CHANGE OF DATES FROM LAST ISSUE
(NO CHANGE) SWIMMING SATURDAY 21st APRIL
4.30 pm .SHARP - STEWARTS
(NO CHANGE) GYMNASTICS THURSDAY 26TH APRIL
4.30 pm - 6.30 pm PARISH HALL
(CHANGED) ART FRIDAY 4TH MAY 6 - 9 pm
BOYS NATIONAL SCHOOL
(CHANGED) ATHLETICS SUNDAY 20th MAY
12pm REGISTRATION G.A.A. FIELD.
23

TO MAYNOOTH'S NEW TRAVEL AGENCY

~
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i

Yes, it's true. We've'just opened a branch in
Maynooth, so if you Ire thinking of far away

places for holidays, you don't have to travel
far to book.

n_-;f;~
7
~
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Cl T 01.. T A\O KEEP
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Agents for al/ major Tour Operators, Airlines and
Ferries.

r---------------~---------,

Join our Holiday Savings Club and ease the pain
, when you have the pleasure!

I
I

II

I

I

1

Travel Options
The Square,
Maynooth.

The attendance included representatives
from the following organisations.

Maynooth Community Council,
Maynooth College, The parishes of
Maynooth, Kilcock, Maynooth Lions
Club, Carton House, Maynooth Schools,
Carton Committee, Workers Party,
Maynooth Development Association,
Chamber of Commerce, Royal Canal
Amenity Group, History, Department
Maynooth College, Tidy Towns Committee, Don Bosco Trust, Workers' party
and other interested people, Kavanagh &
Co.
This meeting was given a report by Gerard Howard Williams informing them of

ibJl@ @]O@@@[J!][ffJ1S [P)@[j' [P)@[j'@@[ffJ

@{f1{f1 IilUO g)/YlIJjJfJIJjJfJ@[j' ~®@ @f]fJ[Jf!@OUU[Jf!@
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IL _________________________
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Any village or town with even the smallest building of interest, has turned it to
the advantage of that town. After months
of talking to people to interest them in restoring Maynooth Castle a meeting took
place in Maynooth College on the 9th
Dec. 1989.

!Dist@unt ¥@uthe1f

J

THIS OFFER VAUD UNTIL;

MAYNOOTH
CASTLE
RESTORATION
what had taken place heretofore. After a
meeting in the Office of Public Works,
Mr. Paul McMahon, Architect and Ms.
June Thompson were invited to
Maynooth. Mr. P. McMahon said that a
Community project could be a feasible
proposition with E.C. monies available.

The Department of Archaeology, College of Technology Bolton Street was
enlisted to carry out a survey. At this
meeting it was agreed, to S((t up a Committeeand Rev. Monsignor M. Ledwith
kindly undertook to host a lunch and
invite some important people.

Commissioner Brendan Scully of The
Office ofPublic Works attended the lunch
in Maynooth College and was very encouraging and optimistic about restoring
Maynooth Castle. There would be many
stages and a strong community based
committee woulp achieve a full restora-

24
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tion. Stage One (which could take place
in 1990) would be a "Visitors Reception
Centre" with guided tours. Any participation by the Office of Public Works
would depend on their acquiring the
ownership. The Office of Public Works
are guardians at the moment and the
owner is the Hon. David NaIl Kane.
Another requirement would be an historical document and a survey.

At a subsequent meeting the Committee
was formalised and the name Maynooth
Castle Committee was adopted with Mgr.
Ledwith as Chairman, Gerard Howard
Williams, Administrator, Joan Howard
Williams Secretary, M. Stapleton Treasurer, M. Cullen ~listorian, Eamonn
McCann and Joan Howard Williams
P.R.O. and Duncan Stewart Architect.

At this meeting the three most important
items were put in motion, i.e. Ownership, History, Survey. The matters are in
,hand.

r')
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(BAND BULLETIN)
I just don't know where to begin the
bulletin this month. We have had such
astounding success over St. Patrick's
week-end that its all just been too much
so I hope you will excuse any mental
aberrations (mental wha') during .the
i
..
course of these notes.
First things first though, and we begin
with our own St. Patrick's Day Parade.
What a wonderful day for a wonderful
event and once again the crowds turned
up in their thousands. It wasa great thrill
for some of our younger members who
were marching for the first time, especially the flag bearers who could have
done with sand in their shoes to keep
them from being blown over by the strong
wind. There was no doubt that themarching parade which the band put in on the
previous Sunday workedwqnders and as
a result we carried offth~prize for the
best marching barid in the.parade. Great
credit is due to ali the band members who
really puton a tremendo,usperformance.
The only disappointment of the day was
our failure to make the T.V. News at6.01
on Patrick's Day, maybeRTE didn't know
we were the local band. Not to worry,
there will be another chance next year.
Sunday 18th saw usemhark on our annual trip in the 'Jnternational Marching
Band Competition;in "LImerick City.
Despite a 7 a.m:,starlWe'w ere aii bright
eyed and bushy-taile'ir aboard a bus
crammed with players, parents and pals
and such was the 'crack' on the way that
it seemed only 'an hour from Maynooth'
to Limerick.
Once again it was 'mighty' to be mingling
with bands from Illinois, Estonia, Germany, Portsmouth, Belfast and all parts
of the Republic in this great annual band
extravaganza. Thankfully the rain held
off and we manageqto put on an even
better display than on St: Patrick's Day
and succeded in carrying off the first
prize in our section much to the delight of
our members. They were really 'chuffed'
- imagine two first on the same weekend!
The celebrations really began on the way
home and continued- after a few -pub
stops' in Roscrea where we had a wonderful tea followed\ ~y top class eritertainment from the very versatile members of the band all of which was greatly
appreciated by the 'local' diners.
All,in all it was a thoroughly 'satisfying
and successful weekend. and a fitting
reward for all the hard wo~k which went
into the preparations.
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, MAIN STREE'f::MAYNOOTH. PH: 286294

' (gRPGE.BiiS, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPI}PER$, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION
. OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACIJ DAY
,
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B.CThM.A.,C.A
J .W.' MJLHEl'N & 'CD.

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
Klf\GSCD.Rf
MAS
CD KI I..J)t>RE

FHNE: 286751

TEL (045) 66535'

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY

AS~IGNMENTS

,_r------------------------------~----------------~~,

RA,I NBGW,
C,AR WASH

i

Puncture Repairs and Tyres
Also a Professional and Mini~
Valeting Service Available
LIAM Me DoNNELL
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Maynooth:

9am ..: 10p-m (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am ) pm (Sunday)
.. ..,:

Monthly Specials in every

d ~ p~~tment.

One f r e e
I • S • A . C • S tam p wit h e.'~'~. r y £ 1 you
speh9..,>'for the gift you always , wanted.
~ ' • • ~ , " ...,;, :.• : 'I- :,:

.

'

.

.

.'

•

Spend ~ £5~nd you receive

a free ti2ket which
wii L , enter you in our monthly " draw.
· ' ;.JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW :'

~

A.GENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS,
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COAL AND BRIQUETTES

'J

MAYNOOTH/KILCOCK
LIONS CLUB
Proceeds in aid of Old People's Coal Fund (Mayn06th Branch),
St. Raphaels Home for the Handicapped,
Mayrtooth Castle Restoration Fund

The Great
Egg & Spoon Race
at

12.30 p.m.
on

·

~

/' Sunday 8th April
'i)
1990

3 x £100 PRIZES
FOR SPONSORS

26
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MAYNOOTH
TIDY TOWNS
REPORT
Our thanks to members of the Committee who helped bring "Best Club Float
Trophy" to the Tidy Towns Committee
in the St. Patrick's Day Parade. Our
special thanks go to Matt Callaghan and
Gabriel Martin who put so much work
into their floats.
Our next venture will be at the Spring
Fair where we will have a stand.
We are urgently looking for more helpers, all we ask is an hour or two of your
time.
Please conlact the undersi!:,'llcd.
Richard Farrell (Tel. 6286044)
Secretary/P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH.
-Tobacconist -

I

CLOSING. TIMES
lOPM. (THURS-FRIDAY)

j

llPN. (SAT-WED)

r
,
'~-~======================================_/

ORLTCN CJ..EAI\lERS
* CURTAIN CARE.
* LEATHER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT &.LAUNDRY SERVICE.

(R.C.A.G. NEWS)
Our annual general meeting took place
on the 7th March. The committee this
year are as foIlows:Matt Kennedy, Chairman
Philip McDermott, Vice Chairman
Eileen Fitzpatrick, Secretary
Declan O'Connor, Treasurer
Gerry Fitzpatrick, P.R.O.
and Committee members are Ann Cotter, Hugh Sullivan and Peter Finnan.
The chairman in his address welcomed
Gerry Fi tZpatrick, Peter Finnnan and Ann
Cotter. He also outlined the work proposed for our new scheme commencing
on the 9th April and thanked everybody
including the people of Maynooth for all
their help. The foreman Philip McDermott gave a very detailed report on our
achievements for 1989. ·The treasurer
DecIan O'Connor stated that to continue .
the restoration we will have to fundriase i
approx £140.00 per week.
Thecommitteeare making arrangements
for our official re-opening of the harbour
whichwill take place on Sunday 27th
May and to coincide with this a rally is
being organised from Dublin to Mullingar.
On the 28th and 29th April next we are
again hosting the annual Spring 'Faii '
jointly with the Boys National School. Arrangements for this event are at a very
advanced stage.
Finally on May 6th the Royal Canal
Jamboree wil take place. This event is
being organised by the Lions Club on
behalf of four different organisations.
Our committee are assisting them with
the organisation of this big event. More about this in the next issue.

Nevsagent-

* SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
M\YNnn-I 9-rPPIl'G CENTRE

lr·~~===============PH==:==2=8=55=1=1============~_~:
Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available

NO ASSIf.NMEf'!'F TOO BIG' OR TOO St1ALL
.
PERSONAL ATTENTiON OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING *

~.
_ "~ .

~

&cAO:N~T'~UC~_T!~CCOUNTS

CONTROL .*
CASH FLOW * B~~GETS * ETC.

MICHAEL GLEESON, FGMA
~.~,~-.....;.
WA.Y, M\'tN:x:nH
285246 -' - -..

5 siRAFFPN

PHN::

''- .-======================~. .,. .,
_......
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Dermot Kelly Limited '

KlLOOOK TEL: 287311
FO~ ' TOP

VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

*

* BODY REPAIRS

SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
FHl\E 287311

~. ~~~~----------------==----------------------~_I
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MAYNOOTH/KILCOCK
LIONS CLUB
,> ,'"

Congratulate

St. Mary's Brass
& Reed Band
"'" .,'

~

-

~

on their recent successes-

in Maynooth Parade

and in Limerick
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DIRECTORS OF E.S.B. HAVE
BOARD MEETING IN MA YNOOTH

Our photograph showsJohn McGinley Secretary of Maynooth Community Council (an E.S.B. employee) welcoming the Worker Directors
of the E.S.B. - Willie Cremins, Joe LaCumbre and Denis Holland to
Maynooth.
The special board meeting was held on the 6th and 7th March in
Moyglare Manor. The main item on the agenda was the E.S.B.'s new
Strategic Plan for 1990 - 2000. This plan is being submitted to the
government in April for approval and it wi II ensure that the country has
adequate energy ,')upplyt() .bring us into the f lstc~l1tury .

Smiling all over at Confirmation Day in Maynooth
L to R: Fr. B. Supple, Elaine Fleming and Bishop D. Lamont

~~----------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------.,
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SCIENCE BLOCK
FUNDING
ANNOUNCED

COLLEGE
NOTES

The referendum drew an amount of media
attention, with RTE cameras on campus
on the day of the poll.

The long awaited confmnation of government funding fora new Science Block
for Maynooth College finally materialised when the Minister for Education,
Mary O'Rourke, addressed the recent
Spring meeting of the Catholic bishops.
A grant of £6.5 M from the European
Structural Fund has been sanctioned for
the construction of the first phase of the
proposed building. To be completed by
1993, this phase will caterior 500 students in Technology, Biology and Information Systems.
Maynooth College attracted specific attention in the Structural Plans submitted
by the government to the EC in 1989 as
the only university in the East Midlands
region, one of seven regions into which
the country was divided for the purpose
of drawing up the plans. Third level
colleges, and especially universities, are
seen as having a key role in providing
centres of business and technology to
support the country's future economic
development The Regional Plan saw
Maynooth as playing this key role for the

region, and the Minister's announcement
confmns this.
This development will be a great boost
for morale in the college, which has been
experiencing growing pressures due to
the failure of the government to provide
extra staff and facilities in line with growing student numbers in recent years.

The result of the referendum was subsequently declared invalid by the Council
of the Constitution (a five member body
which adjudicates on issues relating to
the Student Union constitution) after a
number of students submitted that they
had not been sufficiently informed of the
legal implications of the referendum. An
article in the Student Union constitution
states that students must be fully informed on any issues submitted to referendum. The campaign on the referendum in question was a low-key affair,
with no public meetings or debate.

HEALTH CENTRE

(STUDENT NEWS)

The Students' Union has been campaigning over the past few months to provide
a medical centre for students.on campus
and we are happy to say it has been
achieved.
Allied Irish Banks have given their sub
office to the college in order for this service to be available. There will be a full
time nurse availabie Monday - Friday,
(free of charge), while a doctor will arrive at certain times throughout the week
at an extremely reduced rate.
"It is certainly a service which is long
overdue in the college and one which
shall prove to be of utmost benefit to the
students".

a student to appeal his/her results if hel
she were not happy with them under
certain conditions.

EXAM APPEALS
The Students' Union has submitted a
proposal to all faculties and college authority meetings in the hope that a formal
examination appeals system would be
introduced into the college.
Thankfully, the timing was perfect, as
N.U.I. authorities are currently working
on such a proposal so it is important that
the students' point of view is heard before N.U.I. finalise their report. The introduction of a formal examination appeals system would certainly be a tremendous achievement as it would entitle

CONDOM
REFERENDUM
CONTROVERSY
Considerable controversy has arisen over
the referendum on the provision of condoms which was recently held in the
college. The referendum was initiated
by a new student group called Students
for Change. The necessary 350 student
signatures were obtained to hold the referendum, which called on the Student
Union to make condoms available for
students on campus. Of the 1,000 students who voted in the poll (out of an
electorate of2,5000), some 60% voted in
favour.

REFERENDUM ON
CONDOMS
A referendum was held on Wednesday .
7th March on whether or not condoms
should be made available to students in
the Students' Union Building and any
other areas deemed necessary.
The result was as follows:
Total Poll
Total Valid Poll
For
Against

1,012
1,007
585
422

This meant that the majority of students
voted in favour of condoms being made
available.
.
Since then, the Council of the Constitution, consisting of six~ m-embers whose
functions involve being sole interpreters
of the constitution of the Students' Union
and the fmal court of appeal with regard
to all matters of an electoral nature
within the union, deemed the referendum invalid due to letters they received
from students stating that the referen-
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Students for Change are considering a
legal challenge to this ruling. They say
that the wording of the referendum did
not specify that condoms would be sold,
and therefore did not imply any illegal
action on the part of the Student Union.
The issue, however, is likely to be deferred pending the outcome of elections
of Student Union sabbatical officers for
the coming year, scheduled for late
March.
dum was given "poor publicity" and
also that the voters were not informed
before voting that to provide condoms in
the S.U. Building would involve acting
illegally under the Health (Family Planning) Act 1979, (Amended 1985).
The Council's decision has to be abided
by, which means that the Students' Union present policy is the same as before
the referendum i.e. not to provide condoms for students in the college.

ELECTIONS
Election ofthe new President and Vice
president of the Students Union will take
place on Thursday 22nd March. The
following are the candidates:
Vice President
President
R. Ward
T. Carmody
S. Butler
V. Martin
C. Flanagan
F. 0 Ceilleachair
D.Hall
F. Quigley
A. Bigley
P. Thornton
J. Cotter

The new officers will take- over from
Pauline and John on July 1st. We wish
them all the best of luck in their campaigns.
Pauline Madigan President

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN • TOYOTA • MITSUBISHI
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agents for International Vehi( Ie
Import..., dn Importer and distributor ot quality second hand car'>
from Idpdn The recent name for these cars has become
'lH'w"pd" (dr'l hp( auspof the vprv high quality of their
(onditlon dne! thp vpry low mileage

*

~

UII Y CUARANTEED - ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE. SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
("I!H1dg(' (,II

),11(',,1

td o!!('r d fullv comprehensivt' (dr dnd \dll \dl(,tll1g ",'rUt"

*
\,li('"

()P('11

TRADf -INS VV~ LCOMl:

q ()() dill -

7 00 pm -

Contact Mike or Alan at:

*

Monday to Saturday

28854 7

SMALLWOOD MOTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE, CO. KILDARE.
TEL: (01 )288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OF CARS AND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

*

+

CAR ALARMS

*

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Quality Used Cars
Contact: Mike or Alan on 288547
~-------------------------------------------------------~
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The Japanese buy over.three million new cars a year butdriving these cars
is not only a frustrating experience due to population, it is a/so extremely
expensive as parking costs can amount to anything from £200 - £300 a
month in major cities and motorway charges are in the region of £1.00 for
every 10K travelled, thus everyday driving as we know it is not encouraged
in Japan.

PJ.
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Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. have recently been appointed agents for
International Vehicle Imports, an importer and distributor of quality
second hand cars from Japan. The recent name for these cars has become
"newsed" cars because of the very high quality of their condition and the
very low mileage.

GUAR NTEE
These facts are a major contributory factor in allowing a minimum of 2
years anti-rust guarantee and six months parts and labour. As main
importers, International Vehicle Imports have guaranteed all part
replacements so customer fears can be allayed on this point.
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PRICE
Prices compare very favourably with the used car market price here butas
the mileage on these cars ranges from 15K ... 57K (10.000 miles - 40.000
miles) their condition can only be appreciated on sight and driving.

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES
LTD.

Environment
Friendly

1986 MICRA
1985 DIAHATSU CHARADE
1985 NISSAN SENTRA
1984 TOYOTA COROLLA 11
1984 TOYOTA SPRINTER
1984 TOYOTA 'COROLLA DX

A major selling point for these
cars must also be the fact that
they are all fitted with catalytic
converters to control exhaust

MINIMUM

emissions and are therefore

~

2 years anti-rust guarantee
6 months parts & labour •

AFTER 2 YEARS
1984 TOYOTA HI-ACEDSL~
1982 OPEL KADETT 1.3

much kinder to the environment.
This converter wi!'r by law
become standard from 1992 on

Sales Open from 9 a.m. -7 p.m.

I

all cars in Ireland in an effort to

Mon. - Sat.
Contact Mike or Alan at 288547

JI

I

control pollution.

TRADE:IN'S WELCOME
1,............._____________________________
_

Other Models
Available
include ...
Daihatsu Charade
Mazda 323
Mitsubishi Colt
Honda Jazz
Toyota Corolla DX
Year range includes

1984-1986

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are now in a position to offer a fully
comprehensive car and van valeting service. Phone: 288547.
-------~~----------~~--~------~~------------------------.~
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Despite that fact that women have had in
theory, equal pay, and equal employment opportunities since the mid-seventies, the situation as we face into the last
decade of the twentieth century, .is that
women still fonn one third of . the
workforce, and less than one third of
married women are working outside the
home.
The lack of adequate childcare facilities
is the key element in restricting women's
participation in the workforce. Instead
of the marriage bar, where women were
forced to resign on marriage, we now
have the baby bar, where women resign
after childbirth. Of course, all children
have two parents, but somehow, society
still sees the responsibility for the provision of childcare, as that of mothers.

Yet many mothers want to work outside
the home, ~it11er for personal development, or forfinancial}"easns. Many do
not want to write ofrthe many years of
education, and hard work,and friel!d~
ships developed . during . their . careers:
Others cannot afford to live on one wage
earners pay, or contrary to what society
expects, there . may .be no other wage
earner in the household. So what do they ' ,
do?
~.

, ~~ ; ,,"

'

at;~ynooth,thk'}g~tions

Looking .
for
working parents are to have children
looked after by a neighbour, ora relative,
or in a creche. The only state provision
for children is limited to children regarded as at risk. A Childcare Bill is

CHILDCARE IN
MAYNOOTH
winding its slow way through the Dail,
but as yet, there are absolutely no regula~
tions in operation for the running of
childcare facilities, as there are in other
countries.
Anyone can take in children, and it is up
to parents to satisfy themselves that proper
care is being taken, that the careers know
what they are doing, and that facilities
are safe. In Middlesex in England,
childminders must be registered with the
local authority, who inspect the premises, and lay down minimum standards
for care and safety.

The lack of such supervision is of great
concern to many childcare workers here
in Ireland. One such is Geraldine Scanlon,
who has open~da sllperb creche in
Maynooth, which is a model of the. kind
of childcare facility which should be
availa~le for ail children.'
This is the second creche which Ger has
inaugurated. She started up the Rainbow
creche in theNUrn in Glasnevin, and ran
it foX-three years.' When she moved to
Maynooth, she quickly saw the need for
childcare facilities in the town, and so the
house in Old Greenfield was purchased,
and transfonnedinto Kids' Kottage. Ger's
aim is to provide a famil y atmosphere for
the children while they are in the Kottage. The building is totally dedicated to
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the needs of the little clients. There is a
toddlers' room, a Montessori room,
changing room, babies' room, large play
room, and a kitchen. There are plans to
convert the garage to a water and sand
area.
All meals are provided, the radio plays in
the kitchen, and the children are kept
busy, with structured play. Their social
skills are fostered and they are well able
to integrate with other children when
they go to school. The Kottage has a
large garden, andon fine days, there are
trips to the woods, to feed the swans in
the Canal, to the library, to the bookshop.
In summer, there are plans for trips to the
beach, and the zoo - if it's still there.
Opened last September, the number of
children has grown rapidly, as the effect

of word of mouth recommendations
spreads. The services offered include a
Montessori school, four mornings a week,
from '9.30 - 12.30 a.m., a toddlers' session, afterschool activities (the school
bus stops outside); as well as full-time
childcare for babies and toddlers. Parents interested in [mding out more, should
contact Ger, who will be only too happy
to show them around.
From the level of enquiries received to
date, it is clear that Maynooth needs
more of these facilities. Isn't it about
time that Government recognises the
importance of providing a proper childcare service for all working parents, firstly
by setting and monitoring standards, and
secondly by allowing parents to obtain
tax relief on childcare fees.

v
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GIVING A
SPECIAL CHILD
A BREAK
Holidays are important for both children
and parent and even more important when
a child in the family has a mental handicap.
"BREAKAWAY" is a scheme enabling
parents with a normal family to take into
their home, a child with a mental handicap for a week or two during the Summer. The child gets a 'holiday, the host
family a new experience in family life
and the natural family an opportunity for
a break'.
St. Raphael's, Celbridge; the centre for
people with a mental handicap in North
Kildare, which provides a range of services, has 'placed' about thirteen children
each year up to the age of 16 since the
Breakaway Scheme got underway in
1981. Most families participate in a
short training course prior to placement
and parents of the child who is to have the
holiday meet with prospective host parents to exchange information before any
decisions are made.
No financial commitment is incurred by
participants in 'BREAKAWAY'. Expenses are made available through
'BREAKAWAY'resources.
One couple who have acted as host family
for the BREAKAWAY holiday are Mary
and Joe Norris, Highfield Park, Kilcock.
The Norris' who have four children have
been a BREAKAWAY family for the
last three years. They have hosted a boy
often years, who spends holidays and the
occasional weekend with them.
The Norris family heard about the
BREAKAWAY Holiday Scheme on the
radio and through an article in the local
paper and decided that they would get
involved. They feel that their involvement in the Scheme has been very worthwhile and has enabled themselves and
their children to understand mental handicap. St. Raphael's, Celbridge provides a
full back-up service for families providing a BREAKAWAY holiday. So a host
family who may experience a worry can
calion the Social Worker who is available on a 24 hours basis. During the
holiday, the Social Worker visits to see
that all is going well and to provide a link
between the host and natural family. The
average duration of a holiday is two
weeks.
Further information about theBREAKAWAY Scheme is available from:

Brid Leahy, Social Worker,
St. Raphael's, Celbridge. Tel. 288161

NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES
MAGAZINES
STATIONERY

TOBACCO;-:;NI;:;.:;S.:.r1..:.:'~.,--,

FRUIT
GROCERIES
ICECREAM

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCllUR NAISIUNTA

L
L.U

__Lt. ...
National
LOTTERY

~IDJ~ ,e~~~e/!J

" .:;;;;; 285367'iP -~
A Personal Home Hair Styling Service

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HAVE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOuk OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDA~
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH.
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOURCHILDREN-£12.00
DIAL-A~S"1YLE AT 285367 RR ID.R AProINIMNf
j

~:=::.~========N==U==Z===ST==O==P=========:·~1
fv1A..IN SIREET fvt\Yl\lXJIH
TEL NO: 286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS T-SHIRTS
BACK PATCHES
7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)

~ OPEI1INGHOURS: 8.00 :A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)
"~---------------------------------------------------~~

TONY MENTON & SONS
38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857
• Painting & D~orating •
~~'IIiI. Interior & Exterior
•

<1
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•
" Brushes Vacuum & Screen . Y
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed . " .
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • --,:::;

.

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages
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KILCLOON
- BOARD
& KENNE LS
.
.
PROOF OF VACCINATION REQUIRED

PH 285675

,.
~.

RIDGEWAY FITTED
KITCHENS AND WARDROBES
WE SPECIALISE IN ALL TYPES OF FITTED WARDROBES
AND KITCHENS MADE TO YOUR OWN DESIGN
~~~

ONTACT NOEL FOR A PERSONAL QUOTATION

L~~I~

TEL: 243293

THE

PLA'N T PLACE

DUBLIN RD., MAYNOOTH.
01 286021

TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES,
t

.

BEDDING & VEGETABLE PLANTS NOW IN STOCK
FOR QUALITY, ADVICE AND SERVICE
YOU CAN'T DO BETTER.
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WINNERS OF COLOURING
COMPETITIONS

lOOJ~rt~. ~

4-7 Years

~~

1st: Michelle Cunningham,
79, Maynooth Park.

~~~

2nd: Yvonne Smith,
Mulhussey, Kilcock, Co. Meath.

seven thiny sundials
serd su.p.e.rlfapely
shimmering shadows e

3rd: Erin O'Connell,
Caroline's Montessori School,
Maynooth

8 - 12 Years

nire night-mice
\ike nice fried rice

1st: Catriona Fitzgerald,
Warrenstown, Kilcock,Co.Meath.
2nd: Claire McDonnell,
119 Railpark, Maynooth.

twice With lice g

! t

3rd: Ashling Wall,
95 Carton Court, Maynooth.

wasn't .fast enough !
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MAYNOOTH FURNITURE REMOVALS

o FFICESETC.
PH: (01) 286527 ANYTIME
DISTANCE NO OBJECT
ALSO YARDS CLEANED
AND RUBBISH REMOVED
PH: (01) 286527 ANYTIME

CLEANALL S ERVICES

LEIXLIP

TilE CLEANING SPECIALfS TS
CARPETS - UPIIOLSTERY - CAR VALETI NC
DAILY OFFICE

CL~ANING

CnIMNEY CLEANfNG SERV[CE

."
"

,_ L____ ~y ... <;~

Leixlip Phone: 242777
PROPRIETOR: DARRELL SCANLON
NOTICE: CLEANALL SERVICES NO LONGER OPERATES FROM PREVIOUS. TELEPHONE NUMBERS
USED IN
.
GOLDEN PAGES EXCEPT 24277~ WE ARE SORRY FO~ ANY I~CONVENIENCE . .
"

EDWARDS
FOR CLOTHES CARE
UNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
MAYNOOTH

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
SAME DAY SERVICE

REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
. CURTAINS AND SUITE COVERS
WITH PERSONAL SERVICE
MONDA Y -SATURD AY 9am.:6 pm
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Extra copies of the children's cojouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office.

NAME __~______~____~~__~~____~~~-=~~__
AD DR ESS ____~___________________~~__=~.......;............_____'_

AGE

Entries must be the original work of entrants.
Entries must be in by Tuesday, 17th April at 5.00pm.
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AGE

8-12.

,
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CARPENTRY & BUILDING SERVICES AVAILABLE

•• • • • • •

Extensions, Renovations, Attic Conversions
Roofing, Bar Counter -Tops
Fully-Fitted Hardwood Kitchens, Built-in Wardrobes
Shelves, Presses,Built-in Mahogony Units, etc.

• • • • • • • •
Also Tiling of any sort

- Wall &. Floor Tiling -

Kitchens. Bathrooms. etc.

• • • • • • • •

Wby not bave your job priced?

• • • • • • • •
No job too big or too small

• •Plroni:~
• •(01)• 287739
• • •

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SI1ELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend on
economi~3l s01.ution to the problem.
Water Softeners, Filters to remove Iron, Lead, Aluminium & Dirt

WATER PURIFIERS
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore &- Co.,
Warrenstown ( Trim Road),
Drumree, Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631 (24 Hours)

Dublin Road,
Maynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
and

DYNAM

Repair or
Exchange Unit.

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (r01) 286611

SUMMERHILL 0405-57115
______________________________________________________________________

~J

J

Following representations made by affiliated residents' assocation, ACRA has
considered the whole question of the
privatisation of domestic refuse collection. We believe that the arrival of private operators in our town and residential estates present NO answer to Kildare
Co. Co.'s refuse charges because:1. As householders are P A YE and V AT
tax payers we have already paid for this
essential service.
2. Experience in other counties has been
that private operators only collect in
'economic" areas, i.e. residential estates.
Householders and indeed whole communities outside of such areas will have
to dispose of their own rubbish.
3. The result could bea build up of waste
endangering human health and the environment.
4. Private operators do not provide waiver
schemes for those unable to pay their
rates.
The supper dance was held in March in
Slevin's of Dunboyne and I think I can
safely say that a good night was had by
all. The food was excellent as usual and
the dancing v:igorous. There were plenty
of spot prizes and we wish to thank all
those who were so generous yet again.
There has to be a special word of thanks
to a few who were especially kind to us.
Mr. Jim Downey of Laurence Avenue
who gave us a voucher for a meal for two
in the Poitin Stil, Leixlip Tyres for a
£20.00 voucher and last but not least to
Kathleen of Moulin Rouge for the lovely
culottes which were won on thenight by
Mrs. Grace Kennedy who showed them
off to wonderful advantage the following weekend. The list of donors is below,
but if by some oversight I have left off
anybody who did give us a prize please
do accept my apologies in advance.

CPL, Sean Power Bookmakers,
Maynooth Cycle Centre, Barretts,
COllOy'S Chemist, FMK Casuals, EP
Mooney, Tom Geraghty's Greenfield
Supermarket, Nissan, Carlton Cleaners,
El Dorado, Bruce's Betting Office, Doyles
Shoe Shop, The Country Shop, Bank of

RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
NOTES
ACRACOUNTY
KILDARE
BRANCH
'OUT OF THE FRYING PAN
AND INTO THE FIRE'
5. Private operators arepresemly charging £10 or more than Kildare Co. Co.
Should they replace the Council altogether their rates could increase sharply.
6. We wish to advise residents that a
High Court judge recently allowed a
member of Meath Co. Council leave to

GREENFIELD
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
Ireland, Declan O'Connor, Solicitor,
Maynooth Jewellers, Westend Carpets,
Top of the Crop, Ulster Bank, Extra
Vision, Caulfields, Mulcahy's Butchers,
Quinnsworth, Maynooth Book Shop,
Kehoe's Delicatessen, The Sports Locker,
The Country Shop Restaurant, O'Neill's
Butchers, Plunkett McStravick, Billies,
HItrdiman's Garden CenIJ'e, Studio One
Hair Salon, Logan's Coal, Coyne &
Bergin, The Roost, Brady's, Coca Cola.
Royal Canal Restoration Group, 7-Up,
The Hula Bou, Farrell's Fruit & Vegetable Shop, Barton's Shop, Edward's Dry
Cleaning, Barton's Transport, Jim's Shoe
Repairs, Xanadu, Greenfield Shopping
Centre, James Smyth, Butchers, Equestrian World, The Movie Store, T. Edwards Fruit & Veg., Ultra Vision, New
Waves Hair Salon, Premier Dairies, Mr.
John O'Grady, Maynooth Office Supplies, Housepride, Dial a Style. Contract
Flooring, and last but not least Slevins of
Dunboyne.

seek an order by way of judicial review
requiring the council to continue to
remove house refuse, under the Public
Health Act. County Meath went "private" last year.
While we can understand that many residents are angry with Kildare Co. Co. as a
result of their imposition of Local
Charges, and may be attracted by the
superior wheely bins, we believe that
privatisation represents an 'out of the
frying pan and into the fire' alternative to
local charges. Woe wish to remind residents that Kildare Co. Co. is a democratically elected authority and its members ·
should be obliged by the electorate to
provide the refuse service free at the
point of collection. With the Local Elections looming this issue should be raisedwith all candidates.
Michael Quinn,
Secretary,
13, Laurence Avenue, Maynooth.
While tile supper dance was a great success, the same could not be said for the
Annual General Meeting. The total tumout of 22 people, despite multiple reminders, was very disappointing. The
out-going Committee made up the bulk
of the attendance. Most of them agreed
to serve for one more year. The Treasurer, Mr. Tom Purcell has decided to
resign his office but is willing to continueasaCommittee Member. Hisplace
has been filled by Mrs. Mary Farrell who
is sure to prove an able successor. It is a
:;hame with the arrival of the Link Road
imminent, that more people could not
make an appearance on the night. This isa matter of concern for the residents of
Straffan Way and should be for all of us.
The amount of traffic on th~t road is
going to have an effect on usall. Itseems
that apathy is rife in Maynool.h as the attendance at the AGM of I. he Community
Games Committee proves. There is
money available centrally for the first
time and yet Maynoolh parenL~ are not
even willing to give their time.
The big positive item was the vast and ·
very pleasant improvemcnlin the Greenfield Shopping Centre. Congratulaljons
to tvIr. John Doran.

-----------,------------------------------------------------------

All meetings on third Monday of each
month in the M.A..D.E. Centre Post Primary School. The annual spring show

\ MAYNOOTH
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
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will be held on April 24th at S.V.D.
Hostel. Anyone wishing to take part may
contact Mrs. Imelda Desmond.

House . Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: 285544
QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME

5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.00
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £11.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
LARGE

RANGE OF SHADES AND

LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

Look! Builders & Farmers

Scaffolding Be Towers
HIRE - DELIVER & ERECT.

Contact:

MICHAEL J PAYNE
CLONCURRY, DUBLIN
RD .
•
ENFIELD, co. MEATH

QUOTATIONS FREE PHONE:

l-leating

0405 -41532

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
TEL: 285387
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The Post Primary School was honoured
on Monday, March 12th with a visit by
Bishop Bamonn Casey. The occasion
was the launching of the Annual Awareness Week which is promoted by the
First Year Leaving Certificate Students.
The central aim is to educate themselves
and others on the inequalities and injustices of the world. Bishop Casey addressed the students on the causes of

MAYNOOTH
POST PRIMARY
SCHOOL
famine and poverty in Africa, Central
AmericaandAsia. A lively and informative discussion followed, after which the
Bishop was presented with a replica
Trocaire Box by Ms. Deirdre Burke on
behalf of the students, to symbolise their

AWARENESS

support for Trocaire's development programmes.
During the course of the week, representatives from organisations dealing with
Substance Abuse, the Travelling Community, the Homeless and Apartheid met
the students. The climax of theweek was
the 24 hour sponsored fast, through which
students made their own personal contribution to the Third World and its problems.

WEEK

Front: Mr. T. Ashe, Principal, Bishop Eamo~n Casey and Ms. Kathleen O'Leary, . ,Back: Deirdre Burke, Fr. Thynne, School Chaplain,
Matthew Carroll, Aidan Clynch, John Clarke, Aishling Boyle.
Photograph by Oliver McCrossan

PRESENTATION OF CHEQUE
L toR: Donncadha O'Brien, Fintan Ruddy, John O'Reilly, Anne Hodge, Ciaran Dockery and Seanan Griffin.
John O'Reilly is holding a cheque for £535.00 which was presented by Mr. Ruddy, on behalf of the Ulster Bank, to the Post-Primary
Sc~ool, for the promotion of games. John is a gold medalist cross country winner having won the 1990 Leinster title; Donnchadha is the Captain of the Senior Football Team which won the 1990 County Final; whilst Fiona Hodge is Captain of our Basket ball
team narrowly beaten in the 'Regional quarter-finals.
"
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BRIDAL 'HIRE
. . .~, SPECIALISTS IN BR[DAL WEAR & ACCESSOHIES
BRIDAL HIRE, DEBS., &

EVENI~C

WEAR

COMPLETE BANGE IN STOCK

BEAUTIFUL COMMUNION DRESSES INCLUDING VEIL,
HEADRESS AND BAG
£35 FOR 5 DAYS.
~

47 CRODAlJN FOHEST PARK,
CELBHIDGE,
CO. KIUHHF.

Ol-2716lU

$~

§flapnootlj 'JfebJellers

~'0
(,;':yCS STOCKISTS
~:

Main Street, Maynboth (01) 285946
CO. Kildare

O~

~

>v

OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS

SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL

~

A LARGE~ELECTION OF
,
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS '

O()l'l<;

~.-t

GALWAY. CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BEI.T.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

$'\<1--0
~

BLINDS
,ImI S M\l.!.N:
BL IN>.¥KERS, LIMITE))
CIXliRIN6£l-I, lEIXLIP
244943 .ANYfIrv£

e

'.

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

?

{

Extr. copies of the chil~ren's colouring competition page are avaIlable

In the Community Couflcil Office .
NAME ______
__ ____________
~~

~

ADDRESS ____________________

~

~

____

________________

AGE_
Closing date for receipt
of entries:

This category of the childrens colouring
. competition is for 4 - 7 year olds only.

Tuesday 17th ApriIat 5 p.m.
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Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE THE LEINS~ ARMS

TEL: 286644
1.

Horses takena~ board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% b~onus on all up YANKEE'S, llJCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2 ~ 3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
s. Morning price,s daily ~
6. Special betting daily '- incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
.Choice trebles, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

G. MULCAHY
. F aniily Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

DELIVERY SERVICE PHONE 286317

FINEST QUALITY MEATS
BEEF, LAMB, PORK & BACON
COOKED MEATS
FRESH FISH DAILY
FRESH PORK SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
MEAT TO PLEASE YOU
.PLEASED TO MEET YOU
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CLINICS
Clinics will be held by Deputy Sean
Power in Caulfield's Public House in the
Main Streeton the second Thursday night
of every month (from 7.30 p.m.) Deputy
Charlie McCreevy will also oblige; he
will attend at Gerry Brady's Auctioneers
office in the Main Street on the first
Thursday night of the month, from 8.30
p.m.

POLITICAL
, PARTY NOTES
FlANNA FAIL
NOTES
some of the positive elements of the
Budget as he saw them. He also said that
the increased finance for roads in Kildare
County was likely to be used to greater
effect because of a coherent policy of the
Local Authority to use it to best advantage in designating/classifying roads for
treatment and improvement rather than
dilute its effects by stop-gap measures
thoughout the county.

COLLEGE
At our February meeting, we were glad
to have a visit from two officers from the
Maynooth College Cumann.
They
brought us up to date on their activities
and initiatives and we will explore
measures for further meetings and develop ways to harness cooperation to
mutual advantage in the future.

EUROPE

ROADS

More than milk interest was expressed in
a letter from Paddy Lalor MEP about
organised Information Visits to the European Institutions at Brussels and Stras-

At the recent Comhairle Ceanntar meeting, Deputy Charlie McCreevy outlined

____________=__

___.._____ ______ ____uu________

~~~·~.

~

THE TOLL ROAD
CONTROVERSY
Theopeningofthe WestLink Toll Bridge
between LucanartQ/Palmerstown, followed by the revelation that several further tolls are envisaged for other sections
of the Dublin Western By-Pass, has
brought the spectre of toll roads into
closer focus for the inhabitants of
Maynooth. With big foreign groups
making spectacular monetary bids for
permission to operate these additonal
tolls, the government will obviously be
even further convinced of the attractions
of applying tolls to the Leixlip-Maynooth
By-pass, work on which is due to begin
before the end of this year.
The arguments for and against toll roads
raise a very fundamental philosophical
question concerning the costs and benefits of such public 'goods'. The use of
tolls implies a belief that the main beneficiaries of the roads in question are those
motorists who use them. However, the
benefits are much more widely spread
than tllis. The removal of through traffic
from towns and cities reduces congestion for local road users (including
public transport as well as private motorists); it also reduces air and noise pollution (especially where heavy trucks and
buses are diverted onto by-passes); and it
generally makes the by-passed towns

bourg with possible visits to Heidelberg
and Paris thrown in. There will be four
separate groups travelling at times .coinciding with full sessions of the European
Parliament in March, April, May and
June. The trips, which promise to be as
enjoyable as they are educational, last
eight days and are on offer at the extremelyattractive price of £300 per person approximately, thanks to a substantial subsidy from the European Parliament. Further details from the EDA
offices at (01) 715344.

~

__ ___
··_
"·-· __·-"'·_____

~~_m~·~_~
·

5___

~
··
.
·- i_~
- ~
.
·

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
much more livable for the"local inhabitants (as the residents of Maynooth will
quickly appreciate once the local bypass is completed).
In addition, by-passes reduce inefficiency
in the economy by eliminating a lot of
time wasted in transit by both goods and
business people. The benefits of the
resultant improved productivity eventually spread throughout the economy in
the form of reduced costs or higher incomes. There is therefore a strong argument that the community at hirge should
pay, from general taxation, for by-pass
roads, since the community at large - and
nOljust motorists as such benefits from
their construction. There is the additonal
argument that tolls, by providing a disincentive to people from using by-passes,
reduce the potential benefits to the community arising from the by-passes ..
There is also the long accepted view that
taxation, needed to pay for pubiic services such as health and eduction - as well
as roads - should be collected from people
according to their ability to pay. Hence
the practice oflevying higher rates of tax
on higher levels of income. Toils, on the
other hand, by .charging II :;tandard fare,
make no allowances for motorists' dif-
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POST PRUMARY SCHOOL
The Cumann recently discussed the needs
of the Post Primary School for an extra
teacher with our local representatives.
Deputy Power reported back to us at our
January meeting that he was following
up the issue vigourously and would keep
us informed of developments.

Sean O'Siothchain P.R.O.
____
..__

n=n_n_m_m=.=_=_=..

_____

bk~

...

~----

fering abilities to pay, and therefore
penalise the least well off. They therefore force the latter offlhc by-passes with negative results for the rest of the
community thereby lea.vin~the by-passes
to benefit primarily the better off.
The Workers' Party believes that roads
are a vital public service which benefit
the community at large and which therefore should be paid for from public funds
raised from general taxation. While the
government may argue that it has not got
the funds to build roads, ultimately the
roads will have to be paid for anyway,
and by one section of the community
(those paying tolls) rather than the whole
community. In addition, the total amount
to be paid will be inflated by the need to
provide private road builders with a
handsome profit, which would not be
required if the state built the roads instead.

CASTLE RESTORATION
COMMITTEE WELCOMED
The Maynooth Branch oCthe Workers'
Party welcomes the establishment of a
local committee, chaired by the President of Maynooth College, to pursue the
full restoration of Maynooth Castle and
the provision of tourist facilities therein.
The Workers' Party through its representative on the committee, Paddy Daly,
looks forward to supporting this very
laudable project in every way possible.

.'J

c. P. L.

Motor Factors

Main St., Maynooth,Co. Kildare. Tel: 011286628/286301 .

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND TRACTORS,
~~_ BATTERIES,PLUGS,

~

EXHAUST:S, BRAKE PADS

OLIVER REI·LLY LT D.
Undeftak~n

WREATHS

and Compl~t~ FUMral Fumilhers
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

FUNERAL WREATHS

045/68482

e'"
.

UNDERTAKERS TO
MA YNOOTH· MORTALITY
.'. .......
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
,-"J

•

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399
«

JOE MOORE
Straffan Rd., Maynooth
TELEVISION &VIDEO REPAIRS
All repairs guaranteed. Same day service.
Free estimates
Monday - Saturday 9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE ' DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
PHONE FOR DETAILS
New &Second-Hand TV and video sets fully guaranteed
Telephone: 285586
48
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ROAD REPAIRS
The diabolical state of our roads in North
Kildare is a constant source of agitation
to pedestrians, cyclist and motorists alike.
Labour councillors and local representa- tives forward a constant stream of complaints and representations to the Co.
Council from residents in their areas. A
small sample of representations made
recently on behalf of Maynooth residents is printed below.
Following representations from residents
in College Green and Cluain Aoibhinn,
Deputy Stagg has been informed by the
County Engineer that major repairs to
the Rathcoffey Road as far as the tum to
Cluain Aoibhinn are planned but that
these await the completion of building
work in the area and the payment of
levies.
The need for repairs to Convent Road
was also taken up by Deputy Stagg with
the Co. Engineer and a commitment was
given that these would be undertaken
shortly.
Deputy stagg has also made representations to Kildare Co. Council on behalf of
"But here" - I picked up the morning
paper from the ground - "let us put it to a
practical test Here is the first heading
upon which I come.
'A Husband's <:ruelty to ~is Wife'. there
is half a column of print, but I know
without reading it that it is all perfectly
familiar to me. There is, of course, the
other woman, the drink, the push, the
blow, the bruise, the sympathetic sister
or landlady. The crudest of writers could
invent nothing more crude." - A Case of
Identity: Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
(1892).
The popular perception and experience
of marital breakdown has hardly changed
in the last one hundred years.
The last thirty years or so has seen a
number of laws passed in this country
which have attempted to afford some
measure of legal muscle to the marital
partner in the weaker position. There are
now provisions to provide certain protections for marital property, to direct the
payment of maintenance by one partner
for the support of the other and the children, and to bar a partner from the Family
Home in cases of violence and oppression.
The courts have a limited power to declare certain marriages invalid or void
for lack of consent or capacity; in other
words, the Courts may rule in such cases
that no marriage existed in law. In such
-

~.

-

"

permIssIon to bring a line across the
railway track at Mullen Bridge. In order
to speed up this development, John
McGinley has been in contact with
Iarnrod Eireann stressing the desirability
of the project and urging la.·mod Eireann
to grant permission to Maynooth Relays
for work to begin at Mullen Bridge at the
earliest possible date.

LABOUR PARTY
NOTES
the residents of Old Carton regarding the
condition of the Dunboyne Road beyond
Carton Wall to the Meath border. The
Co. Engineer has undertaken to include
this work for consideration along with
the other projects to be financed from
Strenghtening Grants.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
PARADE

KINGSBRY

Undoubtedly this years St. Patrick's Day
parade in Maynooth was the most successful ever. The several thousand people
who thronged the Main St. enjoyed the
combination of spring sunshine and colourful spectacle. Maynooth should be
proud of its parade - rem em ber that many
much larger towns around the country
had no parade because they lacked the
dedicated band of workers who make
these things possible. In Maynooth, the
community owes a debt to the Social and
Recreational Sub-committee of the Community Council. Bride O'Brien and John
McGinley deserves special mention for
their Trojan work.

Deputy Stagg has been in contact with
the Co. Council regarding the conditon
of building areas in Kingsbry estate
which have not yet been developed. This
problem, together, with !,he problem of
large scale dumping in the ditch between
Kingsbry and Greenfield is now being
investigated by the Co. Council.

MA YNOOTH RELAYS
As part of their plans to extend their
piped TV service to new areas of the
town, Maynooth Relays are seeking

remove certain aspects of formality in
the court process which often serve to
make the non-lawyer uncomfortable, viz.,
D
the wearing of wigs and gowns by barris:ters and judges. Secondly, and more,im- ,
portantly, the new law places a duty on
the solicitor to inform the client of the
practical alternatives to Judical Separation including the possibility of Family
Mediation or a Separation Agreement.

CITIZEN
CO.N SUMER
situations, it is open to the couple involved to legally marry in the State because they will be deemed not to have
been married at all.
Of course, there is nq provision to dissolve a valid marriage which is notworking; all that we know here is a form of
legitimised separation, in other words
the partners may decide to live "separate
and apart" from one a.'1other but the marriage would still be in existence from a
legal point of view and the partners are
therefore proNbit~ from remarrigge according to the hiws of the State. Some
people may have been unaware that our
"Divorce a mensa et thors" was notinlaw
a divorce at all, merely a releasing of the
partners from the marital duty to live
together.
-

Thirdly, the Actadds two further grounds
to the pre-existing grounds for Separation (Cruelty, Adultery, unnatural practices). The additional grounds are:- the
fact of the partners living apart for two
years or more, - the behaviour of one
spouse being so unreasonable over time
that no reasonable spouse could be expeet to live with them.
T-

The 1989 Judicial Separation Act has
now provided, among other things,
Judicial Separation to replace the obso~
lete notion of divorce a mensa et thora.
Apart from that, the principal purpose of
the Act is to try in the first place to

"-
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Advocates of divorce will not be very
impressed with the law as it now is even
after such amendment. There are many
other problems which the State needs to
legislate upon particularly when so many
people are in the twilight zone of the
separated in a second relationship. Problems such as succession, gift and inheritance tax spring to mind.
To borrow the words of one farriily law
practitioner, all the ingredients are still
there for "a lawyer's paradise and a social
nightmare" in the coming Years.

NEW SLENDER WORLD TONING STUDIO IN MAYNOOTH

Shed Those Inches
"THE NO SWEAT, NO STRESS WAY"
ON OUR NEW ELECTRONIC TONING TABLES

SLENDER WORLD TONING MACHINES PROVIDE PASSIVE EXERCISE ON

6 TABLES, EACH DESIGNED TO WORK ON DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS.
EACH l HOUR WORK OUT HELPS REDUCE AND TONE UP TUMMY, WAIST, HIPS
AND THIGHS
10

MINUTES ON EACH TABLE WILL LEAVE YOU REFRESHED
WITHOUT THE STRESS.

FOR FREE TRIAL TONING SESSION PHONE US AT (01) 289144 OR
CALL TO

SLENDER WORLD
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH.
(WE'RE OVER ALAN FRAZER MENSWEAR)
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE - WHY NOT TREAT THE LADY IN YOUR LIFE,
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Crossword No. 29
by Sprite

ACROSS
8. Ian trap~ a devoted follower (8)
9. Try Poe for a verse (6)
10. One hundred and five new pence for
this fowl (6)
11. It may end in poetry, but it's one big
place (8)
12. Where Grace dwelt (6)

13. Tom and ragged (8)
15. Who ever calls the tune .. ? (4)
17. Looks like extremity directed operations (7)
19. Confuse tin desk for the most considerate (7)
22. It'll never meet the west (4)
24. I'm untutored about the iron tang (8)
27. Anticipate and count upon (6)
29. Sounds like a thirsty sweet eater (8)
30. With Maynooth Relays, you won't
need one of these (6)
31. Makes amends with a stone (6)
32. Quality not shown to journalists in
Iraq? (8)

N .. I1le •••••• .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

AddfesI ••.•• • ••••• • , ..••• ~ ... " • . ••.

SOLUTION TO
CROSSWORD NO. 28
DOWN
1. This Enrico was a singer (6)
2. Dad's rant for a model of behaviour (8)
3. Mix close pea for a thin slice of meat

(8)
4. Yearly grant of a fixed sum (7)
5. Short fast run (6)
6. Sounds like to rub out a Maynooth
bakery (6)
7. Hula Bou and Cloes are this type of
clothier (8)
14. Does this toreceive (4)
16. Confused Dane in the Gulf (4)
18. Sent a mug and m~es it bigger (7)
20. I restate badly, but he goes over the
same ground (8)
21. Ted pored over and banished the
alien (8)
23. To allure and entice Tara cat badly
(7)
25. Indian and Pacific, for example (6)
26. A dab hand at pictures (6)
28. Play the lotto, and take one of these
(6)

WINNER OF CROSSWORD
.
NO. 28
(£5 Prize)

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Tuesday 17th April at 5 p.m.

Mary Merriman
AuxiIia, Maynooth.
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DESPICABLE
INCIDENTS IN
MAYNOOTH

( GARDA TALK)

For I am afraid·when darkness is here,
Recently an elderly lady residing alone
Altho,:!gh you are standing near.
close to the town had the window of her
For when darknessc.omes it fills me with
homesIIlashed:when a large stPlle was . fright,
thrownthroughii. This cowar<,lly·behav- '
I sigh with' relieJ when daylight is in
iour happened late at night (aftermidsight,
night) anc;l the victim waS~isibly:terror~
Ton~ght I ask for agoPd night's sleep,
ised byth~ experience; Anotheiliome of
Not like ili,e night before, when all I did
an elderly couple was recently burgled, .
was weep.
whiletlie occupants 'Were outyisiting'
Dear God you know lam so lonely, sad
one Sunday evening. This was a routine
and confused,
of theirs and obvio\lsly the miscreants
I I>r~y for strength to forgive those who
were aware of this . . Their house was
have abused,
ransacked and some money and "aluI know you will give help, with my
sorr()w, . .
abIes takyn. Thyvictim.s were so shattered that theyhad to stay overnight with
To give me hope, to face the future,
relatives.
especially tomorrow.
So,' you w:t;ong doers,'heed the message
Other lesser acts of vandalism and rowof the abOve poem and reflect on the fear
dyism have also occurred and all posand anguish you instil in people and the
sible iniatives are being explored to pre"
emotional damage you cause by your
vent and-deter such unwimton misbehav~·
conduct.
iour. Such acts of lawlessness are to be·
deplored because of the spock and fear, .
'S T. PATRICK'S DAY
distress and anxiety that they inflict on
PARADE
our most vulnerable innocent citizens.
The Gardai wish to assure local residents
The Gardai wish to thank the residents of
that those occurrences are being fully
Maynooth for tlleir patience and underinvestigated in the hope of apprehending
standing during the annual St. Patrick's
the perpretrators. Hereunder is a short
Day Parade. Inconvenience and disruppoem written by a victim of crime, ention we hope were kept to a minimum
titled, 'A Victims Prayer'.
and this was due in no small way to the
tolerant attitude and goodwill of the local
A Victims Prayer
people. For your support and wholeDear God, as I prepare for bed tonight,
hearted co-operation w.e express our apPlease glVe me strength to 'tumout the
preciailon.
light,

~~~~:;1~~~:wo~::::a::~~~~~ '(sT~El<~T

fALKIN G)

in fact it now signifies Maynooth,-Celbrthe .basis of.t1Jebusiness. WiLh no callidge-Leixlip cabs. The widened scope
. out charge,' he is able to run a group of
reflects the .past expansion and future ·
shoppers into"the main street from the
ambitiogsOfthislo<:alservice enterPrise ·
local estate~ for £2.00, or take home a
based iii, Finerty"Hotis~, mi the Dublin
groupjust off the last bus from Dublin
side of Maynooth. Since Eugene O'Shea
al!d anxious abOut the walk home in the
took over the business ig April of last
darfe.
year there has been a remarkable .conThese local runs are much used by the
solidation in ,the cab service and, it has
elder citizerts,-and were particularly apnow t>ecome a~iniegral factori~local , .. preciated duringthe harsh weather of the
community: transport. With an ynlarged
past couple of months when many would
fleet of three Ford Orions and a six seater
have been hOlIsebOuud otherwise. His
MitsubishiSpacewagor{ (shortly; to be
..cabshave been in attendance in practiaugmented by another), it is MCL's bOast , cally e~ery local wedding oflate, providthat they have never left anyonestllck.
ing areasonableMay~ooth based alterIndeed, Eugene CiShea has plenty going
native to the flash 'limo'. His drivers find
for him. His cars are all non-smoking,
their way to addresses down the narroware cleaned daily, and get a service every
est twistiest bOreens, often at dead of
ten days. With radio control they are in
night and perhaps with a revellernot able
constant touch with baseatFinerty House
to give the clearest of directions. And if
while on the road. Although there have
someone is unable to get home, and does
not have the money, MCL being locally
been a number of long-distance chaufbased can see to it that things are settled
feured trips down the country t(}places
later - indeed, just such an incident
such as Galway and Longford, O:Shea
emphasises that the local short runs are
cropped up while" Street Talkin~" was
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BURGLAR ALARMS

As more houses and business premises in
the area are being fitted with. Burglar
Alarms we wish to advise people to ensure
that those appliances are not a source of
annoyance to the neighbOurhood. The
Gardai recognise the value of a good
alarm system but we must also point out
the disturbance and discomfort caused
by defective systems that are not properly installed. After installation they
require regular and proper service by
competent and reputable back up flrms.
Burglar Alarms are instantaneous warnings of the interruption or intrusion and
should be tended to as soon as possible
after being activated. Gardai often arrive
at the scene of a ringing alarm only to
find that there is no keyliolder available
or contactable. On some occassions
alarms are left ring all night.

Therefore we request people who have
alarms fitted to notify their alarm company or the Gardai of the name and
address and telephone numbers of the
key holders.

Your Local Gardai
interviewing Eugene. It is to be hoped
that our readers don't abuse the indulgence.
O'Shea, an ex~Army man from Tipperary, has fitted well into our town - even
to the extent of succumbing to the local
custom of parking his cars on the pavement, as one disgruntled pedestrian has
remarked. He speaks enthusiastically of
his drivers and the service they provide
around the clock, 365days a year. There
is a pool of eight drivers on call, some of
them part-time. At the moment they are
all men, but there are some women drivers who have applied for the stringently
controlled pSV license necessary. Soon
it is hoped that one or two of them will
take a tum behind the wheel, as well as
the men such as John McDermott and
Jim Staunton who are already well-known
to MCL regulars. Apart from the straight
forward taxi and courier service, MCL
can also arrange mini-bus hire, has a car
rental agency, and runs something ·of an
accommodation bureau in recommending local places to stay.

Our draughts, volleyball and badminton .
teams are practising away, and by the
time we go to print they'll .have started
their County competition. We wish them
all the best of luck. Draughts manager
Breda Gormally, ,volleyball manager
Bernie O'Shea and the badminton club
are looking after the badminton. Our
outdoor teams are also starting to practice i.e~ variety, producer Fiona O'Connor, Manager Norah McDermott, Tennis
manager Tom Sullivan, and football,
soccer and hurling will be looked after
by the respective clubs. Our grateful
thanks to all these people, who give of

(sPORTS NEWS)
MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
GAMES
their precious time to look after our teams.
The following are dates for the individual events:- Art, Fri. 4th May - Boys
National School 6 - 9 p.m.

Athletics -G.A.A. field Sunday 20th
May.
' . . ".
, Swimming, Sat 21st April - Stewarts
' 4.30 p.m. sharpand gymnastics Thursday 26th ApriL, If there are any changes
in these dates we will notify the schools
and put up posters. Als'-l don't forget to
leave back all the perpetual trophies in
proper condition for this years winners.
We congratulate the O'Shea family from
Smithstown who won the overall family
perpetual trophy for 1989 and to Caoimhe
O'Sullivan who won the overall individual cup for 1989. These trophies were
presented at the Patrick's Day parade.

----------------------------------------------_.....-------------The last report in the Newsletter must
have been from a different team, or else
Paddy McGovern our erstwhile club
captain paid me handsomely! Suffice to
say that the season has not gone too well,
or otherwise why would Aidan Siggins
be talking about the formation of a cricket
team for the Summer. Sadly we will
reflect on this season as the year that we
blew it. Never was success so easily
attainable. Dacent (sic) Skins as Eamon
Dunphy would put it, don't make a team,
but what the hell we still enjoyed it,
which was the raison d'etre (or as
McGroarty puts it in ancient Greek "hit
the box").

Bradley Shield - Quarter Final
After the euphoria of the previous match
which saw us bundle the cup favourites
out in the premier competition, away
from home, most neutrals predicted a
phenomenal season. Clonee tossed us
out of this secondary competition deservedly. Two nil down at half time, our
Zig and Zag, Paul Broughan and Aidan
Siggins pulled two back. On meritClonee
got the fifth. The outstanding feature of
the game was undoubtably the incredible
incompetence of the referee, which certainly surpassed by a very wide margin
anything in this writers very extensive
experience. Up to now we had gone
three and a half years without a sending
off or a suspension for accumulated
points. On the day we had two sent off
and three booked. Sadly the idiot in

COLLEGE GREEN
F.C.
having be~n shown the red card. After
the game one wit remarked that a bus
would be necessary for the next disciplinary committee meeting. His celleague
replied that they could start a campaign
entitled 'free the Summerhill eleven'.

Challenge Cup - 2nd E.ound
Having beaten Navan side Brewery in
last years quarter final, we had some
confidence in facing the Div. lA, formerly Div. 1 side. Sadly the day ended
with a dismal 5 - 1 thrashing, the only
goal coming from Joe (Brendan Bradley
lookalike) Buckley.
black probably ended our season and
maybe even gave the club the kiss of
death.

League Div. 2
Despite the previous result we went on to
record a 1 - 1 draw away to Stackallen
Rovers thanks to a second half goal from
Ciaran McGroarty. Then followed a fine
4 - 0 win away to Summerhill Celtic. The
goals came from McGroarty (2), O'Boyle
and Hughes. The game was abandoned
after 65 minutes when a Summerhill
player refused to leave the field after

League Div. 2
A 2 - 2 draw at home to Stackallen

ensued, with both goals coming from the
boot of Aristotle McGroarty. Another 1
- 1 draw away with league leaders Rossin
Rovers followed thanks to a goal from
our own Percy French, Paddy McGovern.
John Hughes in the best tradition of
Norman Whiteside scored twice in an
infamous 2 - 3 defeat at home [0 Clonmellon side, Killua Wanderers. A 2 - 2
draw against runaway leaders of Div. 2
Drumcar Celtic meant that we have now
taken three out of a possible four points
from the certain League Div. 2 winners.
The goals came from Ray Broughan
whose new beard now resembles that of
Peter Withe and the ubiquitous Paddy
McGovern. The north Donegal philosopher and sometime goalscorer McG roarty
got the equaliser awu)" to .the probable
league runners - up Grove R:mgers, 1 - 1.
A 1 - 3 defeat away to Keils Celtic meant
the end of any tenuous promotion hopes.
The goal came from our own Franz Carr,
alias Martin O'Dea.
With four games remaining at home in
the League and one away we can only
hope to attain mid - table respectability
and our pride. The Divisional Cup draw
is away to CloneeUtd., this year's likely
Div. 3 Champions who knows! The
exhumation of the remains of .Gerry
Murtagh, Eanna O'Boyle and Peter Connell should only serve to confuse our
.
enemIes.
Yours in sport,
Declan Forde
Chairman.

,

----------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------=~.

For the third year in a row Ted Gaffney
and Don Foley of Maynooth have won
the Hella/Ecco Rally Championship.
Driving the Bridgestone Golf Gt, the
team have managed to clinch the title
with two rounds still to go. A fine 6th 0/

GAFFNEY/FOLEY
WIN
CHAMPIONSHIP
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a on the recent Monaghan Rally against
strong local and Northern Ireland competition with none of their serious rivals
managing to finish in the top 10 means
caught for the title.
they cannot now

be

WESTEND
CARPETS & FURNITURE
.....

\.

SUPPLIERS OF ALL MAKES OF CARPETS AND VINYL

OUR HEW LOOK SHOWROOM AT MILL ST.,IS BY FAR THE
MOST ELEGANT SHOWROOM IN LEINSTER AND OFFERS A
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF CARPETS, VINYL AND BEDDING,
OUR FRIENDLY FLOOR STAFF WILL TEND TO YOUR EVERY NEED,
MEASURING AND ESTIMATING FREE OF CHARGE,
(ALL OUR BEDS ARE IRISH MADE)
OPEN MON, THURS. 9.30 -6.00 FRI 9.30 - 9.00 SAT 9.30 - 5.30

I

\

MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town Mall, Maynooth, County Kildare
.Telephone 01 • 286888

ALL TYPES OF
CURTAINS, RAILS, BLINDS
SUPPLIED &: FITTED
ESTIMATES FREE
Opening Hours:
CLOSED MONDAY

WED: 10am - 1pm

TUES: 10am - 5.30pm

THURS/FRI/SAT: 10am - 5.30pm
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Contd.

, MATCIIREP()RTS '
Sarts Celtic 1

,.

-

~

Ma}'!1ooth Town 2:
I,

-

An excellent all round team performance
which resulted in us, gaining two hard
earned points. Ken Cribben and Joe
O'Rior~n scored the all important goals.
This defeat for Sarts dealt their title aspirations a severe blow as they had sights n
being in the hunt for honours.
Our recent efforts off the field were
centered around preparations for the St.
Patrick's Day parade and our dance in
Slims on Sunday 18th March. Whilst a
great deal of work went into the preparation of the float our efforts were in vain
and we failed to win any of the prizes. To
all those who unselfishly gave of their

The Juvenile/Junior/Senior All Ireland
Cross Country Championships were held
at Bellewstown Racecourse on 4th February in the worst weather conditions
imaginable. Our only medal winner was
Carmel Noonan who put up a superb
performance to take the silver medal in
the Junior U/17 event. Our juveniles in
action were Emer Diggins (Boys U/9),
Irene Kearney, Susan Adderley (Girls U/
10), Niall Byrne; Ciaran McDermott
(BoysU/lO); Michelle Gilliek, Sarah
Adderley, Laura Kearney (Girls U/ll),
Shauna Feeney, Tracey Kearney, Dervla
McDermott, Linda Haren (Girls U/12),
Emer O'Sullivan, Aisling Redmond,
Gemma Haren (Girls U/13), Emma
McCluskey, (Girls U/14), Niall Gillick,
Christopher Byrne, Paul Flood, (Boys.U/
14) and Fiona Redmond, (Girls U/16).
They all deserved a medal for combating
the atrocious conditions.
Most of these athletes plus Thomas and
AnnMarie Farrell, Karl and Andre Ennis
and Lisa McCluskey were in action in
Ras Chill Dara at Kilcullen during international week. Most successful was Niall
Byrne who had a great run for third in
Boys U/lO while Cat1l1el Noona~ was

MAYNOOTH
' TOWN SOCCER "
CLUB
time in the preparations a sincere thanks.
Our dance in Slims proved to be a marveIIous evening with all and sundry
having a most enjoyable time. The excellent entertainment provided by "Second Chance" contributed a great deal and
we look forward to having them again in
the near future.
The large attendance made for a carnival
atmosphere and our National Holiday
was celebrated in true Irish fashion. It
was very heartening to receive support

MAYNOOTHAC
again in the prizes also. Patsy McCluskey took the Vet Ladies Race with the
team completed by Helen Redmond and
Margaret Gillick 2nd while Frances
Kearney and M¥ie Gleeson also ran.
Liam McNamee was 3rd in Veteran men
with the team also 2ndcompleid by Brian
Redmond and David Jolley.
Maynooth Club was host to the international visitors from USSR, France, Portugal and Belgium ata function in Slims,
Leinster Arins on Friday 2nd March. It
was great to see so many people who
were involved with the club over the
years at the function for the first such
assemply in Maynooth of, foreign athhad by locals
letes. A superb night
and visitors alike. The club would like to
thanle Beechgrove Construction Ltd.,
through Kieran Diggins for their generous sponsorships and all those who
, donated spot prizes - Barberstown Castle,
Ulster Bank, Maynooth Autos, Leinster
Arins, Maynooth G.A.A., New Waves,
and Mary Tierney. Also Willie Kiernan
for supplying and erecting sound equip-

waS

Over fifty of our members participated in
the St. Patrick's Day parade. The club
took the opportunity to hold a fancy
dress competition on the day the results
of which are:-

MAYNOOTH
SWIMMING CLUB:

FirstPlac;e ::Worz¢l Gummidge- Yvonne
O'Shea
", "

Fourth Place "The Champ" Paul Harren

Second PlaCy"Nicotine' Emma Fleming

Book tokens which were donated by
Maynooth Book Shop were awarded to
the following fancy dress participants.

Third Place "Miss Spring" Laura Boland
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f~om . various other clubs , and associa, tioris and it'was aIsoa great fillip to see
the various codes mingle on the, night
'and enjoy th~ occasion.
'
We would like to thank MaynoOth Labour party, Kathleen Dempsey, Brady's
and Caul fields for donating prizes for
our raffle also the Leinster Arins. The
evening was a fitting opening to our 21st
birthday celebrations which will continue throughout the year. ,' A number of
other functions and activities ru:e in the
pipeline and will be advertised locall y or
as the man said "watch this space".
Good progress has been made in our
negotiations with Kildare Co. Co. ,to have
the Mart Boreen restored to its former
enrichment and we expect the problem to
be solved in the next few weeks.

ment, the Leinster Arms and Staff for
their excellent service, Mary Tierney
and staff for the magnificent meal and all
our home grown , entertainer~: The
McMyler Sisters; The Maher School of
Irish Dancers; Paul "Elvis" Kelly; imd
the "Band" some of whom did not' even
know each other before, but put tdg~ther
a great session.
Pek.rKeegan, Gerry Fitzpati'lck, Ddvid
Jolley, I;>hilip McDermott and Kevin
McGovern not forgetting those who got
up and gave a hand from time to time,
including Brian Stewart, Kevin Connolly,
Sean Molloy and the , visitors among
others. We were sorry todiscover that
Paddy and Imelda Desmond wereunble
to be with us on the night due to Paddy's ,
hospitalisation; Get well Paddy from
everybody in the Club.
Trainings continues at 7.00 Tuesdays/
Thursdays at the G .A.A. Field. With the
advent of the summer evenings we would
like to see those who hibernated for the
cross country season re appear.
Anybody interested in joining a meet and
train group for Evening Press 10k should
meet at same times or phone 280075 or
285246 for details.

"Recycling Cans" - Tracy Horan
"Pippa Longstockings" - Mary Harty
"MiCkey and Minnie" - Linda Harren
and Catherine DufL'

The committee extend theirthanks to the
"Fancy Dress'Judg~§:M;': Alme Finn
'and Ms. Theresa D lll1 ne., To everyone
who helped\ViQithepreparati~msof the
float, to Mrs. Dunne, Mt: B. Lalor and
Mr. J. Burke we extend a special thanks.

r)

~

Worried about your child's foundation years??

(f?

If so, here is the answer .

Carolines Montessori School

Established Private School, Presentation Convent Grounds, Maynooth , Co. Kildare.
Ag~s: 2~ - 7 years.
Time: 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 - 3.00p.m.

now for Easter, September or January, Limited number of
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and
IAYnAlrienced teachers of the highest qualified Montessori Diploma
Principal: Mrs. Carol ine S. Foran, Monte s sori Diploma in Education, 2 ~ - 12 years.
Home Address: Gl enidan Court, Enfield, Co. Heath.

Tel: 0405· 41532
for appointment or enrolment form or write to the Principal
ve your child their future foundation under expert tuition, through
prestigious Montessori method of Education.
not a playschool or creche

NORRIS'S PUB
Celbridge
CARVERY LUNCH DAILY BETWEEN 12.30PM - 2.30PM

MON - FHI

A LA CAHTE AVAILABLE (EVENING TIME)
SUNDAY LUNCH A 'SPECIALITY
12.30 - 2PM
~~

ALSO CATER FOR COMMUNION AND CONFIRMATION,
FUNCTION. ROOM AVAILABLE FOR 21st's

WEDDINGS, ENGAGEMENTS
PHONE 288281
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PAR.TIES

Dr. Linda M.Finley
Chiropractor
Is pleased to announce the opening of her new office at

97 Carton Court, Maynooth, Co.Kildare. Tel: 285962.
Hours:- Tuesday lOam to lam & 4pm to 7.30pm. Saturday 9.30am to l2.30pm.
2nd office location:-

70 Drimnagh Road, Walkinstown, Dublin 12.Tel: 01 559973.
Hours Monday & Thursday lO.15am to l2.30pm & 4pm to 7.30pm.
CHART OF EFFECTS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS
"The nervous system controls and coordinates all or'lans and structures of the human body ." (Gray's Anatomy.
29th Ed .. page 4.) Misalignments of spinal vertebrae and discs may cause irritation to the nervous system and
affect the structures. organs. and functions which may result in the conditions shown below .

ATLAS
AXIS

-----~Dt:I

CERVICAL
SPINE

AREAS

EFFECTS

BlOOd supply to the h ead . pItUitary

Headaches, nervousness. in somnia, head colds,
high blood pressure, migraine headaches. ner-

gland, scalp, bones of th e face. bram.

vOus breakdowns, amneSia , chrOniC tiredness.
diZZiness

mner ard middle ear, sympathetic

nervous iystem

Eyes . optiC nerves . audlto r)t- nerves.~ Sinus trouble. allergies. crossed eyes. deafness.
sinuses . mcstotd bone s. tongue. lore-_ eye Iroubles . earache. fainting spells. certain
head
c..::J .__
cases
0 1·blindness
_ _. _ __ _____ ._.__ ..
_____ . UJ
._._____
___ __
__. · _______ · ____ ·_·_

1st

Cheeks. miter ear . face bones. teeth. a: Ne (algla neuritis. acne or pimples. eczema
tnfaClal nerve
::.::::
u
.

THORACIC

Nose. lips. mouth. eustachian tube

w

Z

0..
(f)

()
()

«

a:

o

I
f--

.- ... -.----- -

.. - c..:I .. ---.----.-.- - --- -. ---.- .. -- ..-.- ..-- -----.-- .-u.J Hay fever. catarrh. hearing loss, adenOids

- - -.--- ----- -.- - - ----- -. Z -·-- ------ -.---- - ----.-----.---.--.- ,. .-- ... - --.--..--.-.-

Vocal co'ds. neck glands . pharnyx

LaryngItis. hoarseness. Ihroat conditIOns such
as sore throat or qUinsy

(\Jeck muscles. shoulders . 10nSlls

Sliff neCk, pain In upper arm. tonSllltis. whooping
cough . croup

ThyrOid 91(' n1. bursae In th e shoulders.
elbows

BursitIs. colds. thyrOid conditIOns

Arms from the elbows down. including
hands, wn~its, and fingers, esopha gus
and tractle:!

Asthma. cough, dlHtcult breathing, shortness of
breath . paIn In lower arms and hands

Heart. In.;l Jdlng Its valves and coverlog : coroniHY artene s

Fun c tiona l heart condilions and certain chest
cond itions

- -- ------_.- - - +-=---,-.,---,------_._-_.- -

lungs. brO'lchlal tubes . pleura, chest.
breast.

Gall bladd·H. common duc t

Gall bladder conditions. Jaundice. shingles

~ Liver conditi ons. fevers . low blood pressure.

L,ver solar pte s blood
. .
xu . ,

U

anemia. poor Circulation. arthntlS

Stomach

CJ?

Stomach troubles. It:lcludlng nervous - stomach ;
Indlg esllon. heartburn . dyspepsi'a

.-- - - ------------- < ._o

- - - --

Pancreas~:~~~;----- ~ ~~;;r s. gas~---" --- --~--.--.
Spleen

Lowered resistance

--- --~-~.-------..-,--.----- --------~--

Adrenal (lnd

supra~ren al

glands

_.

Allergies, hives .

__

.

Kidney troubles hardening of the arteries .
ch rOniC tiredness . fle phrltl s. pyelitis

Kidneys .

.....

.-- --- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- Kidneys . ureters
Small

LUMBAR
SPINE

int~shnes,

Large int9'stlnes, Inguinal rings

Constipation. coil tis. dysentery, diarrhea, some
ruptures or hernias

Appendi> . abdomen . upper leg

Cramps . dIfficult breathing . aCidosis. varicose
:::.::: veIns

c...:>
Sex orga 1S. uterus. bladder. knees

1--_ _ _.___

SACRUM --,,4IIil~lrf',';:'

Skin condItion s such as acne. p,mples. eczema.
or bolls .
~~----------- lymph Circulation
RheumatIsm, gas pains. certain types of sterility

~_ __

~

_ ___ 3:

Prostate gland. muscles of the lower
back . sci.Hic nerve.

g

Sciatica ;' lumbago; difficult. pam'f ul;· or.ioo
quen1 urination; backaches

ankles and arches. cold feet. weakness 10 the
legs. leg cramps
CI.) Sa·ero-iliac conditions.' spinal .curvatures

1---Rectum:
-------------::;
!nUS

Hemorrho,ds (piles). pruriiis
_ _ _ _ _- " ' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ at end of spine on slttj09 ~ . _

COCCYX

(itching).
.

All hours are by appointment only.
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f~e~

-----------Poor Circulation 10 the legs. swollen ankles. weak

Lower lens . ankles. feet.
Hip bones, buttocks .

Bladder troubles~~nstrual troubles such as
painful. or "regular periods. mlscarnages. bed
wetting. Impotency. change of life symptom s.
many knee" pains

Contd.

MAYNOOTH
GOLFING
SOCIETY

Maynooth Golfing Society members
travelled to the Heath Golf Club, Portlaoise, on March 3rd last, for their first
outing of the year. The weather conditions were ideal for golf and everyone
present thoroughly enjoyed playing the
excellent Golf Course. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the Health
Golf Club for the excellent facilities
provided and in particular the catering
staff for the magnificent meal provided
on the day. Congratulations to all the
prizewinners, patricularly Tony Dunning
the overall winner (11) 33 pts.
THE HEATH
March 3rd
Results
1st Overall Tony Dunning (1) 33 pts
2nd Overall R. Delamere (11) 32 pts
Class
1st
2nd
3rd

1
T. Fay (6) 29 (on back 9)
E. Ledwith (9) 29
L. Farrelly (11) 28

Class 2
1st
J. Duffm (14) 31 (on last 6)
2nd J. Kelly (14) 31
D. Casey (13) 30
3rd
Class
1st
2nd
3rd

3
K. Dukes (17) 30
T. Flatley (19) 29
T. Moore (18) 27

Front 9
Back 9
Visitors

E. Mara (11) 15
M. Hall (14) 15
L. Gaynor (14) 30

The 1990 first round Matchplay Draw
was held at the above venue, result and
rules of which are posted on the Maynooth
Golfing Society Notice Board in Caulfields, with particular emphasis on the
fact that the 1st round must be played
before our weekend outing to Wales on
May 17th.
The Society are at present selling tickets
for their 500 Club Draw which will take
place on May 16th in Caulfield's Lounge
and replaces the old format of 3 draws
each year. The prize fund is as follows,

1st prize £1,000, 2nd prize £500, 3rd
prize £250, and 10 prizes of£I00. Tickets are £10 each and are available from
any committee member. Thanks to those
who have purchased tickets to date and
indeed to everyone who has supported
our draws in the past
Our weekend outing this year is to Wales
from May 17th - May 20th. Those intending to travel should give their names
to a committee member together with a
deposit as soon as possible.
Maynooth Golfmg Society participated
in the S1. Patrick's Day parade for the 2nd
year running. We thoroughly enjoyed
taking part and would like to thank
Maynooth Community Council for all
their efforts in organising such a magnificent parade.
Finally just a reminder to members and
visitors alike, that our next outing is to
Tullamore Golf Club on April 7th. Tee
9.30 a.m. - 11 a.m. Last draw at 10.30
a.m.
Sean Tracey
Hon. Secretary.

MAYNOOTH
G.A.A.
Training for all teams for the coming
season has started and a good turn out of
players has been reported. If we are to
continue our success of last year our
teams must be turned out fit and well
trained.

Work on the construction of our new
sports pavilion at Moyglare Road is
progressing very well. I will be writing
in detail about Llis in the next issue of the
Newsletter.

As already reported in the media, a Super
Members Draw will be taking place
during the next six months. First draw
takes place in Maynooth on Friday 20th
April 1990 with subsequent draws on the
3rd Friday of each month concluding in
September.

Members of the club are selling tickets
house to house in the Maynooth area at
present and according to reports coming
in we are getting widespread support.
Our thanks to everyone who helped us
take part in the Maynooth S1. Patrick's

Day Parade, to Colm Feeney and Michael
Kelly who provided the transport and
Maynooth Autos who loaned us a new
Nissan Micra car for the day. This car is
one of the major prizes to be won in our
first draw in April.

Also in the parade our juvenile players
looked excellent in their brand new outfits. Our thanks to Kevin Connolly for
turning them out so well.

Michael Caden P.R.O.

We wish to apologise for the inadvertent ommission of the G.A.A. notes, the citizen consumer report and the Fianna Fail notes
in the March issue of the Newsletter.
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J. BUCKLEY.

MAIN ST.

HAYNOOTH.

QUALITY PAINT AT REDUCED PRICES
5 LTS UNO EMULSION 3 WHITE £13.95
5 LTS UNO GLOSS WHITE £19.89
5 LTS UNO U/COAT WHITE £19.35
5 LTS WEATHER SHIELD 3/WHITE £18.95
10 LTS WEATHER SHIELD 3/WHITE £31.95
10 LTS MAXI MATT 3/WHITE £17.95

ALL SIZES OF WHITE PAINT AT REDUCED PRICES
FULL RANGE OF DULUX MATCH MAKER
IN STOCK AT REDUCED PRICES

7" PAINT ROLLER & TRAY £3.45
9" PAINT ROLLER & TRAY £3.98
21 WHITE SPIRIT £1.99
PAINT BRUSH RESTORER 99p
PAINT BRUSH CLEANER 89p
SADOLIN, STAINES,

WOOD DYES, VARNISH ALL IN STOCK.

~====================================~<
DRESS SUITS FOR HIRE
FOR DEBS, WEDDINGS ETC.
STOCKISTS OF GUARANTEED IRISH GOODS
LEVIS, WRANGLER JEANS

~ NOT AVAIL OF OUR

' m a g ee' TAILOR MADE SUITS

(4 WEEK SERVICE)
YOU PICK THE CLOTH

WE MAKE THE SUIT
PRICES ARE O.X. ' TOO. '
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A WHOLE NEW IDEA IN NURSERY CARE.
KIDS KOTTAGE DAY NURSERY WAS SET UP IN SEPTEMBER BY GERALDINE SCANLON.
A GRADUATE OF CHILDCARE FROM BOTH THE COLLEGE OF CATERING CATHAL BRUGHA STREET
AND THE LONDON MONTESSORI CENTRE, WHO HAS SPENT THE PAST 7 YEARS WORKING WITH
NURSERY CHILDREN.
IT IS LOCATED IN A COTTAGE IN OLD GREENFIELD AND IS TOTALLY GIVEN OVER TO DAY
NURSERY SERVICES. THE AIM OF THE NURSERY IS TO PROVIDE A HAPPY STIMULATING
AND HOMELY ATMOSPHERE.
OPENING AT 7.30 A.M. IT IS IDEAL FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO CATCH THE FIRST TRAIN
AND STAYS OPEN UNTIL 6.30 P.M.
SERVICES OFFERED INCLUDE FULL DAY CARE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES.
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE ARE,MONTESSORI SESSIONS 9.30 - 12.30.
TODDLER GROUP - PLAY GROUP - 2 YEARS - 9.30 - 12.30 AND AFTERSCHOOL
CHILDREN WHO CAN BE LEFT AT THE NURSERY BY THE LOCAL SCHOOL BUS.
MEALS WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.
THE PLAY FACILITIES IN THE NURSERY ARE EXTENSIVE AND ARE DESIGNED TO CA'l'ER~'CR
CHILDRENS NEEDS IN ORDER TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOi'MJ·:Wr .
PARENTS ARE INVITED TO DROP IN FOR A CHAT WITH GERALDINE OR IF THIS IS NO~ C '. ) TJl:~N TENT
SHE CAN BE CONTACTED AT 285633 ANYTIME.
PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

Graphic q{ass"and :Mirror Co.
POllnd Lane Maynooth Pllone: 286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved
and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.
Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex. Laminated Safety Glass.
Open 6 days a week '9.30 - 5.30.
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Mrs. Eileen Richardson Parson Street on
the death of her brother in 1?ublin.

Husband, sons, daughters, sons-in-law,
daughers-in-law, grandchildren, sisters,
brother, sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law,
nieces, nephews, relatives and friends of
the late Annie (Nancy) O'Hagan (nee
Keegan) Bawnogues, Straffan.

THANKS
A special word of thanks must go to
Maureen and Jim for the quick bevies
before the parade and for letting us use
once again their garage to store the "Loo" .
And of course this fantastic display could
not have come true without a fine donation from Eamonn. We hope you have
not had to make too many changes with
the colour scheme of your bathroom suite!
Thanks again from all the marching
members of the Editorial Board and
Rusty!
Paddy Ryan and family would like to
thank all his customers for their good
wishes and prayers during his illness.
Congratulations to Frank Mahoney and
!tis wife on the birth of their daughters,
from the Community Council Office.

Aishling and CiaraCl,lmmins, Kilcock
aged 3, April 28th.
Lorna and Grania Burke, Newtown, aged
8 March 2nd.
Jason O'Brien, Kilcock, age 1, March 8th
Nicola O'Brien, Kilcock, age 16, April
7th.
.
Eric Quinn, Greenfield, age 12, april
19th.
Gerry Quinn, Greenfield, age 16, April
17th.
Ted Connolly, Greenfield, April 19th.
Mrs. Mary Traynor, Greenfield, April
19th.
Gearoid McTeighrnain, Sraid Parson,
April 18th . .
Carolyn McCullagh, Moyglare Village,
21, March 8th.

Paul Huckley, Staff, St. Patrick's College, on the death of his mother, Greenfield, Formerly Caherlistrane and
Headford Galway.

Mooney - The family of the late Mary
MOQney Springpark Kinnegad wish to
thank most sincerely all those who sympathised with the!ll in their recent sad
bereavement. Those who attended ·removal of remains, mass.and funeral and
all those who sent mass cards, seraphic
certificates, letters of sympathy and floral tributes. A sincere word of thanks to
ail our neighbours whose kindness and
help will always be remembered. The
holy sacrifice of the mass will be offered
for your intentions.

CONGRATULATIONS

(WEDDINGS)

Daughters, grandChildren, brother,sister, sons-in-law, nieces, nephews', relativesand friends of the late ShellaMurray (nee Nolan) Main Street. '
~

-

,
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Congratulations to Christopher Bean who
has recently been conferred with a Ph.D.
degree at T.C.D. Chris was educated at
Maynooth Boys' N.S., St. Finians College Mullingar (Music Scholarship),
Synge St., Dublin and U.C.D. He was
awarded a N.B.S.T. Scholarship for an
M.Sc. degree in geophysics at Galway
University. Research for his ph.D. was
carried out at the Dublin Inst. for Advanced Studies and at the University of
Karlsruhe in Germany. In 1988 Chris
headed an Irish scientific ship "Valdivia"
in a joint German/lrish survey of the sea
bed out to the Rockall/Porcupine area.
The results of the survey vindicated Irelands claim to the continenti shelf. Dr.
Bean, who is currently lecturing in geophysics at U.C.D., is the son of Sean and
Breda Bean, The Green, Maynooth.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
..
Pat Burke, Newtown, 21, April 14th. A
party in Slims for the happy event was
attended by his parents, family and a
host of friends.

Best wishes to Mrs. Catherine Dunne,
Celbridge Road, on her 91stbirthday on
the 17th April from all her family.
Also Caroline Dunne, Greenfield, her
birthday is on the 18th April from her
family.

Happy birthday Dad on the 27th April
love from Ann, Martina, Jackie and
Antoinette.
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Congratulations to Mary Flood, Dean
Swift Road, Glasnevin North, Dublin
formerly Parson Street Maynooth and
Graham Parker Hannington, Basingstoke, Hants., England who were married in our Lady of Victories Church
Ballymun Road, March 3rd.

Congratulations to Breda Farrell, O'Neill
Park and Pat Masterson, Granard, C().
Longford who were married in Rome,
. March 5th ..

Congratulations to Patrick and Collette
Burke, Newtown who celebrated their
21st Wedding Anniversary, March 2nd.

Love and best wishes to Stacey
McGovern, Greenfield who celebrates
her 7th birthday April 13th. Enjoy your
day Stacey; lots of love and kisses from
Nannie, Una and Uncle Kevin.

Love and best wishes for a very happy
birthday to our Nannie Donovan, Greenfeild who celebrates her birthday on April
5th from your grandsons Richard and
Thomas with love and kisses.

Donal O'Donoghue, 16 April, from
Auntie Kathleen, Auntie Suzanne, and
your three uncle Peters.

----~-CHAPPYBIRTHDAY)
Joan Coughlan, Woodgreen, London,
.
_
April 5th.
Julia Donovan, Greenfield, Maynooth,
April 5th.
Tom Collins, Woodgreen, London, April
24th.

Sean Tracey, Greenfield, Maynooth,
April 24th.
Siobhain Tracey, Greenfield, Maynooth,
April 30th.

Happy Birthday to twins David andLinda
McCourt 282 Greenfield who were 6
years old on the 31 st March from Martina,
Jackie and Antoinette.

(CLASSIFIED AD®

AEROBICS
Friday Morning 10.30 - 11.30
Paula Delaney 259047
£2 per class in Parish Hall

Increase your job prospects with
a professional C.V.
Contact Carmel Cahir,
1 Moyglare Village,
TeK285726 after 6 p.m.
Paddy Ryan is now back
in the car trade.
For all makes and models,
leasing and all your needs contact:
Paddy Ryan, Windgates, Barberstown, Maynooth. Tel. 273415
Girl requires lift to and from Navan daily
for the month of April. Willing to share
expenses. Contact: Christina (286399
after 6 p.m.).

C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.
Carlow Kildare Radio
- Richard Farrell Local Contact
Local news and items of
interest for boradcasting
on above station please
phone 286044.
Forthcoming events details for
broadcasting organisations
should contact above
telephone number.
Listen to the Winning Team
c.K.R. Window Stickers
in Maynooth Newsletter Office.

Earn Extra Money from Home
Experience unnecessary, any age.
Excellent Earnings.
Apply sending S.A.E. to
Jennifer Heffernan, Capadoo,
Clane, Co. Kildare.

Bord Failte Approved
Proprietress: Pat Ryan (Mrs.)
Wind gate Lodge, Barberstown.
Tel. 273415

"\
Telephonist/Typist

Have you experience as a telephonist with

I

typing experience.
Electric Cooker 1 year old
As new - will deliver £130
Tel. 286357 after 5 p.m.
Any reasonable offer accepted.
Tel. 286357

Do you enjoy dealing with people as part of
your work. We arA a well-established local
Company and right now we need an intelligent
person .with the above experience to join our
present team working in a busy office.
Apply Box No. 90
Before 11th April.

- - - ADVERTISEMENT RATES - - Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40
£22
£15

£12

Discount of 20% for new busin~sses
on first advertisement only.
·Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or- over if payment
is made in advance.

A fee of £2 is charged for classified
advertisements. Of course. there IS no
charge on acknowledgements. notices.
i.e. birthdays. missing items. etc

FOR SALE
Combination Gas/Electric
Oven & Hob
Two Large Radiators
Best Offers Secures
Tel. 2&5170 after 6.00 p.m.

PLANNING
APPLICATION
I, Elizabeth Costigan of 96 Kingsbry,
Maynooth intend to apply to Kildare
County Council for permission to build
an extension a t the above address.
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The Orchards,

"Oubih, 'R6ad
.
'

"

Celbridg'e; "Co. Kildare.
Telephohe:288903.

Complete range of
Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OFFER

lit'S planting time NOW I
* Large rangeof Spring Bulbs
* ~rowers of Quality Plants -

JllPlnE5,[OnIFERS & HERTHERS
- - - DN SAlt HtRt! - - -

Tre~s/Shtub~/Roses

etc

* Extensive Range of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
* Garden Requisites

*
*
*
*
*

; *

*

Gift Vouchers
Outdoor Terracotta - Patio Containers - Oak Tubs
!tarden Sheds
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets
Oak Coal Bunkers - Dog Kennels

['NEW FISH CENTRE)

rNEW 'PATIO

,CENTRE

Pond Liners and Accessories

I

Various DesiqQs of Patio's
- Aquatic PlarH:s
Bar-B-Q + Equipment

PLANT BULBS
NOW

Well Worth
A."

v········
ISlt.I

We Accept
Access and Visa
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Price 40p

IN THIS ISSUE

Organisations' News
Book Reviews

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FO

MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by

(EDITORIAL)

MAYNOOTHCO~TY

COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Russey
Suzanne Redmond
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the Newsletter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
MONDA Y 21st MAY 1990
at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generall y carry any material submitted oLit,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committeereserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to .contact.
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Maynooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted after
the copydate will not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydate.

EDUCATION
The weeks after Easter saw the focus of
media attention firmly on education, as the
three major teacher unions held their annual conferences. Apart from the heightened interest in the possibility of the Minister for Education, Mrs. Hussey, there was
much discussion on the problems posed for
the future of education.

The problems highlighted include those
with which Maynooth parents and children
are all too familiar, including high pupil
teacher ratios, reduced subject choice
through cutbacks, as well as teacher stress.
Despite the extension of free education in
the 1960's, access to education, particularly
third level, is still the preserve of the wealthier elements of society. Many schools now
require a 'voluntary contribution' just to
provide the school with essential equipment. This contribution has been described
as a 'roll tax', and makes it even more

difficult for poorer families to ensure that
their children obtain the same quality of
education as children from wealthier families. Given that education is so important in
providing children with the skills required
to earn a living, the quality of the education
which the child receives is crucial- and the
elements which go to ensure this quality
include the amount of individual attention
available, remedial teachers, career guidance, range of subjects, and good teachers.

Good education and good health are essential to the well being of society. Both areas
are unequally distibuted today, leading to a
cycle of deprivation, which has made Ireland one of the most stratified societies in
Europe.

With these issues in mind, we wish all
students taking exams within the next few
weeks every success.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Maynooth Tidy Towns,

mini-bollards are placed on the kerbing.
We shall keep you advised.

Dear Editor,
Yours sincerely,

;'urther to your editorial (re - parking on the
Galway Rd./ Green), we respond as follows:

Richard Farrell,
Secretary/pRO

RIGHT TO REPLY
We would hope that when people see the
effort that is being put into cutting the
green, and in the near future the planting of
flowers, common pride will make them
park. their cars in the proper car park. We
hope that it will never come to the stage that
was outlined in the editorial.

Once again we ask KEEP CARS OFF
THE GREEN - before a serious accident
takes place. Finally, we have requested that

3

In fairness to. our readers and given .that
this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake the following: In the case of errors of fact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer that
person or their representative the right to
reply in this magazine subject only to reasonable lcngh, the laws of libel and our
right to respond to such reply.

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
VACANT SEATS

Town Centre Mall,
Main Street, Maynooth.
Mr. Philip Greene,
President,
Leixlip Chamber of Commerce,
Bank of Ireland,
Leixlip.

tion through your gooO offices for future
parades.
Now that we havefmally got Kildare County
The following seats are still vacant on the
Council and we are asking 'Residents AssoCouncil's support on detours, Maynooth is
ciations to nominate people for these posian ideal town for holding such an event.
tions.
Traffic from Dublin is detoured through the
back lanes and traffic to Dublin takes the
Moyglare Road route.
The Town Clerk,
1. Rail Park/Straffan Road (1 Seat)
We are very lucky in that we have our own
Leixlip Town Commission.
2. Greenfield Estate (2 Seats)
Brass & Reed Band (St. Marys) to lead our
3. Kingsbry (2 Seats)
parade and we also have the participation of
Re: St. Patrick's Day Parade
vehicles from the Fire Brigade and Eastern
Health Board showing off the strength of
(Because of other committments Liam Dear Madam,
the North Kildare local services.
Caomhanach is unable to take up the posiAs you are no doubt aware we are the We hope that with your active support we
tion and Malachy McCann will be repreorganisers of what now has become one of can make the parade the best in the Country.
senting the College Academic Council
the biggest St. Patrick's Day parades out- We look forward to hearing from you.
instead of Kingsbry).
side Dublin. We are effectively the only
parade in Kildare. We are very encouraged Yours sincerely,
to see so many businesses and clubs from
4. Beaufield (1 Seat)
5. Outlying area C (Dowdstownffaghadoe) Leixlip taking part. We think that this can John McGinley,
(2 Seats)
be improved on if we co-ordinate participa- Secretary,

TOWN
COMMISSION
STATUS FOR
MAYNOOTH

Mr. P. Flynn T.D.,
Minister for the Environment,
Dail Eireann.

Dear Mr. Flynn,

M~ireann Ni Bhrolchain, 58 Laurence Ave-

nue, Maynooth.
Peter Connell, 27 College Green, Maynooth.
Mary Simon, 103 Railpark, Maynooth.
Peter Holland, 72 Maynooth Park,
Maynoqth.
'.
.,
Larry O'Brien, 510 Newtown, Maynoo'th.
Tom McMullon, 63 Cluain Aoibhinn,
Maynooth.
Kevin ' Murphy, 55? O'Neill Park,
Mayriooth.
Michael Kelleher, 7 Carton Court,
Maynooth.
Gabriel Martin,Leinster Park, Maynooth.
Ian McKenna, 214 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Bridie O'Brien, 15 Leinster Cottages,
Maynooth:

Patrick Moynan, 209 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Further to our petition of the 10th May 1989 Patrick O'Brien, 109 Moyglare Village,
we now submit a petition with revised Maynooth.
boundaries which are agreed with Kildare Bridget Saults, 9 Parson Street, Maynooth.
County Council. The agreed boundaries Peter Finan, 291 Greenfield, Maynooth.
are N4 Motorway/Carton Demesne/ Tom Flanagan, 754 Greenfield, Maynooth.
Jacksons Bridge!Development Boundary, DavidMoynan, 2 ConventLane, Maynooth.
Moyglare Road.
Eilis O'Malley, 5 Laurence Avenue,
This includes the following areas:- Maynooth.
Maynooth Town Centre, Rail Park, Straf- Richard Farrell" 11 Greenfield Drive,
fan Road, The Crescent, Railpark Estate, Maynooth.
Greenfield Estate, Carton Court, Kingsbry, Gerard Durack, 158 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Greenfield Cottages, Phases 1,2,3 and 4, Dolores Quinn, 13 Laurence Avenue,
Beaufield, Newtown, Cluain 'Aoibhinn, Maynooth.
Yours sincerely,
College Green, Moyglare Road, Moyglare
Village Estate, L<uaghbryari' East, ONeill John McGinley, 50 Greenfield Drive, John McGinley,
Park, Leinster Park.
Maynooth.
Secretary.

P.BRADY
----
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FH1£ 6286225
LOUNGE BAR C.l.E BUS STOP
'

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB '

~-~.

SOUp, SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAY0 AVAILABLE
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OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606

t;!f

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT.
MENRAD, SAFILO, &
BENETTON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR.
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 MaiQ St.,. Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 6243964
PH: 6282062

l-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN

==

6285387

Merchant-='~ ~

~~~~~}E)

~~~~~~~~
Support Your- Local Coal

..

BILLY McCRORY
* Prime Polish and Texan Economy Coals

and Slack
* Anthracite and Extracite
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
* Smokeless Wonder Coal
* Coalite and Coal Briquettes

CALL US ANYTIME
MAYNOOTH

6286859

cltt

~
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DUN BOYNE

251202

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge

YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST.

SWANS NEST

This month we start with what may be bad
news, but which we hope will be good
news. Recently water levels of the canal in
the Maynooth rose due to the opening of
Lock gates further up stream. While it was
never intended, the rising waters rose dangerously close to the swans nest where the
eggs were being hatched. Swift action
however by committee members brought
the water down to a more acceptable level
and we can just hope and pray that all is
well in the nest. It is comforting to see that
the swans are still sitting on the nest.

ROYAL CANAL
NEWS
WATER SAFETY
With the Canal Harbour and the advent of
fme weather many people will no doubt be
strolling along the canal. The amenity is
there for everyone to enjoy, but we stress
that the canal is a public waterway and
normal water safety rules should be observed at all times by those frequenting the
area.

OFFICIAL OPENING
COMMITTEE
In last m,onths Royal Canal NoteS we published details of the incoming Canal Committee which had just being elected and
regretably omitted the name of committee
member Gerry McGlinchey. Gerry is one
of our very active members and does a vast
amount of work for which we are very
thankful.

The last party was held in the Post Primary
School on April 1st Our thanks to Fr.
Ernest for celebrating Mass and to the
members of the Accordian Band, Vincent
Mulready and Josie Moore for providing
the excellent entertainment.

As stated earlier Maynooth Harbour is now
complete and will be officially reopened on
Sunday May 27th at 1.30 p.m. This event
is being organised in conjuction with the
reopening of the entire canal from Blanchardstown to Mullingar. It is hoped that
both St. Mary's Brass Band and Maynooth
Accordian Band will attend and various
side shows are being arranged. A good
afternoon's entertainment is in store.

OLD PEOPLES'
COMMITTEE

This usually takes place in the Autumn but
this year it will be during the week 13th20th May. Happily so because this coincides with the. 25th. Anniversary of the
founding of the Mayriooth Old People's
Committee.

The Royal Canal Jamboree which takes
place on the 6th May at the North Kildare
Club is now at an advanced stage of organisation and we are pleased to announce that
the Mermaid as seen on the Kenny Live
show on R.T.E., will be in attendance and
she will be giving away lots of tickets for
free trips to Mosney. The AllIreland School
Canoeing Championship will take place on
the canal during the Jamboree. R.T.E. will
be there to televise the now famous "Its a
Knockout" and no fewer than 24 teams
have entered the contest. The Jamboree
Queen will be chosen at a disco in the
Marquee at the Jamboree site on Saturday
May 5th and will preside at the Jamboree.
C.K.R. Radio will be broadcasting live from
the Jamboree and will be playing all your
requests. Maynooth Brass Band will give a
recital and many side shows will be there.
The Pub Tub Derby will also take place, so
be there to see how the team from your local
gets on. A special swimming pool is being
installed at the North Kildare for the Jamboree and this fabulous pool will be raffled
later during the Jamboree.

Gerry Fitzpatrick
P.R.O.

CONGRATULATIONS
To Kitty Thompson of Greenfield who
celebrated her 90th birthday on 5th April.

THANKS
" Tuesday 15th May

ACTIVE AGE,WEEK

CANAL JAMBOREE

lOa.IT\;, from the ICA Hal~
Visit to Castleiown House
8.30 p.m. Caulfields back room
'Sing Along'

Thursda.y 17th May
10.30 a.m. in the ICA Hall
'Special Bingo' This will be an extension
of our normill session with extra prizes.

Sunday 20th May
3.30 p.m. 'Mass

To the girls of the 5th and 6th classes in the
Convent. They organised a julTlble sale in
the school which raised £177 . Much of the
money was sent to Trocaire but they gave a
donation for the old people to let them
know of their love and concern fcif their
welfare,

SYMPATHY

to

Our heartfelt condolences Agnes Boyd
on the death of her husband Kevin. You are
in our thoughts and prayers at this time.

9p.m. Meaf and Entertainment to
celebrate our Silver Jubilee
Our programme is as follows:

Sunday 13tn May
Prayers in the local churchs
3 p.m. ICA Hall
Tea and Entertainment provided by ' the
ICA.

Throughout the week there will be a display
of the handiwork of our Senior Citizens in
the library.
, .
We are also holding !:Vio competitions.
1. Make a 25th AllriiverSary Card.
.
2. An essay ~bout the last 25 years.

6

. ANNUAL OUTING
This will take place on June 2nd and we
shall be going to Skerries.
, Please meet at the Band Hall at 1.30 p.m.
shaip.

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
Maynooth & Celbridge
Ph:6286224

OPENING HOURS:

9am - 10pm

MONDAY - FRIDAY

9am - Bpm

SATURDAY

10am - 3pm

SUNDAY

THE BIGGEST CRASH OF PRICES IN MAYNOOTH
HAS HAPPENED AT

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
HUGE PRICE REDUCTIONS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS
FOR THE MONTH OF MAY

AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY

& FLO GAS
WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALIJ TIMES
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POST PRIMARY
SCHOOL

VICTORY
CELEBRATIONS
A very enjoyable function was held in the
Gymnasium of the school last Friday evening April 6th. The victorious Senior and
Junior football teams were being presented
with their medals by the well known trainer
of the Meath team, Sean Boylan.

In the course of his address Sean emphasised the importance of playing games,
fitness and a commitment to the team. Aer
Lingus provided the catering and Fr. Thynne
was the genial Master of Ceremonies.
The senior team Captain in a reply thanked
the teachers for their commitment of time
and energy in preparing the two winning
teams. Mr. Griffin and Mr. Holt trained the
Seniors while Mr. Dunne and Mr. McKeon
trained the Junior teams. Well done to one
and all.

SCHOOL TOURS .
,,<.:
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ming to rock climbing to canoeing. We
hope all concerned will have a pleasant
time.
Our 2nd years are all geared up for their trip
to Wales at the eild of May. This wilIbe
both educational and social. The slate mines
in LIechwedd will be visited, Snowdon
mountain railway together with a shopping
visit to Chester and an evening of fun at the
Rhyl Sun Centre.

For an investment of one hundred pounds
once off, or in four instalments of twenty
five, you can contribute to the provision of
extra facilities in the school. Plans are well
advanced for two fenced-in tennis courts
which, it is intended, to hand over to a
tennis club which hopefully will be organised so that everybody in Maynooth can
enjoy the use of this facility. We would
appeal in particular to past pupils and past
parents who would like to show their appreciation for any help given by the school in
the development of their children. Now is
your charice to give something back - buy a
Bond!

MOCK INTERVIEWS

The Mock Interviews have been held once
again this year and our gratitude to all those
who responded to the request to act as interviewers in a wide"selection of careers.

There is of course the first prize of one
thousand pounds which can be won in
November. Buy a Bond now for one
hundred pounds or in four instalments of
twenty five pounds between now and November. Contact Mr. McManus in the
Post-Primary School.

.~

BOND SCHEME
Our 1st year students are getting ready for
their school tour to Smarmore Castle, Co.
Louth - May 7th to 11th. This is an adventure, sporting, outdoor activity centre which
will provide a great variety of activities for
the boys and girls from archery to swim-

Maypoles and May Queens · traditionally
greet the first of May, which for many
centuries has been traditionally celebrated
among the Latin and Germanic peoples.

However, there is some confusion regarding the origins of May Day. Ids supposed
to be named after Maia, the mother of
Mercury, to whom sacrifices were offered
on the first day of the month. Other scholars believe that May Day festivals stem
frQm the rite, practised in honour of Flora,
the Roman goddess of spring.

A party of twenty two first and second year
Finally, - Past, present and future parents students will set off for a month to the Kerry
and students are invited (requested, arm Gaeltacht in June. Needless to say they will
twisted!) to participate in our Bond Scheme. return with a "Fior Bhlas".

It is also celebrated in many European
countries as a labour holiday, comparable
to America's Labour Day. In the Soviet
May Dayis currentJy celebrated asafesti- Union and other communist countries, May
val for children, marking the re-appearance Day is especially significant. Observance
of flowers during the spring.
of the holiday by some workers in Europe
and the United States, probably dates from
the celebration of the Second International,
an assembly of socialist and laboUr parties,
convened in 1889.
May Day is greeted by dancing around a
garlanded pole, a Maypole, from which
hang streamers held by dancers as they
perform.
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Christina Hession

The winning team of the preliminary round of the National Safety CounciVnew
P.M.P.A. Junior School Warden Competition from Maynooth B .N.S. who will
represent the school in the regional finals in May.

Photo: Oliver McCrossan

Kneeling: D. McLoughlin, R. D'Arcy,
2nd Row: J. Greene, N. Kavanagh, D. Moore, B. Boland.
Back: Mr. C. Doyle RSO, KildareC.C., GardaP. Kearney, Sgt. J. Canny, Mr.
E. Doherty, New P.M.P.A., Mr. J. McBride, Teacher, Mr. E. Doyle, Area
Officer N.S.C., Mr. D. Downes, Teacher, Mr. P. O'Connell, Principal.

----~-========~=--~~---

The April meeting was held on Thursday
the 5th and our President, Madeline Stynes
welcomed everyone.

(leA NOTES)
Thank you Betty. All activities continued
held in Prosperous on March 30th. The with Arts and Crafts - Mondays 8 p.m.,
April competition nAn Easter Card" was Badminton -Tuesdays and Thursdays 10.30
won by:
- 12 noon.

Congratulations to Maynooth Guild who
won the St Brigids Shield for the Best
Guild in Kildare,Jor the seventh time.

Betty Farrell 1st, Mary Doyle2nd, MargaThe May meeting will be held on Thursday
ret Hoolihan 3rd.
3rd at 8 p.m. in the ICA Hall, the Harbour.
Looking forward to seeing you all there.
Sympathy was extended to Viva Kearins on
the sudden death of her brother.
Congratulations also to the. ladies in the The May competition is a bunch ofwild
beginners Drama Group who brought home flowers. Betty Farrell gave a very interest- Geraldine Tracey,
a beautiful trophy from the Drama Festival ing demonstration on flower arranging. P.R.O.
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Family Law Advisory Services

FOREIGN DIVORCE

LEGAL SEPARATION

PROPERTY

NULLITY

ADVICE/
ADOPTION
INFORMATION MAINTENANCE

. SEPARATION
AGREEMENTS

BARRING

REFERRALS

CUSTODY
TELEPHONE:
721284 732059

BOLTON HOUSE,
46,BOLTON STREET,
DUBLIN 1.

John Rogers
by appointment only
G. MULCAHY
Family Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

DELIVERY SERVICE PHONE 6286317

FINEST QUALITY MEATS
BEEF, LAMB, PORK & BACON
COOKED MEATS
FRESH FISH DAILY
FRESH PORK SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
MEAT TO PLEASE YOU
PLEASED TO MEET YOU

~);;/}jSee our anniversary.
10

specials

C)
MAY'N OOTH
SPRING FAIR
1990

Ikwtown StOttLI
·NEWSAGENTS
M<\'rNXJIH CO. K IlJ16Rl::~
J+{

0 \- 6285833

Opening Hours 7 . 30 am - 10 pm
OP EN EVERY
When Maynooth people tell you that on the
last weekend in April the Maynooth Spring
Fair is the biggest attraction in County Kild'are, West Dublin and South Meath, you
have to take their claim seriously. Saturday
and Sunday 28th and 29th April, sees the
Spring Fair in its fourth year. It started in
1987 as a once off fund raising event between the local Royal Canal Restoration
Group and the Management Committee of '
the Boy'sNational School. Its success that
year has been built on in each subsequent
year with the slogan "BIGGER AND BETTER".

[NCLUDING SUN DAY ',

(l~ Y

GROCER - FU EL -

(~A S

Fa ncy Goods - Swe e t s
Ca r ds - Maga zine s

~
.
-,, " GREENFIELD

SUPERMARKETS ~
~ MAYNOOTH' AND CELBRIDGE ~
Maynooth: 9am - 10p'm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am ) pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.

One free
I.S.A.C.
Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you a~ways wanted.
The Maynooth Spring Fair is held in the
Boy'sNational School and adjacent grounds.
Ground space is rented to exhibitors at the
same rates as in 1987. You or any exhibitor
can rent a minimum size sales pitch for two
days [or £45 all in. Last year the organising
Committee had to close applications for
sales space when the figure of 107 unitshad
been reached. The organi$ingCommittee
believe that success dependson widespread
and effective advertising, and in its first
three years has gone public on ' national
radio, 'Live at 3' (twice), AA Roadsigns,
Newspapers and Roadside Hoardings.

Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
A.GENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES

c

ffaMB3tic:ej
.VvHD Il'G .A--OTaRA,f'HY

EID IE ' 1RACEY
TEL: 381420

From the start Maynooth Spring Fair has
not been just another Trade Fair. Fringe
attractions are always organised to encour~
age people to attend in greaternumbers. To
date these attractions have included live
radio broadcast by Radio 2, the Sam Maguire Cup, wine and beer making competitions, free valuations and antiques, coins,
stamps and medals.

It's a great day out from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
each day. Use the day to visit historical
Maynooth - St. Patrick's College, the restored Royal Canal Harbour, the Fitzgerald
Castle, the Round Tower and Connolly's
Folly.

83 KINVARA PARK , NAVAN ROAD,
, DUBLIN 7

IlNNAN'S

~

LNIT 7 Nf\)N)JiH SHFPIN::; ' CENTRE
PHONE NO: 6285847

ALL YOUf(STATIONERY 'REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZJNES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
OPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
11

THURS

~PRI

9 A.M. - 9 P.M

·.')

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese-Cars
NISSAN • TOYOTA • MITSUBISHI
(elbridge (ar Sales Ltd. are agents f o r International Vehic Ie
Import'>, em import er and distributor of quality second hand cars
lrom )clpan ThE:' recent name for th ese cars has becom e
" 1H'w..,pd " (drS because of the very high quality of th eir
(ondition dnd th e vpry low mileage

*

~ ULLYCUARANTEED -

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE • SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
«('IIHI<ig(' (

dr

\c1I('.., lId olh'r

*

cI

fully comprehensive c ar and

\/ ,II( ' lll1g "'I'r\

*

H~AD~ - INS WELCOME

"',II ( .... ()P('11 II ()() d m - 7 0() pm -

V dl1

Monday to Saturday

Contact Mike or Alan at: 6288547

CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE, CO. KILDARE.
TEl: (01) 6288547

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARSAND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING -

*

+

CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES L TD~
Suppliers of Quality:Used Cars
Contact: 'Mike or Alan on

12

6288547

*

I( ('

r

COLLEGE
NOTES
CANTEEN AND
RESIDENCE TO BE
BUILT
Hot on the heels of the recent announcement that the Government has given the goahead for the construction of the first phase
of the long-sought new Science Building
comes news of two further buildings which
the College authorities hope to get under
way shortly. The first of these is a new,
purpose-built canteen to replace the present
overcrowded facility in the Arts Building.
The idea seems to be to locate iton the New
Campus so that it would be linked to both
the present Arts Building and the new Science Building when completed. This would
also release space in the Arts Building for
conversion into additional offices and teaching rooms which have become increasingly
necessary due to the rapid expansion in
student numbers in recent years. If Government pennission is forthcoming, the possibility is that the new canteen could be built
during the coming summer.
Meanwhile, the College is advancing plans
to build a residence for lay students on the
campus. The earmarked site is off the
Moyglare Road, beyond the Post Primary
school, and adjacent to the SMA Hostel.
Details regarding the number of students to
be accommodated, facilities and costs etc.
are not yet available. Nevertheless, it is
now quite clear that after many years of
stand-still, the campus will shortly beahive
of construction activity, which argurs well
for the future.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The College Authorities are currently investigating the establishment of an association of college graduates, or "alumni", as
they are more grandiosely known. Such
associations are now the nonn among universities, with their get togethers great
occasions for nostalgia and renewal of old
acquaintances (not to mention appeals for
hand-outs from the College President!).
So, if you see groups of middle-aged people
staring dumbfounded into the new lounge
in the Roost, or asking after Doss in' Caulfield's, you will know what is up.

PADDY

RYAN

LTD .

WINDGATES LODGE
WINDGATES
BARBERSTOWN
TEL: 6273415

ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED.
FINANCE ARRANGED.

Car Boot Sale
money on your unwanted household

J-

~

itemJ.

Home Baking, Knitting, Crafts of any kind
So empty your garage and attic
and come along and sell at
Oliver Plunkett, Church Car Park, Kilcloor.
On Sunday 20th May from 3-5pm
Sellers only £5 all ot hers admission free

,~------------------------------------------------------~~
WHAT'S IN A NAME?
The temporary-looking building on the New
Campus which houses most of the Arts
Faculty was openeQ in lQ76. Some people
still call it the "New" Arts Block, although
fot most it ' is simply the, "Arts Block".

However, having given the matter weighty
consideration at its last meeting, the College Executive Council has now deemed it
desirable that the erection in question should
be known henceforth as the" Arts Building'.

A similar designation is to be applied to the
forthcoming edifice to house the Science
faculty. Perhaps 'it is time to consider
naming the buildings in question after illustrious people with past (or even present?)
associations with the college. In the meantime, while it isunlikely that instant expulsion or dismissal will ensue should any
students or staff be heard to utter the unmentionable word "bL.k" in the vicinity of
high-ranking college offiCials, it is probably wise to be careful just in case.
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NEW STUDENT
OFFICERS
Congratulations to Vincent Martin and
David Hall on their recent election to the
positions of Student Union President and
Vice-president, respectively. Vincent is
currently studying for the Higher Diploma
in Education, while David is in First Arts.
They will take up their full-time posts on
July 1st.
Meanwhile, the present incumbents of these
positions ar~ still beavering away on behalf
of their cop.stituents. Following a r~cent
survey which showed a very strong demand
among the student body, the Student Union
presented proposals for an Examination
Appeals procedure within the college. As it
happens, such a procedure is currently being
considered by the Senate of the National
University of Ireland for implementation
NUl colleges, including
within all
Maynooth. The Maynooth Student Union
proposal has been forwai:ded by the college
to the NUl Senate for inclusion ' in that
body's deliberations. Meanwhile; congratulations to Pauline Madigan andJ ohn O'Sullivan for their initiative in this matter.

Glor na nGael
Maigh Nuad
Nodanna

Cruinniu Poibll/Public Meeting

De Millrt/Tuesday
8 Bealtaine/May
8.30 p.m.
The LC.A. Hall
Maigh Nuad
Failte romhaibh go leir.

1. Coimeadtar ainmh( ann.
2. Bionn an sea ar sml anseo.
BUAlGH DUAlS
3. Ceansalltear na hainmhithe leis.
4. Rf na nainmhithe.
5. Ceolt6ire Ie cheile.
ANSORCAS
6. Blonn slua mor istigh ann.
7. Duine a bhionn ar mhuir an chapaill.
8. C6c6 agus Bobo, b'fheidir?
Lion na boscaf seo a leanas leis an bhfocal
9. Suilann se nO- slin airde ar thead.
ceart.
10. Ciatheann se no S1 ruda1 san aero

Ainm: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CeistiiicM~n Tabhairne/Pub Quiz

Deardaoin/fhursday
17 Bealtaine/May
8.15
The Leinster Arms,
MaighNuad
Failte romhaibh go leir.

Seoladh: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I,C
2,C
3,L
4,L
5,B
6,P
7,M
8,A

Aois: _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9, T

I I

IO,L

I I

Freagrai go "Glor na nGael"
FIC Maynooth Newsletter,
I Roimh/before 15 Bealtaine/May,
I ;,
4.45 p.m.

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES
Q. I am married with 3 children. My gross
pay is£14Op.w. In spite of this low wage I
have to pay nearly £8 tax and £7.70 PRSI
eachweek. What will my tax position be as
a result of the recent Budget? .

To ensure that this exemption comes into
effect from 6th April you should immediatelycompleteaFormExmp.900rcontact
your own tax office.'

For further information contact your own
tax office or Maynooth CIC.
A. From the 6th April the exemption limit
for a married couple under 65years will be
£6,500. An extra £300 for each dependent
child is added to this. This brings the
exemption limit up to £7,400 or £142.30
p.w. in your case. So you will be exempt
from tax this year.

Telephone 6285477 during above. hours
only.

This column has . been compiled by
MaynoQth Community Information Centre
which provides afree and confiden tial service to the citizen.

OFFICE HOURS
Wednesday 10 - 12
Tbursday 7 - 8
Friday 10 - 12 I 2 ~ 4
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Look out for the Mobile Unit at the Spring
Fair on 28th April.

COYNE & BERGIN

1

UN I T 9 MA.Yl'JOO11-I S / c

Tel: 6289066

WATCH

OUT FOR MORE

SPECIAL

OFFERS

COMING FROM
NO.1

YOUR

BUTCHER

~~==========================~~==========~'~

THE MAYNO.O TH"·F BOOKSHOP
The Squat;'e,
Maynooth.
9

(01) 6286702

EXAM PAPERS IN ALL SUBJECTS
Note~

. Exam Handbooks· Calculators

ALL YOUR STUDY NEEDS
•

WE STOCK A LARGE SELECTION OF NEW TITLES:
CHILDRENS BOOKS, COOKERY, GARDENING, LEABHAIR GHAELIGE.

I
I
I

i

Open: MONDAY-SATURDAY, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m.
........
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~I

,, ~
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Recently Italian Cinema has given us two
remarkably similar fIlms Ettore Scola's
'Splendor' and Giuseppe Tornatore's 'Cinema Paradiso', Ostensibly hommages to
the 'hot medium' both also are evocative
portrayals of small town life in pre- and
postwar Italy. The award laden Cinema
Paradiso, recent winner of the best foreign
fIlm Academy Award and winner of the

DUBLIN ARTS
DIARY
CINEMA PARADISO SCREEN COLLEGE ST.

who has created a carnival of characters
which Federico Fellini would be envious
of.
The film flags ever so slightly in the absence ofNoiret most noticeably in the latter
stages where the impish Toto has grown
into a more sedate adolescent. Now the omnipresent cinema which has suffered conflagration and reconstruction, is suffering

/.;- \

,f, ~I:.\I
'1
1.

Grand Jury Prize in Cannes in 1989, is a
spellbinding film not least due to another
amazing performance from Phillipe Noiret
in his one hundredth film role. The pervasive nostalgic atmosphere is enhanced by a
narrative that unravels in flashback which
has its catalyst in the persona of Alfredo
(Noiret) and its genesis in Rome. Here
Salvatore, an accomplished directorreturning from work hears of his old friends
death, news which reawakes memories of
his childhood in post-war Sicily. Alfredo
the projectionist of the eponymaus cinema
is a compassionate fatherly batchelor who
is the closest companion of the fatherless
Salvatore I Toto (Jacques Perrin). This
central relationship infuses an enchanting
movie with its heartwarming aura and ele-

vates it into the stratosphere of contemporary cinema. Unlike the cosiness of Peter
Weirs 'Dead Poet's Society' which incidentally shared the same cinema bill, it is a
thought provoking study of the medium
executed in impeccable style. One scene in
particular, which is shot 'from the perspective of the Paradiso screen, equates Tornatores" audience with the 'real audience, a
situation not unlike that evinced in Velazquezs', Las Meninas, where the realism
of the subject is questioned. This polemic
of art versus life recurs throughout the
movie giving an added dimension to its
pastoral simplicity. The cinema itself serves
as. the cynosure of the village populace, a
microcosm of its culture, which is depicted
in endearingly comic fashion by Tornatore
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in the birth of the cool medium of television. Alfredo in parallel with the Paradiso
has physically degenerated having in an
ironic quirk of fate lost his sight in the
aforementioned fire. Salvatore eventually
heeds the advice of his aged mentor leaving
for the mainland and doesn't look back.

Cinema Paradiso is destined already to
become a classic of the nineteen nineties
and has to be seen on the big screen. Highly
recommended viewing especially for the
cineastes.

Donal O'Donoghue

ANNUAL
POETRY
COMPETITION
Once again it is time to invite entries for the
1990 Poetry Competition. There are three
categories this year:
Under 12 years of age;
12 ~ 18 years of age;
Over 18 years of age;
Substantial prizes will be offered to the
winners. Closing date for receipt of entries,
June 12th 1990.
All work must be original work of entrants
and must not have been published before.

~pat (:laid tt Co. ltd
l.PRPCH I\tl\YNXJlH FH :6286508

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER::>
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE

6286508

M. C. L. CABS
YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL

Eugene 0' Shea

POETRY
CORNER

PHONE 01-6286539/6289222/6272659
24 HOUR SERVI CE
WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL
DI&TANCE NO OBJECT. KEENEST RATES.

TOMARIGA

You were always unlikeus
Even when you joined our meetings
In a cardigan with tom elbows;
We crafted hard pragmatic plans;
You spoke of fragile lovely things
As if they were the common currency:
Birth and privilege afforded you
perspective,
Lets space and calmness in
Until they were necessities.
How then could you abide
The suburb's onslaught:
Our motors cruising down your drive,
Our children plucking blossoms from
your trees,
Our lovers kissing in your ruined gazebo?

WIDE 'RANGE OF
FINISHES IN
SOFTFORM
MELAMINE
MANY LAYOUT OPTIONS
MATCHING HEADBOARDS
& LOCKERS

~~

~o:~~

SLIDING MIRROR WARDROBES
IN
CLEAR OR TINTED
FITTED KITCHENS IN SOLID OAK ,
MAHOGANY, PINE OR TEXTURED
SOFTFORM : NEW DOORS AND WORKTOPS
FOR YOUR EXISTING UNITS

FOR QUALITY WORKMANSHIP AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

Contact: David Jordan 259839
CEJRICCE EUIUDIN3 SlFPLIES & SERVICES
~ 38 M<\YNXJIH ffi6D CflffiICCE

TEL: 6288841 OPEN 6 CAYs
SPECIAL OFFER
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND, GRAVEL CEMENT
& BLOCKS.

Dear life - bewildered princess
Sleep quiet beneath your folly
With May time beauties that you loved
Piled here in fresh-cut splendour:
I lay this cottage-grown rosemary
Beside the stately arum lilies.

P. 0 Duibheannaigh

Note: Mariga Guinness died in May 1989.
She is buried at Connollys Folly.
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When You Need ThembyClairr
O'Connor. (Salmon Publishing. £4.50 on
sale in Maynooth Bookshop).
Clairr O'Connor's collection of poetry has
recently been published in an impressively
presented fifty-seven page volume by
Salmon Publishing. Thepoems are nothing
short of wonderful, rounded and fmished
with a quiet power of intimacy which leaves
one silent in its wake.
They range through three sections with a
cleverly orchestrated progression of theme.
Part one, 'From the Belly', unveils the earth
mother slowly and very painfully becoming human, fighting the restrictions of
domesticity and fmding a sense of release
only on/in moonlit nights ("My blood-tears
tick/new time, spotted moon." "Moonless
I lurch about, / Osiris my guide / but somehow I never / get it right" "Only at night do
I feel unpacked. ") She is constantly doing
battle with the realm of the domestic where
everything seems to be too particular to '
contain her; it demands order, structure and
is governed by the imperative of having .to
"stage frrst impressions." The myth and
archetype of this section is superbly evoked
by the careful use of words which, in themselves, are connotative of mystery and
power: 'Savage', 'Moon - Dragged', 'Birthings', ':Passage', 'Mudmen', and by the recurring images of villages, smoke and fire,
dance and: face pairltiJlg. All very primitive, ~rhuman. The driving force behind
this presentation is centred in female fertility and in 'aspects of the earth mother or
goddess. But the wonderful achievement
of this section comes with the poems from
'Playpens'onward. Here Clairr O'Connor
begins to show the goddess moving into a
more mundane realm, slowly from archetype to individual:
In the kitchen / head tight as a bandage / I
bum and spill ... / Only at night do I feel
unpacked.
TIle images of restriction are everywhere
and the sense of there being something'far
more universal than can be confined in a
house is overwhelming:
In bed I wake
The moon threads the curtains,
The brasseyes of our bed stare.
The dream serpent wakes me
( ...)
In sudden winter
The house lies
down in snow,.
Fear slouches off
his skin and lodges
in my eye sockets;
The guest, shifteyed
Ophidian, secures
his habitation.

~OOK REVIEWS)

OPERA MINIMA
(24 pp; £1.75 softback - on sale in Maynooth
Bookshop)

She manages to convey the impression that
the pain of this movement is something
wholesome and natural; formative, despite
her efforts to reject it.
Part two, 'Another Space', sees the woman
of part one needing companionship and
being overtly concerned with birth, growth,
children. The poems chart a rapid progression into an area where it is necessary to 'Hit
the Brakes' and where it becomes essential
to 'fmd another space, my own.' Existing
side by side with this desire for a 'glass
island' is the opposing need to contact; long
distance contact with her companion and
an over-riding desire for total intimacy with
nature ('its not easy / to find oceans when
you need them'). The pain is all too silent.
Waves and Voices' part three, slides through
the noise of New York, listening to and
watching the many manifestations of entanglement; pawnbrokers skewering owners' dockets; the great 'escape' of the druggist's wife; the plight of a woman who has
had her breast removed and sees it everywhere, and, towering above them all, great
aunt May - 'squaw long years'. Here the
goddess has returned to the movement of
the poems in the person of an ancient matriarch (the 'hag' dimension):
From her blac~k_ ar~ ashore great Aunt May
Remembers the energy of waves,
The complete silence of sea
under moon.
In this final section,Clairr O'Connor has
come back to theIIlythical and the primitive. "I just don't wanna / play - act no
more" shoves the entire movement towards
a resolution of sorts; driving a determined
passage through despair and,b ack to a wholesome universality. 'Ceremony', the fmal
poem in the book is rounded by tlle tones of
acceptance and cotlnotatescompletion - it
is botll brutal and compassionate, mysterious and definitive at one and the same time.

(. ..)
Feel tlle shape of tlle bowl
Without speaking Drink.
These pOems are mature in anger and
strength. They flow from page to page and
back again, endlessly rocking a cradle of
love and motllerhood. It is one of tlle finest
attempts yet in Irish literature to make room
in tlle house for tlle goddess in suburbia.

P. Hussey
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A unique bilingual antllology of poetry
written by two locally resident poets has
recently been published. 'Opera Minima' a
collection by Bill Tinley and Edoardo
Zuccato is a Series of sixteen works of
which Tinley's six poems constitute tlle
first part of this unusual collection which is
completed by Zuccato's Italian penned
pieces (three of which are in the Milanese
dialect). Each work is translated into its
companion language.
Tinley's oeuvre comprises what are ostensibly love poems tinged with a sense of
vague regret. 'Reunion', 'Tattoos', 'Sleeping Togetller' and Wanting a Child' are
written within these parameters in conventional fashion, honest and frankly undisguised writing, whereas 'A Black and White
Photograph' and 'Sacco, tlle"Fasting Man'"
are subtly masked in tllemes of photography and abstinence respectively. Imagery
and emotion mingle fluidly in tllis writing
'The streetlight blooms its yellow disc again
As we revive our wilted passion
The qUilt a trampled field and overhead
The gran tic midges drawn towards your
lampshade'
a technique tllat is employed with considerable dexterity in "Tattoos", an invigoratingly clever treatment of sexual calligraphy or more succinctly 'tlle hieroglyphics
of desire'. Such inventive syntax imbues
the text with a .vital dynamism as evinced in
tlle concise terminology of 'jamjarred' and
'days and weeks, weep into phases of the
Zodiac'.
This economy of composition is epitomised
in the terse language of'Sacco, tlle "Fasting
Man''', a work lean and hungry like its
subject, notable for its clarity of desperate
urgency. Perhaps in its epitaphic niche
Tinley has decided there has been 'enough
of the symbolic' and evokes Beckett with a
plea for the communications of · silence.
This is an apt endpiece to a collection which
advpcates the emergence of a proIIlising
yoimg writer, who unlike the eponymous
Sacco, appears to have plenty more to say.
Edoardo Zuccato's poetry is in immediate
contrast 19 Tinley's, embracing llfban consumerism and rural landscape in a staccato
mimalist style. Hints of William Carlos
Williams abound, most noticeably resonant in 'Script for all possible films'
'As then two lonely birds
Swallowed in tlle white
Chirp 'one'
On tlle screen of the sky'

CONTINUED
A measured academic cadence pervades
this writing which tends to petrify its impetus (a possible result of translation?). This
characteristic however does enhance on
occasion as in 'of the deserted railway along
the river' creating a synesthetic effect with
its incongrous imagery
'Some shouts in the background
the code of a laughter
then not even the time to say 'Amen'.,
The dedication of the writers is attested to
by the book which they compiled, typeset
and published with a cover designed by
Kevin Horan. The result, Opera Minima is
an interlude with enough inspirational arias
to make it well worth the price of admission.
Donal O'Donoghue

MAYNOOTH
CREDIT UNION
On the 5 th March we celebrated our second
birthday. The Maynooth Credit Union has
grown tremendously in that short period.
On St. Patrick's Day we again took part in
the Parade - this time entering a float. Great
praise and thanks must be given to Oonagh
Breslin who designed our float depicting
some gorgeous squirrels being thrifty and
making plans for the future. We hope that
some of the on lookers to whom we distributed leaflets will be encouraged to come '
along and find out more about The Credit
Union and join it.
The Irish League of Credit Unions was ,
founded in 1960 and celebrated its 30th
birthday on Sunday 7th February. Five
Credit Unions founded the League which
now has 509 Credit Unions as affiliated
members. The range of services provided
include

~t\IDAN~S
MAYNOOTH.
-Tobacconist -

Newsagen(-

CLOSING, TIMES
lOPM. (THURS-FRIDAY)
11 PH. (SAT-WED)

CARLTON CLEANERS
* CURTAIN CARE.
* LEAIHER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
M\YN:XJfi-J 9-[Pp If\G CENTRE
A-f: 6285511

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO "ASSIGNMENT TOO qIG OR TOO SMI1LL
PERSONAL ATTENT10N OF QUALIFIED I1CCOUNTI1NT
VI1T * PAYE* LEDGERS * COSTING *

", ::::R::O~~j;;;;:C:U:::.
MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA

--lIP

~,.w.
. .......J,

• Support for the fohnation and development of new Credit Unions.

5 S1RA.FFAN w&"Y, M\):'1\((JJH PI-rN:: 6285246....'

• Advice, Training and Monitoring of existing Credit Unions.
• A wide range of legislative, Administrative, Financial and Secretarial supportservices.

[-+4!j

OPENING HOURS
Quinnsworth Shopping Mall:
Fridays 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Credit,Union House, The Habour:
Thursdays 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Fridays 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
Failte Romhat Isteach

Dermot Kelly ltmited '

KlDOOOK TEL: 6287311
FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

*

BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
POR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
fl-{l\E 6287311
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Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE THE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 6286644

1 . . Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, WCKY15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. Oni.all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = 50p LUCKY 15, Saturday's pri~e = £1 LUCKy ' 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bontis Yankee,
Choice trebles~ Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

<'\dt
, DAY NURSERY,
A WHOLE NEW IDEA IN ·NuRSERY ·CARE.
KIDS KOTTAGE DAY NURSERY WAS SET UP IN; SEPTEMBER BY GERALDINE SCANLON.
A GRADUATEOFCHILDCARE, FROM BOTH THE COLLEGE 'OF CATERING CATHAL BRUGHA :l'J'REET
AND THE LONDON MONTESSORI CENTRE, WH() lIltS SPENT THE PAST 7 YEARS WORKING WITH
.
NURSERY CHILDREN.
'
IT IS LOCATED IN A COTTAGE IN OLD GREENFIELD AND IS TOTALLY GIVEN OVER TO DAY
NURSERY SERVICES.. THE AIM OF THE NURSERY IS TO PROVIDE A HAPPY STIMULATING
c,:,. . ......... ,,;.~.> <
,
AND HOMELY A'rMo.S!,HERE.
OPENING :i.f '?30A.M. ·. IT IS IDEAL Jt'eJR:' THOSE ':WHO WISH TO CATCH THE FIRST TRAIN
" . \~.; '. ,',
' .•. '., -;-.
.' "ANDSTAYS :'OPEN UNTIL "6. 30 P.M. '
SERVICES OFFERED, INCLUDE FULL DAY CARE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES.
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLEARE·.MONTESSORI SESSIONS 9.30 - 12. 30.
T()DDLER GROUP - PLAY ; GROUP - 2 YEARS - 9.30 - 12.30 AND AFTERSCHOOL
CHILDREN WHO CAN BE LEFT AT THE NURSERY BY THE LOCAL SCHOOL BUS.
MEALS· WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.

.

THE PLAY FACILITIES IN THE ·NURSERY ARE EXTENSIVE AND ARE DESIGNED TO CATER FOR

CHILDRENS NEEDS IN ORDER TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENt"·
PARENTS ' ARE INVITED TO DROP IN FOR A CHAT WITH GERALDINE OR IF THIS IS NOT CONVENIEN'r
SHE .CAN BE CONTACTED AT~285633 ANYTIME~
. .
PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
.
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MAYNOOTH
WINCHESTER
THREE
SUPPORT
GROUP
This month we are awaiting the decision of
the Appeal Court in London on the fate of
Finbar Cullen, John McCann and Martina
Shanahan. Our anxiety at this point can be
nothing compared to that of the three themselves and their families, and we extend our
solidarity to them particularly at this time.
We understand at the moment that they are
awaiting two distinct decisions by the
judges; (a) Whether to allow the application to appeal in the first instance, and (b)
their ruling on that appeal, the application
to appeal having been accepted, by mutual
consent, as the appeal itself. Leave to .
appeal the severity of the sentences haS '
already been granted. Where to find the
balance between hope and realism in all
that, is difficultto say. What we can be sure
of is the encouragementwtiich the three get
from local support such as ours. Below is
an extract from a recent letter from Finbar,
which speaks for-itself.

I~--------------------------------------------------'

•
~
It lernanS

MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 6286294

GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, , TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EAClI DAY

TONY MENTON & SONS

D~orating.

• Painting &
~~Z· Interior & Exterior

W

:~~~;~:~i~~:;n~~~l~~p~~;n~:st. ~
~.:;<'. .
'....•.-_
.• ' .~. . -

• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed " "
~ Roof tilesrepair~d or replaced • -,:::;
You have tried the r~st now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages
J

...-'

/;-~.==============================~===========~

.r

~
~

.. ."

Frankland Prison
26-3-90

1

Dear Friends,
This is just a note to let you know how much
your hard work and support is appreciated
and how much it means to me ......... .
. .. Among the things which sustain me
from day to day here, and keep my head and
spirits high, are the regular reports I hear of
your wonderful support and efforts for
Martina, John and me. The recent burst of
activity has been great for our morale at
what is a difficult time. I was especially I
moved by the description ofthe S t. Patrick's
Day Parade in Maynooth - it certainly
sounded like a brilliant occasion and everyone seems to have sUrPassed themselves!
....... Many thanks to each of you for all
your concern and support. It is one beacon
of hope which never fails me, not even in
the darkest hours behind Franklands walls~

~,g~~~
.~~
.

6285}67

~

J .'

~

'

Ap,ersonpL'''Hoin( Hair Styling Service

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDR.ESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HA VE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOuk OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDA~
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
TRIM AND ,BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOURCHILDREN-£12.00
,DIAL-Ai..:srYIE AT 6285367f(R lUR APR:>INIMNf

,..-.

'~-

Finbar Cullen.

<.("l,f> ~
"(jflit
"ll]t<9::

• Brushes Vacutim '-& Scr'e en •

'

With every best wish, and our hearts set to
the future,
SIan go foill,

\~

0],4.;.;

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 6244857

)

NUZSTOP';
IvI\IN SIREET M\ThOOIl-i
TEL Nd: 6286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS T-SHIRTS
BACK PATCHES
7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)

...."-_0_p_El_n_N_G.,...H_0_UR_S,.....:_8_.O...,.O-.-.:.,A;,....M
____-.....,:8.-..,;.3:..0____
P__
• M;,.: .•.:-..:.(-=-SA::.T=---~SUN..;;..:.;.,;);,......~.c )'
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THE SQUARE
MAYNOOTH
CO KILDARE
PH:

6289289

AGENTS FOR ALL MAJOR TOUR OPERATORS, AIRLINES AND FERRIES.
COME AND SEE US AT OUR STAND IN THE GYM AT THE MAYNOOTH SPRING
FAIR ON THE 28th/29th APRIL.
BROCHURES . AVAILABLE FOR ALL DESTINATIONS.
CHEAPEST AIR FARES TO ALL POINTS IN U.K STARTING FROM IR£55* RETURN.
CALL .TO OUR STAND AND ENTER OUR FREE COMPETITION.
*GOVT TAX EXTRA.
- - - - - --

Dublin Road,
Maynooth
.ALTERNATORS
STARTERS

and
D:VNAMo..~::::ti~

. R-'p.'r or
". E';clt.ng. Un".
'1 2 or 24 Volt

T.'.plton.: (Of) 2366"

SUMMERHILL 0405-5711;

ELDO.R ADO
take awau
GREENFIELO'SHOPPING CENTRE, '
MAYNOOTH .
.ft SPECIALS~

MONDAY
SNACK BOXES

1pc
2pc
3pc

1.25
1.80
2.45

TUESDAY
REG BURGER & CHIPS .
WEDNESDAY
FISH & CHIPS

22

1.;35
1.40

--

#

~AND BULLETIN)
I

Band activists, like the weather are now
beginning to warm up and we already have
a pretty full diary for May. One of the main
events this month is the Royal Canal Jamboree in the North Kildare Club on 6th May
where, through the generosity of the Lions
Club, we hope to add to our Uniform Fund.
A great deal of work has gone into the
organisation of this event, which includes
the famous T. V. spectacle 'it's a Knockout',
and we hope all our friends will support the
Jamboree. We may just 'miss the bus' but
for those of you who buy your Newsletter
early we are holding a 'Sixties Night' in the
Hitchin' Post on Friday 27th April at 8.30.
There will be a real honest to God live
Showband providing the music and if you
feel like coming in your '60's gear you will
be even more welcome. We promise all a
great night out. Proceeds·of the night will
also go towards our Uniform Fund and we
hope you will have patience with us during
the year as we go about Fund Raising for
our new uniforms. Our present setis almost
10 years old so we should not be bothering
you for another ten years at least. Finally,
may we thank the Lions Club for their
surprise 'Congratulations Advert' in last
months Newsletter . •We were delighted to
see our dual victory being recognised and
we are grateful for their consideration. We
hope for many more triumphs in the future.
Hope to see you here again next month with
a little more news.

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

OPENING HOURS 7 A.M. - 9.30 P~M. (MON -FRI)
8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
24 HOUR FILH DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE rILM.

SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO ' CLUB: ALL FILHS ONLY £1.50 PER NfGHT.
AlfI'HORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.

PHONE: ' 6285813

MURPHY BROS.
045/97397 '

UNO E RT A K E R S.045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTII
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH. PHONE:6286366

,."
-Jim's
Shoe Repairti
~
Maynooth Shopping Centre
; '=if
~

~~.

.~

Paddy Boyd

MAYNOOTH '
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
Meetings on third Monday of each month
in the M.A.D.E. centre. Next meeting on
Monday 21st May at 8.00 p,m.
Demonstrator: Mrs. Imelda O'Reilly. ,
New members welcomeadm. £1.50 . . On
June the 9th the Clubs' Annual outing will
be to Lough Rynn.in Co. Leitrim. More
details later. OnJune21st,24thA.0.I.F.A.
FlowerFestival and National competitions
will be held at St. Patrick's College. ' The
theme of the festival is 'What a wonderful
world'. It is hoped all Club Members will
take part in the competition.

Ladies & Gents Heels
. ,
While U Wait
Shoes stretChed, Heels Lowered
,Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now located End Unil, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

IRENE MC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPLOMA & TUTOR
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT. REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE,
AROMA THERAP Y• SPECIAL CLASSES. ARM & LEG TRfATMENT
RENE GUINOT, CATHIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GELOIDF
PRESCRIPTION FAC'{ALS ,
BODY TREATMENTS, SlIN RED,
ELEGTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
flD<LEY'S f....Al'.E. rvt\IN SlREET LEIXL IP

'(01) 6244366/6244973
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Kingsbry Residents Association would like
to thank everyone who attended their Annual
General Meeting which was held r~ently.
Councillors Bernard Durkan,EmmetStagg
and Gerry Brady were in attendance. At
this meeting many proposals were discussed. One such topic was the employment of an estate gardener through the
offices of FAS, on a Social Employment
Scheme. Following investigations this
proved uneconomic due to the high costs
which would be incurred. A new contractor
has been hired to maintain the large greens
in the estate. Smaller public areaS will be
maintained by committee members. The
contractor has started work already and the
committee hopes that this arrangement
proves satisfactory to everyone.

NEW COMMITTEE
The incoming committee members have
been elected as follows:
Gerry Delaney - Chairman
Joe Geraghty - V. Chairman
Ian McKenna - Secretary
Kieran O'Grady - Treasurer
Maureen Fitzsimons - P.R.O.
Olher members are: Kevin Coyle, Breda
Barrett,'Jeitic Butler, Kathleen Keogh.

NEW COMMITTEE
Following a year in which the Residents'
Association almost went to the wall, the
caretaking committee were delighted to get
a good turn-out to the A.G.M. held on the
20th of March this year. There was a great
show of enthusiasm by those present and
there was no problem getting a new committee elected. The officers being;

RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
NEWS
KINGSBRY
RESIDENTS
The incoming committee would like to
thank last years committee for all the time
and effort they gave to organising last years
events. This year the committee will be
following their footsteps ·in endeavouring
to replace any dead or broken trees throughout the estate. Recently a number of trees
have been vandalised late at night and we
appeal to any residents who witness the
defacing of trees to report the perpetrator to
the committee. Another problem in the
estate concerns a few individuals who
continuously dump their household and
other refuse at the back of the estate and on
empty building sites in the estate. Aside
from being unhealthy and dangerous for
children, it is extremely inconsiderate of
others. Dumping is illegal and anyone seen
disposing of their refuse in this manner will
be reported to their council.

COLLEGE
GREEN
RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
Committee. Members: Paul O'Brien and
Matt Shortt.
The Associations representative on the
Community Council Peter Connell will also
attend committee meetings to keep us informed on more global issues.

COMMUNITY DAY
Frances Campbell
Chairman
Ursula Forde
Secretary
Eileen Canning
Treasurer
Pauline Kearns
Social Officer

As we had such a successful Community
Day last year, it is deCided to organise a
similar day but a little earlier this year. Last
year a lot of people who would otherwise
have attended were on holidays so we
thought we would opt for late June this
year. Our Social Officer, Pauline Kearns,
will get a sub-committee together and col-
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FORTHCOMING
EVENTS

We would like to thank all residents whL
subscribed to the Residents Association
and for grass cutting fees. Last year we
organised many social events which were
both well attended and enjoyed by all. This
year we hope that even more residents join
in: it's a great way of meeting and socialising with your neighbours. It is hoped extra
events this year will be arranged starting
with a pitch & putt competition in May.
Pitch & Putt
-May
Mixed - Five-a-side
- June
Childrens sports day/Barbecue
- July
Golf competition/Annual Dinner Dance
- August
Snooker Competition
- September
Bowling
- October
Pub Quiz
- November
Childrens Xmas Party
December
Prior notice will be given at all forthcoming
events.

lect money on a weekly basis with a 'draw'
each week before the big day; The date will
be settled by the next edition of the Newsletter.

FUNDRAISING
It's subscription time again folks and by
now the heavygang will have called to your
house and threatened your famB y so we are
sure that you gave with good grace. If you
were not at home (or in hiding), any of the
above committee members would be only
too glad to accept your contribution. 'The
money is needed as soon as possible so that
we can arrange for grass-cutting before
some children disappear in the long grass
never to be heard of agail).

Since it's discovery in 1895, Chiropractic has been a blessing to subluxation can be observed. but often 'the damage occurs so
milJions of people. Many, who were resigned to a life of pain and slowly that it may take months, even years, to produce a noticable
. disease have been restored to health under chiropractic care. malfunction in the body. These malfunctions can manifest
I Traditionally, the majority who have been helped have come after themselves in many ways, but often the problem is highlighted by
attending other healing practitioners.
pain in the body's structure, including the spine, shoulder, neck,
. Chiropractic is a completely different approach to health. It is armor leg. Chiropractors specialize in locating and correcting these
I based on the principle that harmony or ease within the body is the
subluxalJons, and by doing so, restoring the body's normal functon.
normal body fimction. An absense of health is an unnatural state
The doctor or Chiropractic will carry out what is calJed an
calleddis-ease or lack or normal body fimction. Chiropractors are "adjustment" to the spine, correcting any misalignment which is
not concerned with treating or covering up disease symptoms but causing problems. Naturally, the body will therefore function better
, with restoring health. Chiropractors have said for years that when the nerve system is free of interference.
diesases, no matter what they are medically labelJed, are usually
Under regular chiropractic care, the correct position of the bones
signs that the body is not working in harmony. The Medical in the spjne is maintained to allow a better flow of mental impulses,
Therapeutic approach is to try to fight these diseases individually. resulting in greater harmoy in the body and thereby a healthier life.
The Chiropractic approach is to restore health.
To ensure that you ~a.ve correct chiropractic care, you should
Your nerVous system is made up of your brain, your.spinal cord make sure that the practitIoner you attend IS a fuBy qualIfied doctor
and spinal nerves. Messages are assembled in the brain and carried of chiropractic. FuBy Irained doctors of Chiropractic in this country
through the spinal cord and into every area of the body via the wiB have completed at least four years full time training at a
nervous system. The bones of the spine protect the spinal cord and recognised Chiropractic College and most will be members of the
nerves because of their extreme importance to the fimciion of the . Chiropractic Association of IrcJand. If you have any queries about
body. Sometimes a bone in the spine can move or be moved out of Chiropractic, you can contact Dr. Linda M. Finley who has recently
it's normal position. It will then press on spinal nerves, a situation moved her practice from ClonsiBa, where she has been for three
which the chiropractor calls a ',' subluxation". The effects of a years, to Maynooth. Dr. Finley's Phone Nuinber is 6285962.
I

Dr. Linda M. Finley - Chiropractor
Member of the CrArl,
is pleased to announce the opening of her new office at
97 Carton Court, Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel. (Ol) 6285962.
Hours: Tuesday lOam to Ipm and 4 pm to 7.30 pm. Saturday 9.30 am to 12.30 pm

2nd office location:
70 Drimnagh Road, Walkinstown. Dublin 12. Tel. (01) 559973.
Hours: Monday & Thursday 10.15 am to 12.30 pm and 4 pm to 7.30 pm

Before you make any changes in your home this Spring
Why not come and see our wide range of carpets and bedding
Bedroom carpets starts from

£1.99 sq Y,<;i'.

kitchens vinyls from

£3.99 sq yd,.

3ft Wardrobe

£65.00

5 drawer

£35.00

Kneehole Dressing table

£49.00

3ft Orthopaedic bed

£69.00

4' 6' . Orthopaedic bed

£95.00

and there is so much more in occasional furniture, dining room, ·tables and
chair built in bedroom units, rugs
./

Open Monday - Thursday 9.30
:Fr iday
Saturday
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6.00 p',m•

9.30

9.00 a.m.

9.30

5.30 p.m.

CONTINUED

.,.- SLOW DOWN
You will also have" received .' a strongly
worded letter concemingcars being driven
at speed through the estate. .This follows a
decision taken at the meeting to urge people
to slow down before there is an accident
One committee meeting has already taken
place and more are planned over the year so
you will hear from us ad nauseum. We
would like to thank everyone for their support to date.
Ursula Forde
Secretary

LYREEN
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
At a well attended meeting the following
Committee !Vas elected:
Matt Carroll
Chairman
Patricia Begley
Secretary
Michael Murray
Treasurer
Paddy Boyd
P.R.O.
Committee: Mona Dempsey, Ollie Bright,
Jennifer Keogh, Brid}e O'Brien, Vincent
Doyle.
.
Sergeant Canny has metthe residents in
connection with the NeighoourhOOdWatch,
followingwhich,information leaflets were
distriphi~' in the area. There was a very
posiiiye .re sponse to these leaflets, which
have b&ti'i-eturned to the Gardai and residents wiUbe advised of alldevel()pem,ents
as they arise.
"
Following much hassle and frustration on
the part of our residents we at long last seem
to be nearing a solution .to the age old
problem of speeding traffic on the Pound!
Convent Lane. This has been a serious
problem for many years and despite several
accidents nothing has been done, until now
that is with the grateful assistance of the
Gardai and Sgt. Canny in particular, we
may soon be able to w~ down the lane
without thinking that we had been transported to Mondello Park. We hope to be in
a position to give further details at the next
residents meeting which will be held in
Caulfield's meeting room at 8.30 on Thurs- ,
day 17th May.

J. &ffiY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
PH: .6286)04
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS '
6AM- 10PM MON TO SAT·
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-B.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE~
••
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS '
TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
~

I

CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS
6287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
. FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £11

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED
---

--------- =-..,

BARTONS

NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS
,

.

BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

,STATIONERY

ICECREAM

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL . STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCflUR NAISIUNTA
------------------------------------~--------~~,

Home Nur5ing
DAY

& NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

:~;;~~!~~~i~h:~;~~:;:urn~::;~!:- ____....REASQNABLE_RATES ________ .__

__.. ____.._______

tee and hope they will all become actively
involved in the association.
Finally may we encourage those who have
not yet paid the annual subscription of £5 to
drop it in to any committee member before
our next meeting.

KILCOCK

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR ALL. OCCASIONS

_ cl..e_a_o:J_u,s _9 r::.a'1 L -

CONTACT: ,C . CLIFFORD S.,-R .• N

\33, LAURENCE AVENUE ,
MA YNOOTH,

PHONF: ( 01 ) 6286686
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62861 32

KILDARE

(GARDA TALK)
Have it

ATTENTION PARENTS
A recent incident where a young boy was
molested by a male, at the Harbour,
Maynooth is being investigated by the
Gardai. We advise all parents to supervise
their children, and not to allow them to
wander. This is a very serious situation,
and we would appreciate any useful information concerning this occurence.
REMEMBER PARENTS, THE BEST
DETERRENT TO THIS TYPE OF
CONDUCT IS CONSTANT SUPERVISION OF YOUR CHILDREN; AND
KNOW WHERE THEY ARE AND
WHO THEY ARE WITH.

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors

.;

MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

BETWEEN ALAN fRAZERS AND TOP OF TIlE CROP

\.

• .J

qjdty

B.<IMvt.A.C.A
J .W. MJl.1-JIN\1 & CD.

TAKE CARE
OF YOUR CAR
Unfortunately, Maynooth like other centres
with close proximity to Dublin gets its fair
share of crime, and to this end, stolen cars
are no exception. A recent increase in this
particular type of crime causes concern,
and we feel obliged to point out the importance of securing your car properly. It is
after all probably your second biggest
expenditure after your home.
1. Lock you car, remove the ignition key,
and secure all windows even for a short
space of time. If possible garage your car at
night.
2. Do not leave property in view.
3. Consider fitting a good quality alarm/
immobiliser.
4. If your car is stolen, report it immediately to the Gardai.
On a similar note, may we thank local
residents who recently apprehended a
"Number Plate Merchant', who favoured
removing number plates from cars in the
dead of night. Hopefully this will puta stop
to his little Number'. Well done to all

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KIl'GSCURf .
NA.AS
CO KI Jl:lt.RE
~:

6286751

~

(045) 66535

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

~r====================::======::====::======:::::::~~
Dec.'a n 0' Connor LL.M
Solicitor
35, GREENFIELD DRIVE, MAYNOOTH.
PHONE: 6286043

*
*
*
*

ALL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS.
ACCIDENTS CLAIMS AND COURT WORK.
DRAFTING WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.
NO CHARGE FOR ' FIRST CONSULTATION.

....~':;:
' :::=::::____

__~-_~_=~_:::::=_==_::;._---..............

MAYNOOTIi CYCLE

C~E

MAIN ST. MA YNOOTH

concerned.

Special Spring Offer

DOGS

..

Jftd/wwn

Dogs worrying and killing livestock is a
menace and every year it appears to be
getting worse. If you own' a dog, it is your
responsibility to ensure that he is under
effective control at all times. Every dog
which is loose can worry and kill livestock.
Please play your part.
Our dog warden can be contacted at (045)
81765.
'

FREE
Flymo Multi Trim Strirrvner Value ,£50
M
Wi th Every Fl ymo Motor ow~r
EARL Y BIRD BARGA I NS ON ALL OTHER BRANDS
" Tel: 6285239
.
Open S1X, Days' ' 9am ~ 6pm
, Wed.- 9am, - 1 .JOp
,m

\.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-.:.:.=.:....:::.__--.:~~:.....-.--.:.~___---'-__
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ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
A well attended A.G.M. of the Maynooth
Branch was held on March · 27th last.
Addressing the meeting, the incoming
Chairperson, John McGinley, complemented the Branch members on their high
level of activity in the community over the
past year and pointed out the prominent
role played by party members in a wide
range of local community organisations.
He stressed the importance of the forthcoming Local Election and that the
Labour Party was in a strong position given
the poor performance of Hanna Fail, Fine
Gael and the P.D.'s on Kildare Co. Council.
Central Government had starved Local
Authorities of finance over the last five
years and Kildare's Hanna Fail, Fine Gael
and P.D. councillors had acquiesced in the
cutbacks. John McGinley argued that a
thorough reform of the financing of Local
Authorities was required. This could be
done without the re-introduction of domestic rates while at the same time abolishing service charge which labour councillors
Stagg and Purcell had always opposed.

BILL ON PART-TIME
WORKERS

POLITICAL
PARTY NOTES
LABOUR PARTY
NOTES
The following officers were elected;
Chairperson: John McGinley
Secretary: Pat Moynan
Treasurer: David Moynan
PRO: Peter Connell
Women's Officer: Margaret Clince
Vice Chairperson: Peter Holland

MAYNOOTH BRASS AND
REED BAND
Emmet Stagg ID has made representations
to .the Minister for Education Mary
O'Rourke on behalf ofMaynooth Brass and
Reed Band seeking funding from the National Lottery.

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
desperately trying to break into the
. workforce,
prepared to work under
atrocious conditions in order to get any
kind of job.
In the first Bill which the Workers' Party
has brought before the Dail since gaining
Parli~entary Party status after the 1989
General Election, it is proposed to end
existing discrimination against part-time
workers by extending to them the entitlementsfo full-time workers. Theseinclude:• Holiday leave
• Maternity leave
• Overtime rates
• Redundancy payments
~ Training and workplace facilities

and

There has been a massive growth in the
number of part-time workers in most.westem countries over the last decade. While
part-time work suits some people, for most
it has become a case of necessity due to a
simultaneous decline in the availability of
full-time jobs. In fact, many large firms
have been letting their own full-time work. ers go and then buying in the goods and
services previously produced by these
workers from ·sub-contractors employing
part-time labour.
,
This strategy is attractive because it reduces costs, due to various disadvantage!;
under which part-time workers operate
compared to their full-'time counterparts. These proposals . have already been deThese include low pay, poor working con- manded by the Irish Congress of Trade
ditions, and lack of entitlement to various , Unions. Similar EC proposals have been
benefits such as holidays, maternity leave ' blocked by conservative governments in
and redundancy payments. And, because " Ireland and elsewhere since 1982. Compart-time workers are frequently difficult mitments along tnese lines given in Hanna
to organise in trade unions, they become Fail's Programme for National Recovery
vulnerable to instant dismissal and other have not yet been acted upon.
forms of maltreament.
The Workers' Party urges all those who
In Ireland,up to 100,000 people are now wish to see ALL workers getting a fair deal
employed part-time. As elsewhere, .these to support these proposals by bringing them
are mainly women and ,young people, the upviaYOllTtr~d~unionorbylobbyinglocal
former frequently trying to make up for 'the . IDs to support the Workers' Party Bill in
lost wages of redundant spouses, the latter . the Dail.
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BOND BRIDGE
Again, the residents of Newtown, Beaufield,
Cluain Aoibhinn and College Green are
being obliged to navigate their way over
Bond Bridge through a lunar landscape of
potholes. Emmet Stagg has brought the
atrocious condition of the road surface to
the attention of the County Council and
asked that remedial action be taken immediately.

DUNBOYNE ROAD

The County Council recently carried out
patching work on the DunboyneRoad from
the entrance to the Convent to the end of
Leinster Cottages, following repeated representations from Deputy Stagg. However,
this road needs to be resurfaced and Deputy
Stagg will continue to request that this
work be carried out.

LOW PAY SCANDAL
Apart from the increasing amount of parttime work, there has also been a growing
incidence of poorly paid fullctime work in
recent years, as employers unscrupulously
exploit the desperate desire to get a job at a
time of high employment. ,Perhaps the
worse example yet of how employers are
exploiting low paid workers is that of the
Seven-Eleven group of24 hour shops which
has been set up in Ireland recently.
These shops mainly employ young workers
at a basic rate of 90 for a forty hour week.
However, even to get into suc:h.allliserabie
job, workers have to sign EACH page ()f a
twelve page contract which, among other
things, provides for:
• The use of lie detectors in case of suspected theft;
• Refusal to recognise a trade union;
• Instant dismissal, even for such trivial
"offences' as leaning elbows on the counter;
• Relocatioll to any shop within the chain at
24 hours notice.
Several of these provisions, imported from
the company's American parent, are illegal.
However, they show clearly how far many
employers are prepared to go to squeeze the
last ounce out of young, inexperienced and
defenceless workers. Itis vitally important
for workers and the unemployed to organise themselves against such measures. The
Workers' Party will continue to lead the
way in providing a vocal and active medium in defence of the Irish working class.

NEW SLENDER WORLD TONING STUDIO IN MAYNOOTH

Shed Those Inches
"THE NO SWEAT , NO '-STRESS WAY"
ON OUR NEW ELECTRONIC TONING TABLES

SLENDER WORLD TONING MACHINES ' PROVIDE PASSIVE EXERCISK ON

6 TABLES, EACH DESIGNED TO WORK ON DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS.
EACH 1 HOUR WORK OUT HELPS REDUCE AND'J,'ONE UP TUMMY, WAIST, HIPS
AND THIGHS
10

MINUTES ON EACH TABLE WILL LEAVE YOU REFRESHED
.,

,

WITHOUT THE STRESS . .
p'OR FREE

TR.rAr~TONING
';

SESSION PHONl!: us AT
,

';'./

,

>

(01)

6289144 GR

C~LLTO

SLEND,E R WORLD
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH.
(WE'RE OVER ALAN FRAZER MENSWEAR)
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE - WHY NOT TREAT THE LADY IN YOUR LIFE'?

--------------~~~~~--------------------------~-----,'
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All work must be original work of entrants
Extra copies of the chifdren's colouring competition page are ava.llable
in the Community Council Office.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS __________

~

____________

~_~

___

AGE _________________________________________
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This category of the colouring
competition is for 4 - 7 yr. olds.

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday 21st May
at 5 p.m.-

NORRIS'S PUB
Celbridge
CARVERY LUNCH DAILY BETWEEN 12.30PM - 2.30PM

MON - FRI

A LA CARTE AVAILABLE (EVENING TIME)
SUNDAY LUNCH A SPECIALITY
12.30 - 2PM
WE

ALSO CATER FOR COMMUNION AND CONFIRMATION,

PARTIES

FUNCTION ROOM AVAILABLE FOR 21st's
WEDDI NGS, r:NGAGEMEnTS

PHONE 6288281

....

KILCOCK CLEANING SERVICE
LET US HELP WITH YOUR SPRING CLEANING
WE DRY CLEAN CARPET'S IN YOUR HOME, OFFICE, SHOP, HOTEL ETC.
NO WATER, NO HARSH CHEMICALS USED ON YOUR CARPETS - AREAS CAN
BE USED IMMEDIATELY AFTER CLEANING
NO STICKY RESIDUE LEFT.

SO YOUR CARPETS STAY CLEANER - LONGER

WE USE THE 'HOSTO' SYSTEM WHICH IS RECOMENDED BY LEADING CARPET MILL'S WORLDWIDE.

******** ********
ALSO CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVlr.E.
OIL BOILERS, BACK BOILERS, COOKERS CLEANED

Tel: Pat or Eileen at 01- 6287565
51, Courtown Pkw, . Kilcock
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We have recieved the Entry Fonns for the
1990 Tidy Towns Competition. The entry
fonns will have been completed and returned together with our entry fee of £75 to
Bord Failte. We have been asked on what
criterion the National Competition is judged
There has been a change in the marking
system this year. the following are the areas
where marks are won or lost.

EFFORT
Assessment may take into account sustained effort over a number of years or the
overcoming of special local difficulties 45 marks available.

TIDINESS
Appropriate placing of litter bins. absence
of litter,advertising hoardings and indiscriminate dumping - 40 marks available.

Off the street, up at Greenfield Shopping
Centre, things have been happening. A
new canopy across the shopfronts and several new outlets mean a new vibrancy for
the group of shops which has to serve the
growing .estates to the south of the canal.
Alongside' the well-established Donovan's
Newsagents - it probably carries the largest
stock of all such shops in Maynooth - and
El Dorado, which for my money still has the
best fish and chips in town, even if the
interior of the premises is rudimentary in
the extreme, there is a butcher's, a hair salon
and a dry cleaners. The latest unit to open
there is a branch of Richard Murphy's burgeoning empire, Xtra-vision - did you avail
of the introductory offer of a free video?

MAYNOOTH
TIDY TOWNS
REPORT
PRESENTATION'OF
BUILDINGS
Shops, business premises, banks, factories,
historic and public buildings, derelict sites
and buildings, statues and monuments - 40
marks available.

PRESENTATION OF
NATURAL AMENITIES

PRESENTATION OF
IMMEDIATE
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
Including open spaces - 30 marks available
Total competition marks 250.
Maynooth's 1990 marks ??? well its up to
you.
We are anxious to hear your views on
above. Please write c/o Community Council Office.
Just a gentle reminder Best Shop Front
Competition/Tidy Area Competition upcoming in June.

Open spaces, village greens, streams, river Our thanks to the Spring Fair committee for
banks, foreshore, parks, trees - 50 marks the stand and to the many people who
visited our stand.
available.
But we still need more help. Thank you
APPEARANCE OF
for reading this article.
Richard Farrell
APPROACH ROADS
Secretary/P.R.O.
Verges, streets, back lanes and footpaths.
Also car parks, seats, telehone kiosks, post P.S. Our thanks to Maynooth Autos showboxes, litter bins, pumps, fountains and ing the way to us all by cutting the green
patch beside their premises.
road signs - 45 marks available.

STREET
TALKING
anchor tenant in Greenfield, Tom Geraghty,
still keeps his well-known supennarket as
ever, with its range of diverse goods. Among
all the changes, its good to see this emblem
of stablility.

No harm to get off the main street if you
can, it's not looking its best as we come into
summer. Among the usual detritus oflitter,
the latest game is to spot the contraceptives;
this columnist spotted two on a Sunday
morning trot along the street to get the
papers a while back. any advance on that?
(personally I don't understand it - with the
Now, I'm not sure whether the town needs weather as cold as it has been, lovers on the
another video outlet, but it is interesting to street should hold on to all the covering
see this branch of a large chain locating they can). Even worse is the dog shit; a
away from the main street where the others much more serious game is to see if you can
are grouped, and taking the business to walk from one end of the street to the other
where a large part ()fthe local clientele is to withQut stepping in anY; my record is two
be found. A packet of chipsfr()m EI Dorado, there as well- one on each foot llike dogs
twenty cigs from Donovans, an~ a hot video , - but a lor of their ownl(Is ~houldbe put
from Xtra-Vision, Greenfield can cater for ' down. Some half wit thought it would be a
nightlife in Maynooth. Meanwhile, the gas to use the traffic lights for stone throw-
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ing practice, so we've had a set of broken
light for the past few weeks. No one has
thought it important to fix them yet either.
Yet we and our children still have to rely on
them to get across one of the busiest national routes in the country, which just
happens to run through our town. The way
we live measures our own lives; what do
you think of it so far?
More half-wittery by the County Council,
when they decided to do some work on the
Moyglare Road, between the church and
the schools. Yes, great to see things being
done - but the time they chose to do them!
Right outside the schools, .but would they
wait until ~'>:30 tQ ' start 'work? Not at all.
so the cars; and buses delivering children
had to weave ,through tar 'lorries, diggers
and rollers, backing up past the mill, blocking the Galway road and the main~treet.

And in Holy Week, when there were bound
to be crowds turning up at the church for the
various services. More jams! This was 'a
foreseeable cock-up, which a little planning might have avoided.
Maynooth deserves better.

PAT SHARKEY
PRESENTS
ADULT DANCE CLASSES
OLD·TIME - BALLROOM - LATIN
COURSES -

E\~Y

FORTNIGHT

12 WEEK DURATION

TIME - 8.)Opm - 10.)Opm
COUPT~

PRICE - £)0 PER PERSON/£50 PER

SPECIAL GROUP RATES BY REQUEST.
A'l' "

THE PARISH HALL, ,MAYNOOTH.
ENQUIRIES: PHONE 67.ci1986 AFTER 7pm
6286179 AFTER 7pm

RESTAU~ ·
VISIT THE GREAT HALL OF THE LEINSTER ARMS
SAVOUR THE OAK SMOKED :SALMO
N A<L RYE '
-> ;.
TAGHADOE EGG MAYONAISE
OR
TRY THE GEAROID MOR T-BONE
OR
I

~.

-;

~

GEAROID OG MINUTE STEAK
WE WILL BE PLEASED TO CATER FOR' ALLYOm( CULINARY NEEDS
I . . • .'

WE OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE, COUPLED
, WITH
EXCELLENT
CtitSlNE
, ,}, "',
'
."
'", : ,>.'
"~'

TO GUARANTEE A SATISFIEU >i CUSTOMER'. '
CARVERY LUNCHES EVERYDAY 'i NCLUDING SUNDAYS' ' .. '
r,ONFIRMATION, COMMUNIONS ETC.
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1

"

ChiIdren·s
Corner.
Which path to tOe shop
1

3

.s.LIf9/1~<1.~

.

~aY7·Z

38/Q ~I\J ..".
ONY ••.. ~S·J

WINNERS OF THE
COLOURING
COMPETITION
4 -7 years
1st Emma Fleming,
63 Maynooth Park, Maynooth.
2nd Claire Hogan,
70 Maynooth Park, Maynooth.
3rd Daniel Menton,
38 Cedar Park, Leixlip.

8 - 12 years
1st Maeve Stynes,
Moneycooley, Maynooth.
2nd Elaine Fleming,
63 Maynooth Park, Maynooth.
3rd Christopher Flynn,
Derrinstown Stud, Maynooth.

'---------------------------------------~---------
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OLIVEI~

REILLY LTD.

Und"laken and Complele Funeral fum"eft
WREATHS
HEADSTONE~
MOURNINGCOACHE.S

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTII
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

045/68482

-e"~

FUNERAL WREATHS

UNDERTAKERS TO
MA YNOOTH MORTALITY
:. ..... .
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
,"J

•

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 6286399
i

::"- :-:-.:--::==-:::---::-:::--::-:::"--:---:==~======================~-,
; ::;;;:::========--:=:::--":-::
,.

c. P. L.
M:1in St..

~

Motor Factors

M:1~th.

Co. Ki 1dare. Tel: 01/6286628/6286301

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS ANbT~ACTORS,

~~.BATTERIES,PLUGS,

~
_.4Jfo

EXHAUST:S, BRAKE PADS
'j

; =================================================_"=_=__"=___=___=__ ==:~l

,.

ia

_.

"

JOE MOORE
Str~,ffan

Rd., Maynooth

TELEVISION &VIDEO REPAIRS
All repairs guaranteed. Same day service.
Free estimates
Monday - Saturday 9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
PHONE FOR- DETAILS
New & Second-Hand TV and video sets fully guaranteed
Te 1ephon"e: 6285586
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competitio>n page are available
in the Community Council Office.

Thill' category of the colouring
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:....___'--_ _~_ _ _ _ competition is for 8 -12 yr. olds only.
ADDRESS ________~~--~-------------------------

AGE

All entries must be original work of entrants.
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Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday 21st May at 5 p.m.

Look! · Builders & Farmers

Scaffolding &: Towers
HIRE - DELIVER & ERECT.

Contact:

MICHAEL J PAYNE
CLONCURRY, DUBLIN RD.
ENFIELD, co. MEATH

QUOTATIONS FREE PHONE:

0405 -41532

MAYNOOTHFURNITURE REMOVALS
OFFICES ETC.
PH:

'(101) 6286527

ANYTIME

DISTANCE NO OBJECT
ALSo YARDS CLEANED
. AND RUBBISH REMOVED
PH: "6286527
ANYTIME

HA.J?DWATER (SCALE : & SCUM), DIRT, BAD S!1ELL,
13ADTASTE., ... IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA

c':;:;>.:' ····{We can

"test . water

and recommend an
econolI!,iCc"1;l solution to the prob1em.

Water Softeners. Filters to remove Iron. Lead. Aluminium & Dirt

WATER PURIFIERS
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown ( Trim Road),
Drumree, .
Co. Heath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631
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(24 ffours)

CROSSWORD
NO. 30
-BY SPRITE
ACROSS
8. Cut up the taut mile (8)
9. Sounds like source might end in spirit (6)
10. Camped badly to go away (6)
11. Sited above the rest (8)
12. Hi, at it for Pacific Isle (6)
13. See trait for repetitive discourses (8)
15. Ancient Germanic tribal member (4)
17. Going from Bray to Howth at speed (7)
19. Shun ale and release from constraints
(7)
22. User tries a ploy (4)
24. Have nuns got beards (8)
.27. Wide open (6)
29. To ponder, in mature, deliberation (8)
30. Sit sue, on thin paper (6)
32. No red veg ruled (8)
.

DOWN
1. Sound of bath time discovery (6)
2. Soundslike a two timing large foggy
sports lover (8)
3. Is rna pacing herself to fight the election?
(8)

SOLUTIONTO
CROSSWORlj')~JO . .29

4. Benjamin in short may do well with this
(7)
5. The present company in short may stick
together (6)
6. Mix the CIA and cad for singing insect
(6)
7. Without cable, but this device can be
heard (8)
...
14. pemonstrate huts in this waYj(4)
16. Fairy take bogeyman (4) .
.......... .
18. Ann Mints to say something with one
sixteenth of a pound (8) -_ .
20. An even gait may neit be a positive
feature (8)
21. Sounds like light falls on former poseur
(8)
23. An ordeal to venture beneath (7)
25. Saluted and fired ice globules (6)
26. Six dans provide the provisions (6) 28. Retune, but its still neither one thing or
another (6)

Winner of Crossword
No. 29
'. (£5 Prize)
Rita O'Reilly,
Main Street, Maynooth.

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday 2ist May at Sp.rn.
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EDWARDS
FOR CLOTHES CARE
UNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
MAYNOOTH

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
SAME DAY SERVICE

REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
CURTAINS AND SUITE COVERS
WITH PERSONAL SERVICE
MONDA Y -SATURDAY 9am-6 pm

·. . . .,. .

CARPENTRY & BUILDING SERVICES AVAILABLE
ExtensioruJ, Renovations, Attic Conversions
Roofing, Bar Counter Tops
Fully-Fitted Hardwood Kitchens, Built-in Wardrobes
Shelves, Presses, Built-in Mahogony Units. etc.

• Also
• • • • • • •
Tiling of any sort

I

- Wall &: Floor Tiling -

. . .... .. .
Kitchens. Bathrooms. etc.
'

Wby not have your job priced?

• • • • • • • •

·.... . .

No Job too big or too small
~

Pllant:- (OJ) 6281739

HITCHIN' POST
Leixlip '
TEL:

6244704/6245587

01

THURS 26/ 4/90FIDPLER GREEN
FRI 27/4/90 SIXTIES NIGHT MUSIC BY ST. MARY'S BANDMA"tNoo:rn ,

SAT 28/4/90' wiNTERS REIGN '

SAT 1.2/5/90 SINK THE PINK

SAT 5/5/90 EZ FEELIN

SAT 19/5/90 DAyEMARR .AND

ins

BAND

,
. " SAT 26/5/90 EZ FEELIN
DAN'CING9 • .30 - 2 A.M. WITH LATE BARF-OLLOWED BY DISCO •

.J,o e [)Olan' appearing Sun . May 21th'
BOOK TICKETS ~ARLY.
MUSIC ARKLE LOUNGE EVERY SAT- SUN NIGHTS -NO -C.C.,

,--

'

•

.'

--

',.

. .

. ~-

'.

~.~ -, --.:: -: -; .

,

':

;.

j ,.

LOUNGE AVAILABLE FOR WEDDINGS 21 st BIRTHDA.YS. ANNIVERSARIES ETC
.
ACCORDIAN PLAYER AND TRADITIONAL IRISHINSTRuME;NTALIST REQUIRED FOR FRIDAY
<"

:.:

'

I'"

','
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- - - - - ( S P O R T S NEWS)
All our teams are practising away at the
time of going to press. Our Badminton
team are unfortunately out of the County
Final, but put up a good fight in the match
against very strong opposition from Naas.
The team consisted of. Helen Buckley,
Yvonne Casey, Yvonne Nolan, Eimear
Hogan, David Ryan, Robert Casey and
Declan Buckley. Hopefully, most of this
team will be available for next year and it
will give Maynooth a very strong team for
'91. Our thanks to Carmel Buckley who
looked after the teams with refreshments,
to Paddy Nolan for managing the team and
to Carmel Nolan and the Badminton Club
for organising the play-off for teams. Well
done to all.

Our U-I0 Draughts are still in there in the
County Competition. They won their first
" match against Monasterevin in great style

"All that glistens is not gold;
Often have you heard that told.
Many a man his life hath sold
But my outside topehold;
Gilded tombs do worms enfold.
Had you been as wise as bold,
Young in limbs, in judgement old,
Your answer had not been enscrolled.
Fare you well your suit is cold."
- Cold indeed, and labor lost
Then farewell heat, and welcome frost!
Portia; adieu: I have grieved a heart
To take a tedious leave. Thus losers part.
(Merchant of Venice - Act 2 scene vii?)

This not so traditional introduction serves
to disguise the fact that we have won nowt
since the last report Unusually Ann
Broughan's trophy cupboard will be as bare
as Old Mother Hubbard's this year. Zeppo
to Groucho Marx "Dad the garbage is here
. . . . . . tell him we dont want any son".
Equally Woody Allen remarked "not-only .
is there no such thing as God,but have you
ever tried to get a plumber at weekends".
What the foregoing has to do with football
is anybody's guess, but at leas,t it helps to flIl
up space without ever haviiigto men~on ,~
football.
'

in Community Games County Finals. Also
getting ready at the moment are our Hurling
team, Gaelic Football, (Boys), and Soccer
(Boys) U -12 and for the first time Girls U15 Soccer. More about all these teams in
the next issue.

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
GAMES
13 pts to 7. Well done to Breda Gormally
who manages the team and to her son John
and daughter Miriam for their help. Fiona
and Ann O'Connor are working hard on
rehearsals for our Variety team, and their
competition takes place on Saturday 26th
May in Newbridge. Bernie O'Shea, the
Volleyball Manager, is working away with
her team at the moment Our tennis Manager Tom Sullivan is practising away with
his team at the time of going to press. Our
thanks to all of those Managers without
whom we would have no teams competing

COLLEGE
GREENF.C.
NOTES
o

On the 4th May in the Boys National School
the Art and Modelling will take place from
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Art for Boys and Girls U8, U-lO, U-12, U-14, and U-16 on 31st July
1990 and Modelling for boys and girls U10 and U-14 on 31stJuly 1990. Athletics
finals will take place in the G .A.A. field on
May 20th with registration .taking place at
12.30 p.m. on the day. All who wish to take
partin the Athletic fmals must register on
the day and be under the age on 31st July
1990.
.

-~---------

WHILE WE'RE
ON THE TOPIC

00

In the league we came a cropper to a late
goal, as, Drogheda side, Grove Rangers
came out best,on a 1 - 2 scoreline. There
wa~ little doubt but that we deserved one if
not both points, on this windy Sunday
morning. Our goal came directly from a
comer thanks to 'Gordon Strachan lookalike Kevin Sullivan. A late goal from well
known inside forward and Inside trader
Gerry Murtagh earned us a well deserved 1
- 1 draw with his home town side, Kells
Celtic. Despite an outstanding display of
goalkeeping a very understrength side went
down 1 - 3 to Agher Park. Joe Carey got a
late consolation goal despite appeals for
offside (from his own colleagues at that).

spite the absence of several regulars. Sadly
the result went against us again on a 1 - 2
scoreline. Metaxis (sic) lvfc.Groarty recovered a half time deficit with a magnificent piledriver from all of 31.5 metres (his
own measurement).
Unhappily a scrambled injury time goal
sunk us at a time when our defence was
busily engaged in exchanging Phoenican
puns amongst themselves. Finally on a
note of success the Paul Broughan led side
managed to bribe the organisers of the
Tullow inter - county tournament into allowing them to win this indoor event for the
umpteenth time. Congratulations are also
due to Paddy McGovern's Salesian College
side who became the frrstnon Dublin school
to reach the Leinster Senior Final. This is a
tremendous achievement for such a young
school, but nothing more than typical of the
, extraordinary' attitude of staff and pupils
alike. At the ti~e of writing we are looking
forward to the replay of the intriguing final.
By the time this piece appears we will have
completed our programme for the season
and will be planning our next A.G.M.
Also watchout for the "College Green EC.
tie", the 'sartorial highlight of the year.

The Divisional Cup saw us .drawn away to
newlycrownedchampionsofDiv.3,neigh- Yours in Sport,
bours Clonee Utd. On a windy e;vening and
on the narrowest of pitches imaginable we . Declan Forde,
had marglriallythe best ofexchartges, de- . , Chairman.
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

~~O

GALWAY, CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

$-<tJ.

BET.T.EEK & DONEGAL CHIl{A
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - "--......_"""-'------_
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BLINDS
IlNI S M'\I...CN::

BL IN:M\KERS, L IMIlID

crn..rn.lm:H, IEIXL IP
6244943 PNYrIlv£

e
YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED
---

-------------------- -
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----_._---------------.....,,'
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IF YOU HAVE TIlE PROPERTY WE HAVE TIlE COUST(loIERS
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SEE OUR STAND IN THE TRADE FAIR
E~tabl;shed
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Branch Office: Athy, Co. Ki ldare.
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CONTINUED
Our U -13 football team had a great victory
over Naas in the school league recently,
winning by 8-13 to 2-4. This is a very good
U-13 team and they deserve our support.
How about more of the parents coming out
and cheering on their little heroes. In the
first match of the senior league our A team
was well beaten by Rathangan. If anything
is to be learned from this match, it is that we
are now in a higher grade than last year and
our standards will have to be stepped up.

SPRING SHOW
We are having a stand at the Maynooth
Spring Show again this year. Last year we
had the Sam Maguire Cup on display there,
and this was a very big attraction. This year
we plan to have some other exciting attractions, so come along and see us.

Maynooth athletes were in fine form at the
Easter Sunday Road Races in Dunboyne.
Niall Byrne gave a superb display to get up
in the last 40 metres to win the Boys U-lO
-arace in which Conor Diggins running out
of age finished a good 11 th, just out of the
prizes. In the Girls U-lO Susan AdderIy,
tenth and Shaun Feeney, eleventh. The
Girls U-14 also performed well with Emma

MAYNOOTH
G.A.A. CLUB
NEW PAVILION
Work on our new sports pavilion is going
ahead .according to plan. The dressing
rooms are nearly finished, complete with
all new showers. A huge amount of voluntary work was put in here and it is only right
that the public should know who these
dedicated people .who give of their spare
time so generously are. Some of these
people put in five or six nights per week at
this work but I give hereunder a list of,all
who took part. They are: Mick Gillick,
Liam Lacey, Mick Kelly, Colm Feeney,
Joe Conway, Michael Ryan, MickFlaherty,
Paul Lacey, Mick Gahan, Graham Kelly,
Seanie Molloy, Jim Ennis, Paschal Ennis,

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC
CLUB
McCluskey, fourth and Aisling Redmond,
twelfth, while Christopher Byrne led home
the Boys U-14 in seventh place followed by
Paul Flood thirteenth and Niall Gillick
fourteenth. Lisa McCluskey finished fifth
in Junior Ladies while in Veteran Ladies

Jim and Kevin Connolly. We thank these
people for their efforts. If there is anyone
out there who can help us in any way we
would be very glad to hear from you.

MEMBERS DRAW
Our club members have been selling tickets
for our big draw in the area over the past few
weeks and we are most encouraged by the
peoples generosity. Weare very grateful
for this and the courtesy shown to us at the
door step. In order to give us time to sell the
last one hundred tickets we have postponed
the first draw for a couple of weeks. We
will be announcing the new date for the first
draw very shortly in the Leinster Leader.
Michael Caden
PRO

Patsy McCluskey was second and Helen
Redmond was fifth, and with Margaret
Gillick they took third team. Brian Redmond was fifth in Veteran men with David
Jolley just out of the prizes and the team
was incomplete.
The Club would like to thank all who sup~
ported our Sweepstake on the Grand National and congratulate all the prizewinners.

PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
K. O'Gorman,
Newtownmacabe, Maynooth.

S. ONeill,
201Rilllpark, Maynooth.

Erection of dormer extension to dwelling Erection of exte.nsion to side of house 201
and new entrance to site, Newtownmacabe, Railpark, Maynooth.
Maynooth.

ADVERTISEMENT, 'RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

E40

E22
£IS
El2

Discount of 20%· for new businQsses
on first advertisement only,
,Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months orover if payment
is made in advance.

A fee of £2 is charged for classilled
advertisements , 01 course . there IS no
charge on acknOwledgements. nOlices.
i.e , ~irthdays., missin9Items . etc
.,'
.'

." .'
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John Doherty,
Moneycooley, Maynooth . . ,',
Erection of extension to rear of garage to
side of house, Moneycooley, Maynooth.

P.Tierney,
.
9 Beaufield Gr., Maynooth,
Permission for retention of existing garage
extensionand conversion atNo. 9 Beaufield
Grove. Retention of existing garage conversion at Nos 1 and 2 Beaufield Grove.

D. Reynolds,
15 ~eaufield Dr..' Maynooth.
Retention . of existing g¥age to side 15
BeaufieldDr., Maynooth.

ill~

Worried about your child's foundation years??

If so, here is the answer.

Carolines Montessori School

Established Private School, Presentation Convent Grounds, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
Ages: 2~ - 7 years. Time: 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 - 3.00p.m.

Enroll now for Easter, September or January, Limited number of vacanc
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and has
nced teachers of the highest qualified Montessori Diploma s va. •.• ua. .• urPrincipal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran, Montessori Diploma in Education,
Home Address: Glenidan Court, Enfield, Co. Meath.

2~

- 12 years.

Tel: 0405-41532
for appointment or enrolment form or write to the Princioal
your child their future foundation under expert tuition, through
prestigious Montessori method of Education.
This is a School of Tuition, not a playschool or creche

XANADU

•

HAIR CREATIONS
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
UNISEX HAIR SALON

OpeningHours: MON - SAT 9.30 - 6.00
Late Night FRI

7.30

Special Rates STUDENTS AND O.A.P.
HON -- TUES - WED

~
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THE

PLANT PLACE

DUBLIN RD., MAYNOOTH.
01

6286021

TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES,
BEDDING & VEGETABLE PLANTS NOW IN STOCK
FOR QUALITY, ADVICE AND SERVICE
YOU CAN'T DO BETTER.

Ke.l.ledy Wooderaft Ltd.
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01)6288086
Kitchen & Bedroo. ·units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
.* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

We can supply a
cpmplete range of:
* Worktops .
,. Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
r=~
* Towel Rails
". ~'--~'--------------I
"~ ... . -e;~:~~:~. ~
* Cutlery Insets
.. ··:.:0·~~.. ~. _
.-' ~__",I
* Waste Bins
* . EX-t~~ct6r Fans
i
•

'ACTO""

: lo.\X.Aat

);,';,=.1 /;' ....00.

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY '
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT .. ,JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH
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. . .o",ot~~~
ca:-;. r ."__./ ,_ON
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(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
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CLEANALL SERVICES

__

""=1

- .......;---------~--~--- ....

LEIXL!"

THE CLEANING SPECIALISTS
CAkpETS - UPHOLSTERY

~

CAR VALETING

DAILY OFFICE ,CLEANING
CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVrCE

Leixlip Phon.e: . 6244857
PROPRIETOR: .' DARRELL SCANLON
NOTICE: CLEANALL SERVICES NO LONGER OPERAtE~ FROM PREVIOUS TELEPHONE NUMBERS USED IN
WE ARE · SORRY FOR AN~ INCONVENIENCE~
GOLDEN PAGES EXCEPT
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(SYMPATHY)

Jim McManus (Architect), Main Street, on
the death of his father in Sharavogue, Birr.

Burchall- The family of the late Margaret
Burchall, Ballyoulster, Celbridge wish to
thank all those who sympathised with them
in their recent sad loss. Those who sent
mass cards, floral tributes and letters of
sympathy, those who attended removal of
remains and funeral. Priests from Celbridge, kind neighbours and friends, the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for
your intentions.

Paddy Timmons, Newtown, Jim Timmons,
Ladychapelon the death of their sister in
Dublin.

Wife, daughters, sons, sister of the lateJohn
James Greene, 58, College Green,
Maynooth and late of Cootchill, Cavan.

Parents Desmond and Theresa Noone, Wife, sister, brothers, sisters-in-law, brothLaraghonthedeathoftheirinfantsonMark ers-in-Iaw, nieces, nephews, relatives and
and to his brothers Paul and John, sister friends of the late Kevin Boyd, Greenfield
Laura, grandparents, uncles, aunts, rela- late E.S.B., Kilcock.
tives and friends.

Wife, sons, daughter-in-law, step brother,
step sister, relatives and friends of the late
Christopher (Vincent) Watson, Millicent
Road, Clane late of Newtown, Maynooth.

Best wishes to Paul Heams, Greenfield.
Age 20 on May 26th. This comes from
Daddy, Mammy, family and friends.

Charlotte Quinn age 11, May 26.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Happy belated birthday to Peter Denman . 8th March.

Happy Birthday to Joe Horan on the 25th of
May from Annette and Tracy.

Happy Birthday to Muireann Ni Bhrolchain - 15th May.

Welcome to theEdmundsFamily who have
moved into Moyglare Meadows.

- ---------

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

SCHOLARSHIP FOR
MAYNOOTH BOY

Happy birthday to Deirdre Sheehan on the
12th of May, from Annette.

BABY BOOM
Noelle (nee Barry, Main St.,) and Donal Congratulations: LQ', Claire and Gabriel
Kelly, Abbeyleix pn the birth 9f a baby girl. Martin, Leinster 'Park, on the birth of their
, '. .
: baby daughter Clare.

Maura al,ld Terry Moore Celbridge Road on TO Ria Walshe and her husband on the birth
Brian Boland, of Meadow Vale, Laragh, the birth of a babfboy: . .
. '. '
of their twin boys.
Maynooth, a pupil in Maynooth Boy's
School, has been awarded one of two available Scholarships to attend Newbridge
College as a boarder. Congratulations from
his fellow pupils in 6th ciass and the staff of To Eileen and William Healy, Railpark on . Congratulations to local solicitor Declan
the school.
.
Foley and his wife' on their new arrival.
the birth of GenU-d.
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CLASSIFIED
AD'S

LADIES SOCCER
Will all those who were tnembers of
the Ladies Soccer Club please return
their strip to the Community Council
Office or to Christina Saults, 9 Parson
Street before the 4th May.

FOR SALE
Super Ser plus extra Cylinder
Tel. 6285264

C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.
Carlow Kildare Radio
Richard Farrell Local Contact

FOR SALE
Child's Bicycle Seat
For Sale - Tel. 6285464
Price £7.50

Local news and items of interest for
broadcasting on above station please
phone 6286044.

Kays School of Floristry
465, S.C. Rd., Rialto, Dublin 8
Tel. 533649/533472
Now enrolling for their
Saturday Bridal Course
*Beginners Welcome*
Telephone or send S.A.E.
for brochure.

Increase your job prospects with
a professional C.V.
Contact: Carmel Cahir,
1, Moyglare Village, Maynooth.
Tel. 6285726 after 6 p.m.

Forthcoming event details for broadcasting organisations should contact
above number.
95.9 PM Naas/North Kildare New
Wavelength for North Kildare.

FOR SALE
Blue Nylon Curtains
Tel. 6285922

Listen to the Winning Team C.K.R.
Window Stickers in Maynooth Newsletter Office.

FOR SALE
Kitchen Units 4 years old, also
BMX Bike to suit 8 - 12 year old
Tel. 6285225

Maynooth
Mortality Society
Members please note next sitting will be on
Sunday May 27.
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C.K.R. F.M.
(CARLOW KILDARE RADIO
97.3 FM and now 95.9 in Naas and
North Kildare
THE BEST IN SHEER ENTERTAINMENT

r----------------.....,,----=-=-=-======:::=
CKR FM

==r::=:==n::=

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE

MONDAY • .FRIDAY
7.00 -lO.OOa.m." Good Morning Leinster
with Marc Kavanagh
10.00 * 12.4Sp.m. "Morning All"
with Chris Walshe
12.45 • 12.SSp.m. The Main Lunchtime News.
12.5S· l.lOp.m. Local Reports
wilh Helen Mcinerney &: Mike McCartney.
1.00 - 3.00p.m. "The Lunchtime Challenge"
with Terry Martin.
3.00 • 7.00p.m. Afternoon MllSic and Drive at Five
with Bryan Lambert.
5.45 - S.SSp.m. The Main Evening News.
5.58 - 6.3Op.m. Inside Leinster
7.00· 9.3Op.m. "The Country Show"
with Brendan Bambrick
9.30 - 2.00a.m. "The Nigbt Flight"
with Sean Ferguson
EXCEPT WEDNESDAY
3.00 - 4.00p.m. "Points of VieW"
with Helen Mclntrney
6.30 -1.00p.m. Guaranteed Irish Programme.
7.00· 9.3Op.m. "Leinster's Top 40"
with Vincent O'Sullivan
lf

NATIONAL I INTERNATIONAL NEWS
ON THE HOUR EVERY HOUR
C.K.R. Radio
ACe House,

==

SATURDAY PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
7.00 - 10.ooa.m. "The Weekend Breakrast Show"
wilh Bryan Lambert.
10.00 • 11.OOa.m. "An Bothar Eile"with Anne Conway
(Bi-lingual magazine Prog{ammc).
11.00 - 2.00p.m. "The CKR Goldmine"
with Sean. Ferguson
2.00 ~ 6.00p.m. "Sports Beat"wiLh 'Vincent O'Sullivan
6.00 - 6.3Op.m. "Sports Round Up"with Mi{<t McCarll1ey
6.30· 9.3Op.m. "The Saturday Night Disco Party"
with Marc Kavanagh.
9.30 - 2.00a.m. "Night Shift" wilh John Troy
2.00a.m. ClosedoWD

SUNDAY PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
7.00 - 10.3Qa.m. "Sunday Morning Melodies"
with Terry Matlin
10.30 - 12.oop.m. "God Send Sunday"
with Seamus O'Rourke
12.00 • 12.3Op.m. "Landlink"
with Jim GibbollS I JOM Shirley
12.30 -1.00p.m. "Religious Programme"
1.00 w3.00p.m. "Half and Halr'with Chris Walshe
3.00 - 6.3Op.m. "Sponsbeat"wiLh Vincellt O'Sullivan
6.3Op.m. "Sports Roundup" with News and Interviews.
7.00· 8.00p.m. "The Classical Collection"
with"lohn Sheeran I Sean Mangall
8.00 • 9.3Op.m. "Tht CKR Country Top 20"
with Brendan Bambrick.
9.30·2.00 a.m. "Night Shift" wilh Jon Slattery

Lismard House,
South Main Street,
Tul10w street,
Neas.
Carlow.
~~Te_l_.__
(O_4_5_)_7_9_66_6__-_0~f_f~ic~e~H~ou=r~s~__=========-=============T~e=1.~(~05~O~~~)=4~1~O~4~_~)

Let Down Again?
Use a Printer

IN THIS ISSUE
Festival Programme
£5 Crossword
College Notes
Theatre Review
Looking for Mr. Good Bar
Gl6r Na Gael Competition
"Maynews" - Trade Fair Messages
Street Talking
Garda Talk
Residents' Assoc. News
Political Party Notes
Citizen Consumer
Sports, Clubs and Organisations News
New Community Council
More Photographs than ever!
Return of the Booze Brothers and Sisters! (See Inside)
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For all your Catering requirements

contact

PeI;ep O'BpJ8R GaiePIRd

Go.H6.

"WOODVILLE", PAGES TOWN, MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE

~DITORIAL)--

MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTHCO~TY

COUNCIL

EditQrial Board

COMMUNITY WEEK

WINCHESTER
THREE APPEAL

Details of the forthcoming community
week are given elsewhere in this issue.
The number of activities planned indicates that the incoming Community
Council intends to continue the excellent
record of previous councils in providing
a focus for the community of Maynooth.
All residents should make every effort to
come out and participate in the planned
events. Maynooth and its surroundings
provide a lovely environment in which to
live, but it is still the interaction between
people which makes it worth living here.

All residents of Maynooth will join in our
good wishes to the Cullen family. What
must have been an intolerable burden has
been lifted with the recent release of
Finbar Cullen from an English prison,
following the successful appeal against
the verdict on the Winchester Three
conspiracy case. We hope they can now
enjoy a well deserved rest away from the
glare of publicity which has focussed on
them for the past two years.

Kay McKeogh

Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Mary Grennell
Lorraine Lindsey
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the Newslefter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922

FINALLY

Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
MONDAY, 18th JUNE 1990
at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generally carry any material submitted ot it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committeereserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
might rend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the. best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Maynooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted after
the copydate will not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydate.

PARKING ON THE
GALWAY ROAD
Some attentive readers may have thought
that the editorial writer is losing some
marbles judging from recent editorials.
Following a recent editorial which suggested that extreme measure be'taken to
prevent motorists from parking on the
green in front of the Parish church on the
Galway road, the Editor was gently taken
to task by the Tidy Towns Committee.

However, a recent Sunday morning illustrated just how difficult it is to make
people see how their individual actions
are collecti vely ruining our environment.

A motorist seen parking on the grass was
politely reminded that his action was
tearing up the grass, breaking the kerb,
and thereby destroying what could be an
attractive feature at the entrance to the
town. So what might be an accurate
description of his somewhat puzzled response. So what, it looks like the tidy
towns will have to invest in something a
bit more formidable, in order to make
these lazy motorists park elsewhere.

3

Yes, we all know (now) that Archbishop
Connell is in Drumcondra, and that Archbishop MacNamara has passed on elsewhere. However, the last issue's reference to the current Minister for Education, Mrs. Hussey, was actually caused
by a gremlin which ate up a whole sentence, and made a hames of a paragraph.
For those less attentive readers, and in
case it comes up in a table quiz, the
current Minister is of course Mary
O'Rourke.

RIGHT TO REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given
that this magazine is not insured against
libel damages or cost, we undertake
the following: In the case of errors of
fact we will. publish corrections when
we become aware of such.
In the case of unfairly inpugning the
reputation of any person we hereby
offer that person ortheir representative the right the reply in this magazine
subject only to rasonable lenght, the
laws oflibel and our right to respond to
such reply.

Dear Editor,

We were so horrified at hearing the news
that Dublin Zoo might be closed that we
decided to d~ something to help. We
asked the boys of our school to contribute
a small amount of money each. In all we
collected £76.00 and each boy signed a
petition against the closing of the Zoo.
We then delivered the money and petition to the Zoo personally.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The Promotions Officer, Celine Henry,
accepted the money gratefully.
We would like to thank Mr. O'Connell,
the School Principal, for allowing us to
make the collection, and all file staff for
their kind co-operation.
Most of all we would like to thank all the
boys who contributed so generously.
We remain, yours sincerely,
Gerard Anthony Furlong,
Anthony Daniel Kennedy,
Gerard McTiernan, 6th Class.

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
NOTES

The newly elected Community Council at their first meeting
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(S~Mary'S B.N.S.,
Maynooth.

.,

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
Maynooth & Celbridge
Ph:6286224

OPENING HOURS:9am - 10pm
10am - 3pm

MONDAY - FRIDAY
SUNDAY

TAKE A FRESH LOOK AT YOUR LOCAL GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
YOU WILL LIKE WHAT YOU SEE
QUALITY FRUIT AND VEG. DIRECT FROM THE MARKET PLACE FOR YOU
AT PRICES YOU WILL ENJOY
SPECIAL PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY

& FLO GAS
WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES
THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING WITH US
OUR AIM IS TO PLEASE YOU

5

NEW EXECUTIVE
The new executive of the Community
Council is as follows:
Chairperson - John McGinley
ViceChairperson
- Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
Secretary - Peter Hussey
Minutes Secretary Norah McDermott, Christina Saults
Joint Treasurers
- Dominic Nyland, Matt Kirwan
P.R.O. - Margaret Clince
Co-opted members of the Council are:
Tom McMullon, Marie Gleeson, Carmel
Hogan, Ann Cotter, Evelyn Lane.

THEME TOWN
CONCEPT
An application and outline plan has been
made to Bord Failte and Kildare County
Council for the inclusion of Maynooth in
the "Theme Town Concept". Selection
will take place in the next couple of
weeks and the Council is hopeful that
Maynooth will be selected as an example
of a University and 18th Century estate
town.

DEMOLITION OF
THE "THING"
John McGinley told the meeting that it is
now County Council 'policy to demolish
the public toilets in the square. He pointed
out however, that policy is not practice
and that continued pressure will need to
be exerted on the Council so that the
Community can be rid of its worst eye
sore.

MORE EYE SORES
"The Thing" is not the only item Maynooth
needs to be rid of. All agree that the litter
problem plus the unsightly and untidy
state of the pavements, grass verges and
weed-infested, walls and roadways were
a disgrace to the Community as a whole.
It would appear that the people of
Maynooth take no pride in their town.

Constant pleas by the Tidy Towns Committee for help in cleaning up the town
have been vitually ignored. While Kildare County Council must take some of
the blame, it is the general attitude of the
community as a whole who must take

CELBRIDGE
CAMERA
CLUB
Celbridge Camera Club would like to
express thanks and appreciation to all
who visited their stand, expressing interest in photography and the work of the
Club during the recent Spring Fair.
The Club was formed five years ago and
meets each Monday night at 8 p.m. in the
Slip Hall Celbridge (at Castletown Gates).

If you are interested in photography, and
would like to learn more why not join the
Camera Club. Further information can

responsibility for
neglect of which
should be one of the most visually beautiful towns in Ireland. A 'Town Gang'
will shortly be available under an S.E.S.
Scheme. This should ensure that areas
such as Carton Avenue, the approach
roads etc. will be better cared for, but will
not of itself solve the problem. The
Community as a whole will have to play
its part. This will involve each house and
business owner taking responsibility for
the public space outside their homes!
premises. It will also involve no personal
littering and taking to task any litter lout
seen.

COMMUNITY
FESTIVAL
The Social and Recreational Committee
are busy organising what should prove to
be a very enjoyable Community Week,
which will take place from 27th of June to
8th July. Owing to a previous booking
Hudsons Carnival will be here from 14th
June to 15th June. A provisional list of
events is included elsewhere in the Newsletter.

DIARY
DATES

be had from the Club Secretary Michael
Davitt at 288904 after 7 p.m.

The Clubs 5th Annual Exhibition takes
place on Saturday and Sunday the 26th
and the 27th of May, in the Abbey Hall
Celbridge, from 10.30 - 8.00 p.m. each
day. Over 200 prints will be on display
and slide shows will run continuously on
each day. Club Members will be on hand
throughout to discuss things photographic
and ensure a warm welcome to all.
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Sunday 3rd June
- Holiday - Dance in Slims
Sunday 17th June
- AGM Soccer Club in ICA Hall
at 11 a.m.
Friday 22nd June
- Annual Soccer Dance
in County Club, Dunshaughlin.
Salmon Festival 31st May
to 4th June - Leixlip.
Carton Opening - 2nd, 3rd, 4th June.
Closing date Poetry Competition
- 12th June
Copy Date Newsletter
- 5.00 18th June.
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LOUNGE BAR C.l.E BUS STOP
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Surn,mer Reading,
1oreigr~ Travel,
Gardening,
Study Rids,
7366J-CS for all occasior<.s from

TIle l\1aynotll Bookshop
TIle S(luare Maynootll Pil 62(36702
NEW WAVES HAIR SALON
OUinnsworth Shopping Centre Maynooth
TEL: 6286735
Free Wax Treatment with every set of highlights and bodyWave
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SATURDAY

9AM - 6PM.

The new Chairperson of Maynooth
Community Council needs no introduction to the people of Maynooth, John
McGinley. John, a Donegal man, is
married to Mary Morgan, has three children and has lived in Maynooth since
1974. He works with the E.S.B. as a
technologist, where he is an executive
member of his union, the E.S.B.O.A.
John is Chairperson of the Kildare Constituency Council of the Labour party and
also Chairperson of the Maynooth branch
of the party. He will be the party's local
candidate in the next local elections.
He has been active in Community affairs
since he came to live in Maynooth. At
present he is an active member of his
local residents association, the Maynooth
Castle Restoration Committee and the
Social and Recreational Committee.
John has a number of priorities set for the
Community Council during his term of
office. Chief among these is gaining
Town Commission status for Maynooth.
He feels that this would give the community proper funding and increased responsibility, allowing the people of the
town decide for themselves what they
want for the town.
Another priority is to see Maynooth
develop so as to enhance its natural beauty
as a place in which to live and to see the
town develop as a major tourist attraction.
He sees this being achieved in two ways.
At the moment the Castle Restoration
Committee, a body representing the
Community Council, the College, Schools
and Chamber of Commerce, is making
great progress under the guiding hand of
Monsignor Ledwith, President of St.
Patrick's College. It is hoped the Castle,
probably the most important Norman
Castle in the Leinster area, will soon be
floodlit and a reception centre for visitors
be built.

Q. My Unemployment Benefit is almost
used up and I am about to go onto Assistance. For the past few months I have had
a part-time job for two evenings a week,
with the permission of the exchange which
pays me my full benefit. What effect will
this part-time evening work have on my
assistance?

A. A person on Unemployment Benefit
who has 78 weeks of PRSI paid in the
previous three years may be allowed to
do spare-time work i.e. work which is
done outside their normal working hours
and still be paid their full benefit.

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
NEW

CH.AIRPERSON
Secondly, John believes that Maynooth
has a very good chance of being selected
by Bord Failte for its Theme Town'
scheme. This is a scheme whereby Board
Failte, using E.C. heritage funds, will
select towns with distinctive historical
characteristics and develop them as majortourist attractions.
Under the guidance of John, the Community Council, Chamber of Commerce and
the Carton Committee have already made
application to Bord Failte for inclusion in
the scheme and to the Kildare Council
Manager. The preliminary report proposes that Maynooth be adopted as a
classic example of a University and Estate town.

Between now and 1993 Bord Failte anticipates that £14 million will be invested
in the best of Irish towns and villages.
John feels strongly that Maynooth is
ideally suited to the Theme Town' concept.

Firstly it is the only University town in
Ireland. Secondly, Maynooth's history is
inextricably linked with the Fitzgerald's,
who had their main Castle built in the
town, on lands granted by Strongbow in
1176. It was the Dukes of Leinster who

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES
However, the position will be different
when you do go onto Assistance. In this
case if you do any work whatsoever in the
24 hour period, you must sign off for that
day and you won't receive any payments
for that day at the exchange. The earnings from your job will not be assessed
against your Unemployment Asistance.
If this part-time work is likely to last for
at least two months, it could be worth
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developed the present day structural layout of the town and as such it is one of the
finest examples in Ireland of an 18th
century Estate town.

The jewel in the crown is of course Carton House, home of the Dukes ofLeinster
after 1656. The long tree lined avenue
connects the town, castle and college to
the house and gives Maynooth one of its
most distinctive features.
Surrounding Maynooth are some of the
finest examples of 18th century Georgian
houses such as Dowdstown and Moyglare,
as well as a number of historic sites. The
area is also home to many of the best stud
farms in the world, a major tourist attraction.
The planned construction of the 'by pass'
will improve the town's ability to develop
its distinctive character, as has the development of the Canal Harbour by the Royal
Canal Amenity Group.
Future plans would include the much
sought after demolition of The Thing'
(public Toilets) in the square, repaving of
footpaths, refurbishment of shopfronts
and houses to adopt coherent colour
schemes and facades consistent with the
Theme of an Estate town.

The development of the town as a major
tourist attraction would benefit the business community which will in turn lead to
job creation, a major objective of the
Community Council. The council has
already succeeded in creating 14 jobs,
and has the highest placement rate for
permanent work in the country.
Under John's stewardship there is no doubt
that the community's plans to develop
Maynooth will be furthered in the coming years.
while going onto the part-time Job Incenti ve Scheme. Under this Scheme you can
do part-time work of up to 24 hours each
week and, in addition, you can be paid a
supplement of £30 per week, if you are
single or £50 if you are married, at the
exchange. Enquire about this at the exchange.
Opening Hours
Wed. 10 - 12 Thurs. 7 - 8
Fri. 10 - 12 2 - 4
Telephone: 6285477
during abpve hours only.

The Specialists in TV, Video, Hi-Fi & Satellite Dishes

s:Main Stre~et, Celbrld e, CO.JSJldare. Sales: Tel.I288211 288303

MITSUBISHI14" RIC T.V.
1989 price was £329
less £80 £249

SPECIAL PRICE
REDUCTIONS:

SONY 14" RIC T.V.
1989 price was £369
less £70 £299

ELECTROLUX:
W/Machine 400/800
RRP £459 less £80 £379

PANASONIC 21" F.S.T. T.V.
1989 price was £529
less £60 £469

W/Machine 500/850
RRP £479 less £80 £399
Tumbler Dryer 10 Ibs. Load
RRP £299 less £50 £249
Fridge Freezer 6.2/2.6
RRP £399 less £50 £349
Fridge Freezer 5.0/1.6
RRP £319IessJ:~0~269

~~"

~
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MITSUBISHI

. . . . TV VIDEO m-FI

MITSUBISHI E11 VIDEO
1989 price was £499
less £100 £399
SONY SLV 255 VIDEO
1989 price was £439
less £50 £389

STD 14" peTV £199

DECOR 8
PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTRACTORS

INTERIOR - EXTERIOR
COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC
PLUS ALL GENERAL HOME MAINTAINANCE

WORK UNDERTAKEN
FREE ESTIMATES

6286261

PHONE:-
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RESIDENTS
Once again its "Tidy Estate" time and a
.bigger effort is needed to prepare the
estate for the competition. Judging takes
place in late June so there is not much
time left. The committee was disappointed with the response to the last clean
up and a second clean up is being organised for Saturday May the 26th. If everybody does a little it will ease the burden
on those who make an effort.

A meeting of Officers and Committee of
Curton Court Residents Association wal
held 7th May 1990 with a view to present·
ing the Summer Programme. The fol
lowing items were agreed upon:-

] . .A major clean up of the Estate
2. Barbecue
3. Children's Sports Day

Kingsbry Residents Association had their
first of many social outings to be held this
year on Saturday 12th May. The scene
was set for a light hearted Pitch 'n' Putt
competition to be held at Celbridge Golf
and Pitch 'n' Putt range. The competition
took a very relaxed form - competitors
tee'd off at their Iesiure and at the end of
the night six winners emerged. Prizes
were presented in Norris's pub. In the

ASSOCIATION
CLUAIN
AOIBHINN
The AGM takes place on Wednesday
May 30th in the Arts Block at the College
at 8.30 p.m. and transport will be provided for those with difficulties. Please
make an effort to attend.

A leaflet drop will be made advising all
residents of dates and times of the above
events. The Committee look forward to
a 100% turn out for these events.
The Committee and Residents would like
to express our heartfelt thanks to the

KINGSBRY
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
men's league Eddie Cunningham won
first prize and Wck Sra'fnt()()~~ecpnd
prize. The winners in the ladies competition were Ann O'Grady and Sandra
Downey winning first and second prize

NOTES
Winners in last months draw were: 1st
(£25) Joe and Geraldine O'Rourke, 2nd
(£15) Mr and Mrs Siggins, and third
(£10) Mr and Mrs Watson.
We wish those students resident in the
estate success in their forth coming exams, and to those who are finishing this
year we wish them 'the best of luck' in
their chosen career.

outgoing Committee for the trojan work
that they have carried out over the last
three years. A special vote of thanks to
Frank O'Shea, Seamus McLoughlin and
Padraig Kearney, who gave of their time
unstintingly, especially in dealing with
the County Council.
Mary McMahon
P.R.O.

respectively. Butwinning the best prizes
of all - the booby prizes, were Robbie
Dunning and Kathleen Keogh. Anyhow,
a good night was had by all and we'd like
to thank all those who supported.
Kingsbry held their annual 'Clean-up' on
Saturday 26th May. Thecommitlee would
like to thank everyone who came out and
helped tidy up the appearance of the estale.

----------------ACRA~--------------
When the Co. Kildare branch of ACRA
was formed last September one of the
first tasks that we set ourselves was to
seek affiliations from residents associations throughout the county. Through
affiliation residents associations would
be able to combine in adem6cratic and
co-ordinated fashion to promote the interests of residents on a county wide
basis.
Even after a short 8 months we are delighted to report great progress with this
task. In recent weeks the two largest
associations in Maynooth - Greenfields
Estate and Kingsbry have affiliated. In
Leixlip new affiliations are progressing
steadily with Glendale Meadows and
Newtown Park signing up recently.
But the best news so far is the affiliation
of River Forest, Leixlip. With the 680
homes it is the largest estate in Leixlip
and one of the biggest in the county.

COUNTY
KILDARE
BRANCH
FUNDING BY LOCAL
AUTHORITIES FOR
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION

The following motion was passed at
ACRA's A.G.M. held in the Mansion
House, Dublin, Jast March:-
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"That ACRA organise in 1990 a nationwide campaign for the introduction
of financial support by Local Authorities
for Residents' Associations. Such support is necessary to assist Associations in
providing many important services for
residents. "
Atgreatcostassociations are cutting grass,
planting trees, maintaining green spaces
etc, and we believe that Kildare Co. Co.
should help associations fund these services. Indeed such funding was available
until 1986 and is presently available in
Leixlip from their new Town Commission. We will be seeking support from all
local residents' associations and then we
intend lobbying Kildare Co. Co. to provide generous funds for all associations
in the county.
Michael Qninn,
Secretary.

RAILPARK
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
The AGM of the Association was held on
29th March, in the back room of Caulfield's Lounge. The 90% of the adult
population of Railpark who had other
engagements on this auspicious occasion
missed an entertaining evening, but they
have already been informed of this via the
local version of Maynooth Newsletter.

THE COMMITTEE
The following agreed to serve: Frank
McCarrick, Chairperson, Kay MacKeogh,
Secretary/pRO, Eamonn MacKeogh,
Treasurer, Committee members: Eddie
Tobin, Tommy Killian, Mick Higgins,
AineHearns-Kennedy,JoeBuckley,Brid
Keenan, Pat Carr, Mary Grennell, Michael
Keenan.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH SCHEME
Aine Hearns-Kennedy reports that there
has been less crime since the scheme was
introduced - certainly the presence of the
squad car in the estate, courtesy of Sergeant Joe Canny, may be of some help

RESIDENTS

here. Aine is to arrange a meeting in the
near future, to rejuvenate the scheme, to
remind older residents and inform new
residents of how the scheme works.

ACRA
ACRA, the Central Body for Residents'
Associations has invited the Association
to affiliate. This is being considered by
the Committee.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MATTERS
There was some depression at the poor
performance of Railpark in recent tidy
estates competitions, despite the heroic
efforts of some residents to maintain the
public areas, and to emulate the Botanic
Gardens in their immediate surroundings. However, some other residents are
not so diligent, and tend to leave gardens
and grass verges to revert back to the not
so virgin forest. Also some residents are
dumping domestic rubbish into the ditch
at the back of Railpark causing flooding
into other residents' gardens.
A special effort is required in June, so a
clean up day is being held on 23rd June.

-Th-e-good--n-e-w-s-fo-r-a-ll-re-s-id-e-nts-is-th-a-t-a----Committee has been formed with a contact person from each road who will act as
caretaker and work towards the upkeep
of the estate. Many thanks to all those
elvic-minded people who participated in
the 'clean-up' day. A special thanks to
Tony Murray, Tagadoe Developments
and Pat Travers for their assistance.
The response to the appeal for the contributions towards the cutting of the grass
has been a huge success with almost
every house in the estate c()"operation.
Sadly there are still those among us who
want all the benefits of a clean estate
without contributing. Fortunately they
are in a tiny minority.

CHILDREN PLAYING
With the long stretch in the evenings,
children are out and about, especially

NEWS

A skip will be provided as usual, for large
items of junk only, not forthe domestic
rubbish whch has accumulated while you
decide whether or not to pay your refuse
charges.

FINANCE
As usual, we're in the red, due to a certain
lack of efforts in the subscription collection and payment department. The subscription this year is £10, and collectors
will be calling on all residents. Pensioners, unemployed and those on low incomes are not expected to contribute,
although small donations would be welcome.

BARBECUE
Finally, we are .happy to announce that
the annual midsummers barbecue will be
held on Saturday, 23rdJ une, at 8.00 p.m.,
in the usual place. All residents and
friends are welcome to attend this social
highlight of the season, to meet their
neighbours and to renew acquintances.
The Association provides the barbecue residents supply the sausages, burgers,
steak and the entertainment.

BEAUFIELD - -.......-be-d-e-m-oc-ra-ti-c-an-d-r-efl-ec-tt-h-e-vi-e-w-so-f-a-n
NEWS
residents in so far as this is possible. As
yet there is nocomact person for Beaufield
Gardens.

There are two representatives for
Beaufield on the Community Council.
They are John McDermott of Beaufield
A venue and Anna Kavanagh ofBeaufield
Lawns.
Following the last meeting in the parish
hall, a small working party has been setup to examine the feasibility of forming a
formal residents association. It would be
very much appreciated if you made your
views known to the contact person on
your road. Those involved are anxious
that any future committee which is formed

------------------------------GOING ON HOLIDAYS
If you're planning to go on holiday this
year, - don't keep it to yourself - tell us,
even though we may be jealous, we'll do
our best to advise on security arrangements, and keep an eye on your house
while you're basking in Costa Del Kilbeggan.
If you're going abroad, now is the time to
check your passport. If it is out of dale,
renew it now, and bon-voyage.

ASSOCIATION

GARDA
TALK

-----------------------~--~--

when the school holidays arrive. Don't
forget our warning in the last.issue of the
Newsletter: Know Where Your Children are at all Times.
With you young (and not so young)
playing on the roads, now is the time to
give a little attention to the aspect of Road
Safety. It is an all too familiar sight - the
child knocked down running out on the
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Community Weeks is taking place shortly
and those interested in taking part in the
Male 7-A-Side inter estate tournament
should contactJohn Dunne no. 6 Beaufield
Lawns. Contestants must be over 30
years and not playing competitively.
Those interested in taking part in the
ladies 7-A-Side should contact Linda
Cullen no. 8 Beaufield Lawns. Contestants must be over 25 years of age.
road after a ball, or cycling 4.5 or 6
abreast with an irate motorist behind. A
lot of these type of accidents can be
prevented. A little consideration by all
concerned, especially by parents in giving good example, and advice will go a
long way. The Gardai will be visiting the
schools before the holiday break-up, to
give a talk on road safety.

P.S. This author is availing of his holidays - thus the short contribution.
Your local Gardai.

We are delighted to be able to report this
month that our swans hatched three cygnets, two of which disappeared in uncertain circumstanees. That the cygnets
were attacked by a large pike or by some
bird of prey cannot be ruled out and we
would very much like to hear from anyone with information as to the demise of
the cygnets. Swan lovers in and around
Maynooth will be gladdened by the sight
of a cygnet once again.
Sunday the 6th of May saw large crowds
make their way to the North Kildare Club
where the Royal Canal Jamboree was
taking place. There were many events in
the Jamboree including: fishing competitions All Ireland Canoe championships,
pub tub derby and the "It's A Knockout"
competition which was televised for transmission in the Autumn. Winners in the
fishing competion were: Senior 1st
Christy McLoughlin, Enfield, 2nd Fergus Crowe, Summerhill, 3rd Brian
O'Donoghue, Enfield; Junior 1st Derek
Greville, 2nd Bobby Milton, 3rd Mark
O'Donoghue. The Institute of Education

The May meeting was held on Thursday
3rd and our President, Madeline Stynes
welcomed everyone. Sympathy was extended to Josie McWeeney on the death
of her son Peter.
Congratulations to the ladies who took
part in the recent Make and Model held
recently in Kildare and well done to those
who won prizes. We had a very informa-

ROYAL
CANAL
NEWS
came first in the "It's a Knockout"with
publishers Gill and McMillan in second
place and the Institute of Education
(business section) third. Fifteen public
houses took part in the Pub Tub Derby
which was won by The Manor Inn, Naas.
The proceedings were officially opened
by Mr. Alan Dukes T.D. who also turned
the first sod on the new all weather pitch
at the North Kildare club. Mr. Dukes was
also introduced to the Jamboree Queen
Eavan Salmon of Cow and Gate, who
was selected at a disco the previous evening, and also to the Air Corps who
demonstrated Air-Sea Rescue. Also
present at the Jamboree was the very
beautiful "Mosney Mermaid". This was
the first time the Mermaid ever left
Mosney's Fun Tropica other than a brief
T.V. appearance.

~CANOTES)
tive talk by our V.C.O. Jackie Bergin.
Thanks to you Jackie we know much
more now about the association.
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Sponsors of the various competitions
included:
Travel Options Maynooth, B & I, R. T.E.,
Doyle Electrical Kilcock, Wells Hotel
(Restaurant) , Roadstone Ltd., Mrs. Leslie
Harris and many many more.
The Jamboree was organised by theLions
Club to raise funds for: Senior Citizens
holiday fund, Maynooth Brass Band,
Stewarts Hospital, and the Royal Canal
Amenity Group.
This years Spring Fair which as usual was
organised jointly with the Boys National
School was a resounding success with a
big increase in outdoor stands. Sincere
thanks to all those who helped in any way
to make it the success it was.
Once again we would remind all those
using the canal's amenities that danger
does exist for those who act in an irresponsible manner in the vicinity of the
waterway. Please treat the canal as you
would any river or lake and follow the
usual water safety rules.
Gerry Fitzpatrick PRO

The May competition "A Bunch of Wild
Flowers" was won by Margaret Houlihan
and next months competition is "Brown
Soda Bread".
Our A.G.M. takes place on Thursday 7th
June and we hope to have a full attendance. New members are most welcome.
Geraldine Tracey, PRO

CARTON
HOUSE OPEN
DAYS

J. IWRY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
PH: 6286304

SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-IOPM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-8.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY. FAMILY ONE DAY

Carton House will be open to the public
on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th June from 2 p.m.
to 6 p.m . each day. Admission will be £2
per adult, 50p per child.
Carton, former house of the Fitzgeralds,
Dukes of Leinster is, one of the finest
examples of an eighteenth century house
and demesne.

Carton forms part of the Manor of
Maynooth whcih was granted to Maurice
Fitzgerald, by Strongbow in 1176. It
became the residence of the Fitzgeralds
in 1739.
The 19th Earl of Kildare had Carton enlarged and redesigned by the famous
architect Richard Cassells. It is his genius which has given Carton its distinction
and beauty. Both the exterior and interior
are perfectly proportioned and theinterior architecture and decor are superb
e~amples of 18th century ornamentation.
The 3 open dayspiesent a unique opportunity to view the house and grounds.
Carton i.s. clo~(lthroug.hout the ~ear .~ .
the public and Its future IS uncertam. It IS
one of our national treasures comparable
to Castletown, Muckross and Powerscourt. As such more than well worth
seeing.

·
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Ladies & Gents Heels
While UWait
Shoes stretched. Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now Located End lInit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.
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MURPHY BROS.
045/97397U

NO E RTA K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MA YNOOTII
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGliT
"FUNGRAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MA YNOOTH . PHONE :-6286366

(EYE HEAR)

)

MINI MARATHON
Eye Hear that the venerable chairperson
of the Editorial Board, Kay MacKeogh is
going to run the,Evening Press women's
10K mini marathon on June 10th. When .
all who know her have picked themselves
up off the floor, and are securel y attached
to their bar stools, or whatever, they will
be requested to sponsor her fool hardiness. As KayisTreasurer of the Maynooth
Travellers' Committee, all sponsorship
money raised will go to support the work
of the Committee.

r

~

DONOVAN'S

N'E·~WSAGEN"'S

OPENING HOURS 7 A.M. - 9.30 P.M. (MON..;PRI)
8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
2,4 HOUR FIUf DEVEWPING SERVICE - []. 99 AND A FREE Fl LM.
SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
AlffHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL T,mTERy.
PHON,E :
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6285813
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On May 3rd at 10.30 a.m. or thereabouts,
part of Maynooth's history was felled. A
dear Ash tree of approxmatdy 250 years
of age had to be cut down. A tree surgeon
helped by his team of workers predicted
her falling with great professional accu.racy and she lay across the road out onto
.the grassy island in front of. the College.
The Ash was badly rotten and had to be
cut down much to the dismay of the
family in whose garden she had stood for

OLD
FRIENDS
PASS ON
generations. That done, the neighbouring Beech tree had her boughs trimmed
and the wood was cleared away by the

workers and within a few days the railings taken away to allow the tree a graceful fall, having since been reinstated and
nothing marks the spot save the woody
stump in which the family intend to plant
another ash.
It seemed to me to mark in an uncanny
way the sad demise of Cardinal O'Piaich
another great figure in the history of
Maynooth and of Ireland.

Road Up~ Tree Down

(TELETHON)
Congratulations to all 614 students of
Post Primary School Maynooth, who
collected £475 for the Telethon fund on
May 4th. The students from 1st to 6th

year did not wear their uniforms and
washed their teachers cars to raise the
cash. Pictured ar~ Olive Hodge Kilcloon
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with Robert McKeon Kilcock (on right)
and Barry Moen, Maynooth, with their
Principal Mr. Ashe and teacher Mr.
Docke~y.

15 - 24 June
- Hudsons Carnival
27 June
- Inter Estate Football 6.30
28 June
- Inter Estate Football 6.30
29 June
-Judging of Tidy Estateffidy Shop
Front Competition (Tidy Towns
Sub-committee).
- Concert Parish Hall (Teamwork)
- Inter Estate 7-A-Side Soccer
(Special Sub-committee) 6.30
Saturday 30 June
- Driving Skills Test Parish Hall
2 p.m.
-World Cup Quarter Finals
4 p.m. & 8 p.m.
- Chariot Race - Roost
- Greek and Roman Night - Roost
Sunday 1st July
- Inter Estate 11.30
- World Cup Quarter Finals
4 p.m. & 8 p.m.
- Children's Disco (Teamwork)
Slims 7 - 9.30 (U/14)
One man's meat is another man's poison.
We discussed here so.memonths ago the
requirements of·Food Labelling laws so
what about those other products which are
not covered there and how are such "border-line" cases covered?
The issue frequently arises with such goods
as cosmetics, disinfectants, certain 'foods"
containing. vitamins, minerals, herbal or
amino acid ingredients (such as slimming
products). It all depends on the definition
of a MEDICAL PREPARATION OR
COSMETIC PRODUCT.
Medical preparations are defined under the
Health Actl94 7. Put simply, they include
any substance or preparation which may be
used for the prevention or treatment of any
human ailment, infirmity, injury or defect.
Cosmetics are defined elsewhere in the coy
language of such definitions· (again put
simply) as a substance or preparation intended for contact with the exterior parts of
the body .or with the teeth or mucous
membranes of the oral cavity with the prin-

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
FESTIVAL
PROVISIONAL
Monday 2nd July
- Table Quiz Caulfield's
Newsletter Sub-committee 9.00
- Inter Estate 7-A-Side 6.30
Tuesday 3rd July
- W orId Cup Semi Final 7.00
- Table Quiz (U-18) 9.00 p.m.
(Youth Affairs Comm ittee) Slims
Wednesday 4th July
- Maynooth Accordion Band and
Irish Dancers· (Square) 9.00 p.m.
Thursday 5th July
- Inter Estate 7-A-Side 6.30
- Battle of the Bands (Teamwork)

CITIZEN
CONSUMER
cipal or sole intent of cleaning, protecting,
changing the appearance Of those bodily
zones or correcting body-odours.
The manufacturing, wholesaling, importing and retailing of medical products require authorisation from the Ministeifor
Health. Cosmetic products conforming to
prescribed EC standards do not generally
require such approvals unless the labelling
or literature connected with them claims a
medical property or use. For example,
substances such as antibiotics, hormones,
chloroform, etc., are not allowed in cosmetics and any commodities containing them
would be regarded as medical products.
Again, preparations intended to be ingested,
inhaled, injected or implanted in the human
body are not cosmetic products. Let us look
at some sample situations: disinfectants not

Friday 6th July
- Talent Competition (Caulfields)
9.00 p.m.
- Inter Estate 7-A-Side Semi
Finals 7.00 p.m.
Saturday 7th July
- Treasure Hunt 2 p.m.
- Mid Summer Barbecue Maynooth Castle Special Com.
10 p.m.
- Fire Fighting Display 6.30 p.m.
Sunday 8th July
- St. Mary's Brass & Reed Band
Parade 2.45 p.m. with Children's
Fancy Dress.
- Bonny Baby Competition
4 p.m.
- Tae K won Do 4 p.m.
- Inter Estate 7-A-Side Final
3.30 p.m.
- Bonny Baby Harbour Field
4 p.m.
- Sing-A-Long Caulfields Old
Folks & Friends 8.30 p.m.
intended or unlikely to be used on humans
are not medical preparations but they would
be, if intended for use as an antiseptic for a
cut or wound. Contact lens cleansing solutions are not medical preparations; the fluid
:which is used to hold the lens in place in the
eye divity'is.
Foods may become medical preparations
if:* made in a form such as capsules or tablets,
contain vitamins, amino. acids, minerals
and/or herbs.

* and are represented as having any preventive, curative or remedial claim.
* when they go beyond tile Department of
Health's recommended<la.ily intake and,
where, in the case of herbs, they are recognised as having medicinal properties.

There are, of course,some exceptions on
stipulated grounds, such as Carrigeen Moss,
Senna Pods or Senna Leaves.

MAYNOOTH POST PRIMARY SCHOOL
Maynooth Post Primary School added
yet another trophy to their collection this
year by winning their third final last Friday against Naas CBS. The final score 2
- 10 to 0 - 6 was a fair reflection of their
superiority in this under 14 competition.
I n a sunny but breezy day, Maynooth
elected to play against the wind and

quickly got into top .gear by going 2 - 2
ahead without reply. Two very well
taken goals by Cathal Ryan and Martin
Lyons after some splendid approach play
by half-backs Graham Kelly and Stephen
King set up Maynooth for their eventual
easy victory. Naas CBS tried hard and
sportingly for the full hour but could not
overcome the strength and depth of the
1

5

boys from the Post Primary in Maynooth.
Once Maynooth changed ends with a big
hal f time lead and the wind at their backs
the result was a foregone conclusion.
Best of a very well balanced Maynooth
side were the entire halfback line, centreforward, Kevin Gannon, half-forward
Padraig Flood and Martin Regan when
moved out field in the second half.

ST. MARY'S BRASS AND REED BANDPRIZE WINNERS MAYNOOTH AND LIMERICK 1990
Thanks to the generosity of the Newsletter Editorial Committee we have been
afforded the luxury of an entire full page
in addition toourncrrmal notes this month.
Perhaps it is further recognition of our
great dual win on St Patrick's week-end.
At last we are in a position to put names
to those handsome (masculine gender)
attractive (feminine gender) and Uggh
(senior gender) faces responsible for those
victories. The majority of the present
Band are less than 18 years of age and it
is a tribute to both themselves and their
tutors that success has been achieved at
such a tender age. These young members
are the product of music classes which
began four years ago and by virtue of
much hard work they have become quite
accomplished musicians.
Much of this was in evidence last month

when we entertained Senior Citizens and
Parents at an excellent House Concert.
During an entertaining musieal programme we unveiled our latest crop of
budding musicians when our trombone
and percussion class members made their
fIrst public appearance. With the help of
fIrst class instructions from Dublin they
have made remarkable progress in a short
space of time and will be a most welcome
addition to the Band.
All this progress highlights our urgent
need for new uniforms which are needed
to replace our existing ones which are
more than 10 years old. We are at an
advanced stage in the selection of materials and design but we cannot progress
much further without the necessary fInance.
We will require between £6,000 and
£7,000 to completely fIt out our existing
Band without allowing for new members

and we ask to be as generous as you have
been in the past when we o~ganise fund
raising events later this year. We are
proud to represent Maynooth no matter
where we play and we hope you will
ensure that we look as smart as you would
wish.
Finally we would like to thank all those
who supported our stand at the recent
Trade Fair and to remind all those who
expressed an interest in joining the Band
that we shall becommencing anew course
of classes in the Autumn and will contact
all of you before then. Should anyone
else like to join just drop in to the Band
Hall on any Monday night (except the
first two weeks in August) between 8.30
and 10 p.m.and leave your name with our
Secretary, Elaine Bean.

Thank you most sincerely for your continued support.

Back: Patrick Boyd, Michael Hyland, John Boyd, Michael Murphy, Stephen
Corcoran, Kenneth Hyland, Suzanne Higgins, Neasa Hogan, Niamh Sheehan,
Kevin Boyd.
Centre: William Boyd, Peter Brazil, Trevor O'Toole, Jennifer Quigley, Lorraine, Gregory Stynes, David Ashe, Clodagh Myles, Patricia Dempsey, Liam
Higgins, Michael Dempsey, Elaine Bean.
Sitting: Fiona O'Malley, Ciara Lennon, Patraic Flood, Liam Kelly, David
Mulready, Stephen McCarron, Deirdre Stynes, Tara Boyd.
Kneeling: Stephen Boyd, Edward Cuskar, David Moore, ColmCarroll.
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MAYNOOT

TIDY TOWNS

",

ITTEE

COM

NEED YOU,R HELP
PLEASE CONTACT

c

MMUNITY COUNCIL OFFICE

PHONE: 6285922

Our uniform fund received a welcome
boost from a number of events during the
last m()nth. Top of the list was the very
successful 60's Night in the Hitchin Post.

A large crowd turned out to dance to 'The
Sound of the Sixties' band which included three of our own band, Oliver
Bright and Kevin' and Paddy Boyd. A
great night was had by all helped in no
small way by the large number of spot
prizes so generously. sponsored by the
following: Hind, Heineken, Maxol,
Volvo, John Boyd, CPL Maynooth, Leo
& Rose Bean, Mick Hyland, Pat Conroy,
Westend Carpets, Elite Bakery, E.A.
Coonan, Advance Office Supplies, Seans
Newsagent, Hibernian Meats, Quirinsworth, Dan Logan, Flower Pot, Coyne
and Bergin, New Waves Hair Salon,FMK
Casuals, House Pride, TAB Tyres; Mary
Boyd. Our sincere thanks to all. these
sponsors. We have had many requests
for a repeat performance and we hope to
stage another 60's Night later in the year.
Thank you for your support.

BAND
BULLETIN
Our debut at this year's Trade Fair was
very much of an experimental nature but
we were very pleased with the contributions to our Uniform Fund. Lets h()pe we
can improve on our stand next year.

The Lions Club JambOree in the North
Kildare Club was a huge success and a
terrific result for all the hard work which
went into the organisation of this fund
raising event. Hopefully the results of
their labOurs will provide a further injection to our Uniform Fund.

Finally just a few of our engagements for
the coming weeks:
May 27th
- Official Opening of Royal CanalMaynooth Section
June 4th
- Leixlip Salmon Festival
June 14th
- Corpus Christi Procession
June' 16th
- St. Mary's Church Anniversary
June 24th
- Beamount Hospital

On the Band front, last month we held a
very successful social. outing for all the
members to the bowling Centre in Palmerstown by way of recognition for the
dual success on St. Patrick's week-end.

May we mention that all requests for
the Band should be sent to:

All members worked so hard to achieve
these results and we hope they enjoyed
the reward.

Elaine Bean,
The Hon. Secretary at Rye View,
Maynooth.
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TREASURE
HUNT
As part of its Festival programme, the
Community Council is organising for the
first time, a treasure hunt on Sunday 7th
July(from2p.m.-6p.m.). Theroutewill
cover approximately twenty miles starting and finishing in Maynooth. The event
will be sui~ble for motorcycles and bicycles as well as cars. There will be no
speed element involved in the competition. Competitors will be required to
report to the finish not later than 6 p.m.
No advantages will accrue to a team who
cover the route in a shorter time than that
set

Ikwtown StOl(lJ
NEWSAGENTS
MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE
PH. - 01-6285833
OPENING HOURS - 7.30a.m. - 10p.m.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
FANCY GOODS - SWEETS
CARDS - MAGAZINES

PADDY

TEL: 6273415

ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED.
FINANCE ARRANGED.
~

---

...

Have it

COMMERCE
Maynooth Chamber of Commerce recently held it's Annual General Meeting
and it was a great loss for the Chamber
when Michael Stapleton retired as chairman after three years excellent service.
Ted Kehoe of Kehoe's Delicatessen was
elected as the new Chairman, Declan
Foley and Eugene Gargan werere-elected
as Secretary and Treasurer respectively,
and the new Committee includes Michael
Stapleton, Pauline Burke, Paddy Ryan,
Trevor Reilly, Tony Barrett and Jim
McManus. The meeting noted that the
Santa Claus Christmas Bonanza which
they had organised had been an overwhelming success.
The Chamber decided on new projects
for the coming year and all agreed that
Kildare County Council should be urged
to do something about the ridiculous state
of the Public Toilets in the Square and the
Footpaths in the Town.
Sergeant Bill White ofNaas gardai specialising in Security gave a long talk and
showed Videos which it was unanimously
agreed was of great enlightenment to the
members.

LTD.

WINDGATES
BARBERSTOWN

MAYNOOTH
CHAMBER
OF

~

WINDGATES LODGE

There will be awards/prizes for the 1st
three teams o/a as well as prizes for best
car, bicycle, motorcycle.
All those wishing to take part should ring
the Community Council 285922 for entry forms.

RYAN

~

.-..-D
.Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH
BETIrlEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF TIiE CROP

MA YNOOTII CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MA YNOOTIi
SpeCial Spring Offer

FREE
'Flymo Multi Trim StrilTll1~r Value £50
With Every FlymoMotor Mower
EARLY BIRD BARGAINS ON ALL OTHER BRANDS
Tel: 6285239
Open Six Days - 9am - 6pm
Wed. - 9am - 1.30pm
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SLENDER WORLD TONING STUDIO IN MAYNOOTH

Shed Those Inches
"THE NO SWEAT, NO STRESS WAY"
ON OUR NEW ELECTRONIC ' TONING TABLES

SLENDER WORLD TONING MACHINES PROVIDE PASSIVE EXERCISE· ON

6

TABLES, EACH DESIGNED TO WORK ON DIFFERENT MUSCLE GROUPS.

E:ACH1HOUR WORK O'UT

HELp's

REDUCE AND TONE ' UP TUMMY, WAIST, HIPS
AND THIGHS

'10 MINUTES ON EACH TABLE WILL ,LEAVE YOU REFRESHED
F> -·

WITHOUT THES'I'RESS. '
" ~y

ji'OR FREE TRIAL TONING SESSION PHON~; US AT (01) 239i44 GR
CALL 'f0
' ,'

-

' ,'

,

,

'SLE]\i'DER WbRLD
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH.
( WE'RE 0 V},l~R ALAN FRA ZER Mlt:N SWEAR)
GIFT 'VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
~

NOW
THURSDAY

_

.

AVAILABLE

7 - 9 PM

MENS WORK

OUT

SATURnAY __ 3 - 5 PM
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GLORNA
nGAEL
MAIGH
NUAD

MAYNO.OTH.
- Tobacconi st -

Nevsagenl-

CLOSING. TIMES
lOPM. (THURS-rRIDAY)
lIPM. (SAT-WED)

Buaigh Duais!
Lubra na tSamhraidh

CARLTON CLEANERS
* CURTAIN CARE.

* LEA1YER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.

Ta 10 bhfocal i bhfolach ansea agus baineann said uile leis an Samhradh. Cuir
Line timpeall orthu mar au! de1mta Ie
Ron.

* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.

* SHIRT

&

LAUNDRY SERVICE.

* SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
ERI OAS PTACDFN
BBRLNOLLFDEON
ETUNTRAP SUAEI
PGAINEAMHRBCA
ODELMDBSFRABM
RS TA I STEALOGA
TNURTDFURMRNE
AOLSPR DLR I NMF
N L N BAS C M A M(R ON]
P-I C N I CAN I T G T L
S M 0 A T B N D G T H MU
ERU HTACF EPGSS
Freagral go "Glor na nGael"
F/C Maynooth Newsletter
Roimh/before 18th Meitheamh/June
4.45 p.m.

M\)1\QJIH

m:

9-!FPI~

CENTRE

6285511

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSlr.NMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL AITENT1UN OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING *
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
CONTACT
MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA

JA

~

5 STRAFF.AN MY, M\'rt'WIH A-Q\E 6285246

Buaitheoir na miosa
SeoCaite: Ta£5 agdulgoSharonN(Laoi
(14bl.) 54 Pairc Mha Nuad, a sheal an
chead iarracht cheart chugainn.

Dermot Kelly Limited

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:
Ainm: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Seoladh: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

*

* BODY REPAIRS

SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
A--Q.E 6287311

Aois: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,.20

Gogarty Teenage Fashion
CHILDREN'S & TEENAGE FASHIONS,
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE.

G

IRELAND WORLD CUP SETS
IRELAND WORLD CUP T. SHIRTS
COTTON TOP AND SHORT SETS
SWIM WEAR
AIRTE! COLLAR T. SHIRT
SUNBEAM BOYS AND GIRLS SUMMER SETS

KllCOCKClEANING SERVICE
LET

us

HELP WITH YOUR SPRING CLEANING

WE DRY CLEAN CARPET'S IN YOUR HOME, OFFICE, SHOP, HOTEL ETC.
NO WATER, NO HARSH CHEMICALS USED ON YOUR CARPETS - AREAS CAN
BE USED IMMEDIATELY AFTER CLEANING
NO STICKY RESIDUE LEFT.

so

YOUR CARPETS

STAY CLEANER - LONGER

WE USE THE 'HOST' SYSTE){ WHICH IS RECOMMENDED BY LEADING CARPET MILL'S WORLDWIDE.

* * * ~ . ~.~. * ** ** *** * *
ALSO CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVIr.E.
OIL BOILERS, 'BACK BOILERS, COOKERS r,LEANED
CHIMNEY COWLS SUPPLIED AND FITTED AND GUTTERS

CLE1Uf}I~D

Tel: Pat or Eileen at 01- 6281565
51, Courtown Pk", Kilcock

Chrysalis
8 - 10th June
Healing
Body,·Mind
and Spirit
IAn experiential
lWeekend teaching
practical healing
echniques . for
physical, emotional
and spiritual healing.
Led by Shirley Ward.

HETHEATANDWOHKSHOPCENTHE, DONAHO,

7 - 9th
September
Healing the
Cause

13 - 15th July
Painting
Weekend
Iruition
by
professional artist.

a

IA

workshop on
healing ourselves and
others. With Michael
Dawson, Findhorn
Foundation
0
!scotland.

co. WICKlOW:

14 - 16th
September
Shiatsu,
Stillness &
Stress Relieving
Stuff. !
IA weekend to learn
echniques for coping
Iwith stress:- with
Catherine Sutton

Veeetal"ian Whulefuud Cuukine
Further details from Ann - Maria Dunne, Chrysalis,
Donard, Co. Wicklow. Tel: (045) 54713
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nAY NURSF:RIES
KIDS KOTTM;t: HAY NIiNSENIES I.TH .
2117 OI.D (:Rt:F.NFIF.I.O . M/WN()()TII. co. KII.DARE. IREI.AND.
TEI.EI'1I0NE 211:'(;:1 :1

Opening hrs: 7.30 a.m - 6.30 p.m~ open all year round
Services include: Full day care from 3 mths.
Afterschool sessions: also available on school holidays
Montessori Sessions 9.30 - 12.30 Man - Thurs
Limited places available for Sept.
Fully Qualified Staff and full insurance
For Further details Contact: Ger Scanlon at 6285633
May was a very busy and exciting month.
It was the time for the rescheduled Active
Age Week which usually takes place in
October and also for our celebration of
the Silver Jubilee of the Maynooth Old
People's Committee. The Committee
came into being in 1965 as a result of the
RedCross'YearofOldAge. Membersof
the Maynooth branch together with other
interested parties came together to look at
the needs of the elderly. The Committee
have gone from strength to strength over
the ensuing 25 years.
Active Age Week started on Sunday 13th
May with prayers for the elderly in the
local churches and in the afternoon, with
a party organised by the I.C.A. On Tuesday a coach load of our members visited
Castletown House. They came back to
Maynooth via the new Toll Bridgewhere
the driver was able to stop long 'enough
for everyone to appreciate the superb
view of the Liffey Valley. On returning
to the I.C.A. hut, we were able to enjoy
cakes and tea - the latter with some difficulty brewed on a selection of gas rings
since that was the day of the long electric
cut. We would like to thank the driver
and the Castletown guides for their kindness and Mr. Barton for providing the
coach.
Also on Tuesday a good crowd enjoyed a
really great evening at Caulfields. There
was a sing song lead by Josie and Kevin
and lovely refreshIIlents. Our thanks to
everyone who j<>ined in and contributed
sPecial songs and also ,to ,Mrs. Carey,
Bridie O'Brien and the staff of Caulfields
for their kiIidness and for doing so well
for us.

who have been members of the committee throughout the 25 years. We then
enjoyed an excellent entertanment lead
by Josie and Kevin (it was lovely to have
you with us Kevin) with items by Carol
Barton, Eithne and Elaine Bean, Aideen
Flood, Georgina and Vincent Mulready
and Phil Donovan. We would like to
thank the many people who helped to
make this such a memorable occasion:
On Thursday the special bingo session
Fr. Power for allowing us to use the
was very well attended and once again
Hostel, those with special roles in the
the committee members came up trumps
Mass especially Frs. Jordari arid Thynne;
with the refreshments. On Thursday
the Chamber of Commerce for thegenerevening St. Mary's Brass and Reed Band
ous contribution towards the cost of the
put on a special concert as tlleir contribumeal and the Cardinal Press for providing
tion for Active Age Week. This was very
the invitations; Peter O'Brien and his
much appreciated by the elderly. Thank
staff for the care they took to make the
you very much StMary's Brass and Reed
tables so festive and the meal so enjoyBand members especially those who
able, to Trish Cusker who made the beaumissed the soccer match.
tifulcakeandRoseforher special flower
Sunday 20th May was a very special day
dlTangements, to the Committee memfor us all - the 25th Anniversary of the
bers who donated the many raffle prizes
founding of the Old People's Committee.
and all who entertained us so well.
The celebrations were held in the S .V.D.
Finally thank you to all the Senior citiHostel and were attended by about 160
zens for all you have given to the Compeople. Our guests included past committeemembers in so many different ways
.mitte members: John Leach, administrathroughout the years - God bless you all.
tor of the J;:astem Health Board and memWe would like to extend our sympathy to
bers of the local community whb have
the family and friends of Joe Murphy
been SO very supportive over the years.
who died recently.
.
We started with mass celebrated by Fr.
Congratulations and best wIshes to Greta
Phelan Jordan and Fr. £oin Thynne. We
Payne who celebrates her 80th birthday
then enjoyed a lovely meal, including a
on July 10th.
slice of the special aimi versary cake made
The outing will take place on June 2nd
by Trish Cusker. This was followed by
leaving the Band Hall at 1.30 p.m. Please
speeches given by Fr. Supple,JohnLeach
be prompt.
andIme1daDeIariey, Josie Moore thanked
The exhibition of handcrafts made by our
Imelda for the special contribution she
Senior Citizens will be in the library for
had made as Chairperson in recent years . . . the next four weeks, do go along and have
Presentations were then made to Patricia
a look.
P.R.O.
Cusker, Rita O'Reilly and Patsy Rafferty,

MAYNOOTH
OLD
PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE
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Graphic Q(4Scs;arut!MirrorCo.
POllndLane Maynoot11 Phone: 286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved

ttl.

~

and Sandblasted Mirrors &Glass.
Double glazed units.

Shelves. Tabletops.Perspex.Laminated Safety Glass.
OPEN:

MON -FRI
SAT

~

9.30 -5.00
9.30 - 1.00

LEINSTER ARMS RESTAURANT
CARVERY LUNCHES 7 DAYS 12 • 30~ 3.00
FULL A LA CARTE MENU FROM 5 p.m. EVERY.EVENING
CANDLELIGHT DINNER EVERY ··S.A.TURDAY NIGHT

5

COURSE DINNER

MENUONLY.£11.95

\\E LOO< FCRWARD T0SERVIf(; YaJ,
ANOTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMER
II·

~~~
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"Educate Together" the groups which
helps communities to set up national
schools where children of all faiths and
those of none are educated together, where
parents have a controlling say and the
churches have not, have announced that a
project to set up such a school in North
Kildare is now underway. Theannouncement was made at the group's annual
conference held on the 12th May at UniversityCollegeGalway. The contact person for parents interested in setting up the
North Kildare School is Colin 271910
and Veronica 272822. A preliminary
meeting of the school's organisers has
been held in Celbridge and plans are in
hand for a public meeting of interested
parents which will be held at the Kildrought Inn, Celbridge on June 13th at 8
p.m. There are now nine multi-denominational national schools, with another to
open shortly. The first one, at Dalkey,
opened in 1978. 99% of the country's
3,000+ national schools are under the
control and ownership of the Roman
Catholic and Church of Ireland churches.
Although there is an evident demand for
schools of the multi-denominational type,
as shown in successive surveys of opinion, progress has been slow at providing
them. This is mainly because of the large
financial costs to be borne by the school
patrons, who must provide the school
site and about 15% of the cost of the
buildings. At one time the DepartIllent ()f
Education was unsupportive, but this is
changing, and there have been contestants with church interests. However
Educate Together have made considerable progress during the past year. They
have been recognised by the Minister and
her Department as a negotiating body and
they have made some progress in the
issue of the appointment of teachers.

A MULTI
DENOMINA·
TIONAL
SCHOOL FOR
NORTH
KILDARE
Report by John Colgan

There still remains several difficulties in
this area. Because of the monopoly accorded to the churches by successive
governments, no one can train as a teacher
except in a church controlled college.
National Teachers must be practising
Catholics to get jobs in schools, even
though they are paid entirely by the
Department and teachers from multi-denominational schools are handicapped
in getting transfers to church controlled
schools. In tum, the multi-denominational schools have been pressed to
employ redundant teachers from church
co~~ol1~ <~hools. wllp. ar~. not accustomed to respecting the rights of parents
to religious autonomy.
Minister Mary O'Rourke told the conference that she expected to produce proposals to provide for free transport to the
sector's schools within the next two weeks.
Up to now, Department officials refused
to rec()gnise the right of paren ts to choose
which schools they sent their children
too. If they were baptised Catholics,

children were deemedl~eligible for subsisdised transport if a 'suitable' (RC)
school- the department's coy description
- was nearby. The Minister also indicated
that her Departmental staff were looking
-at the thorny problem of recovering disused national school buildings for use by
multi-denominational school groups.
This issue had rarely arisen in the past
because of rising births, but in the present
climate, and more especially since the
legal action taken against the Minister by
the Campaign to Separate Church and
State for failing to recover the protect
millions of taxpayers moneys given to
CarysfortTeacherTraining College which
has now been sold. Subsequent to this
action, the Sisters of Mercy, who sold the
premises and lands, have agreed to hand
back nearly £2 million next July.
Many of the problems in the sector are
due to the absence oflegislation to secure
and protect the rights of individuals pupils, their parents, teachers, trainee
teachers and taxpayers collectively. Ireland hasn't had a single law passed to
control primary education since the
state was established. And the Department of Education hasn't published an
annual report or updated rules for national schools for 25 years_ The Department 'caves in' under pressure from the
lea~ng interest groups - the teachers'
unions and the institutional churches.
The Dail and Seanad, as the elected representatives of the people, have been
'locked out' of the whole process. In this
Ireland is unique among the developed
countries; all the others have democratic
control over publicly funded education,
operating under Acts of Parliament which
can be changed at the will of the people.

JUNIOR. BADMINTON

The 1989(90 season was brought to a successful conclusion when a tournament for both beginners and advanced players was
heldinMarch. There was a good tum out and all the participants received a medal for their enthusiastic efforts with plaques
going to the winners and runners up in each category.
Beginners: Winners
- Jacqueline Kinsella
Barry Connolly
Runners up:
Helena Healy
Aongus O'Connor
(see Group Pic.)

Advanced: Winners
Justin Moran
Borga Sanchez de Corran

Runners up:
David Ryan
Declan Buckley

Special thanks is due to Michelle Farrell
and Paddy Nolan for their time in coaching during the year.
New season resumes in September 1990
G. Folan Tel. 6286944
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CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN .

TOYOTA • MITSUBISHI

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agent'> tor International Vehlc Ie
Import', tin Importer and distributor 01 quality second hand cars
trolll j'lI)dll Tht· r~'cent. ndrl')e for these c ars has beconH'
' lH'w'('d ' (dr'> ~;P( duse of the very high quality of their
(ondltl()r1 dnd tht' vt'ry low mileage

•

*

f Ull.Y CUARANTEED - ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE . SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
("IIHI<lg( ' ( .II

\,11('" I td ottt'r

*
\tllt"
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lull\ (omprehensive

((if

\.111

\dlt·tll i ~ 'd ' P: I'

*

r~A[)~ - INSW~LCOt\lH

q IHI dm . 7 ()() pm -

dnd

Monday to Sdturcl,1\

Contact Mike or Alan at: 6288547

SMALLWOOD MOTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE. CO. KILDARE.
TEL: (01) 6288547

SERVICING ALL MAKES OF CARS AND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED 'ENGINE TUNING

*

+

CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
SupplIers ' of Quality ,Used Cars
Contact: Mike or Alan on
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6288547
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MESSAGES
Hello Emma Flemming - love from
Elaine.

FOR THE

I would liketo say hello to my family and
all my friends from Orla McCarthy.

Hello to the sixth class in the Convent
from Gemma.

NEWSLETTER

To Claire and Rita from the man himself,
Ha,Ha.

Hello to Karen Geoghegan -.love from
your pal Denise McCarron.
Happy Birthday to Gemma Haren love
Lynda.
Happy Birthday to Mark McCarron the
12th of June love the McCarron Family.
Hello to Julie-Ann Howley from Niamh
and Gemma.
To Jennifer Caulfield and Declan Noonan
from your beloved sister Geraldine Caulfield.

I would just like to say hello to my friends,
Clodagh King andOrla McCarthy and
my family - Anna Flood.

Hi Michelle, Gillian, Ciara, Niamh, Julie,
Lynda, Catherine from Gemma.

To all Mr. O'Connor's class,hello from
Aidan Kealy.

Hello to the lovely Alan Buckley from his
lover.

To Niamh Holland I'm crazy about you"
from Neil Kavanagh.

Trigger woz 'ere. To Titanic from Trigger xx.

Happy birthday Deirdre on the 18thJune,
from Maeve and the boys.

From Muller to Sue Walsh.

To Maynooth Hurling club, best of luck
in the league from Stephen your centre
back.

Hi Elaine, Give us a kiss.
To Ciara Caulfield from a secret admirer.
Happy 4th Birthday to Peter from John.
To OIly, Hi from Rita.
To Hanners, we all love you from Miss X.

Happy Birthday Barry on July 11th from
your brother David.

To Dee, Sue Trucker from the one and
only magnificent and brilliant

Hello to all the staff in Barton's Shop
Maynooth, from Aishlinn.

To Wild Cry, good luck with the band
from Claire and Rita.

Congratulations to Adrienne and Colm,
142 Kingsbry on the birth of Katie, Love
from Ger and Jonathan.

To Cari from Gavin
Johno, you're mine always, from?

To the Haren Family love Gemma.
Happy Birthday Morgan love Gemma.

Hi Linda love Gemma.
Thank you Peader and Mary Haren for
everything love Gemma.

Hello to Aishlinn Wall, Louise Reilly and
Deirdre Devaney and Mum and Dad from
Barbara Robinson.
Well done Winchester Three, Hi to all 5th
and 6th class in Presentation Convent
from Deirdre Murphy. P.S. Hi, to Mum,
Dad, Orla, Ali and Granny and Dirk.
Hello to all the 5th class in Mr. O'Connor's from Donnacha and Gerard.

Hi to M~sh, Munion, Garry, Kevin, Neal,
David, Gavin, Monkey,Anthony, Adrian,
,Rohan, Trisha, Hazell. Margo, Tracey, '
Aoife, Cathy, Sarah H., Sarah H.McD,
and Katie, from Carrie.
Hi Neyo, to Alan Bradley from his darling.
'

Happy birthday ; to Martin Farrell, 8th
May, Damien Farrell, 18th May and ,
Deirdre Farrell, 29th Mayall of 11 G reenfield Drive. Mammy and Daddy.
Happy birthday to J oeF<jITell, Pages town
from all his family.

To Mush love Hazel.
Good luck Mam, from Neil Kavanagh.
Hello to Aishling Mooney frOl11 Eileen B.
Bradley:,
, ' , .To J .R., ring me or else you are dead.
To David R. next time don't just smile,
say hello.

Happy birthday to Claire Hogan,
Maynooth Park, 8 years old in June from
Lynn Brennan.
Congratulatins to Emma,Lavin on winning the WorldqhampionshipJrish '
Dancing from all inter certs.

To all th~ gang - Hanners,Olly, Declan,
Alan, Ken and Collo, from secret ad- '
mirer.

Happy Birthday Mum from Andrew
Rowan, 11 Parson's Lodge.

Hello to everybody that knows me. From
Jill Robinsin. P.S. Hi, Mum and Dad.

Helloto Helena O'Toole,Jill and B,rrbara
Robinson, Louise Reilly and Deirdre
Murphy from your best pal Sallyann
Kehoe. P.S. Hi, Mum, Dad and Edward.

To my dearest cousin Keith from all in
Moneycooley. Happy belated birthday.
To my dearest Graham Lyndsey from
your secret admirer.

Congratulations once again to the 12th
Meath Mulhussey Scout Unit for coming
frrst in the Rye Valley Region Campcraft
Competition - wishing Kevin, Ian, Martin, Robert, Mary, Sean, Hugh and Sean
the best of luck in the National Cup in
August. .
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MAYNOQTH FURNIT:~RE REMOVALS

OFFICESJ·· ETC .
rH :(101 ) 6ik6527 ANYTIME
DISTANCE NO OBJECT
ALSO YARDS CLEANED
AND RUBBISH REMOVED

PH:

ANYTIME

6286527

.

.

~

' HARDWATEI?' (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SI1ELL, ., '· ~ .
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend on
. economical solution to the problem.
Water Soft~ners, Filt~rst.o rem~v~ iron, ·Lead, A1UIDinium & 'Dirt
~

"

: ~ ,j'

•

,

v

"

WATER ,PURIFIERS

~

.'

. -' '~;

Also pumps for wells, irrigation ands.lurry
, JdhnJ. Dinsmore & Co ••
Warrenstown ( Trim Road).
Drumree.
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel . '01-259631 . (24 Hours)

l-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTfJ1S t'tAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING' ·"

" S6. ~. cou Id , be ,; wa ~ t i ng

~ oY~r50%' o{ 'y"; ·ur, "oil..
\' .
,,,.... ;
" : ' " ",,,,'
..
t SERVICE ' 7 'DAYS: AWEEK ' , , .
24::HR
,
-
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-

,

~

DERJ10T BRADLEY
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6285387
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It was one of those nights,.· when that
dreaded wind from the west, the one they
call, with reason, the kilcock, swept
through the abandoned sweet wrappers,
the forlorn condoms, the fag ends of life,
on Main Street, Maynooth.
There were five of them, all searching for
something. For teutonic, statuesque,
blond Ira Von Furstenburg, it was that
most miserable of creatures, a man.
Voluptuous, brunette, Jessica Wretcher
sought something to help her forget her
writers block. Quiet, petite, mousy Agatha
Cripy merely longed for a quiet place in
which to disappear. Dark, saturnine
Mickey SwiIIanthin wanted revenge on
the dirty rat who shot his paw with an
arrow, and then there was Mat Locked.
Thin, scholarly, weary, Mat was looking
for the lost chord, or it may have been the
last card, but who cared.
What brought them there together, on
that fateful night? The 66 bus. Andwhat
made they stay? TheEditorofMaynooth
Newsletter.
As the oddly assorted quintet, as yet
unknown to each other, disembarked from
the belching leviathan, Ed had just completed the nightly perusal of the urban
detritus, desperately seeking copy for the
soon approaching deadline. Nothing
much tonight, readers are bored with the
nightly sweet wrapper etc on Main Street
count. Time to resurrect Pub Spy again.
But who? Commander Tara MacAdam,
and Lucy Jacuzzi had finaly been hunted
down after last year's raid and were now
in internal exile in Mullingar. The rest of
the troop were still hiding out in the Bog
of Allen.
Ed looked up. Who were these new guys
in town? The newshound's nose sniffed

IN SEARCH
OFMR.GOOD
BAR
out the link betwen them. "You guys
lookin' for somethin'? How about us getting together. Maybe we'll find what
we're lookin' for" Ed whispered, in the
voice of one whose false teeth are at home
in the tumbler beside the unmade bed.
It was a deal, and this is what they found.

It was 10.00 p.m. when they entered the
red flocked wall-papered hush of Caulfield's Lounge. The few locals eyed the
crew, and lifted a weary glass, or three.
Service was speedy and functional. Ira
stayed loyal to the family product, and
ordered a glass of Furstenburg (99p);
Jessica's white wine was served chilled,
and in a small bottle (1.80); Agatha's gin
and tonic came as she liked it with ice and
a slice (1.82); Mickey's vodka and orange
produced gasps of anguish at the price
(2.10) and twinges of conscience (is
Britvic South African, he wondered); Mat
quietly sipped his pint of Guinness (a bit
watery - 1.51). Total £8.22.
Ira enjoyed her sojourn in the ladies, ash
trays, soap, hot water, hand drier, even
smelled clean. Mat complimented the
men's toilet on its comforts. Agatha
contemplated the deeper meaning of
pr()viding soft tissue for women, and hard
shiny stuff for men. What does this
signify? Should the Equality Agency
become involved?
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At fQ.20,thequintet, now happily exchanging life histories, quietly entered
Bradys. Slightly fuller than Caulfield's,
bar service was just as speedy and efficient. The same drinks cost £7.30, due
mainly to the wine, one pound for a
generous glass of chilled white wine,
which Jessica adored•. ~Hound his pint
to be of better quality thanCauIfields. Ira
was distraught to fmdthat.a rival family
had cornered the lager market here, but
condescended to sip with the Carlsbergs.
A less suburban ambience characterises
this locale, less attention to emptying
ashtrays, and a fly did try to chat Ira up by
landing on her nose.
The lighting in the men's was described
by Mickey as only desperate, he didn't
know where he was. But both male and
female versions had soft white tissues,
cold water, slivers of soap, and paper
towel dispensers. Ventilation was problematical.
Onwards, Ed cried, to theLeinster Arms,
It was 10.54. ThedecorbyLauraGhastIy
had not quietened down since last year.
Owner must be a partitionist. Service
efficient, a dirty glass replaced without
quibble, and with profuse apologies,
Agatha glad to be asked if she wanted ice
and a slice. Barman cleared off table.
Could be the quintet was drawing attention to itself. £8.34 for the round of
drinks. The wine served in the familiar
bottle.
All going well until Jessica discovered
that there are other blocks besides writer's
block. Toilets deplorable, patrons bring
their own supplies of tissues. One toilet
flooded. No towel, hand drier working
but wish it didn't. Ira screamed, I've just
had an organism! Mickey reported that
the men's was being renovated so difficult to assess.
To the Roost, the intrepidfive rushed at
11.18. And stopped. They had each
found what they were looking for. Ira
cried, 'that's him, I've found my man' (the
others were too kind to remark on his
marble pallor, the fact that he was wearing nothing but a bunch of grapes). Jessica was moved to poetry at last by the
awe inspiring majesty of it all. Agatha
knew that they would never find her here,
in this little niche with the purple spotlight. The dirty rat who shot Mickey's
paw lolled on the bar counter, encased in
plaster, masquerading as Eros. And
Mat, he found the· lost chord, but was
persuaded not to use it to find his way
through the Labyrinth where Theseus the
Minotaur lay in wait.
Having debated on whether they should
order communion, the group realised that

Continuerl

Continuerl

l

they were indeed in a house of alcoholic
worship. The drinks were served quickly
and efficiently (must be something wrong
here. Ed.) Cost £8.29. Jessica had to acceptred wine, in a bottle, the white having gone. Some confusion when she was
offered a snipe of wine. This is what the
little bottles are called.
Toilets require a BA in Classical Civilization, to identify. Venus Victorious
denotes the womens' room, and no, the
mens room does not rhyme. Go through
the door marked Theseus the Minotaur,
and you're there. All clean, well lit,
tissue, soap and hand driers.
And so ended a typical night in tile old
t()wn of Maynooth. The kilcock still
riffled through the lime trees. The Pub
Spy squad hopped on a bus to Dun
Laoghaire, hoped it wasn't going too far.
Ed picked up the tab, and the votes of the
jury:

/

~dty G/tfullte;cn
B.CD.MA.C.A
J .W. M.Jl.HER-.J & ~m.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KIN:RURT
N<\AS
CD KI I..l)6RE
~:

10
10
5
5
10
10
7

Total

57

Leinster AnTIs

4
10
5

Total

31

7
3

2

Bradys

Solicitor
35, GREENFIELD DRIVE, MAYNOOTH.
PHONE:

*

* ACCIDENTS CLAIMS AND COURT WORK.

*

DRAFTING WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.

*

NO CHARGE FOR FIRST CONSULTATION.

J/fJff:t

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS ~

~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE

Munthly Specials in every department.
One free I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
A.GENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES

Total

45

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE

9

fOR· Al.l. OC(AS IONS

Home Nursing
DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

8

6
5
8

6
6

REASONABLE RATES
33.lAURENC! AVENUE.
MA YNOOIH. CO KilDARE

6286132
Total

.

Mayno.oth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturda~J
lOam J pm (Sunday)

4
5
5
7
4
10
10

Roost

6286043

ALL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS.

Toilets Women
Toilets Men
Decor
Ambeince
Cleanliness
Service
Price

Toilets Women
Toilets Men
Decor
Ambience
Cleanliness
Service
Price

(045) 66535

Declan 0' Connor LL.M

/

0

Toilets Women
Toilets Men
Decor
Ambience
Cleanliness
Service
Price

~

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

Caul fields
Toilets Women
Toilets Men
Decor
Ambience
Cleanliness
Service
Price

6286751
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CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N
PHONR (01)6286686
'-----------------------~

CLINICS
There has been an outstanding public response to date to the clinics held by our
local deputies. For the record, Deputy Sean
Power holds his in Caulfield's Public House
on the Main Street on the third Thursday
night of every month; Deputy Charlie
McCreevey attends at Gerry Brady's Auctioneers office in the Main Street on the first
Thursday nigh~ of the month.

MAYNOOTH
SEWERAGE
At the recent Cumann meeting, members
were happy to note that the combined efforts and representations of Deputies Power
and McCreevey have brought good ~e\ys
from the Minister for the Environment to
the effect that he has recently approve9
contract documents for the southside ex-

FLOOD LIGHTING FOR
MAYNOOTH CASTLE

POLITICAL
PARTY
NOTES
.FIA-NNA FAIL
NOTES
tension of the existing sewerage scheme.
Thisnow enables the Coul1tyCouncil to
seek tenders for the contract. Cumann
members welcomed this development as
being essential for the area's needs, bearing
if) mind particularly the rapid building development which continues under the present Government.

LABOUR
PARTY
NOTES
<
:I,,'

Over the last number of years the Branch
have been in contact with ·the office of
Public Works seeking to have a Floodlighting system installed for the Castle.
Under the auspices of the Maynooth
Castle Committee it now appears . that a
lighting system will be installed in the
coming months. John McGinley has received costingsand a design from the
E.~.B. and these have been approved by
the O.P.W. Site trials to determine the
best location for the flood-lights took
place in early May and we hope the work
will be completed in time for our Community Festival in early July.
Congratulations to Monsignor Ledwith
and his Castle Committee for the great
progress the projeCt to date. _'

dents are concerned at the nuisance this
practise causes and on arillinber" of occasions the fIre brigade has had to be called
to quench the fire. The matter was discussed at a recent meeting of the Celbridge Area Committee and the Council
have now agreed that rubbish should not
be burned in the yard.

LOCAL ELECTIONS
POSTPONED

on

FIRE HAZARD
IN COUNCIL YARD
Emmet Stagg, TO, has made representations to the County Engineer regarding
the burning of rubbish in the Council yard
at the Harbour in Maynooth. LOCal resi-

As most people will be aware by now the
FiannaFail/PD coalition government have
decided to postpone the Local Elections
due this year until 1991 on the pretext of
'Local Government reform'. While there
is no doubt that local government is in
need of serious reform it is also obvious
that the Government are simply afraid of
the electorate - and with good cause!
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QUARTERLY BULLETIN
Graphic and letterheads are now ready for
our new publication and the first issue is
expected shortly and willbe distributed to
all households.

SLOT MACHINES
Cumann members expressed disquiet at the
arri val in the town of such machines and the
fact that young people had acce~s to them ~
It was resolved to take the issue,up withpllp~blic representatives and the County
Council.

EASTER DRAW
Congratulations to our winners of the draw
which was very successful and also yielded
a healthy contribution to the Cumann funds.

Local charges, the state of our roads, the'
weat of toll roads and cutbacks in our
school~ are some very goOd i&isdns why
FianrulFail and PD councillors don't want
to face the electorate here in North Kildare this summer. Labours' three candidates in the area - John McGinley, Cllr.
Colm Purcell and Emmet Stagg, TD; will
continue to campaign on these issues and
are confident lhat come 1991 there consisLent stand for decent services and
againsl local charges will meet wiLh '
widespread support.

STRAFFAN ROAD
IMPROVEMENTS

Following representation from Grccn- .
field Residents Association, Deputy Slagg
has recei Ved assurances from Kildare Co.
Council that hedges and ditches on Lhe
Straffan Road will be repaired, and, if
necessary, replaced when work on Lhe
mOLorway in that area is completed.
,.

"

KEVIN FAGAN
CARPENTRY & BUILDING SERVICES

* * * * * * *
Extensions, Renovations, Attic Conversions
Roofing, Bar Counter Tops
Fully-Fitted Hardwood Kitchens, Built-in Wardrobes
Shelves, Presses, Built-in Mahogany Units, etc.

* * * * * * * *
Also Tiling of any sort
- Wail & Floor Tiling Kitchens. Bathrooms. etc.
• • * * • * • •
Why not have your job priced?

• * * * * * • *
No job too big or too small
•

-

* • * * • * •
Phone:- (01) 6287739

.....
coonan
-

-

.

-

-

..

.

,

0:. ,son
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IF YOU HAVE lllE PROPERTY WE HAVElllE COUSTa-tERS ::
SE. \1AYNOOTH . (0 KI

TEL:

M" A V I

6286128

".

E~tablished

over 100 years.

Branch OffiCe: Athy, ' Co. Ki Idare.

---- .

Maynooth 'Tow.in A.F.C.
Applicatior:lSare invited for:
First Team Manager
Applications in writing and in confidence to

, .<

Mr . .Seamus Feeney
Celbridge Rd
Maynooth
Tel No: 6286852
Before June 5th 1990

-

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
SUCCESSFUL
ARDFHEIS

This year's Workers' Party Ard Fheis receivedmuch more media coverage than it
has in the past, for several reasons. Firstly,
because of the Party's success in last
year's General Election, it is now entitled
to live television coverage. This included
Proinsias de Rossa's Presidential Address, in which he reaffirmed the party's
commitment to democratic socialism and
to furthering the interests of all those
groups who find themselves disadvantaged by undemocratic and unfair struc- .
tures in Irish societY'PrC)i~nsias de RosSa
also called for adebat~ and review of
Articles Two and Thte-eof the Irish
Constitution, whereby the government in
the South claims legal jurisdiction over ·
Northern Ireland, contrary to the wishes
of the great majority in the North.

confirmed the party's commitment to
building a society in Ireland where the
community would possess effective control over all major aspects oflife, and use
that control to assure the basic economic
and social rights of every citizen.

Delegates also endorsed the party's decision-making structures whereby party
policy is determined by the party branches
through thefr delegates at the Ard Fheis,
while the running of the party's day-today affairs is entrusted to a Central Executive Committee, also elected at the
annualArd Fheis. Party :members are
expected tor~pectthe dem~tatic decision~ . ofthe Ard Fheis, and to wqrk to~ardsthe achIevement of PartY policy.
For some reason, the media seem to think
there is '~inething sinister about this arrangement, which is the most open and
. den;tocra.tic of any Irish political party.
Th~Ard Fheis also feature<ithe public
resignations of it ' number'of prominent
party meipbers. This followed the taking
of discii@iary action after an attempt
was madifto by-pass the normal demoThe Ard Fheis also drew .attention be~ '
cratic channels of discussion concerning
cause of the possible reverberations of
party policy. It was disappointing to see
the monumental political changes which
long-time members who had done so
have taken place in Eastern Europe over
much to build the party leaving in this
the last year. These changes were enthuway, but the episode has served to consiastically welcomed by delegates as being
essential prerequisites to the building of
frrm the centrality of democracy in the
true democratic Socialism. The Ard, Fheis " .party's struci~~~;
'"
-- ,

MAYNOOTH
BRANCHAGM
The Annual General Meeting of the
Maynooth Branch of the Wor~ers' Party
was held on May 12. The fgllowing were
the principal positions filled: .
Chair: Proinnsias Breathnach
Vice-Chair: Jim Walsh
Secretary: Kay MacKeogh
PRO: Fiachra 0 CeilJeachair

CULTURAL
DOCUMENT
LAUNCHED '
. The Workers'·Party has just launched a
discussion document which seeks to
define a socialist approach to the promo~
tion of culture in Irish society. The document defines culture in the broadest possible way to i l1c1ude such things as the
mass media and our historical heritage:
The party wishes to remove the "elite"
image of much cultural activity by both
promoting popular participation in cultural activities and maximum public
aecess to cultural events. The document
calls for increased state funding for these
activities and events, but without accompanying state interference in their content Copies of the .document may be
.: o~tained by contacting 6285241.

';

BOB'S'
KITCHEN

, -.!-

--

Fish Vol-au-Vents

Curried Prawns

8 medium vol-au-vents .
1 tablespoon oil
1 medium onion, finely chopped
2 teaspoons curry powder
'1 dessert apple, peeled, cored and diced
2-3 sticks celery heart, finely chopped
225g/80z peeled prawns
1/2 tablespoon lemon juice
3 tablespoons thick mayonnaise
1 tablespoon tomato puree
}OOmlf/2 pint single cream
Salt and pepper

Heat the oil and cook the onion for 2 to 3
minutes only; it should still be slightly
frrm. Stir in the curry powder (the amount
depends upon personal taste). Blend the
apple and celery with the onion and curry
powder. Add the prawns and the remaining ingredients and mix well. Chill for 1
hour before serVing. Either serve on a
bed of shredded lettuce or in a border of .
Rice Salad.
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350g/120z cooked or canned fish
150g/l/4 pint thick White Sauce or thick
mayonnaise

If serving hot, blend the fish with the hot
sauce and put into the hot vol-au-vents'
just before the meal. If serving cold, add
the cold fish to the cold sauce or mayon- '
naise and put into the cold pastry. By
following this procedure you keep the'
pastry beautifully crisp.

•

EDWARDS
FOR CLOTHES CARE
UNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE

MAYNOOTH

QUALiTY DRY CLEANING
SAME DAY SER\/ /CE

REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
SHOE REPAIR SERVICE ·
CURTAINS AND SUITE COVERS
WITH PERSONAL SERVICE
MONDA Y-SA TURD AY 9arn-6 pm

Look! Builders & Farmers

Scaffolding &'Towers
HIRE - DELIVER & ERECT.

Contact:
QUOTATIONS

FREE

KeJIJ.etl~
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01)6288086
Kitchen & Bedrooll units
* Na fUraT Oak
* Mahogany
.* Pine
.
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

MICHAEL J PAYN,E
GLONCURRY, DUBLIN RD.
ENFIELD, co. MEATH
PHONE:

0405-41532

Wooderaf' Ltd.
We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cu nery Insets
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTO\liJi, MAYNOOTH
(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
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THEATRE
REVIEW

DANCING AT
LUGHNASA
- ABBEY THEATRE
'Anything goes' inBria.IlSriel's 'Dancing
at Lughnasa' with ghosts from the future
and the past danCing a ceilidh of rejuvenation in a time and place than transcends
a world of physical pain and suffering.
Friel's latest play is a veritable cornucopia of melodic delights, invigorating
theatre, that breathes life into the soul of
a forgotten age and a specific place, Ballybeg Co. Donegal. As the narrator
Michael recounts, this is a world where
Marconi is king and the dance reigns supreme: "It is -a ~dreamworld of halycon
radio-days centred in the Mundy h,Ou~e
hold which beats to the tribal drum-B f the wireless. Beaming from Athlone into
,this female dominated home it has a
hypnotic effect, regulating and controlling the conversation and revealIng ihe
household's hierarchy. It is also a precursor of the industrial revolution (in Dom~
gal), a mechanical icon of time that revives in the sisters the local tradition of
dancing under the harvest moon. Maggie
is the central emotive force in this tiib'at
family and the catalyst
of the dance.
~
,
t
~-~

~

~~

The radio however, being meChanical, is
subject to inexplicable breakdowns. _ It
has in an ironic sense, a life ofilS own,
stopping and .. starting in unpredicta~le
fashion as if ittoois ,controlled by e!lier~

_, BLI.ND-JOE
.

-

:

.

-

-

.

~

.

.

He liyed V{ay up arnol1g the~oods ", . "
That 'clothe' the blue slopes: of th,e 'Cat2

nal mystical forces. . Breakdown is not
exclusive to this device, as Jack (Barry
McGovern), brother to the sisters, emerges
Anita Reeves as theearthy Maggie excels
as adisorientai6d figure who has apparin a production thatis"feplete with excepently lost the art of communication in his
tional perfromanc.es; ::She embodies the
new surroundings and has to relearn its
primordial impetusof the play, a figure of
language. He haS only just returned from
fun and gaiety. Like the wireless she is
the missions in Uganda for health reaintegrative force even on the priggish
Kate (a suberb performance by Frances
sons, a victimofmalaria (reasons which
later tumoutta be more psychical than
Tomelty). However it seems slightly
physical). Parallel sabound between these
unfair to highlight any particular role.
twin worlds of Jack - Uganda and DoneIndividual and ensemble acting delight(
gal. The young Michael paints kites, that
in a weave of voices linked by the omniscan't fly; with masks t!1at 'recall the ethcient'" iiainitor (Gerard McSoriey) who
. nicity-6f
culture ai14 U ncleJack's " , m~,nages to conjure up these reveries wi th
travels. Likewise the boys from the hills
a pathos that is hauntingly convincing. ;
with their strange customs reflect the
nati.ve'rituals of Africa. . - "
'~(' f
'Da~~ing~t Lughnasa', which is inci 1
dentally a world premiere, marked the reopening of the recently renovated NaMichael the 'love' child'of Chris rarely
tional Theatre. Patrick Mason's direction
meets his father, Gerry Evans (Paul
is tautly assured and conveys an intimate
Herzberg),who trips flamboyantly in and
understanding of this dream-piece. The
out of his life like a Welsh Fred Astaire'
sharp set~qesign by Joe Vanek paints an
who represents ' more sophisticated exidealised 'universe increasing the nostalternal world. He is a gramophone peddlar
gia-imbued atmosphere of a production
who in any other landscape would be a
which captures at once and unforgettably
reprehensible figure but here, as a ghost
a moment in time on a bright August in
of nostalgia he appears as a clownish
Donegal in 1936.
likeable character. All the characters in
Donal O'Donoghue
factaTe infused with a warmth and hu-

an

hIs

!

a

,POETRY

'CCiR:NEiii

~kills,

A striking, white-haired fellow
You'd take for Rip van Winkle,
Except that Joe was Irish,
A warrior from Roscommon or Mayo,
Who outdaring most of his countrymen,
Had ventured far beyond this city,
And following pioneer tradition,
Took up farming in a modest way
Till, fatefully, glaucoma struck him
But could not make him quit his homestead.
'Each summer the latest generation
Of New York's Irish immigrants
When to the Catskills for a week or two;
And always after the swim'ming,
The shuffleboard, the visits to the creek,
The ample, wholesome food,
The drinking and the dancing in the bars,

manity that is both infectious and converti ve. The fmal tableaux of all these ghosts,
who have been reanimated through a
menagerie of memories, is a moving and
'
vivid scenario.

We'd make a pilgrimage to Blind Joe's
farm,
Driving up wood-shadowed, twisting
roads
To wonder at the guideline he had rigged
Between the cowshed and his home
And talk to him of country things.
And while he listed in in the open air
Blind Joe's sunburnt face would be alight,
No doubt because the untroubled voices
Brought some laughing crossroads back.
Finally, the ritual discourse ended
And the visitors as they said goodbye,
Recollecting absent fathers,
Pressed money into Blind Joe's hand,
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. Then drove off heartened by a courage,
_, Greater.:thru,t;ancienfOisin's at:Elphin, "That; ~hen: the toUrist had departed,
Would face alone the winter's onslaught.
I like to think that Joe still lives
Above East Durham on the farm he cleared
Out of the virginal, broad-leaved woods
And thathein probably tum QP one day
Just like Oisin or bewildered Rip,
Seeking the world he left behnd
And wonder where the suntanned lads
and girls,
Part Irish, part American, have gone
And tell strange tales to thrill the listener's ear,
For ~ 'pfus recall a Land of Youth
Where summer ' was unending and the
hurt
That drove us from it is at last forgot.

P.o Duibheannaigh

Dublin Road,
Maynooth

Rep.'r or

En""".,e Un".
120r24 Volt
Telephon.: (Of) 2868"

SUMMERHILL 04oS-S111S

House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: 6285544
QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME

5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.00
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER/SILK £11.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1. 00
LARGE

RANG~

OF SHADES AND

LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

KILCLOONBOARD & KENNE LS
PROOF . OFVACCINATION REQUIRED

PH 6285675

~.
,.
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CROSSWORD
NO.31
BY
ELLEBIAS
Across
8. Act one on another (8)
9. Idea (6)
10. Metal tube of gun (6)
11. Issues (8)
12. Sounds like spying on old Chinese
city (6)
13. Haydn brought it into existence (8)
15. Sunken ditch is laughable (4)
17. Supporting Undergannents (7) ,
19. Cylinders of wax (7)
22. Mope about (4)
24. Give an exam (3, 1,4)
27. Puzzle (6)
29. Discourage (8)
30. Me! Bibi! How absorbing (6)
31. Supplies meagrely (6)
32. Abandon Everything (5,3)

SOLUTION TO
CROSSWORD NO. 30

Down
1. Inborn (6)
2. Tracts of land (8)
3. Hilarious illumination (8)
4. Prolong (7)
5. Foolish (6)
6. Severe (6)
7. First boat? (5,3)
14. Tribe
16. Pass about the serpents (4)
18. Monolithic shafts of stone (8)
20. Statesman (8)
21. Drools (8)
23. Jealous Moor (7)
25. Take as being true (6)
26. Pass away as in time (6)
28. Not fixed (6)

WINNER OF
CROSSWORD NO. 30
(£5 PRIZE)
"

':" ,.r~l.

Mary Callaghan,
145 Kingshry,
Maynooth.

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday 18th June at 5 p.m.
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HATITU
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Ladies Hats for Hire
Suitable for all occasions
All Hats in impeccable condition

*

--,'(

HATITUDES
3 Esker Lawns, Lucan.
Mon, Tues, Wed & Fri

Phone Carmel at 01-6282697

11 a.m. - 8p.m.
Tburs & Sat
11 a.m.-5p.m.

THE

PLANT PLACE

DUBLIN RD., MAYNOOTH.
01

6286021

TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES,
BEDDING PLANTS, HANGING BASKETS, PATIO PLANTERS
NOW IN STOCK

FOR QUALIry, ADVICE AND SERVICE
YOU CAN'T DO BETTER.

;::::=========================================-=---:~~~. !
THE SQUARE
MAYNOOTH
CO KILDARE
PH: 6289289
AGENTS FOR ALL MAJOR TOUR OPERATORS, AIRLINES AND FERRIES.
HOLIDAY OFFERS
MAJORCA
CORFU
CANARIES
PORTUGAL
CYPRUS

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

*

£199
£199
£219
£259
£299

FAMILY DEALS ALSO AVAILABLE

* HOLIDAY SAVINGS CLUB NOW OPEN

GOVERNMENT TAX AND INSURANCE EXTRA
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CARDINAL
TOMAS
OFIAICH
1923 - 1990

Born Tomas Seamus 0 Fiaich in Anamar, Crossmaglen, South Armagh on November 3rd 1923. Patrick 0 Fiaich his
father was principal at the Cregganduff
Public Elementary School. This is where
our Cardinal received his early education. His mother died when he was eight
.<
'
years old.
Mter Elementary School he attended St.
Patrick's Secondary School in Armagh.
In 1940 he entered Maynooth College.
While studying in the College he suffered
with pleurisy and pneumonia. Eventually he received his B.A. Degree in Celtic
Studies in 1943 from the Catholic University of Louvain, France. Two years
later he moved to St. Peter's College in
Wexford. In 1948 he was ordained there
for the Armagh Diocese. Mter his ordination he returned to Northern Ireland
and was a curate in Moy, Co. Tyrone.
In 1953 he was made lecturer in Modem
History at Maynooth College. The President of the College at that time was Msgr.
Edward Kissane. On the 13th October
1959 he was made Professor of Modem
History. This was just the start of his
hectic life. On the 9th of October 1968 he
was made Registrar and that position
lasted for two years until the 23id of June
1970 when he was made Vice-President
ofthe College. Then in June 1974 President.
In 1977 he was made Bishop of Armagh
and in 1979 his full title was His Eminence Cardinal Tomas 0 Fiaich, Archbishop of Armagh and Primate of All
Ireland. What a ladder he climbed and all
in the space of 24 years.
Cardinal 0 Fiaichwas a Trustee of the
College until his death on the 8th of May.
The staff and students ·of the College
were quite used to seeing him wander
about the Campus. This jovial person
with a love for Irish song and dance, and
of course history will be sadly missed
throughout the College.

Riernans
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 6286294

GROCENIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF ' GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.fLEACII DAY

7ir !}Va 2'Jog
IRENE He CLOSKEY.C.I.D.E.S.C.
DIPLOHA & TUTOR
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATHENT. REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE.
AROHATHERAPY. SPECIAL CLASSES. ARM & LEG TREATHENT
RENE GUINaT. CATHIODERHIE. BTO-PEEUNG
GEWIDF.
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS t
BODY TREATMENTS. SlIN RED,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS

fJJJ<LE.Y'S J,...,bl\E. M\IN SIREET LEIXL I

(01)6244366/6244973

P

NUZSTOp:
M\IN SIREEI' M\YND1H
TEL NO: 6286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS , .CooKED MEATS, GIITS, TOYS.
,

.

DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONBRY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOfu4TES LHJIIT 'GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS T-SHIRTS
BACK PATCHES
7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON ~FRI)
OPEllING Ht)URS: 8.00 A.M _ 8.30P.M.(SAT _ SUN)
~

.. ~ '..... ; ' ."

"

"

~pat Raid tt, Ce:>. Ltd
l..PRKH f'.h\'rNXJIH

A-I: 6286508

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHERS
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
6286508
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OLIVER REI LLY LTD.
Uftd"I"'~ and eo",pkf" FUIWnI Fumilhfla
HEADSTONE~

WIllEATHS

MOURNING COACHLS

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNoaTIl
PROSPEROUS HAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

FUNERAL WREATHS

045/68482

Q.'\
..

UNDERTAKERS TO
MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
,
:. ......
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SECj41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286)12
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 6286)99

c. P. L.
~in

st..

Motor Factors

~~th.

v-.~_

Co. Kildare. Tel: 01/6286628/6286301

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS. AND ·'IJtACTORS,
BATTERIES ,PLVGS J
EXHAUST;8 , BRAKE PADS

~
. ~.

JOE MOORE
Straffan Rd., Maynooth
TELEVISION &VIDEO REPAIRS
All repairs guaranteed. Same day service.
F"ree estimates
Monday - Saturday 9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
PHONE fOR DETAILS
New &Second-Hand TV and video sets fully guaranteed
Telephone: 6285586
39
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COLLEGE
NOTES

2::5~"
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BUILDING
COMMENCES
Building work has commenced on the
first of a number of major developments
which are to take place on campus over
the next couple of years. Th~s is the new
residence for lay students which is sited
between the SMA Hostel and the
Moyglare Road, immediately beyond the
Post Primary School. The tastefully
designed development will consist of a

W~/2

TONY MENTON & SONS
38 Cedar Park. Tel. 6244857

-

-

~)+7

J¥L'<Li'f2t

Q

4J
J

q~~ ~

~orating. ~I)te.::'

•
•
•
•

,~

.'.~'

W

Painting &
Interior & Exterior
Professional Wallpapering~
Chimney Cleaning at its 'best·
,
Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
~
• Gutters Cleaned 'Leaks Fixed •
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ~

d.;:.:.-,.......

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pa~es & Golden pages

~
VISUAL IMAGE PHOTOGRAPHY
~~
~~
'. ~_P_H_O_T_O_G_RA_P_H_Y_;_S_O_CI_A_L;_C_O_M_M_E_R_C_IA_L_;_W_E_OO_I_N_GS_;_V_I_O_EO_,

~

__

102 Moyglare Village, Maynooth. Co , Kildare. Ireland,
Phone (01) 286488 ,

~~

~

• COlll;lllini'on ;nd r=:UIl'i1y PorLraits '
• Photography by award winning professional photographer
HR GERAUl P HAC ChNN BFA(lI) HIPPA HIPF.

• Wedding photography a speciality. See our large range of ,beau,tiful
photographs and albums.
''C,'

Member allha irish Professional Photographers'

Assocla~lon. Member allha_~o~td Council 01 Professional Pholog;aphers.

Vanity " Fay~e

STAFF EXPANSION
The continued growth of student numbers in the College in recent years has not
been matched by additional staff, with
the result that staff/student ratios had
begun to reach breaking poin 1. However,
the situatiotl should improyeconsiderably in the near future, due to the government sanction for additional new posts.
Up to ten lecturing posts will be filled immediately as a result. In addition, a number
of support staff in Administration, the Library and the Computer Centre will be
recruited. Added to new developments in
terms of additional facilities, this will
con tribu te grea t1 y to boosting morale and
the quality of education available.in the
College.

.

;:~I.eix!i.p CI~~,at:li~;g S~!~vice~< '

'" ~t:C;::£.$s x

CARDINAL
TOMAS 0 FIAICH
Very deep shock and sorrow were occasioned in Maynooth College at the sudden death of Cardinal Tomas 0 Fiaich.
Apart from being Chairman of the College's Board of Trustees, Cardinal 0
Fiaich was a former student and staff
member in the College, during which he
was at various times, Professor of History, Registrar and President. All who
knew him remember him with gryat
admiration and affection, especially for
his human qualities, and his infectious
enthu,siasm for Irish history and culture.
As a mark of homage and remembrance,
a very beautiful and touchingly sung Mass
was held in the College Chapel, featuring
much of the traditionalIrisll muslCwhich
the late Cardinal loved so much. Prayers
were offered by many students and staff
members''l\ihile offerings commemorating manla~pectsofthe late Cardinal's
life were presented. Ina moving homily,
College President Monsignor Michael
Ledwith paid. tribute "ki the Cardinal's
contribution to the College, the Church
and to Irish life in general. Ar dheis De go
raibh a anam.
.

-

-

HAIR , &

BEAuTY

THE MALL
PH: 6286137
TEENAGERS AND STUDENT t S

CUT

£14.75
~'" O.A.P. ,PERM £13
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY ONLY
OPEN TUE - SAT 9.30 - 5.30
AND BODY WAVE

I..ATE NIGHTS' THURS. • AND FRI.
'tne commg year, with the opening of the
number of small three-storey units ar':
anged'around courtyards. AccommodaCareers Guidance office on three days a
tion will consist of single bedroom/studweek (two days out of term), compared
ies, with s.hared lounge ,and cooking fawith the two ~alf days provided at prescilities. The development will cater for
ent. The office will also be expanded, so
240 students, which should help take
that the library and display area will be
some of the accofnmodation pressure off
separate from the consultation room.
the town ofMaynooth, especially in view
of the expansion of .student numbers in " Derek Scholefield, who has provided partthe College which is expected over the ' time service for many years, will continue to operate the expanded service,
next few years.
which will iriclude developing links
,CAREERS GUIDANCE
between the College(ind potential employers of College graduates. This long
SERVICE
The Careers guidance service available
overdue improvement should be of great
in the College should improve greatly in
benefit to students in the College.
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larnr6d Eireann

IIIP

IRISH RAIL

FANTASTIC FARE DEALS FROM IARNROD EIREANN

~lllr

~

..

.. .

SHORT HOLIDAY, BREAKS

«i?rzit
SEE OUR 1990 BROCHURE AND CHOOSE FROM THE WIDE RANGE OF DESTINATIONS
AVAILABLE

!!!!= j

SUBURBAN

RAIL

FAMILY DAY TRIP TO MOSNE! £26

--

FAMILY DAY RAMBLER £4

CONTACT STATION MASTER MAtNOOTH FOR DETAILS PHONE:6285509

rvc
F

-I ·We-s tendCa'r 'p e:l s
i

& Furniture

J

Mill Street. Maynooth, Co. Kildare • Telephone 2~5682" .

Before you make any changes in your home this Spring, Ivhy
not come and see our wide range of carpet and bedding.
Bedroom carpet, starts from ............................... ... £1.99 sq.yd.
Kitchen Vinyls from ............................................. ... £3.99 sq.yd.
3ft Wardrobe .............. ... .. ..................................................... £65
5 Drawer Chest .................................................................... £35
Kneehole DfT Chest ............................................................ £49
3ft. Orthopaedic bed ............................................................ £69
4'6" Orthopaedic bed :.......................................................... £95

And there is so much more in occasional furniture, dining
room, tables and chairs, built-in bedroom units, rugs.
Open Monday - Thursday 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday 9.30 a.m. - 9 p.m., Saturday 9.30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m .
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hildren's

Corner.
CrosswordY

WINNERS OF COLOURING
COMPETITION

2

1

4-7Years

8 -12 years

1st Orlaith Tobin,
108 Railpark, Maynooth.

1st Lynda Haren,
58 Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

2nd: Triona Cahill,
Leinster Park, Maynooth.

2nd Lorna Houlihan,
Newtown, Maynooth.

3rd: Sally Ann Grassick,
Connickstown, Maynooth.

1rd Rachel Watson,
Brynmill; Leinster Park, Maynooth.

SPRING FAIR
1st: Joanne Cunningham,
2nd: David O'Brien,
79 Maynooth Park, Maynooth. 54 College Green, Maynooth.

/'BJ 17W V·

x

"J.t»/:Jf ~/a

" .~

3rd: Paul Haren,
58 Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

~'" -t

tJm 2I3cJtf:i .... t

C_I_~_m_g_d_a_t_e_fu_r_r_~_e_iP_t_of_e_n_tr_ie_s~:_____
Monday 18th June at S p.m.
____~j.

' -___________________________________________
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Since it's discovery in 1895, Chiropractic has been a blessing to
millions of people. Many, who were resigned to a life of pain and
disease have been restored to health under chiropractic care .
Traditionally, the majority who have been helped have come after
attending other healing practitioners.
Chiropractic is a completely different approach to health. It is
based on the principle that ·himnony or ease within the lxxIy is the
normal body function. An absense of health is an uimarural state
called dis-ease or lack or normal body function. Chiropractors are
not concerned with treating or covering up disease symptoms but
with restoring health. Chiropractors have said for years that
diesases, no matter what they are medically labelled, are usually
signs that the body is not working in harmony. The Medical
Therapeutic approach is to try to fight these diseases individualiy.
The ChiropractIc approach is to restore health.
Your nervous system is made up of your brain, your.spinal cord
and spinal nerves. Messages are assembled in the brain and carried
through the spinal cord and into every area of the body via the
nervous system. The bones of the spine protect the spinal cord and
nerves because of their extreme importance to the function of the
lxxIy. Sometimes a bone in the spine can move or be moved out of
it's normal position. It will then press on spinal nerves, a situation
which the chiropractor calls a "subluxation". The effects of a

subluxation can be observed, hut often the damage occurs so
slowly that it may take months, even years, to produce a noticable
malfunction in the hody. Thesc malfunctions can manifest
thcm.<elves in many ways, but oftcn th<, prohlem is highlightcd hy
pain in the hody's structure, including the spine, shoulder. neck,
armor lc~ . Chiropractors specialize in locating and correcting these
subluxaHon.~, and by doing so, restoring the body's normal functon.
The doctor or Chiropractic will carry out what is called an
"adjustment" 10 the spine, correcting any misalignment which is
causing prohlems. Naturally, thc body willthcreforc function better
when thc ncrvc system is frcc of intcrfcrence.
Undcr regular chiropractic care, thc corrcct position of the bones
in the spine is maintained to allow a beller now of mental impUlses,
resulting in greater harmoy in thc hody and thcreby a healthier life.
To ensure that you have correct chiropractic carc, yOU should
make sure that the practitioner you attcnd IS a fully quabfied doctor
of chiropractic. Fully trained doctors of Chiro~ractic in this country
will have completed at lcast four ycars full time training al a
recognised Chiropractic Collcgc and most will be members of the
Chiropractic Association of Ireland. If you havc any queries about
Chiropractic, you can contact Dr. Linda M. Finley who has recently
moved hcr practice from Clonsilia, wherc she has been for threc
years, to Maynooth. Dr. Fmlcy's Phonc Number is 62X5%2.

Dr. Linda M. Finley - Chiropractor
Member of the C,A,I,
is pleased to announce the opening of her new office at
97 Carton Court, Maynooth , Co. Kildare. Tel. (01) 6285962.
Hours: Tuesday lOam

lO

1pm and 4 pm to 7.30 pm. Saturday 9.30 am to 12.30 pm.

2nd office location:
70 Drimnagh Road, Walkinstown, Dublin 12. Tel. (01) 559973.
Hours: Monday & Thursday 10.15 am to 12.30 pm and 4 pm to 7.30 pm

MAYNOO.T H SUMMER CAMP
9th

- 27th

JULY 1990

TIME: 10 a.m,- 3p·m.
AGES: 4 years - 15 years
SWIMMING
JUDO
BALL GAMES

MIME/DRAMA
POTTERY

CANOEING
TEAM GAMES
VIDEO MAKING

MONTESSORI CAMP FOR CHILDREN

4 - 7 YRS)
Expert tuition will be offered in all areas and special guidance
will be given in areas which may be unfamiliar to students .

Details from:

Mary Dillon on 045·69272 or 01·265661
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CRAFTS
CAMPING

STREET
TALKING

M.C.LIt CABS
YOUR LOCAL TAIl-CAB SERVICE
CARS -'MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL

St. Patrick's weekend marked the opening of the Country Shop Restaurant in the
evenings. I spoke with proprietor and
chef John Bennett about his ideas of what
his restaurant has to offer.

Eugene O'Shea
PHONE 01-6286539/6289222/6272659
24 HOUR SERVICE

Resident in Maynooth for twelve years,
John trained and worked in the Burlington Hotel, Dublin, Belview Palace in Bern,
Switzerland and most recently in The
Station House Hotel, Kilmessan.
He believes it is altogether possible to
provide well prepared and good-food in
pleasant surroundings for a reasonable
price. Many restaurants he says provide
some of these but John successfully provides all.
Instead of extensive advertising, John
has chosen to grow with the business.
There is a danger of rapid expansion and
finding oneself ill-prepared, this way the
business grows with the demand - depending on the good recommendation
passing from one friend to another.
The informal atmosphere that characterises the day and lunch time buffet is
maintained by night - on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays there is a transformation that makes it a restaurant.
The Kings pattern cutlery comes out green and white table linen looks fresh
against pine furniture padded with deep
green cushioning. John'bakes his own
bread and cakes and makes a beautiful
soup. He serves fresh fish and because
his own speciality is sauces there is always interestng and new ideas to choose
from - Trout in avacado paupiettes for
instance.
The Table D'Hote menu, a five course
most substantial meal is reasonably priced
from £10 - £14 beginning with the chicken
or try the duckling. And there's A La
Carte from £7 - £9 main course.
The Wine List includes Australian wine
plus champagne. This customer enjoyed
the novelty of being received individually having rung the bell and being escorted to her table by a friendly attentive
waitress.

WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL
DISTANCE NO OBJECT. KEENEST RATES.

Gffit\RD IRADY & <D

rv1t\IN SIREET l\h\"Yl\UJIH <D KIIJ)ARE
PH:

6285201

INSURANCE AGENTS
IRISH BUILDING SOCIETY
AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS ESTATE AGENTS

EJ

HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS

FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS

~"ill.
Ii!iI

~@~

'(:

'(',

,

l

~

CEl.lRllXEaJIlDINJ SlPPLIES & SERVICES

438~:4~~~
SPECIAL OFFER
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
8' X 6 I GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND, GRAVEL CEMENT
& BLOCKS.

,~~

1?J

Hugh Durham ni--:
Photography

64 The Grove, C8bridge,
Tel 211834

(:0.

iii;

Kildare.

FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION HIRE A PROFESSIONAL
HUGH DURHAM PHOTOGRAPHY
CEUBRIDGE
271834

Congratulations to John on his opening.
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HAIR CREATIONS

Io~~

GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE

~ff

UNISEX HAIR SALON

OpeningHours: HON - SAT 9.30 - 6.00
Late Night FRI - 7.30
Special Rates STUDENTS AND O.A.P.
HON - TUES - WED
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NORRIS'S PUB

~$

~~

Celbridge
CARVERY LUNCH DA I LY BETWEEN 1.2. JOPM - 2 • .30PM

MON - FR [

A LA CAHTEAVAILABLE (EVENING TfME)
SUNDAY LUNCH A SPECIALITY
12.30 - 2PM
WE ALSO CATER FOR COMMUNION AND CONFIRMATION,
FUNCTION ROOM AVAILABLE FOR 21st's

WEDDINGS,

ENGAGEMEriTS

PHONE 6288281
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Extra copies of the children's colouring compe I Ion page are available
in the Community Coun-il Office"

NAME ___________________________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________________
AGE
All entries must be original work of entrants.
This category of the colouring
competition is for 8 - 12 yr, olds
and 4 - 7 Years

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday 18th June at 5 p.m. _ /
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SPORTS NE_W_S__)
G.A.A. NOTES

Our junior B footballers won the first round of the championship by beating Clongarey on a score of
0.16 to 0.2. This was a good all round perfonnance by Maynooth but it must be said that theopposition was sub-standard.

MINOR FOOTBALL
LEAGUE

UNDER 14
FEILENAnOG
Maynooth got off to a great start in this
years U14FeileNanOgcompetition with
a very impressive win over Na Fianna in
the First Round on a score line of
Maynooth 7 -14,NaFianna 1- 5. In the
second round which was played on Sunday, 20th May , in Rathcoffey, Caragh
provided much stiffer opposition. From
the throw in Caragh assisted by the stiff
breeze took control of the game and after
twenty minutes were leading by 1 - 3 to 0
- 2 and but for an outstanding peformance
by Peter Grant at Full Backfor Maynooth ,
:aragh could have been fu;ther ahead.

Maynooth came more into the game
towards the end of the half with a well
taken goal to leave the half time score
Caragh 1 - 3, Maynooth 1 - 2. In the
second half Maynooth assisted by the
breeze took c()ntrol but could not get the
vital score until with about ten minutes
left E. Harrett sent in a high ball which

ended in the back of the net Maynooth
added a point by P. Burke and a goal by P.
Flood to win by 3 - 4 to 1 - 4. Those
were both very good performances from
Maynooth who are now through to the
Semi-Final stage. The team is as follows:

T. Fay, P. Leacy,P. Grant. S. Noonan,J.
Higgins, E. Hassett, M. Greene,J. Lawlor,
O. Nevin, N. Gillick, P. Burke, D.
Mooney, C. Ryan, H. Nevin, P. Farrell.

Subs: A. Gaffney, T. Farrell, S. Griffin,
D. Nevin, M. Nugent, P. Flood, D.
Murtagh, F. Murtagh, C. Ashe, J. Rossiter,E. Kerr,R. Murphy, B. McGlinchey,
D. Farrell.

This team is also doing very well in the
North Dublin League. More about that
next month.

Paddy O'Neill (LeinsterArms) presenting Padraig Kearney with a set of
Jerseys for the Senior Teams.
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While fielding a young team Maynooth
have done quite well with winning against
Fr.Prendergast'sKilcullen,Robertstown,
St. Laurences and Clogherinkoe but loosing to Rbt. Emmets, BallykeJly and
OTooles. With one match lefL to play
against Celbridge, Maynooth are in a
very good position to reach the Play Off
Situation of the league. The team is as
follows: D. Fleming, D. Ryan, M. O'Shea,
K. Killoran, J. Dempsey, F. Leavy, E.
Dunne, A. Burke, J. Nevin, P. Byrne, M.
Kelly, M. Madden,S. Horan,M. Downey,
J. Clarke, J. Lee, G. Kelly, C. Gallagher,
D.Scarff,B.Nevin,B.Lawlor,P.OToolc,
G. Horan, S. Molloy.
We were exhibitors at the Maynooth
Spring Fair again this year and here we
wish to thank all those who helped us in
any way to make this a success, our
sincere thanks in particular to the proprietor of Ultravision, Maynooth Shopping Centre for lending us the video and
the Dublin Co. Board for lending us the
Leinster Senior football Championship
Cup. Also we wish to thank the proprietor of the Leinster Arms for donating a set
of jerseys to our senior teams. The presenlation was made by the ever courteous
and very popular manager, Mr. Paddy
O'Neill.
The first of our clubs super draws was
held 011 Friday night 18th May and first
ticket to be drawn for the big prize of a
new Nissan Micra car was held by Jim
Moore, of Jims Shoe Repairs, Maynooth
Shopping Centre. Jim proved to bea very
popular winner indeed and on behalf of
the club we wish him and his wife and
family many years of happy motoring.
Next draw is on Friday 22nd June in the
Roost All bur loyal supporters and everybody who contributed to this draw will
be happy to hear that it was a big success
and that al l proceeds goes to the development of our new pavilion at the Moyglare
Road grounds. We are most grateful for
your support. I will be writing in detail
about the U16 footballers and the U12
and U14 hurlers in the next issue of the
Newsletter.
Michael Caden P.R.O.

~,

SUPER DRAW
RESULTS

~------------------------------

"BARTON~S
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

Results of
Maynooth G.A.A. Draw

April
1st Prize:
Car or £7,000 Ticket No. 1051, Jim's
Shoe Repair Service Shopping Mall,
Maynooth.
2nd Prize:
Freezer + £200 Ticket No. 258, Mary
Cullen, Main Street, Maynooth.
3rd Prize:
Music Centre Ticket No. 915,SeanKelly,
MoygJare Road, Maynooth.

~----------

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCFIUR NAISIUNTR

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS

KILCOCK

6287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £159
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £12.50

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED
4th Prize:
£150 Ticket No. 247, Martin Connelly,
11 Carton Court, Maynooth.

ffdz:e 3tac':Y

5th Prize:
£150 Ticket No. 563, Sean Darcy,
Taghadoe, Maynooth.

\\fl]) I NJ

PHJTtXRAFHY

EIDf E llW:EY
TEL: 381420

May
1st Prize:"
£2,000 Ticket No. 127, Fintan Ruddy,
Railpark, Maynooth.
2nd Prize:
2 bikes or £400 Ticket No. 487, The
Famous Five c/o J. Fay, Maynooth.
3rd Prize:
Weekend for 2 + £100 Ticket No. 1074,
David Corcoran, 277 A Old Greenfield,
Maynooth.
4th Prize:
£150, Ticket No. 593, Anne F. Kelly,
Moyglare Road, Maynooth.
5th Prize:
£100 Voucher, Ticket No. 764, Donald
Lennon, Kilmacreddock, Leixlip.

83 KINVARA PARK . NAVAN ROAD.
DUBLIN 7

1Xl'OJPl\l'S ~

lNIT 7 M\)N.X}JH 9ilPIl'G CENIRE
PHONE NO: 6285847

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
UPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
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THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

ffi~ Vorried about. your child's foundat.ion year8?~

If so, here is the answer.

Carolines Montessori School
Established Private School, Presentation Convent Grounds, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

Ages:

2~

- 7 years.

Time: 9.)0 a ••• - 12.30 - ).OOp.m.

Enroll now for Easter, September or January, Lillited number of vacanci
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and has
r-ienced teachers of the highest qualified Montessori DiploIll4S"I:lJl,()"Jr.......,
Principal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran ; Montessori Oiploaa in Educati on,
Hoa" Address: Glsnidan Court, Enfisld, Co. Heath.

Tel: 0405·41532
for appointment or enrolment form or wrIte to the Princiool
ive your child their future foundation under expert tuition,
• f.~pre8tigious Montessori method of Education.
o' f..;..J.
Thi.s i sa School of Tuj li on, nol a playschool or c ~e c he

.J

Bruce Bettin9 .Office
BESIDE TIlE LEINSTERARMS

TEL: 6286644

Horses taken at board prices"or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

1.
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At a reception held recently at the Spa
Hotel in Lucan, Maynooth residents Ted
Gaffney and Don Foley were presented
with the Hella/ECCO Awards as Champions for the third successive year.
This marks the frrst occasion on which a
crew has won this prestigious title three
times in a row.

RALLY
CHAMPIONS
3rd TIME
VICTORIOUS

With the Bridgestone Golf Gti 1.8 for
sale atthe moment Ted has decided not to
contest the Championship next year and

will concentrate instead on building a
new car for the '91/92 season. Don
however will once again defend his

Navigators title next season and is currently having discussions with a number
of drivers with this aim in mind. He has
already agreed to contest the Circuit of
Ireland Retrospective with Terry Dooley
in an RS2000 next September as well as
the Hideout Rally and Canbog Rally
which they won last year.
Ted and Don will resume their partnership for the 1991/92 season and should
be testing the replacement for the Bridgestone Golf towards the end of next
season.

Hella - ECCO east coast championship winners; Don Foley and Ted Gaffney being presented with their awards.
Now that the season has come to a close
it is disappointing to report that we did
not frgure in any of the honours lists.
With the blooding of some of our younger
players during the season the experience
gained should stand them in good stead
for the future.

The integration of these younger players
with our more seasoned campaigners
should ensure that we regain our high
status among the top clubs once more.
The club would like to extend a hearty
homecoming to Finbar Cullen and trust

rMAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.e.
that the support given by the club to the
campaign for Justice for the Winchester
Three was of some help in strengthen ing
the case for an early release.
The club extends best wishes for the
future to player Derek Murray on the
occasion of his recent marriage to Pauline
Farrell.
Deepest sympathy is extended to Lenny
Murphy on the recent death of his father
Joe.

c;n

Some Dates for your Diary
Sunday 3rd june - Holiday Dance in
Slims. Dancing till 2.00 a.m. Admission
£3.00 Music by "Second Chance".
Remember their last visit.
Sunday 17th june - Annual General
Meeting in I.C.A. Hall, the Harbour at
11.00 a.m.
Friday 22nd june - Annual Club Dance
in County Club, Dunshaughlin. Bar
Extension. Dancing till 2.00 a.m. Music
by "Reflections".

..

..L

~

. ____
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Continued

SOCCER CLUB COMPETITION--NAME THE TEAM

The prize for the first correct entry will be two tickets to the Annual Supper Dance in the County Club, Dunshaughlin on June 22.
Entries to:
Box No. 21
c/o Newsletter
before 5 p.m. on Friday 15th June.

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER
PROJECT

MA'Y NOOTH
COMMUNITY
GAMES
Congratulations to our under 10 Draughts
Team who won gold medals in the Co.
finals. ,Great credit is due to their manager Breda Gorrnally and her son John,
who have given so much oftheir time to
training the team and also the use or their
home as a meeting and training place for
the team. As far as Community Games
are concerned those people are few and
far between. This is the first time in over
12 years in Community Games that Gold
medals were won in Draughts. The team
were Geraldine O'Gorman, Brid-Ann
O'Shea, Christopher Arthurs, Brendan
Cody-Kenny, Gearoid Higgins, Thomas
Halton and William McWeeney. Great
credit is due to this panel for their hard
work and we wish them the very best in
the Leinster Finals.

Our tennis team are unfortuantely out of
the finals after a good battle against a

very strong Naas team. The team were
Enda Lyons, Fergal Ward, Rory
McDonagh, Edward Keogh, Alison
McDonald, Caoimhe O'Sullivan, Lisa
Loughnane and Emer O'Sullivan. We'd ,
like to thank Tom O'Sullivan for all his
hard work with this team. At the time of
going to press we believe that our Hurling
and Soccer teams are also out of the
finals, but well done to all the teams and
managers for participation, as that is what
Community Games is about.

Our Variety team is still going through
their paces under the guidance of Fiona
and Ann O'Connor. They have done
trojan work with this team and we wish
them the best in the County Finals. All
our individual competitions are now over
and all winners will be printed in the next
edition of the Newsletter.
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Registration Day for the project is
Wednesday 4th July at 10.30 a.m. in the
Geraldine hall, The Harbour, and the
project commences on Monday 9th with
aipicnic in Carton. We have all our usual
outings booked with some new additions.
We have our Swimming to Monkstown,
50unders in Leixlip, trip to Bridestrearn
Farm, Bar-B-Que in Donadca, Bowling
and Trip to Marley Park, Hell Fire Club,
Night Hike, Rock Climbing, Orienteering, Pauls Dublin, Scavenger Hunt, Crafts
and Fishing so there must be something
there to suitall tastes. As you can see our
hard working committee have been very
busy for the past 4 months looking and
organising all these events. This programme docs not just happen on the day
of registration, months of work goes into
it beforehand which makes for a very
good and organised Project. A full programme of events for July will be printed
in the July edition of the Newsletter.

Mrs. Smith and family of Parson Street,
Maynooth wishes to thank all those that
sent mass cards and wreaths and all those
who sympathised with heron the death of
her mother and mass is being offered for
all their intentions.

Agnes Boyd would like to thank all those
who sympathised with her on the death of
her husband Kevin. Your Mass cards,
Wreaths, Flowers and letters of sympathy were very much appreciated. A special thank you to all those who supported
her during the later stages of Kevin's
illness and in particular to Fr. Supple for
his ever present kindness to him.

(SYMPATHY)
Mrs. G. Saults, Parson S treet o~ the death
of her brother-in-law in England.

Sympathy to Ann O'Brien, Newtown on
the death of her mother.

Sympathy to Patricia Noone on the death
of her cousin Marc Noone who meant a
lot to her.

Sympathy to Martin O'Brien on the death
of his granny.

P. Ennis
c/o Ciaran Hassett C. Eng. 99, Carton
Court, Maynooth.

PLANNING
APPLICATIONS

Change of use of first floor of premises
from domestic to office use, Main Street,
Maynooth.

Maynooth Autos Ltd., c/o Eugene
Keavney, Greenfield, Maynooth.
Redevelopment of site to include re-Iocation of pumps and canopy, new kiosk and
new shop. Greenfield, Maynooth.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS

Mrs. M. McTiernan, Lawrence Avenue,
June 24.

Happy 41st birthday to Fran Walsh, 9th
June.
Happy birthday Niamh 30th May,lots of
love Daddy, Mammy, Vivienne and
Aengus.

Liam Brilly, Cluain Aoibhinn on the death
of his mother in Donadea.
Sympathy to the relatives of Marc Noone
who died March 31 st aged 22 months.

Quinn

Wife, sons, daughters, brother, sons-inlaw, daughters-in-law, grandchildren,
great grandchild, sister-in-law, nieces,
nephews, relatives and friends of the late
Joseph (Joe) Murphy, Newtown.

Sean McTernan, Moyglare Village, 2,
June 24, best wishes from Daddy,
Mammy, Sisters, Aoife and Aileen ,
Grannies and Grandad.

Mrs. R. Burke, Parson Street on the death
of her sister in Kinnegad.

The sons and daughters of the late Nancy
Quinn, Kinnegad wish to thank most sincerely all those who sympathised with
them in their recent sad bereavement and
those who attended removal of remains,
mass and funeral and all those who sent
mass cards,letters of sympathy and floral
tributes. A sincere word of thanks to all
our neighbours whose kindness and help
will always be remembered. The holy
sacrifice of the mass will be offered for
your intentions.

J. Conway Esq., c/o McManus Archs.,
Main St, Maynooth.
Extension to existing cottage with conversion to dormer dwelling, College Land,
Maynooth.
E. Costigan, 96, Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Erection of extension to kitchen and
additional bedroom, 67, Kingsbry,
Maynooth.

CONGRATULATIONS

ThomasFarrell,Railpark7,May 16, Best
wishes from Siobhan, Grainne and Bibi.

Birthday wishes to Annie Burke, Newtown, Maynooth.

Birthday greetings to Michael John
Conneely, Pagestown, Maynooth.

Happy birthday to Peter, 10 years old on
3rd June from Mammy, Daddy, Ciaran
and Annette.
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On the birth of a baby boy to Tom and
Rose Geraghty

Congratulations to Robert McGlynn 857
Greenfield who celebrated his 21 st birthday on April 21st The party was held in
the Hitchin Post, Leixlip.

Congratulations to Miss Geraldine
McGlynn 857 Greenfield Maynooth and
Mr. Brian Browne (Donadea) who announced their engagement recently.
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GALWAY. CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BEI.T.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED
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YOUR LOCAL BLINDHAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER. VENETIAN AND VERTfCAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HA VE YOUR OLD ' ROLLER BLIND REVERSED '
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./I1icAad~ ~ 0erd~~
OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES s'r . LAURENT.
MENRAD, SAFILO, &
BENETTON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR,
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 MaiQ St., Leixlip: Also Main St .• Lucan.
PH: 6243964
PH: 6282062
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MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
SOCIETY
Members please note next sitting will be
on June 24th.

KAY'S FLORISTRY
465, S.C. Rd., Rialto, Dublin 8.
Now enrolling for their coming
short courses in all aspects
of flower;;arranging.
Bridal and Funeral Floristry
Beginners Welcome
Tel. 533649/533472
Telephone or send SAE
for free brochure.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Joe Canny Railpark
on his performance in the National
Snooker Championship. He has been
Lipped as one of the most promising prospects in the amateur game.

CLASSIFIED
ADS
FOR SALE
Electric Welder
as New
Tel. (01) 6287970
After 6 p.m.

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED
Mature woman with business
and administrative skills
requires full time or part time
work for the summer.
Contact: Box No. 155A,
Newsletter Office.

C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.

Lucan Badminton
Summer Club

Carlow Kildare Radio
Richard Farrell Local Contact

has now commenced
at CommunitlCentre, Lucan
on Monday nights
from 8.00 to 11.00.
All Welcome

Local news and items of interest for
broadcasting on above station please
phone 6286044.

Any juniors interested please contact
Ben Finlay at 6281473.
Coaching available for beginners.

Good Luck and best wishes to Thomas
and Betty Fay and children, Thomas and
Emma, who have left 14 Parson S treeL for
their new home in O'Neill Park. This
comes from all your neighbours in Parson Street

Forthcoming event details for broadcasting organisations should contact
above number.
95.9 PM Naas/North Kildare New
Wavelength for North Kildare.

Maynooth Soccer Club
Annual General MeeLng
in I.e.A. Hall
on Sunday 17th June
at 11.00 a.m.

Earn Extra Money from Home
Experience unnecessary, any age.
Excellent Earnings.
Apply sending S.A.E. LO
Jennifer Heffernan, Capadoo,
Clane, Co. Kildare.

Listen to the Winning Team C.K.R.
Window Stickers in Maynooth Newsletter Office.
Doc Martins For Sale
Size seven; 10 holed
As new £20 o.n.o.
Contact: Box. No. 155B
at Newsletter Office.

Pram Wheels wanted
suitable for making
childs go-cart
Tel. 6285962

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A JOB?
Contact: Carmel Cahir,
1, Moyglare Village, Maynooth.
Tel. 6285726 after 6 p.m.

Newsletter Poetry Competition 1990
Sponsored by Bank of Ireland, The Maynooth Bookshop and
St Patrick's College
Categories: Under 12 years of age; 12 - 1a years of age and over
1a years of age
Prizes: 1 £5 book tokens, £60, £30 and £10
Closing date: June 12th 1990
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RUBBER STAMP IT ?

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare.
Tel: 01-6286695/6286440
Fax: .01.6286440
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Official Opening of Royal Canal
In the picture Matt Kennedy Chairman R.C.A.G., Kathleen Brewster O.P.W.
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College Notes
Film Review
Community Games Results & Photos
Re-opening of Fire ·Station
Results of Poetry Competition
Street Talking
Garda Talk
Residents' Assoc. News
Political Party Notes
Summer Project Programme
Sports, Clubs and Organisations News
Community Council N.otes
More Photographs than ever!
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For all your Catering requirements

contact

Pel;ep 0'0.188

GdePIRd Go.W4.

"WOODVILLE", PAGES TOWN, MA YNOOTII, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE
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MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by

(EDITORIAL)

MAYNOOTHCO~TY

COUNCIL
EditQrial Board
McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Mary Grennell
Lorraine Lindsey

Kay

The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the N ewslefter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
Monday 23rd July 1990
at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and willgenerally carry any material submitted ot it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committee reserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Maynooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted after
the copydate will not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydate.

CARTON
UNCERTAINTY
Once again the glories of Carton House
were on display to the ordinary people of
Maynooth, during the June weekend,
courtesy of the current owners. However,
the month of June has seen a series of
rumours concerning a change of ownership.

While the Gleneagles Hotel Group had
not confirmed its intentions at the time of
going to press, it is considering the possibility of buying Carton for use as a Gleneagles Resort Hotel. This will mean that
with the exception of Castletown house,
almost all of the big houses and demesnes
in the vicinity will have been bought for
luxury, exclusive leisure complexes.
Would it not be better for the State, or the
County Council to buy the Demesne for
the enjoyment of all? Dublin County
Council has opened Malahide Castle to
the people of Dublin. How about Kildare
doing the same for Carton?

FOOTBALL CRAZY
Unfortunately, the outcome ofthe World
Cup is undecided at the time of writing.
However, Ireland's participation to date
has no doubt contributed substantially to
the gross national well being, as well as to
publicans and producers of anything in
green, white and yellow.

COMMUNITY
FESTIVAL
Further details of the Community Festival are given elsewhere. All readers are
urged to participate, in order to take their
minds off the World Cup. Look out for
the Chariot Race from the Fire Station to
the Roost on Saturday, 30th June. This
spectacle may grow to rival the St. Patrick's Day Parade.

AND FINALLY
Remember tidy towns? Well do all in
your power to help the Tidy Towns'
Committe to raise our abysmal marks out
of the gutter. Tidy up your own property,
and lend a hand with the communal clean
ups.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,

Perhaps someone! anyone! can give a
valid reason for IamrOd Eireann's change
of timetable. Certainly IamrOd Eireann
'can't.

The Maynooth train currently departing
Connolly Station at 4.20 p.m. is to be
changed to 4.10 p.m. There are to be four
new stations on the line, which will, it
seems add at least 10 minutes to the travel
time. IamrOd Eireann seem to forget the
reason for the trains being on the line in
the first place. Surely, its to bringpassengers home! The 4.20 p.m. as it stands
carries people who fmish work/school
around 4 p.m. most of whom will have
great difficulty making it to Connolly
stationfor4.lOp.m. Mr. Oliver Doyle, of
IamrOd Eireann, believes he is facilitating
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the passengers, he reminded me how
school children at school in South Dublin
use this service and they finish school at
3.20 p.m. Since this new timetable is on
trial until September, (school holiday
time), who exactly does Iamrod Eireann
expect to travel. Is it to be reduced to a
'Ghost Train'!!

Fidelma McKeogh

RIGHT TO REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given that
this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake the following: In the case of errorsoffact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer that
person or their representative the right to
reply in this magazine subject only to reasonable lengh, the laws of libel and our
right to respond to such reply_

Parents Association,
Presentation Convent,
Maynooth.
Dear Editor,
At this the end of the school year, we are
very happy with the amount of funds
raised since September 1989. Due to the
generosity of the parents we were in a

CARTON HOUSE OPEN
DAYS A BIG SUCCESS
The Carton House Open Days were an
outstanding success. Rough estimates
show that over two and a half thousand
people viewed the house over the 3 days
of the June Bank Holiday Weekend.
Credit for the smooth running of the venture must go to the Community Council
staff who spent long hours organising the
event Mrs. Bridie O'Brien once again
showed her excellent organisational ability in catering for the huge crowds who
supped tea and ate scones in the kitchen.
We are also grateful to Carton's housekeeper, Mrs. McCourt and to Mr. Michael
Barry for their generous assistance with
the arrangements. Thanks also to all
those Community Councillors who helped
on the day and to the following whose
help was available.
Sissy Dempsey, Mary Farrell, Mary
Simon, Johnny Dowling, Don Foley, Mary
Cullen, Joan Howard-Williams, Evelyn
Lane, Edward McParland, Patricia Condron, Sara McMyler, Willie Saults,Kevin
Horan, Clairr O'Connor, Eilish O'Malley,
Elaine Behan, Pat Devaney, Marie Ryan,
Diane Walsh, Maeve McCarthy, William
Boyle, Grainne & Alan, Rita Thompson,
Eoghan Kelly, Niall Kavanagh, Fiona
O'Malley, Deirdre Stynes, Richard Brady
.
and Maisie Me Myler.

position to make a worthwhile contribution to the cost of an Alarm System for the
school. This was badly needed, as there
have been a few break-ins in the past.
We were also able to provide mathematical equipment and music tapes, which
were much enjoyed in the classroom. It

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
NOTES
with something to attract everyone from 9
to 90.
This year some novel events have been
added including a Treasure Hunt, Roman
Chariot Race and Greek night in the new
lounge in the Roost, an American night
and lots more. The full programme is
included elsewhere in the Newsletter.
The Community Festival is a non profit
making event run for the benefit of the enjoyment of the community. We urge you
all to come out and support the various
events. The more participation there is
the better will be the atmosphere generated for everybody.

BOREEN
The Boreen is now gated at both ends but
the road is still in a .dreadful state with
rubbish and potholes much in evidence.
The Comm unity Council will continue to
press the County Council to clean it up
and to fill the ditches on the Blacklion
Road. It is felt that this would go some
way tow<\fds stopping the dumping of
rubbish which is a constant problem.

was unanimously agreed by the Committee to fund a Gaeltacht Scholarship for a
fifth year girl. This has been done and
Gael Linn generously agreed to fund a
second one. Our sincere thanks to all who
contributed during the year.
Rose DilIane
. P.R.O.

Planters are being put in the area and until
such time as 'the thing' is knocked, it is
planned to clean it up by painting it.
The deplorable untidiness of the town
was once again condemned. It was pointed
out that if more business people took
responsibility for cleaning areas adjacent
to their premises, the appearance of the
town could be improved. Weeds grow as
tall as 5 feet in some of the side streets
giving an unsightl y and neglected look. A
small amount of time spent clearing these
is all that is required.
The proposed 'town gang" which Kildare
County Council will provide under a
Social Employment Scheme has not yet
materialised due to a lack of workers. If
you know anyone eligible for a Social
EmploymentScheme who would like to
work at cleaning up the environment,just
contact the Community Council Office
and we'll give you details.
Details of the Shop Front Competition
will be circulated shoitIy.

TOWN COMMISSION
STATUS
A letter has been received from the Department of the Environment acknowledging our application for Town Commission Status. The decisiori rests entirely with the Minister so all we can do at
this stage is wait and see.

MAYNOOTH CASTLE
COMMUNITY
FESTIVAL
This years' Community Festival will run
for 10 days from the 27th June to 8th July.
Itpromises to be a very enjOyable festival

TIDY TOWNS
The Committee reported that the green
area opposite the church h~s been cut and
flowers planted. Work has now commencedonthe.areaaroundthetoiletblock.

BRAD~
P~'.1
•

CLOCK HOUSE MAYNOOTH CO. KILDARE
PHONE 6286225
LOUNGE BAR C.I.E. BUS STOP
'
.
FOR· BEST DR I NKS AND DEL I CJ,OUS PUB GRUB
:'- . SOUP, SANDW I CHES, COFFEE ' & MEAT PIES ALWAYS AVA I LABLE
4
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The Castle should be lit by mid July.
Unfortunately, this will be too late for the
Community Festival due to the holding
up of contracts. Kildare County Council
will also re-pave the path outside the
Castle where it has disintergrated.

..
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(GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
Maynooth & Celbridge
Ph :6 286224

OPENING HOURS:9am - 10pm

10am - 3pm

MONDAY - FRIDAY:

SUNDAY

TAKE A FRESH LOOK AT YOUR LOCAL GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
YOU WILL LIKE WHAT YOU SEE
QUALITY FRUIT AND VEG. DIRECT FROM THE MARKET PLACE FOR YOU

!

AT PRICES YOU WILL ENJOY
SPECIAL PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY
&

FLO GAS

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES
THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING WITH US
OUR AIM IS TO'PLEASE YOU
5
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MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS
COMMITTEE
NEED YOUR HELP
PLEASE CONTACT
COM MUNITY COUNCIL OFFICE

PHONE: 6285922

15th - 24th June
- Hudsons Carnival
Wed. 27th June
- Inter Estate Football 6.30 p.m.
Thurs. 28th June
- Inter Estate Football 6.30 p.m.

Fri. 29th June
-Judging of Tidy Estaterridy Shop
Front Competition (This will be
on-going throughout the
Summer).
- Inter Estate Football 6.30 p.m.
- Concert in Parish Hall 8.00 p.m.
Sat 30th June

- World Cup Quarter Finals 4 p.m.
&8p.m.
- Chariot Race 2 p.m. Leinster
AnTIs
- Greek Night in the Roost 10p.m.
Sun. 1st July
- Inter Estate Football 11.30 a.m.
- World Cup Quarter Finals 4 p.m.
&8p.m.
- Children's Disco Slims (0/15)
7.30 p.m.

COMMUNITY
FESr-rIVAL
PROGRAMME

Fri. 6th July
- Inter Estate Football Semi Finals
7p.m.
- Senior Citizensrralent
Competition Night in Caulfields
8.30 p.m. (Bar extensions in all
pubs until 1.30 a.m.)

Mon. 2nd July
- Inter Estate Football 6.30 p.m.
- Table Quiz Caulfield's 9 p.m.
Tue. 3rd July
- World Cup Semi Final 7 p.m.
- Table Quiz (U/18) Slims 9 p.m.
- Guinness Jazz Band Roost
9.30 p.m.
Wed. 4th July
- World Cup Semi Final 7 p.m.
- Traditional Night in Brady's
9 p.m.
Irish Dancers (Square) 9 p.m.
- American Night Caulfield's
9 p.m.
Thurs. 5th July
- Inter Estate Football 6.30 p.m.
- Battle of the Bands Geraldine
Hall 7.30 p.m.
- St. Mary's Brass ~md Reed Band,
The Square, 8.30 p.m.
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Sat. 7th July
- Fire Fighting Display 6 p.m.
(Harbour)
- Treasure Hunt 7 p.m.

Sun. 8th July
- St. Mary's Brass & Reed Band
2.45 p.m. Square to Harbour
Field.
- Childrens Fancy Dress
- Bonny Baby Competition
- Inter Estate Finals 3.30 p.m.
- Tae Kwon Do Display 4 p.m.
- World Cup Final 7 p.m. Rome
Impromptu sing a long in all pubs
9 p.m.
Bar extensions in all pubs until
1.30 a.m.

CELBRIDGE CAR "SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN •

TOYOTA •
1984
1985
1985
1985
1986
1981
1983

-

MITSUBISHI

MAZDA 323
IVI
TOYOTA STARLET TOYOTA COROLLA DATSUN CHARADE TOYOTA COROLLA FORD FIESTA
FORD FIESTA

DX
DX
DX
DX

IVI
IVI
IVI
IVI

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agents for International Vehicle Imports, an importer and

distributor of quality second hand cars from Japan. The recen
name for these cars has become "newsed" cars because of the
I
very high quality of their condition and the very low mileage.
~

FULLY GUARANTEED

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE. SIX MONTHS PARTS· AND LABOUR
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd offer a fully comprehensive car and van valeting service

* TRADE-INS WELCOME *
Sales Open 9.00am - 7.00pm - Monday to Saturday

CONTACT: PAUL AT 288547

SMALLWOOD MOTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE. CO. KILDARE.
TEl: (01 )288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARSAND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

*

+
CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.

Suppliers of Quality Used Cars

CONTACT: PAUL ON
7

288547

*

John Kenny, Centre Manager is over the
coming months offering special rates for
Aerobic classes. These classes take place
throughout July and August, Mon. - Fri. 8
- 9 p.m. and the Instructor is Maynooth's
Grainne Farrelly. The rates. are very reasonable, £1.00 for Members and £1.50 for
Non-Members. Price includes a Sauna.
Very good value you will agree.
Also throughoutJuly the Summer Sports
Camp will be in operation. See Advertisement for details.

LEIXLIP
AMENITIES
GROUP
Summer Badminton Nights take place
here at the Centre throughout July. On
Monday Nights 2nd, 9th, 16th, 23rd and
30th July play will be from 9 p.m. - 11
p.m. All are welcome.

Every one is welcome on Wednesday
Nights 4th, 11th, 25th and 31st July the
ever popular Open American Tournaments. A good nights activity for all.
As the Summer draws near the Holiday
season draws closer so why not try our
fabulous Turbo Sunbed. With excellent
Value. The price is £16.00 for Members
and £18.00 for Non-Members. Most days
now are very busy so book your course
now.

(GO GLIDING)-Dublin Gliding Club is based not far away
in Co. Kildare, flying out of Gowran
Grange airfield near Punchestown. During late July and early August there will
be a number of short courses for beginners. Each course offers an intensive
introduction to gliding - eight instructional flights, and some basics of goundhandling, aero-dynamics and airmanship.
Kildare and Wicklow are magnificent
from the air, although once you start learn-

ing to fly there isn't always much leisure
for looking at the scenery!
Dates: July 16 - 20, July 23 - 27,

August 6 - 10, August 13 - 17
Fee: £175 (Students £135)
During the year the Club operates on
Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays,
and new members are always welcome.
For further details about courses or
membership,ring285464,or0503 - 21612

WINCHESTER
THREE
SUPPORT
GROUP
On a recent Friday night in "Slims" the
above group held a welcme home party
for Finbar, Martina, John, and their families.

Friends and neighbours who attended
brought the numbers at 200. We would
like to thank all who helped to make the
night a geat success and our sponsors who
provided generous spots, including Leinster Arms, Roost, Caulfield's, Brady's,
Country Shop Restaurant, Maynooth F.C.,
Top of the Crop, Sean's Newsagents. With
the release of the three our campaign is
now over and our group will now be
known as the Maynooth Branch of the
MiscarriageofJ ustice group co-ordinating
with the main group in Dublin and campaigning for the release of the Birmingham Six and others held in British jails.

Leeann Hughes, Ann Marie Burke, Shirley
Dowling.
"
The above held a jumble and cake sale on
11th May and raised £112.64 for Cancer
Research in Crumlin Hospital. The cheque
was presented to Frank Byrile, Secretary
of Research Programme. Well done girls
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Our meetings are held rhonthly in
Maynooth and all are welcome. '

H. Dunne, Hon. Sec.,
Clonfert, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6310

Leixl ip Amenities

624- 3050

ARTS & CRAFTS
BADMINTON
BASKETBALL
BOARD GAMES

ROUNDERS
SHORT-TENNIS
SKI-.-I-LES
SOCCER
SPORTS DAY
STORY TELLING

NEW INDOOR BOWLS
BUSHIDO KARATE
CHILDRENS MINI-GAMES

SUBBUTEO
SWIMMING
SWINGBALL
TABLE-TENNIS
UOLLEYBALL

FANCyDRESS
HOCKEY
MINI-SPORTS
NATURE WALKS
PICNIC BARBECUE

• • • AND MORE!

The Summer Sports Camp is for children aged 4 to 13 years, and is split into
three groups: (a) 4-7 years, (b) 8-11 years, and (c) 11 and over.
.
Number of participants is of limited number for safety reasons. So book early to
ensure your childrens' place! Fees:
FEE ·

PER CHILD

2 CHILDREN

Amenity Member
£18.00
£34.00
Non-member
£20.00
£38.00
Booking forms available at the Centre

3 CHILDREN

4

£50.00
£56.00

£64.00
£72.00

CHILDREN

Special Note: Summer Camp mini-bus available in Leixlip
area for transportation to campers. Fee: Amenity Member,
£2.00 per child, Non-members £2.50. Charges are per week.
9
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By now all the exam tension will be over
and students can settle down to enjoying
the rest of the summer holidays and hope
for the best until mid August which will
hopefully see the Leaving Cert results
published on time.

The Academic year '89{90 was a good
year for the school. Right throughout the
year successes were recorded over many
different areas. Again this year a highly
successful Debs dance was organised in
the Keadeen and was attended by 450 students, parents, teachers and friends. This
was quickly followed by our 1st year
Mass and the 5th year tour to Germany.
The 2nd years very much enjoyed their
trip to Wales while the fIrst Years had a
three day adventure trip to Lough Dan in
Wicklow. In between several trips were
organised for the Theatre, Ice-skating and
Bowling.

Post-Leaving
Certificate Courses

POST
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
The Retreat for senior students together
with Awareness week and the 24 hour fast
highlighted the serious aspect of growing
up and the social problems which exist in
our neighbourhood and country.
On the sport front the school had a very
distinguished year. The senior Football
Championships together with the 7-ASide tournament under 16, under 14 and
1st yearChampsionships were all won by
the Post Primary School and to crown a
very fme year John O'Reilly, 2nd year
student won the All Ireland Colleges Junior 800m title in Belfield.
Scholarsips in Irish were won by Cian
McGinley 1st year, Alison Barry 2nd year
and Aidan Clynce 5th year. These will
spend 3 weeks in the Connemara Gael-

LUCAN
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Repeat Leaving Certificate
Course

Bi-Lingual Secretarial Studies
Imparting the skills required of a modem
personal secretary.

Reception and Secretarial
Studies
Preparing students for a career in the area
of reception and general office skills.

Specially designed to enable students who
have completed the Leaving Certificate
to achieve the higher grades they require
for entry to University, or other Third
Level, courses or to comparable professional training.

Computer and Business Studies

past and present together past pupils are
invited to join in our Bond Scheme for a
contribution of £100 by way of instalments or a single contribution a great deal
can be done fot the students. Anybody
interested should contact the school now
and inquire how you can help.

All Courses are of One Year duration
commencing September 1990
and concluding June 1991
Enrolment Now Open

For Further Information Contact:
The Principal,
Lucan Community College,
Esker, Lucan, Co. Dublin
Telephone: 6282077

Repeat Leaving Certificate with
Nursing
In addition to helping students improve, it
also prepares them for entry to Nursing
and related occupations.

Repeat Leaving Certificate with
Communications
Providing students with a thorough
grounding in the area of computer and
offIce skills.

tacht while 24 other students travel to the
Kerry Gaeltacht. As a result of the gener0sity of the parents it was possible to
include another student in the party who
otherwise would -not have been able to
travel.
Finally as a result of contributions to our
Bond Sche~e two tennis courts will be
laid during the summer and will be available from September. This will add to the
facilities available to our students and
will also be available for the community
when a Tennis club is established. This is
just a simple demonstration of what can
be done with co-operation among many.
There is still more to be done and parents

In addition to helping students improve
their Leaving CertifIcate grades the course
also introduces students to journalism,
creative writing and drama.
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Our Post Leaving CertifIcate Courses at
Lucan Community College ar aimed at .
preparing. students for a wide range of
Secretarial, Business, and Computer posts
in Ireland and Europe as well as enabling
students who have completed their Leaving CertifIcate obtain higher grades they
require for entry into University or other
Third Level courses.

IIIIIL IIIII
New and Secondhand School Books
available from Hour
LOCAL BOOKSHOP
For Primary and SecondarH schools in
Maynootll ,Kilcock and Celbridge

Save yourself Time and
Money
Or der NOW
For a better choice of secondhand
School Books in good condition
'Leave in your Booklist now and collect at
•
.--__.__. .__~ _ . ______________.___ __'_yDur-----~oll17eIll~n~e
_. _. . . .
._ _ . _____. _. _
New School Books always in stock

lrIHIIE

~~~)f~@@lrIHI

~CQ)@TI{$IHI@~

lrIHIIE $@UJ~lRtm~ M~)f~@@lrlH]
~IHI~ , lID~~cIDT@~
Secondhand,' School Books now wanted for
CASH
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The official opening on the 27th May was
the culmination of six very intensive
months for our group. In April we cohosted the Spring Fair with the Boys
School Management Group, and a week
later the Royal Canal Jamboree with the
Lions Club at North Kildare.
The Spring Fair turned outto be one of the
most successful events we have run, and
indeed we are under pressure by the
commercial interests in the area to run it
again next year which proves it's not just
for fund raising but fulfills a need in
Maynooth. The photograph of Susan
Buckley, our Canal Queen talking to
Leixlip Steel Fabrication is a good example of what its all about
The Jamboree took over six months to set
upand again showed what can be achieved
with hard work and determination. The
Jamboree and Boat Regatta on the 28th
brought home to us the potential of com-

ROYAL
CANAL
AMENITY
GROUP
bining both over a weekend with say,
Leixlip, Maynooth, Kilcock and Enfield.
The attraction to people living in the area
would be tremendous and hopefully would
bring visitors and possible spin-off enterprises to the town involved. We are at
present looking into this idea.
Our opening of Maynooth Harbour on the
27th May and the opening of the Canal
from B lanchardstown to Mullingar on the
28th was a huge success and far exceeded
our expectations for the large crowds and
great atmosphere created by the boats,
bands and magician.
I don't think much more can be said but to
thank everyone who helped us on the

Saturday, Sunday and Monday and in
particular the businesses who sponsored
our costs for the two days.
Tne Regatta ended up in Mullingar after
an eventful week, where the 'boat people'
were dined and entertained along the way.
The work continues and we are working
at Carton Harbour at the moment and
hope to do something with the island in
Maynooth harbour later this year.
Now that the harbour and slipwiy are
open anyone can use it to launch a boat.
Arrangements will be made to leave the
key locally, but in the mean time the key
(to the harbour gate) is available from Phil
McDermott or myself at 6286463.
Our next fund raising event is the flag day
on the last weekend in July and we will be
making an all out effort to make it a
success, we hope you will support us willingly.

Scenic view at Maynooth Harbour on Opening Day
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R.C.A.G. Queen, Paula Buckley at Trade Fair Exhibition
Stan Kennelly having a well earned rest at Maynooth Trade Fair

Lowerng oro.p.w. Boat at the Slipway, Maynooth Harbour
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OLD PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE
MAYNOOTH.
- Tobaccon is t

-

Nevsagen l -

THE OUTING
The outing took place on June 2nd. Our
fIrst step was the new shopping centre in
Navan. We then drove through the beautiful Boyne Valley and had a brief stop at
Balbriggan before reaching the Pier House
Hotel in Skerries. There we were served
with an excellent meal and were entertained by Josie and Vinney Mulready and
Paddy Bermingham who played the accordian. We would like to thank Mr.
Barton for providing the coaches and
drivers for their patience and kindness;
the proprietors and staff of the hotel for
the beautiful meal and for caring for us so
well; the entertainers and everyone else
who helped to make it such an enjoyable
day.

CLOSING. TIMES
lQPM. (THURS-FRIVAY)
llPf.f. (SAT-WED)

.........- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .-------

MURPHY BROS
045/97397

U N DE RT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE: 6286366

CELEBRATORY MASS
The old people were represented in the
offeratory procession of the 150th anniversary Mass by Mrs. Daly and Mr. J.
Tracey accompanied by the Chairperson
Mrs. I. Delaney.

~.-------------------------------------------.......

--~

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

OPENING HOURS 7 A.M. - 9.30 P.M. (MON -FRJ)
8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)

MORNING SESSIONS
The morning sessions fInished at the end
of June. They will start again, after the
summer break on Tuesday, 11 th September and Thursday, 13th September. All
the elderly of Maynooth are welcome to
these sessions which are held from 10.30
a.m. - 12.30 p.m. in the I.C.A. Hall. On
Tuesday we have cards and crafts and
chat and on Thursday's we have a bingo
session.

The next monthly meeting of the committee will be at 8 p.m. on September 4th in
the Health Centre. We would be delighted to welcome new members.
Finally, we hope everyone will have a
happy summer. We send our best wishes
to those going to Kerdiffstown (August
19th - 25th) and look forward to seeing all
our members in the Autumn.

24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE FILM
SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
AlffHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.
PHONE:
/

6285813

CARLTON CLEANERS . ~. \

*
*

* CURTAIN CARE *
* LEATHER &EVENING WEAR *
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE *

REPAIRS AND LAUNDRY SERVICE *
* SHIRT &LAUNDRY SERVICE *
SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY
OPEN 6 DAYS
MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
PH: 6285511

P.R.O.
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BAND
BULLETIN
The two main events last month were the
150th .Anniversary Mass in St Mary's
Church and our trip to Thurles to the
annual Feile na nGael G.A.A. F~tival.
The Anniversary Mass was a very special
occasion, a once in a lifetime event for
many of our members. The weather was
for once kind to us as we played appropriate music outside the Church before the
Mass. The Archbishop Dr. Connell
seemed agreeably surprised to fmd a Band
to meet him on his arrival, and chatted
easily to the Band-master and some of the
members. It was also a pleasure to hear
him mention how well our uniforms
looked.
Inside the Church the Band were again
well represented both in the Offeratory
Procession and at the consecration where
Kevin Boyd rose splendidly to the occasion with a note-perfect ·and musically
brilliant salute. The evening was completed with a short recital outside the
Parish Hall to welcome the parishioners
to the refreshments laid on by the Parish.
It was good to see Fr. O'Higgins, one of
our former Parish Priests, celebrating
Mass. He made a sizeable contribution to
our instrument fund in 1970 when he
cycled to Armagh and back raising
£750.00 in the process. Needless to say
that was quite a sizeable amount 20 years
ago. Fr. O'Higgins is an Honorary Life
Member of St. Mary's Band.
At the time of writing, the trip to Thurles
has not yet happened, but we hope it will
live up to previous Feile na nGael Festivals which we have attended. The 'crack
is mighty' with young hurlers from all
over Ireland coming together in competition preceded by a special Mass and a
most colourful parade with each group of
counties I>eing led by Bands - also from
all over the Country. This will be the first
Feile na NGael for our younger members
and no doubt they will be on the ball and
will have a ball if you pardon the dreadful
pun.
We will be looking forward to our Summer break next month, but we hope to
have news on the forthcoming classes for
new members in the next Newsletter.
See you then.

J. IWRY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
PH: 6286304
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS - GIFT WARE
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
6AM - 10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDSSUN
·7AM-8.30PM
TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

*

,._ Jim's Shoe Repairs ~
Maynooth Shopping ~entre
~
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Shoes stretched. Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car PiNk Entrance.
--_.

~-

-

Leixlip Clea~ing Service ~
TONY MENTON & SONS
38 Cedar Park. Tel. 6244857

-1.;.;
,~
q~~ -"c't!ltlt

Q

•
•
•
•

~I)t~:;

W

Painting & De=orating.
Interior & Exterior
Professional Wallpaperinge
~
Chimney Cleaning at its best·
.d~....,.-. Brushes Vacuum & Screen e
"
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ~
You have tried the rest nov use the best
You will find uS . in the green paRes & Golden pages

~

VISUAL IMAGE PHOTOGRAPHY

~~~~~_P_H_O_T_OG_R_A_P_HY_;_S_O_C_'A_L_;C_O_M_M_E_R_C'_A_L;_W_E_D_D_'N_G_S_
; _v_'
D_EO_._
~

•

102 Moyg l are Village, Maynoolh , Co . K ildare, Ireland .
Phone (01) 286488.

• COllllllunion and family Portraits
• Photography by award winning professional photographer
HR GERALIJ P MAC CANN DFA(II) HIPPA HIPF.

• Wedding photography a speciality, See our large range of beautiful
photographs ami albums,
Member 01 the irish Prol.IS}onal Photographer,' A,sodaUon. Member at the WOf!d CouncH of Proletslonal Photographers .
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BOYS'
NATIONAL
SCHOOL
NOTES

Dr. LindaMFinley
Chiropractor
",VIr,

70 Drimnagh Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12.

'l7 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co.Kildare.
Tel: (01) 6285962

Tel: (01) 559973

ALL HOURS BY APPOIN1MENT ONLY

Maynooth Under 13
School Team

Tues - 10 - 1 / 4 - 7.30
Sat:
9.30 - 12.30

Mon

& Thurs:

10.15 - 12.30
4 - 7.30

The under 13 Footballers had a great
victory in the replay of ther final in
Newbridge, defeating Kildare Town by 3
-7 to 3 - O.

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors

The manager and players would like to
thank parents, school and GAA club for
all their assistance and support throughout our successful campaign.

MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH
BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP

CEYEHEA~
TRAVELLER'S JOY
Eye Hear that the Maynooth Travellers'
Committee has benefitted to the tune of
some 150 pounds from Editorial Board
member, Kay Mac Keogh's participation
in the Evening Press Mini-Marathon.
Some would say she should leave her
chair more often! Sincere thanks are
expressed to all who supported, and it's
not too late to offer more support

THIRTY YEARS
INMAYNOOTH

Declan 0' Connor LL.M
Solicitor
35,

GREENFIELD DRIVE, MAYNOOTH.
PHONE:

*

*
*
*

ALL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS.
ACCIDENTS CLAIMS AND COURT WORK.
DRAFTING WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.
NO CHARGE FOR FIRST CONSULTATION.

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR AI.I.-<X::f.AS(ONS

All clients calling into Jimmy McCormack's pharmacy in the month of July are
reminded to wish him a happy thirtieth
anniversary. Yes, its thirty years since big
Jim rode into town, and set up the pharmacyon the Main Street Best wishes for
many more years.

6286043

Home Nursing
DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

REASONABLE RATES
33.lAURfNC! AV!NUE.
MA YNOOIH,
I(llDAR!

CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N

co

62861]2
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PHONR (01)6286686

I.e.A. NOTES
MAYNOOTH
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES
The A.G .M. was held on Thursday 7th
and Madam President, Madeline Stynes
welcome everyone. It was great to see the
return of many familiar faces and, as always, new members were made welcome.
Sympathy was extended to Rosemary
Hanley on the death of her mother-in-law
and to Mrs. McHale on the death of her
husband.
The June competition 'soda bread' was
won by Mary Doyle 2nd place went to
Rosemary Hanley and 3rd to Betty Farrell.

The July competition is a 'tea brack'.
Congratulations to Geraldine Tracy on
being placed 3rd in the National Finals of
the Inter-Federation hand smocking
competition.

Mary Doyle won the overall prize for the
monthly competitions, well done Mary,
Betty Farrell came second and Mary Flynn
third.
Thanks to all those who helped to make
the Old Folks party a success, a special
thanks to the Community Games Variety
Group, Paul kelly and the Maher dancers,
and to all those who baked and helped n
other ways.
All activities continue with handcrafts on
Mondays at 8 p.m., Badminton on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11 - 12.30.
The July meeting will take place on Thursday the 5th in ,the I.C.A. Hall, the Harbour.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the Newsletter for publishing the
I.C.A. notes every month without fail
over the past year.
The Annual Flower Show will be held on
14th July. All entries to be brought to the
Post Primary School on Friday 13th.
Opening to the public from 2 p.m. on
Saturday. All welcome.

Geraldine Tracy
P.R.O.

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

---

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCliUR NAISIUNTIi

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS

KILCOCK

6287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £159
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £12.50
ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED

,~~ Hugh Durham r:P-~

tJ Photography
64 The Grove, CeIbridge.
Tel 271834

(:0.

~~

Kildare.

FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION HIRE A PROFESSIONAL
HUGH DURHAM PHOTOGRAPHY
CEUBRIDGE

£?i3i1ty

271834

../I{ulheJl'1t

B. COMMa A.C.A.
J.W. MULHERN & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KfNGSCOURT

PHONE: 01 6286751
(045) 66535

NAAS.

co.

FAX NO:

KILDARE
(045) 66535

(045) 66521

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS
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LYRE EN
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION

Things are moving along at a nice pace at
the moment with both Committee and
Open Meetings being held on a regular
basis, so that all residents can be made
aware of development and more importantly, to make the Committee aware of
their own particular problems and views.
Speakng of residents, we notice that there
are still some who have not yet "Thrown
in their lot" with the association. We
would like to impress upon them that the
Residents' Association works for the
benefit of ALL members and it is our wish
that EVERY HOUSEHOLDER in the
area should attend the open meetings, the

dates of which are circulated to every
house in the area by our very efficient
Secretary, Patricia Begley. Don't forget your problems are also our problems.
The Neighbourhood Watch Scheme is
making steady progress and by the time
these notes appear a further meeting will,
have been held. The appropriate and
distinctive blue and white signs are being
organised and should be erected shortly in
the various areas. In order to defray the

. Subscriptious: The collection of the annual subscription of £10.00 is progressing. A number of residents have said that
they will drop it in to their local committee member. If you are one of these
people, please put it in an envelope with
your name on it and drop it into their
house TODAY.

GREENFIELD
ESTATE
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION

Estate Name: We hope to get an Estate
Name Maker of some sort within the next
year. The Committee are checking out
what is available and what is the best
value.
Planning Permission: There was some
concern that planning permission for light
industrial development had been either
sought or granted for the field bordering
Greenfield Drive. Thankfully this is untrue. That area is still zoned only for
agriculture. The County Council have
been requested to notify the Association
of any planning permissions submitted
for the area. The area Five Year Plan is
due out soon and may be inspected in the
Library - further news when available.

Laurence Avenue: Mr. Michael Quinn,
13 Laurence A venue has been co-opted
on to the Committee to represent Lawrence Avenue. The Committee are delighted to welcome his arrival. Michael
wishes to remind all the residents that the
mower is available at his house whenever
it is required.
Ladders: The ladders will, in future, be
available only from Mary Farrell, 11,
GreenfieldDrive, with adepositof£IO:00
which will be refunded on the return of
the ladder to het house. There will be a
nominal charge per day. The ladders are
NOT to be passed on to another resident
under any circumstances, as the borrower
is held responsible for the ladder until it

FRAUD
With the holiday season upon us, and
large amounts of money in circulation,
perhaps it is timely to consider how we
can prevent this particular type of crime.
If you are a business person then read on.
If you, like myself hold a cheque book, or
credit cards, then this advice applies to
you also.
1. Do not keep your cheque book/card
together - if lost, report at once to your

bank.
2. Cross all cheques written.
.
3. Be cautious of strangers who are name
droppers e.g. Fr. O'Brien theP.P. said you

GARDA
TALK
would change the cheque for me.
4. Be suspicious of customers who are
indignant at requests for identification.
5. Be wary of cheques drawn on a bank
outside this country. Should it turn out to
be a dud, there is no easy remedy.
6. Be aware ofJ uvenilescashing cheques,
they are not legally liable for their debts.
7. Do not accept a cheque which shows
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costs of the signs and other sundry expenses, we are organising a draw to be
held in Caulfield's Lounge at 10.30 p.m.
on Friday 27th July. Patricia Begley will
distribute the tickets to the residents during the next week or two and we hope we
can count on your full support. At this
point we might remind those who have
not paid in their subscription that they can
be handed in to Patricia Begley if possible
before the end oOuly.
We look forward to meeting all our Residents at our next open meeting which will
be held in Caulfield's on Monday the 16th
July, at 8.30 p.m.

is returned to Mary and their name removed from the Loan Diary.
ACRA: ACRA is trying to organise a
joint insurance policy for Residents Associations for their equipment. If this gets
off the ground next year, your Association hopes to take part in it.
Football: The Inter-Estate Football is
coming up shortly so have a quick listen
to Jack Charlton and get out and show
what you can do for your estate. Anyone
willing to participate get your name on the
list. If you are not needed on the field, do
come along and cheer them on. It is great
fun and fabulous social event
Kildare Co. Co.: We have not had definite word from KCC re their intentions for
Straffan Way. This is being followed up
again.
Students: The problems with students
will for the most part be resolved at least
temporarily with the most of the College
students gone home for holidays. However, some residents are having ongoing
problems and while we sympathise, there
seems little we can do to alleviate the
situation.
signs of change ... have the issuer write
a fresh cheque.
8. Keep in mind that in accepting a
cheque which is post-dated or cheques
over a month old - you are taking achance.
9. Don't let the client hurry you in accepting the cheque, take all the time you need,
and get answers to all your questions.
10. Be aware of cheques presented over
bank-holiday w/end, or other busy times.
11. Stop and think if somebody asks to
caSh 'a cheque for a sum larger than what
is required to cover the transaction.
12. Haveemployees initial cheques cashed
by them, and lodge all cheques promptly.

- -----

CELBRIDGE BUILDING

SUPPLIES~F~

& SERVI CES
38, MAYNOOTH RD,
CELBRIDGE,
PH: 6288841

-~
l I~
I-

--,------S-U-MM-E-R-S-PE-C-IA-L-S---- ~ I

~~--

J

~

PATIO PAVING FROM 99p
24" BALUSTRADO ONLY £5.75 EACH
GARDEN PICNIC BENCHES £85 EACH SCREEN . BLOCKS ONLY 99p EACH
WE DELIVER CONCRETE BLOCKS, GRAVEL SAND CEMENT, WALL eAPPINGS.
TIMBER ETC.
C.O.D. SERVICE.
HIRE SERVICES
WE HIRE OUT CONCRETE MIXERS AND SCAFFOLDING

BUILDING SERVICES
QUOTATION OF BUILDING EXTENSIONS, GARDEN WALLS, SHEDS, ETC . i
HITCHIN' POST
Leixlip
TEL: 01 6244704/6245587
Friday 29th June star studded charity concert with Fiddlers Green
and special guest Derek Davis.
Tickets available at door.
Shadows Night Club every Sat Night with live bands followed by disco.
Dancing 9.30 - 2 am.
Sat June 30th - Off The Record
" July 7th - Linda Martin
" July 14th - p~pa Hoba
" July 21st - Route 101
" July 28th - Paul Duffy
Music in our Arklow Lounge Every Fri, Sat, Sun Night. No cover charge.
Come and join us for a meal in our new Carvery and refurbished Lounge.
Open daily 12.30 - 3 pm.
Sundays 12.30 - 4.30 pm.
Come and see the World Cup finals live on our big screen.
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The recent (29th May) reopening of the
Maynooth Fire Station, following a comprehensive facelift, was marked by an
impressive ceremony and drill display by
nine Fire Officers. Since it was founded
by John Creed 40 years ago, the Fire
Station has undergone an amazing structural metamorphasis from a dingy rat
inhabited bam into an ultra modem
buildng. It now serves a catchment area
of35,000 and has three fire engines one of
which is specifically equipped to deal
with the taller buildings of St. Patrick's
College (and bought as a bargain in
Newcastle). Surprisingly quite a lot of the
duties of this very busy station involve
road accidents. Howeverrelief is in sight
as a new Sectoral Control System based in
Newbridge will come into operation this
month to deal with all emergency activity
alerts within the Kildare County Council

RE-OPENING
OF FIRE
STATION

ambit. Despite the arduous nature of this
voluntary profession the number of applicants for the Fire-Officer position has
increased dramatically in recent years.

The current Officers are: Station OfficerMike O'Riordan, Sub Officer - Lenny
Murphy, Driving Mechanic - Tony
Mooney, Driver - Joe O'Rourke, Fireman
- Paddy Nolan, Fireman - Brendan Kelly,
Noel Dempsey, Philip Doyle, Oliver
Bright.

Prior to the lavish reception, the station
was blessed by Father Supple and Rector
Gavin Williamson who extended a tribute
to the recently deceased Cardinal 0 Fiaich
who was to have officiated at this opening. This was formally performed in
apique style by the Chairman of K.C.c.,
John Carrick, aided by a hydraulic cutter.

The ensuing drill display highlighted
graphically the efficiency and professionalism of the Fire-officers who perform an
uneviable task away from the limelight.
This Fire Station is a fitting tribute to their
altruistic work.

.

-

OFFICIAL OPENING OF MAYNOOTH FIRE STATION
On Parade
Under Umbrella, Michael Fitzsimons - County Fire Chief
At Back - Paddy Nolan, Noel Dempsey
John Carrick - Chairman Kildare County Council
Row 2nd from back - Tony Mooney, Ollie Bright
Parade Leader - Michael O'Riordan, Maynooth Fire Chief
Row 3rd from back - Joe O'Rourke, Philip Doyle
Front row - Brendan Kelly, Lenny Murphy
Officer
in
charge - Michael O'Riordan, Fire Chief Maynooth
On Parade L - R Paddy Nolan, Tony Mooney, Joe O'Rourke
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MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town Mall, Maynooth, County Kildare
Telephone 01 • 286888

ALL TYPES OF
CURTAINS, RAILS, BLINDS
SUPPLIED Be FITT ED
ESTIMATES FREE
Opening Hours :
CLOSED MONDAY

WED: 10am - 1pm

TUES: 10am - 5.30pm

THURS/FRI/SAT: . 10am - 5.30pm

JK

DECORATION

LTD.

PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTRACTORS

INTERIOR - EXTERIOR

COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC
PLUS ALL GENERAL HOME MAINT AI NANCE

WORK UNDERTAKEN
FREE ESTIMATES

PlIONE:-

6286261
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Over 18:
1st Richard Hayes, Naas.
2nd Brigid Saults, Parson St.

RESULTS OF
POETRY
COMPETITION

12 -18 yrs:
1. Belinda Byrne, Barrackstown Stud,
Maynooth.

2. Ronan Nulty ,357, Castletown,Leixlip.
3. Clare Devaney, 19, Greenfield Drive,
Maynooth.

Under 12 yrs
1. Mark Grassick, Cormickstown,
Maynooth.
2. Alan Folan, Rochfield, CelbridgeRoad,
Maynooth.
3. Ronan McGinley, 50, Greenfield Drive,
Maynooth.

THE MEN FROM
THE MOUNTAINS

RETIREMENT

THE FAMINE

It all began when six lugs
of sheep men down from the mountains
for the week-end, thinking
they were big, picked a fight
with the barman of the County Hotel.

He loosed his shotgun at the crowd
of them and sent them out into the street
howling blue murder to the four comers
of the town.
Finding the door of the Lounge-Bar
locked
they wandered the streets looking for
trouble
and granted they found it
with the local lads who never sit easy
and take any chance they get
for a shot of excitement.
The noise they raised that night was
something dreadful
and at the end the Sergeant was called
out of his bed to deal with the unruly
mob
and pack them back out of the town.

At the far end of town the daughter
of the barman of the County Hotel
cried herself to sleep for the fourth
time that week. Again her father came
to her, singing his song
under the sheets, while the town was
busy
fighting the men from the mountains.

She dreams of the mountains
and the humble smiles of the shepherds.
Richard Hayes.

When we come to the age of retirement
'Tis the end of an era we feel,
The years seem to roll in upon us
And a sadness o'er life seems to steal.

I, the landlord feeding,
And the peasants needing,
Wishing to be me,
They will never be.

We may feel we have passed into history,
Yet we know that life still goes on,
Let us make up our minds and let's face it,
A new era has just! come along.
Many friends we have made in our life
time,
Of joys and of sorrows we've seen.
We've enjoyed every moment we've lived
in
This beautiful isle of green.
We still have our beautiful country
Our families' and friends ever dear.
We can still help others a little
Every day with a word of good cheer.
We can enjoy the beauties of nature The birds, every flower, every tree,
The programmes on the TV stations,
And how we enjoy Live at Three!
To relax with a book in the evening
To me is a joy and delight.
I humbly thank God most sincerely
For His wonderful gift of sight.
I have enjoyed my years of employment,
Each duty a joy to fulfill.
Those years will live in my memory,
Through the years I will cherish them
still.
Now I enjoy my retirement
And as the shades oflife's eventide fall
I recognize through the path-ways I've
trodden
God's wonderful plan for all.

Brigid Saults, Mrs.
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People dropping off like flies,
Not a tear will form in my eyes,
Not a scrap of food is sent,
Until they can pay the rent.

Their clothes are raggy,
Their stomachs baggy,
The clothes are dirty,
On that brat Bertie.

Bertie searches down the drains,
And upon the old com trains,
For just a single coin or two,
To feed his poor sick cow called Moo.

Moo is sick with hunger,
I threaten to bung her,
In among the bodies,
Lying in the pits and holes.

The holes and pits,
Are full of its,
Its being nobodies,
And nobodies being nothing.

Belinda Byrne

VICTIM OF A MINOR INCIDENT

Ever get a shoesize or some knuckle hairs
shown to you?
Did I?

It's notthestring but the bomb that powers
through,
Who say why?

When it happens, when reasons enough,
incline to relax,
Like as a mouse, no, not without facts.

You say be red,
You say be white,
Be' pink is said,
Try it, supposedly right, I say how would
you know!

GROWING UP

THE SNOW

Silently a grey cloud crept in
Like a bomber moving in on its victim
Its hold opened and dropped the white
bombs
Down, down and still down
Causing great white explosions on the
world below.
The darkness of night became
the brightness of day.
Stiff, screaming shouts
boys awoke to the whiteness of heaven
crunching, crisp snow clung to people.
Mist flew in covering the city once more
Whistling people with smoking breath
huddled up closer
Now frost gripped its victims which hurried to escape
Somewhere in the city a siren rang out
A car lay smashed against a wall
The snow
A friend an enemy.
Mark C. Grassick

When I was one, I had just begun,
When I was two, I was able to chew,
When I was three, I was still a bit wee,
When I was four, I could open a door,
When I was five, school arrived,
When I was six, I learnt new tricks,
When I was seven, I wanted to be eleven,
When I was eight, I was able to skate,
When I was nine, I played football all the
time,
And now that I'm ten, I've taken to the pen.
Ronan McGinley

THE SEA
The sea's a mighty beast,
That circles I;ound our world,
It carries boats and ships,
Or drags them to its lair.

In your mind black is traced,
But yellow is your face.

But punch hard your wall,
And wish bad and tall,
Enjoy your tongue's outrage
Then wash your mouth,
And know that if time swings the same
arm,
To them, with red lungs can you shout!

THINGS I SEE IN
THE DARK
A two headed dog with lots of teeth,
An awful warlod eating·Uncle Pete,
A Goblin having tea under my bed,
Ugly spiders crawling on my head.

It's long, cold, foam-flecked tongue,
Laps at rock and sand,
And penetrates the sheltered coves,
Where screaming children wait.

When the beast is in a rage,
It smashes piers and dykes,
Then swallows chunks of earth,
And grinds the huddled rocks.

Alan Folan.

Ronan Nulty

F EST I V A L T REA SUR E HUN T
(for bicycles, motorbikes and cars)
PRIZES FOR WINNERS
STARTING POINT: TOWN CENTRE MALL CAR PARK AT 7pm
ON SATURDAY JULY 7th.
For further information Phone-285922
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Clare Devaney

POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
INDUSTRIAL
POLICY DOCUMENT
LAUNCHED
A discussion document on industrial policy was launched recently by the Workers' Party. The document sets out an
alternative approach to industrial development to current policies which have
been a dreadful failure as regards employment creation in Ireland. These policies
have focussed on providing an attractive
climate (grants, tax reliefs, wage restraint,
low inflation) for private investment.
However, all they have succeeded in doing
is boosting profits, while emigration and
unemployment have soared to massive
levels.
The Workers' Party points to other small
European economies suc,h as Denmark,
Finland and Sweden to show that full
employment and high living standards
are not just unattainable pipe dreams.
These countries have based their success
on building strong home-based exporting
firms on a foundaiton of natural resources
and high technology. By sourcing their
raw material and service needs at home,
and by reinvesting their profits locally,
these firms have generated high levels of
spin-off employment thorughout their
home economies.

LOW PAY
Labour Councillors S tagg and Purcell have
proposd a motion to Kildare County
Council, which calls on the Minister for
Labour to introduce Minimum Pay Legislation as a matter of urgency. Outlining
the reasons for proposing the motion, the
Councillors pointed ut that:
(a) 25% ofIrish workers are low paid (i.e.
- earn less than £140 per week, the fair
level set by the European Community).
(b) 61 % of the low paid are women
(c) 70% of workers under 20 years of age
are low paid.
(d) Irish wages are only 60% of the European average.

The Labour Councillors summed up the
need for action on this issue when they
stated that the scandal oflow pay is affecting a growing section of the Irish
workforce. Unless minimum pay lesislation is introduced immediately, Ireland
will continue to move towards Third
World levels of pay, not those of the European Community.

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
Ireland, by contrast, has relied heavily on
foreign firms which source very little of
their supplies from within Ireland and
reinvest their profits abroad. Native Irish
firms, at the same time, are mainly smallscale and focussed on the home market
only.
The Workers' party belives that the only
long-term option, if Ireland is ever to
appraoch full employment, is to build up
a set of strong, home based exporting
firms on the Scandinavian model. This
requires a much more focussed industrial
policy than operates at the moment, with
scarce public resources bieng devoted
mainly to developing a limited number of
sectors with long-term growth potential.
In order to achieve this, a first prerequisite
is a national consensus - embracing politicians, private business and trade unions
- on' what needs to be done and how it is to
be done. Accordingly, the Workers' Party
proposes the establishment of a National
Industrial Development Council to bring
together these interests. However, far

LABOUR
PARTY NOTES
MAYNOOTH PUBLIC
TOILETS
At a recent meeting of the Celbridge Area
Committee of Kildare Co. Council Labour representatives Cllrs. Stagg and
Purcell led calls for the demolition of 'the
thing'. The County Engineer presented
his plan for the refurbishment of the building. Mr. D. Kirrane (Administrative Officer) pointed out that the estimated cost
of the demolition was £8,000 and even if
this work were done there would be further costs for reinstatement of the ESB
sub-station and the provision of new toilets. At this point Deputy Stagg informed
the meeting that the ESB were willing to
locate the sub-station underground free of
charge. Cllr. Brady (FF) disagreed with
the removal of the toilet and CUr Gallagher (FG) argued for the retention of the
bus shelter. Based on the public reaction
to the circular recently distributed calling
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from being simply a talking shop, this
Council would have the function of drawing up an industrial development plan and
overseeing its implementation.
In addition, the twenty or so state agencies which are involved in one way or
another in promoting economic development should be rationalised into a single
agency which would provide a better coordinated approach to industrial policy.
This agency would establish special task
forces to build up corporate strength in
targetted industrial sectors. State fmancial aid, however, would take the form of
loans and equity to replace the free grant
mentality which currently dominates the
Irish private sector.
Overall, the Workers' Party approach is
based on the need to realise that major
structural changes are needed in order to
create full employment in Ireland, and
that only the full and unified involvement
of all relevant interest groups is capable of
achieving a mobilisation of the nation's
resources in pursuit of this objective.

SYMPATHY
The Maynooth Branch of the Workers
party extends its deepet sympathy to
Branch Vice-Chair Jim Walsh and his
family on the recent death of his father.
for the demolition of 'the thing', the
Maynooth Branch of the Labour PartY are
at one with the people of Maynooth in
calling for the JCB's to roll and let's have
an appropriate focus for our main street.

REPORTS OF
REZONING FOR
LIGHT INDUSTRY
Following reports that the field opposite
46-61 Greenfield Drive and adjoinging
Carton Court had been rezoned for light
industry, John McGinley visited the Planning Office in Kildare Co. Council to find
out the true position. The field has not
been rezoned and is still zoned for agriculture. The new draft 5 year County
Development Plan will be completed in 6
months time and any rezoning can only
take place then. When the draft becomes
available John McGinley will advise
Residents' Associations of any changes
from the present Development Plan and,
there will then be a period ot3 months
during which objections may be lodged.

Continued
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IF YOO HAVE llIE PROPERTY WE HAVE TIlE CooST<J1ERS ::

TEL:

H. CO KIU).\RI

PROPERTY

M I A VI

6286128

a. EDUCATIONAL
tftlm lUll'(. SO( " I-:n'
E~tablish~d

over IDa years.

Branch Office: Athy. Co. Ki Idare.

Service

l-leating

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTS~S MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFIClb~CY TESTING
,.(,

You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil . .

,

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DE~~OT

""r==

zq

BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN

6285387
-lid.,!. C .==~-------------

-

103 Carton. Court,
Maynooth.
1: (01) 286593

FEES:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 a.ni. - 12.15 p.m.
PAYABLE WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE
Montessori Programme

~arning

Through Play, Arts ... Crafts, Basic Irish.

Please contact Angie at the above

P.E.A.C.H.

MON~SORI
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&I.P.P.A.

TRAINED

TOWN COMMISSION
STATUS BLOCKED
In the last issue of the Newsletter the
Maynooth Branch condemned the postponng of the Local Elections due this
year. The so-called review of local governmentstructures is obviously bieng used
as an excuse so that the FF/PD coalition
do not have to face the wrath of the
electorate on issues such as local charges,
health and education cutbacks and the
state of our roads. It now appears that the
'review' is also being used,as an excuse to
delay the processing ofMaynooth's application for Town Commission status and a
further blow has been struck by Minister
Flynn against the principle of local democracy.

WEEKI
Wed. 4th
10.30 a.m. Geraldine Hall
Registration £1.50
Mon. 9th
No Charge 2 - 5 p.m.
Harbour Field, Picnic in Carton, bring
picnic
Tues. 10th
10 - 5 p.m. £1.50
Greenfield S.C. Swimming Monkstown.
Bring packed lunch
7.30 - 9 p.m. Harbour, fishing.
Wed. 11th
1- 5 p.m.
Greenfield S.C. Rounders - Rivers Forest
Leixlip.
50p - 7.30 p.m. Film
Thurs. 12th
3 - 5 p.m. I.C.A. Hall Crafts
Fri. 13th
10 - 5 p.m. £2.50 Greenfield S.C.
Bridestream Farm, bring packed lunch.
£1.50 10 p.m. Greenfield S.c. Barbeque
Donadea over 13's only.

LEINSTER PARK

LOCAL ISSUES

Despite repeated calls by Deputy Stagg
for improvement work to be carried out
on the road surface at Leinster park and a
committment by the residents of the area
to assist the project, the Co. Council have
again failed to make the necessary finance available. The Branch hopes that
when Minister Flynn concludes his review of Local Authorities he will enact
the most necessary reform of all - proper
fmancing. At the momemt his concern
with the well-being of Local Authorities
is certainly not reflected in the gross under
funding of our Co. Councils.

Deputy Stagg has recently made representations to Kildare Co. Council on a
number of local problems - including the
following: the overgrown state of the banks
in front of houses at Laraghbryan, the
closing of the exit from Laurence Avenue
onto the Celbridge R<?ad and the dangerous state of the exit from Greenfield Estate onto the Straffan Road to the overgrown state of the grass verges. Deputy
Stagg has also called on the Co. Council
to prune the trees in the Main St and has
again insisted that the practice of burning
rubbish in the Council yard be discontinued as it is a considerable nuisance to
local residents.

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER
PROJECT
PROGRAMME
OF EVENTS
WEEK TWO
Mon. 16th
2.30 - 4.30 p.m. LC.A. Hall
Bingo Lots of Prizes
Tues. 17th
9.30 - 5 p.m. £3.00
Greenfield S.C. Bowling-Marley Park
Packed lunch.
7.30 - 9 p.m. Harbour Fishing
Wed. 18th
2 - 6 p.m. £3.00 Greenfield S.C. Rock
Climbing/Swimming over 14 yrs.
3 - 5 p.m. LC.A. Hall Table Quiz
7.30 - 9.00 V.!!1jOp Film
Thurs. 19th
'I - 5 - £2.50 Greenfield S.C. - Disco
Dancing, Lucan.
Fri. 20th
9 - 5 £2.00
Greenfield S.C. - Pine Forest
Packed lunch
Sat. 21st
9 p.m. - £1.00 - Greenfield S.C. - Night
Hike over 13 yrs.

WEEK THREE
On our visit to Bridestfeam lunch can be
prebooked for £2.00 extra. Must be prebooked and prepaid.

Mon. 2~rd
,
3 - 5 p.m. I.C.A. Hall - Crafts
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£2.00 - Evening - Greenfield S.C. Bowling - Crumlin.
Tues. 24th
9.30 - 5 p.m. £1.50
Greenfield S.C. - Barbeque Donadea
Packed lunch,bring cup
7.30 - 9 p.m. Harbour - Fishing
Wed. 25th
All Day - £1.00 - Greenfield S.c.
- Orienteering Phoenix Pk. over 14 yrs.
£1.00 - 9.30 - .5 p.m. Out on Train
- Paul's Dublin Walking Tour
50p - 7.30 p.m. Film
Thurs~ 26th
3 - 5 p.m. - Harbour Scavenger Hunt
Fri. 27th
10 - 5 p.m. - £L50 - Greenfield S.C.
Swimming Monkstown Packed lunch.

WEEK FOUR
Mon. 30th
3 - 5 p.m. LC.A. Hall- Crafts
£2.00 evening - over 13's
- Bowiing Crumlin.
Tues. 31st
£3.00 - 9:30 - 5 p.m. Greenfield S.C.
Bowling Marley Pk.
7.30 - 9 p.m. HarboUr Fishing Finals
Prizes will be given out
Wed. Aug. 1st
50p 1st 3 - 5 p.m. Harbour Field
- Hike in Carton 50p 7.30 - 9 p.m. Film
Thurs. 2nd
2.30 - £1.00
Harbour Field- Face Painting, Games
Party, Fancy Dress.

--------------~~--~~-----------------------,

MAYNOOTH SUMMER CAMP
9th - 27th JULY 1990
TIME: 10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
AGES: 4 years --'" 15 years
MIME/DRAMA
POTTERY

SWIMMING
JUDO
BALL GAMES

CRAFTS
CAMPING

CANOEING
TEAM GAMES
VIDEO MAKING

MONTESSORI CAMP FOR CHILDREN

4 .- 7

ms'

Expert tuition will be offered in all areas and special guidance
will be given in areas which may be unfamiliar to students .

Details from:

Mary Dillon on 045·69272 or 01·265661

L EIN S T ER A R MS RESTA UR A NT

~

CARVERY LUNCHES 7 DAYS 12 30 - 3.00 _

FULL A LA CARTE MENU FROM 5 p. m. EVERY EVENING

CANDLE LIGHT DINNER EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
5 COURSE DINNER MENU ONLY £11.95
\\£ LOO< F<RtlAID TO SERVI f\G YOJ,

ANOTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMER

fia1

Ii .

~~~~

0'
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WILMREVIE~

newtown StOfflJ
NEWSAGENTS
MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE
PH. - 01-6285833
OPENING HOURS - 7.30a.m. - 10p.m.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY

JOHNNY HANDSOl\1E
JohnnyHandsomes credits presents a
slightly appealing prospect - Mickey
Rourke with his engaging 'method' variation, employed to such notable effect in
Rumblefish and Diner in a film directed
by the stylish creator of Southern Comfort and 48 Hours, Walter Hill. Indeed
the opening credits and the slickly edited
jewel robbery sequence promised to fulfil
these early expectations. However unlike
a quite similar premise witnessed in Best
Seller, Hill's film quickly degenerates
into ail unintentional (I presume) parody
of aSix Million Dollar Man!Angel Heart
scenario with cardboard characterisations,
incoherent (in both senses on occasion)
dialogue and a plot which is as predictable
as Eamonn Dunphy's World Cup analyses.

In fact the histrionics of the indomitable
Mr. Dunphy would not /lave been out of
place in a film that features/reaches new
heights in miscasting. A redoutable cast
including Oscar winner Morgan Freeman
and accomplished character actor Forrest>
Whittaker seem distinctly uneasy in their
respective roles of detective and doctor,
with the dialogue between this duo epitomising the ludicrous storyline. The narrative unfolds from a double-crossing in a
heist orchestrated by two slightly obvious·
baddies resulting in the demiseofJohnny's
best buddy Mickey. As a result of this
incident Johnny is incarcerated in a state
correction farm where he is attacked and
badly injured on the orders of the aforementioned doublecrossers. Jump to the
prison hospital where Mr. Handsome
(what a cleverly ironic name!) is greeted
by the doctor (Whittaker) with the completely unexpected promise of a new
physiogomy. What happens next requires
a vast intellectual effort on the part of the;
viewer. Suffice to say that Walter Hill's
complexity of plot is marred by the vacliOS characters that flit in and out of this
,mm as if they have accidentally strayed .
onto the wrong set and engage in inane
conversation in the hope that they might
not be noticed. Presumable,' Johnny
Han!Is()mewill not attract such a gullible
audience as this seemingly'cast.

~

W

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
FANCY GOODS - SWEETS
CARDS - MAGAZINES

RYAN

PADD Y

LT D.

WINDGATES LODGE
WINDGATES
BARBERSTOWN
TEL: 6273415

ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED.
FINANCE ARRANGED.
..

JUSTIN McKENNA
AROMATHERAPIST
97 Carton Court,

Maynooth,

'&

Co.Kildare.
Tel: 28 59 62

70 Drimnagh Road,
. Dublin 12.
Tel: 5599 73

By Appointl1lent Only

MA YNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH
·TEL,: 6285239

FOR

CYCLES TOYS LAWNMOWERS
. GUARANTEED REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES
TRADE INS WELCOME
OPEN 6 DAYS 9am - 6pm
WED 9am - 1pm

Donal O'Donoghue
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office.

NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _

~

_ _ _ _ _ _-

_ _ _ _ _ __
AGE

All entries must be original work of entrants.
This category of the colouring
competition is for 8 - 12 yr. olds
and 4 - 7 Years

Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday 23rd July at 5 p.m.
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CROSSWORD
NO. 32
BY

ELLEBIAS

Across
8. What your money might gather (8)
9. Picturesque (6)
10. Horror (6) .
11. Of Themes (8)
12. Town Road (6)
13. Usual (8)
15. Vases (4)
17. Initiate with water (7)
19. Following (7)
22. Latin God (4)
24. Advocator of women's rights (8)
27. The first day (6)
29. Having power over (8)
30. Craftsman (6)
31. Fine Parchment (6)
32. Waxing moon (8)

Name .............................. ~

Address ••••

f " . . . ..

II ••••••••••• , •••••••••••

., ................... ,...................... .
SOLUTION TO
CROSSWORD NO. 31
_ _, , _

-7"""

Down
1. Resolved (6)
2. Most Happy (8)
3. Debris (8)
4. Rank (7)
5. Up (6)
6. Hold fixed (6)
7. New Zealander (4)
14. abcdefghijklmnopq (4)
16. Communists (4)
18. Plants akin to buttercups (8)
20. Calms (8)
21. Mad people (8)
23. Pertaining to race (6)
25. Tapering hanging cold formation (6)
26. Forms of expression (6)
28. Agree (6)

WINNER OF
CROSSWORD
NO. 31
Closing date for receipt of entries:

Kathleen Hanley,
83 Rail Park, Maynooth

Monday 23rd July at 5pm .
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OLIVER REILLY LTD.
U.-d"t"'~ and CoMpktf'

waEATHS

FulWn'

HEADSTONE!

fum~

~OUIlN'NG COACHt..S

NEW FUNERAL · PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MA YNOOTII
PROSPEROUS HAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482

e.·.
11

FUNERAL WREATHS

UNDERTAKElS TO
MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
,
:. .... .
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCI.ETY MEMBERS)

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SECJ41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286)12
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 6286399

c. P. L.
~in

st..

Motor Factors

~~th.

Co. Kildare. Tel: 01/6286628/6286101

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND TRACTORS,
~,___ BATTERIES ,PLUGS,
EXHAUST~, BRAKE PADS

~~~

~

-'~J~

JOE MOORE
Straffan Rd .• Maynooth
TELEVISION &VIDEO REPAIRS
All repairs guaranteed. Same day service.
rree estimates
Monday - Saturday 9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
PHONE FOR DETAILS
New & Second-Hand TV and video sets fully guaranteed
Telephone : 6285586
31

BOB'S
KlrrCHEN
Pineapple and Apple Coleslaw
3 tablespoons French Dressing
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
2 dessert apples, peeled and diced
4 fresh or canned pineapple rings, diced
l/Z small white cabbage heart, finely shredded
Garnish
2 tablespoons chopped walnuts
Blend the French Dressing and mayonnaise together. Put the apples into the
dressing to prevent discoloration. Add
the pineapple and cabbage to the apple
mixture. Spoon into a salad bowl and top
with chopped walnuts.

Variations
Golden Coleslaw: Blend the French
Dressing and mayonnaise, as in the recipe
above. Shred 1/2 small white cabbage
heart, blend with 3 medium grated carrots, the diced fruit from 2 oranges and the
dressing.
Spiced Coleslaw: Blend the French Dressing and mayonnaise, as in the recipe above
with 1 tablespoon French mustard, a few
drops Worcestershire sauce and a pinch
of cayenne pepper. Shred 1/2 small white
cabbage heart, blend with the dressing, 2
to 3 tablespoons diced gherkins, 2 teaspoons capers, 3 tablespoons finely
chopped celery and 3 tablespoons chopped
spring onions.

Waldorf Salad
4 dessert apples, peeled and diced
4-5 tablespoons French Dressing
Small head celery, neatly diced
75g/30z dried or fresh walnuts, chopped
2-3 tablespoons mayonnaise
lettuce
Blend together the apples and dressing
(this keeps them a good colour), then the
celery and walnuts. Toss in the mayonnaise just before serving. Put on to a bed
of lettuce. Serve by itself or with cold
meats or duck.

Variation
Apple and Watercress Salad: prepare
the apples, as in the recipe above, blend
with the French Dressing, add 4 to 5 tablespoons coarsely chopped watercress
leaves, 1 teaspoon finely choppedtarragon, lOOg/40z deseeded but not skinned
black grapes and 50g/20z coarsely
chopped cashew nuts. This salad is delicious as a starter or served with cold lamb
or chicken.

IXNJVAN'S~

lNIT 7lW\)NXJIH

~Il'G

ONIRE

PHONE NO: 6285847

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
UPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

~ GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS ~

~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE

Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
lOam J pm (Sundayl
Monthly Specials in every department.

One f r e e
I . ,S . A. C . S tam p wit h eve r y £ 1 you
spend for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW,
AGENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE

avail~ble

NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO, SMALL
PERSONAL ATTENTION OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT '* PAYE *LEDGERS
* COSTING * STOCK
1'\/
-~
CONTROL ~ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
AND RETURNS
CASH FLOW*' BUDGETS * ETC.
CONTACT

1Ii

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA

5 STRAFFAN WAY. MAYNOOTH PHONE 6285246
r - - - - ]--

Dermot Kelly l.imited

KII..CIXJ<.TEL: 6287311

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:
* BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
,
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A--£N: 6287311

O'NEILL/;S

AUrO

El~ECTRICAL
" ,\,<.:;

Dublin Road.
Maynooth

-

~

AlTERNATOA8
STARTERS
and

Rep,,'r or

OYNAIMOk=:3;;~

E.clt.ng. Un".

120124 Volt
relepho"e: (Of)

2'""

SUMMERHILL 04oS-S711S

House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: . 6285544
QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME

5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.00

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99

5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SItx: £11.99

5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99

LARGE RAlfGE OF TOOLS !If STOCI

HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
LARGE

RAlfGE OF SHADES AND

LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We~can test water and recoaunend on
economical solution to the problem.

Water Softeners, Filters to remove Iron. Lead. Aluminium & Dirt

Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown ( Trim Road),
Drumree.
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631
33

(24 Hours)

Children·s
Corner.
HOW MANY 7

pi

CD

K

IGJ
Is I

IN
1M

IR
Is
IN

How many smil i ng clowns ar e
there ?

WINNERS OF
JUNE
COLOURING
COMPETITION
4-7 years
1st - Laura Boland,
Laragh, Maynooth.

2nd - James Cullen,
Baltracey, Donadea.

3rd - Regina Wall,
95 Carton Court, Maynooth.

8-12 years
1st - Deirdre Devaney,
19, Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

2nd - Simon Murray,
68 Carton Court, Maynooth.

3rd - Martin Whelan,
Pagestown, Kilcloon, Co. Meath.
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BRIDAL HIRE
SPECIALISTS IN BRlDAL WEAR & ACCESSOHIES
BHIDAL HIHE, DEUS., & EVENINC \VEAH
CO~fPLETE

HANGE IN STOCK

BEAUTIFUL COMMUNION DRESSES INCLUDING VEIL,
HEADRESS AND BAG
£35 FOR 5 DAYS.
·n

~

CHOHAli'; FOHEST PARK.

CELRHIDCE,

01 - 2710lU

co.

KiLl U

I(

F.

GENERAL DOGSBODY
[X)3 GRCX.lv1ING

PARLOUR

WHY NOT TREAT YOUR BEST FRIEND TO SOME OF OUFi SERVICES

Dog clipping, hair trimming, flea bathing, shampooing
and ear cleaning

nail clipping

We cater for aU dogs - both pedigree and
crossbreeds are welcome. All dogs handled with
T.L.C. (tender loving care)

We can fetch and return at a small charge
Cathy Brennan, London trained veterinary nurse
and canine beautician.

54 Courtown Park, Kilcock. Phone: (01) 287 319
rafter April (01) 6287 319]

KILCOCK ·CLEANING SERVICE
LET us HELP WITH YOUR SPRING CLEANING
WE DRY CLEAN CARPET'S IN YOUR HOME, OFFICE, SHOP, HOTEL ETC.
NO WATER, NO HARSH CHEMICALS USED ON YOUR CARPETS - AREAS CAN
BE USED IMMEDIATELY AFTER CLEANING
NO STICKY RESIDUE LEFT. SO YOUR CARPETS STAY CLEANER - LONGER
WE USE THE 'HOST' SYSTEM WHICH IS RECOMMENDED BY LEADING CARPET MILL'S WORLDWIDE.

****************
ALSO CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVlr.E.
OIL BOILERS, ·BACK BOILERS, COOKERS r.LEANED
CHIMNEY COWLS SUPPLIED AND FITTED AND GUTTERS CLEAr~;D

Tel: Pat or Eileen at 01· 6281565
51, Courtown Pk.. Kilcock

is

COLLEGE
NOTES
THAT TIME OF
YEAR AGAIN
The annual round of summer examinations started a little earlier than usual this
year, presumably in order to allow for the
beginning of that major potential source
of distraction, the World Cup. With the
number of candidates growing each year,
organising the exams has become an increasingly complicated operation. However, under the expert guidance of Ex am inations Supervisor, Ann Burns, and her
team, everything seems to have gone off
smoothly again this year. We wish all
examinees every success in their efforts.

IT'S A WASH-OUT
The latest event to be organised by the
College Staff Social club (the 5.05 Club)
was a tennis tournament, which, unfortunately, was terminally interrupted by some
un seasonal weather. This was a great
disappointment to the big attendance
which turned up. We are assured by the
organisers that the hamburgers which were
to be used in the after-match barbecue
will not have lost their freshness by the
time the event is rearranged!

CONGRATULATIONS
Our congratulations to local residents Peter
Denman (Leinster Park), Proinnsias
Breathnach (Rail Park) and malachy
McCann (Kingsbry) who were all promoted to Senior Lectureships by the
College Trustees at their June meeting.

Riernans
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 6286294

GROCEHIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACII DAY

IRENE He CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPc.atA & TUTOR
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATHENT, REHEDIAL CAHOUFLAGE,
AROHATHERAPY, SPECIAL CLASSES. ARH & LF.C TR~ATHENT
RENE GUINOT, CATHIODERHIE, BlO-PEF.UNG
GF.WWF.
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS.
BODY TREATHENTS. SliN REf),
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATHF.NTS

fUJ<LEY'S ~. M\IN STREEf lElXLIP
(01) 6244366/6244973

NUZSTOP
M\IN STREEf M\)l\[lJlH
TEL

NO: 6286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS T-SHIRTS
BACK PATCHES
7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)
OPEIlING HOURS:
8.00 A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)

~pat r-Iaid tt CO. Ltd
I....ARPO-I Mt\)NlJlH I+{: 6286508

WASHING MACHINES DISliWASHER~
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS kETTLES ETC

SYMPATHY

REPAIRS & SERVICE
6286508

We extend our deepest sympathy to Claire
Greene, of the College's secretarial staff,
on the recent death of her father.
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STREET
TALKING
A little tour outside the immediate vicinity of the street led to a comparison of the
various styles used by the estates to announce their names. Massive stone slabs
- limestone or granite - seem to be favoured. "Parson Lodge" is in square
roman capitals at the comer of the entrance. "Beaufield", "Kingsbry" and
"Carton Court" have planted huge stones
- impressive, yes, but they look almost

forbidding rather than inviting to visitors.
In appearance they have something of an
Irish style about them, being not urilike
the megalithic orthostats - or gallauns associated with Newgrangeand such sites.
But only "Cluan Aoibhinn", one of the
oldest of the estates, has an actual Irish
name; its slab is pleasantly softened by a
surrounding of flowers and greenery, but
someone will have to watch that the growth
doesn't end up by concealing the name
altogether.

At least those estates do have the name
prominently displayed as an aid to visitors and delivery workers. Nearer the
street, Leinster Park remains anonymous,
with no name at the entrance and many of
the houses without a name or number. If
you're going down that road, you need to
now your business! Not only that, but it
has what is probably the worst road surface in the vicinity, with lunar craters and
extensive flooding after any rain. Right
next to the main road as it is, the condition
is a constant repraoch to our county engineers and councillors.

!if,z{,tg

3tac~

w:rnINJ Pf-DTCXRAA-iY
Ell) IE

11W::EY

TEL: 381420

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7

And still on the subject of Quinnsworth,
one of the fascinating evolutions in its
range over the past year or two has been
the step by step introduction of hardware
lines. It began wth a few can-openers and
combs hanging at strategic places on the
shelves, but recently more and more
goods are on offer - dust bins, flasks,
baking utensils, lightbulbs. Of course,
hardware is a strong element in the Quinnsworth stores generally throughout the
country, but I wonder what Housepride
Latest innovation in shopping locally is
the introduction of bar-coding at the
Quinnsworth check-outs. The automationcertainly seems to have speeded things
up for shoppers (and for Quinnsworth
management, of course, who can now
shift more Yellow Packs in the space of an
hour). But, with fewer price stickers on
the actual goods, can we be certain of how
much we're paying? This is an area in
which the local shop has sometimes been
found wanting, with prices not always
clearly marked on the shelves. And they
still persist with the practice of tagging
goods at the meat and fish counter with
the price per pound, but weighing them up
on the scales in kilos and grams.

nextdoor in the shopping mall make of
this new departure?
Top of the Crop has taken its fruit and
vegetables across the street, in temporary
premises next to O'Neill's the butchers
while its proper store is newly fitted out.

It was always a drawback in the old shop
that, while the range and quality of fresh
food on offer brought in the customers,
moving around and getting to the cash
desk was often unnecessarily awkard. It
is to be hoped that the new store will
eliminate some of those problems.
And another new premises to look out for
is a refurbished barracks for the guards.
Tenders have been invited for he work
and it should be commenced before long.

By the way, a reminder about purchases
of medicines on prescriptions. There are
no longer reimbursed by the VHI, but do
make sure that you get a receipt from the
chemist for them nevertheless: the expenses can be partly set off aginst tax.
Scrutinise the front of your tax form for
details.

WRITERS'
CRAMP
MAYNOOTH CASTLE
The pigeons have you now,
Though your grim-vizored keep
Once sheltered goshawks,
Mail-clad brigands
Who held by force
What a bishop-killer granted
Then softened into Gaels
Sufficiently

To win from ollamlls
Flatterng soubriquets:
Gearoid Mor, Tomas an tSioda;
On such acclaim
They soared as eagles
And yet their children grew content
With Saxon jesses All except Lord Edward,
Born of a Saxon mother
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When you stood here deserted;
Such self-surrender to a bond
Older than kindred, class or creed
Is why your ruins
Remind me of a hybrid oak
So deeply rooted in our soil
It flourished like St. Brigid's tree
Until two storms broke it,
Leavng only the unvanquished trunk
To be a doveCote.

P.O'Duibheannaigh

C______S_P_O_R_T_S_N_E_W--:-S~-)
With the country in general and Maynooth
in particular rapt in the euphoria of the
present World Cup excitement playing
activities have taken a back seat. Ireland's
fate may have been decided at time of
issue but nevertheless the achievement of
qualifying for the World Cup finals has
been something to savour. The taking of
another point from the "ould" enemy in a
major championship game was an added
bonus. The later moaning of the British
tabloids in wondering why they could not
handle Jack's "misfits" quote, is typical of
the attitude of poor losers. Ireland's capacity to accept defeat with dignity has
always been a trademark of our sportsmen on the great sporting stages of the
world. Do Bobby Robson and the tabloids so easily forget Stuttgart '88 when
they were taught a lesson in discipline,
management and playing to the strengths
of the players at your disposal. They have
had two years to devise a plan to counteract our system and have failed to do so.
As Maggie Thatcher herself once said
"stop being Moaning Minnies".

MAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.e.
Our 21st birthday dance will have been
already held in the County Club so more
about that in the next issue.

The officers and committee elected for
the new season are:

Hon. President:
Emmet Stagg T.D., M.C.C.

Chaplain:
Fr. Thynne C.C.

Chairperson:
Thomas Dempsey
Our A.G.M. was held on Sunday 17th
June where a large attendance discussed
the various plans for the new season. A
number of important issues were raised
which generated lively discussion and
provided for a stimulating morning. The
first team will again compete in the Premiere Division while the Second team
will play in Div. 3 Private Grounds. Colm
Feeney and Martin McTernan will be in
charge of Second team affairs and ifeither
can transfer any of their own boundless
enthusiasm to their team the result could
be quite interesting.

A feature of this years A.G.M. was the
marrying of the Schoolboy's Club with
the Senior Club. It is hoped that good
results will be the outcome of this amalgamation. Three teams have been entered in
the Dublin Schoolboy's league in the
Under 12, Under 15 and Under 17 Divisions. Trials for those teams will be held
shortly and anybody willing to help in the
running of those teams should contact any
member of the committee. Our recent
"name the Team" competition stumped
most people btitprovided for many a good
natured argument as to who was who.

We only received oneall correct entry and
that was submitted by Michael Dempsey,
283 Greenfield, Maynooth. For those of
you who are still wondering, here is the
team front row, Left to Right: Paddy
Higgins, Pat Timmons, Miek Murphy,
Cliff Murphy, Jody Murphy. Back Row:

Hon. S~retary:
Seamus Feeney

Minutes Secretary:
Gerry Durack

Treasurers:
Willie Saults, Lenny Murphy

LefttoRight: Billy Higgins (Mgr.),Lenny
Murphy, Bernice Murphy, Liam Reilly,
FionanHardiman,PearseBreslin, Seamus
Hardiman and Mick Cleary (Mgr.). Now
get the photograph out again and find out
where you went wrong.

Club P .R.O.:
Lenny Murphy

We received a fair number of applications
for the position of first team manager.
Those applications are now being considerd and we expect to make an appointment shortly. Jack Charlton will not now
be considered following the Egypt result.

Committee:
John Saults, Noel Dempsey,
Gerry Thompson, Michael Kelly,
Ben Daly, Brian Farrell,
Barry Farrell, Pat Moynan
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If anybody has any old photographs, we
would like to borrow them for a 21st
Birthday. feature later in the year. Any
other items which might be of interest,
such as newspaper cuttings etc. would
also be appreciated. Let's hear from you.

EDWARDS
FOR CLOTHES CARE
lNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
MAYNOOTH

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
SAJfE DAr SER\ '/CE
REPAIRS

.-\~D

:\L TERA TIO:\5.

SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
CURTAINS A~D SUITE COVERS
WITH PERSONAL SERVICE

MONDA Y -SA TURD AY 9. 30am - 6pm

Ph: 6286803

HATITUDES
L • U • C • A • N
Ladies Hats for Hire
~i Suitable for all occasions
* All Hats in impeccable condition
'-,i

Phone Carmel at 01-6282697

I

HATITUDES
3 Esker Lawns, Lucan.
Mon, Tues, Wed & Fri

11 a.m. - Sp,m .
Thurs & Sat
11 a ,m . -5p.m .

'''''''

, caeEIIY

~.Look! Builders & Farmers

Scaffolding Be Towers
HIRE - DELIVER & ERECT.

Contact:

MICHAEL J PAYNE
CLONCURRY, DUBLIN RD.
ENFIELD, co. MEATH

QUOTATIONS FREE PHONE:
39

0405 -41532

Girls Swimming
U/6 FRiST
1.
2.
3.

G. Fleming
N. Byrne
A. Byrne

U/SFRiST
1.
G. Fleming
2.
E. Fleming
3.
N. Byrne
U/lO
1.
2.
3.

FRiST
A. Billings
R. Watson
R. Alcorn

U/l2
1.
2.
3.

FRiST
S. Dillon
L. Parrell
A. Flood

U/l2
1.
2.
3.

BRiST
S. Dillon
L. Parrell
A. Flood

U/l4 FRiST
1.
A. Callaghan
2.
Y. Casey
3.
E. Fleming
U/l4 BKiST
1.
A. Callaghan
2.
E. Fleming
3.
Y. Casey
U/l4 BRiST
1.
A. Callaghan

COMMUNITY
GAMES
RESULTS
2.
3.

A.M. O'Parrell
Y. Casey

U/l6 FRiST
1.
J. Edmonds
2.
A.M. Gallagher
3.
C. Dillon

U/8 FRiST
1.

2.
3.

P. O'Sullivan
P. Sheehan
J. McLoughlin
G. O'Farrell

U/lO FRiST
1.
M. McLoughlin
2.
S. Fleming
3.
D. Travers
U/lO BKiST
1.
M. McLoughlin
2.
S. Fleming

3.
U/l6
1.
2.
3.

BKiST
J. Edmonds
A.M. Gallagher
S. Dillon

U/l6 ButIFly
1.
J. Edmonds
2.
A.M. Gallagher

3.
U/l7 FRiST
1.
A.M. O'Donoghue
2.
P. O'Malley

U/l2 FRIST
1.
J. Gallagher
2.
O. Maher
3.
K. Fleming
U/l2 BRiST
1.
J. Gallagher
2.
O. Maher
3.
K. Fleming
U/l4 FRiST
1.
R. Cotter
U/l4 BRiST
1.
R. COlter

Swimming Boys

U/l4 BKiST
1.
R. Cotter

U/6 FRiST
1.
2.
3.

B. McLoughlin
M. Watson
J. McLoughlin
B. O'Rourke

Art Girls
U/6
1.

N. Byrne

Community Games Art Winners U/12
(3) J. Cunningham, (1) V. Breslin, (2) D. Devaney.
Norah McDermott - Sec., Madeline Stynes - Tres.
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Continued

ffi~ Worried about your child's foundalion years" . [f s o , here is '. he 'ans",er.

Carolines Montessori School
&atabliehed Private School, Presentation Convent Grounds, Haynooth, Co. K.ldare.

Ages:

2~

- 7 years.

Time: 9.30 a . • • - 12.30 - 3.00p •• •

This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and
rienced teachers of the highest qualified Montessori Diploma
Pr i ncipel: Mrs . Caroline S. Fo r .. n, M·o ntes80ri Dipl o . .. i n Edu c ati o n, ~ , - 12 yeIO rs .
Hoae Address: Glenid .. n Court, Enf i eld, Co. Meath.

Tel : 0405· 41532
for appointment or enrolment fora or WTlte to the Principal
ive your child their future foundation under expert tuition, through t
prestigiouB Montessori method of Education.

• f:'j
~

18 a Sc h o ol of TUILi o n, not

~

plays c hoo l o r c reche

Bruce · Betting Office
BESIDE TIIE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 6286644

Horses taken ac board prices or morning prices ~f SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

1.
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Gym Girls
VIS
1.

2.

J.Fay
L. Brennan

V/lO
B. O'Shea
1.
2.
J.Fay
A. Billings
3.
V/12
1.
C. McDonagh
2.
N. Mulready
3.
S.Leavy
V/14
1.
P. O'Shea
2.
M. Filbert
V/16
1.
S. Griffin
2.
C. Devaney

Gym Boys
VI8
1.

2.
3.

S. Morgan
C. Carr
D. Houlihan

V/lO
D. Travers
1.
2.
D. Campbell
C. O'Malley
3.
V/16l500m
1st Gerard McLoughlin
VI8
1.

2.
3.

E. Fleming
L. Brennan
A. Devaney

V!10
M. Cunningham
1.
2.
C. Gallagher
V/12
V. Breslin
1.
2.
D. Devaney
J. Cunningham
3.
V/14
M. Gormally
1.
2.
P. O'Shea
3.
C. Devaney
V/16
C. O'Sullivan
1.

Modelling
V!10
1.
B. O'Shea

Art Boys
VI6
1.

2.
3.
VI8
1.
2.

3.

B. McLoughlin
C. Devaney
D. Adderly

A. Lynch
B.Lynch
C.Carr

V/lO
M. McLoughlin
1.
2.
D.Carr
D. Travers
3
V/12
1.
D. Tarpay
2.
J. O'Shea

V/12
J. Moran
1.
2.
C. Eddery

Athletics Boys
VI860m
M. Costello
1.
2.
P. Ennis
P. O'Sullivan
3.
VI880m
M. Costello
1.
P. Ennis
2.
M. Healy
3.
V/lO 100m
K. Ennis
1.
2.
P. King
C. Diggins
3.
V/lO 200m
E. O'Donoghue
1.
C. Diggins
2.
P. McDonald
3.

VI 14
P. Halton
1.
2.
J. Arthurs
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U/13 Walk
1.
R. Casey
2.
D. Buckley
3.
E. Kerr
U/12l00m
1.
D. Coughlan
2.
S. Brennan
3.
N. Byrne
U/12600m
1.
N. Naughton
2.
N. Byrne
3.
J. O'Shea
U/12 LIP
1.
D. Buckley
2.
S. Brennan
3.
D. Coughlan
U/14l00m
1.
P. Flood
2.
D. Walsh
3.
C. Byrne
U/14800m
1.
P. Flood
2.
D. Walsh
3.
C. Byrne
U/14
1.
2.
3.

3 + 4 Years
M.Cwnmins
1.
R. Naughton
2.
M. Dunworth
3.
S. Conneely

5 + 6 Years
1.
P. Ennis
2.
B. McLoughlin
3.
D. Adderly
D. Houlihan
Fathers
1.
P.Keamey
2.
R. Naughton
3.
J. Campbell
0/17200m
l.
P. Kearney
2.
J. Felming
3.
T. McLoughlin

Athletics Girls
U/860m
L. Brennan
1.
2.
P. Byrne
S.Cummins
3.

U/880m
L. Brennan
1.
2.
P.Byrne
S. Cummins
3.

U/14 LIP
E. O'Sullivan
l.
2.
P.O'Shea
E. Fleming
3.

U/10 100m
S. Adderly
1.
2.
C.Duff
3.
B·O'Shea

U/14
l.
2.
3.

U/10
1.
2.
3.

200m
S. Adderly
B.O'Shea
E.King

U/12l00m
M. Gillick
l.
2.
L. Haren
3.
S. Adderly
U/12600m
1.
M. Gillick
2.
S. Commane
3.
S. Feeney
U/13Walk
1.
M. Gillick
S. Feeney
2.
3
M. Flood

L/J
P. Purcell
E. O'Sullivan·
M. Gormally

U/14 Shot
· Y.Casey
1.
2.
P. Purcell
3.
G.Power
U/14l00m
1.
P. Purcell
2.
E. O'Sullivan
3.
G.Power
U/14800m
1.
P. Purcell
2.
E. O'Sullivan
3.
M.Brennan
U/16l00m
1.
E. McCloskey
2.
C. O'Sullivan
3.
S.Lee

L/J
P. Flood
S. Noonan
N. Gillick

U/14 Shot
1.
S. Noonan
R. Casey
2.
3.
P. Flood
U/16l00m
1.
E. Lyons
2.
G. McLoughlin
3.
G. Loane
U/161500m
1.
G. McLoughlin
2.
E. Lyons
3.
G. Loane
U/16 H/J
1.
E. Lyons
2.
G. McLoughlin
3.
P. Leacy
U/16
1.
2.
3.

Discus
E. Lyons
N. O'Shea
E. Leacy

U/17Mar.
1.
G. Loane
U/17l00m
1.
H. Purcell

U/13 Walk
1st Robert Casey, 2nd Declan Buckley, 3rd Enda Kerr
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Continued

U/17 Javelin
1st Carmel Noonan

800m U/14
1st Paul Flood, 2nd Declan Walsh, 3rd Christopher Byrne

U/161500m
E. McCloskey
1.
C. O'Sullivan
2.
U/16WJ
J. Quigley
1.
E. McCloskey
2.
C. O'Sullivan
3.

U/17100m
L. McCloskey
1.
H. O'Shea
2.

U/17 Mar.
L. McCloskey
1.
U/17 Jav.
C.Noonan
1.
2.
D. Stynes
3.
L. McCloskey

3 + 4 Years
1.
M. Ennis
2.
E. Carr
E. Smith
3. A. O'Brien

5+6
1.
2.
3.

2nd Team
G. Haren
S.Commane
N. Houlihan
Y. Casey

Years
G. Corbally
G. Fleming
T. Cahill

0/17200m
1.
M.Haren
2.
M.Duff
3.
M. Houlihan

3rd Team
E. O'Sullivan
L. Brennan
S. Adderly
M.Flood

Mother's Race
E. O'Brien
1.
2:
A. Kinsella
3.
J. Connolly

Boys U/14

1st Team
N. Gillick
C.Carroll
J. O'Shea
J. Connolly

Relay Results Girls

2nd Team
J. Arthurs
, E. Gallagher
R. Casey
C. Arthurs

1st Team U!14
L. Haren
J. Kearney
E.Fleming
G. Kelly
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3rd Team
K.Ennis
N.Byrne
J. Moran
J. Healy

Mixed 0/14

1st Team
E. Lyons
E. McCloskey
G.Loane
D. O'Malley
2nd Team
C. O'Sullivan
H. Purcell
A. Gormally
H.O'Shea
3rd Team
C.Noonan
L. McCloskey
D. Stynes
G. McLoughlan

()

A & C Curtains .'.. . . . ~~
Main St. Maynooth
Now open
We have a wide range of Paul Steiger Net and Jardiners;also Austrian
Lace Curtains with Co-ordinated window furnishings, a wide range
of bedroom co-ordinated Curtains, dyvets, valance.
Also off the bale cut lenghts to order
We stock curtain fabrics at very reasonable prices.

Sheets, Quilts, Poles, Swish Rails, Pillows and accessories in Stock
We do ready made curtains

66 x 54
66 x 72
66 x 90
90 x 90

Clubs welcome
Deposit Taken on all items

Opening times 9.30 - 5.45 - Mon - Sat.

Graphic grass and Mirror Co. ·
Pound Lane Maynooth Phone: 286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

vVe manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved

.SJ.

~

and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.

Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex. Lanlinated Safety Glass.
OPEN:

MON - FRI

9.30 - 5.00

SAT

9.30 - 1.00
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(G.A.A. NOTES)
Our junior A team was beaten by Laragh
in the second round of the championship
on a score of 1-5 to 1-4. This was a game
we could and should have won. On the
day we had a solid defence, on adequate
centre-field but our forwards missed too
many good scoring chances.

Our two county players Pascal Ennis and
Mick Nevin played some excellent football. Now we must insure that we win our
remaining games in the league so as to
stay up with the leading teams in our
division.

The next draw in our Super Members
Draw will take place in the Roost Lounge
on Friday night the 22nd June. Look out
for results of draw in the Leinster Leader
and the Newsletter.
Michael Caden,
P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC
CLUB
Maynooth Athletes put up great performances at the Co. Kildare track and field
championships held in Kilcock recently.

Medal winners are as follows:
Boys V/8: P. O'Sullivan 3rd ball throw.
Girls V19: B. O'Shea 1st ball throw, 3rd in
relay (C. Duff, P. Byrne, I Kearney, B.
O'Shea).

Boys V/9: 3rd in relay (C. Diggins, K.
Ennis, S. McDermott, P. O'Sullivan).
Boys V/lO: N. Byrne 3rd

Girls V/11: M. Gillick 2nd ball throw
Girls U/12: C. Power 1st 100m.
Girls V/13: P. Purcell 1st, E. O'Sullivan
3rd 100m, P. Purcell 1st E. O'S ullivan 3rd
300m, 1st relay team (E. O'Sullivan, P.
Purcell, C. Power, T. Kearney).

LadiesO/351oom: 2ndF. Kearney, 0/40
2nd P. McCloskey, 3rd H. Redmond.
Boys V/15: G. Loane 1st walk, 2nd high
jump, 2nd relay (p. FLood, G. Loane, N.
Gillick, P. Flood).
Ladies 200m 0/40: 1st H. Redmond, 2nd
M. Gillick, 3rd M. Gleeson.
Girls V/15: 2nd relay (G. power, E.
McCloskey, F. Redmond, P. O'Shea);
100m 2nd C. O'Sullivan, 3 F. Redmond;
800m 1st F. Redmond, shot 2nd F. Redmond, 3rd C. O'SUllivan; javelin 2nd E.
O'Sullivan.

Boys V/17: H. Purcell 2nd shot, 1st long
jump, 1st high jump, 2nd discus.

Girls V/17: Javelin 2nd, C. Noonan, 3rd
L. McCloskey; 400m 3rd C. Noonan.
Boys V/13: P. Flood 1st N. Gillick, 2nd
High Jump.

Boys V/14: C; Byrne 2nd, P. Flood 3rd
6OOm; N. Gillick 1st discus, walk; P.
Flood 2nd long jump, shot; C. Byrne 3rd
shot; N. Gillick 3rdjavelin.

Girls V/14 E. McCloskey 1st 6OOm, 2nd
100m, 2nd 100m, 2nd 300m, 1st 800m, P.
O'Shea 3rd 6OOm, 3rd walk; G. Power 1st
discus, 1st shot; G. Haren 3rd shot; E.
O'Sullivan 3rd javelin.

Ladies 800m: 1stP. McCloskey, 1500m
1st P. McCloskey.

All these athletes qualified for the Leinster Championships as did our several 4th
place finishers, C. Ennis (U/9 6Om), C.
Diggins (U/9 80m), P. Byrne (U/8 6Om,
ball throw), N. Byrne (U/lO 80m, A.
Redmond (U/13 100m). P. Flood (u/14
100m), J. O'Shea (U/11600m), C. Byrne
(U/14 800m), G. Power (U/14 100m), G.
Power (U/14 300m), L. McCloskey (UI
17400m).

Senior Ladies relay: 2nd (C. Noonan, L.
McCloskey, P. McCloskey, H. Redmond).
0/30 Ladies relay: 2nd (p. McCloskey,
H. Redmond, F. Kearney, M. Gillick).

Men 0/45 800m: 1st B. Redmond; 0/45
1500m B. Redmond.
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Also performing excellently without
qualifying were Susan Adderley, OrIa
Cahill, Dervla McDermott, Stephen
Healy, Noel Healy, Ciaran McDermott,
Eamonn O'Donoghue, Laura Kearney,
Aoibheann O'Sullivan, Andre Ennis,
Linda Haren, Shauna Feeney.

fFlapnootlJ jJc\.tJc tIers
Main Street, Maynooth (01) 6285946
CO. Kildare
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL
!

VI5A

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

OCI'l'/~

~4'

$'.</-O

GALWAY. CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BET.J.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA

$

WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

BLINDS
Il:N IS M\LC:N::
BL I N:MW:RS, L IMIlID
<IXllRIN6CH, LE IXL I P
6244943 PNYrIM::

e
YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTfCAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

JI1ichad~ ~0er~~~

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
(
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES S'l'. LAURENT.
MENRAD, SAFILO, &
BENETION BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECfACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & V~~ILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON Al110ST ALL SPECfACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR.
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 6243964
PH: 6282062
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The Maynooth Golfmg Society had their
annual weekend outing from 17th to 20th
May. This year however, the Society
decided to break with tradition and travel
overseas, to Wales. This decision proved
very popular, as a total of 35 travelled
including members and visitors. The golf
courses played in Llandudno and Colwyn
bay were in excellent condition and proved
a fitting challenge for all competitors. All
those who travelled thoroughly enjoyed
themselves and the Soceity. I am sure we
will consider travelling overseas again in
the near future.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Gerry Cosgrave of Gerry Gosgrave
Travel for his kind assistance and the professional manner in which he arranged
the trip. Should the Society decide to
travel abroad again, we will certainly be
availaing of Gerry's services.
Congratulations are due to all the prizewinners~ in particular the overall prizewinner Tommy Flanagan.

MAYNOOTH
GOLFING
SOCIETY
Class 1
1st
M. Dempsey (13) 48 pts
2nd J. McKeown (14) 44 pts.
3rd
D. Roberts (16) 42 pts. on last 6
Class 2
1st
G. McTernan (17) 44 pts.
2nd J. Kinsella (17) 41 pts.
3rd
S. Tracey (17) 40 pts.
Class 3
1st
P. Foy (26) 49 pts.
2nd D. Lindsey (19) 44 pts.
3rd
C. Kenny (26) 43 pts on last 9
1st Nine
2nd Nine
3rdNine

S. Moore (25) 16 pts.
W. Moore (18) 13 pts.
T. Fay (5) 16 pts. on last 6

Par3's

D. Nyland (16) 12 pts

Par 5's

L. Farrelly (11) 11 pts.

WALES
May 17th /20th
27 Hole Competition
Results

Visitors Prize
1st
2nd

T. Reynolds (8) 55 pts.
P. Long (18) 53 pts.

1st Overall

T. Flanagan (28) 51 pts.
2nd Overall

s. Feeney (9) 50 pts.
3rd Overall

J. Greene (18) 49 pts. (on last 9)

Our 500 Club draw for this year, which
took place on May 16th, proved to be a
tremendous success and I would like to
say a sincere thank you to all who supported the draw.

May 16th
MAYNOOTH GOLFING SOCIETY

500 CLUB DRAW
Results· Winners

1st Prize £1,000
Dave McGovern, c/o M. Dempsey
Ticket No. 304.
2nd Prize £500
Staff of Talking Heads, Celbridge
Ticket No. 268
3rd Prize £250
P. Broadbeary c/o S. Feeney
Ticket No. 023

And 10 Prizes of £100

1. William Berney c/o P. Brazil
Ticket No. 277
2. Mary and Rita c/o L. Farrelly
Ticket No. 171
3. Patricia Cummins c/oM. Scanlon
Ticket No. 068
4. P. McDonald c/o S. Tracey
Ticket No. 372
5. Sean Power
Ticket No. 086
6. Frank Conlan
Ticket No. 011
7. Joe Moore
Ticket No. 480
8. Leanne Farrell c/o L. Farrelly
Ticket No. 163
9. Pat and Rose O'Grady
Ticket No. 269
10. Eugene Mara
Ticket No. 261

Finally a reminder to our members that
our captain's (Michael Dempsey) outing
is to Edenderry on 28th June and that the
quarter finals of the Matchplay competition must be played by that date.

Pictured are some members of
Maynooth Golfing Society who travelled to Wales
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Sean Tracey,
Hon. Secretary.

PLANNING
PERMISSIONS
Barberstown: Retention of solid fuel storage, packing and distrubition depot comprising of two sheds, truck parking garage, yard, entrance etc and change of use
to contractors plant storage yard. E. Logan.

(SYMPATHY)
Wife, Sons, daughters, brother, sisters,
relatives and friends of the late Declan
Creighton, Railpark.
Mrs. J. Lenehan, Newtown on death of
her son-in-law (following an accident)
James (Jim) Carroll, Malahide.
Sons, Daughters, Brother, Sons-in-law,
Daughters-in-law, grandchildren, nephews, nieces, relatives and friends of the
late Richard (Dick) Kenny, Station House,
Leixlip, Moyglare Road, Maynooth.
Deepest sympathy to Carmen Creighton,
and her family, on the recent death of her
husband, Declan Creighton, Railpark.
Deepest sympathy to Jim Walsh and
Dympna McLoughlin, Carton Court, on
the death of Jim's father, in Listowel, Co.
Kerry.
Sons, Daughters, Sons-in-law, Daughtersin-law, Brothers, Sisters, Relatives and
friends of the late Mary Molloy, Straffan
Way.
Wife, sons, daughters, sons-in-law, daughters-in-Iaw, grandchildren, brothers sister, uncle, aunts, nephews, nieces, relatives and friends of the late Pat Joe MacHale, Tagadoo formerly of Emiagh,
Louisbourgh, Co. Mayo.

MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
SOCIETY

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Birthday greetings to Annie Walsh,
Mulhussey, Kilcock, Co. Meath 9th July
and husband John Walsh 30th July from
all the family.
Aoife McTiernan, Moyglare Village age
8 July 7th her cousins Deirdre Avondale,
Leixlip age 15 July 3rd, Ciara, Courthill
Drive, Dunboyne age 7 July 13.

Happy Birthday to Tony Bean, "Nuada",
Drinboyne Road, Maynooth. Birthday
July 7th, from his wife Mary, Aisling,
Brian, Mam & Dad.
Best wishes to Loreto Pain, Moyglare
Village who celebrated her 80th Birthday
July 10th. This comes from all your
Thursday morning bingo pals.

Love and best wishes for a very happy
birthday to Regina McGovern Greenfield
aged 3 years on July 12th from, Mammy,
Daddy, sisters, Karina, Stacy, Michelle
and Debbie also from Nannie, Una and
Uncle Kevin, Noel, Maire and boys and
Nannie Flynn in Kilcloone all our love.

Happy Birthday to Peter McCullagh Snr.
on July 21st from family.

Happy Birthday to Martn O'Brien, Newtown, who celebrates his birthday on the
28th of June, frOIJ1 the Community Council Staff.
Happy birthday to Michael Conneely,
Pagestown, Maynooth, 31st July.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations and best wishes to Noel
and Marie McGovern, Greenfield who
celebrate their 10th Wedding Anniversary July 5th love from Mam, Kevin,
Michael, Eileen and girls. Enjoy your day
also from your loving sons Richard and
Thomas with love.

Congratulations to Mrs. Ruth Stewart
Australia (Formerly Ruth Hennick) O'neill
Park, on the birth of a baby girl, best
wishes from Daddy, Mammy, Brothers
and Sisters.

Congratulations to Francis Murphy,
O'Neill Park and Christy Burke, Barrogstown who were married in St. Mary's
Church, Maynooth, June 2nd.

Congratulations to Ann and Michael on
the birth of their baby boy Simon on 28th
May from Annette and Tracey.

Congratulations to Joe and Geraldine
O'Rourke, Clauin Aoibhinn, on the birth
of a baby girl, Alison a sister for Paul and
Joseph.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page

E40

Half Page

E22

Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

US

£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
·Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months Of over if payment
is made in advance.

A fee of £2 is charged lor claSSIfied
advertisements. 01 course. there IS no
charge on acknowledgements. nollces.
i.e. birthdays. missing Items. etc

Members please note next sitting will be
Sunday July 29th.
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ACCOMMODATION
REQUIRED
Accommodation Required
for single person in town (preferably)
Non sharing.
Contact: 6285922

WANTED
Bungalow to rent in Maynooth area
for 3 months appro~
(July - September)
Tel. 317040

ART & CRAFTS
Art and Craft Classes
available for school children
two aftemoops
per week during holidays.
Kilcloon area.
Please phone 6286972
for details

CLASSIFIED
ADS
Art Classes including Pottery,
all materials supplied,
July 2nd to 6th or 9th to 13th
2 - 4''p.m.
Suitable for Boys & Girls 4 - 13 yrs
in Maynooth area.
Further Information contact:
Marie O'Connell,
Clane.
Tel. 045-68790

Considering a Career Change?
Self-Employed?
Recently made Redundant?
or J ust ~urious?
Positions available for suitable
car owners over 30
Come and talk to Michael Moloney
987579/98760 1

Increase your Job Prospects
with a Professional C.V.
Contact: Caimel Cahir,
1, Moyglare Village, Maynooth.
Tel. 6285726 after 6 p.m.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

-

Self Catering accommodation
for students for
last two Weeks of July, August
and September (months).
Single rooms. Tel: 6285233

WANTED
Reliable lady to,mind toddler
and baby in children's ()wn horiie.
Teacher's hours.
Box No. 156A

~re you mad enough to take part?
1:)0 you have a license to drive
~ind out on Sat.
a wheelbarrow? ~ill Ben Hur ever be the same?
June 30th at 7pm.
~rom the Fire
Station to the Roost.

B 'r i ng a .camera.
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HAIR CREATIONS
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
UNISEX HAIR SALON

Opening Hours: HaN - SAT 9.30 - 6.00
Late Night FRI - 7.30
Special Rates STUDENTS AND 0 .A. P.
MON - TUES - WED

GERARD BRADY & CO.
MAIN STREET,

MAYNOOTH,

PH: 6285257
INSURANCE AGENTS:

CO. KILDARE

FAX: 6285201

IRISH PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY AGENTS

AUCTIONEERS, VALUERS AND ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS• FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS
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LOSE INCHES

TONE UP
AT

SLENDER WORLD
MAYNOOTH
DISCOVER THE NO STRESS, NO SWEAT WAY
TO EXERCISE ON OUR 6 TONING TABLES
LEAVES YOU TOTALLY REFRESHED AFTER 1 HOUR WORK OUT
PHONE(01) 6289144 OR CALL TO SLENDER WORLD,
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH
(OVER ALAN FRAZER MENSWEAR)

--------~-----~------------------------------.--------~---.~------~--.-~---------~---------------- ------------
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RUBBER STAMP IT ?

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare.
Tel: 01-6286695/6286440
Fax: 01-6286440

,
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ISSUE NO. 157

AUGUST 1990

John McGinley, Chairperson Community Council presenting the trophies
to.the winning team - Lenny Murphy and John Saults of the Maynooth
Soccer Club.
1'---,

Price 40p

Letters to
Column - 'Rtimour Has It .. :
£5 Crossword
Battle of the Bands Report
Theatre Review
Inter Estate Football Report & Photos
Glor Na nGael Competition
and Irish Column
Poems & Photos from Poetry Competition
Street Talking
Garda Talk
Residents' Assoc. News
Reports on Festival Events (with Photos)
Summer Project Photos
Sports, Clubs' and Organisations' News
Community Council Notes
Peig Lynch on the founding
of the R.C.A.G.
Classified Ads

For all your Catering requirements

contact

Pel;ep 0'0.1811

GBteJtIRd Go.H6.

"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE

MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by

(EDITORIAL)

MAYNOOTHCO~TY

COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Mary Grennell
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the Newsletter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
Monday, 20th August 1990
.atS p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generall y carry an y material su bmi tted ot it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement. The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The committeereserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request al\ our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible; material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, on one side of the paper.
All Material
Copyright Maynooth Newsletter
1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted after
the copydate will not be accepted and will
be withheld until the following copydate.

Recently a number of ~rious allegations
concerning the Editorial Board of the
Newsletter
were made in public to a member of the
Board by a resident of Maynooth. These
were couched in slanderous insults and
totally unwarranted verbal abuse. The
Editorial Board has decided to publish the
following statement which further highlights and emphasises the 'Editorial Statement' on page three of every Newsletter.

The Editorial Board of the Maynooth
Newsletter is comprised of individuals
appointed by Maynooth Community
Council and of individuals tho have joined
of their own accord who oversee the regular monthly publication of the magazine.
Their explicit duty is to ensure that the
Newsletter does not in any way become
the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional
interests and that it always preserves an
independence and balance of its own. The
Editorial Board is especially careful to
maintain an objective independence from
all political parties and organisations and
will publish whatever material is submitted to the Newsletter providing the mate-

rial does not effect the balance of the
magazine. The opinions and statements
expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those of
the Editorial Board. Any resident of
Maynooth may join the committee and attend its two meetings per month. Editorial
Board members are expected to help out in
the organisation of social activities connected to the Newsletter (such as the Newsletter table quiz, the St. Patrick's Day parade, writing competitions etc), to sell the
Newsletter outside the church one Sunday each month and to continually keep an
eye out for items of news which may be of
interest to readers. The decisions of the
committee are always arrived at by consensus at meetings and no member has
ever exercised undue influence over this
process.

It is hoped that by publishing this statement the function and philosophy of the
Editorial Board will be made perfectly
clear and that no member of the committee
will again be subjected to the type of
unfounded allegations .which were made
by the individual concerned last month.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Garda Station,
Maynooth.

ing got to know so many of you.
Please God, I will come back for many
visits.
Dan Monahan.

Dear Editor,

Please permit me to express my sincere
thanks to one and all, as I depart Maynooth
over the next few days. I transfer to Castlefin, Co. Donegal on 18th July, and while
one has to go, I will never forget the many
friends I have made in Mayn60th over the
past 10 years. To my friends, collegues,
neighbours, I wish to say a big thank you
for everything.

To the people of Maynooth, I especially
want to say that I have enjoyed every
minute being here. I am privileged to have
worked in this beautiful town, and to hav-
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Due to increasing costs of production the
Newsletter will be raised in price from the
humble forty pence itnow costs to a meagre
fifty pence from September 19900nwards.

RIGHT TO REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given that
this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake the fol- '
lowing: In the case of errOrS of fact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer thal
person or their representative the right to
reply in this magazine subject only to reasonable lengh, the laws of libel and our
right to respond to such reply.

Continued

Dear Editor,

My curosity has gotten the better of me.
What on earth possessed the residents of
Laurence Avenue, to put three large notices on the trees PLEASE KEEP OFF
THE GRASS? It sounds so unfriendly.

What are green spaces for, an extension to
ones garden, or a place for young folk to
kick ball and play rounders etc? That
avenue has the name of being the most
friendly and neighbourly place in
Maynooth, so it is definitely not in keeping. How can one play and keep off the
grass? Could it be that a track has been

made from the bus, a short cut like the
harbour field? But if that is the case could
the notices not read PLEASE KEEP TO
THE PATH. Now, to a stranger, I think it
would say "BUYERS WITH CHILDREN
BEWARE, NO PLAYING SPACE".
PeigLynch,
Maynooth Park.

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
NOTES
Despite the fact that the Community Festival coincided with the World Cup, all
events were reasonably well attended.
Thanks to the hard work of the Social and
Recreational Committee and the Community Council Office staff all events ran
smoothly. We would like to thank the
following sponsors.
Main Sponsors
The Roost
The Leinster Arms
Brady's
Caulfield's

A section of the St Mary's Brass and Reed Band'during theirrecital in the Square on 5th
July. The Community Council would like to thank the Band members for their performances throughout the CommlUlity Festival.

Other Sponsors
Slender World
Declan Foley, Solicitor
Damien McGuire, Solicitor
Allied Irish Bank
Barton's Transport
M.C.L. Cabs
'Framed'
Coyne & Bergin
Jim's Shoe Repairs
Quinnsworth
F.M.K. Casuals
Maynooth Office Supplies
Sean Power
Jim Smyth
Elsewhere in this issue are reports of some
of the events of the Festival.

O.N.E. PRESENTATION TO
COMMUNITY COUNCIL
The O.N.E. have been regular participants in our
St. Patrick's Day Parade and it is for this reason that they made the presentation.
In
all Joe Fitzpatrick painted and presented 3 paintings to the Co'mmunity Council
during the Community Festival. The others are ofPadrePio and Willie Bermingham.

BONNY BABY
WINNER

Aisling ONeill, Old Greenfield.

Joe Fitzpatrick (Organisaiton of National Ex Servicemen) making a
presentation of a painting of Cardinal OFiaich to Peter Hussey, Secretary
Community Council and John McGinley, Chairperson CommunityCoun'cil, Larry O'Brien, Maynooth O.N.E. is also pictured.
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OUR SHOES ,FIT AS WELL
AS THEY LQQK
DO YOURS?
DOYLES SHOE CENTRE
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WHO ARE THE
DOLANETTES?
A report in a number of newspapers in
recent months has shed light on the existence of a group of ladies from Maynooth
who call themselves the Dolanettes. It
appears that these are not ladies whose
professional occupation is drawing the
dole, rather, it appears, their particular
vocation involves dedicating themselves
to the perpetual adoration of one Joe Dolan
'from Mullingar. Perhaps some reader may
enlighten us further concerning the identities of these ladies. We would like to be
able to offer help in overcoming this slavish addiction.

(EYE HEAR)
LEIXLIP AWARDS
Eye Hear that the Town Commission in
our sister town, Leixlip has honoured a
number of people in appreciation for their
service to the people of Leixlip. At a
simple ceremony held recently in Leixlip
library, certificates were presented by
Town Commission Chair, Colm Purcell,
to long standing residents who have contriuted to Leixlip through their cultural,
sporting, social, commercial, or civic
achievements.

Eye Hear is defmitely to see that Quinns'Vorth are giving something for nothing at
last. However, we are now coming down
with a surfeit of free copies given away
with every ten pounds worth of groceries.
Ifthe average household shopping amounts
to £70 per week, we estimate that if they
lc:eep it up for a year, each household in
Maynooth will amass over 350 copies.
Nice try Quinnsworth!

Among those honoured were Albert and
Mary Bewley, for ili;eir work with the Tidy
Towns Committee; Anna Pegley, for her
contribution to Irish culture; Brian Waters, President of Leixlip Utd Football
Club; Louis Eiffe of th~ Catholic aOY
Scouts in Irelan~ movement; and Brendan
Hackett, local entrepreneur. The inclusion of one Padraig Flynn, TD, and Minister for Environmem among this distinguished number, raised some eyebrows, in
view of the long strqggle which had to be
waged, in achieveipg Tqwn CommIssIon
status fOf Leix~p. .
Howabout Maynooth Commllnity Council having a loolc a~ the possibility of honouring publicly a nurriber of Maynooth
residents who have made significant contributions ~ life in ~ynooth. Selection

CONGRATULATIONS

( GARDA TALK)

COpy THAT

Congratulations and well done to Dan
Monahan, on his recent promotion to the
rank of Sergeant. Dan who is a very
popular member in Maynooth has been
with us for the last 10 years. By the time
you will read this, Dan will have settled in
his new station of Cas tlefin, Co. Donegal.
Maynooth's loss is Castlefin's gain. We
wish Dan every success and happiness,

Q. Can you give me details about the New
School Uniform and Footwear scheme?
A. The Footwear Scheme is to be incorporated into the new Clothing Scheme. This
Scheme will be administered by the Health
Boards as part of the Supplementary
Welfare Allowance Scheme.
There will be two maximum rates of payment
£25 for Primary School Children
£40 for Secondary School Children
The maximum rates will apply where the
family is solely dependent on the basic rate
of the relevant Social Welfare or Health
Board payment In other cases a reduced

and indeed he will be sadly missed, but
rumour has it that he will be back in the not
too distant future.

might prove invidious as so many give to
the best of their availability. However this
is something that might merit further
thought

DOG DAY
AFTERNOONS

Kildare County Council are to be congratulated on their recent excursion into
Maynooth, seeking out every unlicensed
canine. Now ever dog, or its owner, must
have a licence £5 at the nearest post office), .or forever hold its bark whenever
anyone comes to the door. Eye Hear is
most favourably disposed towards this
development and proposes that it be extended to further species, including cats.
Careless .owners who fail to keep their
brazen felines under control must also be
required to visit their nearest post office.
How many dogs (incuding Eye Hear's
ancient, but now legitimate, best friend),
have been tormented by brazen moggies,
who lure them into pointless chases, which
invariably end up with the panting cur
wailing at the foot of concrete walls surmounted by smug feline escapees.

Eye Hear is currently working on propos!lls for compulsory laryngectomies for
Corgis, IQ tests for poodles, and nappies
for all forms of untoilet trained beings human or ~imal.

from cars, particularly when vital matches
were being played. Again we ask people
to be vigilent, and to protect their property
as best they can, no matter where they are.

WORLD CUP

RENOVATIONS

While we were all glued to the T. V. watching Ireland's magnificant performance in
the world cup, the criminal (who perhaps
doesn't understand the game) was also at
work around Maynooth stealing radios

We are delighted to announce that work
will shortly commence at the Garda station which will incorporate the quarters
adjacent to the station into one building.

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE
NOTES
allowance may be paid.
Those eligible will be families dependent
on:
Supplementary Welfare Allowance
Disabled Person's Maintenance Allowance
Infectious Diseases Maintenance Allow-
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ance
A payment from the Dept. of Social Welfare.
Application forms should be available from
July at health centres and payments should
be received before the schools re-open in
September.
Office Hours during August only
Wednesday 10 a.m. -12 noon
Friday 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information Centre
- Telephone 6285477 (office hours only)
which provides a free and confidential
service to the public.

MAYNOOTH
CREDIT UNION

Dr. Linda M Finley

Chiropractor
70 Drimnagh Road,
Walkins town,
Dublin 12.
Tel: (01) 559973

0/7 Carton Court,

While business is going very well at Credit
Union House there are also Social and
Community involvements attached to
Credit Unions as can be seen from the
programme lined up for the next few
months.

Maynooth,
Co.Kildare.
Tel: (01) 6285962

ALL HOURS BY APPOIN1MENT ONLY

A Youth Quiz has been organised by
Chapter 25 for 16-21 years for Sunday 9th
September in the Silver Granite Palmerstown: representing us will be a team from
the Youth Club, selected and coached by
John McGarry. We wish them every success.

Credit Union Poster
Competition
This is run each year by the Irish League of
Credit Unions who award the prizes at
National level and also give a cheque for
Art Materials to the winning School or
College in each category at National level.
The first stage is organised at local level by
the Credit Union who will award prizes in
the following categories:Under 8
8 - 11 yrs
12 - 14 yrs
15 - 18 yrs and adults
The winners at local level then go forward
to chapter level. We will be approaching
several fIrms during the next month or so
to sponsor the prizes, and are hoping for
their full support.
In late September we will inform all the
local schools, college, I.C.A. Guild and
Youth Club about the Competition and
will also put up notices giving details.
Each year the poster must be based on a
Credit Union slogan. We are hoping for
full co-operation from all the schools - so
get your paints and brushes ready. In J anuary, Chapter 25 will also run a Table Quiz
for members of Credit Union and we hope
also to enter a team this year and come out
tops again this time.
Office Hours at Credit Union House, The
Harbour are:Thursdays: 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Fridays: 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Saturdays: 10 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.

Mon & Thurs: 10.15 - 12.30
4 - 7.30

Tues - 10 - 1 / 4 - 7.30
Sat:
9.30 - 12.30

Have il

.._..._D
Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
TOWN CENTRE MALL
MAYNOOTH
Tel:

JK

6286166

DECORATION

L TO.

PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTRACTORS

INTERIOR - EX'l'ERIOR
COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC
PLUS ALL GENERAL HOME MAINT AINANCE
WORK UNDERTAKEN
FREE ESTIMATES
PHONE:-

6286261

MAYNOOTII CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MA YNOOTII
TEL: 6285239

FOR

CYCLES TOYS LAWNMOWERS
GUARANTEED REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES
TRADE INS WELCOME
OPEN 6 DAYS 9am - 6pm
WED 9am - lpm

Come along and meet us there.
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At approximately 8.18 on the evening of
Saturday 7th July the chairperson of
Maynooth Community Council was seen
with his family furiously counting cartwheels outside the Hitchin' Post on the
Dublin road. At about the same time in
Celbridge two prominent members of the
Maynooth branch of the Workers' Party
were peering in bafflement up to lamppost
in Castletown Estate. A blue Opel Cadet
meanwhile ferried four excited Maynooth
residents up and down Captain's Hill in
Leixlip in a desperate attempt to locate a
kettle, while a notorious yellow Citroen
Dyane waited for its passengers to complete an intense Scrunity of a brick wall in
the same town. Three other groups of
inspired Maynoothians were similarly
occupied along the highways and byways,
flitting about with bits of paper and the
appearance of dementia during what was
Maynooth's first ever Festival Treasure
Hunt
Competitors were asked to solve 20 clues
regarding the identity of places or objects
situated in and between Maynooth, Celbr-

THE BAFFLED
LEADING THE
BEWILDERED:
MAYNOOTH'S
FESTIVAL
TREASURE HUNT
idge and Leixlip and to return with the
correct information requested regarding
each. They were also required to bring
back 10 pieces of 'treasure' - everyday
objects whose identity was concealed in
10 seperate clues. The hunt began in the
Town Centre Mall at 7 p.m., when the six
teams embarked in bewilderment upon
Main Street and wandered in search of
orange arrows, the 'King of Harps' ,pumps,
plaques and pigeons. They returned in
mad dashes shortly before 10 p.m. brandishing plastic bags packed with everything bar the dustpan and deposited their
spoils before Carolann Reaper and Peter
Hussey (the judges and organisers) in

Caulfield's lounge. While they regaled
one another with accounts (bizarre and
hilarious) of their mishaps and misadventures the judges examined cigarette butts,
tights, bean times, combs and other 'interesting' treasure pieces before announcing
Evelyn Lane and Lenny Murphy as the
winners. First prize was £40 and there was
a special prize of £10 for the funniest/most
deranged answer which was by Team One
(Margaret Clince, Grainne Kelly, Willie
and Christina Saults).
Due to the tremendous amount of fun
generated by the treasure hunt the organ isershave agreed to run another one which
is provisionally scheduled for Sunday, 9th
September at 3 p.m. The starting point will
be as above and there will be a £50 prize
for the winners.

Full details will be published in the September Newsletter and will also be available from the Community Council office
(Tel. 6285222) .. LOok out for posters and
notices.

MAYNOOTH
CHARIOT
RACE
The inaugural running of the Maynooth
Chariot Race was held at 2 p.m. on a very
wet Saturday 30th June. (The time was
changed in order to avoid clashing with
Ireland's W orId Cup Quarter Final tie with
Italy).

The race took place from the Harbour to
the Roost and was won in the excellent
time of 42 seconds by the Maynooth SoccerClub. Their Chariot, which was driven
by John Saults with Lennie Murphy on
board is known as The Marker during
work days. Congratulations to both!

The Maynooth Fire Brigade displaying their skills on Saturday, 7th July in the Harbour
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Due to increasing costs of production the
Newsletter will be raised in price from the
humble forty pence it now costs to a meagre
fifty pence from September 1990 onwards.

MAYNOOTH
ACCORDION
BAND
On behalf of the committee of the above
band I would like to offer sincere thanks to
all who contributed so generously to the
collectors during our recent flag days. We
are grateful to the business people of the
town and surrounding areas who welcomed
our musicians and gave the collectors such
a warm reception. A special word of
thanks to Phil, Mrs Brady and staff for the
refreshments that they provided for the
teacher, John Mitchell, every Wednesday
on his arrival in Maynooth. Our young
musicians take pleasure in playing, when
requested, at any function provided that it
does not coincide with any of their other
activities.
Finally don't forget to support us please in
early Autumn when, once again, we will
stage the band festival in the parish hall.
This is an afternoon of musical entertainment. Mr. Mitchell brings his pupils from
all his teaching venues together to compete for awards. The ajudicator will be the
very talented, Paddy Kavanagh, a member
of the Teachers Advisery Council of the
British College of Accordionists.

A TO S
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCIJUR NAISIUNTA

L

GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
6287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £159
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6 X 6 £12.50
I

g]d~y ~~u(he)<-n
B. COMM. A.C.A.
J.W. MULHERN & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Secretary.

July was a particularly busy month with
recitals in Tallaght, Peamount and our
own Community Week.
In all cases the response was tremendous
and very satisfying. There was perhaps
the most appreciative audience yet for the
Community Week recital. The patients in
PeamountHospital thoroughly enjoyed our
performance and the Tallaght recital was
part of a major Band Festival attended by
bands from Dublin, Navan and Germany
and gave our younger members a wonderful opportunity to meet and exchange news
with fellow musicians.
Things are winding down for the holidays
but we hope to have news of our new
classes in the next issue.
We wish all our readers a very happy and
sunny holidays. See you in September.

I

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED

Maisie McMyler,

BAND
BULLETIN

'S

KJNGSCOURT

PHONE: 01 6286751
(045) 66535

NAAS,

co.

KILDARE

FAX NO:

(045) 66535
(045)

66521

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

KILOOOK TEL: 6287311

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

* BODY REPAIRS

*

* SERVICE AND PARTS ·

NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
fl-[l\E 6287311
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RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
NOTES
CARTON
COURT
RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
At a recent meeing of Carton Court Residents' Association the following motions
were adopted (1) that all motor traffic
entering or leaving Carton Court do so
with great caution as we tend to forget that
there are children playing. (2) As the
residents are in agreement we are becoming involved with the Neighbourhood
Watch Scheme. There will be a fee of £1
as a once off payment for stickers etc. We
are very grateful for the annual SUbscription of £5 per house for the upkeep of
greens and maintenance of lawn mower
and anybody who has not subscribed please
give to a Committee Member on your
road. As the holiday season is upon us we
earnestly request that all residents ensure
the security of their houses.

(ACRA)
ACRA LAUNCHES
CAMPAIGN FOR
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
FOR RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATIONS AND
AGAINST TOLLS ON
MOTORWAYS
The Co. Kildare branch has recently written to all residents associations seeking
support on two major issues affecting residents.

routes exist, we will not accept tolls on
roads built mainly out of E.C. (i.e. taxpayer's) monies.

1. Financial support for Residents Associations.
Until 1986 some financial support from
Kildare Co. Co. was available to residents
associations for the planting of trees,
maintaining green spaces, etc. These grants
were abolished but ACRA believes that
they should be re-introduced on an expanded scale.

There is a strong possibility of tolls being
levied on the Naas/Newbridge and the
proposed Leixlip/Maynooth/Kilcock bypasses. This waul amainly affect residents
commuting to and from work and could
cost £500 p.a.

2. Toll roads in Co. Kildare.
ACRA's policy on this issue is that while
we are not opposed to tolls onroads erected
out of private funds, where alternative

LYREEN
RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
Things are now begining to wind down for
the Summer Holidays. We held our final
meeting before the holidays in Caulfield's
on 17th July, where a good attendance was
brought up to date on all outstanding
matters. Main topic of discussion was the
Tidy Area Competition and it was hoped
that residents would help by looking after
the cleanliness of their own particular area.
It was hoped to arrange for some work to
be done on the Green as soon as possible.
The member's draw will be held in Caulfield's on 27 th J ul y and we hope to have the
results in the next issue.

ATTENTION

Associations are being asked to support
our policy on these issues and we intend to
lobby members and officials of Kildare
Co. Co. quoting the results of our circular.
Michael Qu inn,
Secretary.

TREASURE

HUNTERS~

ue to the tremendous success of our Festival
Treasure Hunt we have been persuaded to
organise another one for cars and motorbikes.
It will take place on Sunday, 9th September
and will begin at 3pm in the Town Centre Mall.
KEEP THIS AFTERNOON FREE
Rrther.details will appear in
the September issue.

Ii
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Maynooth Commun i ty \
Council .
Tel: [01] 6~5922
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COLLEQE
MAYNOOTH RD., CELBRIDGE
TEL: 01 - 6272100
OFFERING:

Leaving and Intermediate
Certificate Courses

COMPREHENSIVE, EXAMINATION - ORIENTATED PROGRAMMES; INCLUDING
INSTRUCTIONS IN STUDY SKILLS AND EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES.
OUR CLASSES ARE SMALL.
AND SUCCESSFULL.

OUR TEACHERS ARE EXPERIENCED, DEDICATED

E ARE THE OBVIOUS ALTERNATIVE TO THE CROWDED CITY - GRIND SCHOOLS WHOSE IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT PRESENTS OTHER NON-EDUCATIONAL DISTRACTIONS.

Moder n Eu r opea n Language s for Children
AIMED AT PROVIDING AN EARLY AND SOLID FOUNDATION IN THOSE ESSENTIAL
MEANS OF COMMUNICATION WITHIN A COMPETITIVE EUROPE

Speech and Drama for Children
AIMED AT DEVELOPING THE CHILDS IMAGINATION AND INTELLECT WITHIN
AN ENJOYABLE AND STIMULATING ENVIRONMENT.

Enrolme nt for 1990- '91
DATES:
TIME:

SATURDAY AUGUST 25TH, SATURDAY SEPT. 1ST, SATURDAY SEPT. 8TH.
9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES CONTACT:

..The College Secretary -- (Ot. 6272100)
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It has been a concern of the Community

COWlcil that a certain age group does not
seem to be catered for at all in the social
activities of the town. However, this section of the community, aged between 15
and 21, was especially in attendance at the
Community Council's follrth annual Battle
of the Bands on Thursday 5th July.
Seven bands participated in what was
without doubt an outstanding success. The
Geraldine Hall was packed with groupies
and supporters from every conceivable
sub-group in hard rock fashion, ranging
from long haired, leather and denim clad
head bangers to smooth super-cool American Rockers. The bands delighted all,
spending at least 15 minutes each in furious bids to outdo one another with the
serious business of establishing sound
checks, tuning guitars and bounding at
random with leads, wires and sound systems. It was impossible to quantify the
amount of large black boxes which passed
by the judges en route to and from the stage
for the first hour or so. Eventually the
terrain was conquered to the sufficient satisfaction of the bands and they finally
began to play. The noise shook the building and sent the fans into orbit.

Despite the fact that the first band took
command of the stage shortly after 8.30
and the final one left it at 11.10 the three
judges were never once bored during the
entire show. The enthusiasm and sheer
energy of these seven bands were remarkable. All seven are talented - some moreso
than others - and the command of instruments was especially notable among such
bands as The Dudley Runaways, Grim
Reality, Craven Idol and Running Scared.
Sunday Blue from Lucan provided a competent but somewhat lack-lustre performance of Adult Orientated Rock while Wool,
a duo from Leixlip, concentrated on blues
and Woodstock rock with the incredibly
talented voice of Jenny Dowling making
up for an otherwise loose and unpolished
performance. Given some time this act .
will be one upon which considerable attention will focus. The YOWlgest band
present were from Maynooth - Wild Cry,
fronted by Declan Molloy from Mill St. If
this band stay together for another few
years they will gain the experience they
need to tum their act into a more tightly
controlled and versatile show given the
fact that they are without doubt quite talented for their years.

F~EX,

WIRES ·

AND MASKING
TAPE:
MAYNOOTHBATTLE
OF THE BANDS 1990

That special mark of originality which
distinguishes a fine band from the remainder of the others, based upon total comfort
with instruments and the courage to experimentwith soWld came from three bands
in particular. The Dudley Runaways from
Dublin displayed excellent versatility with
guitar and a controlled co-ordination of
sound: this talent would shine if put to
greater effect on material more original
than the standard rock of their act. Craven
Idol, from Leixlip, showed remarkable
maturity for such a young band. Their
comfort with hard rock material was obvious and developed to a degree where the
hypnotic quality of the sound clearly
emerged - this co-ordination was the one
quality which the other metal band, Grim
Reality, have not yet mastered. Craven
Idol seemed to be the only band who had
given their image more than the usual
degree of thought, managing to incorporate a sense of madcap fun into what is
generally an overly serious business indeed.

The winning band of the night, Running
Scareq, from Maynooth, came across as
the most mature and controlled act of the
seven. Their 21/2 years' experience was
quite obvious judging by the polish of the
performance and by their state of overall
development. Their original material, hard
rock in inspiration, was greatly enhanced
by fine use of vocals (3 of the 4 members
taking part) and hinted at the type of stuff
of which great rock bands are made.
RunningScared are Declan Noonan, Enda
Breslin, Andrew Kirkpatrick and Thomas
('Spike') Murphy.

Apart from encouraging up-and-coming
acts, Maynooth Battle of the Bands provides a worthwhile and badly needed outlet for the enjoyment of the young adult
age group. Given the popularity of events
such as this, it is hoped that others like it
will ' take place more than once a year.
Grateful thanks to the Community Council team workers for organising the event
and to Martin O'Brien for managing the
soun<;l system. Anne Marie Thompson
was professionally exuberant as mistress
of ceremonies and Donal Fitzpatrick,
Michael Murphy and Mama Walsh displayed marvellous crowd control skills
during 'the Night'! Final thanks to our
three judges (Muireann Ni Bhrolchain,
Peter Hussey and Patsy Treacy) and to
Johnny Dowling for helping out on the
night.

The winning band of the night, RunningScared, from Maynooth-
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GREEN'F IE'L O ' SUPERMARKET
Maynoo th & Celbr idge
P h:6286224

OPENING HOURS : 9am - 10pm
10am - 3pm

MONDAY - FR I DAY
SUNDAY

TAKE A FRESH LOOK AT YOUR LOCAL GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
YOU WILL LIKE WHAT YOU SEE
QUALITY FRUIT AND VEG. DIRECT FROM THE MARKET PLACE FOR YOU
AT PRICES YOU WILL ENJOY
SPECIAL PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS

AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY

& FLO GAS
WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE AT ALL TIMES
THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING WITH US
OUR AIM IS TO PLEASE YOU
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K l lCOCK CLEANING S.ERV ICE
LET us HELP WITH YOlJR SPRING CLEANiNG
WE DRY CLEAN CARPET'S IN YOUR HOME, OFFICE, SHOP, HOTEL ETC.
NO WATER , NO' HARSH Cmi:MiCALS USED ON YOUR CARPETS - AREAS CAN
BE USED IMMEDIATELY AFTER CLEANI NG
NO STICKY RESIDUE LEFT. SO YOUR CARPETS STAY CLEANER - LONGER
WE USE THE 'HOST' SYSTE){ WHICH IS RECOMMENDED BY LEADING CARPET MILL'S WORLDWIDE.

****************
ALSO CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVlr.E.
OIL BOILERS , BACK BOILERS, COOKERS CLEANED
CHIMNEY' COWLS SUPPLIED AND FITTED AND GUTTERS CLEAlmD

Tel: Pat o r Eileen at 0 1- 6281565
51,,-- Courtown Pk.;, Kilcock
The Newsletter has heard from the inimitable Peig Lynch after a long silence imPosed by ill health. We're glad to see that
she can still wield the typewriter, and we
look forward to hearing more in the future.
Unfortunately for reasons of space we
were unable to print her entire contribution. However, we hope that the following
edited version will convey her sentiments.
Dreams of other days
Peig remembers her early days, when she
first fell in love with the Royal Canal, at
Binn's Bridge in Dublin. She remembers
the barges, and the horses, and the barge
men who plied up and down the canal from
Dublin to exotic places such as Mullingar.
A film showing the last barge to travel the
Canal, shown in the College by Dr Ian
Bath, some seventeen years ago, was the
spur to the realisation of a dream .which
came true for Peig on 26th· May of this
year, when once more the Royal Canal
was open for navigation.

How the dream came true
Of course dreams don't come true without
inspiration, imagination, co-operation, and
hard work. Peig firmly lays the responsibility for inspiration at the feet of Don
Bosco, the patron saint of the Bru Bosco
Club. Following the renovation of the
Gerladine Hall by the Bru Bosco Club,
another project was sought to keep the
youngpeople-'()fMaynooth working. The
restoration of the Canal seemed like an
imaginative project to tackle - to restore
this weed choked drain to its former glory,
and to allow boats once more to ply up and
down its waters.

DON BOSCO
AND THE
ROYAL CANAL

In May, Peig was able to stand on the
Canal banks and watch the happy crowds,
the thank yous, speechmaking, unveiling,
launching and sailing, reflecting on the
mysterious ways in which these dreams
come true, with the right mix of chance,
luck, hard work, and co-operation.

PEIGLYNCH
REMEMBERS
There was much involved in getting the
project going. While Peig attributes much
to Don Bosco, it seems that without the cooperation of AnCo and the funds provided
. to pay the Teamworkers, little would have
been achieved. Still, even in a faceless
bureaucratic organisation, Peig was able
to appeal to the good nattire of a former
Bru Bosco boy who was able to pull the
appropriate strings on her behalf!
The search for a foreman was as exciting
as that for an actress to play Scarlet O'Hara.
However, Philip McDermott got the part
(Vivien Leigh beingunskilled in directing
canal excavation operations). The Royal
Canal Amenity Group became involved
through chance. conversations between
Peig, Eddie Slane, Charlie Hayden, Jim
Rochford, Mark Clinton and Father Gerry
Myers. The first meeting of the Maynooth
Royal Canal Amenity Group was held in

Further dreams
Peig is by no means finished with her
dreams, and is hoping that someone will
run with her proposal for a project which
, would involve teaching young people to
build canoes, for use on the newly opened
canal. She is a Salesian Co-operator, and
.is proud to be a lay worker for Don Bosco,
thanking God for the day the Salesians set
up their house in Maynooth. The community in Maynooth has benefitted to a great
extent from her presence - long may they,
and people like Peig survive.

The new and the old
Among Peig's reflections were regret that
some of the members of the Maynooth
Development Association were not present at this happy occasion, as they too
contributed to the project, through inviting
Dr. Bath to show his film, and through
their support in other ways over the years.
This prompted some observations 00 abe
the Salesian House, the second in the Par- " Maynooth phenomenon whereby it takes
ish Hall, and a committee was set up to . three generations before anyone can be~
oversee the project. Unfortunately, due to come a 'real Maynoothian', and how she
ill health,. Peig had to withdraw at that feels that despite not qualifying under these
stage, and take 'her place on the sidelines, terms, nevertheless, she feels ~at she
while the hard labour began, through hot herself is turning into a real Maynoother
after all these years.
summers, and freezing wet winters.
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Maynooth Office
Supplies Ltd.
Dublin Road, Maynooth
Tel: 628-6468 / 628-5900
Fax: 628-5900

Stationery· Printing
Furniture • Typewriters
Calculators· Computer
Supplies • Rubber Stamps
Wedding Stationery
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LABOUR

PARTY NOTES
(BOND BRIDGE)
As residents of Newtown, Beaufield,
Cluain Aoibhinn and College Green will
be aware Emmet Stagg TD has been pressing for some time both the Dept of the Environment and Kildare Co. Council for the
provision of a new bridge. The Minister
for the Environment recently informed
Deputy Stagg that funds for a new bridge
would not be forthcoming in the current
year. Following this Emmet had the following motion placed before Kildare Co.
Council: - 'That Kildare Co. Council undertake to resurface Bond Bridge,
Maynooth . and tlle roads leading up to
same ~d that this be financed from development levies collected in the area'. We
are glad to report that this motion was
accepted and that resurfacing work will
commence in the very near future.

, BOREEN PROBLEM
SUCCESS
Following repeated representations by
Deputy Stagg and continuing pressure from
Maynooth Town A.F.C., goalposts have
been erected at each end of the Boreen thus
preventing caravans from entering the lane.
We congratulate Maynooth Town A.f.C.
in persisting on this issue with us over the
last number of years.

Welcoming the news, John McGinley said
the next step is to ensure than the Co.
Council clean up the laneway before the
new season starts. Representations have
been made in this regard.
The Maynooth Branch wish the Soccer
Club all the best in celebrating their 21st
birthday this year.

LIGHTING OF
MAYNOOTH CASTLE
At a recent meeting of the Celbridge Area
Committee of Kildare Co. Council, Emmet
Stagg TD successfully proposed that the
Council agree to cover the annual cost of
the lighting of Maynooth Castle. The
lighting system is to be installed shortly
and we believe that it should bring about a
significant improvement in the appearance of the Castle area.

As was reported in our last Labour Notes',
Emmet Stagg has been continuing his
campaign to have the toilets at the town
Square demolished. At his instigation a
motion calling for their demolition was
passed at Co. Council level and at the most
recent Council meeting there was a debate
on how this work might best be carried out.
Deputy Stagg urged that the work be carried out as soon as possible and that a new
public toilet be provided at an appropriate
location off the Main Street.
The councillors were informed that the
demolition work would cost £8,000 and
that the removal of the ESB station at the
Square would cost £24,000. DeputyStagg
suggestect that the Council draw up a landscape plan for the area which would incorporate the planting of trees and the.laying
down of attractive paving.

PROPOSAL TOP AVE
MAIN STREET
FOOTPATHS '
Following representations by EmmetStagg
TD to improve the condition of footpaths
in Maynooth, Kildare Co. Council have
put forward a proposal to pave the footpaths in the Main Street along the lines of
Grafton St. in Dublin. Part ofthe proposal

As Labour Party spokesperson on Agriculture and Food, Deputy Stagg has introduced a Private Members' Bill before the
Dail seeking to ban the processing, importation and sale of irradiated food. Food
irradiation is the process whereby food
such as meat, fruit, vegetables and poultry
is exposed to ionising radiation. The process is similar to that used in nuclear power
stations. There are maI)y reasons why the
Labour Party believe irradiated food should
be banned:• irradiated food causes untested
and potentially dangerous chemical reactions in food.
• animals fed with irradiated food
suffer kidney damage, chromosome
defects, mutations in off-spring,
increased incidence of tumours and
other ill-effects.
• Irradiated food des:.roys a number of vitamins such as Vitamin C,
AandB.

The Labour Party is proposing this bill as
part of its Safe FOod policy. When it
comes to food thefrrst priority should be
the health of the consumer and not the
profits of large multi-national food companies.

CLOCK HOUSE MAYNOOTH
CO. KILDARE
,.r- " .
. •
'PHONE 6286225 .
LOUNGE BAR C. L E., BUS ST0P
-FOR BEST DR I NKS AND ' DEVI ClOUS PUB GRUB
SANDWICHES, COFFEE' & MEAT -.P1ES ALW'AYS AVAILABLE
~ '.~..>

,'-
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PROPOSED BAN ON
IRRADIATED FOOD

('THE THING')

P.BRADY
-

"soup,

IS that business premises would make a
contribution to the paving of the area
immediately outside their own building
and the Council would undertake to pay
the cost ·of paving any gaps which remained. The Branch welcome this proposal as a contribution to improving the
appearance of our Main Street

'I . _
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CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN •

TOYOTA • MITSUBISHI
1984
1985
1985
1985
1986
1981
1983

-

MAZDA 323
IVI
TOYOTA STARLET TOYOTA COROLLA DATSUN CHARADE TOYOTA COROLLA FORD FIESTA
FORD FIESTA

DX
DX
DX
DX

IVI
IVI
IVI
IVI

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agents for International Vehicle Imports, an importer and

distributor of quality second hand cars from Japan. The recen
name for these cars has become nnewsed n cars because of the
very high quality of the i r condition and the very low mileage.

• FULLY GUARANTEED

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE . SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd offer a fully comprehensive car and van valeting service

* TRADE-INS WELCOME *
Sales Open 9.00am - 7.00pm - Monday to Saturday

CONTACT: PAUL AT 6271422

SMALLWOOD MOTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE. CO . KILDARE .
TEL: (01)288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARSAND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

*

+
CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.

Suppliers of Quality Used Cars

CONTACT: 628854 7
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WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES

SEAN POWER

POLICING RETHINK
NEEDED

The recent Leixlip armed bank robbery,
with its fatal· consequences, has brought
into focus once again the need for a restructuring of the Garda network in the
North Kildare area. The current division
of the area into three separate Garda districts dates back to when North Kildare
was entirely rural in nature. This is now
completely outdated given that the area
now has a population of some 30,000
people. Towns of this size in other parts of
the country have fifty or more Gardai,
including detective and several squad cars.
While the existing Garda force in the area
does a superb job in the circumstances, it is
clearly inadequate to the task of policing
such a large built-up area. This is common
knowledge among Dublin-based criminals,
many of whom regard the area as easy
prey. While Maynooth itself has thankfully not been subjected to bank hold-ups
such as Leixlip has experienced on a number of occasions, two recent armed holdups of retail outlets in the locality indicate
thatitisonly a matter of time before it does
happen.

It is time that the adjoining towns of

Maynooth, Leixlip, Celbridgeand Kilcock
are regarded as a single urban area, bigger
than most towns in the country, and deserving of a fully-equipped Garda station
appropriate to an urban area of its size.

CARTON TAKEOVER
SCANDAL
It is increasingly likely, judging by recent
reports, that Carton House and Estate will
be taken over by the Gleneagles Hotel
group for development as a leisure centre.
While this would undoubtedly provide
much-needed employment, and would be
more preferable to previous proposals to

build houses on the estate, it is still nothing
short of scandalous that such a central part
of the country's historical heritage should
be closed off to public access forever.

VIDEO
REVIEWS

IfCarton was located just a couple of miles
further east, it is likely that it would long
ago have been bought up by Dublin County
COUSINS
Council for preservation and development
Starring: Ted Danson.
as a public park. However, KildareCounty
Council simply does not have the funds to .
pursue such a policy. This points to how A nice romantic love story. It involves two
badly the country is sufferng from the sets of married couples. One husband and
absence of any kind of national policy for one wife from either couple have an affair.
the conservation and development of the The other two partners find out and concountry's premier heritage sites. Carton is front one another. To get their own back
a site of major national importance which they decide to pretend to have an affair and
should be taken into public ownership. the story goes on. Yes, before you see the
However, given a succession of govern- film you know what's going to happen, but
ments whiC;h appear to value all properties it's well worth keeping on your list just in
in terms of their potential for profitable case you've seen every other video in the
.commercial development, it is not surpris- shop, also it's well worth looking at if only
ing that Carton will now become the ex- for the amount of wedding receptions in it.
clusive preserve of the leisurely wealthy,
with ordinary working class people only
Ratings: 5 out of 10.
able to get a view if they manage to get a
job in the project.

COMMUNITY
FESTIVAL CONGRATS
This column takes this opportunity to
congratulate all those involved in organising the highly successful Community
Festival in Maynooth. It takes a lot of
work on the part of a lot of selfless people
to organise all the events which went to
make up the festival, and to help the rest of
us to enjoy ourselves. Coming as it did
immediately after the World Cup euphoria, the festival certainly prevented a lot of
local people from suffering from withdrawal symptoms following Ireland's
eventual exit from the other festival in
Italy!
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THE PARTY
Starring: Peter Sellers.

This hilarious film must be said to be one
of Seller's greatest performances. He plays
the part of an uninvited guest to a party in
Beverly Hills given by some extremely
wealthy Americans. Nobody knows who
he is. He is also supposed to be an Indian
in this movie. This film is a delight to
watch as everything that can possibly
happen happens and one can almost feel
on'eself squirm with embarrassment. It's
good family entertainment and well worth
watching.
Ratings: 10 out of 10.

Worried about your child's foundation years??
If so. here is the answer .

arolines Montessori School
Established Private School.
Presentation Convent Grounds. Maynooth Co. Kildare.
Ages 2~- 7 years. Time: 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 - 3.00
Enroll now for Easter, September or January.
Limited number of vacancies
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School
List and has experienced teachers of the highest
qualified Montessori Diploma standard
Principal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran, Montessori Dipl
in Education, 2~ - 12 years.
Home Address: Glenidan Court. Enfield. Co. Meath

Tel:

0405~ 41532

for ApPointment or enrolment form or write to the
Principal.
Giveyour child their future foundation under expert
tuition, through the prest igious Montessori method
of Education.
This is a School of Tuition,
not a Playschool or creche.
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(TABLE QUIZ)
Members of the Editorial Board werehappy
with the turnout at the Newsletter Table
Quiz held in Caulfield's Lounge as part of
the Community Festival. Thirteen teams
fought a closely contested ten rounds.
While questions on obscure soccer trivia,
such as name the five fanatics from
Maynooth who paid a small fortune to
attend the Ireland versus Italy match in
Rome in July 1990, were mercifully absent, the preponderance of geographical
questions was seen to cause some difficulties for some. The winning team was the
No Hopers (proinnsias Breathnach and
Co); "gracious" in unaccustomed second
place were the terror of the table quiz
network, the Farrell/McGarry gang; and
delirious in third place were the Eamonn
Dunphy Fan Club (Gerry Durack and Co).
A special prize for the most amusing (but
wrong) answer, was awarded to The Kelly
Team (Michael Kelly, Michael Murphy &
Co.) for their interpretation of the title of
the initials of the new defence forces representative organisation. No, the letters
did not stand for the Public Demand for a
better Newsletter, but good try.
Many thanks to all who supported the
event, to our sponsors, to Peter (Magnus
Magnusson) Hussey, and to Peter Denman, who is now seeking exile in the
Albanian Embassy (capital Tirana) who
was resPonSible for setting the questions.

VARIETY
CONCERT
The show was a great success (on stage at
any rate). The great shame was the lack of
interest from the community as the audience was dismally small.
First, thanks and congratulations should
go to everyone who performed on stage well done. Thanks to Pat Travers for the
use of the Hall and to Billie Higgins for his
great work in preparing the venue. Our
gratitude to Bridie O'Brien for doing a
great job as Mistress of Ceremonies and to
Nuzstop for providing the shop. We
greatly appreciated the services of those
who managed the door-desk, sold tickets
in the Hall, helped back stage and those
who provided prizes for the raffles (sweat
shirt from Billie's, teddy bear from Nuzstop,
shirt from Classified Casuals). Finally,
let's not forget Willy Kiernan and Martin
O'Brien for doing a wonderful job with the
sound system. Thanks also to Ann-Marie
Thompson.

r

NUZSTOP
M\IN SIREEf

M\)NlJ1H

TEL Nd: 6286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS T-SHIRTS
BACK PATCHES
? A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)
OPElIING HI)URS:
8.00 A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)

r ~

VISUAL IMAGE PHOTOGRAPHY

~~~~>-_P_H_O_TO_G_R_A_PH_Y_;_s_O_CI_A_L;_C_O_M_M_E_RC.,...I_AL_;_W_E_O_O_IN_G_S'_ 'V_I_OE_O_,_
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~

102 Moyglare Village, Maynoolh, Co, Kildare , Ireland,
Phone (01)6286488,

• COlllll1l1niun and I'alllily Porlrails
• Photography by award winning profeSSional photographer
HR GERAlJ) P MAC CAHN BFA(II) HIPPA HIPF.

• Wedding photography a speciality. See our large range of beautiful
photographs and albums.
Membef 01 the Irl~h Profeas1onal Photographer.' Association. Member of the Wodd Council of Professional PhotOgraphers.

tkwtown StOf(1J
NEWSAGENTS
MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE
PH. - OI-6285833
OPENING HOURS - 7.30a.m. - 10p.m.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
FAHCY GOODS - SWEETS
CARDS - MAGAZINES

~

~

.., r

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR AI.I. OCCAS IONS

Home Nur5ing
DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED
REASONABLE RATES

33,lAUR!NC! AV!NU!,
.... A YNOOltt , co KllOAR£

6286132
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CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N
PHONE (01)6286686

/

r-~'

l.J

UA

BU ACAL LA

J. BUCKLEY.

MAIN ST.

5L
5L
5L
7"
9"

U/C WHITE £19.39
4G
WHITE £19.89
UNO EMULSION £11.95
ROLLER SETS £2.98
ROLLER SETS £3.58

MAYNOOTH.

PAINT SPECIALS
10L WH I TE EMULS ION
£18 . 95
10L WEATHERSHIELD
£31.95
ALSO IN STOCK
DULUX MATCHMAKER, VALSPAR,
SADOLINS, HAMMERITE.

D.I.Y. TIMBER SPECIALS
2 X 1 PAY £1.49
%" QUADRANT £1.06 1" ANGLE £2.98
DOOR STOP £1.85
1" QUADRANT £1.97 BARREL MOULDING £4.34
KEY CUTTING SERVICE WHILE - U - WAIT
CAR CHUBB, CYLINDER, MORTICE
BUILDERS SUPPLIES
CEMENT, LIME, HARDWALL, BONDING, FLOOR LEVELING COMPOUND,
FELT, GLASS. SPECIAL PRICE FOR NAILS £17.95-BOX.

I

\

MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town Mall, Maynooth, CoUnty Kildare
Telephone 01 • 286888

ALL TYPES OF
CURTAINS, RAILS, BLINDS
SUPPLIED &: FITTED
ESTIMATES FREE
Opening Hours:
CLOSED MONDAY

WED: 10am - 1pm

TUES: 10am - 5.30pm

THURS/FRI/SAT: 10am - 5.30pm
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POETRY COMPETITION
NEWSLETTER
1990
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS ON JULY 5TH IN
THE
LIBRARY
The winners were presented with cheques (sponsored by St. Patrick's College and Bank of Ireland) and book tokens (sponsored by
Bookshop) by John Byrne (proprietor of The Maynooth Bookshop and the College Bookshop) and John McGinley (Chairperson,
Community Councill).

Prize winners: (back, left to right); Belinda Byrne, Clare Devaney, Ronan Nulty and Mrs Hayes (mother of Richard Hayes,
prizewinner). (Front, left to right); Ronan McGinley, Mark Grassick, Brigid Saults and Alan Folan.

..

Brigid Saults, Parson Street, with John Byrne (sponsor).

Mark Grassick, Cormickstown, Maynooth.

2nd in the over 18 section.

1st in the under 12 section.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO
ONE
AND
ALL

Alan Folan, Rockfield, Celhridge Road, Maynooth. 2nd in the under 12 section.

Clare Devaney, i 9 Greenfield Drive, Maynooth. 3rd in the 12 - 18 section.

Ronan Nulty, 357 Castlet9wn, Leixllp.
2nd in the 12 - 18 section.

John McGinley presenting 1st prize to Mrs. Hayes mother
of Richard Hayes, Naas (winner of the over 18 category).
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(WRITERS : CRAMP)
Due to the huge amount of entries we received for our poetry competition in June, we have decided to publish a
selection of the work each month. This month's selection includes representatives from all three age groups (Aengus
O'Connor, aged 12; Ronan Nulty, aged 16; Belinda Byrne, aged 13 and both Richard Hayes and Christina Hession
from the over 18 category.

My Mum's Boogie
Boogie is an action,
it means you have to dance,
not stand to attention,
But dance and prance.
You tried to boogie,
The dogs couldn't stand it.
you really are an old fogie,
And you are not very fit.
Loosen up I said to Mum,
You look very stiff,
Exactly like a bottle of rum,
Or even a bottle of jif.

The wok and the pots,
Were trembling on the shelf,
You said you were seeing spots,
But I said it was the delph.
The delph was flying,
The baby was crying,
The dog were whining,
And I was dying.
I wish I had never,
Taught you how to dance,
Now you come to all the discos,
and prance to "Buffalo Stance".

Is this verse destined for purpose?
Is this verse destined for purpose?
In the outcome, when we leave this paper
do we seek an impression?
Do I need to tell of tomorrow's elation
because,
We have not heard or just remembering
the end of yesterday's depression?
Do I have to force our mouths to curve
either way?
Or silver-line or cloud-over our fate decided way?

Is this verse destined for purpose?
Will I, can I, do I arrange this script to its
limit or just enough?
Do I want to say of undulating hills or a
fume-filled b~s?
Or scorn in . my heart for one and for
another love?
Should we hear something that is notinour
minds?
Or what has been heard before or, to my
knowledge, writings of a different kind?

Is this verse destined for purpose?
in words, can I neutral in every way?
Should I have nothing more to say?

Belinda Byrne

Ronan Nulty

The Company or Wolves
Times,
you interlude your dawn meanderings
to puzzle over
my spoon-to-mouth rituals,
Other times
you lead .fellow dawn revellers
into temptation, in through hedges,
to foreign territory,
large head bowed in self-abasement.
Someday I will join you
running naked;inthe dew,
and I will gamool
in the company of wolves.

Christina Hession

I knew you were not what first I knew
I knew you were not what flrst I knew,
the rose of your eyes was not as real
as the flower of your flesh
or your nails on my cheekI knew you were not when I felt your nails
grind in my skin and my trickle of tears.
I knew you were not when I suffered your
eyes
in my tremble of dreams
- life bred once then closes I saw what I knew, my death,
on the thorns of your roses.

Richard Hayes

When Ireland win the World Cup
It starts on the eight
that is that date
When Argentina meets Cameroon;
Oh! It will be great,
We all can't wait
But it's going to happen soon.
We will come home
from the fmals in Rome
with 22 heroes in green.
It's the green machine,
the greatest we've seen
so that's why I wrote this poem.

. Aengus O'Connor

Belinda Byrne, Barrackstown Stud, Maynooth. 1st in 12 - 18 section . .
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,' New · and Secondhand School Books
available from your '

LOCAL BOOKSHOP
For Primary and Secondary' schools in
Maynootll ,Kilcock and Celbridge

Save yourself Time and
Money
Order NOW
.

,

For a better choice of secondhand
School Bpoks , in good condition
'Leave in your 'Booklist now and collect ., at
.
your ~onven.lence
. New Scll0olBooks always in .stock
.

llJHlm'

~~&)flNJ@@llJHl
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llIHIm~@lUJ&~m~ M~1fINr©(Q)llIHl
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.: )Se'c ond·h antl School Books now wanted for
"
CASH
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STREET WISE
We have heard from numerous sources
that thereis an individual roving about
Maynooth · · offering young .people the
opportunity to make big ~oney quickly by
selling lines in other towns across the
country. One young woman accepted the
offer but became ill during the course of
her fIrst day's work. When she asked to be
brought home the man in question apparently refused to do so and fIred her. She
. had, it seems, to walk fIfteen miles back
to Maynooth while ill. Beware of accepting offers of employment unless you are
confIdent the employer in question will
uphold certain iights of employment which
are completely undeniable.

SPOT THE BALL
It has been whispered about that there will
be an extravaganza of a soccer match on
Sunday, 5th August in the Harbour Field.
Players (rather, non players - those who do
not know the fIrst thing about soccer) have
volunteered to embark upon the pitch during half time in the soccer tournament
[mals in fancy dress and attempt to bewilder a soccer ball with a display of ingenious mismanagement of talent No rules
apply in this 'Crazy Soccer' match (indeed
no rules could possibly apply) and the
more bizarre the costume the better. -

AGAIN SESAME
Back to Aladdin's Cave where Peter Hussey

RUMOUR
HAS IT ...
and Carolann Reaper are deviously planning another treasure hunt which will take
place on Sunday, September 9th. The last
one was an outstanding success (report
elsewhere in this issue) and if word of
mouth is anything to go by, there will be
thousands taking part in this next one .

BEAT'S WORKIN'
We hear that there will soon be a concert in
Maynooth aimed at entertaining the
younger generation of rockers in the town.
Due to the large turnout at the recent Battle
of the Bands (report elsewhere in this
issue), the Community Council is planning to invite Running Scared (the winning band in the competition) and other
groups to perform at some stage in August
or September. For further details watch
for posters and listen to the vibes emanating from your teenagers.

M.A.D.E. UP
It seems that the Maynooth Adult Daytime
Education Centre (M.A.D.E. c;entre)~
side the Post Primary School is currently
being restored, painted and renovated by a
dedicated group of Youthskills trainees
from Newbridge. This is their 'community
project'and is being supervised by John

John Byrne with McGinleys Senior and Junior. Ronan McGinley came
3rd in the under 12 section in our poetry competition.
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O'Brien, a woodwork instructor was has
trained no small amount of young adults
from Maynooth. Newbridge Youthskills
course. is co-ordinatedby ·Evelyn Lane
from CartonCourt(who,incidentally, won
the Festival Treasure Hunt with Lenny
Murphy laSt month). The M.A.D.E. Centre
has not been used for adult educational
purposes for quite some time now and is
currently the base of Maynooth's boy
scouts. We hope that once the renovations
are complete there will be a resurgence of
classes in the centre.

OVER TANNED,
OVERJOYED
AND OVER HERE
Finally, it has been rumoured that some
local shopkeepers have had their fIll of
bronzed, beautiful and bright-eyed Spanish students failing to observe correct
procedure when queuing to purchase.
Granted, it can be tiresome when fifteen
invade the shop at the same time and
unleash disorganised chaos but bear in
mind that they are quite young, miles from
home and usually stniggling with a language which is incredibly difficult to learn
and a culture which baffles even ourselves
at the best of times. It is, in fact, rather
pleasant to willless the town take on the
appearance of a Mediterranean village for
one month of the year and their zest for life
can hardly be disparaged.
On the otber hand, if only we had those
tans ... !

Winners of the Children's Fancy Dress
Competition with Madeline Styrles
Gudge) and John McGinley.

TALENT
COMPETITION
A HUGE
SUCCESS
One of the hit events of the Festival was
the talent competition on 6th July in Caulfield's. Being the night of the first of two
bar extensions the pub was packed to
capacity and there was no shortage of

competitors to entertain the assembled
throng. Gerry Fitzpatrick presided as M.C.
for the night and also provided most of the
musical back-up with the able assistance
of Philip McDermott on harmonica; Spot
prizes were donated earlier in the week by
the following:Quinnsworth
- Two bottles of wine
Top of the Crop
- Voucher for a basket offruit
NCCurtains
- Two pillow slips
Smith's Butchers
- Voucher for a chicken
The Elite
- Voucher for a gateau
New Waves Hair Salon
- Voucher for a hair cut
The competition was won by Enda Breslin
and Declan Noonan who also won the
talent competition at Christmas. Second
prize went to Martin O'Brien and third
went to Elaine and Eithne Bean. The
Community Council ·would like to thank .
all the other competitors who took part and
who gave such enjoyment to all.

Gogarty Childrens & Teen Fashions
MA I N STREET, CELBR I [x;E
8
P~S~1;8535

TEE-SHIRTS FROM
TEE-SHIRTS &SHORTS FROM

~

£1.99
£3.99

~

ELDORA BY SUNBEAM MIX &MATCH RANGE
BURMUDAS - SWEAT SHIRTS - TEE-SHIRTS - SHORTS
BOYS & GIRLS SUMMER WEAR

Pre·School Playgroup
Sept. '90
SUITABLE FOR 3 - 4 YEAR OLDS.
FOR ENROLLMENT CONTACT:
MAREE CARR,
21 RAI L PK.,
MAYNOOTH.
TEL: 6286417
...

PA DDY

RYAN

LTD.

WINDGATES LODGE
WINDGATES
BARBERSTOWN
TEL: 6273415

ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED.
FINANCE ARRANGED.

THE KID'S
·.~-----------~~
"DISCO
...•.-:.

Also a huge succeSs, the disco was weli
attended a~d).vas enjoyed by all. Thanks
to the Leinster Arms for the use of Slini~s
free of charge. Many thanks and congratulations to John Reid for a very professiomll
job as DJ. We greatly appreciatedthe "
assistance of the few parents who stayed
around and joined in the fun. Thanks to all
the kids who turned up in such large numbers and to Johnny Dowling for helping
out. Thanks a lot.

Fiona O'Connor

JUSTIN McKENNA
AROMATHERAPIST
97 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co.Kildare.
Tel: 628 59 62

70 Drimnagh Road,
Dublin 12.
Tel: 5599 73

f
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CROSSWORD
NO. 33
BY
ELLEBIAS
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Compiled with rules, customs etc. (8)
9. Bleak (6)
10. Way In (8)
11. A small plant (1, 5)
12. Around this place? (2,4)
14. Mother's sister perhaps (4)
15. Superhuman sized (5)
16. Moves rhythmically (6)
18. Maxim (7)
21. Sideways (7)
24. Jacket or funny cigarette. (6)
26. Round flat projections under your
earholes! (5)
30. Cork's river (3)
31. Be against (6)
32. A red dog! (6)
33. Think too highly of (8)
34. Diminished (6)
35. Express the sense of (9)

Name ........ 4'. , ••••••••.•••• " ~ •••••

Address .......... , ......... " .... .... " ............ .

.. ,

................. "",, ......... " .................... ..

Solution to
Crossword
No. 32

DOWN
2. Belonging (6)
3. Amnesiascs do! (6)
4. Curdled butter or milk (6)
5. Chic (7)
6. What quiet Spaniards do! (6)
7. Statesman? (8)
8. White form of Gypsum used for ornamentation (9)
11. Mountain range (5)
13. Of common occurance 94)
17. Person fond of hunting esp. (9)
19. Ultimately (8)
20. More neat? (5)
22. Stronghold of castle (4)
25. Team - cricket, football etc. (6)
27. Irish roadway (6)
28. Coiled (6)
29. Abbrev. student travel office (4)

Entries in by
20th August 1990

Winner of Crossword No. 32 (£5 Prize)

Rita O'Reilly,
Main Street, Maynooth.

at 5 p~m.
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Graphic q{ass and Mirror Co.
POllnd Lane Maynooth Phone: 6286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

''~:~,-,
"

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved
~a,tl
~

and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.

Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex. Laminated Safety Glass.
OPEN:

MON - FRI
SAT

9.30 .... 5.00
9.30 - 1.00

~

CELBR I DGE BU I LD I-NG SUPPL I Esr~c- cc "
& SERVICES
-~ '.
38, MA YNOOTH RD,
CELBR IDGE,
PH: 6288841

~~_ ----S-UM-M-[-R-S-P-[-C-IA-L-S-----

1
,

l I"

J'I ·
'J

PATIO PAVING FROM 99p
24" BALUSTRADO ONLY £5.75 EACH
GARDEN PICNIC BENCHES £85 EACH SCREEN BLOCKS ONLY 99p EACH
WE DELIVER CONCRETE BLOCKS, GRAVEL, SAND) CEMENT, WALL CAPPINGS,
TIMBER ETC.
C.O.D. SERVICE.
HIRE SERVICES
WE HIRE OUT CONCRETE MIXERS AND SCAFFOLDING

BUILDING SERVICES
QUOTATION OF BUILDING EXTENSIONS, GARDEN WALLS, SHEDS, ETC.
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- - - - FESTIVAL PHOTOGRAPHS

c.

Third: Shane O'Grady. Aged 8 months.

BONNY BABY
COMPETITION

(BONNY BABY WINNERS)

There were 19 entrants for this ever popular competition
and all of them were worthyofprizes. Brown eyed blonds
tochubby cheeked cherubs smiled up at the judge(brought from Dublin for the occasion) who had a very
difficult choice to make. After much consideration 1st
prize went to Ashling ONeill, 2nd to twins Ciaran and
Eoghan Farrell and 3rd to Shane O'Gr,!-dy.

'I

Sec:ond: Ciaran and Eoghan Farrell (twins), Old Rail park. Aged 6 months.
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The Carton Court ladies' soccer team who were
runners up in the Inter Estate Seven-A-Side finals.
Denis McDerrnot (trainer) is pictured at back.

MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS

©

~~

_~

COMM ITTEE
NEED YOUR HELP

PLEASE CONTACT
COMMUNITY COUNCIL OFFICE

PHONE: 6285922

LEINSTER ARMS RESTAURANT
.

,.

:

CARVERY LUNCHES 7 DAYS 12.30 - 3.00 _

FULL A LA CARTE MENU FROM 5 p.m. EVERY EVENING

CANDLE tIGHT DINNER EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
5 COURSE DINNER MENU ONLY £11.95
\'£ LOO< FCRtUm TO

SERVI~

YClJ ~

ANOTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMER

~~~
31

.

Extra c'opiesofthe '-children's colouring competition page are ava/laDle
in the Community Council Office .

NAME
ADDRESS~~

________

~

________________ ____
AGE
~

~

___

Entries must be original work of
entrants. Closing date for receipt
of entries:
.Monday, 20th August 1990 at 5 p.m.

This category of the colouring
competition is for 8 • 12 yr. olds
a:1d 4·7 Years.
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eraft Ltd.
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JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01)6288086

Kitchen & Bedrooa units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
.* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
~--:-- -"'.~w:-:~.-~~-.~- - - - - -,
* Towel Rails
* Cutlery Insets
'.aL" .
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans !I\·'.' !';
~SMOPf~OOM:'
..~

I:
r-'I

" '......
i/ .' ::':~~~~~=_2.U""

. . -. . .

..

"CTOOT

:

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH

:

.;:::-..: /COL"''''

;o.....~~....
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(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)

M.C.L. CABS
YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL

Eugene 0' Shea
PHONE 01-6286539/6289222/6272659
24 HOUR SERVICE
WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL
DISTANCE NO OBJECT. KEENEST RATES.
TEL: 01 6244704/6245587 ·HITCHI.N' POST TEL: 01 6244704/6245587

Leixlip

Have you visited our new luxurious Carvery/Restaurant?
Under new management.
Open Mon. - Sat. 12.30-3.30. Sundays - 12.30 - 6.00pm
Children under 12 yrs - ~ price. Under 2 years - free.
Late night dancing every Saturday at Shadows Nite
Club from 9.30 to 2am. Music in our Arkle Lounge
every Friday, Saturday, Sunday nights - no cover charge.
Thinking about getting married? We can facilitate
yoU for your wedding reception in our newly refurbished
Lounge and our chef would be pleased to discuss menus.
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THE
SHAUGHRAUN
- AT THE ABBEY

The National Theatre celebrates the centenary of Dion Boucicault's death with the
comic capers of his 1874 production 'The
Shaughraun'. Intimating at Boucicault's
obsession with stagecraft and his inversion of the stereotype 'stage oirish', the
current revival is cranked into action by
the shadowy form of a (leather-jacketed)
street-clad Conn, (The Shaughraun) who
struts about the stage preparing it for the
ensuing drama. By using such a framing
device Garry Hynes ensures that the melodramatic excesses which follow are seen
for what they are, covertly cloaked political messages.
The play develops in stage-craft complexity from a rather simplistic opening scene
limited to a single character, Claire and a
butter-chum to the camivalesque closing
fmale of a frenzied mob chasing the cowardly informer, Harvey Duff, to his death.
,Boucicault used throughout his work,
'extravagant scenery and stage devices to
maximise the naturalism of his oeuvre.
Such a theatrical style of Spielberg - like
'sensation scenes' proved the natural predecessor to the swiftly edited format of the
cinema, so that the farcical dialogue and
knockabout style of 'The Shaughraun'
recalls the early two-reelers of Buster

045/97397

UNO E RT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
nFUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLEn
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET. MAYNOOTH PHONE: 6286366

...

....

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

.
7 A.M. - 9.30 P.M. (MON -FRI)
OPENING HOURS 8.00 A.H - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
24 HOUR FILM DEVEWPING SERVICE - [3.99 AND A FREE FlLM

Keaton and Charlie Chaplin. However,
the resultant frantic pace entails numerous
changes of scenery, a problem overcome
in the Abbey production by a simplistic,
yet effective set.
Sean McGinley, a recent winner in the
Time Out Awards, plays the title character with a roguish nruevete as a character
wised up to the joke that lies underneath
the 'series' melodramatic surface. However it is Martyn Stanbridge as the confused Captain Molineux who seems eternally on the brink of uncontrolled laughter
who imbues the production with a farcical
dimension. This element reaches a discordantly hilarious crescendo in the wake
scene in which Anna Manahan steals the
show. From a slightly inauspicious begirining the production develops to a raising
climax that has the audience literally joining in.

SANE DA Y ORY CLEAN I NG.
AlffHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL WTTERY.
PHONE:

6285813

CARLTON CLEANERS
*

*

CURTAIN CARE *
* LEATHER &EVENING WEAR *
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE ' *
* REPAIRS AND LAUNDRY SERVICE *
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE *
SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY
OPEN 6 DAYS
MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
PH: 6285511
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fFlapnoot i) jTcwcIlcrs
Main Street, Maynooth (01)
CO. Kildare

6285946

O~

~

>-v

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS

2

SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL
A LARGE SELEGTION OF
9ct GOLD J'EWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &: SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &: LIGHTERS

.CI'l'/~

~-1'

GALWAY. CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

-BET,T.EEJ( & DONEGAL CHINA

~'\~O
0

WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

BLINDS
I:lN IS M\l.CN::

BLI~,

LIMIlID
an..rn1N6CH. LE IXL I P
6244943 PNYfIrv£

e
YOUR LOCALBLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERT [CAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

.JI1icIzad~c
~p~~s~
:T0v;~
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH

PHONE NO. 6286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES s'r. LAURENT.
MENRAD, SAFILO t & BENETION BUDGEr FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACL&> INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA TIUN ZEISS TITAL & VAJULUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR .
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 MaiQ St .• Leixlip: Also Main St .• Lucan.
PH: 6243964
PH: 6282062
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Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE TIlE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 6286644
1.

Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = 50p LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events.

-Salmon Cream

4S0g/11b cooked or canned salmon,
flaked
SOg/20z soft white breadcrumbs
2 tablespoons fish stock or liquid from
the canned fish
1 tablespoon lemon juice
4 tablespoons double cream
3 eggs
1 tablespoon chopped fennel leaves or
parsley
salt and pepper

BOB'S
KITCHEN
Variations
*Usecooked white fish instead of salmon.
To give a more interesting colour, add a
little anchovy essence to the fish stock.

* Seafood Cream: Use a mixture of
chopped prawns and crabmeat, together
with a little cooked white fish instead of
salmon.

Spanish Coconut Cream

Blend the salmon and breadcrumbs with
the other ingredients. Put into a wellgreased llitre/1314 pint basic. Cover with
greased foil. Steam over a pan of hot, but
not boiling, water for 1 hour until lightly
set Turn out and serve hot with Hollandaise Sauce.

3 eggs
SOg/20z caster sugar
few drops vanilla essence
4S0mIf/4 pint milk
4 tablespoons water or pineapple syrup
lSgflpz gelatine
SO-7Sg/2-30z desiccated coconut
lS0mlN4 pint double cream, lightly
whip~d
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lS0g/Soz canned pineapple rings, well
drained and finely chopped

Seperate the eggs. Beat the yolks with the
sugar and vanilla essence, then add the
milk. Stand the heatproofbasin over a pan
of hot, but not boiling, water and cook
gently, stirring frequently until the custard
sauce coats the back of a wooden spoon.
Put the water or pineapple syrup into
another basin and sprinkle the gelatine on
top. Stand this over the hot water until the
gelatine has thoroughly dissolved. Stir the
gelatine into the hot egg custard sauce with
the coconut.

Allow the coconut mixture to cool and
become syrupy, then add the pineapple
and cream. Put on one side again to
slightly stiffen. Whisk the 3 egg whites
until stiff and fold into the coconut mixture. Spoon into glasses. Serves 6.

SAMHRADH
SONA

IXNJVAN'S~

lNIT

7~)Nl)JH

9-IFPlf'G CFNIRE

PHONE NO: 6285847
Nf minie a ghufmid Sahradh Sona ar a
cheile. Go deimhin, is minie a bhfonn
eagla ar thuismitheoirf: "cad a dheanfaidh
said go dti mean Fomhair?" an cheist a
chuireann siad orthu fein agus ar a cheile.
Leanaf no deagoirf a bhfonn i gceist leis an
"siad". An chUis is mo a bhfonn leis an
eagla mi an abairt "I'm bored" - glor nach
binn a chloistear ro-mhinic.

Is brea liomsa go mbfonn saoire fhada ag
na leanaf. Ta saol na scoile cruaidh go leor
on la a dteann leanbh isteach sna nafonilln
shoisir. Anois go mbfonn Hon mor dealtaf
sna ranganna, nf minie a bhfonn an tsaoirse
na an scop a bhf i gceist leis an gcuraclam
nuaagmorandaltaf. Sularfeidirleoascfth
a ligean, caithear an obair bhaile a dheanamh. Nfhaon ionadh nach mbionn siadr6abalta Ia brea fada a eagrU doibh fein.
Ag rus na laethanta saoire i mbliana, nuair
a bhf an aimsir go dona agus gach seans
gur mar sin a bheadh go ceann na saoire,
d'iarras ar mo leanaf liostaf a dheanamh de
"RudaileDeanamh". Bhimean tsastaleis
an toradh.\ Nf raibh "teilifis" fin gar do
bharr an liosta. Is ffor gur eiligh roinnt
mhaith de na rudaf foighne uaimse - peinteail, c6caireacht, "Make and Do" agus
mar sin de. Ach d'oibrigh se thar barr. Is
mor an sasamh don duine og a rogha fein
a bheith aige/aici agus imeachtaf an lae a
bpleanrul. Aontaim Ie tuismitheoir a scrfgh
isteach go dtiR'IE ag ra gurbh fhearr lef go
mbeadh se de fein-mhuinin ag a leanbh
leas a bhaint as am saor na go mbeadh an
Mhean-teist ar an rud ba tMbhactaf leis ar
an saol.

ALL rOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES,CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
\..

UPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.

THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS
~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE

~

Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
lOam ) pm (Sundajl

Monthly Specials in every d~partment.
One free
I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ti~ket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
AGENT FOR LOTTERY I GAS I COAL AND ERIQUE'ITES

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available

NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL. ATTENTION OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE *LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK J~
~
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
~o
~
AND RETURNS
~<~ ~
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
't 11 :
CONTACT
~O!r~

•

T .

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA

. . . . . .lIIIIIIIIFi

5 STRAFFAN WAY. MAYNOOTH PHONE 6285246
Is mor an chreidiUint am ag dul do lucht
eagraitl}e and "Maynooth Summer Project" .. Go dtf cnpla bliain 6 shin, bhfodh
imeachtafarsinlsaleabharlannagusbhaineadh na leanaf an-spraoi astu. Nf feidir iad
sin a eagrU anois, mar gearradh siar ar
fhoireann na leabharlainne. Feastalafonn
go leor daoine oga ar champaf samhraidh
agus is maith ann iad. Is e an trua nach
bhfuillinn snamha i Maigh Nuad: caitear
alan airgid agus ama ar chnrsal snamha i
mBaile Phfunair agus i geill Droichid. Ag
an am a bhfuil se seo a scriobh agam, m an
aimsir chomh Mlainn nach bhfuil aon
fhadhb ag og na ag aosta taitneamh a
bhaint as an Samhradh. Go leana sel

Declan 0' Connor LL.M

Solicitor
35, GREENFIELD DRIVE, MAYNOOTH.
PHONE:

6286043

*

ALL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS.

*

ACCIDENTS CLAIMS AND COURT WORK.

*

DRAFTING WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.

*

NO CHARGE FOR FIRST CONSULTATION.

\,.""'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~
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Children's
Corner.
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WINNERS OF
JULY
COLOURING
COMPETITION
Can you spot 7 changes ?

4 -7 years
1st Laura Noone,
Laragh, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

2nd Sarah Myles,
c/o 3, Pound St.,
Maynooth.

3rd Sandy Foy,
10, Parson St.,
Maynooth.

8 -12 years
1st Alan Folan,
Rockfield, Celbridge Road,
Maynooth.

2nd Joanne Cunningham,
79, Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

_·- <4.-_.-·.-_3rd Martin Filbert,
47, Cluain Aoibhinn,
Maynoolh.
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Gl6r na nGael
Maigh Nuad

if~e ,3t';C':Y
'hffDI f'G FHJTCXRAPHY

Bhuaigh Duais!
Lubra focal Bunaithe ar bhia

EIDI E 11W:EY

Ta 10 bhfocal i bhfolach anseo agus baine-

ann siad uile Ie bia. Cuir lfne timpeall
orthu. Siad siUd na 10 bhfocal:
1. Anm
2. Leite
3. Ubh
4. Milsean
5. SeacIllid
6. Cllis
7. Cfste
8. PI11r
9. 1m
10. Briosca

BRJ

TEL: 381420

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD.
DUBLIN 7

oS

CAU LM
U N MS S D R T B I
T MP L U R AD L L
C I S T E F NUE S
AARL E I T E RE
I L0 ACUBHF A
S E A C L A II D R N
Freagraf go "Glor na nGael"
FIC Maynooth Newsletter
Roimh/Before 20th Lunasa/August
4.45 p.m.

Riernans
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 6286294

GROCENIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY

Buaiteoir na mfosa seo caite:
Ta £5 ag dul go Elaine Nf Phlearnoinn,

63 Pairc Mba Nuad
a sheol an cMad iarracht cheart
as an hata

Ainm: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Seoladh: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Aois: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7ir 2'Ja 2'Jog
IRENE He CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.
DIPU»fA & TUTOR
INCLUDING FACIALTREATHENT. REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE,
AROHATHERAPY, SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & LEG TREATHENT
RENE WINar, CATIlIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GEWrnF
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS.
BODY TREATMENTS, SlIN RcD,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
£UJ<LEY'SLAI'E. M\IN SIREEI' LEIXLIP

(01) 6244366/6244973

AMERICAN
NIGHT
Held on the 4th of July to coincide with
American Independence Day, this event
was voted by all who attended to be a most
enjoyable evening, which ended with the
patrons of Caulfield's rockin 'n a rolling in
the Lounge. AI Brady and Jo Scanlon,
both professional musicans, provided the
music free of charge. They played everything from Dixie Land to seventies disco
and bee bop, providing a sound which
belied the fact that they were only a two.
piece band.

~pat ~C!id tt CO. ltd
I..PRKH M\l'NXJlH FH: 6286508

WASHING MACHINES DISlIWASHER~
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
6286508
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STREET
TALKING
The burst of fine weather in July wrought
a minor transformation on the street, with
the pubs gallantly attempting an al fresco
approach, with tables and parasols out on
the pavement Patrons were thus enabled
to gulp in the dust, diesel and petrol fumes
along with their drink, while getting sunburn at the same time and looking at the
cars, buses and lorries inching their way'
along the Galway road! But this is an
uncalled for sour note; roll on the by-pass,
which should bring a measure of calm to
the town, making the street into a street
rather than the major national thoroughfare that it is at the moment
Indeed, the best open-air atmosphere on
the street inrecent times was not during the
heatwave but late in the evening after ireland's World Cup win over Romania, when
the crowds poured outon to the pavements
with flags and banners. An informal spontaneous demonstration, although it was
noticeable that the shops and other establishments still open at the hour did not
seem ready or inclined to enter into the
festivities in any particular way.
A pity that "Stephen Hero's" was not open
that evening. This new coffee shop is
located in the former premises of North
Kildare Travel. Maynooth is relatively
well-supplied with places for light meals
and snacks: the "Coffee Kitchen" in the
shopping centre, the Elite bakery, Kehoe's
Delicatessen, Patrick's Restaurant, and the
Country Shop each cater for different tastes.
But "Stephen Hero's"especially ifitoffers
extended opening hours into the evening,
could well become the place for those long
deep and earnest discussions beloved by
students of all ages and types. Maynooth
does not really have such a centre as yet,
with the pubs coming the nearest to supplying the role. Certainly, the Joycean
name of the new coffee-shop is suggestive
more of intellectual substance than of Black
Forest Gateaux.
"Top of the Crop" is now back to its
reorganised premises, with much greater
floorspace for the shopper and a clearer
layout of produce all at counter height.
however, the appeal of this successful outlet
has always been in the range and quality of
its fruit and vegetables; no doubt this will
survive the change to a more streamlined
customer service.

1.~
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
PH: 6286304
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS - GIFT WARE
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
6AM - 10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDSSUN 7AM-8.30PM
TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

.. Jim's Shoe Repairs

i·~

Maynooth Shopping Centre

~

Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wart
Shoes stretched. Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

~

~-~¥3.
~.

~

Now located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 6244857
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Painting & ~orating •
~~
Interior & Exterior
Professional Wallpapering.
~
Chimney Cleaning at its best.
Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
"
Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ~

I

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green paRes & Golden pages

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HA VE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAl, STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOuk OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDA~
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN -£12.00
DIAL-Ai-:~1Yl.E
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AT 6285367RR 'iUR APFDINIMNr
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C___S_P_O_R'"--T_S_N_E_W----,-S~-)
Now that the excitement has died down
following the World Cup it is time to get
down to more mundane activities.. The
dawn of the new season is now uppn us and
even during the World Cup certain club
members were working behind the scenes
in the search for a fIrst team manager. We
are hereby pleased to announce the appointmentofVincent McKenna and Dessie
Farrell to that position in a joint capacity.
Vincentisa nativeofCelbridge from where
he graduated to League of Ireland. In more
recent years he was a very successful player
manager ofCelbridge Town who gained
many honours under his expert guidance.
He feels that this will be a new challenge to
him and while we do not anticipate overnight success we do look forward to the
future with great anticipation. Dessie
Farrell needs no introduction. A native of
Maynooth he spent many years with us
before his short sojourn with Palmerstown
Rangers. He is now welcomed back into
the fold and is determined that Maynooth
will once again be a force to be reckoned
with.

Pre-season training will have already
commenced and if you haven't yet made an
appearance at some of the sessions now is
the time to do so as time is running ouL

MAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.e.
In previous issue it was stated that Martin
McTernan and Colm · Feeney would be
looking after second team affairs. This
should of course have read Colm Feehan.
This was all brought about by a typographical error probably caused by the
exertions of the previous nights activities
involving Ireland and Romania. Colm
Feeney is a former stalwart of the club but
probably feels that he is not ready yet to go
into football management. Apologies to
both Colms.
Our Annual Dinner was held on 22ndJune
when we had the usual band of die hard
supporters who support us in such great
numbers. This is the night when players
wait with bated breath for the player of the
year announcements. Liam Farrelly selected Gerry Thompson as his first team
player of the year while Martin McTernan
was the choice of manager and Colm Feehan as second team player of the year. The
awards were presented by John and Eithne
Carey to whom we are extremely grateful
fortheir continued generous sponsorship
of those awards.

( G .A.A ..NOTES)
The fourth of our club members' monthly draws was held in Braqy's Bar on 'Saturday
night 21st July. The following is a list of prize winners:-

A feature of the evening was our 21st
birthday cake which was enjoyed by all
and sundry. A special word of thanks to
the Elite Confectionery for their generous
donation towards the cost of the cake.
We would like to thank all the following
for sponsorship and prizes donated for the
night:John and Eithne Carey, Elite Confectionery, Brady's Clock House, Leinster Arms,
Roost, McNamaras, Sports Locker, Michelle & Eileen, P J. Wallace, Clane.
We would like to thank themanagementof
the Roost for their recent generous donation of a football to our schoolboys section. This gesture is greatly appreciated.
The club extends best wishes for the future
to club player Gerry Treacy on his recent
marriage to Regina Victory.
Our seven-a-side tournament is now nearing completion with results and details in
next issue.
The club scored a minor success during
Community Week when the club Chariot
scored a success in the Chariot Race. Our
Chariot which was crewed by John Saults
and Lenny Murphy completed the course
in a winning time of 42 seconds. It is
hoped that with further training we can
reduce this time considerably.

INTER }EST ATE
'G O·L F.

Draw Results
1st - £3,000
Ticket No. 1138,
Maura Adderely, 105, Rail Park,
Maynooth.
2nd - £500
Ticket No. 163
Bircfiell Coachs, Barrogstown, Maynooth.
3rd - 2 Mountain Bikes Ticket No. 84
or £400
Johney Mulvihill,
Telephone Exchange, Rathmines
Ticket No; 437
4th - £150
Josie Murphy, 13 Leinster Cottages,
Mayn()Oth.
5th 2 tickets
for hurling fmal

Ticket No. 331

JohnG~ne, :

48 Carton CoUrt, Maynooth.

Next Draw Caulfield's,
Friday 24th August
There is some disappointment telt by club
members and players at the lack ofcompetition and the few games played this season. This however is not the fault of the
club, but is the result of a decision taken at
County Board Level to prolong the competitions.
With the Tom Flood Cup and o,ther tournaments coming up we should be able to
provide games for
players each week
in the future. Our minor team was beaten
in the championship but they continue to
play good football and if they are looked
after and well coached they will go on to
better things in future years. ,
Michael Cad.e n,
P.R.O.

The Community Council inten9 holding an Inter Estate GolfIng Competition in S~ptember.lt is hoped to run
the event over a weekend (Sat./Sun.).
budding players should begin practising now. Moyglare Golf Course is
probably the best location. More news
later.

Our
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Due to increasing costs of production the
NewsleUer will be raised in price from the
hiunble fortypence it now costs to a meagre
fIftypencefrom Septemberl990onwards..

Summer Project 1990 got off to a great
start on registration day. People using the
Harbour Road could not figure out what
the big queues were for, as the mums, dads
and children got into line to book for the
Project and also to book on all the trips.

The committee was congratulated on
numerous occasions on the orderly fashion in which registrations and bookings
were carried out We resorted to the queue
by ticket fashion as is seen in so many
places, and this worked perfectly and
nobody was disappointed. The only disappointment on the Project this year is no
camp. There are not enough committee

members available this year for the August Weekend, and therefore it is not possible to organise a camp. But there is
always next year. Most Projects only last
two weeks but Maynooth's last four weeks
and this means we have to have a very big
committee to see it through and also to

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER
PROJECT
provide a camp. So next year when our
A.G .M. is announced we would like to see
double what we have at the moment Our
new members this year turned out for all
events and our grateful thanks to them for
that and giving so generously of their time
'for the enjoyment of the children of
Maynooth. Most of our long-term leaders
and committee members have now returned to work and therefore are not as free
for travelling each day as they used to be.
So all the signs at the moment are that we
will need more people and more involvement for 1991.

At the time of going to press, the Project
has been a great success. All the outings
were fully booked and the Over 13's night
activities are in great demand. Our disco
dancing competition in Lucan brought a
great lot of prizes to Maynooth. The fol-
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lowing were winners, Sandra Brady,
Michelle and Joanne Cunningham,
MichaelPierce, Virginia Breslin, Meadhbh
Flood, William McWeeney and Bernadette
Keigher.

A great day was had by all at Bridestream,
where everyone's dream came true, to be
on horse back. I don't know if it was the
adults or children who enjoyed the pony
rides the most. Great swimming and
bowling outings were enjoyed by all, as
was the trip to Pine Forest I'm still awaiting news on the over-night hike for the
over 13's into the Wicklow Mountains.
Hope by the next Newsletter they'll have
arrived back safe and sound with all their
ilelpers in tow.
We would like to wish Josie Moore a
speedy recovery following her operation.
Take it easy this year Josie as we need you
for next year.

SUMMER

SUN,
FUN,
AND

-

.

r

FROLICS
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INTEREST ATE
'F OOTBALL
Thiseveilt was again the highlight of the
Community Festival. Despite the counter
attractions ofthe World Cup the"ofganising Committee managed to arrange the
matches to suit all the teams. This was
helped in no small way through the trojan
efforts of Christina Saults and her fellow
workers in the Community Council Office. The membes of the Organising
Committee were: Denis McDermott, Padraig Kearney ,Peter Holland,John McGinley.
In addition many thanks to our two referees Lennie Murphy and Michael Hegarty,
Willie Saults, John Saults and Tom
Dempsey for marking the pitch (along
with Lennie) and last but not least Francis
Kearney for washing the bibs and ironing
them (front and back). The new bibs were
sponsored by CPL Main St., and Leslie
Slevin Motors - thank you very much for
both of them.

The victorious Greenfield ladies' soccer team with managers Johnny
Thompson (left) and Michael Dempsey (right).

The Men "sCompetition
Nine Men's teams participated in two
leagues:

1. Maynooth Park, Laurence Ave/Rail
Park ,Estate, Moyglare Village and The
Crescent.
2. Kingsbry, Carton Court, Greenfield
Drive, Beaufield and The Town.

The Rail Park team, runners up in thefinal of the men's Inter Estate SevenA-Side soccer tournament.

The Crescent, LaurenceAve./Rail Park,
Kingsbry and CartOn Court won through
to theseini finals. ',The Kingsbry V Laurence Ave./Rail Park, semi final was a real
cliff hanger, g()ing into extra time and a
penalty shoot-out before Kingsbry won on
the last kick of the ball. The other semi
[mal between Carton Court and Laurence
Ave./Rail Park saw the latter overwhelm
the favourite even though they were without their star player, Tom Purcell, following his car accident. It's good to see you up
and well again Tom.

The final on Sunday 8th was a bit of an anti
climax with both teams obviously showing the effects of the previous week's
exertions. It was a good clean hard fought

Kingsbry, the winning team in the men's finals.
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Continued

GENERAL DOGSBODY
Dog Grooming Parlour
WHY NOT TREAT/YOUR BEST FRIEND TO SOME OF OUFi SERVICES

Dog clipping, hair trimming, nea bathing, shampooing
~nd

naU clipping

ear cleaning

We cater for afl dogs - both pedigree and
crossbreeds are welcome. All dogs handled with
T.L.e. (tender loving care)

We can fetch and return at a small charge
Cathy Brennan, London trained veterinary nurse
and canine beautician.
5... Courtown Park. Kilcock. Phone: (01) 287 319
rafter .-\prj) (01) 6287 319 J

Service

Heating

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTS~S MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIL~CY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE· 7 DAYS A WEEK
DER~OT

.. -

BRADLEY
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6285387
-thd .,i e:l

-==~--------~----~

103 Carton Court,
Maynooth.
: (01 )'6286593

FEES:

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9. 30 a. fli. - 12. 15 p. m.
PAYABLE WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE
Montessori Programme Learning Through P1ay,Arts + Crafts, Basic Irish:
Please contact Angie at the above

P.E.A.C.H.

MONTESSORI & I.P.P.A. TRAINED
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m~~h "vith

Kingsbry ~in~i~i '~ith the
_only goal of the game. -The Chairperson
presented the ' cup, (sponsored by Sean
Donovan) to the Kingsbry captain Mick
~Gahon afterwards.
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Meanwhile, not a singleconcrete block remains unshattered:
,
The excellent Taekwon:J50 diSplay dtiiing the Iri~erEstatHihiilS9!l 8ttt ,_ '>- -<, Julyi11theHaroour field~"->'_ c - ',,-;, ..,.- -\" ,-

The Women's competition:
The women's competition attracted 8 teams
and they took part in 2 leagues:
1. Maynooth Park, College Green/Cluain
Aoibhinn, The Town and IGngsbry.
2. Greenfield Drive, Ballygoran, Carton
Court and Greenfields.
Maynooth Park, the Town, Carton Court
and Greenfields won through to the semi
fmal. Carton Court beat the Town in the
first semi final. Great praise is due to
Denis McDermott, Carton Court's manager who .has worked wonders with this
team. The Town were fancied going into
the match but it is possible that they peaked
too soon. Greenfields beatMaynooth Park
in the second semifinal. The well drilled
Greenfields team were too good for a game
against Maynooth Park team. It would
'appear to the casual observer that maybe
the Maynooth Park Manager Peter Holland over coached his team and this is what
led to their downfall.
Sunday's final saw a brilliant Greenfields
team finally wear down a brave Carton
Court 7. Johnny 'Beckenbauer' Thompson,
the Greenfields Manager, has now completed the double. It is rumoured that he
has already started rebuilding the team
following the imminent sale of two of his
star players to College Green.
The cup sponsored by Tom Geraghty was
presented afterwards by the Chairperson
oflhe Community Council, John McGinley, to Michelle Farrell, captain of the
winning team,
The whole event showed com~unity spirit
at its best One incident for me speaks for
the whole tournament The 29th June was
a wet Friday evening and the Haren family
.were starting their holidays. Yet May
Haren showed up at the Harbour Field at 8
p.m. to play for Greenfield Drive. Well
done May.

John McGinley,
Chairperson.
P.S. Sad note - The men's football was
stolen from the Harbour Field on Thursday evening 28th June during the women's
match. We would appreciateif it was
returned to the Community Council Office - otherwise it will cost us £50 to
replace it. -
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Dublin Road,
Maynooth
AlTERNATOA8
STARTERS
and
DYNA

".p,,"

Of

ElIelt"ltf1- Unit.

12 Of' 24 Volt
Telephone: (Of} ~2'N"

SUMMERHIll 04oS-S711S

House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: 6285544
QUALITY smVICE AHD VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
5 LIT. BmGm SUPmFLAT £10.00

5 LIT. MASOHARY PAINTS £11.99

5 LIT. BmGm SUPER SILl £11.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS III STOCK:

5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS A.ND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1. 00
LARGE

RANGE OF SHADES AHD

LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SNELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We. can test water and recommend on
economical solution to the problem.
Water Softeners. Filters to remove Iron. Lead. Aluminium & Dirt

WATER PURIFIERS
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Oi nsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown ( Trim Road),
Orumree.
Co. Heath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631
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(24 Hours)

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
GAMES
Congratultions to all our County Final
winners in the 1990 games. They were as
follows:
Gymnastics: - GU/8 1st Josephine Fay,
GU/lO 3rd Brid Ann O'Shea, BUIl2 3rd
John Moran, GU/14 1st Paula O'Shea, and
GU/16 3rd Sheila Griffin.

Art:- GU/10 1st Michellf Cunningham
c~

Athletics:- BU/16 H/J 3rd Jennifer
Quigley, GU/17 Marathon 1st Lisa
McCluskey, GU/17 Javelin 2nd Cannel
Noonan, GU/17 Relay 2nd Maynooth: Lisa McCluskey, Cannel~oonan, Emma
McCluskey, Helen O'Shea, Jennifer
Quigley.

Community Games County medallists - the under 16 volleyball team with
manageress Bernie O'Shea (back, right). Also pictured are Madeline
Stynes (front, left) and Norah McDermott (centre, back), Community
Games committee members.
in their competition in September. Our
thanks to Jim Fleming for looking after
our Squad and all the other swimmers at
the County Final.

Swimming:- GU/12 FR/ST 1st Su.san
:Q.illim..GU/14BK/ST 1St Aoife Callaghan,
GU/16 But/Fly 1st Jane Edmonds, GU/13
Squad 1st Maynooth: Aoife Callaghan,
Susan Dillon, Elaine!l~~' ~ood
and Lorraine Farrell. U/16 FR/ST 2nd
Aim Mane Gallagher, GU/16 BK/ST 2nd
Ciara Dillon, GU/10 FR/ST 3rd Aideen
Billings. We wish all the gold medal
winners, who now represent Kildare in the
National Finals in Mosney, every success

Our Volleyball boys' and girls' teams were
beaten in the County Finals, but there is
always next year to come back and regain
our title. Again thanks to Volleyball
Manager Bernie O'Shea for looking after
the team. She spent months on the road
opening and closing halls to facilitate
practices . for the teams and to Matthew
Doran who coached the tearil to the finals;

Congratulations to our girls soccer team
who were gold medal winners in the county.
This was a great match and a great suprise
for Maynooth as it's the first time that we
have entered a girls soccer team in the
County Finals. So watch out lads! Our
thanks again here to Manager Louise Boyce
and her helper Francis Kearney who gave
of their time to train the team. We feel it's
something that should be ongoing during
the year as there is such an interest in it.
Community Games gold winners for Kildare - the under 15 girls' soccer team with
manageresses Francis Kearney (back, left) and Louise Boyce (back, right).
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Our next results will be from the National
Finals in Mosney.

RESULTS OF
MAYNOOTH

GUN CLUB
DRAW
- JUNE '90
1st Prize: £100
Joseph O'Rourke, 43 Cluain Aoibhinn,
Maynooth.
2nd Prize: £50
D. Dalton "Snr", Sallins.
3rd Prize: £25
David Rice, 103, St. Meldrum's park,
Dublin.

Pictured above are the victorious Maynooth U/13 girls swimming squad,
winners of the Kildare County Finals held in Athy. Left to right; Lorraine
Farrell, Anna Flood, Susan Dillon, Aoife Callaghan, Elaine Fleming. At
back is Jim Fleming - Team Coach. They now go forward to represent Co.
Kildare in the All Ireland Community Games Finals in Mosney in
September. Well done girls and good luck in Mosney.

4th Prize: £5
Keith O'Riordan, 3545 Ackenson Park,
Newbridge, Co. Kildare.
5th Prize: £5
Denis Grehan, 13 Three Rock Close,
Walkinstown, Dublin.
6th Prize: £5
Pat Kelly, Summerhill, Co. Meath.

MAYNOOTH
SWIMMING
CLUB

7th Prize: £5
Ollie Geoghegan, c/o Kavanagh's Mill,
Maynooth.
8th Prize: £5
Trevor Reilly, Main St., Maynooth.

SPLASH NEWS
Our A.G.M. was held on 21st June in the
Boy's National School. The attendance of
just six people was more than disappointing to say the least, considering that the
club has a membership of approx. 120
children. One wonders where the parents
of all these children are. Never-the-less
we managed to form a new committee on
the night; even with such a small turn out.
The committee is as follows; Chairperson:
- Gretta Keogh - 6286604. Secretary:Mary Bealy - 6286942. Treasurer:- Gretta
Keogh - 6286604. Assistant Treasurer: Ann Gallagher. P.R.O.:- Sheila Fleming6286475.
Our grateful appreciation to Francis Callaghan (outgoing treasurer) for all her hard
work during the past two years. Thanks
also to our 3 instructors and the faithful
few who do the buses each week.
The last swim of the final term was held on
June 23rd and it was our annual Gala

Swim. It was a great sucess and enjoyed
by all the children. Each participant received a medal and special treat. We have
a break now due to the summer holidays
and return again in September when we
hope to welcome back all our members.
The club now has vacancies for new
members and if your child is interested in
learning how to swim please contact the
secretary Mary Healy (6286942) to secure
a place for September. Children must be
over 4 years of age. The club would also
be happy to welcome children who already know how to swim and who would
like to be part of our dUb. Looking forward to seeing you all in September.
Happy holidays.
Sheila Fleming.
P.R.O.
.
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THANK YOU FOR
SUPPORTING US

PLANNING
PERMISSIONS
Laragh: shed for storage of car parts and
septic tank, Noel Higgins.
Mill Street/Castle Street: permission
granted to William Maguire, Courtown
Road, Kilcock, for change of use of part of
a premises to mini-market and extension
of same.
Barberstown: permissin sought forretention of solid fuel storage packing and distribution depot comprising of two sheds,
truck parking garage, yard, entrance, etc
and change of use to contractors plant
storage yard. E. Logan.

ACKNOW~

LEDGEMENTS
Lenehan - Newtown
Maureen, Carolyn and Jimmie wish to
thank most sincerely all those who sympathised with them in their recent bereavement on the sudden death of Jim Carroll
(R.I.P.)
Thanks to all those who allended removal
of remains, Mass and funeral and to those
who sent Mass Cards. A special word of
thanks to the priests of the parish and to the
priests and staff of the Divine Word Missionaries.
Also belated thanks to all the neighbours
and friends for their kindness and help at
the time of Jimmie's accident. Mass will
be offered for their intentions.
Murphy - The wife and family of the late
Joseph (Joe) Murphy, Newtown wish to
thank all those who sympathised with them
in their sad loss: those who attended the
removal, mass and funeral: all who sent
floral tributes, letters of sympathy, mass
cards and perpetual mass cards. A special
thanks to the Priests of the Parish. Thanks
also to Dr. Maunce Cowhey and Nurses of
the Eastern Health Board. A very special
thank you to the Sisters and staff of Our
Lady's Hospice, Harold's Cross for their
outstanding care and ki ndness to him during his illness. Our appreciation also to the
Officers and men of Maynooth and Leilxip
Fire Brigades for guard of honour: also
Eithne Carey and staff of Caulfield's. To
our neighbours and friends for their sup. port, kindness and understanding for which
we are truly grateful. As it would be
impossible to thank each one individually
we hope that this will be accepted by all as
a token of our appreciation. The Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for
your intentions.

(SYMP ATIIY )
Daughters, sons, sisters, son-in-law, daughters-in-Iaw, grandchildren, great grandchild,relationsandfriends of the late Sheila
O'Rourke, Rail Park, Maynooth.

The Committee and residents of Carton
Court wish to extend their deepest sympathy to Mrs Eileen McLoughlin on the death
of her father.

Deepest sympathy to Jim Walshe on the
death of his father from Carton Court
Residents' Association.

To Mr. & Mrs. J. Lenehan, Newtown on
the death of their son-in-law (following an
accident) James (Jim) Carroll, Malahide.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Aishling Barton, "San
Feliu", Maynooth who was conferred with
a B.Sc. (Hons) Degree from U.C.D. on
Wednesday 25th July. Aishling has been
appointed as a Biolgist in the Immunotherapeutics Programme in Smithkline
Beechams, Surrey. She will commence
employment in September.

Congratulations to Angela Cunningham
(nee McMahon) and husband Sean on the
birth of their baby daughter. Lots of love
Maura.

Congratulations to Susan O'Reilly, Main
Street, Maynooth and David Brown, Victoria, Australia who were married in St.
Mary's Church Maynooth on July 20th.

Congratulations to Rev. Father John Nevin
M.H.M. (Barrogstown, Maynooth) who
celebrated his 25th year in t.he priesthood
July 12th. A family party was held in
Springfield Hotel for the happy occasion.
Father John celebrated a special Mass in
St. Mary's Church, Maynooth on J lily 10th
allended by family and friends. After his
ordination Father John spent 18 years on
mission work in Pakistan and is now Rec- .
tor M.H.M. College, Rathgar, Dublin.

Also to Gerard Tracey, Greenfield,
Maynooth and Regina Victory, Drogheda
who were married in St. Peter's Church,
Drogheda, July 7th.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40
£22
£IS

£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
-Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months Of over if payment
is made in advance.

A fee of £2 is charged for claSSified
advertisements. Of course. there IS no
charge on acknowledgements. notices.
i.e. birthdays. missing ,terns. etc
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Congratulations to Ann O'Connor on receiving her Second Class Honours in
V.C.D.last month from Mammy, Daddy,
John, Fiona, Yvonne and Claire.

Best wishes and good luck to Garda Dan
Monahan Maynooth Garda Station who
has been promoted to the rank of Sergeant
on transfer to Castlefin, Donegal.
Dan was for his ten years in Maynooth
very popular with all classes. Good wishes
comes from his collagues and many friends
in Maynooth and district.

Due to increasing costs of production the
Newsletter will be raised in price from the
humble forty pence it now costs to a meagre
fifty pence from September 1990 onwards.
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HATITUDES
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Ladies Hats fOfHire
Suitable for all occasions
All Hats in impeccable condition

*

--:,'{

HATITUDES
3 Esker Lawns, Lucan,

Mon, TU(!s, Wed & Fri
11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Phone Carmel at 01-6282697

1burs&Sat

11 a .m. -5p.m.

XANADU

~

HAIR CREATIONS
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
UNISEX HAIR SALON

Opening Hours:

HaN -

SAT

Late Night

FRI -

7.30

Special Rates

9.30 -

STUDENTS AND O.A.P.

HON - TUES - WED
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6.00

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Belated happy birthday to Suzanne Redmond who hit a truly mortifying age on
19th July. Lots of sympathy and comfort
from your many younger colleagues.

Congratulations to Annie Kenny, Straffan
Road, Maynooth who celebrates her 80th
birthday on Saturday July 28th, from her
sons and daughters, sons-in-law, daughters-in-Iaw ,grand children and great grand
children.

Happy birthday on the 14th August to
Mary Bean, Nuada, Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth, from her husband Tony and
children Aishling and Brian and Liam and
Margaret.

James (Chico) Dowling, Greenfield,
July 6th.

Happy birthday to Eamonn MacKeogh,
Railpark on 28th July.

Belated Happy 21st to David Thompson
from all the family.

Belated Birthday greetings to Roisin Barton, "San Feliu", Maynooth who celebrated
her 18th birthday on 24th July.

Happy 21st Birthday to Fiona O'Connor
on the 3rd August from all your friends in
the Community Council Office.

Happy Birthday t() Maureen Collins,
Mariaville, August 29th. Love from Una
and family in Greenfield.

Happy birthday to Mary Grennell, Railpark
on 2 August.

Birthday greetings to Zola Mary McMahon, Mulhussey, Maynooth.

Clodagh Quinn, Greenfield, age 15, August 1st.

Love and best wishes for a very happy
birthday.to Kevin McGovern, Greenfield,
August22nd. Also to Michael McGovern,
Greenfield, August29th. Love from Mam,
Noel, Marie, Richard and Thomas.

Birthday greetings to Neva Redmond,
Greenfield Drive, who will enter her third
decade on 14th August.

Mary Quinn, Greenfield,
8th.

Happy Birthday to Rita Thompson who
was 14 years old on the 10th July.
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Happy Birthday to Michael McGovern,
Greenfield,.August 29th from your loving
wife Eileen,· daughters Karina, Stacey,
Michelle, Debbie and Regina, with all our
love.

Ollie Nevin Happy Birthdayfrom the gang.
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OLIVER
REILLY LTD.
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waEATHS
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and

HEADSTONE!

Fum~

MOURNING COACHt..S

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTII
PROSPEROUS HAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

FUNERAL WREATHS

045/684~2

e·.·\.

UNDERTAKElS TO
MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
,
:. .....
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PA DDY NOLAN. (SEC) 41 GREENFI ELD DR I VE PHONE 6286312
KE.VIN MURPHY. O'NEILL PARI{ PHONE 6286399

c. P. L.

Motor Factors

Main St.. Maynooth. 00. Kildare. Tel:

01/6286628/6286101

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND TRACTORS,
~""..,.., BATTERIES ,PLUGS ,
EXHAUST~J BRAKE PADS

J

~~~

~

-''1J~

OORE

Straffan Rd., Maynooth
TELEVISION &VIDEO REPAIRS
All repairs guaranteed. Same day service.

tree estimates
Monday - Saturday 9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
PHONE FOR DETAILS
New &Second-Hand TV and video sets fully guaranteed
Telephone: 6285586
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CLASSIFIED
ADS
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
REQUIRED
Mature woman with business
and administrative skills
requires full time or part time
work for the summer.
Contact: Box No. 155A,
Newsletter Office.

C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.
Carlow Kildare Radio
Richard Farrell Local Contact
Local news and items of interest for
broadcasting on above station please
phone 6286044.
Forthcoming event details for broadcasting organisations should contact
above number.

KAY'S FLORISTRY
465, S.c. Rd., Rialto, Dublin 8.
Now enrolling for their coming
short courses in all aspects
of flower-arranging.
Bridal and Funeral FlQristry
Beginners Welcome
Tel. 533649/533472
Telephone or send SAE
for free brochure.

95.9 FM NaasINorth Kildare New
Wavelength for North Kildare.

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Self catering accommodation
for 2 students
for August and September (months).
Single rooms. Tel: 6285233

Pet Birds for sale.
Love birds, peach faced and blue;
Black Masked Cockatiels, greys;
Budgies (all colours).
Phone Mick McGovern
at 6286746 anytime.

Doc Martins For Sale
Size seven, 10 holed
As new £20 0.11.0.
COil tact: Box. No. lS5B
at Newsletter Office.

Wanted - 2 bedroomedhouse to rent
- 2 year lease, Maynooth area.
Contact 6285922.

Accommodation urgently sought
in town centre for 1 - 2 persons.
Tel. 6285922

Listen to the Winning Team C.K.R.
Window Stickers in Maynooth Newsletter Office.

Luxurious three bedroom apartment,
central to College,
fully furnished central heating.
Suitable for couple or three ladies.
Phone (01) 6259807.

Ladies Basketball Team
Intermediate 2 level
seeking experienced players and coach.
Serious but good crack.
Contact Linda at 6285931
or Ann at 6286218.

FOUND
27th June; Lady's Ring on the
Canal side of the Railway Station
Tel. 6286303

Maynooth
Mortality Society
Members please note next sitting will be on
Sunday August 26.
Gents 3 speed bicycle for Sale.
Semi sports, good condition.
Price reasonable.
Tel. 6286479

For Sale
Unwanted prize BMX bike
suitable for 7 - 10 year old
Tel: 6286945

House to let on Main Street,
suit 3 girls for August and September.
Tel. 6285785

FOR SALE
Blue Nylon Curtains
Tel. 6285922
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Accommodation wanted for two
(or more) teachers
from September '90 until June '91.
Contact: Joan at 6289094

Reliable lady willing to mind
children in her own home.
For further details,
Phone 6285935

Due to increasing costs of production the
Newsletter will be raised in price from the
humble forty pence itnow costs to a meagre
fifty pence from September 1990 onwards.

FMK CASUALS
QUINNSWORTH SHOPPING

MALL

6285211

School Uniforms
now ,in Stock
DRESS SUITS FOR HIRE
FOR DEBS, WEDDINGS ETC.
STOCKISTS OF GUARANTEED IRISH GOODS
LEVIS, WRANGLER JEANS

WHY NOT AVAIL OF OUR 'magee' TAILOR MADE SUITS

(4 WEEK SERVICE)
,•

YOU PICK THE CLOTH
WE MAKE THE ·SUIT

PRICES ARE O.K. TOO.
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Let Down Again?
Use a Printer
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Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare.
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£5 Crossword
Royal Canal News
Video Review
Planning Permission

Community Council Notes
Joe Murphy Memorial Trophy
Classified Ads

'Kalm 7', the winning team in the Joe Murphy Memorial Cup 7-A-Side
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Put Your.~eroblem\· on . <,our piate I ~
For all your Catering requirements

contact

Pel;ep 0'8pI811 GdepiDd

Go.Y6.

"WOODV lLLE", PAGESTOWN, MAY NOOnI, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE
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MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTHCOMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Mary Grennell
Maura Walsh-Conneely
The opinions and statements expressed
in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the
Editorial. All matters to be included in
the next edition of the Newsletter should
be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 6285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
Monday 17th September 1990
at 5 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It is an
'open access' publication and will generally carry any material submitted to it,
subject to the law of the land and to
editorial judgement The judgement is
exercised by the editorial committee in
order to preserve the independence and
balance of the Newsletter. The commi ttee reserves the right to alter, abridge
or omit material which in its opinion
mightrend the Newsletter the promoter
or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contrinbutor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters,
the best way to present material is to use
either neat legible writing or block letters, orr one side of the paper.
All Material Copyright
Maynooth Newsletter 1990

Note to Contributors
We emphasise that material submitted
after the copydate will not be accepted
and will be witheld until the following
copydate.

- - -.( EDITORIAy--GOING TO COLLEGE

August is a cruel month for leaving certificate students, and for their parents.
Anyone who has observed their heroic
efforts to master the vagaries of the higher
education system, and intricacies of
points, can only sympathise. However,
getting a foot in the doorto higher education is literally only the first step. All
around the country there are parents
facing sons and daughters who have
achieved their cherished points, after
many hours of hard work, only to add up
the sums, to find that there just isn't the
money to send a child through college.

Sources estimate that it can cost as much
as £4000 per annum to survive at a college away from home. How many families with one earner and a number of
dependent children can afford that? The
grants system is totally inadequate a.'1d
must be overhauled. If the Minister for
Education really wants to know why
more pupils from working class backgrounds are not making their way to third
level education, she should look at what
it costs, and what these families earn, and
then draw her own conclusions.

FAILURE RATES

peating their examinations in Autumn.
This seems to be an unsatisfactory situation. These students are all highly qualified at entry level- what is happening to
them in the intervening year? Is it the
teaching, are the students reacting against
the strain of studying for the leaving, or
are they just not prepared by secondary
school for what awaits them in University? Failure at examinations is traumatic enough,although the majority pass
at their second attempt Nevertheless,
having to study during the summer
wrecks the chances of students to earn
some much needed money to keep them
going during term time. The College
should be making more efforts to find
out what is going wrong.

ACCIDENTS
Road accident statistics published recently show that Co. Kildare had a relatively high proportion of road'accidents,
with 1.8 accidents per 1000 population,
and 5.3 per 1,000 registered vehicles this compared with 1.3 per 1000 popu1ation in Ireland overall. a disturbing statistic is the rise in the numbers of cyclists
killed, reversing a decline in recent years.
Maynooth must have among the highest
volume of cyclists and pedestrians in
Kildare, and many of these are at risk. A
road safety campaign is to be launched in
October. However, with the mass exodus back to school and college, and the
darker evenings, some attention now to
reflector strips, lights and the development of good road habits in September
would pay dividends.
.

(fRICE RISE)
Due

LO

riSIng costs and the need to pro-

vide additional equipment, it is now

With a University on our doorstep, it is
difficult not to notice that the return to
college started a little earlier for a lot
more students this year. There is a consensus that failure rates in the summer
examinations in the College were high
this year. As official statistics are not
released, it is not possible to verify this
impression, nor is it possible to compare
it with previous years. This seems to be
a common phenomenon, as the Students
Union in UCD suggests that almost half ·
of the students in some courses are re-
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necessary to raise the price of the Newsletter to a modest flfty pence.
RIGHT T REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given that
this magazine is r.ot insured against libel
damages or costs. we undertake the following: In the case of errors of fact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer that
person or their representative the right to
reply in this magazinc subject only to reasonable Icngh. the laws of libel and our
righllo respond to such reply.

Laragh,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Dear Editor,
In August 1990 edition of Maynooth
Newsletter you published an item under
"Rumour has it". This item headed
M.A.D.E. UP did not reflect the truth in
two ways.

1. You failed to mention that materials
being used by Newbridge Youth Skills
Trainees were paid for by the scouts. I
think this is unfair to the Scout Committee Members who raise these funds.
2. The M.A.D.E. Centre is currently the
base of Maynooth Boy Scouts. This
implies that the Scouts are guests of
M.A.D.E. and is therefore incorrect

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Dear Editor.

Regards and best wishes.

While I have absolutely no desire to see
my name in print, nevertheless, I feel I
should endeavour to satisfy the professed
curiosity ofPeig L ynch,as it would appear
from her letter in your August issue that
she feels responsible for the welfare of
the people living on Lawrence Ave. My
personal view is that writing letters to
newspapers and magazines is a cop out.
As the person responsible for fixing the
KEEP OFF GRASS signs on Lawrence
Ave., I much prefer to do something
practical and positive in my spare time,
and the evidence for this claim can be
seen on Lawrence Ave.

Yours in scouting,
L. Muldowney
Unit Leader

Ms. Lynch's assertion that the signs were
erected to prevent children from playing

We are at present appointing a PRO and
hope to be able to contribute to the N ewsJetter in the future.

011 the grassed areas is so ludicrous as to
be hardiy worthy ofcomment, especially
when one remembers that the fence between Lawrence Ave. and Celbridge
Road was erected by the people of Lawrence Ave. at their own expense in order
to make the grassed areas a safer place
for children to play. The writer is both
happy and proud of having been associated with that project.
I thoroughly agree with Ms. Lynch when
she refers to the friendliness of the people
of Lawrence Ave., butl would go further
and point out that they are an intelligent
and caring people, fully capable oflooking after their own affairs.
I am sure the two young males (not from
Lawrence Ave.) who, under the cover of
darkness, vandalised the area by tearing
down the signs in question, smashing
them up and scattering them around, and
who removed some bushes, which had
been placed to protect fresh grass seed.
and spread them on the Celbridge Road
causing a serious hazard to motorists and
others will be much encouraged and
consoled by Ms. Lynch's letter.

M. Gargan,
Lawrence A venue.
&

TOWN COMMISSION
STATUS
The Minister for the Environment has
advised the Community Council that our
application for Town Commission Status
will have to await the outcome of the
Government review on the structures
and functions of Local Authorities. The
review is due for completion this year.

SOCIAL
EMPLOYMENT
SCHEME WORKERS
FOR MAINTENANCE
OFMAYNOOTH
PUBLIC AREAS
Due to great difficulty in getting adults
over 25 years of age to apply for these
positions, the Community Council has
asked Mr. John Carrick, County Engineer to consider using 16 to 25 year olds
under the FAS Community Youth Training Programme.
We have no shortage of such young
people who would welcome the opporuntity to contribute to improving the
appearanace of our town.

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
NOTES FOR
NEWSLETTER
THE 'THING' IN
THE SQUARE
John McGinley has asked the E.S.B. to
consider using an alternative location for
their sub-station which is part of the existing toilet block building. Kildare
County Council has agreed that the building should be demolished but they point
to two costs in doing so:
a) £8,000 to demolish the building.
b) An undisclosed cost to relocate the
ESB station.
It is possible that the E.S.B. will only
look for a nominal amount as their contribution towards our environment. However, Kildare County Council says that
the Community must meet the cost of
demolition. Anyone got any brilliant
ideas?
We have asked the 1916 Commemoration Committee to consider becoming
involved i~ deciding whatever replaces
'The Things'!
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Next year is the 75th anniversary of the
Easter Rising. When this committee was
set up in 1966 it was their objective to
commemorate the rising with something
suitable in the Square. (The Thing' was
not there at the time).
What about a vandal proof fountain with
facilities for St. Mary's Brass and Reed
Band to perform as a replacement for
'The Thing'.

CHRISTMAS TREE
No we have not gone mad. We have
good news. We are delighted to announce that Edward Kavanagh, Manor
Mills has offered to supply and erect a
Christmas Tree in Maynooth cach year
as a contribution towards social events
and amenities of the town.
The Community Council has erected a
small Christmas Tree on top of the public toilet building for the last 6 years.
However, this location is no longer appropriate now that it is Kildare County
Council policy to demolish the building.
We would welcome suggestions on a
suitable location for this year's Christmas Tree from our readers.
Again we would like to thank Edward
Kavanagh, Manor Mills for their very
kind offer.

Your New Lounge/Bar in Celbridge,
Now Announces ...

FuNCTION ROOM
WITH FuLL

BAR!

Now available for

Weddings • Parties
Anniversaries • Christenings

·Private Functions etc.-

OFF-LICENCE NOW OPEN -

BEST PRICES!

Traditional Irish music and songs every Wednesday,
in our Olde World Bar
,

'",

...

F"or details and booking.s. contact
Markat'« 01) 627-3569 .
~,4~,~u~,

S~ ~~,4~ a. S~I
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(EYE HEAR)
LOCAL
HISTORIAN IN
LEIXLIP
Eye Hear that local historian, Gerald
Nelson, despite his Maynooth origins
has ventured into print with an excellent
history ofLeixlip. This is a fascinating,
if all too. brief attempt to provide the
curious passer by with answers to many
questions about the development of
Leixlip. For instance, not many commuters crossing the Liffey Bridge will be
aware that the interesting stone building
seemingly hanging off the bridge on the
left was in fact the Toll House, which
was used for collecting tolls in the eighteenth century (some things never
change!). The building predates the
bridge which was builtin 1734, while the
top storey was completed after the bridge
was built.
Early nineteenth century commuters
could take the 9.30 passage boat from
Clonsilla, and arrive at the Rye Aqueduct at 9.55 - with the introduction of
-more stations on the Maynooth line, the
train journey between the same points
will be just as long!
Gerry is now in London, where we hope
he is working on a sequel which will look
at the history of Maynooth.

FESTIVAL OF
FLOWERS
Belated congratulations to Maynooth
flower arrangers whose work was prominentamong the many unusual displays at
the Flower Festival held in the College in
June. This festival is organised by the

Association of Irish Flower Arrangers,
which represents eighty five clubs in
Ireland. Every two years, the Association adopts a national charity and holds
fund raising events, including a Flower
Festival in aid of the chosen charity. This
year, the event, which attracted many
thousands of visitors from all over Ireland, was held in aid of the Irish Kidney
Association.

The cloisters and the Refectory in the
College were bedecked with the most ·
extraordinary creations, composed of
flowers, twigs, bits of glass and other
unlikely items. Based around themes,
such as the Famine (two rotten spuds, a
spadeful of earth and some old sacks),
our bogs (two ricks of turf), biblical
studies (lilies), the exhibits certainly left
an impression on this reporter.
Congratulations to all concerned and particularly to local winners in the National
Competition.

Thanks Frank!
The following extract is taken from an
expose of the new wave of mahogany
and brass which is washing out the Red
flock wall paper, formica tables, and
leatherette upholstering of our favour
watering holes. Frank MacDonald of the
Irish Times found the Roost to be a
stunning experience and placed a full
colour spread of photographs of the interior in the Weekend Suppliment Now,
at last Maynooth is on the map!

"Where classical kitsch
rules the Roost"
"Perhaps the most startling pub refurbishment in the country has been carried
out at Cassidy's Roost, in Maynooth.
Classical statues recently erected on the
otherwise unremarkable facade give a
hint of what is in store, but nothing could
really prepare the visitor for the plethora

P. BRADY

of columns, capitals and cornices, urns,
niches and medallions, Grecian wall
panels and Roman busts, reclining Baroque sherubs with painted toenails and
medieval-style candelabra from some
baronial hall. The floor is marble, the
ceiling mottled purple and its centrepiece
is a clerestory-style hexagonal lantern in
(what else?) stained glass. There is also
a digital Victorian cash register.
With all that marble and bar stools in
striped pink, black and grey, it looks
more like an ice cream parlour than a
pub; but it's so outrageously over-the-top
that it transcends mere kitsch to become
an amusing exercise in tongue-in-cheek
classicism. Some of it is real, too, especially the pillared dome of what must
have been a tabernacle and the bits and
pieces of marble communion rail which
serve as a sort of reredos behind the bar.
Indeed, it is probably the unforeseen
legacy of our devotion to Vatican II that
such discarded church fittings end up
being re-used as decorative features in a
public house - and in Maynooth, of all
places.
Public piety, Irish style?"
Could this be why Caulfields have started
an image change.

RAILWAY
BLUES
The recent increase in the number of
stations on the Maynooth line is a good
example of good news/bad news. Good
for those living near the new stations,
bad for Maynooth commuters. When the
line was reopened for commuter traffic
on December 1st 1981, the journey time
was around 35 minutes, now, it takes 45
minutes. If there are any more stations,
and if the lines aren't upgraded, there will
be no time advantage in taking the train
from Maynooth anymore!

CLOCK HOUSE MAYNOOTH CO. KILDARE
- - - - P H O N E 6286225
LOUNGE BAR C.I.E. BUS STOP
:..
FOR·BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB
- . SOUP~ SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAYS AVAILABLE
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Unit 15, Maynooth ~hoppingCentre

6~ show was held this ykr on SatuhlaY
14th July. There was a good number of
entries in the various classes. There was
a good attendance but due to the fine
weather it was slightly down on previous
shows.
The following is a list of prize winners in
the various classes and the Cup and
Trophy winners.
Cup and Trophy Winners
Overall Cup (Fr. Thynne)
- Noeleen O'Brien
Flower Garden Cup (Emmet)
- W.Nolan
Mixed Garden Cup (Fegen)
- Rita Sheehan
Confined Garden Cup (Durkan)
- Tom Nolan
Flower Cup (I.C.A.) - Sarah Angel
Floral Arrangements (Liam Lawlor)
- K. Cleary
Fruit Cup (Reilly & Sons)
- Noeleen O'Brien
Home Produce (I.C.A.)
- Margaret Gee
Craft (I.C.A.) - Bridie McGing
Childrens (Maynooth Development)
Shared - Sonya flynn and Elaine
Fleming
Teenage Cup (LC.A.)
- Maria McMyler
Best Adult B~ng (Weafer)
:- Meta Coyle
Best Fruit Exhibit (Laidlaw)
- Noeleen O'Brien
Best Rose Exhibit (Farringtons)
- Mary O'Connell
Best Vegetable (Kennedy)
- Noeleen O'Brien
Best Sponge Cake (Bridie Brady
Memorial)
- Meta Coyle
Best Teenage Art (Coonan)
- Marguerite Tumulty
Best Childrens Baking (McMyler)
- Marguerite Clarke
Best Teenage Baking (I.C.A.)
- Maria McMyler
Best Confirmed Arrangement
(Sports Locker) .
- Catherine Hodge
Best Fruit Cake (I.C.A.)
- Myra Salmon
Best Teenage Craft (Scanlon)
- Fiona Hodge
Best Childrens Craft (Connolly)
- Richard Larkin
Best Teenage Art 13 years (Doolan)
- Tina Brown
Best Boys Baking - ThomasHalton

MAYNOOTij:
iA'NNUAL
SHOW

Class Winners
Class 1. Sarah Angel
Class 2. Mary O'Connell (Clane)
Class 3. Sarah Angel (Kilcock)
Class 4. Sarah Angel
Class 5. C. Marsh (Celbridge)
Class 6. D. Darlington (Straffan)
Class 7. Sarah Angel
Class 8. L. Dunne (Sallins)
Class 9. Sarah Angel
Class 10. Pat Malone (Batterstown)
Class 11. W. Dowling (Leixlip)
Class 12. Joseph Blount (Leixlip)
Class 13. C. Marsh (Celbridge)
Class 14. Joseph Blount
Class 15. F. Satchwell
Class 16. K. Cleary (I,.eixlip)
Class 17. Sarah Angel (Kikock)
Class 18. Bridie Gleeson (Lucan)
Class 19. K. Cleary
Class 20. Catherine Hodge (Kilcloon)
Class 2L Betty Farrell (Maynooth)
Class 23. Noeleen O'Brien (Maynooth)
Class 24.' Stephen Mulvey (Dunboyne)
Class 25. Noeleen O'Brien
Class 26. Noeleen O'Brien
Class 27. Noeleen O'Brien
Class 28. Noeleen O'Brien
Class 30. C. Marsh (Celbridge)
Class 31. Pat Malone (Batterstown)
Class 32. Henry Gee
Class 33. Sarah Angel
Class 34. Noeleen O'Brien
Class 35. Brid Shiel (Maynooth)
Class 36. Noeleen O'Brien
Class 37. Margaret Gee
Class 38. K. Finn (Leixlip)
Class 39. C. Marsh (Celbridge)
Class 40. Anne Hayes (Leixlip)
Class 41. Joan Grant (Maynooth)
Class 42. Margaret Gee (Maynooth)
Class 43. Mary Halton (Maynooth)
Class 44. Mary Halton (Maynooth)
Class 45. Mary Halton (Maynooth)
Class 46. Betty Farrell (Maynooth)
Class 47. Caroline McCartan
(Maynooth
Class 48. Caroline McCartan
(Maynooth)
Class 49. Meta Coyle
Class 50. Betty Farrell (Maynooth)
Class 51. Teresa Maloney (Leixlip)
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Class 52. Mary O'Gorman
(Maynooth)
Class 53. Myra Salmon (Straffan)
Class 54. Margaret Gee
Class 55. Anne Hayes (Leixlip)
.Class 56. Patsy O'Rafferty
(Maynooth)
Class 58. B. Coyle
Class 59. Bridie McGing (Clane)
Class 60. Margaret Gee
Class 63. Bridie McGing
Class 64. Bridie McGing
Class 65. B. Coyle
Class 66. Myra Salmon (Stiaffan)
Class 67. Mary Butler (Dunboyne)
Class 68. J. McGeeney (Kikock)
Class 69. Bernadette Sheil
(Maynooth)
Class 70. B. O'Connell (Leixlip)
Class 71. Teresa Harcombe (Lucan)
Class 73. S. Williams (Rathmoylan)
Class 74. Meta Coyle
Class 75. Mary Halton
Class 76. N. Byrne (Maynooth)
Class 77. Mary Corcoran (Dublin)
Class 78. Betty Farrell
Class 79. G. Kirwan (Maynooth)
Class 80. Sharon McLoughlin
(Smithstown)
Class 81. Niamh O'Connor
(Maynooth)
Class 82. Helena Balan (Maynooth)
Class 83. Sonya Flynn (Maynooth)
Class 84. Catherine Devaney
(Maynooth)
Class 85. Joanne Cunningham
Class 86. Nuala
Class 87. Elizabeth Nolan
(Maynooth)
Class 88. Noel Kennedy (SummerIUII)
Class 89. Nicola Williams I
(Summerhill)
Class 90. Sonya Flynn (Maynoot ),
Elaine Fleming Special
Class 91. Thomas Haltor.
Class 92. Elaine Fleming (Maynooth)
Class 93. Joanne Cunningham
Class 94. Elaine Fleming (Maynooth)
Class 95. Francis Reynolds
Class 96. Deidre McCann (Kikock)
Class 97. Richard Larkin
Class 98. Paul Dunne (Enfield)
Class 99. Sarah Honner (Summerhill)
Class 100. Joseph McLoughlin
(Smiths town)
Class 101. Emma Fleming (Maynooth)
Class 102. Paul Dunne (Enfield)
Class 103. Sean O'Connell (Leixlip)
Class 104. Maria McMyler
Class 105. Maria McMyler
Class 106. Clare Devaney (Maynooth)
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Contl~-

Class 107. Fiona l:~Jge (Kilcloon)
Class 108.Edel Reynolds
(Clonsilla)
Class 110. Maria McMyler
Class 111. Olive Hodge (Kilcloon)
Class 112. Tie Ann Hodge
and Sarah McMyler
Class 113. Diarmuid Melia
(Summerhill)
Class 114. Tina Brown (Donadea)
Class 115. Marguerite Tumulty
(Maynooth)
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PHONE NO: 6285847

ALL rOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES, CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

Mary O'Gorman,
Show Secretary.

COURSE IN
COMMUNITY
DEVELOP..
MENTAND
ENTERPRISE
The Centre for Adult and Community
Education in St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth, will provide an extra-mural
programme in Maynooth on the theme of
Community DevelopmentandEnterprise
in. October 1990. Unemployed people
ag'

OPEN 9 A.H. - 6 P.H.

JIfiiif:j

THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS ~

~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE

Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am J pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.

One free
I.S.A.C.
Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ti~ket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
~GENT

FOR LOTTERY,

GAS,

COAL AND SRIQUETIES
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The course is limited to twenty people.
No educational qualifications are required. It is hoped that there will be a
balance of women and men participating.
The course starts in October, and finishes
in May 1991, taking place on three mornings per week, Tuesday to Thursday. A
creche will be available if required.

iff~B
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TB...: 381420

If you are interested in finding out more,
contact either Tom Collins, or Larry
Fullam, at the Centre for Adult and
Community Education, Maynooth College, Telephone 6285222, Extensions
445, or 350. They will be available to
talk to enquirers from 3rd September.

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7
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AROMATHER·
APY
Aromatherapy - a relatively new word to
the Irish alternative health scene, and
one that is perhaps misunderstood due to
its association with fragrance and beauty.
Aromatherapy is not simply a therapy
using fragrances, it is a true holistic health
therapy taking into account the mind and
body. The therapy bears little relation to
beauty treatment, though it is an inevitable consequence of the therapy that the
condition of the skin will be improved,
sometimes dramatically.
Basically, aromatherapy is a therapy
using the powers of healing contained
within essential oils. These are highly
aromatic essences extracted from various plants from allover the world. Many
ot you would have heard of i.e. Juniper,
Lemon, Mandarin, Rosemary, Jasmine,
Frankincense and Myrrh. The use of
these extracts is believed to be as old as
history itself. Early people would have
learned that the use of certain roots and
berries would cure certain illnesses and
from there, the practise of extracting a'1,
more concentrated and therefore more
potent substance would have grown.
From ancient times up to today, the use
of "healillg oils" has been mentioned in
books and manuscripts, and all these
practices from all over the world have
been brought together into what we know
today as the practise of aromatherapy.

The body absorbs the oils in a number of
ways, through massage, inhalation, baths
and compresses. Each oil has qualities
peculiar to itself and some 'Yhich ove.rl~
with other oils. They act not only in a
physical way but also on the psyche,
some having uplifting, stimulating qualities and others having leveling calming
effects.
Sceptics may scoff at the idea of essential
oils having this effect but they need only
consider the effects of tobacco and glue
sniffing to understand the way in which
inhalations affect us. Some will suggest
that oils could have little effect when
massaged into the skin, yet medical science is now beginning to administer drugs
using specially impregnated plasters
applied to the surface of the skirr.

H~ve
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Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
TOWN CENTRE MALL
MAYNOO-THTel: 6286166

JUSTIN McKENNA
AROMATHERAPIST
97 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co.Kildare.
Tel: 628 59 62

70 Drimnagh Road,
Dublin 12.
Tel: 559973
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PADDY

RYAN

LTD.

WINDGATES LODGE
WINDGATES
BARBERSTOWN
TEL: 6273415

ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED.
FINANCE ARRANGED.
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A visit to an aromatherapist will normally last about two hours. A case history will be taken and inquiries made
into the patient's lifestyle, emotional
condition and diet A mix of essential
oils appropriate to the patient will then
be blended and massaged into the patient's skin. Some people think they may
be embarrassed at the prospect but it is
important to stress that the patient's
modesty is preserved at all times by the
dexterous use of towels.

Aromatherapy as a holistic health care
treatment is appropriate for almost everyone, from children right through to
pensioners. Many disorders respond well
to aromatherapy ranging from simple
muscular problems through to respiratory problems, menstrual problems, arthritis and rheumatism, sinus and skin
problems and general stress, the root of
many of today's illnesses. One thing to
remember though is that you don't have
to be ill to attend an aromatherapist. A
treatment is a very enjoyable way of
relaxing and boosting the body, thereby
increasing the body's own inate ability to
look after itself. The more you look after
your body, the better able it is to look
after you.

BAND
BULLETIN
The holidays are over for another year
and its now back to business once again.
Two items occupying most of our attention at the moment are our classes and
fund raising. At the time of writing dates
for the classes have not yet been finalised
but notices will appear in Sean Donovans, Barry's and the Supermarket as
soon as dates have been arranged.
Fund raising for our new uniform is an
ongoing priority and we hope to boost
the fund with our annual Flag Week-End
on 7th, 8th, 9th of September, a race
night in the Hitchin Post in October and
a 60's night at the same venue in December. If these functions prove successful
we would hope to be a long way towards
meeting our target for unveiling the unifonnson 17th March 1991. Wehopewe
can count on all our loyal supporters to
help us meet ,this target.
See you all in October.

J.
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NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST CONFECTIONERS
PH: 6286304
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS - GIFT WARE
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
6AM - 10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS-'
SUN 7AM-S.30PM
TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
'CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

.... Jim's Shoe Repairs -~

loIaynooth Shopping Centre

~

Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wart
Shoes stretched. Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Now Located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 6244857
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• Painting & ~orating •
~~
• Interior & Exterior
~~,. Professional Wallpapering.
~
~:.:-...,..r-. Chimney Cleaning at its best·
• Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
"
il5§_
. Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
/
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ~
y

You have tried the rest now use the best
You viII find us in the green paRes & Golden pages

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HA VE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAl.. STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOuk OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDA~
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH.
TRIM AND BLow DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN -£1.2.00

DIAL-A'-SIYIE AT 6285367RR IDR AProINIMNf
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LYREEN
RESIDENTS
ASSOCIATION
A special word of thanks to John and
Eithne Carey for the use of the Lounge
for the draw and to all who bought and
sold tickets.
The major share of the proceeds from the
draw will go towards the Neighbourhood Watch signs which will be going up
this month.
The next meeting which is open to aD
residents will be held in Caulfields on
Monday 3rd September at 8.30 p.m.

NUZSTOP
~IN

TEL NO: 6286072
SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIITS, TOYS.
STATIONERY
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGIfl GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS

~~
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OLD PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE
Quring the last week of August, eighteen
of the elderly people of Maynooth spent
a week at Kerdiffstown House, the St
Vincent de Paul holiday centre. We are
sure that, as always, they are having a
wonderful time.
Our morning sessions resume on Tuesday 11th September and Thursday 13th
September at 1O.30a.m. in the I.C.A.
Hall. The next meeting of the committee
will be held on 4th September.
Our very best wishes to Mrs Kenny whose
80th Birthday was this month and our
heart felt sympathy to her on the death of
her daughter Mary Redmond. We extend our sympathy also to the rest of the
family.
We are very glad thatJosie Moore is progressing well after her operation and
send our best wishes for a speedy and
complete recovery.
P.R.O.

T-SHIRTS

BACK PATCHES

VISUAL IMAGE PHOTOGRAPHY

,~~~_ _P_H_O_TO_G_A_AP_H_Y_;_S_OC_I_AL_;_C_O_M_M_ER_C_IA_L_:_W_E_OO_.I_NG_S_:_V_IO_E_O_.

5 prizes of £5 each went to:
Una Kiernan, Main Street
Betty Tracey, 7 Double Lane
Rosie Prendergast, 2, Pound Lane
Betty Lynch, Courtown Park, Kilcock
Anne PurceD, 49 Laurence Ave.
Our Members Draw last month was a tremendous success. The tickets sold like
mad and indeed we could have sold a
great deal more on the night of the draw
but for the fact that it was a limited draw.
The lucky prize winners were:
1st £100 - John Saults, Parson Street.
2nd £50 - Gerry McDonagh c/o Vinnie
Doyle
3rd £25 - Dinny Dunne, c/o 2, Pound
Street

SIREEI'M-\YNXJlH

~

102 Moyglare Village, Maynooth, Co o
. Kildare, Ireland.
Phone (01 )6286488.

• Communion and I'amiiy Portrails
• Photography by award winning professional photographer
HR GERALIJ P HAC CANN IlFA(II) KIPPA KIPF.

• Wedding photography a speciality. See our large range of beautiful
photographs and albums.
Member ollho

r

Irl~h

Prof ...lanal Pholoorapha,.' A••o<;lallan. Member of the World Coone" of Professlona' PholOllraphars.

newtown StOlfU
NEWSAGENTS
MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE
PH. - 01-6285833
OPENING HOURS - 7~30a.m. - 10p.m.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
FAIICY GOODS - SWEETS
CARDS - MAGAZINES

~

~
~

......

f

Home Nursino-

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE

DAY

& NIGHT

CARE

FOR Al.l. OCCASIONS

PROVIDED

c5t!a'nlA~ grant

REASONABLE RATES

3l. lAURENCE A VENU! .
.... A 1NooI". co KflOA"

CONTACT': C. CLIFFORD S.R.N

6286132'

PHONE (01)6286686

,

~

SE INCHES-TONE UP· NEW S

R

AT

SLENDER WORLD
MAYNO

H

Toning &. Tanning Studio

First in
rthKildare &West Co.Dublin
For The «« 0 Stress"No Sweat»
Exercise' Motorised Toning Tables
New Sun Room, Nowftrst with
the latest and safest method
of Sun Truming.
• FREE TRIAL SESSION ON TONING TABLES
• LEAVES YOU TOTALLY REFRESHED
• SUN ROOM HAS OWN PRIVATE DRESSING
ROOM WITH MUSIC
• YOU STAND IN SUN ROOM,
BETTER ALL OVER TAN
Call in or Phone
Slender World, Main St.,

Maynooth. (Over Alan Frazem)
Ph: (01) 6289144

.
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CELBRIDGE TUTORIAL
COLLEGE
MAYNOOTH RD .• CELBRIDGE
TEL: 01 - 6272100
OFFERING:

Leaving and Intermediate
Certificate Courses

COMPREHENSIVE. EXAMINATION - ORIENTATED PROGRAMMES; INCLUDING
INSTRUCTIONS IN STUDY SKILLS AND EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES.
OUR CLASSES ARE SMALL.
AND SUCCESSFULL.

OUR TEACHERS ARE EXPERIENCED. DEDICATED

WE ARE THE OBV IOUS AL TERNA TIVE TO THE CROWDED CITY - GR IND SCHOOLS -

.1
Modern European Languages for Children I

WHOSE I MMED I ATE ENV I RONMENT PRESENTS OTHER NON-EDUCATIONAL DI STRACTI ONS

AIMED AT PROVIDING AN EARLY AND SOLID FOUNDATION IN THOSE ESSENTIAL
MEANS OF COMMU'NI CAT ION WITH IN A COMPET ITIVE EUROPE

Speech and Drama for Children
AIMED AT DEVELOPING THE CHILDS IMAGINATION AND INTELLECT WITHIN
AN ENJOYABLE AND 'STIMULATING ENVIRONMENT.

Enrolment for 1990- '91
DATES:
SATURDAY SEPT. 1ST AND SATURDAY SEPT. 8TH.
TIME:
9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
-,
ALTERNATIVELY: ON INTERVENING WEEK DAYS - 10 a.m. to 12 noon
5 p. m. to 8 p. m.
FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES CONTACT~
,

I
I
I

II
I
I

. The College Secretary--(Ot,6272100)i
' ~~-------~-----------=~=~--------------------------===~--------------------~
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Cormac Heneghan, who received his certificate for
having completed foundation course in German.
Edward Kelly, Celbridge, Deirdre Mountgomery,with
Cormac Heneghan, who also received their certificates on
completion of foundation course in _
German.
_'''''cM_ _
~_---'

Graphic Cj{ass and Mirror Co.
POllnd Lane Maynooth Phone: 6286953.
All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture High Quality Bevelled Engraved
and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.
Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex. Lanlinated Safety Glass.
OPEN:

MON - FRI
SAT

15

9.30 - 5.00
9.30 - 1.00

~

)

COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE
RIGHTS COLUMN
Q. When we renewed our Hospital Services Card recently we were told that our
son aged 17 was no longer covered by
our card. We are very concerned about
this: He has completed his schooling and
is looking for work. Would he be eligible
for a Medical Card of his own Hospital
Services Card?
A. A person over the age of sixteen years
can apply for a Medical Card. However,
as your son has no income he would be
regarded as a dependant and would generall y onl y be eligible for a Medical Card
if the family has one.
If he had even a small income in his own
right, perhaps from a job or if he was
eligible for a social welfare payment, he
wouldn't be regarded as dependant and
could generally qualify for a Medical
Card.

Some Health Boards will issue a Hospital Services Card if the'parents have one
or if the school confIrms that he was a
full-time student there, from April 1989
to April 1990. There is a form for this
purpose which should be stamped by the
school. The school secretaries would
still be working even though the schools
are closed and they could stamp the form.
As the position can vary from one Health
Board to another you should check with
your own Health Board to see what
operates in your particular area.

OPENING HOURS
Wed. 10 -12 p.m.
Thurs. 7 - 8 p.m.
Fri. 10 - 12 noon and 2 - 4 p.m.
Telephone 6285477 during
office hours only.

!,his column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which Provides a free and confIdential service to the public.

MAYNOOTH
WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
DUBLIN
TRANSPORTATION
STUDY
Kildare Workers' Party has made a sub-·
mission to the Dublin Transportation
study, highlighting the importance of
public transport, and expressing opposition to toll roads. This study is to make
proposals for the future transport needs
of the Greater Dublin Region, including
North Kildare.
Among the specifIc proposals in the submission are a dual track on the ClonsillaMaynooth stretch of the Sligo-Dublin
rail Hne, better signalling equipment and
rolling stock, and improved facilities for
the disabled. The plan also recommends
a new commuter service on the DublinNewbridge line, including a station at
Hazelhatch to serve Celbridge. Feeder
buses to rail stations in the area are also
proposed.
The submission calls for higher levels of
subsidy for bus services in the Dublin
area. Only twenty per cent of the cost of
these services is paid for by public subsidy, compared with norms of around
seventy per cent in comparable European cities. Investment in roads does not
represent the most effective long-term
solution to the problems of urban traffic.
Most European cities have accepted that
the only answer is a cheap, efficient and
reliable public transport system. Dublin's buses cannot provide such a service
because of the amount of private vehicles clogging up the roads. The success of the DART shows that people will
readil y abandon their cars if a good alternative is provided.
The Workers'Party document vigorously
opposes the idea of charging tolls on the
proposed Leixlip/Maynooth bypass road.
Tolls discriminate against the least welloff, will unnecessarily divert a lot of
traffIc (especially regular commuters)
from using the new road, and represent
too narrow a view of just who will benefIt from the road, according to the submission. Because the community at large
will benefIt from the by-pass, it should
be paid for from general taxation.
The submission calls for better car parking facilities in the towns of North Kildare, seeks more investment in pedes-
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trian facilities, especially footpaths, and
proposes a special cycle lane on the link
road from Maynooth to the proposed bypass. A direct link between the Dunboyne road and the Maynooth by-pass
which would avoid Maynooth town
centre is also sought. Further information on the submission can be obtained
from Commissioner Catherine Murphy,
at 6244903.

EDUCATION FOR ALL?
The Minister for Education's initiative in
reducing the honours requirement for
eligibility for Higher Education Grants
is to be welcomed. However, this may
prove an empty gesture, as most parents
and schoolleavers will be aware. The
points spiral has long made it impossible
for anyone with just two honours to fInd
a place in University. The Minister should
now tackle the income limits for award
of grants, which are unrealistically low.
The number of places at third level must
be expanded, otherwise tinkering with
the regulations remains a cosmetic exercise.

HERE'S TO YOU
MRS. ROBINSON!
The Workers' Party is supporting Mary
Robinson as candidate in the presidential
elections due this autumn. The Party will
jointly nominate her with the Labour
Party and other members of the
Oireachtas, who are supporting herpresidency. Party president, Proinnsias de
Rossa has said that the contest will open
up the possibility of a national debate on
contemporary political values and the
direction in which Irish society should
move as we approach the twenty-fIrst
.century.
Mary Robinson is a person who enjoys
therespect,notjustofthe Workers'Party,
and others on the left, but a broad spectrum of Irish society. She has fought a
continuing battle against discrimination
and injustices through her work as an
eminent lawyer in the courts and as a
member of the Seanad.

(BRANCH MEETING)
Branch meetings resume in September.
Anyone interested in obtaining further
details should contact Proinnsias
Breathnach, Tel. 6285241.

c. P. L.
f.\lin St..

Motor Factors

tJa~th.

~~-

Co. Ki ldare. Tel: 01/6286628/6286101

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND TRACTORS,
BATTERIES,PLUGS,
EXHAUST~, BRAKE PADS

~_~

JOE MOORE
Straffan Rd., Maynooth
TELEVISION &VIDEO REPAIRS
All repairs guaranteed. Same day service.
F"ree estimates
Monday - Saturday 9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
PHONE fOR DETAILS
New &Second-Hand TV and video sets fully guaranteed
Telephone: 6285586

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
UIMS.., ... " , Md Co",".~ fu ...... fu",~

• • lATHS

HEAOSTONf.~

1140URNING COACHt.S

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNoaTIl
PROSPEROUS HAAS

FUNERAL WREATHS

co

KILDARE 045/68230

045/68482

0'"
... •

UNDERTAKEIS TO
MAYNOQTH·
MORTALITY
,
:. ....
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TP SOCIETY MEMBERS)

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SECJ41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286)12
.KEVIN MURPHY, O' NEILL PARK PHONE 6286399
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,_ _ _ _ _ CGARDA TALK)

PEDAL CYCLES
(Road Safety and
Prevention of Thefts)
The purpose of this article is not to forecast gloom but the reality is that the long
dark evenings of the Autumn will gradually be stealing up on us so once more
vigilence is called for by pedal cycle
users, both adults and children. Unfortunately despite previous warnings its not
unusual to see cyclists in dark coloured
clothing with no lighting travelling
around Maynooth. Not alone are such
cyclists a danger to themselves but they
create nightmares for motorists who
cannot see them.
Here are the lighting requirements for
Pedal Cycles during the hours of darkness':
1. One front lamp.
2. One rear red lighL
3. One rear reflector.

Sam Browne typereflectorised belts worn
help to make cyclists clearly visible.
Check roadworthiness of your own and
your child's pedal cycle in respect of
brakes, tyres etc. Care and attention in
this area is vital to prevent serious accidents. Garda attention will shortly be
focussed on pedal cycle users especially
with the commencement of the school

BY CELBRIDGE
CAMERA CLUB
Readers in Maynooth may be interested
to know that a ceremony on 26th July in
the National Library, Celbridge Camera
Club launched "The Celbridge Album".
A copy of the Album was presented to
Ms. Pat'Donlan, Director of the National
'Library by Mr. r;>allas Camier, outgong
Chairman of the club. The Album will be
achieved by the National Library and
will be available for inspection by the
public. In fact, R1E were so impressed
with the Record that they devoted staff,
cameraman, soundman etc., to do a special short documentary on the production of the Record and lam pleased to say

year. However we stress responsibility
in respect of the issues raised above is
much preferred to waiting on the Gardai
to detect irregularities.

LARCENY OF
PEDAL CYCLES
This is a very common problem in the
Maynooth area; so be forewarned.
Owners note the Serial No. of your cycle
and keep it in a record that's safe and can
be found; never leave a bicycle unattended without applying a solid locking
devise. (Purchase a good quality lock don't rely on a cheap item which can be
easily broken by would be cycle thieves).

HOUSE HOLDERS
BEWARE
You probably have heard it all before but
we feel this advice cannot be repeated
too often. Burglars are always acti veand
they do not give advance warning of their
impending visits. The following hints
may be of assistance.
1. Secure your home and property adequately; lock all doors and windows.
2. Do not leave a calling card, i.e. milk
bottles accumulating, letters piling up
inside door or curtains drawn etc.
3. Alert reliable neighbour and the local
Gardai of your absence.

A

PHOTGRAPHIC
RECORD
OF CELBRIDGE
that details were shown-on the 9.00 News
on Saturday 28th July.
The Album is a unique photographic
record consisting of over 150 photographs of Celbridge town'and environs
including over 30 aerial photographs and
some photographs of Celbridge in years
gone by. The Record covers all areas of
importance in the town, inCluding gen~
era! views of the streetscape, the housing
estates, local architectural features, amen18

4. Be vigilent and alert yourself; anything suspicious you see in your are;a,
either people or vehicles etc., contact
your local Gardai. Confidentiality is
assured by us and all information is treated
in the strictest confidence. WhereNeighbourhood Watch is in operation liaise
with your Street or Area Co-ordinator.
We hope to endeavour to further spread
this scheme to all areas in Maynooth in
the future and revitalise schemes already
set up.
5. Never hesitate to dial 999; get accurate
descriptions and in case -of motor vehicles, Reg. No., make and colour.
6. Be wary of people calling to your
home offering a service or indeed articles or goods for sale; be finn and
demand identification and fully satisfy
yourself as to their genuiness; don't hesitate to turn such people away if doubtfull
and of course contact the Gardai.
7. Use onI y reputable people to carry out
any work or repairs.
8. Where possible fit an alarm. If you
have an alarm notify us (the Gardai) of
the Keyholder. Alarms can be a cause of
extreme annoyance to neighbours when
activated and not turned off. Finally
don't ever hesitate to call the Gardai With a Patrol Car attached to the local
Station a quick response is assured.
Thank You.
Your local Gardai.

ity areas, aspects of life, human interest
and areas such as the schools. churches,

shopping centres etc. This is thought to
be the fIrst Album of its kind ever pro-

duced by a voluntary organisation for a
community.
The members ofCelbrldgeCameraClub,
with the kind sponsorship of some of
the major businesses in Celbridge, in- ,
cluding the principal ,sponsor Telemecaniqueand Abbey Farm Developments,
Allied Irish Banks, SpeCtra Laboratories
and AGFA Gaevert Ltd. carried out the
photography for the Record during the
months of April and May.
A number of Albums were produced and
_at areception on 27 July in the Celbridge
, Branch Library. copies were presenteq
to:- Celbridge Branch Libary, St WolConV 0-

stan's Secondary Sc.'J,I, The Salesian
College and each of the four Primary
Schools in Celbridge.
The Record will grow in importance and
value over the years and it is expected
that itwill be in use in 50, 100 or even 200
years time. As time goes by the record
will prove more and more invaluable and
of immense interest and benefit to the
town. Celbridge Camera Club would
like to record its appreciation of the
support it received from the business
community in Celbridge.
Judging from the feedback from all sectors this has been a particularly worthwhile and interesting project. If any
organisations in the Maynooth area are
interested in producing a similar record
of their town Celbridge Camera Club
would be happy to give advice and assistance in the matter.

After the Summer break Celbridge
Camera Club re-opens for the coming
year on Monday 3 September at 8.00
p.m. in the Slip Hall, Castletown Gates.
For the new year an exciting and novel
approach to the Club's activities is promised. TheClubmeetseachMondaynight
in the Slip Hall and we look forward to
meeting lots of new members during the
coming season.

The Club will run an 8 week beginners
course towards the middle of September
for new members and anybody interested in photography. Enrolment for the
Course will take place on Monday 3 and
10 September. If you are interested in
photography and would like to leammore
why not enrol for the course and/or join
the Celbridge Camera Club. Celbridge

Camera Club caters for all types of photographers from the absolute beginner to
the keen amateur.
The Club now has a membership of approximately 35 people mainly from
Celbridge but many from the surrounding towns ofStraffan, Maynooth, Leixlip,
Lucan.

For further information as regards the
Club's activities and the beginners course
please don't hesitate to contact either
Michael Davitt at 6288904 or Mark
Sedgwick at 6273476 after 7.00 p.m.

Michael Davitt,
PRO, Telephone: 01 - 6288904

- - - - - ( I.C.A. NOTES ) - - - - Sympathy to Mrs. Nell McLoughlin,
Carton Court, on the death of her father.
The winner in the "Tea Brack" competition was Betty Farrell, 2nd Kay Burns,
3rd Mairead Scanlon.

The next meetmg will be held on September6th in the I.C.A. Hall at 8 o'clock.
New members are always welcome. Craft
nights and Badminton will resume in
September.

At the July meeting held on the 5th
President, Mrs Stynes introduced the new
Committee as follows:
Vice President & International Officer
Mrs Mary O'Gorman
Secretary & P.R.O. .
Mrs. Geraldine Tracey
Treasurer
Mrs. Anna Nolan
Contest Secretary
Mrs. Kay Burns
Arts Promoter

AUGUST 1990 REPORT

MAYNOOTH
TIDY TOWNS
COMMITTEE

When you read this report one of our
major projects of the year will be fmsished, namely the yearly clean up in
Laraghbryan Cemetery. We thank those
who made an effort but largel y it was left
to the Maynooth Tidy Towns Committee
to organise and clean up.
Earlier in the year the Committee made a
decision to try and concentrate on certain
areas of Maynooth.

Mrs. Helen Doyle
Crafts
Mrs. Joan Shannon
Produce Promoter and Grianan
Teachta
Mrs. Brid Shiel
Sports Promoter
Mrs. Bernie King
Timire and Youth Officer
Mrs. Bernadette Duffy ·
Hostess
Mrs. Joan Grant
Good luck ladies in your new jobs.

3. Toilet Block Area
Take two strips of green out, and put in
stones and planters.

We decided on the following:
1. Involvement

Advertisements taken out in Maynooth
Newsletter. No great response.

We have bought 4 planters and these will
be fllled with trees and flowers. Bins
replaced - already vandalised.

2. Green opposite Church
White indicators placed on green,
gether with flower beds.
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We need your. help - please help Keep
Maynooth Tidy.

Dr. LindaMFinley
Chiropractor

CONTROL OF
DOGS ACT
Dogs, please inform your owner that he
or she is obliged by law (if they say
which one, tell them it's the Control of
Dogs act) to hold a dog licence, and that
they can be fined up to £100 if they don't.
That notice that Kildare County Council
put in the letter box, and which you regret
chewing to pieces, informed your humans that people who have unlicensed
dogs have been prosecuted, and have had
to pay their licences, in addition to their
fmes. A licence costs only £5 and can be
bought at any Post Office. Dog wardens
will be visiting premises throughout the
county, in the next few weeks to check
up, so please show the Newsletter to
your humans, and make sure that you're
fully paid up!

VIDEO

J

CJ7 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co.Kildare.
Tel: (01) 6285962

70 Drimnagh Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12.
Tel: (01) 559973

AlL HOURS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

TUES:

10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

4 p.m. - 7.30 p.m.
SAT: 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.

JK

MON & THURS:
10.15 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
4 p.m. - 7.30 p.m.

DECORATORS

LTD.

PAINTING AND DECORATING CONTRACTORS

INTERIOR - EXTERIOR
COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC
PLUS ALL GENERAL HOME MAINTAINANCE
WORK UNDERTAKEN
FREE ESTIMATES
PHONE:- 6286261

[ ~_R_E_V_I_E_W_

Naionra Mhaigh Nuad
OVERBOARD
Starring: Kurt Russell and Goldie
Hawu.

A story about a carpenter trying to make
some money to feed his four sons and a
very nasty rich lady, played by Kurt
Russell and Goldie Hawn.
The carpenter is called in to make presses
for Mrs Staton's wardrobe in her private
yacht. Hemakes the presses in the wrong
wood and therefore Mrs. Staton refuses
to pay him. Actually she throws him and
all his tools off the boat and into the
water. "Dean" the carpenter wants to get
revenge on her and finally does.
This story is very funny and suitable for
all the family. It's quite enjoyable especially Goldie Hawn's performance. WeU
worth watching.

MAYNOOTH IRISH PLAYSCHOOL
31, COLLEGE GREEN,
MAYNOOTH.
TELEFON:
(01) 6285777 RE-OPENING
ATH-OSCAILT:
17 MEAN FOMHAR '90
17 SEPTEMBER '90
TIME:
AM:
10.00 - 12.30
MON. - FR!.

LUAIN GO h-AOlNE
MARION O'SIOTHCHAIN
STIURTHOIR

THE PLANT PL,A CE
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
8' X 6' GARDEN SHED £185.00 SAVE £20.00:
PRICE INCLUDES DELIVERY AND ERECTION.

Rating: 8/10

?O

WESTE D
CARPETS & FUR ITURE
Mill

St.

Maynooth.

Ph: 6285682

Remnant

Great

Sale

MANY ROOM PIECES TO CLEAR AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES
KITCHEN VINYL FROM £3.99SQ YD

CARPET STARTING AT £1.99 SQ YO ,

ALSO IN STOCK ARE NAVAN ASHLING, CLIFDEN, CASTLETOWN, CURRAGH POLYWOOL,
& PASTELLE.
ALL CARPET FELTED AND FITTED

WE

MEASURING AND ESTIMATING FREE

ALSO HAVE BEDS, DININGROOM TABLES AND CHAIRS,PICTURES,BEDROOM FURNITURE
AND OCCASIONAL FURNITURE
OPEN MON-FRI 9.30 - 6
SAT 9.30 - 5.30

FR:;: 9.30 - 9 PM

liP

IamrOd Eireann

IRISH RAIL
WHY NOT TRAVEL THE FAST RELIABLE WAY

-

BY TRAIN

GREAT BARGAINS AVAILABLE FOR THE REGULAR COMMUTERS

'9:~

fl)

~~~V

~.f/)~

"

WEEKLY RAIL

£9

MONTHLY RAIL

£36

WEEKLY BUS/RAIL

-

£11.511

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT STATIONMASTER MAYNOOTH 6285509
OR ENQUIRY DEPT )66222 .
;:>1

BOB'S
KITCHEN

~~----------------------------

~

Maynooth Cycle Centre
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH

Spec-ial
COST PRICES ON ALL LAWNMOWERS IN STOCK

Turkey and Macaroni Pie
75gJ3oz macaroni
salt and pepper
40gl1 1/ zoz butter or margarine
40gltl/zOz flour
45OmVP/4 pint milk
225g180z cooked turkey, finely diced
l00gl40z Cheddar cheese, grated

CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW OPEN FOR CYCLES & TOYS
GUARANTEED CYCLE REPAIRS
WED 1 p.m.
OPEN 6 DAYS MON - SAT 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

TEL,: 6285239

SEAN POWER
Bookmaker
Topping:
50gl20z Cheddar cheese, grated
40gl1 1/ zoz soft breadcrumbs
25g110z butter, melted

PUT THE ODDS IN YOUR FAVOUR AND HAVE A BET WITH USl
MORNING

~
~~F
~ , ,\

Garnish:
6 tomato slices
Put the macaroni into 1.2litres/2 pints
boiling salted water and cook until just
tender; drain. Heat the butter or margarine in a saucepan, stir in the flour, and
gradually blend in the milk. Stir as the
sauce comes to the boil and thickens.
Season well. Add the turkey, cheese and
macaroni. Mix well. Spoon into an
oven-proof dish, top with the grated
cheese, breadcrumbs, then the melted
butter. Bake in the centre of a moderately hot oven (19OC/375F or Gas Mark
5) for 35 minutes. Garnish with the
sliced tomatoes and return to the oven for
a few minutes to heat the tomatoes.

EVERY HORSE A PRICE
WE LAY YOU, WE WILL PAY

.At.

~~::;.
:~. .-

1/

~

YOU~ P
r

TELEPHONE 6286256 OR 6285754

_
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Gogarty Children'S & Teen Fashions
M\IN STREET, CELBRIIXiE
PHONE: 6288535

SHELL TRACK SUITS
COTTON TRACK SUITS -

~

,-

~I

SWEAT SHIRTS

MAN ALIVE RAINWEAR
ANORAKS

Variation
Farmhouse Turkey: Cook the macaroni as the recipe above; drain well.
~eanwhile slice 2 medium onions; skin
and slice 4 large tomatoes. Heat 50gl2oz
turkey fat or butter and fry the onions
until tender, then add the tomatoes and
heat for 2 to 3 minutes. Stir in the hot
macaroni, 2 tablespoons chopped parsley, 225g/80z fmely diced cooked turkey
and 3 beaten eggs. Season the mixture
well and stir over a low heat until the
eggs are just set. Serve with crusty rolls.

PRICES AVAILABLE EACH D
. AY

-

SNORKELS

Orange Bavarian Cream
15OmP/4pint plus 3 tablespoons water
15g11/2oz gelatine
50gl20z caster sugar
300mVl/2pint orange juice
1 tablespoon lemon juice
150ml/1/4 pint double cream, lightly
whipped

Decoration: .
fresh orange segments

DENIM JACKETS -

JEANS

Put the 3 tablespoons water into a
heatproof basin and sprinkle with gelatine on top. Stand over a pan of very hot
water until the gelatine has dissolved.
Meanwhile heat the remaining water and
sugar together, stirring until the sugar
has dissolved. Blend the dissolved
gelating with this syrup, cool and add the
fresh orange and lemon juice. Allow the
jelly to become the consistency of a thick
syrup, then fold in the cream. Spooninlo
a serving dish or individual glasses and
leave to set Top with the orange segments.

MAYNOOTH
BADMINTON

CLUB
The new Badminton season will commence shortly and Maynooth Club has
resumed training in preparation for what
hopefully will be a very successful year.
Despite the fact that Maynooth is a relatively small club in terms of numbers.of
teams, we have achieved a number of
successes includng Dublin League and
Cup titles, Kildare League titles and
recently the newly instigated Tallaght
District League. Badminton is one of the
biggest participant sports in the country,
which means standards are fairly high.
This makes Maynooths achievements all
the more significant
At present there are a number of vacancies, so anyone looking for an enjoyable
and energetic leisure outlet should consider the game of Badminton. Apart
from being a great way to exercise, badminton is great fun and matches played
ar.e usually played in a friendly sociable
atmosphere, with lots of chat, tea and
depending on the venue, even a postmatch pint or two.
In particuIaT we are looking for a number
of men players at the moment to make up
teams for the Dublin and DistrictLeague.
As teams consist of four men and four
women, it helps to have a fifty-fifty percentage of men and women members.
However there is a Ladies League to
accommodate women players in the event
of a shortage of men. Maynooth likes to
enter five mixed teams in various standards but consideration would be given
to a sixth team if membership was sufficient. However it is possible to playas a
non-team member and there is a certain
amount of court time given over to nonteam games. Enquiries about membership are always welcome or pop in to the
Parish Hall any Monday or Thursday
night at 8.00 p.m. and see for yourself.
Finally the club wishes to extend congratulatins to long serving member
Francis Murphy on the occasion of her
marriage to Chris Burke, also a long
standing friend of the club. Hope you
had a smashing time.
For further information contact Bernie
Farrell PRO (6285947), Donal Hurley
Chairperson (6286654) or Anne Dalton,
Secretary (255584), We'll be delighted
to hear from you.
Bernie Farrell, PRO.

.BARTONS
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

MAGAZINES

FRUIt
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAH

BOOKS
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCIIUR NAISIUNTA

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
6287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £159
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £12.50

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED

ilty vltulheNt
B. COMM. A.G.A.
J.W. MULHERN & GO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KJNGSCOURT

PHONE: 01 6286751

NAAS,

co.

KlLDARE

FAX NO:

(045) 66535

(045)665j5
(045) 66521

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS
Dermot Kelly Limited

KILOOOK TEL: 6281311
FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:
* BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
fHl\E 6287'311

CELBR I DGE BU I LD I NG SUPPL I ES'r~c- cc
& SERVICES
_~
SALES OFFICE AT THE LODGE - CASTLETOWN GATES
CELBRIDGE
l I~

-.....~_-~_----S-U-M-~-~-R-6-~~-~-8~-1I-A-L-S----- JI

PATIO PAVING FROM 99p
24" BALUSTRADO ONLY £5.75 EACH
GARDEN PICNIC BENCHES £85 EACH SCREEN BLOCKS ONLY 99p EACH
WE DELIVER CONCRETE BLOCKS, GRAVEL, SAND) CEMENT, WALL CAPPINGS.
TIMBER ETC.
C.O.D. SERVICE.
HIRE SERVICES
WE HIRE OUT CONCRETE MIXERS AND SCAFFOLDING

BUILDING SERVICES
QUOTATION OF BUILDING EXTENSIONS, GARDEN WALLS, SHEDS, ETC.
PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN MEETING
Over 250 people attended a public meeting in Newbridge last month organised
by Kildare Labour party to launch Mary
Robinson's presidential campaign in the
county. Mrs. Robinson has been nominated by the Labour party to contest the
presidential election in November and
over the past two months has been attending meetings right across the country putting forward her vision of what
the presidency should be about.
The meeting in Newbridge was opened
by Kildare Consitituency chairperson
John McGinley who welcomed Mrs.
Robinson to Kildare and assured her of
the fullest support of the Labour Party in
Kildare. Briefly addressing the meeting,
Emmet Stagg ro, pointed out the significance of the presidential election
'campaign in promoting the realignment
of Irish politics along left - right lines.
There would be a clear choice for the
electorate between the conservative politics and vested interests of the Fianna
Fail/Fine Gael candidates on the one
hand, and, on the other, Mary Robinson
who was standing as a united Left candidate representing the interests of ordinary working people concerned about

LABOUR
PARTY NOTES
emigrauon, unemployment, poor pUbliC
services and lack of civil liberties such as
divorce.

Outlining her views on the role of the
President, Mary Robinson pointed out
that unlike the Taoiseach, the President
was elected directly by all the people and
as such must seek to represent the views
of all - particularly those who were
powerless in our society. She stressed
that as President she would strive to be as
accessible as possible to all groups in
society and that she would have no interest in taking on the jo~ if she thought it
mearely involved living in isolation in
the Phoenix Park. Remarking on the
large number of women attending the
meeting, she said she felt that as a woman
she could bring some special qualities to
the role of President and looked forward
to the active support of women in the
forthcoming campaign. A lively question and answer session followed which
saw the candidate field a wide range of
questions from the large attendance.

LOCAL PROBLEMS
Deputy Stagg has made the following
representations on behalf of Maynooth
residents to Kildare Co. Council in the
past number of weeks:
- residents in Leinster Cottages have
asked that the 'Stop' sign at that location
be replaced as soon as possible.

- the Council have undertaken to repaint
the box junction in the Square in the near
future as soon as resurfacing work in the
area is completed.

- at their last meeting Kildare Co. Council agreed to meet the full cost oflighting
Maynooth Castle.

- the Co. Council have been requested to
see to the ponding of water in an area of
Old Greenfield where surface water has
been causing a nuisance.
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LEI STER A

S RESTAURANT

CARVERY LUNCHES 7 DAYS 12.30 - 3.00
FULL A LA CARTE MENU FROM 5 p.m. EVERY EVENING

CANDLE LIGHT DINNER EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

5

COURSE DINNER MENU ONLY £11.95

\£ LOO< F<RWARD TO SERVlt{; YOJ,

ANOTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMER

~~~
XANADU

~
HAIR CREATIONS
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
UNISEX HAIR SALON

Opening Hours: HON - SAT 9.30 - 6.00
Late Night FRI - 7.30
Special Rates STUDENTS AND 0 .A. P.
HON - TUES - WED

~
?5

BRIDAL HIRE
SPECIALISTS IN BRIDAL WEAR &ACCESSORIES
BRIDAL HIRE, DEBS •• EVENING WEAR
- COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK LARGE SELECTION OF DEBS DRESSES ALSO IN STOCK
47 CRODAUN FOREST PARK,
CELBRIDGE,
CO. KILDARE

01 - 6271618

TEL: 01 6244704/6245587 'HITCH.,N' POST TEL: 01 6244704/6245587
lebdip
INVITE YOU TO OUR NEW CARVERY, SUNDAY LUNCHEON £7 INCLUSIVE
OPEN 12.30 - 4.30 p.m.
CHILDREN U/12 YRS ! PRICE, U/2 YRS FREE.
WEEK-DAYS MON - SAT 12.30 - 3.00 p.m. CHILDREN'S LUNCH £2.50
SHADOWS NIGHT CLUB EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT, WHERE ALL BIG BANDS APPEAR
DANCING 9.30 - 2 a.m.
MUSIC IN OUR ARKLE LOUNGE EVERY FRI - SAT - SUN NIGHT
BALLADS AND SING-A-LONG
NO COVER CHARGE
LOUNGE AVAILABLE FOR WEDDINGS, DINNERS, DANCES ETC.

"

Here isa Maynooth Inventory-Ourtown
in a list. perhaps you can suggest additions to it, or better still, an alternative list
- in terms of people perhaps, or amenities! But here is "Street Talking's" reckoning.

5 Cafes, 4 Pubs, 3 Banks, 1 Bakers, 1
Bicycle Shop, 3 Hardware Stores, 3
Takeaways, 3 Greengrocers, 2 Supermarkets, 3 Menswear Shops, 1 Bookshop, 5 Boutiques, 1 Taxi Service, 1
Motor Factors, 1 Library, 4 Butchers, 2
Office Supplies' Shops, 3 Insurance
Brokers, 1 Railway Station, 1 Garda
Barracks, 1 Carpet Store, 1 Flower Shop,

STREET
TALKING
2 Video Rentals, 3 Betting Shops, 1 Post
Office, 1 Sports Shop, 1 Dentist, 3 G.P.'s,
1 Public Toilet, 1 Cattle Mart, 4 Petrol
Stations, 1 Traveller's Site, 2 Garages, 2
Primary Schools {sexually segregated),
1 Secondary School, 1 College/Seminary/University, 3 Churches, 1 Mill, 1
Castle (in ruins), 1 Glazier, 1 Set of
Traffic Lights, 1 Delicatessen, 1 Shoe
Shop, 6 hairdressers, 1 Electrical Shop, 1
Jewellers, 1 Garden Centre, 2 Plumbing!
Heating Suppliers, 2 Transport Firms, 1
Architect,4 Accountants, 1 Meat Ex-
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porter, 1 Tyre Supplier, 1 Undertaker, 2
Auctioneers, 4 General Stores, 1 Travel
Agency, 1 Credit Union, 9 Telephone
Boxes, 1 Printing Firm, 3 Letterboxes, 2
T. V. Sales Shops,S Soiicitors, 7 Restaurants, 5 Playgroups, 1 Picture Framing
Service, 2 Montessori Schools, 2 Chemists, 1 Launderette, 4 Gift Shops,S Fuel
Merchants, 3 Dry Cleaners, 2 Curtain
Shops, 1 Chiropadist,1 CarWashlValeting Service, 2 Building Societies/Agents,
4 Bed & Breakfasts, 3 Animal Feeds!
Millers, 2 Alternative Medical Services
and 1 informative monthly magazine.
This is a profile of our town, what do you
think of it?

IIIIIL IIIII
New and Secondhand School Books
available from your

LOCAL BOOKSHOP
For Primary and Secondary schools in
Maynootll ,Kilcock and Celbridge

Save yourself Time and
Money
Order NOW
For a better choice of secondhand
School Books in good condition
Leave in your Booklist now and collect at
•
your convenIence
New School Books always in stock

M&lf~©©lrIHI
~©©ll{~IHI©~
~@UJJ&~mjf M&lflNI©©lrIHl
~IHIc lIDP2.~lID~@P2

lrIHIm
, lrIHIm

Secondhand School Books now wanted for

CASH

CROSSWORD
NO.34

(CROSSWORD)

by Changeling

ACROSS

1. Ring foe to scatter alien (7)
5. One of four green in 3 Down, a new and old
green one in Maynooth (5)
8. Hole in this layer is gas (5)
9. Records for some tinie (7)
10. Practices about funeral cars (9)
12. Employ service (3)
13. Drink, and be timid about it (6)
14. Meath TD wearing deodorant? (6)
17. Kinds of everything? (3)
18. Tidy and excel in an agitated manner (9)
20. Inflammatory, but not so heavy (7)
21. Bone, a bit I broke (5)
23. I leave waiter to get drink (5)
Name .......

t4"

t .................... .

Address..... ... .......... • •• t'
• ' •• f ••••••••••• '"

DOWN

1. Take it to dance, and step on it (5)
2. River city (3)
3. Buckled rails end here (5)

4. Mick Jagger and Ron Wood (don't) gather
this (2,4)
5. Penalties could be EFS (5)
6. Committed to the care of rude tents (9)
7. See N ciders drunk ... (7)
11. ... and this may be dipped, but drink can
. make ...... (4,5)
13. Superficial 17 Across in display (7)
15. Turns rubbish on top of broken seat (7)
16. Frightened, Des backs around vehicle (6)
18. Go into alien territory (5)
19. Riser, where sun rises after front of underpants (5)
22. Buzzer, and what starts'it off (3)

.f •••••

••• ,-, ••

t.·.t··.f_.

Catering Assistants
required for new

Staff Restaurant in
Leixlip/Maynooth area
opening December 1990.
Previous catering
.
experience necessary
Please apply in writing only, giving age,
phone number and details of experience to:
Ms. D. Blake,
Gardner Merchant Ltd.,
cia Intel (Ire.) Ltd.,
Palmerstown,
Dublin 20.

Entries in by
Monday 17th September 1990
?8

F
TEL 6286853

MAYNOOTH

FOR TOP QUALITY FUELS
All in sealed bags weight guaranteed
STOCKISTS OF 'FLO GAS

For Fast & Friendly Delivery
• BLACK DIAMOND POLISH
The premium quality house
coal.
CD

CD

ED

FIRE FLAME TEXAN
The premium coal with a fast
lighting, bright, attractive
flame.

GOLD GLO
Grade 'A' Anthracite. The top
quality fuel for appliances.

• STANDARD ANTHRACITE
The economy priced
anthracite.

ENGLISH
Finest quality house coal.

ED

• QUALITY SLACK
The great coal stretcher.
• WONDER COAL
The exclusive CDL coal
additive for intense heat.

ANTHRACITE
BEANS & GRAINS
For hopper fed appliances.

• LOGS & BRIQUETTES
Quality logs & briquettes.

s CDL SMOKELESS
ED

High performance smokeless
coal.

Important

GAS
Large and small cylinders of
gas.

Announcement

from
CLASSWIE
CASUALS

*

PHONE: 6289088
MENS WEAR
BESIDE PATRICKS RESTAURANT, CENTRE POINT MALL, MAYNOorH.
\1£ HAVE NOW OPENED A NEW CH ILDRENS SHOP ( BOYS & GIRLS) OPPOS ITE
OUR MANS SHOP AT CENTRE POINT MALL.
SPECIAL OPENING OFFERS.
* SCHOOL WEAR.

*

ACCESSORIES FOR ALL THE FAMILY.

*
~

* DEPOSITS TAKEN ON ALL ITEMS.

*

SPORTWEAR. BAGS, RUNNERS.
* ACCESS &VISA.
FOR QUAL ITY VALUE AND SERV ICE VISIT CLASS IFIED CASUALS FOR MENS,
CHILDRENS AND ACCESSORIES.

*

LEVIS

*

PUMA

*

TRAFFIC

*

KARTEL

*

GILT EDGE

*

Children's

Corner.
r-JOIN THE DOTS

Which path through the
Maze shoul~ the Witch
take to find her broom]>

What hides here?

Winners of August
Colouring
Competition

With 0 pencil. till

in each space with a dot in It.

4 -7 years

8 - 12 years

1st Emma Fleming,
63, Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

1st Aoife McTernan,
4 Moyglare Village,
Maynooth.

2nd Ciara Leavy,
839 Greenfield,
Maynooth.

Taghadoe,

3rd Alan Hardiman,
Dublin Road,
Maynooth.

3rd Aishling Wall,
9S ~arton Court,
Maynooth.

' " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -... .
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2nd Jody Connolly,
Maynooth.

Worried about your child's foundation years??
If so, here is the answer.

~,--roline5

Montessori School

Established Private School,
Presentation Convent Grounds, Maynooth Co. Kildare.
Ages 2~
Enroll now for Easter;
I

Limited number of vacancies
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School
List and has experienced teachers of the highest
qualified Montessori Diploma standard
Principal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran, Montessori Dipl
in Education. 2~ - 12 years.
Home Address: Glenidan Court, Enfield, Co. Meath

Tel: 0405 41532
Af

for ApPointment or enrolment form or write to the
Principal.
Giveyour child their future foundation under expert ..,......_.
tuition, through the prestigious Montessori method
of Education.
This is a School of Tuition,
not a Playschool
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ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY
GROUP NOTES
FUNDRAISING

We start this month by expressing our
sincere gratitude to the people of
Maynooth and District for their continued generosity during our recent flagday
collection. In this regard we must also
thank: the local business community for
their support; the management and staff
of the local public houses for permission
to collect in the various premises; the
management and caretaker of Maynooth
Shopping Centre for permission to collect there; and our local priests for permitting us to collect after masses. The
tlagdaywas successful and on the Chairman's behalf I would like to thank the
committee who worked hard to make it a
success. While it is not policy to single
out committee members, I think that the
entire committee would agree that an
exception could be made in this case in
order to laud and commend the excellent
work done by committee member Gerard McGlinchey, during our flagdays,
despite being in constant pain from a persistent back injury. Mention must also
be made of the support and assistance
given to Gerard by his wife Marion and
children.

SAFETY FIRST
Now thai the "Royal" is reopened as an
amenity and for navigation, we hope that
you will avail of this amenity which you
helped to restore by yoUr support To
those who are using the amenity or will
be using the amenity we can not over
emphasise the need for safety along the
canal and its environs.

Children should be supervised by a responsible adult at a ll times when in the
vicinity of the waterway.

In recent times a number of rafts have

been launched in the canal in some cases
with disasterous results, and in one case
a near drowning. Again we emphasise
the necessity of having an adult present
with all children (big and small). Persons assembling rafts are encouraged
and advised to 'consult the local library's
collection of craft books in order to assertain the basic requirements for a serviceable raft. Children in the "Guide" and
"Scout" fraternities may be able to get
this information from their "handbooks"
by consulting their leaders. Remem~r a person can drown in as little as 2
inches of water so please exercise care
al()ng the canal and make your visit a
happy; not a sad one.

0,

CARTON GATES
Work is progressing very satisfactorily
at Pike's Bridge (opposite the main gates
of Carton). Heavy earth moving equipment has been moved in and the original
harbour is starting to appear. Reports ,
coming in, from the Foreman and S.B.S.
tearn, as the clearance continues tend to
suggest there will be more work involved
than was evident during the initial survey. The Office of Public Works are
busy examining various proposals for
improving the island to benefit the swan
family. Any operation of this nature will
have to be effected with minjmal disturbance to the swans.

BACKGROUND TO
THE ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY GROUP
During our recent flagday/collection it
came to notice ,that a number of our
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newer inhabitants were not familiar with
the background to the canal so I will
fmish this month with a very brief outline
of the facts. The Royal canal was instigated as a result of a disagreement at a
meeting of the directors of the Grand
canal.' A dissatisfied director stormed
out vowing to build a canal in opposition
to the Grand and so the "Royal" was
born. The director took with him details
of an alternative route which had been
surveyed for the Grand Canal and this is
the route that was used. The then Duke
ofLeinster used his power and influence
to have the new canal diverted, from its
original route which would have taken it
through Blanchardstown and in a reasonably straight line through Clonee and
Dunboyne and on to Mullingar, along his
estate at Carton and through Maynooth.
This necessitated the building of a huge
aqueduct at Leixlip which cost a fortune
at the time, and nearly sank the company.
After the government intervention the
canal was completed and proved financially, successful for many years. The
advent of rail however, took its toll and
business began to fade on the canal. It
enjoyed a brief revival in the ninteen
forties during the war. The last commercial barge sailed and canal in -1952 and
the canal was officially closed to navigation in 1961. The condition of the Canal
went from bad to worse until 1976 when
Dr. Ian Bath formed the Royal Canal
Amenity Group to restore the canal. In
1984 the Maynooth Branch was formed
and work began shortly after that. Since
then the local area of the canal lias been
dredged, the harbour restored, the pathways cleared, walls rebuilt and a heavy
duty slipway installed. On May 28th this
year the stretch of canal from Blanchardstown to Mullingar was officially reopened to navigation arid the inaugural
boat rally on this stretch to Mullingar
commenced not in Blanchanlstown but
in your.very own town of Maynooth.
Gerry Fitzpatrick,

PRO

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN • TOYOTA • MITSUBISHI
1984 Volkswagan Golf
1981 Volvo 345 GIs

1986

Honda Civic
Honda Civic
Fiesta
Daihatsu Charade

1987

Fiat Ritmo 70 CI

1984
1986

1984

Toyota Carina

1985

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agents for International Vehicle Imports. an importer and

distributor of quality second hand cars from Japan. The recen~
name for these cars has become "newsed" cars because of the
very high quality of their condition and the very low mileage.
~

FULLY GUARANTEED

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE. SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd offer a fully comprehensive car and van valeting service

* TRADE-INS WELCOME *
Sales Open 9.00am - 7.00pm - Monday to Saturday

CONTACT: PAUL AT 6271422

SMALLWOOD MOTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE. CO. KILDARE .
TEL: (01 )288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARSAND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

*

+

CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.

Suppliers of Quality Used Cars

CONTACT: 628854 7
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ALL IRELAND 300m
FOR
EMMA McCLUSKEY
The long journey to the RTC Track in
Cork proved a highly rewarding one for
Emma McCluskey when she had a brilliant win in the All Ireland U/14 300m.
This was a just reward for hard training
sessions she put in over the past few
months which also saw her take silver in
the same event at the Leinster Championships beaten by a Louth athlete. In
Cork the same Louth athlete could only
finish 6th - a clear indication of the All
Ireland standard and the improvement in
Emma's form between the two events
because of her training committment.
The other seven finalists were 1 from
Tipp., 1 from Dublin, 1 from Clare, 2
from Louth and 2 from Cork. Emma
almost made it to the final of the 600m
where she finished just out of the medals
in 5th place..
Our junior ladies have also been active
and they had to travel to Antrim Foram
for their events. Our two contestants
Carmel Noonan and Lisa McCluskey

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC
CLUB
can always be depended upon to do well
and were once again in the medals finishing 2nd and 3rd respectively in the 3000m.
Carmel also competed in the 1500m
finishing 5th.
At the Leinster Championships, held in
June our athletes put in some fine performances. As already mentioned Emma
McCluskey finished 2nd in 300m and
was also 3rd in the 600m. Our walkers
absolutely excelled themselves and are
improving with every outing. Graham
Loane took the gold medal in the U/I5
and Niall Gillick the silver in the U/I4.
Carmel Noonan and Lisa McCluskey
won gold and silver respectively in the
3000m junior while Hugh Purcell took
silver in the high jump. Our other finalists were Paul Flood (7th longjump) (8th
highjump), Niall Gillick (7th Javelin)
both boys U/14, Brid Ann O'Shea (5th
Ball throw U/9), Michelle Gillick (7th
Ball throw U/II), Niall Gillick (7th ball
throw U/II), CiaraPower (7th 100m U/
12), Patricia Purcell (6th 100m U/13,4th
300m U/13), Gillian Power (6th shot, 6th

MAYNOOTH AC 10K
Weare once again indebted to our sponsors Moyglare and Derrinstown Stud for
their support for this annual event.
Results: Men: 1 Gerry Healy 30.05, 2
Gerry Dunne, 3 John Murphy, 4 Loughlin Campion, S John Durkan, 6 George
Maybury.

Men 0/3S 1 Noel Hanratty, 2 John
Leamy.
Men 0/40 1 Brendan O'Connor, 2 Bobby
King.
Men 0/45 1 Ray McCawley, 2 Ger
O'Connor.
Junior: 1 Paul Flood, 2 Niall Gillick.

MAYNOOTH
G.A.A.
After a good run in the League, our Ul4
that competition. We wish them the best

The return of Danny Casey from a long
holiday in Australia should be a big boost
to our senior team. With four games
remaining to play in the League, it is
necessary to win three of these games to
maintain our position in division III. It is

discus U/14), Fiona Redmond (6th 100m
U/IS, 7th shot U/IS), U/13 relay team
6th (Aisling Redmond, Patricia Purcell,
Tracey Kearney, Ciara Power). Also
competing without making it to the finals
were Karl Ennis and Conor Diggins (boys
U/9), Sarah Adderley (girls U/II), John
O'Shea (boys U/II), Gemma Haran (girls
U/l3) and Paula O'Shea (girls U/I4).

prizes of 2 stereos were won one each by
Margaret and Mick GIllick. Rumour has
it one was placed in the dri veway and the
other in the back garden continuously
playing "The Old Bod Road". Apparently this helped to get the turf in quicker.

In our report on the Kildare Championships the name of Niall Hanniffy was
omited from the list of competitors.
Ladies: I Ann Mallon, 2 Breda Fogarty,
3 Linda Gunning, 4 Eileen Loughman.
Ladies 0/30: 1 Irene Keogh, 2Liz Hogan.
Ladies 0/40: I Evelyn McNelis, 2 Helen
Redmond.
Junior: 1 Lisa McCluskey.
It was pleasing to see so many of our own
athletes holding their own in such exalted company. Incredibly our star spot

MAYNOOTH

football teams have reached the final of
of luck in the final.

up to all concerned with the tean} to make
that extra effort to win these last games.
Next month I will give a progress report
on our club development project at
Moyglare Road.
Michael Caden,
PRO
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MORTALITY SOCIETY
Members please note sitting will take
place each Sunday from September until
further notice.

Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE TIlE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 6286644

1.

Horses taken ac board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles, Etc
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events.

I

\

MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town Mall, Maynooth, County Kildare
Telephone 01-6286888

ALL TYPES OF
CURTAINS, RAILS, BLINDS
SUPPLIED Be FITTED
ESTIMATES FREE
Opening Hours:
CLOSED MONDAY

WED: 1Oam - 1pm

TUES: 10am - 5.30pm

THURS/FRI/SAT: lOam - 5.30pm
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fflapnootl) Jfcwcllcrs
Main Street,. Maynooth (01)
Ct). Kildare

6285946

O~

~
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS

2

I

SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q & Q, DIGITAL
VISA

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED r.OLD & SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS & LIGHTERS

·C1'I'/

~~Il'

GALWAY.

C~ VAN

& TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BET.I.EEK &: DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

'\~O

$~

BLINDS
I:ENIS~

Bl.I~, LIMIlID
<nl..IRINACH, IE IXL I P

6244943 .ANYfUv£

e

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE l1ANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
lIAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

.JI1ic/zad~ ~ 0t'/'d ~y
OPHTHAL~IC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 6286606

~

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES s'r. LAURENT.
MENRAD, SAFILO. &
BENETION BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECfACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA TIUN ZEISS TITAL & VA.RILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECfACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT; 9 MaiQ St., Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 6243964
PH: 6282062
36
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Support Your Local CQal Merchant

BILLY McCRORY
* Prime PoLish ,and Texan Economy CoaLs

and SLack
* Anthracite and Extracite
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
* SmokeLess Wonder Coal
* CoaLite and Coal Briquettes

CAll US ANYTIME
MA YNOOTH

6286859

DUNBOYNE

251202

24 Hour Answering ~ervice
No Delivery Charge

YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

ALL SMOKELESS FUEL AVAILABLE

l

---

___ ==__== ____________._=e==____===_
G. MULCAHY
Family Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

DELIVERY SERVICE PHONE 6286317

FINEST QUALITY MEATS
BEEF, LAMB, PORK & BACON
COOKED MEATS
FRESH FISH DAILY
FRESH PORK SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
MEAT TO PLEASE YOU
PLEASED TO MEET YOU

~~iJlsee our anniversary

specials

AIDAN~S

MAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.C.
SEVEN-A-SIDE
The recent Seven-a-side tournament was
an unqualified success with great competition and some excellent performances
by many individuals. It is hoped that the
club will reap the benefits of one efforts
in a playing sense in the way of some of
our players being extra sharp for the start
of the New Season. A total of fifteen
entries competed in the Senior section
and six taking part in the under Seventeen section. The compiling of fixture
sheets gave the organising committee
many headaches with some of the longwinded team titles putting pressure on
space.
New Kids on the Block was a contradiction of its title with few new faces included whilst Mama's Choirboys contained few choristers who would provide
an evenings sing-a-Iong without resorting to the more usual strains of Noel
Keams Rock and Roll repertoire or
sampling some Whiskey in the Jar. The
members of Stephen Hero's typified the
general attitude of teams with their excellent sports- manship and happy approach to their games.
Sportsmanship throughout the tournament was at a very high level but following the excellent behaviour ofJack's Lads
in Italy there is no reason to beleive that
the same level should not prevail in the
local arena. Large crowds were in evidence at all fixtures which were blessed
with summer weather which it totally
alien to the type of weather in which our
games are usually played.
In Group 'A', Mama's Choirboys, who
were backed by the Keams brothers,
topped the table with the Joe O'Riordan
inspired Kalm 7 a close second. In Group
'B' Top gun topped the section with full
points and Lad Manager John Saults in
fme form despite his own injury. The
Parkheads took second place in this group
and were a credit to the occupants of the
famous ground which prompted their
team title. Being appropriately attired
for the finals day was also a tribute to
their boundless enthusiasm.
Finals Day on Sunday August 5th, ar'rived with many an open mind as to
where the final honours eventually rest.
With the Harbour Field looking a picture
due to the efforts of the ground staff ably
led by MartinFoy and MichaelDemp~y
with a motley crew of John Saults, Noel

'\\.)~ THE SQUARE <?tt)'o,
#- ~ BACK TO sam. VALlE •
.

.

CCF IES FDJS RlliRS
PEJ\C IL CASES

ERAsERs.
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DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

24

7 A.M. - 9.30 P.M. (MON -FRIJ
OPENING HOURS 8.00 A.M - 8.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)
HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE FILM

AUfHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.
PHONE:

6285813

CARLTON CLEANERS
*

*

CURTAIN CARE *
* LEATHER &EVENING WEAR *
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE *
* REPAIRS AND LAUNDRY SERVICE *
* SHIRT &LAUNDRY SERVICE *
SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY *
OPEN 6 DAYS
MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
PH: 6285511

MURPHY BR05
LJNDERTAKERS
045/97397

045/97397

·COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET. MAYNOOTH PHONE: 6286366
38
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Dempsey, Lenny Murphy and Tom
Dempsey.
In the first Semi-Finals Mama's Choirboysfmally overcame the parkheads after
showing the sign of nerves in the early
stages of the game. The second SemiFInal brought together Top gun and Kalm
7. Top Gun took an early lead through
Michael Kelly but were eventuall y overhauled by the Kilbarrack Utd. strengthened, Kalm 7, who ran out winners by 3l.
The under seventeen final paired The
Crus.aders against The Unpredictables.
The Cursaders were mainly made up of
last years under sixteen league team but
were made to fight hard for victory over
their opponents who were mostly from
last seasons under fourteen league team.
Following the presentation of Cup and
Trophies to the winning Captain David
O'Mahony by Chairman Tom Dempsey
the pitch was taken over by the most
ungainly lot of warriors one could ever
hope to muster. Peter Hussey and Philip
McDermott brought a new meaning to
the terms dazzling footwork, exquisite
pasing, midfield supremacy, excellent
tackle etc. The entertainment provided
during the football interval helped to
bring a carnival atmosphere to the afterrtoons proceedings before the more serious business of deciding the Senior
Winners.
The final produced a level of football
which was in keeping with most other
games. Competitive attitude combined
with footballing skills provided excellent flare for the enthusiastic audience.
Kalm 7 took control early and never let
the initiative slip from their grasp and ran
out easy winners. The Winning Cup
called theJ oseph Murphy Memorial Cup
was presented by Mrs. Annie Murphy,
widow of the late Joe Murphy to winning
Captain Darren Moran. Following the
presentation of trophies to the Winning
Team and Runners-up, the usual round
of Cup filling took place with much
gusto.

~pat Raid tt Co. ltd
lPRPCH M\lNXJIH

A-l: 6286508

WASHING MACHINES DISlIWASHER~
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS kETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
6286508

7ir 2'Va 2'-Jog
IRENE He CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.
DIPLOMA & TUTOR
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATHENT, REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE.
AROHATHERAPY, SPECIAL CLASSES. ARM & LEC TR~A~ENT
RENE GIlINOT. CATHIODERMIE; BIO-PEELING
GEWlDF
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS.
BODY TREATMENTS. SlIN RED.
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
fLG<LEY'S LAN:. M\IN STREEr LEIXL I P

(01) 6244366/6244973

Riernans
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 6286294

GROCENIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY
-

.

Declan 0' Connor LL.M
Solicitor

Our activities then took us to Slims for
the celebratory dance which was a most
enjoyable function. The large crowd
sampled the various contents of the Cup
as it made several trips around the dance
floor. Some say it circled the floor more
.often than many of our noted dancers.
One cannot let the occasion pass without
mentioning the unsporting attitude of a
person or persons unknown who may
have had "spirit" but certanly lacked it.

35,

GREENFIELD DRIVE, MAYNOOTH.
PHONE:

*
*
*
*

6286043

ALL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS.
ACCIDENTS CLAIMS AND COURT WORK .
DRAFTING WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.
NO CHARGE FOR FIRST CONSULTATION.

Those involved know the reference being
made and are not worthy to be termed as
people who like to enjoy themselves.

We are at present following a definite
lead and the embarrassment which may
ensue will not be worth the benefit of
your ill-gotten gain. An anonymous
reimbursement of our loss value in the
near future will bring an end to our investigation.

We would like to thank the following:
Maynooth Autos Ltd., for sponsorship of
Trophies for under 17 tournament, Caulfields, Maynooth Branch Labour Party
and Leinster Arms. All workers who
looked after nets, balls and gear. Pitch
markers and ball boys. To our tournament referees for their punctual attendance and professional attitude on match
evenings.
To the family of the late Joe Murphy
fOr their assistance in providing such
an excellent memento in his honour.

(s PORT SFILE)
The evenings are drawing in, the swallows are gathering for flight on the telegraph wires and the trees in our Main St.
have a tinge of gold. All these are portents of only one thing - the immanent '
onset of the new soccer season. and yet
it seems such a short time since the
World Cup euphoria of mid summer
when 'The Boys in Green' fought their
way through to a showdown with the
Italians in the Olympic Stadium in Rome
on June 30th. Disregarding all considerations of personal inconvenience and
expense your intrepid sports reporter set
off for the Eternal City determined to
bring home to Newsletter readers a first
• - ~(""1Pt of mo~t significant sport,:;;nl1istory since Kildare
.-.11-Ireland sometimes in the
/ A' ;.n century.

OLE OLE OLE
Well, as some of you may have heard the
result of the match and the great personal
triumph the whole event represented for
our great leader Charles J. Haughey, I
won't seek to bore you with the match
details. What demands description is the
atmosphere. Starting at Dublin airport at
4.30 a.m. on Saturday morning there was
a definite air of expectancy. En route to
Rome the crew of our Interflug flight
were bombarded with repeated choruses
of Ole Ole Ole by a crowd of Cork men
who had obviously fallen out of some
Le~ide pub earlier in the night. Our day
in Rome was spent in a desultory manner
wandering in the heat through the Colloseum and the Vatican. As evening
approached the goo-humoured banter between the Irish and Italian fans in the
streets intensified , though the level of
communication rarely extended beyond
the Italians shouting 'Schillacci, Schillacci' and the Irish fans responding with
'mcCarthy, McCarthy'.

Pre-season training i)w in full swing
and early reports are ';ery encouraging
with large attendances present at all sessions to date. The season will be in full
swing by time of next issue so we look
forward to a good opening with some
wins to report.
Th~ recent pre-season friendly showed
thit the rigorous training under Desie
Farrell and Vincent McKenna is paying
dividends. A defeat by 2-1 away to
Postal Utd. without the services of some
regular first-teamers still on holidays is
an encouraging sign.

--,tl-'re-d-a-n-d-em-o-t-io-na-I-te-e-na-ge-r-s-fr-om-

IN THE STADIUM
The 15,000 Irish fans had taken up their
positions in the stadium a good two hours
before kick off and led by a thundering
bodhran they sung themselves hoarse
-

,

even before the teams appeared on the
pitch. Kick off approached, the Roman
night fell and the stadium because a
circle of colour and noise. And then as
the National Anthem struck up all around
grown Irishmen were in tears - and that
was only the Italian anthem. As the
match progressed our initial fears that
Baresi, Schillacci and Co. would overrun the Irish were quickly dispelled and
inspired by the skill and endeavouir of
Houghton. Sheedy and McGrath and confident chant - 'You'll Never Beat the
Irish' - poured down from the banks of
Irish supporters. Schillacci's goal, when
it eventually came, momentarily stunned
the fans. As a particularly articulate Dub
seated beside me expressed it at the time
- 'Jaysus, I'm stunned'.

THE SECOND HALF
'Half time presented us with a much
needed opportunity to gather our
thoughts, visit the magnificently appointed loos in the stadium and' prepare
for the remaining 45 minutes of our Italian odyssey. As the minutes passed and
the increasing inevitability of defeat
loomed ever larger, the fans found solace
in the glorious battling performance of
McCarthy, Moran and McGrath and the
comradeship on the terraces which had
been forged over three sweltering weeks
under the Italian sun. 'Crooked accountants from Dublin 4 sang in unison with

.6.0

Coolock and sunbumedhousewives from
Templeogue. Aldridge had a chance to
equalise with ten minutes to go but it was
not to be.

DEFIANT IRISH
As the final whistle went puzzled Italian
fans shuffled off to do whatever I~lians
do late on Saturday night, leaving behind
these crazy Irish, singing defiantly in
adversity like a robin on the coldest
January day. The dream was over but
still we stood around, despite the fact that
it was approaching midnight, consoling
each other and loath to tum our backs
on the almost deserted stadium. It was
only at this point that for many the horrible reality of home began to dawn.
Irate wives, employers and bank managers would constitute the welcoming party
for some of the fans - not for them the
adulation that the players would experience in the crowded streets of Dublin.
Our flight home was subdued but the
fans couldn't resist blowing kisses to the
stem and heavily armed police as we
trailed through the airport. The cost blast
of a typical Irish summers morning
greeted us at Dublin airport but as we
made our separate ways home none would
forget the once in a lifetime experience
that was ltalia 90.

ANEW SEASON
And now another season beckons. For
the players rock hard football boots are
being recovered from garden sheds and
the agony of pre-season training has
commenced. For the thousands who tum
out on muddy fields through the winter
there will be no glory except that of
taking part. For the fans - and every one
in Maynooth seemed to be a fan for the
month of June - the heady days of Italia
90 are over but let's hope they tum out in
numbers to support their local teams in
the coming season.

Hearing

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATISG SYST£~S MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIL~CY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DE~~OT

BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
6285387
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IF YOU HAVE ruE PROPERTY \if. HAVE ruE COUST<J1ERS ::

M IA V I

PROPERTY HOUSE. MAYI'\jOOTH. ('0 Kill)

.. EDOCATIONAL

rftl Rl'IWI\(i ~K:I ..:n'
E~tablished over

lOa years.

Branch Offi(C!: Athy, Co. Ki Idare.

![HATITUDES
L·

U·

C·

A·

Ladies Hats for Hire
·:t Suitable for all occasions
.,'c All Hats in impeccable condition

N

,'(

Phone Carmel at 01-6282697

HATITUDES
3 Esker Lawns, Lucan.
,Hon, Tues, U;ed 0- fh
JJa.m.-8p.m.

Thurs & Sat
11 a.m.-:-5p.m.
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The following is a list of all planning applications lodged for the Maynooth area
since the beginning of the year. Granny
flats and garage conversions seem to be
particular popular. It seems that any new
house planned must incorporate donner
windows.
Ballygoran:
- Retention of motor repair garage with
conversion to dwelling to spray booth,
staff room and stores, with septic tank.
L. Slevin, 27n /90
Barberstown:
- Retention of commercial fuel yard and
buildings. Mrs. E. Logan, 31/5/90
Barrogstown:
- Erection of dOm1er bungalow and septic tank, Barrogstown East Mr & Mrs G.
Moynan, 7/6/90
- Erection of donner bungalow and septic tank. M. McGreevy, 12n/90
- Erection of two bungalows and septic
tanks. J. O'Hagan, 20n/90
Beaufield:
- Retention of existing garage conversion. P. Tierney, 1 and 2 Beaufield
Grove, 12/4/90
- Retention of existing garage extension
and conversion. T. Hoare, 9 Beaufield
Crescent, 12/4/90
- Retention of existing garage to side of
house. D. Reynolds, 15 Beaufield Drive,

26/3/9IJ
Clonfert:
- Erection of extension to residence,
Clonfert South. E. Bolton, 9/3/90
Collegeland:
- Extension to existing cottage, with conversion to dormer dwelling, Collegeland,
J. Conway, 26/4/90
Crinstown:
- Extension to rear of house comprising
granny flat and kitchen and attic conversion to bedrooms including donner windows. M. O'Riain, 19!2/90
Convent Lane:
- Retention 'of covered storage area to
rear of shop. M. MacNamee, 20/3/90
and 23/5/90
Connickstown:
- Erection of 2 storey house and septic
tank. P. Robinson, 2/5/90
- Erection of donner house (including
veterinary surgery and stores) septic tank
and associated works. Mr & Mrs Tormny
Burns, 9/5/90

MAYNOOTH
DEVELOPMENTS
- PLANNING
APPLICATIONS
Dowdstown:
- Retention of replacement storage barn,
Rowanstown, Dowdstown Stud. A.
Leddy, 2/4/90
Dublin Road:
- Erection of two donner bungalows,
Dublin Road. F. Hardiman, 25n/90

Graiguesallagh:
- Erection of donner bungalow and septic tank. M. McManus, 22/12/89
Greenfield:
- Re-deve]opment of site to include relocation of pumps and canopy, new kiosk
and new shop, Greenfield. Maynooth
Autos, 24/4/90
Kealstown:
- Erection of dwelling and septic tank.
Paul Mooney, 10/5/90
Kilcock Road:
- Erection of extension, St. Anne's. P.
Baxter, 1!3/90
Kilmacreddock:
-.Erection of dwelling house and septic
tank. Sean 0 Flatharta, 9/1/90
Kingsbry:
- Double storey extension (granny flat)
to gable end, 42, Kingsbry. F. Gibbons,
25/1/90
- Erection of extension to kitchen and additional bathroom, 67 Kingsbry, William Corkery, 20/4/90
- Erection of extension to house, 96
Kingsbry. E. Costigan, 18/4/90
- Two storey extension to side of house,
128 Kingsbry. M. Brown, 6n/90
- Single storey extension and rear access,
140 Kingsbry. E. Cunningham, 3/5/90
- Retention of revised car parking layout
and widened roadway entrance at surgery, 152 Kingsbry, C. O'Rourke, 25/1/
90
- Change of dwelling type, minor alterations to approved site layout with a reduction of th~ dwellings, Kingsbry.
Town Park Estates, 3/4/90
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- Revise approved house on site 18
Moyglare Village. B. Higgins, 10/1/90
. Newtownmacabe:
- Erection of donner extension to dwelling and new entrance to site. K.O'Gorman, 29/3/90
Pebble Hill:
- Retention of septic tank.
Galvin, 29!3/90

Desmond

Parson Street:
- Residential development comprising
23 detached houses on site off Parson
Street. Ordos Investments Ltd, 22/12/90
Pound Street
- Use of building as a clothing store
adjacent to 8 Pound Street. Society of
Saint Vincent de Paul, 16/1/90
Railpark:
- Erection of granny flat extension to side
of house, 201 Railpark. S. O'Neill, 28/3/
90 and 12/4/90
- Retention of garage conversion and of
extension to the rear incorporating utility
room, toilet and store, 125 Railpark.
Joseph Buckley, 11/5/90
- Erection of garage conversion to study
and bedroom extension over garage, 2
Railpark. Liam Cannon, '29/1/90
Saint Patrick's College, Maynooth:
- Managers apartment and studentreception area, the New Campus. St. Patrick's
College, July 1990
- Four apartment blocks and wardens
house and recreational block at the New
Campus. St, Patrick's College, 713/90
Straffan Way:
- Erection of front porch, 9Straffan Way.
Noel O'Neill, 24n/90
Taghadoe:
- Retention of extension to house, Mrs
Campbell, 23!3/90 and 17/4/90
- Extend house to rear, 294 Taghadoe.
John Travers, 6/4/90 .

Ladychapel:
- Modification to existing cottage incorporating extensions to side and rear and
for the construction of two bungalows,
Ladychapel Road. KSC Homes, 22/5/90

Laragh:
- Shed for storage of car parts and septic
tank. Noel Higgins, 25/5/90
r,'Jnt,'0-

M. C. L. 'C 'A BS
YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL

Eugene O'Shea
PHONE 01-6286539/6289222/6272659
24 HOUR SERVICE
WEDDINGS, FUNERALS, BUSINESS, SOCIAL ..
DISTANCE NO

OBJECT..

KEENEST RATES ..

O'NEILL'S AUTO
ELECTRICAL

Dublin Road,
Maynooth

ALTERNATORS
STARTERS

and

Rep."o,

En"-""Un".
12or24 Volt

DYNAMgl~-=~~

T".pltone: (Of} 5i21H"

SUMMERHIll0405-5111S

,', ~~~:~~ .

Dog Grooming
. GENERAL DOGSBOOY
WHY NOT TREAT·YOUR BEST FRIENO TO SOME OF

oWi,

".~iJ~o:,
~
au" SERVICES~ .< ~~

Dog cUpping, hair trbnming, fiea bathing, shampoolnc
,and ear cleanln8

naU cUppinc

We cater for all dogs • both pedigrea and
crossbreeds are welcome. All dogs handled with
T.l.e. (tender loving care)

We can fetch and return at a small charge
Cathy Brennan, London trained veterinary nurse
and canine beautician.

54 COURTOWN PARK, KILCOCK, PHONE:
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(01) 6287 319

Main Street: .

Retention of shop and offices. E:
15/3190 and 17/4/90
Fast food take away. J. Collins (B.
. Kingsbry), 10/5190
- Change of use of first floor of premises
from domestic to office use. P. Ennis, 23/
4190
- Double Public Telephone Kiosk, (at
Geraldine Anns). Telecom Eireann, 20/
4190
- Change of use from restaurant to office
accommodation and provision of new
shop from No. 6 Main Street. Frank
Regan, 15/6190
- Installation of ATM (Service Till) to
the front of premises and attending works
for same. Ulster Bank, 23n/90
~vanagh,

Maynooth Park:
- Erection of front porch, 40 Maynooth
.Park. Stanley Oliver,J5/6190
- Extension, garage conversion and front
porch to dwelling, 59 Maynooth park.
Albert Brady, 22/12/89
Moneycooley:
- Erection of extension to .rear of garage
to side of house. John Doherty, 23/3190
Moyglare:
- Extend living accommodation and
provide chapel, Convent of the Holy
Spirit, Moyglare Road. The Servants of
the Holy Spirit, 28/3190
- Revise approved house on site 94
Moyglare Village. Crewhill Properties
Ltd, 1/5/90

NOVENA TO
SAINT JUDE
May the Sacred Heart ofJesus be adored,
glorified, love and preserved throughout
the whole world now and forever. Sacred
Heart of J,esus pray for us. Saint Jude
worker of Miracles pray for us and St.
Jude helper of the hopeless pray for us.
Say 9 times for 9 mornings for anything
you may desire it has never been known
to fail.
Publication must be promised.
Thank you for endless favours received
and helping the Irish team in the World
Cup.
A.D.

(SYMPATHlJ
Mother, sons, daughters, brothers, sisters, sons-in-law, daughters-in-law,
grandchildren, nephews, nieces, of the
late Mary Redmond (Nee Kenny) Straffan Road, Maynooth.
Wife, sons, daughters, brothers, sisters,
son-in-law, relatives of the late Thomas
Bean, Mooretown, Celbridge, formerly
Maynooth.

.·.c "c ~)

,

- Revise approved houSe type and layout
, on sites 61 to 75 inclusive and to revise
: approved house type on sites, 50, 60, 76
and WI, Moyglare Village. Crewhill
Properties Ltd, 5/6/90
- Side extension as utility room, 107
Moyglare Village. Michael Sheerin, 11/
6190
- Extension and alterations, 489 Mariaville. Mr. P. Sweeney, 25/5/90
- Four two storey apartments, Moyglare
Apartments. North City Builders, 31/1/
90
- Retain for temporary period advertising signs at junction of Moyglare Road
and Kilcock Road, and entrance to
Moyglare Village. Crew hill Properties
Ltd, 10n,t90

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Happy birthday to our dear Mammy,
Sept. 24th from your loving sons Richard
and Thomas, also from Dad. Have a nice
day.

Happy Birthday to our dear mammy,
Sept. 27th, from your loving daughters,
Karina, Stacey, Michelle, Debbie and
Regina, also from Dad. Enjoy your day.

Happy birthday to Plunkett McStravick
11th September, from Juicie Lucy and
Hairy Mary.
A very happy birthday to Emma Boyce
on her 20th birthday from all the staff of
the Maynooth Newsletter.
Love and best wishes for a very happy
birthday to Marie McGovern, Greenfield,
Sept. 24th also to Eileen McGovern,
Greenfield, Sept. 27th from Una and
Kevin.
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MickNaughton, Greenfield, Age4, September21.
Cheryl Naughton, Greenfield age 6, September 19.
Keith McTernan, Dunboyne, Age 12,
September 9.
Aileen McTernan, Moyglare Village,
Age 5, September 4.
Francis Conway, Greenfield, Age 5, September 10.

To Catherine Howard Williams 17 years
on 27th September.
Birthday wishes to Community Council
Chairman, John McGinley, on his birthday, 22nd September.
Best wishes to Rusty MacKeoghBreathnach who celebrates her 14 th birthday on 26th September.

---------~)------------------------------------------------------~
HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend em
economical solution to the problem.
Water Softeners. Filters to remove Iron. Lead. Aluminium & Dirt

WATER PURIFIERS
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Di nsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown ( Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631

(24 Hours)

House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: 6285544
QUALITY SERVICE AHD VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TA.JCE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
5 LIT. BERGER SUPmFLAT £10.00

5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SIU £11.99
LARGE RABGE OF TOOLS III STOC(

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99

5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATffiIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00

LARGE

RAlfGE OF SHADES AND

LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

KlLCOCK CLEANING SERVICES
HoWet
Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Mess. We clean Carpets & Upholstery in your Home.
Carpet QffiQe. Hotel etc.
Cleaned Also Chimneys Cleaned, by Brush Vacuum
and our unique Dust-Free Screen.
Professionally.

Ideal for
cleaning
stain·resistant
carpet.

Independent tests prove me
HOST4I> Dry ExtraCtion
Carpet Cleaning System
deep-cleans your carpet
beautifully-without affecting its stain resistance. And,
your carpets will be soft,
clean, dry and ready to use
right away!

t1c>sI:.

WE SERVICE AND CLEAN OIL BURNERS AND OIL
FIRED COOKERS.
We Supply & Fit Chimney Cowls.
Gutters Cleaned. Moss removed from roof.
* Have Any 2 room carpets cleaned and we
will CLEAN YOUR CHIMNEY FREE *
Contact PAT or EILEEN at 01-6287565
24 Hr. Service All Areas.
COURTOWN PARK KILCOCK,
CO. KILDARE.

- - - - - - - - (CONGRATULATIONS) - - - - - - - SILVER
WEDDING

RECENT
WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY

Congratulations to Norah and Philip
McDennott who celebrated their 25th
Wedding Anniversary on August 17th.
Congratulations to Tom and Marie Nolan, Newtown, who celebrated their 25th
Wedding Anniversary on August2nd. A
party for family and friends was held in
Springfield Hotel, Leixlip.

Congratulations to Joan and Gerard
Howard Williams, Carton on their
Wedding Anniversary on 9th September.

Congratulations to Peter and Delia
O'Connor, Greenfield, who celebrated
their 25th Wedding Anniversary on
August 18th. A party was held in Springfield Hotel, Leixlip.

Congratulations to Tony & Mary Bean,
"Nuada", Dunboyne Road, Maynooth,
who celebrate their 7th Wedding Anniversary on Sept. 3rd. Love from Liam,
Margaret and Thoma<l

CLASSIFIED
ADS

ClectriC Cooker - Tricity Marquis
Bargain for quick sale
Tel. 6285225
Amiga Computer Games from £4.00
Send S.A.E. for free list
Contact: Robert O'Doherty,
Drumlargan, Kilcock, Co. Meath.

Young man available to escort
nice girl to Debs,
call in to Peter
in Coyne and Bergin,
Maynooth Shopping Centre

C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.

(FOR SALE)

Carlow Kildare Radio
Richard Farrell Local Contact

BMXBike
Suit 8 - 12 years
Tel. 6285225

Local news and items of interest for
broadcasting on above station please
phone 6286044.
Forthcoming event details for broadcasting organisations should contact
above number.
95.9 FM Naas/North Kildare New
Wavelength for North Kildare.
Listen to the Winning Team C.K.R.
Window Stickers in Maynooth Newsletter Office.

Gates Made to Order
Catalogue to view
Tel. 045 - 68723

Missing - Gold Link Bracelet
Tel. 6285868
Reward Offered

'Beautiful Satin Peach Ballet Length dress
"it size 10-12. Shoes to match. Suitable
for Debs. Reasonable price, can be seen
lfel. 6285233

(

I
Swimming for Ladies
I now booking for lessons
commencing Wed, 5th Sept
Bus from Maynooth 9 p.m.
Contact:
Elma Mulligan 6287386 )
Vacancies available for
Swimming Courses
For children
Mon 3rd, Wed 5th
&: Fri 7th Sept
Bus available from
Contact: Elma Mulligan
6287386
46

WEDDING
BELLS
Congratulations to Ann Nolan, Newtown,
and Nonnan Birchill, St. Patrick's Park,
Celbrdge, who were married in St. Mary's
Church, Maynooth, August 3rd.

(THE STORK)
Congratulations to Marian and Joe Buckley, Railpark, on the birth of their baby
boy in August.

Draughtsman available
for house extensions, plans, layout,
site maps for planning pennission.
Tel. 6289032

Leixlip Region Widowed Persons
next dance
Wednesday 12th Syptember
Springfield Hotel, Leixlip.
Open to everybody
Music: Liam Gibson and The Good
Times
Bar Extension 9 - 1

KAY'S FLORISTRY
465, S.C. Rd., Rialto, Dublin 8.
Now enrolling for their coming
short courses in all aspects
of flower-arranging.
Bridal and Funeral Floristry
Beginners Welcome
Tel. 533649/533472
Telephone or send SAE
for free brochure.

A small note to Emma Boyce from the
Office Staff and the Editorial Board.
Thanks for all the help and best ofluck in
your next venture.

SCHOOL FEES !
SCHOOL FEES !
SCHOOL FEES !

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR TO PIAN FOR
YOUR CHILDREN'S EDUCATION
***

WE WILL DESIGN AN EDUCATIONAL PIAN TO
MEET YOUR PRECISE NEEDS
***

SHOULD YOU NEED TO BORROW FUNDS NOW
WE CAN OFFER
THE CHEAPEST LOANS ON THE MARKET

Remember we work with all leading Banks, Building Societies
and Insurance Companies
Contact Frank or Rita today for a
Professional Independent Advice

e.

"A"G~G' 'HO'

_________

IlO!'

s

INOEPEN!7
FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES LTD.
INVESTMENT & FINANCIAL SERVICES
MAIN ST . MAYNOOTH .
CO . KILDARE

Tel 01 6285377

rax 01 6285516
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The recently redecorated Maynooth Jewellers, third in The Best Shop Front Competition.

Bord Failtels Report on Maynooth . ·Special Student Section

Put Your Problem on our plate!
For all your Cotedng requirements

contact

PeI;ep 0'8pI811

GdePIRd Go.H6.

"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE

::h

Maynooth Newsletter

Editorial .

J

published by

A short walk around the fonnerly quiet back roads ofMaynooth
will be enoughJo convince anyone that our small village is in
the middle of another expansionist phase. With new estates
springing up in ev~ry direction, and sites for sale, the inevitable
effect is seen on the roads. Traffic congestion is the order of the
day, for most of the days,ofthe week,and the need for the bypass
is now desperate.
There are signs however, that the bypass may be closer than we
think. The County Council hasconfinned that officials are
trying to establish ownership of every slice of land along
Straffan Road, with a view to issuing compulsory purchase
orders by Christmas. The main maps show~g who is to be
affecte4 will be ready by the end of October. , There will be a
public enquiry in march 1991, and construction of the link road
will probably start in March 1992.
While a number of residents along the Straffan Road are going
to be affected to a greater or lesser extent, it is in the interests of
all that the bypass start as soon as possi~le, in order to make life
bearableJor those using'the Main Street as anything other than
..
' . .,,5
a stationery' car park. ..'
In the meantime: how aboutpladnira garda on semi-PJnnanent
point duty at the junction between Main Street and the Castle'
Street? Or better still, a mini roundabout.

Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Maura Walsh-Conneely

The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Editorial. All matters to be included in the
next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:The Editor, Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth.
Tel. 01 - 628592i

Maximum number of words 500 per article.
Copydate: Monday 15th Oct. at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as aseivice to the people and organisatiohs of the neighbourhood, Itis an 'open acces's'publication and will geneially
carry any material submitted to it, subject to the law of the land and to editorial
judgement. The judgement is exercised by the editorial committee in order to
preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter. The committee
reserves the ri/:ht to alter,abridge or omit materi~l which in its opinion might
rend the Newsletter the promoter or mouth-piece ofsectional interests~ Any
contributor seeking further guidelines in this inatter is invited to contact the
committee.

CARTON DEMESNE
Rumours have been' proliferating recently about the fate of
Carton Demesne. It appears that the Gleneagles Company may
be finalising plans to tum this historic amenity into an exclusive,
leisure park, thus denying access pennanently to the average
resident of Maynooth. This e~tate m.!I.~t nqt]:>e, gestroyed
through inappropriate development, and the only way to do this
is through state ownership. The demesne must be preserved
intact as a unique examply ofan eighteenth century landlord
creation, and it must be oPen to all. Miynooth needs a park:
close by, especially in view of the rapid growth in house,
building activity seen over the last few years.
Are there any benefactors out there who would spare a few
million to bel1efit not only the people of Maynoo'th,Qut also the
many hundreM'Of thousands in' the Dublin'region?

NOTE TO CONTRIBUfORS
'
request all OUT contributors to make sure their matenalis · l~~ble. If
possible, material~hould be typed, but as not everyone has access to typewriters' the best way to present material is to use eitherneat legible writing or block
letters, on one side of the pape~.

We

We emphasise that material submitted after the copydate Will not be accepted
and will be withheld until the following copydate.
~at,~rial ~opyright Mllynoot~

Newsletter 1990.

RIGHT TO REPLY
In fairness to ourreaders and given that this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake .the following: In the case of errors of fact we
will publish corrections when we become aware of such,
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation 'o f any person we-hereby offer
that persoiIortheir representative the rightto reply in this magazine subject only
to reasonable length, the laws of libel and our right tO ,respond to such,reply,
.

DIRTY OLD TO\VN
Well, we distinguished oUJ.'selves again in the Bord Failte Tidy '
Towns competition. While we received the same overall mark
as last year, 109 ou~ of a pos$iple250, we also came in last
among the villages and. townS of Courity Kildare .
This issue of the Newsletter dontains some thought provoking
reports from the judges of the Bord Failte competition, as well
as from the judges of the Community Council Shop Front and
Tidy Estate competitions. Each report highlights the problems
of litter, and the seeming lack of co-ordinated effort between
community, .local authority and traders to tackle the major
problem areas . . " ,
',.
. .. ",

'
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We would hope'that these reports will make the more complacent among us sit up, take some notice, arid take some respon~ibility for creating a pleasant environment in which' to live.
The sterling efforts of the Mayn90th Tidy.Towns Committee
must be comme~ded:H6weyef: jtrequires'a concerted effort
from all members'ofth~ coin~tinitY achieve lasting improvement. Let us learn from what objective outsiders hav:~, to say
about our town, and try to achieve some improvement for next
year. ·····

to
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Editorial

Letters to the Editor

Continued

Dear Editor,
In the previous edition of the Newsletter an article was printed
wi~ regard to Punchlines magazine. The article in question,
entItled Street Wise, was a gross distortion of the facts. As Area
Representative of Punch Publications, I feel compelled to get
the story straight in order to clear the reputation of the head of
our organisation, Mr. John Molloy. It was stated in your
publication that Mr. Molloy roves Maynooth offering young
people the opportunity to get-rich-quick. Firstly, I can assure
you that Mr. Molloy does not rove, roam, lurk or hide in
doorways waiting to pounce on unsuspecting teenagers. Secondly, I and I alone, am responsible for the recruitment of staff
as this is one of my duties as Area Representative. As I am a
student myself "I" hand-picked a group of reliable fellow
students, in order to provide summer jobs in the locality. '
Your magazine then relates a rather distorted version of an
incident that occured some time ago and in which I was
personally involved. The facts of this incident are as follows.
.. A friend of mine, to whom I had given a job, became unable
to continue working as a result of extreme heat Despite what
your article states it was not her fIrst day, she was not refused
a lift home and certainly not fIred. Mr. Molloy offered to bring
her to the nearest bus-stop for Maynooth to ensure she got home
safely but it would have been impossible for him to bring her to
Maynooth as that would have meant abandoning the remainder
of the group for a long space of time. At that point three other
girls said they wished to go in order to see the first girl home.
Mr. Molloy explained that she would get home safely but they
demanded to leave. Both Mr. Molloy and I tried to persuade
them to get back into the car as it was in their best interest and
they could be brought to a bus-stop at lunch. The girls refused
to do so and said that they knew exactly where to get a bus and
with that, walked away from the car, taking the girl with them.
For your information we all like working for Mr. Molloy; even
the girl in question said after that "John is a nice boss but we just
can't work in this heat . .. " Mr. Molloy is a kind, considerate
and generous person and not the fIend you have made him out
to be. He came to Mayn60th to offer the people of the area a
c?ance to earn good wages. Some of our sellers are earning
nmety pounds take-home pay per week. It is scandalous to
imply that these young people are being exploited as some of
their peers are working much longer hours, in supermarkets etc,
to make even half that amount.
an article about
I would suggest to you that should wish to
us, in future, that it contain at least some element of fact. As for
~e Il~th~r of Street Wise, I congratulate you on having a vivid
ImagmatIon and can understand why you wish to remain
anonymous.
Finally, Mr. Molloy is, at this time, seeking permanent staff as
the present team are returning to school shortly. Should anyone
wish to avail of a position with us they are more than welcome ·
to telephone me at 6285 268 (between 7 and 8 p.m.) and I will
gladly arrange an interview.

THEY'RE BACK
While the swallows may have departed, the month of October
sees the return of the students. This event may be dreaded by
a number of permanent residents, especially those with young
'children living beside rented houses with enthusiastic student
tenants. Yet, the vast majority of students are reasonable
people, with no desire 'to interfere with the peace of mind of
their neighbours, and indeed many students spend their time
here without ever getting to know the Maynooth which lies
beyond the College sphere of influence.
This month the Newsletter makes an attempt to bridge the gap
between students and permanent residents. A special feature
supplement is included in this issue which has been put together
with the assistance of some current as well as chronic students.
It is designed to warn/prepare students, particularly new students, for the pleasures and pains of life in Maynooth. It may
also be of interest to the oldtimers, many of whom started life
as raw undergraduates in the College themselves.

WATER PROBLEMS?
Hardwater (Scale & Scum) • Dirt
• Bad Smell • Bad Taste
• Iron • Harmful Bacteria
We can test water and redcommend an

economical solution to the problem.

Water Softeners
Filters to remove
Iron, Lead, Aluminium and Dirt
Water Purifiers

write

Also pumps for wells,
irrigation and slurry

John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown (Trim Road),
Drumree, Co, 'Meath

Fiona Lynch
Aged 16 years

Sales and Service
Tel. 01 ~ 259631 (24 Hours)
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CELBRIDGE '- TUTORIAL
COLLEGE
~aynooth

Ftoad,

Celbridge,
Co. Kildare.

Tel: 01-6272100

EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTY?
One month into the school year and you are experiencing difficulty
with certain subjects?

Now is the time to rectify the situation.
If neglected until
after Christmas, anxiety and worry could inhibit your concentration
and ability to study.

WE CAN HELP
In the Leaving Certificate Examination OF June 1990 we achieved a
92% success rate.

TO FIND OUT HOW WE CAN HELP
PHONE

THE

SECRETARY

01-6272100
5
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Community Council 'News

~ .

.

We would like to thank everyone who contributed to our flag
day. This is a very important source of funding for the
Community Council. It costs £5,500 per year to run the council,
not a high amount when one considers that the Community
~ouncil employs and trains 14 people as well as publishing the
Newsletter and giving valuable service to the community. We
would therefore ask the community to continue to support
future fund raising ventures such as tablequizes, race nights etc.

~

7~

The committee, via the Dept. of Education, pays for school
tran'sport and contributes 6% towards the cost. An assistant
teacher is also employed by the committee under the Community Council Social Employment Scheme. When necessary
committee members can and have been contacted through the
Community Council OffIce to help sortou~problems individual
travellers may be experiencing. The usual procedure is to then
contact appropriate bodies or persons on beh,alf of the travellers
in order to ensure that those best able to deal with the problem
do so. Other activities include visits to the halting site when
necessary.
The committee is very small, composed of three active members. It is therefore not possible to move outside its original
brief, (ie seeing to the educational needs of travellers) at
present. Moreover, there are in the town other agencies such as
the Vincent De Paul, Community Welfare Officer etc. more
qualified to deal with specifIc needs.
Margaret Clince
PRO, Maynooth Community Council

CASTLE LIGHTS
The long awaited flood lighting of the Castle should be in place
by mid October. The E.S.B. are expected to start work within
the next week. The Castle project has attracted great interest
from Bolton St Technical College. A team has been doing an
ind~pt archeological survey over the last few months and will
continue with this work over the next few months. Plans for the
restoration of the Castle will then be drawn up based on the ~
Bolton Street survey.

THE 'THING'
Demolition of the thing will cost £8,000. (Some people have
other ideas that would cost nothing). Some way of coming up
with the money will have to be found if we are to rid ourselves
of this eyesore in the square.

SWIMMING POOL FOR MA YNOOTH
- THE CURRENT POSITION?
Over the past few months a number of people have been
enquiring as to the exact position regarding the provision of a
swimming pool for Maynooth. The following is a brief summary of the different proposals and how they have fared:
(i) A joint proposal from Maynooth College, the Community
Council and the three schools in the town for the provision of
a sports complex was to include a swimming pool. This project
was to receive funding from the Department of Education or,
alternatively the National Lottery. Neither were forthcoming
and the proposal has been dropped.
(ii) All householders in Maynooth were circulated with a questionaire in the summer of 1989. This was to deterniine whether
individuals would pay £200-£300 petannum over two years to
help fund a swimming pool to be attached to the Post Primary
School. The response to the survey was very poor and, again,
the proposal was dropped.
(iii) This proposal sought funding from the National Lottery
for a pool attached to the Post Primary School. The project has
not been included in the funding for 1990. It is probably very
unlikely that Lottery funds will be made available in the
foreseeable future.
.
A fIgure of 6ver.£20,000 was collected in the 1970's for the
provision of a swimming pool in Maynooth. This money, held
in trust by the Maynooth Development Association, will be
made available as soon as the pool project gets off the ground.
John McGinley,
Chairperson, MaynoothCommumty Council.

TOURISM BROCHURE
A Maynooth Tourism Brochure prepared by 2 Community
Council Workers has now been sent to Kildare Tourism who are
considering printing 5,000 copies at a cost of £1 ,600. This will
hopefully be funded by the Tourism Board and marks the fIrst
step to putting Maynooth fIrmly on the tourist map.

REVAMPING OF COMMUNITY COUNCIL
SUB-COMMITTEES.
YOUTH AFFAIRS COMMITTEE.
Since this committee cannot cater for all youth activities it has
been decided to rename the committee the Community Games
Committee.

SOCIAL & RECREATION
COMMITTEE
This committee has over the years catered for a vast range of
activities. Indeed the score of activities had grown so diverse
that it has placed an almost impossible burden on the few hard
working active members. It has been decided therefore that this
committee be disbanded and that a humber of other committees
be set up by the executive as the need arises ego Christmas
Committee, S1. Patrick's Day Committee, Community Week
Committee etc.

TIDY TOWNS COMMITTEE

EDDIE TRACEY

The Committee must have full time workers, to carry out the
high physical tasks necessary to give Maynoot,h a facelif1. The
County Council will fund-these workers. ~ Tl:teir recruitffient
must be a first priorityfor the Committee,
-

Wedding Photography
Eddie Tracey
Tel. 381420

TRA VELLERS COMMITTEE
This committee was set up in 1988 when the halting site was
opened at the instigation of the County Social Worker. Its brief
was to assist with educational needs of the travellers and to
, initiate liason with the various statutary and non statutary
bodies which work with travellers.

83 Kinvara Park, Navan Road, Dublin 7.
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Le ixlip Amenitie s
C ent re
Collinstown
Leixlip

Telephone
(01) 624-3050

North Kildares' World of Sport - that's what
you'll find at the Leixlip Amenities Centre! The
Centre, built for and by the people with sports
close to their hearts, will soon celebrate its 10th
.:. ...... -.
annl'versary .

..:::.."':

:

Inside this recently extended arena of sport you will
find every sport and leisure pursuit
catered for - that's right, every one)
because there is nothing that hasn't been explored
in an effort to provide the people of North Kildare with an
enities Centre to be proud of. If a sport isn't listed, just
f:f:;..\ tell us what you want and we'll do the rest.

l.·: :;~~~~~~~ Just look at the latest additions to our sporting

..•.•.• t""'W

".;.~

0(: '/ A

~~~\ menu: indoor bowls, Subbuteo, judo, teenage
\\~ aerobics, improved sauna and gym instruction
'·:;::.:~;~:,il··· facilities and times. Naturally, the old reliables ~I'-""
are still popular - soccer, tennis, athletics,
. ~~::~ gym/sauna, basketball, archery, aerobics, table tennis.

Although you don't have to be a member to
, ,.:.. ...
participate in the Centre's activities, we would
recommend a membership be considered in
order to take advantage of reduced
~!;~;':~~¥jF;"";~i!:a tes.
---A-nd-'--[
ca-n-stay-in-tb-"'e
.

,:<::.:...::" .<'.:.:,,::,,:::.,.
.•..•. .. ,: :.:,•.

f

':iiiiiiir~~"i;;·:~f1$.£~&\%\t€h~::l'6<:(:,f§.;qC Further information is always available from' the

,::·~:~:i::iiiii~::~{f~fi;~l!~W.it~~(l<wr\.

.

.

rfJlf.;;~i<~k~~.fg~·'i.'!iJ It:::P.&~·..;TI~\,,} frzendly Sta!fJust call zn or phone us on (01)

~~~.ii118?;:;~lI~~~:$\:'t~::~: :~} ~~::::\\
<~ ~:;:',w·~

~

. 624-3050 7

you'll be glad you did!

The Newsletter has received the report of the Bord Failte Tidy Towns Competition Judges, which is published in full here. The number
of marks received, 109 is the same as last year, which is the lowest score for villages and towns in County Kildare arid the 10th lowest
in the country. We have improVed slightly in effort, presentation of natural amenities, and presentation of residential areas. We have
been let down by lack of tidiness in key areas, and by the abysmal condition of approach roads. Perhaps the most distressing aspect
of the judges' report is that instead of seeing some returns for the efforts of the Tidy Towns Committee over the last five years, there
has instead been a consistent decline in marks.

Marks received
Effort
Tidiness
Buildings
Amenities
Roads
Residential Areas
Total

Max

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

45
40
40
50
45
30

27
14
30
20
12
16

28
15
30
19
13
15

26
13
30
18
12
15

24
12
30
18
12
15

25

250

119

120

114

109

109

PROGRESS REPORT

10
30
17

10
17

APPEARANCE OF APPROACH ROADS
All approach roads need much more attention to grass verges
and weeds. Examples include outside GAA Club on Moyglare
Road. Livestock Mart on the Dublin Road. Some residents on
the Dunboyne Road have already taken the lead by maintaining
weed-free footpaths outside their houses.

EFFORT
There is a clear need for a co-ordinated effort between community, local authority and traders to tackle the problem areas
listed below. As a marked contrast, very commendable effort
is being shown by residential areas.

PRESENTATION OF RESIDENTIAL AREAS
Congratulations to the residents of the several housing develop~
ments in Maynooth for the manner in which they have kept their
estates litter free, weed-free, with attractive gardens and tidy
open spaces. The appearance of almost all estates, including
Cluain Aoibhinn (attractive entrance) College Green, Carton
Court, ' and Kingsbry (with the exception of the abaridoned
container) is good. Manor Court is another praiseworthy
example. Private houses on Dunboyne and Moyglare Road
were very well kept and even partially completed estates of
Moyglare Village and Beaufield looked very attractive.

TIDINESS
Litter is regrettably still the major problem in Maynooth and
detracts particularl y from the appearance of the Main Street and
the toilet block area where it is especially prevalent. The
exception in terms of litter was the area outside shops and
houses between shopping centre and comer of Main Street,
which was almost litter free - well done to the people of that
area. Additionallitterbins could be provided and others need
repair.

PRESENT ATION OF BUILDINGS
COMMENT

Generally, presentation of buildings on Main Street is goodpraiseworthy examples are Country Shop and Restaurant, J.
O'Neill, Master Butcher and Caulfields (although the latter
could do with a touch of fresh paint). College entrance is tidy,
Presentation Convent is well kept, the Bank of Ireland is
satisfactory. There are still a number of buildings whith could
be improved including Allied Irish Banks which is drab, as is
Patrick's on the comer of the Main Street. There has been no
improvement in the appearance of the toilet block which is very
poor - the toilets themselves are dirty and need major improvements. On a positive note, the presentation of the ChUrch was
good, the terrace on the main street cornering onto the Dunboyne Road is attractive and a good example has been set by the
owners of the grey building and superb gardens opposite St.
Mary's Church.

Maynooth has the potential to be a most attractive and appeal"
ing town and the adjudicator would urge that afmn approach be
taken by the community leaders .to eliminate the litter and other
problems. A concerted effort could transform Maynooth's
appearance and help the town to derive greater benefits from
tourism.

COMPLETE ACCOUNTANCY SERVICE
AVAILABLE
No Assignment too big or too small
Personal Attention of Qualified Accountant

V AT • P A YE • Ledgers • Costing • Stock Control

PRESENTATION OF
NATURAL AMENITIES

Annual Accounts and Returns
Cash Flow • Budgets etc.

Open space in frontof the College entrance is well kept. Canal
Harbour is very appealing with attractive stonework along the
Canal and also as part of seating structures. Play area outside
Health Centre still an eyesore.

Contact:

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 Straffan Way, Maynooth.
Tel. 6285246
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If 80, here is the 'an8\i1er .

Caroline~s

Montessori School

&atablished PriYate School, Presentation Convent Grounde, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

Ages:

2~

- ? years.

Time: 9.30 a.a. - 12.30- 3.00p.a.

Enroll now for Easter, September or January, Liaited number of vacancies'
Full Montessori Curriculum and Equipment.
This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and has
xpel.""ienced teachers or the highest qualified Montessori .Diploma standard
Principal: Mrs. Caroline S. foran, Montesoori Diploe. in Education, 2; - 12 years.
Hoes Address: Glenidan Co urt, Enfield, Co . Mea t h .

Tel: 0405·41532
for appointment or enrolment form or WTlte to the Principal
your child their future foundation under expert tuition, through
prestigious Montessori lIIethod of Education.
This
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KILCOCK CLEANING SERVICES
Ideal for
cleaning
stain·resistant
carpet.

HoWet
Mess.

Carpet Cleaning Specialist
We clean Carpets &Upholstery in your Hom~

Carpet Office. Hotel etc.
Cleaned Also Chimneys Cleaned, by Brush
Professionally. . and our unique DList-Free Screen.

Independent tests prove the
Dry Extraction
Carpet Cleaning System
deep·cleans your carpet
beautifully-'-without affecting its stain resistance. And .
your carpets will be soft.
clean . dry and ready to use
right away I
HOST~

1m.

Vacuum

WE SERVICE AND CLEAN 6IL BURNERS AND OIL
FIRED COOKERS.

We Supply & Fit Chimney Cowls.
Gutters Cleaned. Moss removed from roof.
* Have Any 2 room carpets cleaned and we
will CLEAN YOUR CHIMNEY FREE *
Contact PAT or EILEEN atOl-6287565
24 Hr. Service All Areas.
COURTOWN PARK KILCOCK,
CO. KILDARE.

Ke'l'ledy Woodcraft Ltd.
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH

Telephone (01) 6288086
Kitchen & Bedroo. units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
.* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink:
* Wire ·Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cutlery Insets
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P~M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHN I NSTOWN , MAYNOOTH
(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
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Tops

Best Shop Fronts 1990

Tidy Estates

.

.

JUDGES' REPORT

JUDGES' REPORT

Maynooth is currently experiencing a revolution in tenns of
commercial development. The Main Street especially is under.going a transfonnation, with many residential properites being
sold and converted into shops. Many of these changes represent
a consolidation of the 'urban' character of the streetscape, but
there continues to exist a large number of indifferent, almost
squalid, shop fronts with a growing number of 'pastiche' traditional type fronts that must have serious implications for the
hardwood forests of the tropics! While most of these new shopfronts are probably better than the 'plastic' types of the sixties
and seventies, many are being installed willy-nilly with little
regard for the overall proportions of the building. Some of them
look like mass produced fronts, 'bought off the shelf so too
speak:.
The new developments on the Dublin road represent a coherent
group of shops in a well-preserved Victorian terrace, the
signage, however could have been co-ordinated a bit more to
emphasise the unity of the terrace.
The changes in Greenfield Shopping Centre represent (with the
exception of the Foodstore) a highly imaginative transfonnation to what is now a colourful and tasteful essay in a neighbourhood shopping centre. All should be congratulated on a
successful co-operative effort.
While Quinnsworth Shopping Centre will probably never fully
overcome the deficiencies of the old building in which its main
premises is located, there have been some improvements to its
exterior, especially to the rear. Its arcade, however, represents
an unacceptably low standard in tenns of air quality and general
cleanliness. There is an all-pervading odour of cooking oil and
chips in the arcade and the concrete slab flooring is generally
grimy and quite unsuitable for an indoor shopping arcade in this
day and age.
Of the four shop fronts which are listed in the County Development Plan as worthy of preservation (Brady's, Caulfield's,
Connolly's (ie CPL Motor Factors) and Reilly's (iethe complex
around the Vegetable shop), all continue to maintain a high
standard of presentation, though the hanging baskets and the
barrels ~th the plants detract from Brady's.
As noted in past years, the Town Centre continues to suffer
from a plethora of unauthorised signposts, many of them
attached to the County Council signs. And the crowning glory
of the Main .Streetmust
be its trees; long may they.live.
-

This year's competition was characterised by two very encouraging trends: the first was a very dramatic improvement in some
of the areas which scored lowest last year, and the second was
the retention of high standards and sustained community effort
on the part of others. However, despite these positive features,
the residential parts ofM<,tynooth still lack any sense of character or cohesion which could only be achieved by community
effort on a scale which transcends that of the individual estate.

INDIVIDUAL ESTATES
MOYGLARE VILLAGE
This estate has improved considerably as it has become more
established. The principalopen space to the left of the entrance
is well maintained, and is helped by the retention of the mature
tree. The grass verge in this area however needs more attention, '
as does the space to the right of the entrance.. While some
planting has been carried out to good effect on the open space,
some of the verges are without any trees which is something
which should be seen to in the near future to help the area to
mature more quickly.
Driving back towards the village from Moyglafe one is struck
by the very poor state of the road and the total lack of cohesion
along this stretch with lengths of footpath going nowhere and
lines of walls coming to an abrupt end. Until these problems are
tackled, Moyglare Village will not look its best.

LEINSTER COTTAGES
This area comprises very attractive terraces of cottages which
has maintained its high standards as far as the individual houses
are concerned. However the park is still in a sorry state of
neglect, while the roadway at the entrance to the park is very
untidy with a profusion of weeds growing through the surface.
The same problem is very much in. evidence across the road
along by the rear of the main street premises and in tl:Ie side
alleys.

,,","

BEST SHOP FRONTS
First Prize:

Caulfield's for consistently maintaining its
traditional high standard of sign-painting.
Second Prize: Hula Bou, for maintaining its tasteful frontage
and window display.
Third Prize: Maynootb Jewellers, for imaginatively
improving its shop front to brighten-up this end
of the street.

Caulfield's Pub, which won

th~

Best ShopFront,jirst prize.

Hula-Bou, Main St, took second prize in the
Shop Front Competition.

M aynooth Park - one of the tidier areas in the
Tidy Estate Competition
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Tidy Estates
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GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS

JUDGES' REPORT CONTINUED

OLD GREENFIELD 3

Maynootb and Celbridge

This was probably the most untidy estate visited, with no
evidence of any effort to clean up the estate or maintain the
public areas.
The apparent lack of any commitment by the local authority to
the Old Greenfield area as a whole must leave very little
incentive for the local community to make any effort and at the
very least makes their task a much harder one than that of any
of the other housing estates visited.

Maynooth: 9am. - IOp.m. (Monday to Friday)
9am. - 8p.m. (Saturday) lOam. - 3p.ni. (Sunday)

Monthly Specials in every Department
One free I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you spend
for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which will
enter you in our monthly draw

COLLEGE GREEN

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW
AGENT FOR LOTTERY • GAS· COAL· BRIQUETTES

The open space at the entrance is well maintained creating a
good impression. Individual houses are for the most part quite
good but kerbsides are poor and many of the trees are in need
of attention. Further effort is also required on the open space to
the rear of the estate. With some additional community effort
this estate could be much improved.

MURPHY BROS UNDERTAKERS
Tel. 045 - 97397
Complete Funeral Service to Maynooth
and surrounding areas for many years.

CLUAN AOIBHINN
Once again the overall impression is one of the sustained
community effort. Theentrance to the estate is most impressive
with extensive flowers and shrubs an,d a very-attractive nameplate. Most of the houses were well kept, and despite the
existence of the inevitable few which have failed to make an
effort, the overall effect is such that their impact is much less
noticeable than elsewhere.

Tel. Naas 045 - 97397 Day or Night
Funeral Home Now Available

Paddy Desmond,
Main Street, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6366

Local Agent:

BEAUFIELD
While Beaufield showed some improvement over last year
much more needs to be done. The houses as one would expect
are well maintained and some of the front gardens are very
impressive but others require further more effort. The nameplate is overgrown - some planting around it would make such
a difference. The green space has been well maintained but the
kerbs and verges could be better. Very possibly greater improvement will be in evidence when building work is completed.

Have It Framed
• Prints
• Canvasses
• Water Colours
• Photos
• Mirrors

PARSON STREET
This is a very pleasant cohesive unit of well maintained terraced
houses. While there are a number of weeds at the road edge the
surface in this area is very poor thus making kerb maintenance
difficult.

Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel. 628 6166

PARSON LODGE

DESMOND-DOYLE

This is a small group of recently constructed houses off Parson
Street. While it is still unfmished, some detracting features are
in evidence: a very poorly surfaced open space with unsuitable
wall planting, and some dead trees which should be replaced.

CARPENTRY SERVICES
./'"
/~

;:;-~~jJ

f<J.~/:':'~,,' _ESTIMATES FREE

f~~:=~t '

OVERALL RESULT
First Prize:
Second Prize:
Third Prize:

Kingsbry
Cluan Aoibhinn
Greenfield Estate

\1

;.,

_

=:::-~

T"5'~

370 Maynooth Road.
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

Tel. 628 8532
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B~and Bulletin
Tuesday 11 th September last marked a further milestone in St.
Mary's Band with the meeting in connection with the new music
classes. For obvious reasons, this is an event which occurs only
every three or four years and as the 1986 class are now fully
fledged members of the Band we can now devote our time and
resources to the next group of boys and girls who have waited
patiently for the new classes.
We were extremely happy with the number of parents and
children who attended the first night and we hope that their
enthusiasm will continue through the early and most difficult
stages of the learning process. Rome was not built in a day but
with the right mixture of patience and ability it won't be too long
before these budding musicians join the ranks of boys and girls
who are testimony to what these qualities can produce.
The other big event last month was our flag week-end and I am
happy to report that it has been the most successful for years. A
combination of fine weather, the new one pound coin and the
utter goodwill of the people helped to smooth the wrinkles
which have been a featuJe of the Treasurer's brow for the past
few months and needless to say the old bank managernow looks
an awful lot happier as well. Seriously though, it takes a great
deal of money to cover the running costs of the Band each year
and we are indeed most grateful for all the help given by the
people of Maynooth. There are many willing labourers on the
Band Committee but without the where with all to do it all our
task would be all the more difficult and perhaps we would not
have the strong tradition of a band in Maynooth.
For our Flag week-end your contributions yielded no return but
on Fri~y 9th November we shall be.giving you a chance to get
somethlOg for your money when we organise a race night in the
Leinster Arms on Friday October. In addition to having a flutter
on your fancy you can if you wish sponsor a horse, a jockey or
even a race. If you want to sponsor any of these please contact
our secretary Elaine Bean at 628 5634 before 17th October.
Once again may we thank you for your wonderful support for
our flag week-end and indeed your continued support throughout the years.

LEIXLIP UNEMPLOYED CENTRE
The Newsletter welcomes the recent opening of the Leixlip
Unemployed Resource Centre by the Minister for Social Welfare, Dr. Michael Woods.
Initially the Centre will deal with Social Welfare problems,
advertise job vacancies courtesy of F AS and assist with C. V .'s.
This centre is a resource for the whole North Kildare area.
There will be a more extended report in the next issue ..

MAYNOOTH CREDIT UNION
Our Chapter Youth Quiz took place on Sunday 9th September
in Springfield Hotel. Our team consisted of Clare Nee, Fiona
O'Malley, Damien and Peter Cassells. Their coach was John
McGarry. The team did us proud, they had a very high score and
came third. We congratulate them and thank them most
sincerely for representing us.
. The theme for our Poster Competition this year is "Credit
Unions, The Way to Your Future". Posters and entry forms will
be available in the Library, in all three schools, I.C.A. Guild and
Youth Club. The winning posters at National Level will be used
for the Credit Union Calendar of 1991.
Entries should be entered on paper measuring 12" x 16" or 16"
x 24" and be of an upright shape in design.
Closing Date: All entries must :be in Credit Union House,
Harbour Lane, by 8.30 p.m. on Friday 1st December.
Credit Union House is open on:
Thursdays 7p.m. - 8.30p.m.
Friday 7p.m ... 8.30p.m.
Saturdays 10a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
All entries must be stamped by Maynooth Credit Union, who
will award 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes in each category, but only the
1st winner's poster in each category will go forward to Chapter
Level.
Categories are as follows: Under 8; 8-1 1; 12-14; 15-18; Adult.
There will be a Prize at League Level of Competition in each
category for a school or youth club.
Please get busy with your pencils, crayons, charcoal, pen or ink,
pastel, water colours, gouache, acrylics, oils, poster colours, or
collage. Prints done from a lino block, wood block or any other
method may also be submitted.
Tellers Needed: Any members of Credit Union who would be
willing to act as Tellers should contact Marie Dempsey, Tel.
6285324 or give theirnaine in at Credit Union House when they
call in next

See you all next month.

S.V.P. NEWS
The Society of St. Vincent De Paul
The ~onference recently arranged a one week holiday for 16 .
Senior Citizens to Kerduffstown; this is always a most worthwhile and enjoyable experience. Also this Summer our Conference' for the flrst time, organised a Sunshine Home Holiday for
a number of local children all of whom enjoyed themselves
immensely; we intend to make this an annual event and hopefully, to increase the members next year.
As part of our recently developed ClothingStore Enterprise, we
have so far this year held one special fund raising Clothes Sale
which generated a great response and realized £158 for our
funds. We hope to have a Clothes Sale before Christmas, Ma,ny
thanks to all those who came and especially to the voleriteers
who gave so generously of their time.
AnyOO9Y wishing to contact the Conference may do so by
telephoning 384164 or by dropping a note either in the S.V.P.
Box in St, Mary's Church or through the letter box of our
Clothing Store (Old Telecom Building) in Pound Street.

Maynooth Cycle Centre
Main Street, Maynooth.
Christmas Club Now Open For Cycles and Toys
Open 6 days
Mon. - Sat. 9a.m. - pp.m. Wed. 1 p.m.

}lat O'Brien,
President.

Tel. 628 5239
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CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD,
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN •

TOYOTA •

MITSUBISHI

1984 Volkswagan Golf
1981 Volvo 345 GIs
1987 Fiat Ritmo 70 CI

1986

1984 Toyota Carina

1985

1984
1986

Honda Civic
Honda Civic
Fiesta
DaihatsuCharade

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agents for international Vehicle Imports. an importer and

distributor of quality second hand cars from Japan. The recen~
name for these cars has become "newsed" cars because of the
very high quality of their condition and the very low mileage.

• FULLY GUARANTEED

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE. SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd offer a fully comprehensive car and van valeting service

* TRADE-INS WELCOME *
Sales Open 9.00am - 7.00pm - Monday to Saturday

CONTACT: PAUL AT 6271422

SMALLWOOD MOTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE. CO. KILDARE.
TEL: (01)288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARSAND VANS

*

•

NOW AVAILABLE

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

*

+

CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.

Suppliers of Quality Used Cars

CONTACT: 6288547
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FOLK GROUP

I.e.A. NOTES

The Folk Group has been in existence since 1979. Since then
we have had many ups and downs but the last year seems to have
particularly difficult and has tested each member's commitment.
Our main purpose is to lead the congregation in singing the
Mass rather than performing at Mass and we, therefore, encourage everyone to join in the singing. Unfortunately, due to the
lack of resources we cannot provide booklets, consequently we
try not to alter the parts of the Mass which we sing. If anyone
is interested in obtaining the words of particular hymns please
come and see us after Mass.
As we recommence after the summer holidays we find many of
our regular members have moved on for a variety of reasons i.e.
career or educational commitments leaving our numbers quite
depleted. As we feel strongly about continung we have an
urgent need for new members. If the numbers do not increase
we feel it would be difficult if not impossible to continue for
another year. We do appreciate the many compliments paid to
us throughout the years by members of the congregation,
however, in view of the size of the parish we feel it should be
possible to have a thriving Folk Group in Maynooth. We now
ask you to seriously consider joining the Folk Group. You
could contact us after 9.45 a.m. Mass or preferabl y come to the
girl's Primary School at 8.00p.m. on Wednesdays.
We are looking forward to meeting new members over the next
couple of weeks.

All activities resumed in September after the summer break.
The guild meeting was held on September 6th. Mrs. Madeline
Synes presided. Sympathy to the following who were recently
bereaved; Mrs Margaret Kirwan, Mrs Helen Doyle, Mrs Nanny
Kenny, Mrs Imelda Desmond and the family of Mrs Nan
McManus, Naas, former Federation President.
The competition was won by Mrs Bernadette Duffy. The
October competition is "My Favourite Postcard".
A very interesting talk was given by the helpful ladies from
"Slender World".
Congratulations to our President and her husband Michael who
celebrated their Silver Wedding Anniversary on AugusL2nd.
The Hall, unfortunately, continues to be a target for mindless
vandalism. Broken windows are a regular occurrence. The
expense of replacing these windows is a continuing burden on
our members.
Crafts continue on Monday nights at 8 p.m. Badminton,
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Parish Hall. The next guild
meeting is on October 4th at 8 p.m. New members always
welcome.

been

JK DECORATORS LTD
Painting and Decorating Contractors

Interior - Exterior
Commercial and Domestic
.Plus All General Home Maintenance
Work Undertaken

OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
The morning sessions have resumed after the summer break.
We meet on Tuesday and Thursday mornings, from 1O.30a.m.
- 12.3Op.m., in the ICA Hall. Our next party will take place in
the Post Primary School on Sunday, 21st October. It will be
preceded by Mass starting at 3.3Op.m. Everyone over retirement age is very welcome to come along.
We are busy preparng for our major fund raising event - The
Sale of Work which will take place on November 18th in the
Parish hall. During the week before the sale we shall be
collecting from door to door. We know that, with your usual
generosity, most of you are very happy to give for the elderly
but may not be sure what is needed. We are extremely grateful
to be given bottles for the bottle stall, gifts for the 'giant wheel
of fortune' and also items for the following stalls:
White Elephant: almost anything saleable including .good
'
clothes (only clean ones pleaSe)
Produce: groceries, cakes, jams, sweets etc.
Books
Handcrafts: perhaps you have time to make something while
you watch T.V.
Christmas Stall : - Decorations, toys etc.
Plants: - indoor or for the garden.
We are happy to receive donations which will be well used.
The draw for our raffle will take place at the Sale of Work; the
1st prize as usual will be a monster Christmas hamper. Tickets
will be on sale at the Shopping Centre during the weekends of
November 8th - 10th and November 15th.-17th.
Congratulations to Mr & Mrs J. Murphy of Leinster .Cottages
who celebrated their 80th birthday and their Golden Wedding
Anniversary in August and to Mr & Mrs Leonard of Kilcock
Road who also celebrated their Golden Wedding Anniversary
during the summer.Our sympathy to the family and friends of
Michael O'Rafferty who died recently.
PRO

!j

Free Estimates

Tel. 628626.

NUZSTOP
Main Street Maynooth
Tel. 628 6072
Specialise in Cards • Cooked Meats· Gifts • Toys
• Daily Papers and Magaz~nes· S~tionery
• Cigarettes • Sweets • Chocolates/-Ught Grocery
Also Silver-Ware • Gifts • T-Shirts· Back Patches
~'

I'·

Opening Hours
7a.m. - 9.30 p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)
~ .lJ.OOa.m, - 8.30p.m. (Sat. Sun.)
.
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R.C.A.G. News

THE ISLAND
After the fashion show there will be dancing until 1 a.m. This
promises to be an excellent night's entertainment and it is
envisaged that a bar extension will be in operation.

We are pleased to announce that after numerous examinations
and surveys a plan has been devised to refurbish the island by
OPW engineers with little or no disruption to our swans. Full
details are not available at the time of going to print but I
understand that the level of the island will be raised and sealed
with "Puddle"; 'Puddle' is a form of natural clay which becomes
putty or plasticine -like on contact with water thus preventing
any seepage and so effectively sealing the area from water. The
"Puddle" will in all-probability be transported to the island by
boat from the partially refurbished harbour at Carton Estate,
Pike's Bridge. We thank John McKeon and his associates in the
OPW Engineering Division who put in a lot of work to arrive
at the plan which would cause only minimum disruption to the
environment.

CARTON HARBOUR
Work is now well underway at Carton Harbour and this is
clearly evident from the Dublin Road. The Harbour area is now
fully visible and those who drive past every day should at some
stage stop and view the area. Foreman Philip McDermott and
his staff will be delighted to show you around and outline the
plans for the area.

Gerry Fitzpatrick,
PRO

PATHS
Representations have been made to committee members concerning the paths along the canal. The committee are aware that
the path between Mullen Bridge (Straffan Road) and Pike's
Bridge (Carton) is overgrown again in places. This and other
paths will be cleared again in the near future but this work will
be cairied out in consultation with the environmental division
ofrthe OPW who are anxious to ensure that flora, fauna, and
wildlife will not suffer as a result of the cleanup.

MISS ROYAL CANAL 1990-91

THE CANAL IN THE FUTURE
(COMPETITION)

Name:----------------------------------~

Do you have any ideas for the Canal in the future? If so why not
write an article on your ideas. There are two headings which
you can write under: (a) Tourism; Recreational and Environmental Aspects of the Canal. (b) Canal Holidays by Rail and
Boat. Articles should be approx 500 words and an independent
panel will adjudicate and select the winning article which will
be submitted to the Newsletter for publishing. The writer of the
winningarticle will receive a substantial prize (details of which
are not available at the time of going to press)Entries to Gerry
FitzPatrick, 21 Cluain Aoibhinn.

Address:

--------------------------------~

Telephone No. ------------------------------4
Hobbies/Interests: __________________________--1

,Please attach current photo which wiU be returned.

F ASHION EXTRAVAGANZA
Once again its fashion time and the annual Royal Canal Fashion
Extravaganza takes place in the newly refurbished Setanta
House Hotel on Friday 30th November, commencing at 8.30
sharp. This year the fashion show will feature the exclusive
range of "Libra Design" fashions ~ogether with the new
autumn collection from "Family Album" now a household
name in Ireland. "Family Album" are providing a prize for the
"Best Dressed Lady" as well as offering special reductions on
, "
"
all orders placed on the night.
This year the Fashion ,Show will incorPorate the "Miss Royal
Canal Contest, Maynooth 1990 - 1991." The winner will
receive a number of prizes which include an eveI!ing of beauty
at the Beauty Salon; a weekend holiday break,'having a portrait
painted by well known Mayo artist FJ. O'Connell and many
others of which the final details have to be completed (watch out
for the next Newsletter). Those wishing to participate should
complete an application form at the end of this article and send
it, with a recent photo (which will be returned) to: Eileen
FitzPatrick,secretary,RCAG,21,CluainAoibhinn. Maynooth,
Co. Kildare. Each entrant will be expected to obtain a nominal
£20 sPonsorship on a sponsorship card which will be provided.

/

102 Moyglare Village, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.

Tel. 01- 628 6488
• Communion and Family. Portraits
• Photography by award winning professional photographer
Mr. Gerald P. MacCann BFA(H) MIPPA MIPF
• Wedding photography a speciality.
See our large range of beautiful photographs and albums

MeI:IJ,ber of the Irish professional Photographers' Associat;ion:
Member of the World Council of Professional Photogiaph~rs.
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DESPICABLE INCIDENTS
OF VANDALISM

SLIGHT INCREASE IN ADMISSIONS TO
PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Our community was recently afflicted by two awful, appalling
incidents of malicious vandalism. New motor vehicles on
display at Maynooth Autos, S,traffan Road were the first victims
of these cowardly late night attacks and extensive damage was
caused. A couple of weeks subsequent to this attack a number
of Statues at the entrance to St Mary's Catholic Church, were
viciously set upon and seriously damaged.
We have referred tbthis subject before in previous editions but
regretfully we must retun to it again and comment on this
deviant form of misbehaviour.
Vandalism: It's exactly what it means: Wanton damage and
destruction to property with no particular aim but to
commit destruction. Those miscreants who carry out these
deeds often shield their conscience behind a veiled excuse that
they had consumed alcohol. We are satisfied that the people
who executed these acts of mischief may have drink taken but
they were not drunk; they were sly, cowardly, and sneaky and
moved on their targets in the late of night when most of us are
asleep in our beds. Such patterns of serious sociological
misbehaviour are indeed worrying.
The Gardai through this column wish to ask: you the citizen
what you can do to stop this type of misconduct:
(1) As a parent you can exercise vigilence by talking to your
children about how to avoid acts of Vandalism and in doing so
generate a spirit of moral responsibility in our young people;
make sure you know where your children are and who they are
with. (Children include teenagers up to 18/19 years of age
residing in your home and still under your guidance).
(2) Regarding the recent incidents of Vandalism: If you have
any information, pass it to your local Gardai - be assured of our
confidentiality - any knowledge may be channelled (if it's your
wish) anonymously, but it will be acted on discreetly and
speedily.
To those who carried out these acts I hope they read this article;
it may prick their cowardly conscience even to the point of
considering making restitution; we can assure them that the
Garda files will remain open until our enquiries track down the
culprits;s .ertain useful information has already come to hand
and a dossier of details is being put together which may lead to
certain individuals being interviewed.

Although the new infants' classes in the Presentation Convent
took in the same amount of pupils as last year, there was an
overall increase in pupil admissions throughout the school.
This was due to the increase in families moving into the area.
Mr. Pierce Connell, the principal of the Boys' National School,
stated that there was no great increase in pupil numbers in the
boys' school but that a number of families, whose new houses
have not yet been completed, will be enrolling pupils in the
future.
In all there are 890 primary school pupils attending Maynooth's
two schools. 430 of these are in the boys' school and 460 attend
the convent. There are two special classes in the Presentation
Convent (each with 12 children) which cater for slow learners
and travellers' children. Both have been extremely successful
to date.
Maynooth has witnessed a significant rise in the numbers of
playschools in operation over the last two years which meet the
huge demand for places. The Community Council keeps a list
of playschools in the area in order the facilitate the many
enquiries received regarding same. If you run a group and have
not registered it with the Community Council you may find it
helpful to ring the office wi th details (Tel. (01) 628 5922). This
year the numbers enrolling in the playschools has increased
dramatically. Some playgroups, such as Kid's Kottage, also
cater for, after school children.

Calhan McDermott (Senior Infanls) and Ciaran McDermott
Ost Day in Junior Infants) - Mulhussey School;

STEALING OF MOTOR VEHICLES
BE VIGILENT - APPLY A SAFETY DEVICE
AND A SECURE LOCK
In recent months several motor cars/vans have been stolen from
the Maynooth Area. Car parks of local Licensed premises and
the Square have been the VtJhlerable spots. Times of risk are
~p.m. to 12 midnight. .
.
Your Local Gardai
. Back to School on the bus Sept. '90

P.Brady
Clock House Maynooth; Co. Kildare.
Tel. 628 6225
.
.
Lounge Bar • CIE • Bus Stop· Soup· Sandwiches· Coffee & Meat Pies always available
-

. For Best Drinks and Delicious Pub Grub
18
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Richard O'Keane, Niamh Dolan. Michael Conneely. Stephen Conneely and Kate Jennings.
(Mulhussey School Junior Infants).

Mulhussey School Junior Infants. 1990 with their teacher Mrs. Dunne.
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WATCH WITH WENDY

successfully on radio, as action was not really essential to the
development of the relatively slight plot.
The play focuSes on six young friends who meet on waste
ground to celebrate the return of one of their members from
England, after two years. They try to recreate the old camaraderie and relationships, indulging in playacting ana horseplay.
But, inevitably things have changed, and they have moved on.
The returned emigrant fmds it hard to fit in, and suffers the
inevitable disillusion experienced in these situations. He is
unsettled and unhappy in the new life, yet he can no longer fit
in with the old.
This is familiar territory with Irish playwrights - the problems
of emigration. However, in terms of plot, the play lacks a point
There is no real crisis, and no real resolution. Having established who the characters were, what thei r formerrelationships
consisted of, and that trying to revive these was only playing
charades, the play could have stopped anywhere.
Yet, the play succeeded in entertianing, due to the energetic
playing of the cast, most of whom are unknown, unless you
have been to other Passion Machine productions. It's a weak
play full of 'strong language', serving to underline the basic
inarticulacy of the characters.

VIDEO REVIEW

A DRY WHITE SEASON
This fIlm, starring Donald Sutherland is based in South Africa,
and focuses on the growing awareness by one white Afrikaaner
school teacher of the brutal reality of the apartheid regime.
DOnald Sutherland, playing BJ!n du Toit, feels that there is
nothing to be done when his black gardener, Gordon comes to
him with his son Jonathan, who has been viciously beaten by the
police. Later, Jonathan is taken into custody, and dies in
mysterious circumstances.
His father tries to find out what has happened, and he too, is
tak~n into custody, is brutally tortured, and dies at the hands of
the 'police. 'Finally, Ben feels he must take action. His wife,
played by Janet Suzman, refuses to become involved. She is not
happy with the methods used to subdue the blacks, but like
many white South Africans who fear the loss of their privileges,
she feels that the black people will take revenge on the whites
if any leeway is given to them.
Ben is prepared to risk all tluit has seemed so precious to him,
his wife, daughter, jooand home, to bring the perpetrators of
Godron's death to justice. However, as Marlon Brando (playing a_relatively brief cameo role as a lawyer) tells him, justice
and the law are not even on speaking terms in South Africa. The
inquest into Gordon's death is an empty charade, with a fore'gone conclusion.
With the co-operation of black activists, and sympathetic
whites, the true story of Gordon's death comes out but only at
a terrible cost to all concerned. The only slight ray of hope in
this moving film comes from Ben's young son, who is the only
one of his family to understand that injustice cannotbe allowed
to continue through the privileged race standmg by, accepting
the privileges, but accepting no collective responsibility.
this is an excellent if harrowing fIlm with moving performances
from Sutherland and Suzman. Despite the violence underlying
the plot, this is treated in a relatively muted fashion.
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NEWTOWN STORES
NEWSAGENTS

Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

Tel. 01 - 628 5833
Opening Hours - 7.30a.m. -10p.m.
OPEN EVERYDAY INCLUDING SUNDAY

Verdict: 9 out of 10.

Grocer· Fuel· Gas
Fancy Goods • Sweets • Cards • Magazines

THEATRE REVIEW
WASTERS by Paul Mercier, Passion Machine, St. Andrew's Lane Theatre.
Well, local critic, Mary O'Donnell, writing in the Sunday
Tribune was relatively cool towards this production, and was
promptly told off by playwright, Paul Mercier for her trouble.
This critic is afraid ofprovoking a similar response, so let's hope
the Maynooth Newsletter doesn't circulate as far as Passion
Machine's head office.
'Wasters' was staged by PassiQnMachine in the relatively new
St. Andrew's Lane Theatre Oust tum left by the Pen Shop on
Dame Street, and there it is). Because of reducing subsidies,
this company can no longer afford to put its productions on in
the SFX theatre, which would have been much!llore suited to
this type of play. The AL Theatre is cramped, with the first row ·
sited about two feet away from the tiny stage. This critic found
her view of the stage totally obstructed for most of the time, due
to the layout of seating, therefore some of this play was received
in audio only. In fact, most of the play cduld have been staged

Mini Bus
For Hire

HOME
NURSING

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

Day & Night Care
Provided
Reasonable Rates

Seamus Grant
33, Laurence Ave.,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

Tel. 628 6132

Contact:

C. Clifford S.R.N.
Tel. 01 - 6286686
./
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MOORE
Straffan Rd
Maynooth
Tel. 628 5586
f

Dublin Road, Maynooth.
Tel. 01 - 628 6611
Summerhill 0405 - 57115

ALTERNATORS
STARTERS

TELEVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS

&

All Repairs Guaranteed
Same Day Service
Free Estimates

DYNAMOS

Mon. '" Sat.
REPAIR OR EXCHANGE

9a.m~"'9p.m.

UNITS

Satellite Dishes also Available Phone for Details
New & Second - Hand TV and Video sets fully guaranteed

12 or 24 VOLTS

CPLMOTOR
FACTORS

Newsagents - Confectioners - Tobacconists

Boxes of Chocolates
Fruit· Magazines • Groceries
Stationery • Icecream
• Shell Petrol Station
Books

MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH

CO. KI LDARE.
Tel: 01/6286628/6286301

The National Lottery - An Crannchur Naisiunta

Parts and Accessori es

Mulligan's

for all makes of Cars,

Garden Sheds Kilcock.

Tel. 628 7397

Trucks and Tractors.

Top Quality Sheds Available from £159
Also Super Lap Fencing Panels 6' x 6' £12.50

Batteries, Plugs,

All Types of Fencing and Timber Supplied

Brake Pads.
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EATING OUT with
JULIE KNIFE AND FORK

sthemeof grants individual pupils. . In other cases;' a part.
lending and part-grant scheme may be oPerated.
A necessitous pupil may be defmed as a child from a home
where genuine hardship exists because of unemployment or
illness of the parent, a large family with inadequate means, a
single parent family or other circumstances that would cause a
.. .
similar degree of financial hardship.
Application should be made to the school principal.
Opening Hours
Wed.10a.rn. -12 noon
Thurs. 7p.rn. - Sp.rn.
Fri. 10a.rn. - 12 noon Fri. 2p.rn. - 4p.rn.

Breakfast atKehoe's is prominently advertised on the pathway
on Main Street Maynooth, perhaps dangerously so if you
happen to be a blind person trying to negotiate around the
assemblage of street furniture. Kehoe's I might add, is not the
only business responsible for this eruption of sandwich boards.
It is really brunch time, 12.37p.m., to be precise when I entered
Kehoe's Delicatessen in search of breakfast. However, the
waitress kindly agreed to prepare one for me, as business was
relatively quiet. I took my seat at one of the five small tables
crammed into a tiny claustrophobic space at the back of the shop
- howabout some mirrors to create an illusion of space, and
perhaps some better ventilation, in addition to the door opening
into the kitchen? The tables are so close together that I was
privileged to share in the trials and tribulations of my neighbouring diners' private lives, and also to hear their ecstatic
droolings over enormous slices of carrot cake, or lasagne and
salad.
My breakfast started well with a glass of pure orange juice
(freshly squeezed). This was followed by a large mug of good
coffee, a choice of brown bread or toast, and a plate brimming
with harty breakfast fare, two slices of bacon (rind trimmed
off), two tasty sausages, fried egg (would have preferred it 'over
easy' rather than sunny side up), one piece each of black and
white pudding (delicious), and a somewhat overcooked tomato.
Marmalade was not offered.
Verdict, delicious; Price £3.95, which counts as excellent
value. Kehoe's are open from 11.OOa.m. to 2p.m. on a Sunday.
This could become the in-venue for Sunday brunch.

Telephone: 6286477 during above hours.
This column has been compiled by Maynooth Community
Information Centre, The Library, Main Street, which provides
a free and confidential service to the public.

BOB'S KITCHEN
This month see's a new development in this column. We will
be asking various chefs and restauranterus in the area to submit
their favourite recipe each month. John Bennett, proprietor of
the Country Shop Restaurant on Mill Street, has sent us in his
recipe for wholemeal Stuffed Trout this month. The Country
Shop Re~tatlrant has been open 3 nights per week for candelit
evening dining (Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 7p.m. to
lO.3Op.m.) and is both relatively inexpensive and of exceptionally high standard. If the following recipe is anything to judge
by, the quality of the food should indeed prove delightful.

WHOLEMEAL STUFFED TROUT

IRISH HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN'S PILGRIMAGE TRUST

4 Trout cleaned; each weighing 9-llozs.
30zs margarine
40zs streaky bacon rashers, rinds removed and finely chopped.
I small onion finely chopped.
30zs wholemeal breadcrumbs.
Grated zest and juice ofl/zlemon.
11/z tablespoons chopped fresh parsley.
I teaspoon dried thyme.
.
1 teaspoon dired marjoram.
loz wholemeal flour.
Salt and freshly ground black pepper.
Wash the trout inside am! out and remove all the blood from
along side the back bOne.
Melt loz of margarine in a pan, add the onion and bacon and fry
over moderate heat for 5 mins.
Remove the pan from the heat and add in the breadcrumbs,
lemon juice and about Z/3 o(the herbs.
Season with salt and pepper.
Divide the stuffing into 4 pprtions and stuff each fish.
On a large flat plate mix together the flour, lemon zest and
remaining herbs.
Roll the trout gently in this mixture and coat evenly.
Lay the trout on a baking try and dot them with the remaining ·
butter.
Place them in a pre-heated hot oven for 10-15 mins. until
cooked.

To those kind and wonderfully generous people of Maynooth,
Crodaun Forest Park, Leixlip Park, Ryevale Lawns and Elton
Court, I extend my sincerest thanks for your support to my
recent collection on behalf of the above mentioned children.
The collection realised the sum of £1,070.
Congratulations also to the following who won some lovely
sport prizes in the draw:- Janet and Kevin O'Sullivan, 20
Beaufield Grove - Ryan Air trip to London plus £50 spending
money.
John McGinley, 50 Greenfield Drive - Salad Mixer.
A. McDonald, 34 Cluain Aoibhinn - Wine and Chocolates.
Liz Farrell, 348A Greenfield - Bottle Spirits.
E. Cunningham, 8 Beallfield Gardens - Levi T-Shirt.
Susie; 278 Greenfield - Morell Farm Family Voucher.
A. Cleere, 122 Crodaun Forest Park, Celbridge - Morell Farm
Family Voucher.

COMMUNITY INFORMATION CENTRE
NOTES' ;'
Q. We have three school-going children and will find it iinpossible to pay for school books now that my husband is unemployed. I~ there any scheme available that would help us?
A. There is a scheme of grants towards the'c ostof providing text
books for necessitous pupils in Primary and Secoridary Schools.
Under these schemes the school principal receives a small grant
for each nesessitouspupil. The amount per pupil is so small that
the principal may operate a book loan scheme rather 'than a .
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LOSE INCHES-TONE Up· NEW SUN. ROOM·
NEW BODY WRAP
AT

SLENDER WORLD
MAYNOOTH

toning - taning

body wrap studio

BODY WRAP - LOOSE 6 INCHES GUARANTEED AND FLUSH OUT TOX INS
FROM YOUR BODY.
e GERRY RYAN'S BARBARA LOST 14 INCHES ON FIRST WRAP.
• ~EW SUN ROOM, THE LATEST AND SAFEST METHOD OF SUN TANNING .

.' NEW

~REE TRIAL SESSION

•
•

~EAVES YOU TOTALLY REFRESHED

~U STAND IN SUN ROOM,

•

BETTER ALL OVER TAN

• S UN

ROOM HAS OWN PR IVATE DRESS ING
ROOM WITH MUSIC

ICall in or Phone

S lender

World, Main

St.,

1vIaynooth, (Over Alan Frazers).

})h:

(01)6289144.
ZJ

()
, .

. Muintir MhaJgh Nuadhat
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MS. MAISIE KEANE
One ofMaynooth's most senior citizens is alive and well and '
was pleased to talk to the Newsletter about her life and "her
Maynooth .. as she remembers it. Ms. Maisie Keane celebrates
her 88th birthday on the 13th day of October. Born in 1902 in
Black Lion, Maisie has lived all these years in the village. Her
father was a farmer and having only three children (Maisie
being the eldest), he and his wife had 'as lodgers "two fine
gentlemen". They were a Captain and a Lieutenant .of the
British Army, she explained, commissioned to SUpervIse the
flax crop on the Moyglare Road, destined for the linen industry
in Belfast The crop was manned by soldiers ready to leave the
army and in lieu of labour they were promised farms in Africa
- although what happened there, Maisie is not so sure!
Smiling to herself, Maisie told me of how a certain 'pig-jobber'
who was notorious for wearing a red kerchief around his neck
in place of a tie was mistaken for a Landowner. Sir Walter
Fitzgerllid arrived into Maynooth train-station unexpectedly
and there being no transport awaiting him, he sent a young boy
to fetch Fulham's horse-drawn side-car. On his return Lord .
Walter asked the boy if he knew who he was. "Pig-jobber, Sir"
says he. With that the Lord was well amused and gave the boy
a half sovereign.
.
Maisie remembers too the reputation of the absent owner of the
Carton Demesne - the duke of Leinster lived in England and
once rode his horse up the stairs of a hotel for a bet. His absence
left the younger Duke in Carton with his guardian Lord Frederick Fitzgerald arid his sister; Lady Nesta.
With fondness Maisie particularly recalls those nights when the
pond in Carton was declared 'bearing'. Some young merrimakers were quick to organise waltzing on the ice. The gardener
whose house stood near.the pond supplied a big-homed gramo.
phone and 'The Blue Danube' echoed through the woods.
Of course there weren't many cars in those days, she says, but
her uncle had a Dodge and Dawson's had the agency for Ford
and Morris vehicles.
"One day as I waited for a bus into the city (shortly after the
service began to operate an elderly man in his chauffeur driven
Rolls Royce drove upand asked if I'd take a lift into Dublin.
Well, being assured of his goodinterition, I got in and we began
to talk of employmentin Maynooth. I told him that apart from
Dawson's and farms hiring one.or two men, there really wasn't
much opportunity ... ··I(won·t be long before you've factories all
around you' said he anqsure enough \lot long afterwards, the
ftrst factory makingtextiIes was setup in Leixlip.
Having gone to schbo.l ill the Presentation Convent, Maisie's
ftrst job was as offlce.,cierk in the very substantially sized and
stocked 'Dawsons' -department . store on . Main Street. The
business then run:by 'Mt Dawson himself was a thriving one.
selling everything as it claimed from 'a needle ,to an anchor" and
buying in from Todd's of Henry 5.treet (where Penney's is now)
and from wholesalers in GermanyespeciaIIy for lady's clothing. Dawson's supplied the village with}ts needs, and Maisie
remembers one customer, the doCtor~s wife, Mfs. Moore, who
was often seen tathe amusement of all peddling her.tricycle as
the only means of transport she felt suffIciently secure upon.
There was no T.V. or radio then eithera.nd Card playing was
very popular as was dancing in the town haIl then located in the
Square (in great contrast to the present .. thing"). Unfortunately
the haIl was burned down during the Rebellion and Maisi~ isn't
sure if the Black and Tans or the I.R.B. were the culprits. But

in the schools, dancing classes continued and Maisie remembers with affection the Master who came from Dublin, Mr.
Degville who taught Ball-room steps. On one occasion, when
the nuns stepped out for dinner, the girls prevailed upon the poor
man to teach them rather a waltz or fox trot, jazz being aJl the
rage. He therefore took a partner and two other girls imitated
the steps. However at that moment, the Reverend Mother
reappeared and exclaimed "Oh my goodness, the persons are
touching". That was the sorry end of Mr. Degville.
There was other entertainment too - a mobile picture-house and
the locaI drama society of which Maisie was a member. Among
the productions she recaIls were "Professor Tim" and "Many
Young Men of Twenty" . For the audience at intervals, Maisie's
mother played piano.
I asked about the colleg<:. "No females were aIlowed within
those walls then". She s~H they even employed a chef in the
kitchens. "As far as I can remember, there were 65 ordinations
every June and having its own farm in Kilcock, the college
cultivated much of its own crops and also kept cattle and fowl.
Listening to a radio programme recently, Maisie heard it said
that the 15 men who marched out during the 1916 rebellion
were frrst blessed at college gates. "Well, that's not true" she
says. 'The college was then heavily 'subsidised by the British
Government who were not prepared to jeopardise such favour". Among those marching from Maynooth was Mr. Donal
(Dan) Buckley who, she thinks. was promoted to Governor
General on Independence. Mr. Buckley is the great grand father
of the present Mr. Buckley of Main Street.
After eleven years with Dawson's, Maisie moved on and took
a position with Kavanagh's who then as well as now operated
the mill. "The hours were less demanding and allowed me take
better care of my aging mother", she says. Maisie's sister who
was invalided died at the young age of 38 and her brother
married and moved away to Dublin. So the ladies lived in their
own house in Mill Street where we now have The Country Shop
and a decade or so later, Maisie got the job of running the
Labour Exchange from her home, catering to the village and
surrounding areas .. At that time, town dwellers signed every
day and because of the increase in factories, women too had
claims. Maisie managed the office for 27 years and during that
period, she is happy to telate, she and a friend took a Mediterranean cruise holiday on a ship called "The Uganda". Their first
port of call was Gibraltar. "We met an Irish girl there who spo~e
to us because my friend resembled a nun who had taught her In
school in Ireland. Anyway she told us not to go up the Rock
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It's in the Stars
because there were monkeys living there that the soldiers were
training and they'd surely grab your handbag and throw it into
the sea; so we didn't".
Mterwards the cruiser was turned into a warship and Maisie's
travels took the form of annual trips to visit her cousin in
London. She did this until recently.
I asked Maisie if she gets but much now. "No, the street is
impossible to cross and I'm nervous of falling. At my age a
broken hip just wouldn't be on".
Ms. Keane is a very gracious lady, full of good humour and a
lively interest in current affairs for which she finds the radio
invaluable. I am very priveleged to be able to record some of
her memories and invite readers to comment on these or on their
own recollections. Thank you Maisie.

Virgo Aug. 24 - Sept. 23
Look after health this month or you.could be going around in
circles. Beng the joker will bring ,a new love into your life.
Lucky number 8.
Libra Sept. 24 - Oct. 23
Romance is at a smooth level this month. Someone with the
letter T is very important in your life, beware of the letter D in
the same family.
Scorpio Oct. 24 - Nov. 22
A busy month ahead of you, fmances low at present. A black
and white animal keeps you busy, but don't worry things will go
well with him.
Sagittarius Nov. 23 - Dec. 21
Love life is on a high this month - engagement is on the cards.
Insanity is hereditary so watch your children carefully.
Capricorn Dec. 22 - Jan. 20
Busy social life ahead of you. Someone close to your best
friend is very important in your life at the moment.
Aquarius Jan. 21 - Feb. 19
Too much of a good time goes sour in the end so be careful not
to out live its endearment A haircut is iminent. Be wary of a
big buzz in your life (the wasps are still around).
Pisces Feb. 20 - Marcb 20
Don't let small things get you down. Your social life is hectic
at the moment. A person who offers to leave you home with the
initial J may become very important to you in the near future.
Be wary of the letter H.
Aries Marcb 21 - April 20
Look after health and you will live to be a ripe old age.
Popularity seems to be your high point this month.
Taurus April 21 - May 21
Remember the old saying 'a bull in a china shop" - this applies
to romance so be careful"how you tread.
Gemini May 22 - June 21
Romance took a rocky path but don't fret nature will take its
course and smooth things out. Someone with the leijer E is a
big influence in your life.
Cancer June 22 .; July 22
You feel the need to be around people your own age. Romance
has ended but another love awaits in the not so distant future.
Beware of the drink especially in the coke.
Leo July 23 - Aug. 23
Aggressive by nature, being over powering can drive away the
one you love. Be more sociable and outgoing in the community .

GogartyChHdren's & Teen Fashions
Main St, Celbridge.

Tel. 628 8535
SHELL Track Suits
G EF Tracksuits (boys & girls, 1-7 years)
SIMS Tracksuits (boys & girls, 6-13 years)
UR OK (boys & girls Autumn/Winter
mix 'n' match range, 3-13 years)
Sweat Shirts • Man Alive Rainwear
Anoraks • Snorkels· Denim Jackets • Jeans
~

~

'DEBMOT KELLY LIMIT'ED
KILCOCK. Tel. 628 7311

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT
US FIRST FOR

BODY REPAIRS - SERVICE AND PARTS
NEW AND USED CARS AND VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL

Tel. 628 7311 ,

If you have a problem contact our new agony aunt in the
Newsletter, fun feature in next edition.

A I DAN'S

Marie Celeste

TIlE SqUARE

G16r Na nGael Mha Nuad

Hallowe'en
Hallowe'en

Anois lar an fhomhair is na ruaithigh filltf, ta se in am duinn
imeachtai ghealach a heagrli don bhliain seo. D'eirigh thar barr
linn anuraidh, bhi cruinneadh againn gach tarna Mairt den mhi
in halla Baintreach na Tuaithe agus chuireamar aithne ar ana-.
chuid chairde nua. Scaipeamar fograi ghealacha m6r thirnpeall
siopai an baUe seo againne agus bhi luacht-gn6 sasta tacaiocht
a thabhairt duinn.
Bhi cupla oich~nta ceoi! againn in tabhairne na bailte agus bhi
6iche "treath na gCeist" againn san "Leinster Arms" chun deire
spleipe a chuir Ie h-imeachtai na bhliana.

FOR ALL YOUR HALLOWE'EN GOODS
APPLES • NUTS • BANANAS
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Glar Na nGeal Mha Nuad
Freagrai go "G16r Na nGael",

Don aos-og blonn comortas againnn gach mhf sa "NuachtLitir" aglis ta an lion freagraf ag meadti gach mhf. Ta ana chuid
rudafbeartaithe againn don bhliain seo chuigeann ach caithfear
iad a phle sna cruinnithe ar dttis. Da boo sin beidh an chead
cruinneadh don bhliain nua gnfomhnach ar an 9ti la de mhf
mean-fomhair 1990 ag a h-ocht a chloig in halla Baintreach na
Tuaithe agus beidh failte roimh chach.
Bflinn chun an ghaeilge a chuir 6s comhair phobail Mba Nuad.
8.00p.m. I.C.A. Hall, 9th October 1990.

FIC Maynooth Newsletter,
Roimh/before 4.45p.m. 15th October 1990

Mnm: ________________________________
Seoladh: _______________________________

Aois: _______________________________

With the advent of fal1/winter it is indeed time for us to once
again begin a year of gaelic events. Gl6r Na nGael is a nonpolitical, non-sectarian group of locally based people who
enjoy and wish to promote Irish Culture. It is not a movement
so therefore has no definitive objects or goals other than .the
promotion of Irish and Irish Culture.
,We are engaged in promoting Irish within the community. We
organise Irish traditional music nights, quizes, poster competitions and are always open to new ideas. So if you feel that you
would enjoy our company you are very welcome to join us at
our monthly meetings which are held every second Tuesday of
the month in the I.C.A. hall at 8.00p.m. (beside the harbour
playground). The forthcoming meeting is scheduled for 8.00p.m.
on the 9th October.

Buaiteoir na mfosa seo caite:
TIl £5 ag dul go Yvonne Nf Nuallain,
26, Pairc Mba Nuad.
A sheol an chead iarracht cheart as an hata.

,

/

PJJilo/t ~

B,Comm. A.C.A.

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
Chartered Accountants
Kingscourt, Naas, Co. Kildare.

Bf linn agus eirfodh linn.
Colm O'Ceartiill, F/Ch., Gl6r Na NGael:

Tel. 01 - 628 6751 • 045 - 66535
Fax. 045 - 66535 • 045 - 66521

Gl6r Na nGael
MaighNuad
Buaigh Duais!
Dreimire focal an Fhomhair

Fees Discussed before any ASSignments

Pat Reid & Co. Ltd
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Laragh, 'Maynooth.

Tel. 628 6508
• Washing Machines • Qishwashers
• Electric Cookers • Tumble Driers
• Vacuum Cleaners • Kettles etc.

REPAIRS AND SERVICE
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IRENE McCLOSKEY
C.I.D.E.S.C.O. Diploma & Tutor

1. (Sfos)
TIl se an-ghnothach (busy) anois.
1. (Trasna)
Ein a imeoidh go dti na tiortha teo sar i bhfad.
2. Ta siad go leir aibf (ripe) anois.
3. Faigheann ttl (2) anseo.
4. TIl siad ag titim de na crainn anois.
5. TIl siad ar na sceacha; deanfaidh siad subh.
6. TIl . . .. duilleog ar an talamh.
7. TIl na MIla go !eir mar seo anois.
8. Piocann an feirmeoir iad.

Including Facial Treatment, Aromatheraphy,
Remedial Camouflage, Special Classes.
Arm & Leg Treatment. Rene Guinot, Cathiodermie,
Bio-Peeling, Geloide, Prescriptions, Facials,
Body Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolysis
and Red Vein Treatments

Buckley's Lane, Main Street, Leixlip.
Tel. 01 - 624 4366 • 624 4973,
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EDWARDS
FOR CLOTHES CARE
CNIT 7
GREENFIELD SHOPPrNG CENTRE
MAYNOOTH

QUALITY DRY CLEANING
SAJfE DA r SERnCE
REP.-\IRS .-\\D AL TER .-\ TIO\S.
'SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
ClJRTA[;\iS A\D SL'lTE COVERS
WITH PERSO\ .-\L SERVICE

MONDA Y -SA TURD AY 9. 30am - 6pm

Ph: 6286803

BRIDAL HIRE
SPECIALISTS IN BRIDAL WEAR & ACCESSORIES
BR IDAL HIRE, DEBS.. EVEN ING WEAR
- COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK LARGE SELECTION OF DEBS DRESSES ALSO IN STOCK

e

47 CRODAUN FOREST PARK,
CELBRIDGE,
CO. KILDARE

01 - 6271618

GERARD BRADY & CO.
MAIN STREET,

MAYNOOTH,

PH: 6285257
INSURANCE AGENTS:

CO. KILDARE

FAX: 6285201

IRISH PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY AGENTS

AUCTIONEERS, VALUERS AND ESTATE AGENTS
\
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED~ IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN
APPROVED CLIENTS
.
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Start Today
Think Litter Free for Maynooth

SPANISH STUDENTS CONTINUED
taste in the mouths of those who live on Straffan Way. In the
evenings when gathered on the green on Straffan Way, they
were noisy, unpleasant toa number of people and they left
behind lots of rubbish each evening. While they are welcome
to come to our Estate and many of you open your homes and
even hearts to them - it is reasonable to expect that the Estate in
general and green on Straffan way, in particular, should not be
abused and dirtied and left for the residents to clean up each day.
The Association has decided to take whatever reasonable
measures are necessary to ensure that this situation does not
spoil any future summers.

The (smaller) Maynooth Tidy Towns 1990 Committee

BEST AREA/ESTATE CQMPETITION
To quote from our judges: "This year's competition was characterised by two very encouraging trends: the first was a very
dramatic improvement in some of the areas which scored
lowest last year, and the second was the retention of high
standards and sustained community efforton the part of others."
Our residential areas scored 2 extra points - well done all.
Congratulations to our winners. All who took part are winners
too, because Maynooth will be the winner in the end.
Look out for our prize giving ceremony in October.

MOWERS
The vexed question pops up its ugly head once more as the
mower used on Laurence A venue seems to be on the verge of
a terminal breakdown. Matt Callaghan will inspect same and
give his prognosis shortly.

BEST SHOP FRONTS - BEST AREA
COMPETITION
My first comments are to our judges, to thank them for their
very comprehensive and helpful report. These judges are
people who saw Maynooth develop and grow - and over the
years resident associations and businesses have benefitted by
their comments.
So please read carefully the report and let it help your area of
concern to improve.

BUS FARES ON BARTON'S BUSES
It has come to our attention that Barton Transport has decided
upon a new method of payment of fares on the school bus.
While the difficulties faced by the company are undeniable, a
month would seem too long to expect a young child to keep a
ticket. And payment for more than one child in advance is
certain to put more than a little strain on many purses. Perhaps
some compromise could be arranged and the Association
would be willing to co-operate in any way possible to sort out
this problem. Let it be said in fairness to Barton Transport - over
the years they have provided an excellent and safe · service
which has been abused by some people.

Richard Farrell,
Tidy Towns Committee.

GREYSTONES COMMISSIONERS
VISIT LEIXLIP

PRESENT ATION CONVENT
PARENTS' ASSOCIATION

Leixlip was host today to a distinguished group of visitors from
County Wicklow.
Ireland's newest local authority, Leixlip Town Commissioners,
in an effort to build on links forged last year when they visited
Greystones, invited the Greystones Town Commissioners to
spend the day in Leixlip.
The two towns have much in common, both having experienced
a period of rapid growth and the Commissioners had much to
learn from each other.
The Leixlip CommiSSIoners were proud to show the visitors
their offices at Newtown House where the new town flag was
raised for the first time, the Intel plant and the Amenities Centre
where they had lunch.
The tour then proceeded to Castletown House stopping off at
the Wonderful Bam and returned to Leixlip Castle and St
Mary's Church.
The day concluded with dinner in the Springfield Hotel where
the visiting dignitaries were presented with a framed copy of the
Leixlip coat-of-arms and autographed copies of "A History of
Leixlip".
The Greystones Commissioners were accompanied by wicklow County manager, Mr. Blaise Treacy and Kildare County
manager Mr. Gerry Ward also attended. The Leixlip Commissioners were pleased also to invite Leixlip man and newly
elected Chairman of Kildare County Council Mr. Jim Gallagher to the dinner.

The Annual General Meeting of the Association will beheld on
Tuesday, October 16th at 7.4 Sp.m. in the School Hall. This year
our guest speaker will be Maeve Martin who will talk about
"Exceptional Children".
We would like to extend a special welcome to the parents of new
pupils.
Rose Dillane,
PRO

MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS
COMMITTEE REPORT - OCTOBER 1990
Else where in the Newsletter you can read the breakdown ofthe
judges' remarks on both the Bord Failte Maynooth Tidy Towns
report and our own Best Shop Front and Best Area Awards.
From the outset can I express on behalf of Maynooth Tidy
Towns Committee, thanks to those few people who helped. But
for these people, Maynooth marks would be worse. Earlier in
the year we published the criteria on which towns are judged.
The future of Maynooth in this competition is in your hands:Keep the litter in your pockets until you find a bin and put
it in there.
What can be done? Do you really care aboutthe way our town
is being spoken about, the worst town in Kildare? If you do
make a commitment to help - don't leave it to someone else.
From March '91 the campaign starts. Give us (no give your
Community) 2 hours a week. Before that we will organise a
public meeting in October; watch out ft)r posters.
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SEX, LIES, BOOZE AND FRESHERS

is dumb. This means that they have to live on banana sandwiches all year. Have you ever seen someone on a permanent
diet of bananas, booze and fags? It's sad, it's pathetic; it's life.
There is no problem with drugs in Maynooth. You can get them
anywhere! (Joke, Peadar!). These are bad news, man. Take it
from me, I've tried everything.
And there it ends ....

The Newsletter thought it might be useful to get some views
from college students on this fIrst year in Maynooth. The
following observations were supplied on the back of an envelope by four first year students, taking time off for studying for
repeats. This may explain some, perhaps not all, of the
following. Freshers are fIrst year students. First year students
repeating exams are not refreshers!

EATABOUTS

WE'RE BACK

Just a few years ago there were only four restaurants and cares
in Maynooth. There are now seven in the town, excluding the
College canteen and the Student's Union. It may take some time
for you to locate all of them and try them out, especially if this
is your fIrst year in Maynooth. We have therefore taken it upon
ourselves to give a brief introduction to the whereabouts, type
of service, food and the value of Maynooth's various and
flourishing restaurants.

We're back! We're young, we're wild, we're obnoxious. Bet all
you locals (or" locals" as we students call you) are sick of us. It's
a hard life, the pain, the study, the cold, damp-ridden flats, the
banana sandwiches, the booze, the fags, the babes!.

FLATS AND CLERICS
SO, a big howdy-doody to you young students. This is going to
be the strangest year of your life. You'll arrive scared, alone,
homesick. Before you even reach the slopes of academia, you'll
have to find a flat. Mine was rotten; I was incarcerated with a
couple of holy josphines who were only at Maynooth because
their Mammies thought it was "safe", i.e., full of student priests
(all called Malachy or Dermot), dudes so cooool that they
always wear pockmacs arid sandals. You'll see 'em soon.

THE COUNTRY SHOP RESTAURANT
Situated on Mill Street, just before Kavanagh's Mills on the
Galway road and in the basement of the 'County Shop' craft and
gift shop this is a spacious and.pleasantly decorated restaurant
specialising in home made meals and luscius gateaux. It is a
very popular spot with College staff'and students and has a busy
lunchtime trade. Meals include home-made pizzas, quiches,
lasagnes and specialities of the day with a wide variety of
interesting salads. A full meal costs in the region of £3 to £4 but
you can fIll your plate with salads, delicious brown bread and
cheese and have a mug of coffee for less than £2. If you wish
to avoid the lunchtime rush pop down' after three o'clock when
there are often special offers available - check if these are still
to be had. For late night candlelit dining, the Country Shop
opens on from 7 - 10.30 p.m. from Thursday to Saturday.

SEX, LIES AND MA YNOOTH
I don'tlike the Thing in the Square (although it's good for
chucking your guts up occasionally in). We have a nice library.
We have a tall steeple. Don't go near the pool. It is cold and
unhygenic. If you could care less, we have a ghost room.
Sleeping bags available at the door. I found out that Maynooth
is such a historic town. Try clim bing the castle at 2.30a.m. when
you're drunk. You can feel the history. Watch out for slithery
things.
The Royal Canal has sWanS. They really dig getting empty
cider bottles and beer cans thrown at them. It enhances the environment, and kills the ducks (this is a classic example of the
use of irony to deliver a heavy message, man): They (the swans)
enjoy the odd banana sandwich.
Maynooth has some of the best potholes in Ireland. There's a
beauty on the Main Street The purpose these holes serve is to
enhance local business - the bike shop does a nice line in wheel
buckle fixing.

THE LEINSTER ARMS RESTAURANT '
This has of late become an extremely popular lunchtime venue
which has the advantage of space (the bar and lounge facilitiate
diners from the restaurant). A lot of the office workers in the
town frequent this venue where full meals come roughly to
about £3 to £4. On offer are varied choices in vegetables, turkey
and stuffing, ham and filled rolls along with a selection of
salads. The meals are by and large more traditional than in other
venues. A fIlled roll with chips arid 'coffee comes to approx.
£2.50. The Leinster Arms also caters for candlelit meals, every
night until lOp.m.
Both the Leinster Arms and the Country Shop cater for vegetartans, salads are plentiful and the former provides meat free rolls.
The Country Shop provides some main courses whiCh are meat
free, but so far the Leinster Arms has not. Check to see if the
same is true for evening meals;

SEX, LIES, RELIGION AND EXAMS
Like, there are so many characters in the town. You'll meet
them. They will put the fear of god in you. Ah, religion - best
to forget this; it doesn't help you pass your Olil' exams. I met
someone who went to a lecture once. She (her name was
Josephine,.orwas it Orla?) told me it was fIer~e informative and
well worth going to. Some time, Maybe. But seriously, folks,
you got to put the effort in to get something out of your precious
time at university.

THE COFFEE KITCHEN
Thisres~urant

is ideally situated to facilitate shoppers in the
Mayrtooth Sh()pping Centre arid offers a reasonably extensive
lunch wliiCIlmillces ita pOpularveilUe. Everythngis home made
and a full meal costs in the region of £4. Soup and a roll or salads
and vegetables will set you back £2 or so. They also offer Lean
Cuisine dishes and a choice of home made gateaux. The
premises iss mall in comparison to the L.A. or the Country Shop
but is perfect for a snack and coffee while shopping.

SEX, LIES AND BANANA SANDWICHES
The main problem with new students is that they act loudly,
because they're scared. They've got loads of money in their
pockets anddrinklink machines, and they give themselves that
big confidence booster, alcohol. Many's the fresher I know who
blew their whole grant in a month, on sex and rock and roll. This
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Students, excepted, it seems Maynooth's residents' just aren't
great drinkers. Some would say that i4qse who do drink in
Maynooihtry their best to- m3ke' up for ihbse who don't!

EATABOUTS CONTINUED
.
. KEHOE'S DELICATESSAN
~ "

;

,

There is a review of this small but exceptional deli elsewhere in
the issue...Itis situated beside the Roost on the Main Street.
Suffice it to say that the most exquisite carrot cake in the
universe is regularly produced by this establishment. .

DIVERSITY

Despite the fact that we've only got four pubs they've all got
something different to offer. Each has its own typical (;lientele,
its owri Je ne sais quoi' - for any Science students reading, that
was French. So let's look at each pub in turn and see what
they've got to offer.

THEELITK. :. .'. : ',.),
Also on Main Street, beside Caulfield's pub, this cafe spe'cialises in home bakery, coffee and fIlled rolls. It ·used to be
enormously popular with clerical students for some reason but
has now become a more secularised establishment which is
packed during lunchtime, early morning and late afternoon. It
is a pleasant cafe with friendly staffbut, like Kehoe's, somewhat
too small for comfort at times. It is probably the cheapest cafe
in Maynooth were a roll and coffee costs about £1.40. Unfortunately there are no meals on offer unlike Kehoe's but you can
watch allthe'excitement'9n Main Street while enjoying your
coff~,arid cake. · .'

THE ROOST

The Roost is really thre pubs in one - a public b~, .a lounge and
a cocktail lounge. All human life is here. The bar is a typical
wood - mirrors and brass refurbishment job which is normally
well populated by students af~r the libraries close. Come to
think of it - it's often well populated with students well before
the libraries close. The Roost serves a good pint and the bar is
a very pleasant haven on a winter's afternqon when an open fire
casts a cheery glare on proceedings.
.
Turning to the cOCktail lo'unge, this is an,option if the bar is
packed but overall could hardly be described as a drinker:s
haven.
'.
If you really want seclUSIon you can always hide away up on the
balcony.
The newly refurbished lounge in the Roost is a legend in its own
lifetime(see Irish Times, Saturday August18th). Decked out
with marble and stained glass it now constitutes a compulsory
field trip forall students taking First yearClas~ical Civilization.
As a pub - words fail me. We recommend a visit.

STEPHEN HERO'S
This is the:newest cafe to open in Maynooth and will,be a new
vyn.ue for .all stu:dents absent since May. It combines music,
snac~~:an4 ,sandwiches, w~ne and outdoor seating in a friendly
and basic format (no nonsenseJurniture and message boards).
Stephen Hero's specialises in gigantic sandwiche~ , which cost
around £1.25 anll ~ey stay open untiL7 p.m. seve~ days per
week. . They hope to open until lOp.m., serving wine· and
proving an alternative late evening meeting place for students
and local residents. Eventually there will be an upstairs section
and perhaps a larger outdoor area in the back for those long,
exam-filled summers.

THE LEINSTER ARMS
A long established, and again, recently refurbished pub and
restaurant. The LA is seldom quiet with a steady business right
throughout the day. At night the clientele is relatively young
with a mixture of students and locals. Weekly live music
sessions mean a packed house which can cause serious delays
in getting served. Despite (because of?) the smoky atmosphere,
the crowds and the din one gets the impression that the LA is
where it's at.

PATRICK'S RESTAURANT
Patrick's has been qpen for about five years now and caters for
a wide range of clients - they have a special student menu and
also do vegetarian main courses. The decor is functional and the
premesis relatively spacious. It is most popular during term
time.when evening:meals attract late workers and students. A
full course meal comes to about £4 but filled rolls and soup is
relatively inexpensive. The atmosphere is easygoing and
familiar and the restaurant remains open until 9p.m.

BRADY'S
A traditional, small town pub frequented largely by Maynooth
natives and a steady passing trade. Serves a very good pint and
the toasted cheese sandwiches aren't bad either. There isn't an
awful lot of room in Brady's and students are thin on the ground
but don't let that put you off. In terms of pretension Brady's is
at the other end of the Richter scale relative to the Greek lounge
in the Roost. But as they say variety is the spice of life.

Apart from the restaurants and cafes, you can get delicious
filled rolls for £1 in Nuzstop - a very popular sourceof food at
lunchtime where the service is prompt and very friendly. The
other three pubs in the tqwn also offer sandwiches and coffee.
There ary three chippers in Maynooth: Fusciardi's and beside it
on Main Street, the New World takeaway. In Greenfield
Shopping Centre you will find El Dorado which also sells
cigarettes and chocolates.

A STUDENT GUIDE TO

~

MAYNOOTH PUBS

'

_"" .

CAULFIELD'S
The public bar in Caulfield's has a regular and almost exclusively 'Maynooth natives' clientele. Service is fast, efficient and
friendly and provided you don't stand blocking the television
the punters won't take a bite out of you. Caulfield's lounge has
a fair sprinkling of student drinkers and the odd College lecturer
(some say they:re all odd) has been spotted completely legless
enjoying a quiet pint. Like the other pubs Caulfield's can get
fairly packed on Saturday and Sunday nights so be warned and
bookyou're seat by9 o'clock.
'

.

.f

We.'re not exacllyspoiied for choice in Maynooth in terms of
watering holes. On the sort of 'pubs per population' ratio
prevailing in places like Ballinamore (Co. Leitrim) or Swinford
(Co. Mayo), Maynooth, with a population of over four thousand
we are due at least 25 pubs - but instead we have only four, And
yet, apart from at weekends, none will be bursting at the seams.
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Life stories' and deeds of prowess· are' being related to the
appropriate sounds of giggling and/or consolation. At any rate,
all verbal sounds cease at about half past three and body
language emerges with all the subtelty of a hammer. Couples
slowly sail out the door, tothe accompaniment of symphony
orchestras and wisps of clouds. The sing song is disintegrating
(having gone through the twelve standard songs twice) and
people are beginning -to feel tired. The house is almost empty
by now. However,·one strange and unaccountablephenomenon needs remarking upon. Still embroiled in hefty debate in
the kitchen are, the Deep-and Meaningful Conversationalists,
who have remained oblivious to the party in general and who
have fuelled themselves with animated discussion for the past
four to five hours. The host/ess has'quite simply had enough
and politely suggests that they leave.
A vow of 'Never Again' escapes from the host/ess as head finally
plummets to pillow, tired and very sober, and vaguely wonder"
ing if it would be too soon to have another one on Sunday.

And finall y , a very disappointing feature of all Maynooth's pubs
they all close at 11 p.m. (Winter Time) and stay firmly closed
until 10.30 the following morning.

THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD
OF SIXPACKS AND REVELRY
The.word of a party gets propelled (IIOundthe pub and furious
enquiries are made at a quarter to twelve as to the whereabouts
of the destination. Soon caravans of students beat the trail ~ the
houSing estate in 'question and identify the open. door from
which emerges the sou~d of Talking Heads and laughter. All
seems normal till one ventures witllin.
A perplexed host/ess is busily calculating the enormity of the
situation and mo~ing in fright to close the door. S/he is hauled
into the sitting room en route and made locate a bottle opener.
In the course of this service s/he sees ash dropping politely onto
the carpet and races to secure an ashtry. S/he usually just grabs
the coal bucket in desperation and plunges it through the
masses, crashing it with a glare in front of the ashdropper. Just
then some authentic guests arrive and demand the undivided
welcome of the host/ess who ushers them to the crowded
kitchen, whereupon s/he is again grabbed and asked about
bottle openers. Hearing the sound of of anJovertumed coal
bU(;ket aq-lidSt ih~ thump of Talking Head~and the bellows of
"W~:re here', We found it!" from the front doo~ s/he chooses to
postpone dealing with the latter and rushes ·to investigate the
former. A drunken pass, is made upon him/her in the cQrridor
which has the single advantage of acquiring the absolute and
undivided attention of the host/ess so that all other problems
rapidly shrink in significance. The nomal proceedure here is to
smile and attempt laughter, to sever the offending body from
one's own and to lure the offender towards the nearest supply of
alcohol in the fond hope of tempting him/her with a more
irresistable attraction than one's self. It is a delicate operation
as the use of common sense and/or reason hasn't the faintest
chance of succeeding so all is concentrated on the power of
strategy. Meanwhile the mild crash of a bottle against the
fireplace is heard accompanied by the cry of "Well there was no
bottle opener, was there!" and the final dregs of thenight crawl
through the front door and settle upon the stairs. The host/ess
at this stage just slides to the floor to wait for The Visitation of
The Neighbours.

~

Leixlip Cleaning 'S ervice
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...... " '•. irONY .M ENTON & SONS "
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. 38 Cedar. Park. Tel. 6244857
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All Work Guaranteed
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• Painting & Decorating. Interior & Exterior
• Professional Wallpapering· Chinmey Cleaning at its best·',
• Brushes Vacuum & Screen' Gutters ,Clean,e d Leaks Fixed
• Roof tiles repaired orrepla~ <
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You have tried the rest now us~'iJz~ib~st
., '
You willfind us in the Green Pages &,'CH?;lcien Page.s

DONOVAN'S
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Opening HOl!X§~ " ':: ;'
7a.m. - 9.30p.m. (Moh:F Pri.)
8a.m. - 8.30p.m. (Sat,.~
.. ." Sun.),
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AUTHORISED AGENT FORNATION.A.L LOTIERY '
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE
- £3.99 AND A FREE FILM

Two Hours Later
By some unaccountable miracle the vast majority of the partygoers has disappeared and a more subdued atmosphere has set
in. The host/ess is engaged in the traditional deep-and-meaningful conversation around the sofa while various other clusters haunt the darker comers and ihe stairs. The music has all
but died to an Occasional thump and cough and the dreaded
Visitation has come and gone. Odd noises come from upstairs
but propriety prevents investigation. And then it happens.
Somebody called Joe produces a guitar. Clusters amalgamate '
and spread to the floor around Joe. The Deep-and-Meaningful
Conversationalists condescend to suspend debate for the duration of 'American Pie" but cannot last beyond the seventeenth
verse so they 'pop out to the kitchen for a drink of water'. A look
of unanimated bliss settles upon the devoted faces of the audience and the sing song is securely on its way. At this point in
the night the Love/Lust Element comes into its own. I t is
usually heppening in the darker comers or upon the unlit stairs.

Tel. 6285813

Carlton Cleaners
Curtain Care Leather & Evening Wear
Specialistsil1S1:1~de .
Repairs and Alter~tions
Shirt & Laundry service
Same Day service inc!. Saturday

Open 6 Days
Maynooth Shopping Centre

Tel. 628 5511
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TENNANTS' RIGHTS

CLOTHES IMPRESSIONS OF THE
THIRD LEVEL KIND

The following information has been taken from 'House Choices:
Renting Privately' a publication from Threshold whose address
is given at the bottom.

The most important issue facing students after they have got the
points to get into College, is what are they going to wear on that
all important fIrst day. No one wants to be remembered as the
nerd in farah slacks, hand-knitted Aran jumper, sandals, brown
nylon socks, Beatles haircut, matching tie and pocket handkerchief emanating from new navy blue blazer with brass buttons
who fell down the steps during the first Sociology lecutre in the
Aula Maxima ... do they?
The fIrst thing to remember is that some people have style by
instinct, some people develop style by imitating others, but
there are some people, lots of whom end up in Maynooth, who
think style is something you climb overto get into the next fIeld.
They are the ones who notice trends only when they have been
abandoned by everyone else - the ones who wear platform shoes
and flares, when alt around are into deepest black.
Black is the safest colour to wear in all circumstances. It does
not show the dirt; there is no other shade of black with which it
can clash;.it looks serious and meaningful; it diminishesJaige
rear ends; it cannot be seen in the dark when you are sneaking
over the garden wall into the digs; no one will notice that you
have worn the samesweater/jeans/skirt/coatsince terms began;
you will not have iobuy special clothing should a loved one pass

oa

THE DEPOSIT
Most landlords require tenants to pay deposits. If you have a
written agreement, make sure the terms for the return of the
deposit are clearly spelled out. If the agreement isn't written,
make sure you get a receipt for your deposit.
Your deposit can be withheld in whole or in part if you fail to
give proper notice, if you leave unpaid bills, or if you damage
the property in any way above normal wear and tear. Subject
to the terms of the agreement, a landlord is not entitled to
withhold any of your deposit for re-advertising expenses.
When you move in, it is advisable to make an inventory of the
contents of the flat and their condition, and have it signed by the
landlord. This will make it easier to resolve any disputes over
damages.

ELECTRICITY
Ifelectricity or heating is included in the rent, it should be made
clear in the tenancy agreement what exactly you are entitled to.
Make sure that all services are connected, and working, if not,
fInd out why, and who is responsible for reconnections.
The landlord has no right to disconnect the power supply.
Gas and electricity coin meters are set at a standard rate. If you
suspect the setting is too high, you can check it by contacting the
meter departments of the ESB or Gas Co.Where there are local
authority charges, e.g. forwater or rubbish collection, they may
be levied on the occupier, i.e. you, the tenant, rather than on the
landlord. Check it out with your local council.

.

Black can be accessorised successfully with almost anything.
Those seeking the vampire look can use copious quantities of
eyeliner, and purple nail varnish. Loose necklines are quite
flattering, and thongs are in the in thing. Remember those ·
tempted to wear black lycra bottom hugging minis - don't. It
doesn't work in the middle of winter. However, should you wish
to use a dog as an accessory, this too must come in no other
colour but black.
Where do you go topurchse style? 'Well Maynooth is not the
place for student chic, aIthough Billie's and possibly Naeem's
may be worth a look. A trip to Hula Bou or Alan Frazer may
prepare you for life after Maynooth but their street cred potential as regards student taste and pocket is limited. The only way
to find out where to buy is to ask an experienced stylist in second
or third year. Pretend you are doing a survey for sociology - you
can get away with anything if you have a questionnaire in your
hand. They will be flattered by your approach.
There are just a few rules to follow. Do not under any cirumstances wear the grey flannel slacks you wore in sixth year in
school. People will notice. Throwaway that school blazer and
gaberdine coat. People are not blind. Whe.n it comes to the grad
ball don't attempt to recycle the debs dress you wore in fifth
year. People will not be fooled. Do not wear string vests, nylon
shirts, long johns, navy blue interlock ·knickers with double
gusset, plastic macs, wellington boots, mittens, hairbands,
nylon socks, flesh coloured tights, black stockings, anything
knitted by your mother, Laura Ashley frocks, stiletto heels, slip
on shoes, baby doll nighties.
Try to wear what the majority of others are wearing, if you don't
want to be remembered ~ If you do, choose a style which makes
people think you're avant garde, not up from the yard!

INSURANCE
It is the responsibility of the tenant to insure the contents of his/
her flat. As insurance for the contents of rented accommodation
is quite expensive, you may be able to make arrangmenets with
the landlord to be covered under his own insurance policy.
However, this is only possible where the landlord is resident.

Dr. Linda M. Finlay
.

Chiropractor

97 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Tel. 01 - 628 5%2

70 Drimnagh Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12.
Tel. 01 - 559973

ALL HOURS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tues. 10a.m. -lp.m.
4p.m. -7.30p.m.
Sat. 9.30a.m. -12.30p.m.
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Mon. & Thurs
10.15a.m. - 12.30p.m.
4p.m. - 7.30p.m.
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You are not automatically entitled to a rent supplement. The
Welfare Officer can refuse you, if, {or example he thinks your
flat is too large or too expensive for your needs. He may ask you
to apply for housing to your local authority as a condition of
giving the supplement.

When making the tenancy agreement, agree on what changes
and decorating the landlord will allow, and establish what
repairs he will be responsible for. If any repairs are needed, it
is best to try to get the landlord to do them before you.move in.
If he consistently refuses to carry out major repairs such as a
leaking roof, itmay be necessary to contact the Health Inspector
at your local health board, if the situations poses a health risk.
In the case of dangerous buildings, you can contact your local
county council, or the Corporation.
If he won't carry out minor repairs, you can offer, preferably in
writing, to do them, and deduct your expenses from the rent. If
you do this, make sure that you keep receipts for your costs, and
that the cost was agreed with the landlord before hand.
If, however, you withhold rent for repairs, and haven't agreed
this in advance, you could be putting yourself in the wrong, and
putting your tenancy at risk. If the landlord is seeking a rent
increase, this is a good time to ask for repairs to be done.

CHECKLIST FOR FLAT HUNTING
•
•
•
•

Is there any green mould or excessive dampness?
What form of heating is there? Is it adequate? Is. it world.ng?
Is there hot running water? If so, how it heated?
Are the electrical soCkets working? . Are: there enoiIgh of
th~?
.
.
. . -

is.

• Is there sufficient lighting?
• What furniture is there? What condition is it in?
Cupboards - are there enough? Are they dry?
Bed - are beds and bedding dry?
Are kitchen utensils provided?
• Is the cooker/fridge working?
• How is gas/electricity paid?
• Do the windows open?
• Is there a telephone. Who pays telephone bills and how are
they paid?
• Is there piped .television? How is the bill paid?
• Is there access to a garden or clothes line?
• What are the rubbish disposal arrangements?
If there is an inventory of contents, makesure that it is accurate.

HARASSMENT
As a tenant, you are entitled to quiet and peaceful enjoyment of
your home. Unless the landlord has reserved the right to enter
the flat as part of the original agreement, then he is not entitled
to enter it except with your permission, or to do essential
repairs. You are entitled to have friends stay (overnight) unless
the tenancy agreement states otherwise.

THRESHOLD
ChurchSt., Dublin 7. Tel. 01 726311

NOTICE TO QUIT
The minimum notice required by either party is determined by
how your rent is calculated, rather than how it is paid, if these
are different.
If your rent is calculated weekly, you must give at least a week's
notice, and if it is monthly, a month's notice, from the rent day.
If you are a weekly tenant, you are only entitled to a week's
notice to quit. Similarly, as a monthly tenant, you are entitled
to a month's notice from the rent day.
Notice to quit doesn't have to be in writing, unless this was
stated in the original agreement. Once the landlord gives
notice, he should stop collecting the rent. However, this doesn't
mean that you have the place rent-free until he takes possession.
He will be entitled tb claim the money later, so the money due
should be kept in a separate bank or Post Office account.
If you stay on after notice to quit has expired, the landlord can
seek a court order to evict you. If the case does go to court, you
may become liable for legal costs, especially if you have broken
terms of the agreement e.g. by failing to pay rent, or being a
nuisance. If the landlord evicts you without a court order, i.e.
removing your belongings and locking you out, he) s acting
illegally. If this happens, you should contact THRESHOLD
immediately. You should not try to break back in as this can be
a criminaI offence.

r

KIERNAN'S

'"

Main Street, Maynooth. Tel. 628 6294
Groceries - Confectionery -Cooked Meats
- Stationery - Newspapers
- Chocolates - Fancy Goods - Toys
Large Selection of Greeting Cards

Open - 8.30a.m. -7p.m. Each Day
1

PADDY RYAN LTD.
. Windgates Lodge,
Windgates, Barberstown.

WELFARE ENTITLEMENTS

Tel. 627 3415

If you are living on social welfare, you may qualify for help with
your rent. Contact the Community Welfare Officer at your
local health centre.
You.d on't qualify for a rent supplement as a student, or if you're
working full-time.
The amount of your tent supplement is calculated to leave you
with an "after-rent" income equal to the basic Supplementary
Welfare Allowance rate, minus £3.20.
To get your rerit supplement, you will be expected to produce
receipts from your landlord for the rent.

ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED
FINANCE ARRANGED
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USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS

HOSPITAL SERVICES CARD
STUDENTS

Ambulance
045-66666
Fire Brigade
999
Gardai
6286234
6286220
Fr. Supple, P.P.
Fr. Cogan,C.C.
6286210
Fr. Thynne
6286521
Rev. Williamson
6285430
Library
6285530
045-81765
Dog Control
FAS Ballyfermot
6266211
E.S.B. Leixlip
6244511
Post Office
6286259
Health Centre
6285415/6285876
6285509
Station Master
Kildare County Council Office
6286236
Community Information Centre 6285477
Employment Exchange
6286042
Community Council
6285922
Boy's National School
6286080
Girl's National School
6286034
Post Primary School
6286060
M.C.L. Cabs
6286539/6289222
Dr. Maurice Cowhey
6289044
Dr. Denise Nolan
6285943
Dr. ORourke
6285210
Samaritans
727700
Rape Crisis Centre
614911
Women's Aid (Refuge)
961002
Students' Union
6286035
Town Centre Fuels
6286853
Billy McCrory Fuels
6286859
Gerard O'Reilly, Dentist
6286318
Mullins & Henry, Opticians
6286606
W. McDonald, Veterinary Surgeon 6286239/6285518
Aids Helpline
307888
Child Sexual Abuse Help Number 793333 (lOa.m. - IOp.m.)
Drug Abuse:
Cool mine Counselling Service
782300
Dr. Finlay, Chiropractor
6285962/559973
Peig Crowly, Acupuncturist
(045) 68015
6286775
Ursula Walsh, Reflexologist
Tom McMulIon, Stomotherapy
6286526/749880
Justin McKenna, Aromatherapist 6285962/559973
Sean Boylan, Herbalist
255250
Sean Power T. D.
6285754
794239
Free Legal Aid
Gerladine Hall, Maynooth
6286045
(Contact Fred Leavy)
Greenpeace
619836
6271892
Dolores Gavin, Chiropodist
6285922
Newsletter
Dermot Kelly, Oil Distributor
6287311
S. Tracey and A. Blaney,
Physiotherapist
6280855
Emmet Stagg, T.D.
6272149
Lodge Park,Straffan, (Labour)
Bernard Durkan, T.D.
Railpark, Maynooth (FG)
6286063/789911
Gerard Brady M.C.C.
6285257
Alan Dukes (FG) T.D.
(045) 21912/
762285/789911
.
Workers' Party Branch
(Contact Prionnsias Breathnach) 6285241
The Cardinal Press (Ire) Ltd.
628 6695/Fax 628 6440

All students aged 16-25 years are entitled to Category II
Services i.e. Hosiptal Services Card.
They must apply on a special form which will be stamped by the
school or college.
Eastern Health Board forms from Naas - 045 -76001

COLLEGE NOTES
WELCOME
This column extends a warm welcome to all new students
entering the College this year, and wishes them well in their
studies. We also welcome an unusually large complement of
new staff members; some of these are replacing people who
have left the College's service, but most represent an addition
to existing staff numbers. This is the first time in many years
that there has been a significant increase in staffing levels, and
will go some way towards alleviating the pressure that has been
building up in recent years from rapidly expanding student
numbers. To those concerned we extend the wish that then: stay
in Maynooth will be a happy and rewarding one.

LECTURES IN THE AULA
The growing student numbers of recent years have also been
placing increasing stress on physical facilities in the College,
The inevitable situation has now been reached that some first
year classes have become too big for the existing classhall
accommodation. As a result, in the coming year the Aula
Maxima (the College's theatre) is to be pressed into service as
a lecture theatre for some classes. Some are of the opinion that
the Aula is the most suitable place in any case for some of the
more histrionic of the lecturing staff! Others have been wondeirng if lectures - or sleeping students - will be put literally
under the spotlight, or whether opera glasses will be issued to
those occupying the upstairs balcony. Rumours that the Aula
will not longer be available for plays or films as a result of the
new use are apparently without foundation, but the Aula
Committee seems faced with the prospect of constant changes
in the seating in the auditorium until alternative accommodation for lectures is provided.

BUILDING WORK
It seems likely that much of the campus will be a building site
for some time to come. Already, rapid progress is being mad~
on the new accommodation blocks adjacent to the existing
hostels on the Moyglare Road, and these should be ready for
occupation in the coming year. In addition, the Student Union
is carrying out alterations to their building. The existing Union
offices are to be incorporated into the entertianment facilities,
thereby providing additional capacity for Union functions. The
office functions are to be accommodated instead in an adjacent
prefabricated building.
Meanwhile, the coming year should see work begin on a new
special purpose restaurant facility, hopefully including the
long-awaited sports hall. Work should also commence on the
first phase of the new Science Building, financed largely by EC
money. So perhaps many students who otherwise would have
had to go abroad to work "on the buildings" for the summer will
be able to do so in .the pleasant surroundings of Maynooth
instead.
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STOCKISTS OF ALLL:EADING WATCH BRANq5 " "

V

,' SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAC "

IfI5A

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD J'EWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

.Cf'l'f~

~4'

GALWAY. C-:\VAN & TIPpeRARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BET.I.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

$,><1-0
~
"

BLINDS
a:NI S M\LCl'.E

BL IN:MW:RS, LIMITED
CIXliRIf'KH, LE IXL I P
6244943.ANYfIM::

e
YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE NANUFACfURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL ' BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

u

_~~,

rJelUJ4
COFFEE HOUSE,

Main Street Maynooth
full ran8e of ~andwiches,
<£>a1ad3 and 6oups.

Open 7 day~a: week
(includiil8 Bank Holidays)

10 a.m. 7 p~m.
7"
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Children"s
Corner.
SPOT THE TEN DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN THESE TWO PICTUES.

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
I,

2,
3,
4,
5,
6,

Tom, Dick and
Man , Woman and
Faith, Hope and
Left , Right and
Knife, Fork and
Past, Present and

;)1l11nd
uoodS

'9

01)U;)J

'to
'£

AlflllLfJ
Pl!LfJ
A1JP,H

'~

'z:
"

SlI;,JA\SNV

PAPER MASKS

Start with a piece of paper about 18" square.
~ RID corners C and D
UNLW along dotted
lines 00 that it lod<s
like· this

RID d:iagooally in M1f.

l!J

GUJE flaps down.

-0

j
,

lbl

Fold A and B to centre
along dotted lines.

.~ MAKE a ¢ r of h:>les
eoch side and thread
elastic through to
h:>ld it to_your _~.

I§J t;m' rut

black {ErtS
for eyemles.

lL)
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WINNERS

WORKERS' PARTY NOTES

4-7 Years
1st
Cian. Hardiman,
Dublin Road, Maynooth.

By the time these notes appear, the Workers' party annual doorto-door collection will be in full swing in Maynooth, and will
continue into early October. We thank all those who have
already contributed, and urge those who have not yet been
approached to help us out as best they can. The Workers' Party
is the only one of the major political Parties which receives no
support from the business sector, and hence is particularly
dependent on the generosity of the ordinary public.

NATIONAL COLLECTION

2nd

Grace CampbeU,
15 College Green, Maynooth.

3rd

Conor Devaney,
19 Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

LEINSTER REGIONAL CONFERENCE
8-12 Years
1st
Elaine Fleming,
63 Maynooth Park, Maynooth.
2nd

Andrew Ashe,
1175 Old Greenfield, Maynooth.

3rd

Eoin Hardiman,
Dublin Road, Maynooth.

A very successful conference for party members in the Leinster
Region (outside Dublin) was held in Naas on September 15lasL
A number of workshops on issues such as the Economy and the
Environment were held and gave rise to lively discussion.
Addressing the conference, Commissioner Catherine Murphy,
the party's representative in the North Kildare area, drew
attention to the current controversy surrounding the Scoil
Mhochua primary school in Celbridge. The Archbishop of
Dublin has recently requested the Minister for Education to
disband the school's Board of management because of a dispute
with the local parish priest, who is also the school manager; over
enrollment policy.
While Ireland is passed off as a democratic society, in fact the
Irish people in reality have very little democratic control over
most aspects of their everyday lives, Catherine Murphy told the
conference. They have little input into local planning, have
little say in their places of work, and have virtually no control
over social facilities such as hospitals and schools, even though
they pay for almost the entire cost of these facilities. The time
has now come,said Catherine Murphy, to question the practice
whereby local parish priests automatically become managers of
our primary schools, and can exert sway over token boards of
management. Schools at all levels should be brought under
democratic local control, and made answerable to the express
needs of local communities, she concluded.

DECLAN O'CONNOR L.L.M.
Solicitor

35, Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

Tel. 628 6043
• All Property Transactions
• Accident Claims and Court Work
• Drafting Wills and Administration
of Estates

THE LARRY GOODMAN FIASCO
The collapse of Larry Goodman's beef empire may not appear
to have any direct relevance to the average citizen ofMaynooth.
However, it is symptomatic of a general malaise in theway the
Irish economy is run, which in tum leads in no smaU way to the
chronic problems of unemployment and emigration ·which
affect us alL This malaise arises from an inability to get the most
out of the country's natural resources in terms of wealth and job
creation.
Agriculture remains Ireland's biggest single industry, and its
biggest component is the beef sector which Goodmandominated. Most of Goodman's wealth was derived from selling
excess Irish beef in commodity .form to Middle Eastern markets. These sales were heavily subsidised by the taxpayer. The
Irish beef industry has never managed to successfully develop
to any great extent consumer markets within Europe for branded
value-added products. These are the kinds of stable and
lucrative markets which can provide thousands of extra jobs
within Ireland, both directly and indirectly. Instead, the Irish
farming sector has been happy to sell sides of beef into the EC's.
intervention system, from which Goodman procWed to sell
them on to what proved to be extremely unstable markets.

• No Charge for First Consultation

TIlE
PLANT PLACE
'.

y

Dublin Road, Maynooth.

1

• DAFFODR • TULIP
• CROCUS BULBS

f

NOW ALSO IN STOCK
WINTER PANSIES
POLYANTIIUS • SWEET WRLIAM
AND OTiIER SPRING
BEDDING PLANTS
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THE LARRY GOODMAN FIASCO
CONTINUED

MARTIN FORAN
This case is now causing concern as Martin claims he was
framed. The latter is being held in Frankland Prison, a non
political prisoner, and hails from Co. Limerick.
Rosemary, one of our group, has given us some leaflets relating
to the case and the evidence does seem conflicting.
Martin is in poor health and~ccording to a copy of his Medical
notes, is not getting the medication he needs.

A couple of grandiose schemes (one emanating from Goodman
himself) were announced in recent years to develop the processing side of the industry, but never materialised. It is high time
for the government to get to grips with the deficiencies of the
agricultural sector and sort them out with decisive action. For
too long, Irish politicians have been simply afraid to tackle the
vested interests which control Irish farming. Irish agriculture
is too valuable a national resource to be allowed to continue the
short-sighted and opportunistic practices which characterise
the industry.

H. Dunne,
Honorary Secretary.

EYE HEAR
THE IRISH PEOPLE

Eye Hear was inters ted to read of the clauses inserted in the
deeds of new houses being built in a Booterstown housing
estate. House buyers are required under these conditions not to .
keep dangerous dogs, not to keep pigeons, not to put alarms or
siren boxes on the fronts of the houses, not to put up posters, not
to build additional walls, gates, pillars, or garden sheds, and not
to keep commercial vehicles in front driveways.
Eye Hear can think of a few more clauses which might have
been included in the deeds of Maynooth houses - for example,
not to murder the Fields of Athenry while taking showers, no
more than two children under the age of ten in anyone house,
letterboxes to be placed at waist height in front doors to
facilitate leafletters, positively no aluminium sliding porch
doors.

The Workers' Party newspaper, The Irish People, is now being
published on a monthly basis, as against the previous weekly
format. The paper i$ now twice the previous size, and contains
more in-depth articles on various aspects of Irish society.
Costing only 2Op, it represents excellent value for those interested in the injustices which they can see all around them, and
in possible ways of tackling these injustices. If you would like
to subscribe to the paper, or to find out more about the Workers'
Party, call 6285241.

LABOUR PARTY NOTES
BOREEN CLEARANCE AND RESURFACING
Emmet Stagg, T.O., has again made representations to Kildare
County Council regarding the removal of rubbish from the
Boreen: The County Council have stated that this will be done
as soon as transport becomes available.
No fmancial provision has been made for resurfacing the
roadway this year. Deputy Stagg will press to have provision
made for this project in next years' estimates.

TRUST IN THE LIFFEY TRUST
Eye Hear they're at it again. Beware the young people who
come up to you with a badly produced magazine asking you to
part with a silver deer, "to help provide local employment".
First of all, there is no Maynooth content in this rag, and second
of all, interrogate the unfortunate seller to find out precisely
what local employment is being generated, beyond the few bob
that he or she is getting from sales. Mention the Liffey Trust to
them, and don't give a penny.

'MARY ROBINSON FOR PRESIDENT'
COMMITTEE
A Committee is being formed in Maynooth to campaign locally.
for the election of Mary Robinson as President of Ireland. This
is a broadly based group open to all who identify' with Mary
Robinson's aim to make the Presidency an active position
serving the welfare of the people in a creative way. It is hoped
particularly to enlist the support of those who have been impressed by Mary Robinson's record of fighting for human
rights, and especially to advance the position of women in Irish
society.
An open meeting of the Committee will beheld in the Meeting
Room at the rear of Caulfield's Lounge on Wednesday October
10th at 8.3Op.m. All those who wish to contribute to Mary
Robinson's Campaign in anyway are invited to attend.

1916 AND ALL THAT
Reports have been filtering out since December that the
Maynooth 1916 Committee found a nice present in their Christmas stocking last year. Eye Hear suggestions that a savings
bond generated the nice sum of £10,000 for o.ur heroes' representatives. A modes~ suggestion as to how this might be spent
- how about demolishing the Thing in the Square, and replacing
it with a suitable memorial to our past? Over to you comrades!

SHIFTING ALLEGIANCES
Eye Hear has noted a trend towards the creation of a new
geography in North Kildare. Iamrod Eireann has decided to
draw our attention to the recent peaceful partition of our sister
town, Leixlip, which has now virtually ceased to exist on train
timetables. The twin towns of Con fey and Louisa Bridge have
now emerged in it's place. In Maynooth, on the other hand, it
appears that there is a trend towards germanisation, with the
creation of the new suburb of Larp which was beaten in the
fmals fo the Inter-estates 7-A-S ide in July. It will be interesting
to see how long this amalgam of Laurence Avenue/Railpark
will last

MAYNOOTH BRANCH:
MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE GROUP
BI RMINGHAM SIX
We rejoiced with the families, friends and support groups of
learning that the six have been granted leave to appeal again and
hope it may be decided that there is no case to appeal, which will
result in their speedy return to their homes.

BRIAN KEENA.N
Welcome home Brian. Like the latter group you spent years as
a hostage and we hope John and Terry and all other hostages
will be released soon.
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PAINTING
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DECORATING
ESTIMATES FREE
REASONABLE RATES

PHONE

6286410

MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS
COMMITTEE
A PUBLIC MEETING TO DISCUSS THE FUTURE OF MAYNOOTH'S PARTICIPATION IN
THE BOARD FAI LTE TIDY TOWNS COMPET I T ION IS CURRENTLY SCHEDULED FOR
A DATE I N OCTOBER.
THE MEET I NG WILL BE COVERED BY CARLOW-K I LDARE
RADIO.
THE COMMITTEE ADVISE ALL THOSE CONCERNED BY THE APPALING MARKS
RECE I VED BY MA YNOOTH TH I S YEAR TO ATTEND THE MEET I NG • WATCH OUT
FOR POSTERS ADVERT I SING THE DA TE AND VENUE.
THOSE I NTERESTEb IN
JO I NI NG THE COMM I TTEE SHOULD CONT ACT RI CHARD FARRELL. CHA I RPERSON.
MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS COMMITTEE AT 6286044.
THE PRESENTATION OF PRIZES TO THE WINNERS OF THE TIDY ESTATES AND
BEST SHOP FRONTS COMPETITION WILL ALSO BE HELD IN OCTOBER (DATE AND
VENUE TO BE FINALISED).
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Crossword No. 35

by Elle Bias

MR. SHEEN
The Order of the GoldenJ-cloth is hereby awarded to Mr Jimmy
Sheen himself, who was observed washing that grungy cylindrical object beside the pedestrian crossing in Main Street one
day in September. Who would have believed that from under
such grime would emerge one bright green post box?

GONE UNDER
Eye Hear sends envious good wishes to two editorial board
members who have gone under for extended holidays. We will
be expecting reports from our Sydney correspondents, Suzanne
Redmond and Mary Grennell.

WAS O'REILLY'S GRANNY FROM
MAYNOOTH?
Eye Hear is convinced that the recent revelation that the
renovations to the parish church in Leixlip is being funded by
Albert Gubay, who~emothercame from Leixlip, has stimulated
a number of organisations in Maynooth to consult the local
registries and gravestones to see who we can target for similar
largesse. If we prove that Tony O'Reilly's granny came from
Pound Street, would he drop us the six million required to do up
the Castle? And if Larry Goodman's great grandfather was born
in Leinster Cottages, would he be able to persuade Mr. Hussein
to pass over some of those dollars he owes him to the Carton
Committee?

Across
1. Flowing like a waterfall (9)
9. Most Remote? (6)
10. Flag (8)
11. Gave consent (6)
12. With prominance given to a syllable by strees (6)
14. Game with counters (4)
15. Eros I, a girls name (5)
16..Of the.stars (6)
18. Urges strongly (7)
21. Wooden clip (3)
24. Sword (6)
26. Two-footed (5)
30. Egyptian goddess (4)
31. Scenes of action (6)
32. Speed (4)
33. Neglect to tell (8)
34. Dish (6)
35. Mr Higgins - teacher of Eliza (5)
36. River (4)

LIGHTENING STRIKES MA YNOOTH
Eye Hear would like to pay tribute to the hard working ESB
crews who laboured into the early hours on 24th August to
restore power to Maynooth. Severe electrical storms focussed
on Maynooth on that Friday, accompanied by cloudbursts. A
direct hit on some pylons rendered the town powerless for some
hours. Most power was restored by 7p.m., but some estates
were not so fortunate. Three crews working for some three
hours, were required to replace the blackened remains of the
cables bringing electricity to Railpark, and this activity was
repeated allover Maynooth. Thanks to all concerned.

IT'S A eAT'S LIFE
LoCal samaritan Proinnsias Breathnach has been writing into
the papers again. .This time. to point out that while humans have
to travel anything upto fifty miles, or more, to get x-rays in
hospitals, our wounded animal brothers and sisters are much
better looked after in Maynooth. An injured cat picked up from
the road by Proinnsias was looked.after within half an hour by
local vet, Bill MacDonald in his modest surgery on the Kilcock
Road. The moggiereceived x-rays, medication, counselling on
road crossing techniques, and tender loving care overnight.
What Proinnsias did not tell the nation was that the ungrateful
tabby escaped from the cardboard box used to convey him/her
from the.vet's, and hasn't been seen since.

"Pillars of the Establislunent" - Patsy Malone, Denis Carroll
& Jimmy Holbrook out for a stroll.

Down
2. Mischievous deeds (6)
3. Disease (6)
4. Bank breezes? (6)
5. Small lumps, of skin perhaps (7)
6. Exotic fruits, for chutney (6)
7. Of the brain (8)
. 8. Read into the early hours! (5/4)
11. Proverb (5)
13. We, the French, have common sense (4)
17. Diverges temporarily (9)
19. Divide (8) .
20. Concise, brief (5)
22. Tease (4)
25. One or other of two (6)
27. Bicycle basket (6)
28. Bombard with sound (6)
29. Rifle shaft (6)
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Entries for Crossword No. 35 must be in before
Monday, 15th October at 5 p.m.
Winner of Crossword No. 34 £5 Prize
Robed Dunning,
150 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Solution to Crossword No. 34 by Changeling
Across
1. Foreign
5 ..Field
8. Ozone
9. Minutes
10. Rehearses
12. Use
13. Shandy
14. Bruton
17. All
18. Excitedly
20. Lighter
21. Tibia
23. Water

Down
1. Floor
2. Rio
3. Ireland
4. NoMoss
5. Fines
6. Entrusted
7. Discern
11. Head Light
13. Shallow
15. Rotates
16. Scared
18. Enter
19. Yeast
22. Bee

SOCCER 7-A-SIDE - EMMET STAGG CUP
The Emmet Stagg Inter Stud-Farm 7-A-Side soccer knockout
competition this year attracted the following teams:- Darrastown, Corbally, Woexlpark, Kilmacredock, Derrinstown and
Simminstown/Grangewilliam.
Mter very exciting frrst round matches, the semi fmals were
contested between
Darrastown v Woexlpark
and
Derrinstown v Simmonstown/Grangewilliam
The frrst match was won by Woexlpark 2-1 during a thunderstorm while the rain eased off for a very exciting win for
Simmonstown/Grangewilliam over the 1/3 favourites Derrinstown, in the second match. A very entertaining final was held
on Sunday 26th August in the Harbour Field. Woodpark won
the match by the exld goal in three.
We would like to thank the referee Lennie Murphy for his
attendance throughout the competition. We would also like to
thank John and Eithne Carey for a good night afterwards in
Caulfield's.
Finally we would like to thank all the teams for participating
and we look forward to seeing them next year again.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS
Make an arrangement from very short stemmed flowers by
tucking them in between a layer of pebbles placed in the water.
Washed seashore pebbles are ideal and worth keeping in your
flower arranging kit.
Skin a peach easily by popping it into a pan of boiling water and
counting to 15 before removing it and peeling it. Use a potato
peeler on hard peaches.
Keep small children quiet on car trips by providing a bundle of
pipe cleaners which they can twist into amusing shapes. Metal
puzzles and small fiddly toys are invaluable for keeping youngsters entertained.
Soak a tomato stain on washable material in luke-warm \Vater
containing a little ammonia. Treat a mayonnaise stain with
glycerine or a dry-cleaning solvent, then wash in luke-warm
water with a few drops of ammonia.
To remove tannin stains from inside an aluminium teapot, put
in two teaspoonfuls of washing soda and fill up with boiling
water. Leave overnight and rinse well next day.
Soak ink stains on coloured washable material in milk (sour if
possible) or in a 50:50 solution of white wine, vinegar and
water. Rub ink stains on white material with a cut lemon,
sprinkle with sale and leave for an hour.
Remove the smell of fish or onions from crockery and cutlery
by adding a little vinegar to the washing-up water. To remove
smell from a pan, fill it with water and some vinegar and simmer
for a few minutes. Rinse pan in cold water.
Soak a fresh bloexl stain on washable material in well-salted
water for two hours, then launder.
Immerse a dried blood stain in cold water containing a little
ammonia for a few hours, rinse and launder.
Your nails are brittle and break easily? Step up your intake of
calcium which is found in dairy foods like milk and cheese.
Apply a nail strengthener every day and keep your nails short
until they improve.

Joh,n McGinley presented the, Cup to the CaPUlin o/the
winning Woodpark Stud team, Christy Watters.

One o/Ireland's top jockeys Niall Byrne being presented with
his winner's trophy by John McGinley . .
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The other prime requirement for All Ireland Day is a hearty
breakfast. Based on personal experience I would recommend
a traditional Irish fry with plenty of black pudding and strong
tea. Ideally this should be taken about 11 o'clock as soon as all
the match previews in the Sunday papers have been read.
It is important to savour the atmosphere before the match so
plan to leave Maynooth by 11.30. There are differing opinions
as to whether it is advisable to soak up the pre-match atmosphere (and a few pints) in one of Drumcondra Road's excellent
pubs, or alternatively, to head directly to Croke Parle On
balance, it is probably better not to consume too much liquid
before the match or you'll find yourself spending an inordinate
part of the afternoon struggling through the crowd to visit Croke
Park's less than salubrious toilets.
Once inside Croke Park your enjoyment of the match may be
partly determined by the type of spectator who ends up in your
immediate environs. At this year's match I was surrounded
mostly by polite neatrals with the one exception of an elderly
and somewhat drunken Corkman who broke into a chorus of
'Oooh - ah Paul McGrath' every few minutes. This, however,
is certainly preferable to having to listen to the type of expert
who haunts Croke Park and insists on telling you that football
is gone to hell in the last thirty years and none of today's teams
are a patch on the great Kerry team of the nineteen thirties.

One of the most enjoyable things about sport is that virtually
anyone can be an expert. In Maynooth we are fortunate to be
blessed with our fair share of soccer, gaelic football, hurling,
golf and horse racing experts who give freely of their opinions
from their favourite bar stools. Anyone who has frequented
Brady's or Caulfield's on a Saturday afternoon will have heard
valuable advice shouted to Christy Roche or Willie Carson as
they try to steer their mounts clear of trouble entering the last
furlong. Of course if the jockeys are careless enough to ignore
this advice and the punters £1 each way bet is lost, the wrath of
the expert is let loose and the parentage, not only of the horse,
but of the jockey, trainer and commentator is called into
question.

EXPERT OPINION
It is characteristic of sports experts that they put forward their
views in a trenchant manner. It is not a question of John
Aldridge having a Poor scoring record as a striker for Ireland it's more a case of his being 'a total waster'. Similarly, in
reference to the Kildare football team, the expert opinion has
been unflattering, verging on the abusive. Those of us who
travelled all the way to Aughrim last June to see Kildare start
their All-Ireland campaign against Wicklow saw expert opinion swing from wild optimism in the early stages of the game
to undisguised despair as Kildare faltered in the second half.
During the journey home to Maynooth my travelling companion solemnly swore never to waste a Sunday travelling to watch
Kildare again.

THE MAIN EVENT
The Cork - Meath final was a tense affair which never lost the
full attention of the 65,000 people present. . Cork: were the
superior team throughout but Meath's indominatable spirit kept
them in the match to the fmish and suggested that at any point
they could sneak a few scores to win. But their demise probably
marks the end of an era in Meath football and expert opinion in
Drumcondra's pubs after the match suggested a period of Cork
dominance in the early 1990s. One point was that Shay Fahy
would be named 'man of the match' on 'The Sunday Game'.
Viewing this programme is certainly part of the ritual of All
Ireland Day but by 9.30 many of the fans may be somewhat too
'tired and emotional' to appreciate some of the more subtle
tactical points made by such experts as Enda Colleran. For the
fans it has been a long day and, whether winners or losers, ,a
special day when you can don your colours and cheer your team
in Croke Park in an All Ireland final. Next year's Cork - Kildare
final beckons!
Up the Lily Whites!

ATE:RRIBLE BEAUTY
But in·thelast few weeks, of course, all's changed, changed
utterJy; a terrible beauty i~ born and Mick O'Dwyer has been
appointed manager of the Kildare team. Asa result of this an
amazing thing has happened - Kildare have talked themselves
into next years' All-Ireland Final. Normally, of course, teams
would be expected to win four or five matches to get to Croke
Park on the third Sunday in September but this convention
appears to have been suspended in Kildare's case, such is Mick
O'Dwyer's reputation. A Leinster Final appearance against an
obviously ageing Meath team will be followed by the formality
of beating the Connacht champions in August And that leaves
a Kildare:-Cork fmal to savour next September, at least-that's
the experts' opinion.
-,

DRY RUN
Your Newsletter correspondent decided to cover this years' all
Ireland fmal as a dry run for next year when Maynooth will be
totally caught up in the fervour and excitment of Kildare's first
All Ireland appearance for generations. The first difficulty fans
will encounter is how to get a ticket for the match. Defying
logic, the GAA distribute thousands of tickets to people who
don't really want them - in fact some of them probably wouldn't
be caught dead in Croke Park. On the other hand, there are
thousands of fans who have followed their county team through
thick and thin (mostly thin in Kildare's case) who would beg,
borrow or steal to get their hands on a ticket. What happens is
that the first group (with tickets) are pestered by the second
group (without tickets). Suffice to say that all you Kildare fans
intending to attend next years' All Ireland should immediately
start cultivating contacts with those you suspeCt of belonging to
the first group.

J. BARRY
Newsagents - Tobacconist - Confectioners

Tel. 628 6304
Selection of Lighters· Large Selection of Jewellery
• School Items· Parker Pens· Gift Ware
• Large Selection of Cards, Toys, Gifts· Cork Crystal
Cooked Meats a Speciality
CIE Commuter Tickets Weekly, Monthly and Students
Monthly, Family One Day

Opening Hours: 6a.m •• IOp.m. Mon. to Sat.
Sun. 7a.m •• 8.30p.m.
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HITCHIN' POST. LEIXLIP

01/6244704/62455R7
WEDD INGS A SPEC IAL ITY
Let us do the cooking for you on Sundays in our newly opened Carvery
12.30 to 4.30.
5 course meal with large variety only £7.00.
<= hildren under 12 yrs - half price. (;hildren under 2 yrs - FREE'
<=arvery: Monday - Saturday 12 ,30 - 3pm.
<=abaret Lounge reopens every SUnday night with the fabulous'Spjce'
commencing S~nday 7th Oct 8 - 11pm.
S hadows NightClUb every Saturday night
][)anCing 9.30 - 2am with top bands followed by disco
Saturday Sept 29th -'Winter's Reig.n'
Saturday Oct 6th - 'Jump t1;le Gun'
~USiC in our Arkle Lounge every Friday. Sat &Sun night. No cover
charge. BAok your Christmas Party now with Joe Dolan Appearing Fri
7th Dec. Uffice Groups. Factories. Ladies Clubs. Residents Associations
_ Wel come ~

:.

··
·

in
--~

~

'Wmfod t:CJiIh

u)

fomL 0tU wide ~
o/~

@jwn: ~ - §'~ 9.00 - 5.:10
(~~Xaa)
fjJ~ - 9.30 -1.00

Maynooth Office
1:

S~pplies

Ltd.

DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH

"

Telephone (01) 628646816285900 -Fax: 6285900.

:~

:.;:~~~~.
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This category of the colouring
competition is for 4-7 yr.olds
Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office .'

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _---,-_ _ _ _ _....,.....-----:ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AGE __----------------------------------------Entries must be the original work of entrants.

cnt/l..ie..6 mU.6t

.e.e.

.in .e.g f10nday 15.t h OctoR..e/l. at 5p.m.
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'Michael Mullins & Derek Henry
OPTICIANS
~ONTACT ~ENS J>RACTITIONERS
,DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 6286606
Very Comprehensive Range of Frames including Yves St. Laurent,
Menrad, Safilo &Benetton Budget Frames.
Top quality lenses used in all spectacles including Plastic,
ultra Thin Zeiss Tital & Varilux Bifocals.
Prompt two day service on almost all spectacles.
Medical Card &Social Welfare Recipients catered for~
A ,PPointments taken daily. BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip,
PH: 6243964. }\lSO
Main St., Lucan, PH: 6282062.

OPHTHALMIC

\.

•

THE FLOWER POT
Debs and Graduation Time
Order your orchid and rose corsages
from
T,h e Flower Pot
Ph: (01) 6285386

House Pride
11/12 M aynooth Shopping Cent~, M aynooth
Co. Kildare

PHONE NO: 6285544
QUALITY SERVICE AND -VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.00 5 LIT. MASONRY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT BERGER SUPER SILK £11.99 5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS
ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER '£1.00
LARGE RANGE OF SHADES AND LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK
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MAYNOOTH SUMMER PROJECT

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY GAMES

At the A.G.M. on the 12th September, the following Officer
Board were elected:
Chairperson: Des Walsh,
Vice Chairperson: Paul Shannon,
Treasurer: Catherine Mulready,
Secretary: Mary Horn,
Minute Secretary: Mary McMahon,
P.R.O.: Norah McDermott

We would like to congratulate our eight contestants who
represented Kildare in Mosney at the National Finals. Congratulations to all of them on reaching their semi-fmals and
fmals. Our thanks to all the parents who travelled to Mosney to
cheer on teh competitors and to Jim Fleming for travelling to see
the squad and encouraging them all the way to the semi-fmal.
The contestants for the week-end were Josephine Fay and Paula
O'Shea, Gymnastics, Michelle Cunningham, Art, Susan Dillon,
Elaine Fleming, Anna Flood and Lorraine Farrel - Swimming
Squad, Susan Dillon, individual, who taook a very commend..
able 5th place in U/12 Freestyle and Jane Edmonds 4th place,
and certiftcate winner in U/16 Butterfly. The competitors
conduct in Mosney was excellent and they were a credit to
Maynooth. Another year has ended for Maynooth Community
games. That completes our 12th year in Community Games.
For those twelve years I've held a position on the Committee
and have done secretary for the past fIve years. It has now come
to the time when I must bow out of Maynooth Community
Games as I have moved to the town of LeixIip, and therefore
outside the boundaries of Maynooth Community Games. I
enjoyed those years helping with the running of the games, but
I am now appealing to the people of Maynooth to come forward
to the A.G .M. with the intention of working for the children of
Maynooth in Community Games. I will always be available to
help any committee member in the future. We must ensure that
the children of Maynooth do not miss out on all the disciplines
Community Games have to offer. We should now also be
thinking ofall the team managers that will be needed for the new
season e.g. Volleyball, Handball, Rounders, Pitch & Putt,
Football boys & girls, Soccer boys & girls, Variety boys & girls,
Basketball, Badminton, Tennis, Draughts, Chess, Table Tennis
and individual events in Swimming, Gymnastics, Art and
Athletics. I would like to thank everyone who made Community Games happen in Maynooth for 12 years.

The outgoing Chairperson Madeline Stynes did not seek reelection. She thanked all those who made the 1990 project so
successful and her only regret was that there was no annual
camp. She hoped that that problem would be solved in 1991 and
wished the incoming committee every success.
The committee members are Josie Moore, Joan Shannon,
Margaret Loane, Delma Walsh, Ann Brady, Margaret Kirwin,
Margaret Gannon, Ann King, BernieO'Shea,Rosemary Hanley,
Bernie Gannon, Mary Flynn and Madeline Stynes, so with a
line up like that we are assured of a very good project in 1991.
Work and planning of same will start now in order to have a full
programme for July '91 and hopefully our annual camp.

TAE KWON-DO NEWS
Maynooth Tae Kwon-Do School is proud to announce the
confIrmation ofa grading examination of promotion, for its
members, on September 29th at 1O.20a.m. The examination
will be given by 6th Dans, Mr. Robert Howard and Mr. Anthony
Phelan. The grading examination will be for the majority of the
school's members from the very beginners up to senior grades,
who are approaching the black belt level.
This examination is open to the public (with the exception of
very small children) and will preceed beginners classes for
adults which are hoped to start in October. This new class is
particularly aimed at all adults, men and women, who wish to
take up self defence in conjunction with a good deal of keep fIt
Former members are also encouraged to return as the grades
they had attained in the past still hold.
The Maynooth Tae Kwon-Do School is a member of the
Republic of Ireland Tae Kwon-Do Association, who recently
took the gold medal in Montreal, Canada for the destruction
section. This was a tremendousyictory for the assoCiation.
Some day , Maynooth may very well be represented on the Irish
International team, as the quality is there, it's just a matter time.
In this competition, a young girl from Ballyfermot, won the
bronze in the Free Sparring Division. Elaine OToole is 19
years of age and is a fIne example of what the association is
capable of producing.
Who knows ... very soon, maybe Maynooth will be producing
its own World Champions in Tae Kwon-Do.

Norah McDermott.

MAYNOOTH TOWN A.F.C.
The new season is now in full swing and early indications show
that the strenuous training schedule will stand our players in full .
stead for the coming matches. We will be availing of the
training facilities at St. Patrick's College at time of issue and we
would like to express our gratitude to Monsignor Michael Ledwith (President) and the College Authorities for the provision
of those facilities. Over the past number of seasons training has
had escellent attendances and has showed an increase of 100%
on completion of annual holidays.

PREMIER DIVISION
Maynooth Town 3
Millbrook Celtic 5
Maynooth twice lost a two goal in a game where a number of
defensive errors was our undoing. Des Farrell showed his usual
sharpness of defensive in front of goal and scored twice. Joe
ORiordan scored our other goal and gave competent display
belying his youthfulness in this tough division.

Maynooth Instructors Gerard McClelland 3rd Dan
Michael Devereux 2nd Dan

La Touche Utd. 5
Maynooth Town 3
We were once again on the wrong end of a 5-3 scoreline but
unlike our previous game we were unable to forge in front at any
stage. Below par performances by some players in key positions was a major factor in this defeat. It is rather disheartening
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C)

Co. Board Chairman Hugh Crawford, Co. Board Treasurer Norah McDermott, Co. Board Development Officer Finbarr Kelly, Michelle
Cunningham, Maynooth and Paula O'Shea, Maynooth at the National Community Games Finals in Mosney.

Jane Edrrionds Certificate wiMer in Swimming and Norah McDermott, Co. Manager at Na~nal Community
Games Fi)lalin Mosney.

Elaine Heming, Susan Dillon, Lorraine Farrell, Michelle
Cunningham, Anna Flood and County Manager Norah
McDermott at the National Community Garnes Finals in
Mesney.
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TREASURE HUNT
~R

CARS MOTOR BIKES AND CYCLISTS

~UNDAY

o*

30TH SEPTEMBER 1990

Due to the tremendous success of our first treasure hunt during Fest
ival week this year we have decided to organise another fun packed hun
around the roads and byroads of the area. This time the event will las
for -up to four hours to accomodate determined cyclists who wish to travel
the route which will be over twenty miles long.
Teams wi 11 be expected to locate vari ous i terns and places
(whose identity will be indicated by the clues given to each competitor)
and to find out the requested information regarding each one. They wil~
also be asked to bring back several everyday objects whose identity wili
also be suggested by seperate clues.
I

j

~eJ hunt closes

at 7pm sharp in Caulfield's when all answer sheets an
collected objects wili have been handed in. No late submissions.will b~
accepted. The results will be available at 10pm in Caulfield's.

~ere

will bea prize of £50 for the winning team or

~TARTINGPOINT:

TOWN CENTRE MALL CAR PARK 3PM.

ENrR;"'~EE :

£5 PER TEAM (MAXIMUM 4 ADULTS ~
CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE) OR £2 PER INDIVIDUAL

~~r

further information Phone

628 5922
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G.MULCAHY
FAMILY

BUTCHER

SHOPI' ING

GREENF IELD

CENTRE

MAYNOOTH
DELIVERY SERVICE PHONE 6286317
13EEF, LAMB~ PORK & BACON, COOKED MEATS

~RESH FISH DAILY
FRESH PORK SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
MEAT_TO PLEASE YOU PLEASED TO MEET YOU.

TY HOUSE . MAYNOOTH.

TEL:

a.

62861'28

EOUG\TIONAL

~ 8l'IUlI\(i SCK.'.I-;n·

E~tablished

over 100 years.

Branch Office: Athy. Co. Kildare.

~HATITUD[S
L·

U·

C·

A·

.,'(

-~'(

Ladies Hats for Hire
-~'(
Suitable for all occasions
All Hatsjn impeccable condition

N

Phone Carmel at 01-6282697

.",.

HATITUDES
3 Esker Lawns, Lucan.
Mon, Tues, Wed & Fri

11 a.m.- Sp.m.
Tburs & Sat
11 a.m.-5p.m .
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MAYNOOTH TOWN A.F.C. CONTINUED

G.A.A. NOTES

to be scoring at a regular rate but not showing anything for our
efforts. However, with an anticipated strengthening in defence
we should soon show rewards. Scorers for Maynooth were
T(my Keams 2 and Gerry Treacy 1.

Our U/12 hurlers had a great run in the North Kildare League
and after beating Leixlip in the semi-final we were just beaten
by Ardclough in the final.
Juvenile hurling and football seems to be thriving in Maynooth
at present but the same cannot be said about an adult team.
More about this in the next issue of the Newsletter by which
time we will know if our senior team is demoted to division III
or not.

LEINSTER JUNIOR CUP 1ST ROUND
Maynooth Town 2
Newbridge Town 1
We could hardly have drawn tougher opponents for our opening
game- both sides showed great respect for each other in the
opening minutes with just a few scoring chances being created.
In the 15th minute however Maynooth were awarded a free kick
thirty yeards out Noel Kearns thundered a powerful shot
against the crossbar and his brother Tony was on hand to score
from the rebound. Maynooth got on top at this point but were
pulled back level in. the 36th minute when an awkard bounce of
the ball deceived defence John Geoghegan and the Newbridge
forward was on hand to benefit from the effort Maynooth lost
their concentration at this stage and suffered thier worst patch
of the game approaching half time. On the resumption Newbridge again dominated for the opening ten minutes but were
unable to pierce a rock solid defence which had tightened up
greatly following our earlier games. A tactical change by
Manager Vinny McKenna soon changed the course of the
game. John Geoghegan was switched to midfield with the
introduction of old war-horse Paul McCourt at left back. With
Maynooth again dominating mid-field scoring chances were
again being created. Following continued Maynooth pressure,
Fergal Barton floated over a corner with 15 minutes to go and
centre-half Derek Murray took time off from his defensive
duties to lead powerfully to the roof of the net Exchange were
even for the remainder of the game and we now look forward
to the second round draw.

NEW PAVILLION
Work on our new sports pavillion has been going on at a steady
pace all summer and has now reached the stage where the main
building is complete, doors and windows are installed, 'outside
plastering is finished.
It might be a bit premature to talk about the official opening at
this stage but unless something unforeseen happens this can not
be too far away.
The Tom Flood Cup Tournamentis going ahead at the moment
and the best crowd seen at Maynooth grounds for sometime
were treated to a great game between Rathcoffey and Ballyteague. Rathcoffey won by a narrow margin. The date for the
final will be published in the Leinster Leader.
Michael Caden
PRO

DIVISION 3 PRIVATE GROUNDS
Maynooth Town 1
Stores Celtic 2
A draw would have been a fair result in this game. The
concession of two~ly goals did not show any effect on the
confidence of. the home side. Michael Kelly repeated the
benefit of his sterling efforts by scoring Maynooth's goal.
Excellent goalkeeping by the opposition keeper deprived us of
a deserved share of the points. Michael Kelly, Joe Conway and
Joe O'Riordan showed up well for Maynooth.

L-R Front Row: M. Gleeson, D. Buckley, E. Kerr, B. Boland, S.
Brennan,R.Casey, V. Nevin, J. Canney,C. O'Melia, P.McLoughlin. "
Back Row: I. Moran, O. Nevin, M. Bennett, R. Davis, S. Cummins, E. Heslin, D. McCarrick.

SCHOOLBOYS' SOCCER
Dublin & District Schoolboys' League
V/1S Section
One win and two defeats in this section stilI gives hope for a
respectable position when the season ends. Consistent performances by Padraig Flood, Stephen King and their teammates should ensure a promising winter campaign.

U/J2 R/up North Kildare League.

Jim1s Shoe Repairs
Maynooth Shopping Centre

V/12 Section
Victories in our first three games has set us up for a very forward
showing in this Division. Leading scorer Eamon Gallagher
ably assisted by promising midfielder Eoin Guha have maintained their ewly season form and with Darren Naughton continuing to score spectacular goals, a high placing is a very strong
Possibility.

Ladies & Gents Heals'While U Wait
Shoes Stretched • Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soh~~StitchedOn ",
Now Locate/rEnd UnitJ
'~
Opposite Rear CarPark Entrance 52

I

KILCOCK
DRIVING

L SCHOOL

WASHING MACHINB

-COMPANY-

FAST efFICIENT REPAIRS ON WASHING MACHINES, TUMBlE DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS, TOASTERS, IRONS, KETJtES, FRIDGES, HAIR DRYERS
SPINDRYERS, DISHWASHERS, elECTRIC FIRES, HEATERS

TEL: 6287368
\

J:)OOR TO DOOR SERVICE

HOOVER' BEnDIH' PHilLIPS 'InDESIT' THOR
ZAnUSSI' CAnDY· SIEmEns· HOTPOlnT· PHllCO
ElECTROlUH' ~Am . nll~ISH' TRICITY' BELLInG
JRCHSOn . CREDR . HRUPPS' novum . HEnWOOD

:I},)

~

Clondalkin • NO.rth ~ity ., Celbridge
Dun Laoghalre • City Centre

U

~i~~

J:)UAL SERVICE CAR

-SALES
.

1\([ALE OR FEMALE
INSTRUCTOR ON REQUEST

FULL HOUR
<::AR SUPPLIED FOR TEST

r

~ST

ROUTES COVERED

I

TO 9PM DAILY

INCLUDING WEEKENDS

!
\

~LEPHONE;

6287368

. ~~)

~:2

I~ ~

* REPAIRS * SPARE PARJS

FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE,

MAYNOOTH-CELBRIDGE
LEIXl.IP. CABS LIMITED
~~ ~OUR LOCAL TAXI-~AB S~RVIC,?rc7
,~

~ 24 hour ·serVIce ~w=-'-"'""WiI~
CARS - MINI BUS - COACH HIRE - CAR RENTAL
,EUGENE O'SHEA TEL:
DISTANCE NO OBJECT.
WEDDINGS. BUSINESS. SOCIAL. KEENEST RATES.
. IXN:N.Ai'J' S ~

628 9222
lNIT

~AM

57233:5 ~ 519492

01-628 6539

7~)NXJIH ~INJ

CENTRE

PHONE NO: 6285847

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES, CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
OPEiV9 A.H. - 6 P.M.
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THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.H

LEIXLIP AMENITIES GROUP:

a place for your child/children please contact the secretary
Mary Healy (6286942) for further details. The club would be
happy to welcome both improvers and beginners. Children
must be 4 years of age or older. The committee requests parents
to volunteer for supervision on the buses.
Finally please note there will be no swimming on Saturday
October 27th due to the bank holiday week-end.

NORTH KILDARE'S WORLD OF SPORT!
The year 1992 may well be of significance to our financial
community, but to the sporting community of Leilxip 1991 is
far more important In that year, the well known and much
respected Leixlip Amenities Centre celebrates its 10th anniversary.
The occasion will not be unacknowledged as the build up
continues to add further sports and leisure activities to an
already comprehensive list.
This season sees the introduction of Subbuteo, indoor bowls,
teenage aerobics, judo and improved gym and sauna times.
Centre manager John Kenny said: "We're always looking to
cater for new tastes and are most approachable - indeed, we
thrive on new challenges and suggestions."
. The centre is home to many prominent clubs, Leixlip United
F.C., with one of the largest schoolboy and schoolgirl sections
in the country, have based themselves within the grounds and
have improved pitch facilities considerably.
The local Athletics club train on a track behind the centre.
Within its walls, badminton and basketball clubs avail of the
facilities.
Add to that those who .participate in aerobics, archery, yoga,
martial arts, volleyball, hockey, not to mention the tennis courts
outside, 'and you will see the extent of the facilities offered.
Naturally, dressing and shower facilities are superb, while the
gym boats the latest technology to satisfy those seeking trimmer
figures or larger muscles!
The Centre even caters for those who perfer to sweat it out
without moving - in it's Tylo sauna! John added: "The equipment is sourced carefully that it can be used by as many
members as possible, regardless of ability".
And, in case any North Kildare people feel participation is
restricted to Leixlip residents, the manager commented: "The
Centre already has members from Lucan through Kilcock, from
Clondalkin through Celbridge. All are welcome". However,
membership is not necessary to attend most activities.
With family members'hip set at a most reasonable £15, and
single and student membership also available, Leixlip Amenities Centre looks set to attract even more members to ensure it
remains North Kildare's "World of Sport".
Membership enquiries to John Kenny on 01 - 624 3050.

Sheila Fleming,
P.R.O.

SYMPATHY
Sons, daughters, brothers, sister, sons-in-law, daughters-inlaw, grandchildren, brother-in-law, sisters-in-law, nephews,
nieces, relatives and friends of the late Brendan Edwards
(Clondalkin) and Dublin Road, Maynooth.
Wife, son, daughters, daughter-in-law, sons-in-law, nieces,
nephews, grandchildren, sister-in-law, relatives and friends of
the late Michael O'Rafferty, Moyglare, Maynooth.
Daughter, son-in-law, grandchildren, sister-in-law, nieces,
nephews, relatives and friends of the late Bridget OToole, (nee
O'Reilly), Spin Kopp, Leixlip and Maynooth.
Daughter, brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces, uncles, aunts,
mother-in-law, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, relatives and
friends of the late Patrick Harrigan, Mount Merrion and Green
Lane, Leixlip.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
REDMOND: The family and relatives of the late Mrs. Mary
Redmond, R.I.P. wish to thank most sincerely all those who
sympathised with them in their recent sad bereavement on the
sudden death of their mother Mary.
Those who attended the removal, mass and funeral, all who sent
floral tributes, letters of sympathy and mass cards. A special
thanks to the priests of the parish and to the clergy and staff of
St. Patrick's College Maynooth, also the nuns of the Presentation Convent Maynooth. Thanks also to Doctor Maurice
Cow hey and the ambulance crew.
To our neighbours and friends for their support, kindness and
understanding for which we are truely grateful.
As it would be impossible to thank each one individually we
hope that this will be excepted by all.
As a token of our appreciation the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
will be offered for your intentions.

MAYNOOTH SWIMMING CLUB
The new swimming term began on September 8th after the
summer break. We welcome back all our old members and a
special welcome to our new members. The first bus leaves
Greenfield Shopping Centre at 3.4 5 p.m. The second bus leaves
Cluain Aoibhinn at 4.20 p.m. and Greenfield Shopping Centre
at 4.40 p.m. Due to an increase in pool and tuition costs the fees
are as follows: £23 for one child, £41 for two children, £59 for
three children and£72 for four children. All fees should be paid
by 29th September 1990.
The committee for this year are as folIws:
Chairman: Owen Byrne, Secretary: Mary Healy,
Treasurer: Gretta Keogh,
Assistant Treasurer: Ann Gallagher,
P.R.O.: Sheila Fleming.

THANKSGIVING
Prayer to the Virgin Mary, never know to fail.

o most beautiful Flower of Mount Carmel fruitful vine, splendour of Heaven, Blessed Mother of the Son of God, Immaculate
Virgin assist me in my necessity. 0 S tar of the Sea help me and
show me here you are my mother. 0 Holy Mary, Mother of
God, Queen of Heaven and Earth, I humbly beseech you from
the bottom of my heart to succour me in my necessity, there are
none that can withstand your power. 0 show me here you are
my mother, 0 Mary conveived without sin pray for us who have
recourse to thee (3 times), Holy Mary I place this cause in your

We are curently compiling a waiting list and if you would like
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Support Your Local Coal Merchant

BILLY McCRORY
* Prime Polish and Texan Economy Coafs

and Slack
* Anthracite and txtracite
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
* Smokeless Wonder CoaL
* Coalite and Coal Briquettes

CALL US ANYTIME
DUNBOYNE

MAYNOOTH

6286859
'

~
-;

,.

.

251202

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge

YOU HAVE TRIED. ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST.

ALL SMOKELESS FUEL AVAILABLE

DENIS ENRIGHT (Life & General) LTD
INDEPENDENT IJROKER
MORTGAGES. INVESTMENTS .FI NANC IAL
MAIN STREET.MAYNOOTH.CO.KILDARE.

SERVICES
TEL:628.9000

Free Quotation& Indivjdual Plans on:
MORTGAGES

EDUCATION FEES

INVESTMENTS (15% Guaranteed for certain investments)
SAVINGS

PENSIONS

MOTOR/HOUSEHOLD/LIABILITY

LEASING (PERSONAL LOANS-UP TO £10.000 AVAILABLE
.
BUILDING SOCIETY DEPOSITS
llHE FINANCE SHOP
PHONE DENIS ENRIGHT

OR
DEBBIE O'ROURKE FOR YOUR QUOTATION.
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Congratulations to Fr. George Millar, Divine Word Missionaries, Maynooth, and Australia, who celebrated his 10th year in
the priest-hood on September 29th. Fr. George has just gone
back to Australia after spending 3 months holidays in Ireland.
We hope he enjoyed his stay at home. Best wishes from Liam
and Margaret Bean and family, "Liman", Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth.

hands (3 times), Sweet Mother I place this cause in your hands
(3 times), Thank you for your mercy to me and mine. Amen.
This prayer must be said for 3 days and after that request will
be granted and the prayer must be published.
A prayerful and hopeful person.

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Emily Newton, Greenfield and Eoghin Lennon, Kilmacreddock, who were married. in St. Mary's Church, Maynooth,
August 29th.

Congratulations to Nora O'Keane (nee Conneely) and her
husband Red, Pagestown, via Maynooth, on the birth of their
baby daughter (Sarah Bridget), love Maura.

Olivia Murray, ONeill Park and Morgan Kennedy, Elton
Court, LeixIip, who were married in St. Mary's Church,
Maynooth, August 31st

Congratulations to Catherine and Sean Fay on the birth of their
baby daughter, Sept 1st, from all the gang.
Congratulations to Sean and Catherine Fay, 14 Leinster Cottages, Maynooth on the birth of their baby daughter, Susan
Catherine, sister for Edel.

Siobhan Tracey, Greenfield and Gerard Burgess, Ballagh,
Donadea, who were married in Lady Chapel, August 30th.

Congratulations to Eileen McMahon on her great achievement
in her Leaving Certificate.

Ann Cassidy, Rail Park and Bertie Foley, Tramore, who were
married in St. Mary's Church, Maynooth, September 8th.

Congratulations to John and Clare McDonald, Palmerstown
(formerly Black Lion Maynooth), who celebrated their 15th
Wedding Anniversary on the 4th September 1990.

BON VOYAGE to Orla McStravick and Breda Brennan,
Language students in Maynooth College who are off teaching
to Austria for a year. Good Luck.

Congratulations to Margaret, Studio One on her recent engagement to Declan.
."

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Happy Birthday to Delia Heneghan, Mulhussey, Maynooth,
from all the gang.

To Ann Nolan, 85 Newtown Maynooth and Normal Birchall,
St. Patrick's Park, Celbridge wbo were married on the 3rd
August 1990 in St. Mary's Church Maynooth. the reception was
held in the Setanta House Hotel.
Bridesmaids were: Margaret and Elizabeth Nolan sisters of the
Bride and Sharon Birchall cousin of the Groom. Best man was
Finbarr Birchall, Groomsmen were Alan Birchall brother of the
Groom and Gerry Whelan friend of the Groom. The honeymoon was spent touring the West.

Happy birthday to Brian Bean, "Nuada", Dunboyne Road;
Maynooth who will celebrate his 3rd birthday on October 23rd.
From daddy, mammy, his sister Aishling and grandparents.
Happy birthday to Edel Fay, 14 Leinster Cottages, Maynooth
who will celebrate her 6th birthday on Oct. 15th from her daddy,
mammy and baby sister Susan.

Congratulations to Tom Nolan who had some lucky winners in
the M.H. Pools in recent weeks.

Birthday greetings to Aunty Mary Reilly, Leixlip Park, lots of
love Stephen and Aedeana Conneely.

Congratulations to Tom Nolan for winning the Cup for second
time for best garden and Elizabeth Nolan for winning first prize
for the Liquid Embroidery table cloth.

Birthday greetings to Sinead adn Tara Abbas, Leixlip.
Birthday greetings to Kieran and Vinnie Foy, Palmerstown.
Belated greetings to Tommie and Martin Walsh, Mulhussey,
.
Maynooth.

Congratulations to Tom and Maire Nolan, Newtown, Maynooth,
who celebrated their 25th Wedding Anniversary on the 2nd
August, 1990. A surprise party was held in the Springfield
Hotel for them by their three daughters and new son-in-law. A
great time was had by all.

'Happy birthday to Shane Reilly, Mulhussey from Stephen,
Aedeana and Michael Conneely.
Belated birthday greetings to Eugene Fitzpatrick from Tonto
and the foals.

Congratulations to all students, both honours, repeats and
postgraduates, who sat and passed exams in the College last
month. Also, many congratulations to all those who received
Inter Cert results and passed in September.

Congratulations to Michael Hanley who celebrated his 21st
birthday on August 5th.
Also to Brendan age 14 on Sept. 21st, love from mam, dad and
.
the 'bruds'.

To the 12th Meath Mulhussey C.B.S'!. Scout Troop and the
Hawk Patrol on coming 10th in the Melvin Scout Craft Competition last August, their highest placing yet
Good work: Kevin P.L., Ian A;P.L., Mary, Martin, Robert,
Sean, Hugh, Barry.
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HEATING SERVICES
OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING

~u could be wasting over 50% of your oil.
24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY 49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN MAYNOOTH
6285387

=--r=

OLIVER REILLY LTD
Undertakers and complete funeral furnishers
WREATHS HEADSTONES MOURNING COACHES
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482
NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
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~ndertakers to Maynooth Mortality Society
(Funeral Parlour free to Society Members)

'e
,

. ..... .
.....
1>articul ars and Arrangements Contact:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 6286399

FAYRE
Beauty
MallMAYNOOTH
PH: (01)
'V ANITY
Hair &

The
6286137
<=)pening
~ours: 9.30 - 6.00pm Tues/Wed/Sat.
9.30 - 7.00pm Thursdays
9.30 - 8.00pm Friday
SPECIAL
OFFER
****************************
FOR OCTOBER
SEMI-PERMANENT COLOUR AND BLOW DRY £9.50
FACIAL AND EYEBROW TRIM - £6.50
AGENTS FOR:
"TOTAL CARE" SKIN CARE PRODUCTS, LEICHNER· COSMETICS,
WELLA HAl R .CARE PRODUCTS .
-

-- -

.~------------~~~~-
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BIRTHDAY GREETINGS CONTINUED

ADVERTISEMENT RATES

Happy Birthday to Saranne Walsh. Railpark from her Uncle
Fran and Aunty Kay (11th October).

Full Page £40
Half Page £22
Third Page £15
Quarter Double
Column £12

Love and best wishes for a very happy birthday to Michelle
McGovern. 820 Greenfield. 6 years. Oct. 1st. Love from
Nannie. Una and Uncle Kevin also from Mammy. Daddy.
sisters. Karina. Stacey. Debbie and Regina and from Nannie
Flynn in Kilcloon. Have a nice day.

Discount of20% for new businesses on first
advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements taken
for six months or over if payment is made in
advance.

A fee of £2 is charged for classified advertisements. Of course.
there is no charge on acknowledgements. notices. i.e. birthdays.
missing items. etc.

Love and best wishes for a very happy birthday to Thomas
McGovern 833. Greenfield. 7 years. Oct. 6th. Love from
Nannie. Una and Uncle Kevin also from Mammy. Daddy and
brother Richard and from Nannie Donavan and family. Have
a nice day.

DIARY DATES
Royal Canal Amenity Group Fashion Show.
30th November. in Setanta. Celbridge.

Happy birthday to Regina Tracey. Drogheda. Oct. 6th. From
Una and family in Greenfield.

Community Council Treasure Hunt for cars. bikes
and motor bikes. Sunday 30th September.
Town Centre Mall. 3p.m.

Best wishes to Josie Murphy. Leinster Cottages. who celebrated his 80th birthday. October 10th. this comes from your
many friends in Maynooth and elsewhere.

Provisional: Table Quiz (Community Council - Tidy
Towns Sub Committee). 10th October.
Presentation of Tidy Estates and Shop Fronts awards.
Date and venue to be confirmed.
Contact office - 6285922

Congratulations to Damien O'Connor. Greenfield who celebrated his 21st Birthday with a party in Springfield Hotel.
September 16th. attended by parents. family and a host of
friends.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Meeting of the 'Mary Robinson Presidential
Campaign Committee in Caulfield's Meeting Room
at 8.3Op.m. on October lOp.m.

WANTED
Storage heaters in good condition.
Contact 6285922 (office hours)

Closing date for Credit Union Poster Competition.
8.30 p.m. on 1st December.

FOR SALE
Elegant 3 bed. detached. residence with garage on superb
mature grounds. Porch. hallway. spacious lounge. newly
fitted kitchen. dinette. utility. 3 bedrooms. master en suite.
parlcray central heating. Numerous extras.
House within 3 miles of Maynooth
and beside primary school.
Viewing anytime.
Tel. Mrs. Gaffney 6286684

I.C.A. crafts continue on Monday nights at 8 o'clock.
Nextguild meeting is on October 4th at 8 p.m.
Old People's Committee: morning sessions on Thursdays and Tuesdays from 10.30 to 12.3Op.m. in lCA
Hall. Next party in Post Primary school on Sunday
21st October. <Mass starting at 3.30 p.m.
All are welcome.
Sale of work in Parish Hall on November 18th.
Wheel of Fortune etc.

..

FOR SALE
3/4 Acre site plus mobile for sale. Kilcock area.
For more details contact:
Patrick Meegan. Patrick's Restaurant. Maynooth.

~.~~

Tel. ()28 5367
A Personal Home Hair Styling Service

FOR SALE
1987 Suzuki Ran Moped in good condition complete
with cyclops lock and helmet £450.
Tel. 6285922 1O-4p.m. or 6244695 after 6.3Op.m.

Tired of waiting at the Hairdressers? Problems getting a babysitter
while you have your hair done? Like your own personal stylist?
Have your hair styled by an experienced stylist in the comfort of
your own home at a time that suits you best.

Late appointments can be made for Wednesday and Friday.
Special Family Rates: Wash. Trim and Blow Dry for Mum.
Dad and four Children - £12.00

HOUSE TO LET
Laurence Avenue. suit 4 or 5 sharing.
Contact Nora 6285922 between 10a.m. and 4p.m.
or 6244695 after 6.3Op.m.

DlAL-A-STYLE AT 628 5367 FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
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SIONN'ABEAUTY SALON'
J<:ENNEDY ~HOPPING ~ENTRE.
MAYNOOTH R.OAD.
CELBRIDGE.

Co.

KILDARE. TEL,: 6273666
(BESIDE CELBRIDGE SHOPPING CENTRE. OPPOSITE GARDA STATION).

SPECIAL OPENING OFFER ·

1()~ ][)ISCOUNT ON ALL TREATMENTS DURING OCTOBER 1990.
BEAUTY OF THE. EYES
HAIR REMOVAL.
STANDARO
WAXING OR PRO~IL
BEAUTY OF THE FACE AND NECK
MAKE-UP
HAND AND FOOT CARE
EAR-PIERCING
ELECTROLYSIS
NEW TURBO 'SUNBED
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
AGENT FOR MILA D'OPIZ SWISS COSMETICS AGENT FOR DR. G.M. COLLINOF PARIS
EXLCUSIVE BEAUTY TREATMENT AND SPECIFIC PRODUCTS FOR ALL SKIN' TYPES
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL IN OR PHONE CATHERINE AT 6273666. ,

BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
BES IDE

THE LE INSTER ARMS
TEL:

1.

6286644

110rses taken at board prices or morning prices SP is greater
we. pay SP:

2. We

pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEES. LUCKY 15. LUCKY 31. LUCKY

63.
3. On a11 hand i caps we pay i odds a place 6 or 7 runners "1st & 2nd.
8 - 15 runners 1. 2 & 3rd.16 - or more runne'rs 1. 2. 3. & 4.
'4. ,Every day we have a free draw on los i ng dockets .
. Prize = SOP LUCKY 15. Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.

5.

~OrningpriCeS daily.

6. SpeCial

betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee.
Choice trebles. Special Doubles. Etc.

7.

Ante post bettin on al
59
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are avaIlable
in the Community Coun-il Office .

NAME __________________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________-------AGE

All entries must be origina l work of entrants.

This category of the colouring
competition is for 8-12 yr.olds.
Closing date for receipt of entries; Monday 15 October at 5pm.
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FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES LTD.
INVESTMENT & FINANCIAL SERVICES

SCHOOL FEES !
SCHOOL FEES!
Special Offer of 3 Months Free Investment
if you commence an '
Educational Plan before 12th October 1990
THIS IS THE TIM:E OF YEAR TO PIAN FOR
YOUR CHllDREN'S EDUCATION
***

WE WILL DESIGN AN EDUCATIONAL PIAN TO
MEET YOUR PRECISE NEEDS
***

SHOULD YOU NEED TO BORROW FUNDS NOW
WE CAN OFFER
THE CHEAPEST LOANS ON THE MARKET
***

Remember we work with all leading Banks, Building Societies
and Insurance Companies
Contact Frank or Rita today for
Professional Independent Advice

FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES LTD.
INVESTMENT & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAIN ST., MAYNOOTH,

Tel 01-628 53n· Fax 01-628 5516
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Representatives from Citizen's Information Centres with Gay Byrne at the launch of the new logo for the C.I.C. in the Mansion
House last month. Norah McDermott from Maynooth C.I.C. is included in the photograph.
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1979 Revisited - see 'Eye Hear' • Lecturer's reveals all- StudentSe'ction

)
)

Put Your Problem on our plate I
For all your Catering requirements

contact

PeI;ep O'BpioR G~

Go.W4.

"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MA YNOOTII, CO. KILDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE ·

published by

A PRESIDENT FOR ALL THE PEOPLE

Maynooth Community Council

November will provide a unique experience~for voters aged
under 35, who will be voting in their first presidential election.
While enthusiasm for this expensive ritual of electing a political
vacuum is noticeably lacking in many parts of the country, still,
all voters are encouraged to go out and vote on the day. Who
knows, it might make a difference.

Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Maura Walsh-Conneely

EDUCATION FOR ALL THE PEOPLE?
Some readers may have been following the saga in our sister
town of Celbridge, where the Archbishop has stepped in to
dismiss the Board of Management of Scoil Mochua. The basis
for this action lies in the Board's resistance to an order by the
Archbishop that only children from a defined area would be
enrolled in the school, and that brothers and sisters of children
already in the school but who lived outside this area would have
to go elsewhere. This decision appears to lack a sense of reality,
as brothers and sisters would have to go to different schools
causing considerable problems for parents who have to organise transport, and collection of children from school. There
were other ways of solving the acknowledged problem of
overcrowding which would not have led to protest meetings and
pickets and qonsiderable bitterness. A more 'democratic approach might have been tried, rather than this autocratic dictatorial approach.
The outcome is a questioning of the appropriateness of management structures in our primary schools, arid this may not be a
bad thing, if it leads to legislation whicb~ill enshrine the rights
of parents to decide how and where their children may be taught
in schools which. are funded by their taxes, whether paid
through revenue, or directly as voluntary contributions.

The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Editorial. All matters to be included in the
next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:The Editor, Maynooth NeWSletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth.
Tel. 01 • 6285922

Maximum number of words 500 per article.
Copydate: Monday 19th Nov. at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. Itis an 'open access' publication and will generally
carry any material submitted to it, subject to the law of the land and to editorial
judgement. The judgement is exercised by the editorial committee in order to
preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter. The committee
reserves the; right to alter, abridge or omit material which in its opinion might
rend the Newsletter the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests. Any
contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact the
committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUfORS
We request all our contributors to make sure their m~terial is legible. If
possible, material should be typed, but as not everyone has access to typewriters, the best way to present material is to use eitherneatlegible writing or block
letters, on one side of the paper.

HALLOWE'EN
Finally, a word of caution to parents and children about the
dangers of bonfires at Hallowe'en. The flre brigade is usually
inundated with calls at this time, so take good care to ensure that
things don't get out of hand. Don't leave children unattended.
And lock up your dogs and cats, as the bangers and flreworks
scare the living daylights out of them!

We emphasise that material submitted after the copydate will not be accepted
and will be withheld until the following copydate.
All Material Copyright Maynooth Newsletter 1990
RIGHT TO REPLY

In fairness to our readers and given that this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake the following: In the case of errors offact we

~

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

will publish corrections when we become aware of such.
In the case of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer
that person ortheirrepresentative the right to reply in this magazine subject only
to reasonable length, the laws of libel and our right to respond to such reply.

Dear Editor,
It was with delight that I picked up a copy of October's edition
of the Newsletter and saw the striking changes.
Apart from the new format it was great to see changes in
content. The 'Student Section' in particular is long overdue.
I have to compliment the writer or writers of most of the new
articles in the magazine - not only were they informative but
they were also by and large hilarious.
The article on Maisie Keane also bodes well for the return of the
'Munitir Mha Nuaid' section.
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Letters to the Eaitor
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Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,
Many congratulations on your 'new look' Newsletter. The
change is indeed welcome and greatly appreciated.
.Keep up the good work.

I would be very grateful if you would kindly publish a few
words to express my gratitude to my many friends in Maynooth .
My friends honoured me by inviting me to a very enjoyable
social occasion held at The Springfield Hotel on October 2nd.
The function was held to celebrate my Silver Jubilee ofOrdination. During the social Very Rev. Father Supple PP presented
me with a wallet of notes, amounting to £500, on behalf of my
friends.
My dear friends, thank you very much. I cannot express my
deep appreciation of your kindness and how much I treasure
your great generosity and thoughtfulness.
I know many people contributed in making this a special
occasion, including many of myoid school-mates of 1947. Bu.t
I would like to make special mention to Paddy Nolan, who was
the prime mover in the whole affair. He was helped by Kevin
Murphy, Owen Byrne, Gerry MacTiernan and many others.
I am a proud man today with so many good friends. You will
always be in my heart and in my prayers. May God reward you
all and, God willing, we'll celebrate again after another 25
years.

Yours sincerely,
Martin O'NeiU,
Carton Court.

Dear Editor,
I would like to take a moment of your time in order to pass on

my .sincere thanks to all those who were involved in the
preparation and organisation of the Treasure Hunt last weekend.
Along with two other couples, I took part in the event and we
all had a very enjoyable four or five hours of entertainment We
travelled around the environs of Maynooth and found that
locations previously thought to be unconnected, led to one
another through high-ways and by-ways.
I can say for certain that I had never noticed that tliere were fairy
lights around the square in Kilcock before, I never knew that
there was a nursing home so close to Maynooth. I can now tell
you how many tennis courts are available in the North Kildare
Club and found that, for once, some litter lout's trade mark
actually served a useful purpose by providing the reference for
another clue.
The tension ran high as our patient driver, Joe Kelly, was, by
turns, told to "Hurry Up" and then "Don't drive so fast" and then
the back seat drivers gave varying instructions on direction.
Stephen Kennedy thought through the clues carefully and was
also told to "Hurry Up" as we ladies knew best (his persistence
did payoff a couple of times). Carmel Kelly found out where
Graves came from and Grace Kennedy was very quick on the
up-take, especially when we tried to sort out the Treasures' at
the end. We tried to avoid the wine car with the Misses Bean
and Oliver but like the bad pennies, they turned up every where
we went. They offered seemingly 'helpful' advice generously
to us mature entrants. fortunately we relied on our own wisdom
and found our way round quite satisfactorily. It is funny how
often we were told we did not need to go where they had just
been!! Maybe we had a different set of clues, what do you
think? We must know every foot of the Round Tower site at
Tagadoe but we still took ages to find the "3 white 20s". We
casually tried to look inconspicuo'us as we checked out clues,
when the next competitors arrived at the same spot And still we
did not manage to win.
There was only one black spot on the day and that was the cheats
in the red car who, we were informed, removed the speed limit
sign from the Nursing Home. It is a pity when four young men
can make the effort to take part in an event of this kind and then
seem to fail to find the right spirit, However it was themselves
they let down, let's hope they learn from it
I look forward to the next event and this time I will be keeping
my eyes open for weeks before hand. Again thanks to the
workers.

Most gratefully yours,
Fr. John Nevin MHM

J.K. DECORATORS LTD.

~
('l

_

\ Painting & Decprating • . .
Interior & Exterior
•
:-~ Domestic & Commercial .
•
. --.....,

General Building Repairs & Maintenance
Including Carpentry, Plastering, Roofing etc.

Tel. 01 - 628 6261

SEAN POWER BOOKMAKER
Put the Odds in your favour and have a bet with us!
Morning Prices available each Day
Every Horse a Price

~ Ifwe my you, we will pa~vte

Carmel Hogan.

'-
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Telephone: 628 6256 or 628 5154

.)

JOE MOORE
an .Rd,

Maynooth
Tel. 628 5586
TELEVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
All Repairs Ouaranteed
Same Day Service
Free Estimates

~

9a.m.'"

Mon.'" at.

Satellite Dishes also Available Phone for Details
New & Second - Hand TV and Video sets fully guaranteed

Support Your Local CQa Mere ant

BILLY McCRORY
* Prime PoLish and Texan Economy CoaLs

and SLack
* Anthracite and Extracite
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
* SmokeLess Wonder CoaL
* CoaLite and CoaL Briquettes

•

- ...

~

..,..
. :.. ' ,- ' ..

CAll US ANYTIME
MAYNOOTH

6286859

DUNBOYNE

251202

24 Hour Answering ~ervice
No Delivery Charge
YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST

ALL SMOKELESS FUEL AVAILABLE

BR I DAL HI RE

'=.- --

SPECIALISTS IN BRIDAL WEAR & ACCESSORIES
BRIDAL HIRE, DEBS., EVENING WEAR
- COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK LARGE SELECTION OF DEBS DRESSES ALSO IN STOCK
•

47 CRODAUN FOREST PARK,
CELBRIDGE,
eo. KILDARE

01 - 6271618
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Clubs • Societies • Organisations

JUSTIN McKENNA ~

ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP
NOTES

AROMATIIERAPIST
70 Drimnagh Roaq,
Dublin 12.
Tel. 559973

FASHION SHOW
Preparations are almost complete for our annual fashion show
which this year incorporates the selection of "Miss Royal
Canal 1990 - 1991". The venue for the show is the newly
refurbished function centre at the Setanta House Hotel in
Celbridge. Fashions on display will include: articles from the
exclusive Libra Design Range. articles from the fabulous
Family Album Range and bridal wear from the exquisite
Roses and Wine Collection.
Proceedings commence at 8.30 p.m. and intending patrons are
reminded that since the selection of Miss Royal Canal will
preceed the fashion show, punctuality is advisable. The committee are pleased to announce that the host and compere for
the evening will be rione other than "The Elder lemon" himself.
Mr Christy Walsh - that versatile broadcaster and presenter.
by kind permission of CKR Radio. Fashion commentaries will
be courtesy of the charming and redoubtable Joan HowardWilliams who has assisted us for the past five years. Family
Album will sponsor a lovely prize for the best dressed lady and
I am advised that there will be a selection of nice prizes for the
raffle. Look out for some other surprises as well. There is also
a prize for the best dressed gent As stated in the last NeWSletter
there will be dancing after the fashion show until 1 a.m. so a
good night's entertainment is assured. Out going "Miss Royal
Canal". Miss Paula Buckley will be on band to present the sash
to the winner of this year's competition. Tickets for the show
are very reasonable at £3 a head and there are group rates
available. details of which may be obtained from any member
of the committee. The committee are: Matt Kennedy. Chairman (Maynooth Park). Philip McDermott (Leixlip). Declan
O'Connor. Ann Cotter and Gerard McGlinchey (all of Greenfield Drive). Hugh Sullivan (Kingsbry) and Eileen Fitzpatrick
(Cluain Aoibhinn).

~

By Appointment Only

Hugh McCartan
Smithstown, Maynooth
Tel. 627 1716

• Servicing all makes of cars and vans.
• Breakdown and recovery service.
• Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

DONOVAN'S NEWS AGENTS
Unit 7, Maynooth Shopping Centre
Tel. 628 5847
ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS from £1.99

PIKES BRIDGE
The inclement weather of the last few weeks could not in any
circumstances be considered as conductive to restoration work
but such is the dedication and enthusiasm of the SES workers
that they worlced through most of it only stopping when forced
to due to torrential down pours. The fruits of their labour is
clearly evident to anyone passing the bridge. since the area has
been much enhanced even in the short space of time that the
team have been there.

MAGAZINES, CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs~ & Fri 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Maynooth • Celbridge • Leixlip Cabs Limited

EDDIE TRACEY

YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE

24 Hour Service
Cars • Mini Bus· Coach Hire· Car Rental

Wedding Photography ___

Tel 628 9222
Eugene O'Shea Tel. 628 6539

Eddie Tracey
DISTANCE NO OBJECT
KEENEST RATES

Tel. 381420

Weddings • BusiI!ess • Social

~

83 Kinvara Park, Navan Roadr Dublin 7.
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For full range of waxed clothing and country wear.
Wax Jackets at an unbeatable price of £30.
Large Stocks of Shirts, Jumpers, Boots, Gloves, Hats

etc~etc.

COME ALONG AND VIEW.

Ol~6286853

ST. MARYS BRASS AND REED BAND
Invites you to

'AIRS AND RACES'
A night of fun and entertainment with a

RACE NIGHT
followed by dancing to

THE PARTNERS
In

The Leinster Arms Maynooth
on

Friday 9th November
First Race - 9 p.m. (sharp) - First Dance - 11.30 p.m.
Bar Extension

Admission £3.00
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CI ubs • Societies • Organisations
ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP NOTES
CONTINUED

BILLY CLARKE

MISS PAULA BUCKLEY

Kilcloon, Dunboyne.
Tel. 628 5706

lbe Chainnan and committee would like to extend sincere
thanks to outgoing "Miss Royal Canal" Miss Paula Bucldey ,for
staunch and loyal service during the year of her reign. Paula's
work with the group in the area of Public Relations was much
appreciated. We wish her well in the future.

".
•

LITTER
The harbour and its environs are now in regular use by many
people and while the committee are pleased to see this wonderful ainenity being used we would appeal to all those using it to
take cognisance of the amenity, the environment and the
community by keeping it litter free.

GROCERY
.' LOTTERY TICKET AGENT
COAL AND BRIQUETTES

,J:;

FOR EVERY DA Y NEEDS

A

COMPLETE ACCOUNTANCY SERVICE
AVAILABLE

PATHS

•

No Assignment too big or too small

As promised in October's Newsletter cleaning of paths has

already commenced and people will again be able to walk along
the banks with ease.

Personal Attention of Qualified Accountant
VAT • PAYE • Ledgers • Costing • St()ck Control
Annual Accounts and Returns
Cash Flow • Budgets etc.

DON'T FORGET THE FASmON SHOW
ON 30.11.90 • TELL YOUR FRIENDS!
A GOOD NIGHT IS PROMISED

Contact: MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 Straffan Way, Maynooth. Tel. 6285246

Gerry Fitzpatrick,
PRO

Our committee has representatives from the following:
Maynooth College; Maynooth Community Council; Maynooth
and Kilcock Lions Club; R.C.A.G.; Carton House; Maynooth
Schools; E. Kavanagh & Co.; Maynooth Churches; Don Bosco
Trust; Carton Committee; Maynooth Development Association; I.C.A. and Maynooth Chamber of Commerce.

MAYNOOTII C;{STLE RESTOI{ATION
COMMITTEE
At last a very small step in restoring Maynooth Castle's identity
has come to pass. At the time of going to press the wiring for
the floodlights is complete and connection is expected shortly,
We have been assured that we shall have light for Hallowe'en.
This is all due to the Castle Committee who acquired a letter of
intent from the Hon. David Nall-Cain as present owner, and to
the Office of Public Works, the prospective owners. The
National Monuments section of the O.P .W. somehow found the
money fo~ payment of the installation of the floodlighting and
Kildare County Council very kindly acceeded to our request to
take the responsibility for the running cost;
All this did not happen of its own accord so many thanks are due
to the committee for their time and dedication. Gratitude is
particularly due to our hardworking and tenacious administrator, Mr Gerard Howard-Williams for not taking 'no' for an
answer. He has worked untiringly behind the scenes, coordinating, badgering and ironing out all the problems, little and
large.
This tiny step behind us we now have to concentrate on the main
restoration project. FAS have approved the committee to take
on a Social Employment Scheme. This scheme will be to
research and co-ordinate all aspects of a project which the
Office of Public Works requires before restoring Maynooth
Castle. This project is to present a continuing use of a restored
castle. We must make use of this fantastic asset and put the
legacy of the past to work for the future of our town.

Our ex committee is as follows:
Mons. M. Ledwith - Chairman
Mr. G. Howard-Williams - Administrator
Mrs J. Howard-Williams - Secretary
Mr. M. Stapleton - Treasurer
Mr. E. McCann - P.R.O.
Ms. M. Cullen - Historian
Mr. D. Stewart - Architect
This committee is truely representative of Maynooth town but
if there is an organisation or individual who feels they and their
views are not represented then the secretary would like to hear
from them. Her address is Carton, Maynooth.
During the coming weeks the activity around the castle will be
caused by the Survey. Through our architect Mr. D. Stewart,
lecturer in Architecture, third year students from the schools of
Architecture & Surveying, College of Technology, Bolton
Street, will be carrying out a survey, including an aerial survey.
We know this is going to be of enormous value to the castle and
again is a step to the establishment of a vistior's reception
centre. There is a long, hard road ahead but with such a
dedicated committee I'm sure it will achieve its aim - i.e. the
restoration of Maynooth Castle.
Secretary.
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OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
This month the big date is: SUNDAY NOV. 18th at 3 p.m.

Our news this month is all about SIGNS. Our new neighbourhood watch signs have now been received and locations are at
present being agreed and we should see the distinctive blue and
silver signs on display within a matter of weeks.
The most important signs as far as we are concerned are the NO
ENTRY signs to be erected at both ends of the long lane
between Mill Street and the Dunboyne Road. The County
Traffic Committee have at last given the green light for the
erection of these signs which will end many years of frustration
for our Residents. During this period they have lived with the
continuous threat from drivers of vehicles of all shapes and
sizes who have used this lane as a race track to avoid traffic
build-ups on the Main Street, without any regard for those using
the lanes leading on to the long lane. In recent years, with the
increase in numbers travelling to and from the city at weekends, the problem has grown out of all proportion. We are
pleased that both the Gardai and the County Council have at last
acknowledged that there has been a danger and we hope the new
signs will be erected without delay. Let's hope that the next
Newsletter notes will be reporting on the success of the New
System.

The Place: THE PARISH HALL
The Event: OUR ANNUAL SALE OF WORK
This is the major fund raising event for the year and we hope that
you will support us as generously as in previous years. During
the coming days there will be a door to door collection by
committee members for donations and items for the stalls.
Raffle tickets will be on sale at the supermarket during the
weekendsofNov.8th-lOthandNov.15th-17th. Thewinning
ticket for the· Monster Christmas Hamper and other valuable
prizes will be drawn at the Sale of Work.
We extend our sympathy to the family and friends of Lorrie
Farrelly of Newtown who died recently.
PRO

The October meeting was held on Thurs. 4th Oct. Madam
President Mrs.M. Stynes in the chair.
A vote of sympathy for Geraldine Tracy on the death oCher
mother. The Oct. Competition "My Favourite Postcard" was
won by Margaret Kirwan, 2nd Madeleine Stynes, 3rd Kay
Byrnes.
Nov. Competition will be the best flowering pot plant All
activities continue with crafts on Mondays at 8 p.m.
Badminton: Tues. and Thurs. 11 - 12.30 p.m.
The Nov. meeting will be held on Thurs. 1st Nov. in the ICA
Hall, The Harbour, at 8 p.m. New members welcome.

A lot has been happening over the last few months. Firstly there
was the children's sports and bar-be-quedayon the 14th ofJuly.
This was a fun day for the children with all kinds of races
followed by a bar-be-que and a prize-giving ceremony. Later
that evening the adults bar-be-que took place with bright
coloured lights, live music and good food, cooked on the open·
fire. This, as usual, was a great opportunity to socialise with all
your neighbours and have a good night of fun.
On the 18th of August the annual Golf Outing took place. After
setting off early and treking around an 18 hole golf course the
refreshments provided by Donovan's were more than welcome.
The competition was stiff and the outcome of the day was Mr
Matt Doran, first place. Second prize was won by Mr Dermot
Coonan and the third by Mr Eddie Cunningham. The visitors
prize was won by Mr Noel Byrne. But we have to say well done
to all who took part and played so well. Unfortunately there
were no female competitors but who knows perhaps next year
they'll give the men a run for their money.
The prizes for the golf were presented to the winners on the 25th
August at the Annual Dinner Dance, which was held in Ned
Slevin's in Dunboyne. As usual Mrs. Slevin excelled herself in
preparing an absolutely marvellous meal. Many thanks to both
Mrs. Slevin and all her staff, who made everyone feel relaxed
and comfortable during the night. There were spot prizes galore
to be won thanks to the generosity of the local business as listed
below.

Geraldine Tracy
PRO

The new music classes have been a tremendous success with all
the students and their parents showing lots of interest and
ability. We hope that their enthusiasm will See them right
through the early and most difficult months'when the going
seems tough. Don't worry though if you can see this period out
the rest will be well worth while, ask any member of our Senior
Band. Although this is the 'Closed Season' as far as engagements are concerned, we led a Scouts parade to a special Mass
in Kilcock last month and on Saturday 3rd November we travel
to Leixlip for a parade and short recital in the Main Street.
On Sunday 4th November at 11 o'clock we tum out for our most
important engagement of the year - our Annual Mass for
Deceased Members. We hope to be joined by relatives and
friends of all deceased members for this very special occasion.
Fund raising is an ongoing feature of our recent Bulletins, at
least until our new uniforms appear on the streets, and the next
episode takes place in the Leinster Arms on Friday 9th November where we are organising a night of fun with a Race Night and
dancing to a live band. Racing begins at 9 o'clock sharp and
the dancing at 11.30 p.m. There is a Bar Extension and tickets
are only £3. We hope to see all our friends and supporters there
for what will be a most enjoyable evening.
See you with all the news on this and other topics next month.

TIDY EST ATE COMPETITION
In September we received the welcome news that Kingsbry
won the Tidy Estates Competition. We were especially delighted with this placing as ~ast year we were voted as the worst
estate in Maynooth. At the end of May last, the Residents'
association organized a 'qean Up' day. The response was such
a positive one that a tremendous amount was achieved on that
day. Also (Mr. Doolin) our contract grass cutter has done a
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wonderful job on the greens this year. He has met with all our
expectations and surpassed them. I think you will all agree that
he deserves a commendation for talking such pride and care
with his work. Also the Residents' Association members with
the'help of Mr. Mick Martin got to grips with the entrance stone
and planted shrubs and plants around it which further enhanced
the entrance to the estate. All these factors combined to
improve the appearance of the estate sufficiently enough to
raise our placing in the Tidy Estates competition from last to
frrst So well done toeveryoneconcemed, without your help we
could not ·have done it Later in the month there will be a
presentation to the Chairman of the Residents' Association,
news of which will be forthcoming.
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Lastly, there will be a Fun Night Out in the form of a pub quiz
early in November and we anticipate a good attendance on the
night. Further notice will be sent through your door at a later
date. The list of sponsors for the spot prizes for the Dinner
Dance are as follows:
A.LB.
Jim's Shoe Repairs
Bank of Ireland
Maynooth Jewellers
Billie's Boutique
McCormack's Chemist
Movie Store
Billy McCrory
Brady's Pub
Mulcahy's butchers
New Waves
Caulfield's Pub
Car Wash
Conroy's Chemist
C.P.L.
Donovan's Newsagent
Greenfield's Supermarket
HulaBou
Ua Buachalla's
Xanadu

Patrick's Restaurant
Coyne & Bergin
Quinnsworth
F.M.k. Casuals
Sports Locker
Top of the Crop
Ulster Bank

GREE~¥IELD3ESTATE RESIDE~TS'

ASSOCIATIO~

_

We are in the Season of 'Mists and Mellow Fruitfulness' again,
but it is hoped, not of SMOG. Do what you (;an for YOUR
environment this year from the beginning. It is also time for a
general tidy-up of the Estates and your own gardens. The trees
need some pruning and general maintenance and .stakes may
need to be frrmed up and a check made that the tie is not biting
into the flesh of the tree. It all takes time but many hands make
light work!
Presumably everyone knows by now that Greenfield Estate was
third in the Tidy Estates competition. We should aim to go up'
one place next year, at least In the meantime, congratulations
to the winners of [rrst and second place - but look to your laurels,
we will not be staying at third!!
Speaking of trees - it is terrible that the children and even young
adults in the Estate have so little respect for trees. They are to
be seen swinging on their lower branches until they tear off and
the biggest black mark goes against the children - mostly young
teens of GREENFIELD DRIVE - who have managed to completely kill one tree on the Green, by stripping it of bark. Some
people suggest that they did not understand what they were
doing, but their parents always claim high levels of intelligence
for them. I wonder what excuse they would give for this
vandalism on their own doorsteps.
Having criticised some young people, it is very nice to be able
to give praise to others. There are two yomig gentlemen who
should be considered honorary members of the Committee.
They bring round the agendas, deliver newsletters, help out
with the tidy-ups, give a hand with the fence on Laurence
Avenue. In facuhey turn up just about everywhere there is
work to be done. They are Alan Quinn of Straffan Way and
Damien Farrell of Greenfield Drive. Thank you lads! All you
members of the Boy Scouts could do worse than to take these
two lads as a practical example of behaviour.
And another vote of thanks is in order this month - frrstly to the
new Treasurer, Mrs. Mary Farrell, and secondly to all of you
who have paid your subs. It was a record collection and is
greatly appreciated by your hardworking Committee. Thanks.

Winner or Tidy Estate· Kingsbry Maynooth

Second· Cluain Aoibhinn Maynooth.

VANDALISM
In order to further enhance the estate the committee have
planted new trees at various points throughout the estate. But
it seems as if we are fighting a losing battle as the 'tree wreckers'
are about once again. Several trees throughout the estate have
been broken recently. What possible satisfaction can be attained from breaking these trees is totally beyond the understanding of most people but none-the-Iess the trees are still
being vandalised. ·The Residents' Association would like to ask
all residents to be more vigilant if they see someone tampering
with trees, as at the end of the day it is us, the residents, who have
to pay to have them replaced. Finally we would just like to say
to the 'tree wreckers' themselves "PLEA:'SE LEAVE OUR
TREES ALONE" •
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leaving and Intermediate Certificate··
students.!. having problems
with some subjects?
IF so THERE ARE MANY REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD
GIVE THE C.T.C A CALL.
1.
TU ITION IS PROV IDED IN .AN ACTUAL CLASSROOM ENV IRONMENT NOT
SUBJECT TO INTERFERENCE.
2. OUR TEACHERS ARE SELECTED ON THE BAS IS OF A PROVEN RECORD
OF SUCCESS.
3. WE ARE COMMITTED TO ACHIEVING SUCCESS FOR OUR STUDENTS AS
WE DEPEND ON THEIR SUCCESS FOR OUR REPUTATION.
4. OUR CLASSES ARE RESTRICTED IN SIZE,THUS GUARANTEEIN~ INDIVIDUAL
ATTENTION.
5. SMALL CLASSES HAVE CERTAIN ADVANTAGES OVER ONE. TO ONE GRINDS:
* BECAUSE THEY CREATE A HEALTHY COMPETITIVE ATMOSPHERE
AMONG STUDENTS.
* BECAUSE THEY STIMULATE INTEREST AND DISCUSSION.
* BECAUSE DIFFIDENT STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM THE QUESTIONS ASKED
BY MORE '. S'ELF - .CONFIDENT CLASS MATES.
* BECAUSE THE CLASSROOM ENV IRONMENT ENSURES THAT PROFESS IONAl
STANDARDS AR~, MAINTAINED.
6. WE OFFER VERY COMPET ITIVE FEEs" WITH PRO PORT IONATE REDUCT IONS
PER CLASS IN THE FOLLOWING CIRCUMSTANCES:
--~

* . ...;_.

! _ _ .-. - - -

A.
B.
C.

FOR THOSE TAKING MORE THAN ONE SUBJECT.
FOR MEMBERS OF THE SAME FAMILY.
FOR A GROUP OF FRIENDS WHO ENROL EN BLOC. '
FOR FURTHER ENQUIRIES-CONTACT:

eEL I GE TU ORIAl
COLLEGE
.(01" 6272100'
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CARLYN ELECTRONICS LTD.
Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel: 01 - 6285268
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
From 1 to 10 Lines
Installation & Maintenance
Systems M oved & Extended
PANASONIC Telephone Answering Machines,
with Remote Message Retrieval £135 installed.
FAX MACHINES from £675 installed.

SUPERPHONE Long-range Cordless Phones, up to 3 miles range, £310.
Watch your Phone Bills with the PRINTACALL LINE MONITOR.
Prints,out every number dialled and call duration. Can also print out
details of incoming call duration and unanswered ca
s. a
~:~~, l
Idealfor the Small B usiness.
,_ ,
Price: £310 installed.
;;.;; \\H~;.~
EIRCELL Car-phone MK II with Full Features £535 (£4.69 per week).
MOTOROLA Hand-Portable with 2 Batteries £795 (£6.97 per week).
NOKIA High-Power Transportable, 14 hr. Battery £875 £7.67 per week).
The above weekly rates are based on 3 years lease purchase.

PERSONA L COMPUTERS
- Goldstar, ARC, Olivetti, Amstrad

PRINTERS
- Star, Epson, Brother

LASER PRINTE RS
- Star, Kyocera, Hewlett-Packard, Sharp
SALES

INSTALLATIONS

.

MAINTENANCE

Teachers, Please N ote:
We are pleased to announce that we have been appointed as an Approved
Dealer by Gericmar Ltd. and will be participating in special PC and
Printer Deals for Schools in the area.
Details of the Goldstar PC Range can be had on request and we are always
available to discuss your school's individual requirements.

Note: All prices for commercial equipment are shown exclusive of VAT.
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CARLYN ELECTRONICS LTD.
Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel: 01 - 6285268
DOMESTIC EQIDPMENT

.sKY

SATELLITE TV

MOVIES
NE.WS
Tired of the same old programmes? Or just want to change channels?

;ft~ ~-

*
**** *

*

Now, there's a real alternative to RTE and BBC.
The Astra Satellite brings you 8 English-speaking channels, including
24 hour News and 2 dedicated Sports channels.
For language students, there are Gennan, Dutch and Scandinavian channels;
and multi-lingual Sports commentary selection.

PERFECT RECEPTION GUARANTEED IN ALL AREAS.
Price: £395 inclusive of Remote Control Channel Changer, VAT,
and 1 year Guarantee .

.

.

DOMESTIC ALARMS to Insurance Standard IS199
from £300 including VAT.
SECURITY LIGHTS installed (Body Heat Detector)
from £120 inc!. VAT.

AUTOMATIC NIGHTLIGHTS, On at dusk,
Off at dawn, from £70 inc!. VAT.

TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
1 - Line Telephone System with 4 Extensions and Built-in Burglar Alarm,
installed from £400 inc!. VAT.
DIALABLOC Telephone Electronic Lock £69 installed inc!. VAT.

Sole Agent in Ireland/or Fisher, Garrett, C - Scope,
Gold Mountain and Orion Detectors;
Fisher 1265 x , - £549
Fisher 1280 x (Underwater) - £649
Gold Mountain King Cobra £399.
Machines sold subject to the provisions of the National Monuments Amendments Act, 1987.
Details supplied.

All Prices shown under Domestic Equipment are inclusive 0/ VAT.
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Residents' Associations Notes
By the way, if you have paid your subscription and have not
received a receipt, please contact your Committee member who
will arrange one for you.
The fence on Laurence Avenue is making progress and work
will be going on again this week-end and probably next weekend also.
The Committee confmned the Association's support for the
ACRA campaign against Toll Roads in the Kildare area and
pledged to help in any way possible. Two members of the
Committee attend the area ACRA meeting in Celbridge, one of
whom, Michael Quinn, presently serves as Secretary for the
local branch. The Committee agreed to support his continuing
in ,that role. The Supper DaI}ce is again on the horizon. The
reservation has to be made within the next month.

A meeting of the Committee was held in September. We are
awaiting the date of commencement of the Neighbourhood
Watch Scheme. A meeting with the Gardai has to be arranged
for our matters to be formalized. At long last "the wall" has been
re-built again. This work was carried out by the residents and
a very fine job has been done. No doubt it will keep the draught
off the road.
The A.G .M. will be held in this month and a full tum out is
expected. A date will be arranged.

A PRESIDENTIAL CONTEST! 1
- BUT WHERE'S THE REFERENDUM TO
ABOLISH GROUND RENTS?
Last Spring the Minister for Justice indicated that a Referendum
on the issue of ground rents may be held at the same time as the
Presidential Elections. ACRA welcomed this opportunity'to
fmally rid the country of the feudal practise which requires
households, whose houses were built prior to 1978, to pay in
perpetuity a "black" rent for which no goods or services are
provided.
However, despite a country wide campaign by ACRA to insure
that the'Referendum be held, we were most disappointed that
,the Minister announced that due,to the long summer recess the
Dail did' not have sufficient time to approve the holding of a
Referendum. This 'excuse' rang very hollow when we witnessed the speed with which legislation was enacted to enable
the Goodman organisation to be saved from liquidation. Where
there's a will there's a way.
The ending of ground rents now would have been most timely
in view of two new disturbing trends. The first trend being the
tactic of some ground Landlords to threaten householders in the
Dublin area with re-possession of their dwelling despite a
provision of the 1978 Landlord and Tenant Act which effectively states that no person can be evicted for non-payment of
ground rent
The second trend is the sell-out by some big Irish ground
Landlords, namely Belton Housing, Irish Life and McInerney
Properties to British ground Landlords who specialise in collections in England. Indeed we still haye the national scandal
whereby the State pays to English Landlords ground rents on
365 properites including the G.P.O. and Arbour Hill, where our
1916 leaders are buried.

Political Notes
In view of all of these facts ACRA calls upon householders in
Kildare to request from canvassers for Fianna Fail's candidate
a full and proper explanation as to why the Minister for Justice
did not provide us with the opportunity to consign the ground
rents to the dustbin of history.
Michael Quinn,
Secretary.

MARY ROBINSON PRESIDENTIAL
CAMPAIGN
Recent opinion polls which suggest that Mary Robinson haS a
real chance of winning the forthcoming Presidential election
have given an added spur to our campaign in Maynooth.
Members have been out canvassing over the past two weeks and
the Labour Party are quite confident that if people come out and
vote our candidate can win a majority of the votes in the
Maynooth area. The response on the doorstep has been very
positive to Mrs. Robinson particularly among women voters
and there is a growing ,consensus that the electorate want a
different kind of presidency after over fifty years of conservative, male politicians retiring to the Park.
By coming out and voting for Mary Robinson on November 7th
you will be affmning your support for progressive politics and
rejecting the tired 'no problem' cliches of the conservative
parties.

LYREEN RESIDENTS
Maynooth's Labour candidate in the forthcoming local elections John McGinley, has recently been in contact with Lyreen
Residents Association as follows:
"I have been informed by Deputy Emmet Stagg that the recent
Co. Council meeting agreed to the proposal, put forward by the
local Labour Branch on behalf of the Residents' Association,
that will prevent traffic entering your area from the Dunboyne
Road or from Mill Street Access will be available from the
lanes leading from Main Street and the G~dai have agreed to
keep these clear of parked vehicles".
John and the Branch are glad to be of service in this matter.

DESMOND DOYLE
CARPENIRY SERVIf~E~
l ~~

\!..,~~
ESTIMATES FREE '.., r ,"

370 Maynooth Road,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

Tel. 628 8532

STRAFFANWAY
Following representations from residents in the area, Deputy
Stagg has been in contact with the Co. Council regarding the
provision of a screening wall between Straffan Way Green and
the new motorway.

Maynooth and Celbridge
Maynooth: 9a.m. - lOp.m. (Monday to Friday)
9a.m. - 8p.m. (Saturday) lOa.m. - 3p.m. (Sunday)

STREET LIGHT FOR DOCTOR'S LANE

Monthly Specials in every Department
One free I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you spend
for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which will
enter you in our monthly draw

With the onset of the dark evenings residents are again becoming aware of the poor public lighting which is provided in many
parts of the town. Deputy Stagg has recently made representations in this regard to the Co. Council with reference to Doctor's
Lane which is particularly badly served and has asked that an
additional street light be provided in the area.

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW
AGENT FOR LOTIERY • GAS • COAL • BRIQUETIES

O'NEILL PARK PARKING PROBLEM

MURPHY BROS UNDERTAKERS

Following representations by John McGinley to the Co. Council in connection with the parking of trucks and cars around the
entrance to O'Neill Park, the residents have now been provided
with bollards for erection around the entrance and we trust this
will eliminate the traffic hazard that was occuring there.

Tel. 045 - 97397
Complete Funeral Service to Maynooth
and surrounding areas for many years,

.
'
a

MOYGLARE ROAD IMPROVEMENTS

Tel. Naas 045 - 97397 Day or Night
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Residents attempting to negotiate the Moyglare Road are well
aware of the very poor condition of the road. John McGinley
has recently written to the Co. Council seeking a timetable for
the completion of work on the road which is in bad need of
repair before the onset of winter.

Funeral Home Now Available

Paddy Desmond,
Main Street, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6366

Local Agent:

Have It Framed

ANNUAL COLLECTION
This year's local annual door-to-doorcollection was aresounding success, with receipts almost double last year's. We thank
all those who contributed. Your contributions, however small,
are vital to a party which depends entirely on the financial
support of the general public, in the absence of the business
donations which are the main lifeline of the bigger political
parties, and which clearly reflect where the reat. interests of
these parties lie.

• Prints
• Canvasses
• Water Colours
e Photos
• Mirrors

'MARY ROBINSON CAMPAIGN
By the time these notes appear, the Presidential election campaign will be in full swing in Maynooth. The Workers'Party has
given its full support to Mary Robinson's candidature, in view
of her outstanding record in defending the rights of the disadvantagedand of minority groups, andheroutspolcen position on
the need for progressive social changes. Opinion polls have
shown that her campaign has appealed to a wide section of the
Irish public, and that ultimate victory is now on the cards. In
Maynooth, the Workers' party has involved itself with the local
Robinson Campaign Committee established at a packed public
meeting on October 10 last, and is confident that the people of
Maynooth will maintain the admirable progressive voting rec.;
ord which they have established for themselves over the last
decade.

Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel. 628 6166

Maynooth Cycle Cen\te
Main Street, Maynooth.

~.

~

Christmas Club Now Open For Cycles and Toy
Open 6 days
Mon. - Sat. 9a.m. - 6p.m. Wed. 1 p.m.

INDUSTRIAL POLICY
The Workers' Party held a special consultative conference on
October 6 in Dublin to debate a Discussion Document on
Industrial Policy prepared by the party's Economic Affairs

Tel. 628 5239
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DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

Committee. The document stresses the vital role of manufacturing industry in generating the wealth to expand the jobcreating potential of the .Irish economy. Existing policies are
seriously defective in that, while industrial output is actually
growing rapidly, much of the potential spin-off is lost to the
country through imported goods and services and exports of
profits. .This is largely due to an overdependence on foreign

Opening Hours:
7a.m. - 9.30p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)
Sa.m. - S.30p.m. (Sat. - Son.)

firms.

The discussion document argues that industrial policy should
place the emphasis on developing native Irish industry which
can capture export markets. Because of the weak: nature of
native Irish enterprise, the state must take the leading role in
creating a support structure capable of building up a limited
number of sectors with export potential. A National Industrial
Council is proposed? bringing together government, trade unions and private business in a single forum to reach a consensus
on what needs to be done, and to obtain support throughout the
. community for achieving these aims. This Council would in
tum agree on aNational Industrial Plan, to be implemented with
the assistance of a streamlined state agency which would
replace the fourteen or so existing different state agencies
which have a role in economic development.
Attended by some eighty delegates from around the country,
the Dublin conference was a great success. Working through
the medium of a set of discussion groups, the conference threw
up a wide variety of ideas and concerns, which have been
reported back to the Economic Affairs Committee. These will
now be taken into..account in a revised document, to be presented to next year's Ard Fheis for adoption as party policy.

AUTHORISE!;) AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE
- £3.99 AND A FREE FILM

Tel.· 628 5813

TONY MENTON & SONS
;(J7.i-cedar Park. Tel. 624 485'f....-- --

~

AllWoaG~_

i

-• Painting & Decorating· Interior & Exterior
• Professional Wallpapering· Chimney Cleaning at its best
• Brushes Vacuum & Screen • Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the Green Pages & Golden Pages

LS Autos

Returning after the Summer break, it was gratifying to see the
return of old members together with a refreshing influx of new
blood to the Cumann.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED & APPROVED
BY LEADING INSURANCE COMPANIES

AGM
CRASH REPAIRS • SPRAY PAINTING
COLOUR MATCIDNG • SALES & SERVICE
RECOVERY SERVICE
WINDSCREENS SUPPLIED AND FITTED

This was held on 13 September last. There was a most pleasing
turnout of members and prospective members and the committee elections were all well-contested. The new committee,
under the continuing calm and committed -chairmanship of
Michael Caden, is finalising its programme for the coming year
and it will be the principal topic for discussion at the next
monthly meeting.

Ballygoran,
Maynooth, CO. Kildare.
Tel. 628 5532

GARDA STATIONS
Our local representatives have been keeping their minds on

NUZSTOP

important local issues over the Summer months and unfortunately local crime is a fact of life with which we must now
contend. Deputy Sean Power continues to keep his colleague,
the Minister for Justice, informed of local needs, in particular
the prOblems created by the lack of a permanent Garda presence
in the towns of Leixlip and Celbridge with our own station
being ppen only in restricted hours during the day. Deputy
Power will report back to the Cumann on developments very
soon.

Main Street Maynooth
Tel. 628 6072
Specialise in Cards • Cooked Meats • Gifts • Toys
• Daily Papers and Magazines • Stationery
• Cigarettes • Sweets • Chocolates • Light Grocery
Also Silver-Ware • Gifts • T-Shirts • Back Patches

GOODNEWS
It was good to hear also that North Kildare's branch of the Irish
Wheelchair Association received a grant of £10,000 from the
Minister for Social Welfare under a new Social Services scheme
for Voluntary Organisations. The money is to provide the
Branch with a new Mini-Bus.

Opening Hours
7a.m: - 9.30 p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)
8.00a.m. - 8.30p.m. (Sat. Sun.)
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COUNTRY

SHOP
Mill Street, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Opening

Hours '

-------~\I

Mon. to Sat.
9.30am to 5.30pm ·

Tel. 6286766 --."---~-.........,Iiiiiii-~--LWhat's new at the 'Country Shop?
A

LINGERIE
.

IS

SECTION '
-

--

NOW ' OPEN
.,

STOCK I NG MANY POPULAR BRANDS SUCH AS
PLAYTEX, CACHAREL, SIMONE

PERELE. BERLIE

AND MANY, MANY MORE.
"-

."-

WE HAVE COTTON NIGHTIES WITH A DIFFERENCE. '-

FOR MEN, WE HAVE GIFTS GALORE • .
-

PLUS A WHOLE NEW RANGE OF- CHRISTMAS GIFTS
TO CHOOSE FROM.
CALL IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
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Politic'al Notes
We the ordinary people of Maynooth can help by:1. Writing to Gerry Collins, Minister for Foreign Affairs.

FlANNA FAIL NOTES CONTINUED
NEW ROADS

2. Signing the petition available for the Martin Foran Support
Group, Box 2794, Dublin 4.

The suppliers of shock-absorbers may not be pleased but
motorists will be..glad-to-·reflect that their years of trial are
drawing to a close. Dare we say it but it is likely that work on
the Leixlip-Maynooth-Kilcock by-pass will start in 1991 and is
expected to be finished within three to four years thereafter.

3. Coming to the protest at the British Embassy, Tues. Oct. 23rd
from 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
4. Coming to a public meeting A.T.G .W.U. Hall Middle Abbey
Street, (Chaired by Mary Cullen) Oct 24th 8 p.m.

PRESIDENCY
For those who missed it, the Tanaiste and FiannaFail candidate,
Brian Lenihan, T.D., was in town last Friday, 12, October. His
campaign bus aIDved here after leaving Cashet that morning
and taking in a number of stops on the way, includin~ Athy,
Naas and Clane. What impressed local observers was the
vigour and enthusiasm for the canvass which he displayed at the
end of a gruelling tour of the country and despite the stream of
speculation aboilt his state of health. Indeed, many of his
younger tour-party seemed to be sagging at the knees praying
for baths and bed while the Tanaiste hilmelf revelled in his
whirlwind tour of shops, pubs and populace in the Main Street
Then it was off for more of the same in Leixlip and Celbridge
before making for Dublin.

Lastly write to:

. Martin Foran,
H.M.P. Frankland,
Brusside,
Durham DID YD,
England.

On Mon. 15th Pat Kenny's programme highlighted the case so
we hope it will soon come to a successful finish.
H.Dunne,
Hon. Sec.

MARY ROBINSON FOR PRESIDENT
COMMITTEE

Carlton Cleaners

At a very well attended open meeting on 10th October the
following Committee was elected to promote the candidature of
Mary Robinson for President:
Chairperson: Mary Cullen
Director of Elections: John McGinley
Committee Members: Fran Walsh, Peter Connell,
Pat Moynan, Fiachra 0 Ceilleachair.

Curtain Care Leather & Evening Wear
Specialists in Suede
Repairs and Alterations
Shirt & La\IDdry Service
Same Day Service incl. Saturday

Open 6 Days

The committee will be canvassing house to house in a 3 week
campaign. Particular attention will be given to the College. (It
was Mary Robinson who sought the rights for 18 year olds to
vote in 1973).
Any members of the public who would like to help on Election
Day are most welcome. If you can provide transport on the day
please contact John McGinley.

Maynooth Shopping 'Centre

Tel. 628 5511

Visual Image Photography
Photography - Social; Commercial;
Weddings; Video

vIAYNOOTH BRANCH
MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE
GROUP

102 Moyglare Village, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.

Tel. 01 ·6286488

Martin Foran is a non political prisoner in Frankland JaH,
Durham. He says he has been framed twice by the notorious
West Midlands Serious Crime Squad, the force responsible for
the conviction of the Birmingham Six. Like the Birmingham
Six he was convicted on the basis of an uncorroborated" confession" made while in police custody.
Martin has always claimed he is innocent and in 1980 he went
on hunger strike. As a result he developed aserious medical
problem and his life is now in danger. He is suffering with a
very poorly performed collostomy operation. A nurse who
examined him describes the way the operation was bungled as
"Criminal Negligence". He has also developed cancer in his
right eye and suffered a heaq attack last year.

• Communion and Family Portraits
• Photography by award winning professional photographer
Mr. Gerald P. MacCann BFA (H) MIPPA MIPF
• Wedding photography a speciality.
See our large range of beautiful photographs and albums
Member of the Irish professional Photographers' Association.
Member of the World Council of Professional Photographers.
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TEL. 6285247

SCALLY'S
CENTRA
M.ain St. M.aynooth
(NEW STORE)

FREE DELIVERY

GREAT PRICES
IRISH LUNCHEON VOUCHERS ACCEPTED
DELI FRU1T/VEG. FUEL/COAL
GROCERIES

NEWSAGENCY~

OPENING HOURS 7.30AM - 9.00PM 7 DAYS

AC'CESS

VISA

COME IN AND VISIT OUR NEW STORE
WHERE YOU ARE SURE OF OUR PERSONAL
SERVICES AT ALL TIMES.

•
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EYE HEAR

'

ELEVEN YEARS ON •••
A copy of the November 1979 issue of the Newsletter has
recently fallen into the hands of Eye Hear. Readers may be
interested to know what the main concerns of those far off days
were.
It seems we were still talking about the visit of Pope John Paul
II to the College, and expecting a subsequent wave of spirituality to wash over us. A welcome was extended to the Reverend
J.F. Hammond, now moved to other parishes. The political
parties were gently requested to remove local election posters.
The highlight of the October meeting of the ICA was the visit
ofMts Camilla Hannon. The doubting Thomases ofMaynooth
had the temerity to cast doubt on the possibility of erecting the
footbridge on the Straffan Road. Little did they think that the
blue metal structure would ever provide a convenient location
for the ·multi lingual graffitti which now grace its graceful
contours.
Condolences were offered to Bernard Durkan on the death of
his father. Joe Buckley was looking for a male shop assistant
aged over 16 years - Sylvia Meehan of the Employment
Equality Agency might like to see Joe to talk: about the Employment Equality Act!
BernardDurkan told the Newsletter that the County Council
intended to include the construction of a footpath at the Square
along Brady's in the other works list for 1980. We're still
waiting for that one. - Bernard also submitted a motion to the
County Council about the possibility of providing a swimming
pool in Maynooth - seems like it will be easier to set about
draining the Shannon. Interestingly ,local labour T.D., Emmet
Stagg was not mentioned.
There was an enthusiastic review of the History of Maynooth'by
Mary Cullen and Vincent Duffe - Mary is still in Maynooth to
give us an update on the last ten years. Vincent is guarding the
peace in other regions.
A meeting of the Geraldine Beekeepers Association was held
on 8th November - did this group come to a sticky end?
The County Council was taking legal action against the builders
ofCluain Aoibhinn to compel them to complete the estate - until
the work was done (at a cost of £6,500) the County Council
would not take over the estate).
Eitbne Bean was awarded a £600 scholarship to Maynooth
College - and acquitted herself very well in later years.
The perennial sore point of the Tidy Town's Judges Report
noted that telephone kiosks were poorly presented, and that
advertising was excessive, ostentatious, and out of character.
The traditional style of shop fronts was to be admired and
encouraged - with Coonan's and Caulfield's being singled out
for praise. Readers will remember that Caulfield's is keeping up
the good work, with its most recent Best Shopfront Award for ,
1990. At least the marks obtained have gone up from 104 to
109, so there is .some improvement

~
~.

Birthday greetings were extended to Mrs Brigid Saults, on 1st
November, and the same are extended again, for this year.
Finally as a sign of the times, and how some things change, and
some things stay the same, here is a list of advertisers - work out
how many are still around. Eye Hear thinks that eleven out of
this list may be still in business, but as always is open to
correction:
Daniel Logan, Coal Distributor
Appliance Repair, Main Street
Europa Ladies Hair Stylist, Shopping Centre
Hideout Hairstylist, Main Street
Ulster Bank
Weston Concrete Supplies
Caulfield's Lounge
Eddie Tracey Studio (photographer)
Jewel Sound, Kilcock
P. Walsh & Son, Monumental Mason
Dermot Kelly Ltd (Kilcock)
Ultravision (Greenfield Shopping Centre)
Kiernan's Main Street
Barton's School of Motoring
T.M. Connolly & Co. (Hardware)
White Disco Knights
Rochfort Insurance Brokers Kilcock
Diamond & Jem Jewellers (Greenfield Arcade)
J Buckley
Celbridge Cleaning Services
Brendan Edwards Minibus
Demesne Auctioneers Lucan
Sean's (Greenfield)
Comiskey and Mulhall Painting Contractors
Brady's
Beech Homes Ltd Kilcock
O'Neill Butchers
Mcilhenny's Man's Shop (Greenfield)
Rochfort's Kilcock
Barton's
Maynooth DIY (Greenfield)
Lucan Slim Fit
Peter Doyle Cleaning
North Kildare Travel
Ryan and Tyrell

SUNFLOWERS IN OCTOBER
Watch out for a review in the next issue of Mary O'Donnell's
first collection of poetry, called 'Reading the Sunflowers in
September' which paradoxically was launced in October. This
means we'll be Reading the Sunflowers in September in November!

MISOGYNY
Hard luck to Maynooth graduate Michael Harding, whose play
the Misogynist in the Abbey during the Dublin Theatre Festival
attracted scathing reviews. A misogynist is a man who hates
women. Maybe a mishardingist is a person who can't understand Harding plays.

P.Brady
Clock House Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
Tel. 628 6225,
Lounge Bar • CIE • Bus Stop • Soup· Sandwiches· Coffee & Meat Pies always available

For Best Drinks and Delicious Pub Grub
20
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JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNPOTH

We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire·Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cu nery Insets
*.Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

Telephone (01)6288086
Kitchen &: Bedroollll units
* !fa tural Oak
* Mahogany
.. Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

,

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWH, MAYNOOTH
(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
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O'NEIlt:S AUTO
ELECT ICAl
Dublin Road, Maynooth.

Tel. 01 - 628 6611
Summerhill 0405 - 57115
STARTERS

DYNAMOS

ALTERNATORS

REPAIR OR EXCHANGE

UNITS

. 12 or 24 VOLTS

PROBLEMS

WATER

??
• •

Hardwater (Scale & Scum) • Dirt • Bad Smell • Bad Taste
• Iron. Harmful Bacteria
We can test water and redcommend an

economical solution to the problem.

Filters to remove
Water Softeners

Iron, Lead, Aluminium and Dirt
Water Purifiers

Also pumps for wells,
irrigation and slurry

John J. Dinsmore & Co.,

,

j

Sales and Service
Tel. 01 - 259631 (24 Hours)

Warrenstown (Trim Road),
Drumree, Co. Meath
21
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News
EYE HEAR CONTINUED
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS
While Street Talking is taking a rest for the moment, Eye Hear
is free to comment on recent commercial developments in
Maynooth. The new Centra Supermarket which opened on
12th October certainly poses some challenges to the long
established businesses on Main Street. These businesses have
already survived the flrst Main Street Supermarket, O'Brien's
located where marble floors now rule the Roost, and which
moved out to better things on the Dublin Road and is now
Quinnsworth. The new shop is bright, clean, and well stocked,
and will certainly appeal to the many hundreds of students on
the'basis of convenience. Let's hope that the recent expansion
in the Maynooth population will expand business overall, so
that there is enough space for all to continue trading.

PETROL STATIONS
,

Recent developments in the Gulf States have had a direct
impact on the petrol pumps, with prices leaping. Has anyone
any explanation for theCact that Maynooth has equal numbers
of public houses and petrol suppliers? Now that prices are high,
and no free glasses or stamps are handed out to compensate,
how do we choose which supplier to patronise? Eye Hear has
noticed that the station in the Shopping Centre has provided
add-on services in the form of windscreen washing while you
wait - a very welcome service indeed. At least the human touch
is still paramount in local service stations - but it's only a matter
of time before the faceless forecourt is on hand, and motorists
can flll their own tanks, and wash their own windows themselves.

Q. Can you tell me the age limit for child dependants under the

Social Welfare System?
A. The age limit for child dependants is 18 years. Even if the
child is working or claiming a Social Welfare payment in their
own right the parents can claim the increase for them up to age
18. If the child continues in full-time education they may
remain qualifled up to age 20 or 21 but only in respect of certain
payments.
In the case of any of the speciflc payments for lone parents they
remain qualifled up to age 21 if in fulltime education.
They remain qualifled up to age 20 if in full-time education with
the following payments:
Long-term Unemployment Assistance, Pre-Retirement Allowance, Invalidity Pension, Retirement/Old Age pension, Disablement pension. So, it is only in the case of what are regarded
as short-term payments e.g. Disability Beneflt, Unemployment
Benefit and short-term Unemployment Assistance that the age
limit remains at 18 irrespective of whether or not the child is in
full-time education.
The payment for the child stops at the end of the school year and
is resumed when the child is certified as having returned to
school/college in the Autumn. In this event the arrears are paid
back for the Summer period. The fact that the child worked or
claimed Unemployment Assistance during the holidays does
not affect the payment of the arrears.
Opening Hours:
Wed. 10 a.m. - 12 noon
Thurs. 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.~l. - 12 noon
Fri. 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
This column has been compiled by. Maynooth Citizens Information Centre which provides a free and confldential service
to the public. Address: The Library, Main Street, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 5477 ..

MA YNOOTH CITIZENS .
INFORMATION CENTRE
Frances Daly, organiser of Maynooth Citizens Information
Centre, and Norah McDermott, Deputy Organiser, attended a
week-end seminar at Gort Mhuire, Ballinteer. The seminar
looked at the vital roll of organisers and volunteers who man the
many centres around the country. These centres are of vital importance to the general public, for information on matters of
rights, social welfare, taxes, housing, etc. The seminar was
organised by National Social Services Board who are in constant contact with the centres and update all their information.
In Kildare there are four of these centres, Maynooth,Athy,Naas
and Newbridge. There could indeed be a lot more if the
volunteers were there and it is a service that is badly needed in
the present time. Further information on Centres can be had
from 6285477 during opening hours.

NE·WTOWN STORES
NEWSAGENTS

Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

Tel. 01 - 628 5833
Opening Hours - 7.30a.m. - 10p.m.
OPEN EVERYDAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
Grocer. Fuel • Gas
Fancy Goods • Sweets • Cards • Magazines

Mini Bus For Hire
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

~
Telephone: 628 6132
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Seamus Grant,
33 Laurence Ave., Maynooth.

TOYS
TOYS

TOYS
WITH CHRISTMAS JUST AROUND THE CORNER YOU WILL BE PLEASED TO HEAR
OF THE OPENING OF A NEW "TOY SHOP" HERE IN MAYNOOTH.

TOY SHOP
p

T

MAIN STREET, (LOWER)
MAYNOOTH,
CO. KILDARE.
(BESIDE MAYNOOTH CASTLE)

o
Y
S

G

OPENING HOURS
MON - FRI. 9.30A.M. - 8P.M. WILL SECURE ANY
SATURDAY. 9.30A.M. - 6P.M. ITEM IN THE SHOP
10.30A.M. - 4P .M
. ORIN THE LINK
SUNDAY.
CATALOGUE.

A

WEEKLY PAYMENTS CAN BE ARRANGED.

L

WHY NOT DROP IN AND SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF TOYS

o

R
E

E
R
F

E
C
GT
I

AND PICK UP YOUR
FREE LINK SUPERBUY TOY AND GIFT CATALOGUE.
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The College's very active Music Department has recently
produced its schedule of events for the Michaelmas term as
follows:
Lunchtime Concerts
(Education Hall, Old Campus, 13.15 - 14.00)

Olive Murray and Morgan Kennedy, Leixlip,
toast each other following their marriage in
St. Mary's Church on 31st August
The couple are now living in Leixlip.
~ ~"*
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Admission is free and open to the public.
In addition to the above, the following major evening events
are scheduled.

The Community Council's second treasure hunt on September
30th maintained i~ fme and noble tradition of totally confusing
all participants and successfully jeopardising the navigational
skills of dozens of Maynoothians. Bamboozlement ruled the
day. The number of teams in the event doubled since our flIst
hunt in the summer, with individuals and families coming from
as far away as Johnstown Bridge and Straffan to take part. The
route took our gallant hunters out to Kilcock, over to Celbridge
and back to Maynooth - from 3p.m. to 7p.m.

Nov. 2nd
Maynooth College Chamber Choir
Pizetti's Requim with readings by Rev. Ronan Drury College Chapel, 20.00
Dec. 19th
Annual Christmas Carol Service
College Choirs, Soloists, Brass EnselDble, Timpani and
Organ - College Chapel, 19.30 (No tickets required)

Four teams tied on final scores whereupon the organisers (peter
Hussey and Carolann Reaper) evolved a mindless quiz to
determine the winners later that night in Caulfield's. The
survivors were eventually identified as Agatha Cunningham
and family (i.e. Breda, John and daughters) who gain~d £50 for
their efforts.

DIARY DATES

1st November
I.C.A. Meeting 8 p.m. I.C.A. HaU.
4th November
Annual Mass 11 a.m. Deceased Members of St. Mary's
Brass and Reed Band.

Dr. Linda M. Finlay
Chiropractor

9th November
Race Night in Leinster Arms (Band)

70 Drimnagh Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12,
Tel. 01 - 559973

18th November
Old Folks Sale of Work 3 p.m. - Parish Hall
19th November
Flower and Garden Meeting. Post Primary School - Note
change of venue.

ALL HOURS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
:rues. 10a.m. -lp.m.
.~ 4p.m. - 7.30p.m.
Sat. 9.30a.m. -12.30p.m.

.

1st November
Bachelor of the Year, Springfield Hotel.

Meanwhile Peter and Carolann were poisoned in the parlour by
Captain Peacock and cronies. The next hunt will take place in
the drawing room for the goblet

97 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Tel. 01 - 628 5%2

Nov. 5th
Westland String Quartet
Nov. 12th
Gerard Lillis, or gan (College Chapel)
Nov. 19th
Sandra Oman, mezzo-soprano, Alison Young, Piano
Nov. 26th
Aileen Dullaghan, violin, Roy Holmes, Piano
Dec.3rd
Therese Fevre O'Connor, Harpsichord
Dec. 10th
Kenneth Edge, Saxophone, Anthony Byrne, Piano
Dec. 17th
TCD College Singers (College Chapel)
Director Andrew Synnott.

Mon. & Thurs
10.15a.m. - 12.30p.m.
4p.m. - 7.30p.m.

30th November
Fashion Show - Setanta 8.30 p.m. - R.C.A.G.
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CELBRIDGE CAR SA LES LTD .
. Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN • , TOYOTA •

1886
1986
1985
1984
1981

MITSUBISHI

Honda Civic
Nlssan Sunny
Nissan Micra
Honda Civic
Volvo 345 GLS

Celbridge Car Sales Ltd. are agents for International Vehicle Imports, an importer and

distributor of Quality second hand cars from Japan. Ihe recenn
name for these cars has become "newsed" cars because of the
very high Quality of their condition , and the very low mileage.

*

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE ..

FULLY GUARANTEED

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE . SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd offer a fully comprehensive car and van valeting service

*

TRADE-INS WELCOME

*

Sa "es Open 9 ~ OOam - 7. OOpm - Monday to Saturday

CONTACT: PAUL Al 62714 22

SMALLWOO D 'M OTORS
CROGHAN HOUSE, CELBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CELBRIDGE , CO . KILDARE.
TEL: (01)288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARS AND VANS
Get your car checked for Wi nter now.

*

•

Brakes

+ Anti-Freeze

NOW AVAILABLE . •

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

+

*

* CAR ALARMS *
CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Quality Used Cars

CONTACT: 6288547
25
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are avaIlable ·
in the Community Council Office.

NAME ____________________________________________
AOORESS ______________~-----------------------AGE

All entries must be original work of entrants.
This category of the colouring c~~petition is for 8-12 yr.olrls
Closing date for receipt of entries: Mon.19 Nov. at 5pm.
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LEINSTER ARMS

re

5

tau r a n t

~HONE 6286608/6285772
<=:arvery Lunches Every Day

~Unday Lunch a Speciality

~Ull A La Carte Menu every evening from 5pm - 9.45pm.
CANDLE LIGHT DINNER every Saturday night.

,

~pecialiSing in Haute Cuisine

5 Course Menu only £12.
1'low taking Christmas Bookings.
FUNCTION ROOM

AVAILABLE

~mall or large parties catered for at very reasonable rates.

J>hone Mary for bookings.

~E OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE, COUPLED WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE
<=JUARANTEE A SATISFIED CUSTOMER.
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27. Dispositions. (9)
28. Resists. (6)
29. Imposed by law. (9)
30. Urging-on! (6) .
31. Rise above. (9)

DOWN
2. Stimulate. (6)
3. Harsh. (6)
4. Concels. (6)
5. Odds and. (5)
6. Large body of fresh-water. (4)
7. Those who advocate a thing. (9)
8. Bodily structures. (9)
14. Keeps safe or intact. (9)
15. Thus. (2,2)
16. Ceoil & Craie! (9)
17. Poyche or self-esteem. (3)
18. Capture. (slang) (3)
22. Muscle that facilitates a joint. (7)
24. Short cylinder of Metal in car engine. (6)
25. Of the Country. (6)
26. Two German men!? (6)

Winner of Crossword No. 35 £5 Prize

Ms. Mary Callaghan,
145 Kingsbry, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
Entries for Crossword No. 36 must be in before
19th November at 5 p.m.

KIERNAN'S

Solution to Crossword No. 35 by Elle Bias.

Main Street, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6294
Groceries • Confectionery • Cooked Meats
• Stationery • Newspapers
• Chocolates • Fancy Goods • Toys

Large Selection of Greeting Cards

Open. S.30a.m.• 7p.m. Each Day

PADDY RYAN LTD.
Windgates Lodge,
Windgates, Barberstown.
ACROSS
1. What's read, and black and white allover? (9)
9. Unfruitful. (6)
10. One that feeds on carrion. (9)
11. Allow. (6)
12. Slight movement. (4)
13. Base. (6)
17. Period in time. (3)
19. In a state of relaxation. (7)
20. Contrary. (7)
21. Sphere. (3) .
23. Scrounge from. (6)

Tel. 627 3415
ANY MAKE OF NEW CAR SUPPLIED
FINANCE ARRANGED
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Shops & Shopping!
A Serious Business?

The past few years has seen the addition to the
Shopping Centre of a Take-Away and Laundrette
and more recently to join: are the Hairdressers,
Chemist, Dry Cleaners and Video library.

Located on the Straffan Road, Greenfield Shopping
Centre offers a wide and varied range of goods and
services within ,the complex.

Some of the longer established business' such as
the Supermarket, the Newsagents and the Butcher$
have extended their. premises and have·introduced '
a first class interior design .finish.
Within the Shopping Complex, available to Us customers are now, a Supermarket, supplying a home
delivery service, a Newsagents, carrying a large
variety of Cards, Station,ery ,and Toys. A Family
Butchers, a Ch'emist for both medical and cosmetic
requirements, Hairdressers with a professional service to offer, Laundrette and Dry Cleaners with same
d?y service, Take - Away offering a large variety of .
fast food' and ' daily speqi~ls and Extra Vision .lor , ,
alternative T.V. entertainment.

An alternative to the Hyper-Market, the Shopping
Centre combines the best features of both the corner
shop and the supermarket in the quality of personal
service and the latest in modern facilities with ample
. floodlit parking, available to its customers.
Since its official opening ' in- 1974, the cen,tre has
made many advancements, indeec;i, over. the past
twelve mon"ths, sinc.s the Shopping' Centre was
'acquIred by Greenfield Properties ltd., many changes
'.
have taken place.

Greenti,eld S.C. is looking to the future. The traders
are united in providing for you, the Customer, the
very best in quality and service and assure you of
.
their individual attention at all times.

The outward appearance of the Centre has been
greatly enhanced by the construction of a fine canopy and the individual units have themselves, each
created a sense of uniformity and co-ordination in
the exterior finishes, with beautifully crafted hand
painted signs by F. Shortt.

"Come t;llong and sample
the service for yourself'
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G. MULCAHY

At Mulcahy Butchers, we make finest fresh
Pork Sausages daily.

FAMILY BUTCHER
Best Quality Meats
Delivery Service

We have best quality Home Cooked Ham and
Baked Ham also prepared on the premises.

Telephone 628 6317
Ask for EOin or Gerry

MEAT TO PLEASE YOU
PLEASE TO MEET YOU

Open: 8.30 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri. • Sat. 6 p.m.

Let us Quote for your Deep Freeze

JOIN OUR XMAS CLUB NOW

. if> ~L Jahith's '
I1

St. Patrick's Pharmacy which opened on the
. 3rd of September 1990 invites you to avail of our
personal service and advice for all your pharmaceutical needs.

II]

PHARMACY

Family Pharmacy
• Prescriptions
• Cosmetics

• Gifts etc.
• Photography

Hours of Business

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 9.30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Wed. & Sat .. 9.3o a.m. - 6 p.m.
Telephone: 01 - 628 9166

EDWARDS

Edwards is under the personal supervision of
Dick and Mary McMahon who make every effort
to insure that all Dry Cleaning carried out by
them is of the highest standard.

FOR CLOTHES Ci~RE

Unit 7,
Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynootl)..
Tel. 628 6803

If you're pleased tell others - if not tell us.
A fast, efficient repair and alteration service is
also availabie.

QUALITY DRY. CLEANING
SAME DAY SERVICE
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

"
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EI Dorado Take - Away opened in

EL DORA DO TAKE - AWAY

Green~

field Shopping Centre in July 1987. It is a family
run .business and over the years has built up a
steady customer trade due mainly to its good
food and friendly staff.

Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynooth.

LARGE SELECTION OF
TAKE - AWAY FOODS AVAILABLE

Only the very top of the range in Take - Away
food is served. Fresh chips is a speciality.

FRESH CHIPS
Customer satisfaction is a/ways
top priority.
OPEN ALL DAY EVERYDAY
12 noon - 5.00 p.m. on Sundays

"Klean Jeans"

Klean Jeans' offer a .professional Laundry
Service. We cater for all the laundering needs of
the community. Our specialty is the laundering
of Table and Bed Linen. All linen is starched and
finished to a-high standard. Our shirt service is
also very popular, all shirts being pressed and
folded.
We welcome inquiries from hotels and restaurants and would be pleased to quote' for their
linen requirements. Remember we are big
enough to cope and small enough to care.

Laundrette & Linen Specialists
Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynooth.

Tel. 628 5928
Students: Wash & Dry £3.50 (121b Load)
Duvets Washed & Dried 24 Hour
. Sports Clubs & HairdressersSpecial Rate

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

Donovans Newsagens in recent months has
taken a new face lift, with asuperb interiordesign
finish and an extension to its premises.
Combining a friendly atmosphere with high
quality, we offer you a wide range of goods and
services. Confectionery, softtoys, greeting cards,
stationery, newspapers and magazines.
At Christmas time we offer the Link Catalogue of
Toys and invite our customers to browse and
order with comfort. Check us out!

Opening Hours
7 a.m. - 9.30 p.m. (Mon. ~ FriJ
8 a.m. - 8.30 p.m. (Sat. - SWl.)
Authorised Agent for National Lottery
24 Hour Film Developing Service
- £3.99 and a Free Film

Tel. 628 5813
31
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Greenfield SupermarketCJv1aynooth/Crodaun, Celbridge are owned and run by Tom Geraghty and his most able staff. It is open for
business 7 days a week.
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
and has a Free Delivery Service

GREENFIELD""
SUPERMARKETS
Maynooth and Celbridge
Agent for FlOGAS • FUEL • LOrrERY

The shops carry a very large selection of:Food • Groceries • Provisions
Fruit & Veg • Hardware • Drapery • Toys

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

Their Meat Dept. with its extensive range of fresh
and cooked meats is always worth a visit.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Greenfield Supermarket is currently running
their Christmas Hamper in conjunction
with the Christmas Club for food and gifts.
Details are available at the check out.

Opening Hours

9.00 a.m. -10.00 p.m. (Monday to Friday)
Saturday 9.00 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday 10.00 a~m. - 3.00 p.m.

Greenfield Supermarket for
Civility, Service
and Complete Satisfaction.

CONTACT US AT 628 6224
'XANADU'
(Eileen & Michelle)

Eileen and Michelle extend a very warm
welcome to one and all. Their combined wealth
of experience in creating hair styles to suit the
many "changing fashions and requirements is
reflected by the constant flow of satisfied customers.

Ladies & Gents Hair Salon
Greenfield Shopping Centre

Opening Hours:

With the onset of the hectic Social Season Debs, Office Parties etc., they would like to
remind you that all are catered for .
Mams, Dads, Boys & Girls

9.30 a.m. - 6.00 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Late Opening: Friday 7.30 p.m.
.".

":

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS & OA.P.s
MONDA.Y~ TUESDAY, WEl!NESDAY

Xtt '~i4iS';Ht.fl'.1J
4.
_

Xtra Vision - The cinema in your own home. As
an alternative to programmed T.V.why not avail
"of the vast library of films thatXtra Vision have on
offer.

" VIDEO LIBRARIES ••• Nljltionwide

Membership is Free
Xtra Vision are foremost in bringing to you the
most up to date film releases.
We also stock a large selection of films which are
available for children.
Xtra Vision - The Greatest Show in Video.

MIIfIIHIII
(Greenflelds Shopping Centre)
Tel. 6286935
Opening Hours 12 Noon - Midnight
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Hereunder are some security suggestions which if applied
sensibly and practically will assist in keeping your homes and
areas safer and more peaceful to reside in:
1. Front and rear doors should be fitted with good quality 5 lever
mortice locks; safety catches should be fitted to all 'Yindows.
2. Never leave doors unlocked; rear doors and windows should
always be closed when speaking to strangers at the front door.
3. Fit a strong door chain to both the front and rear door. Achain
will allow you open the door a few inches before admitting a
caller.
4. Door viewers are very useful for seeing callers before the
door is open.
5. Be careful with your door keys; never hide them outside the
house in what might appear a safe place.
6. Keys should always be turned in locks even when in the
house; if you lose a key the lock should be changed immediately.
7. Never give any personal information about yourself or your
neighbour to any strangers who may call or telephone enquiring.
8. You should make special observations of strangers who call
to your house and arouse your suspicion; note a full description
of them; the Reg. No. and make of their car; pass this information to your Neighbourhoo<l Watch co-ordinator or the Gardai.
9. Persons claiming to be Inspectors or any kind of Officials
should be asked to produce identification and be fully satisfied
before you admit them to your home; if in doubt refuse entry and
contact the Gardai.
10. If a forced entry is in progress take immediate steps to
summon help; use the telephone if available and if necessary
shout/scream to alert passers by.
11. If you do not have a telephone you should make arrangements for a system of signals to a neighbour indicating when
you need assistance.
12. Good lighting inside and outside your home greatly assists
in stopping intrusion to your home; time swiches can be used to
provide cut-off with great effect.
13. Keep the minimum amount of money and valuables in your
home; never leave such items exposed to public view; surplus
cash/valuables can be deposited for safe keeping in Banks or
other Financial Institutions.
14. It is advisable to keep a list of Serial No's/markings of all
valuables in your home.
15. Keep important telephone numbers in a conspicious location near your telephone i.e.: Doctor, Priest, good neighbour
and the priority Garda phone numbers as follows: Maynooth
Station - 628 6234; Naas - This phone number gives direct
contact to the Maynooth Garda Patrol Car - 045 (97333);
and of course in emergency dia1l999 and ask for the Gardai. A
telephone extension to your bedroom will assist without fuss in
raising an alarm; keep the phone number of a reliable neighbour
whom you can contact at short notice.

PROTECTION AND SECURITY OF THE
ELDERLY
Recent years have seen a serious decline in res~t for the aged
and they have become increasingly the target for attack; with
advancing years, slowing physical reflexes and their natural
trusting nature they are very vulnerable to exploitation by conmen and Criminal opportunists: The right to live, go shopping,
visiting or go about a person's daily business without interruptions are rights and privileges to which all our citizens are
entitled especially the elderly. The Gardai in Maynooth wish to
assure our Senior Citizens that Maynooth is a safe place to live
and we assure them of our full support and attention.

Gogarty Children's & Teen Fash
Main St, Celbridge.

Tel. 628 8535
SHELL Track Suits
GEF Tracksuits (boys & girls, 1-7 years)
SIMS Tracksuits (boys & girls, 6-13. ye~)
UR OK (boys & girls Autumn/Winter
mix 'n' match range, 3-13 years)
Sweat Shirts • Man Alive Rainwear
Anoraks • Snorkels • Denim Jackets • Jeans

KILCOCK. Tel. 628 7311

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT
US FIRST FOR

BODY REPAIRS - SERVICE AND PARTS
NEW AND USED CARS AND VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL

Tel. 628 7311

AIDAN'S
THE SqUARE

Hallowe'en
Hallowe'en

HALLOWE'EN
This is a period of joy and fun; it's the first break for adults after
the Summer and prior to the Christmas festivities; let's all enjoy
it without causing disruption.
Play your part to make it a pleasant but safe time, trouble free;
Children and young people: Have your fun but avoid incidents of vandalism and rowdyism.

FOR ALL YOIJR IIALLOWE'EN GOODS
APPLES-NUTS-BANANAS
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Garda Talk Continued
Parents: Exercise control over your children's activities during
the Hallowe'en period. Know where children and young people
up to 18 years of age in your household who live with you are,
and supervise any bonfIre occasions etc. in your locality.
We appeal for your support and thank you.

PlJiJ.ty ~ B.Comm. A.C.A.
JaW. Mulhern & Co.
Chartered Accountants

GARDA STATION RENOVATIONS
Renovation work has commenced at the Garda Station; when
completed it is hoped to have appropriate accom'modation to
provide an improved and more socially orientated service to the
community. Be patient with us over the next few months while
the improvements are being carried out.
Thank You.
Your Local Gardai.

Kingscourt, Naas, Co. Kildare.

Tel. 01 - 628 6751 • 045 - 66535
Fax. 045 - 66535 • 045 - 66521
Fees Discussed before any Assignments

REVIEW

Pat Reid & Co. Ltd

WILD AT HEART at the Screen in College Street

Laragh, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6508

David Lynch's latest cinematic work, Wild at Heart, is undeniably a' highly accomplished stylish addition to his oeuvre.
However in: comparison to his earlier work most notably his
magnwn opus, Blue Velvet, it pales in signifIcance. Having
garnered the Grand Pi:ix award in Cannes this year, Wild at
Heart has opened 'to high critical acclaim. Such praise is
justifIed in terms of the fIlm's brilliant editing and photography
yet the comic-book characters that pop menacingly in and out
of the narrative emphasise more an exercise in style than in
substance.
This style is punctuated in scintillating fashion by a powerful
Angelo Badamenti score which backgrounds the anarchic
odyssey of the central protagonists and lovers. Sailor Ripley
(believe it or not) played by a suitably naive Nicholas Cage, and
Lola Pace (Laura Oem). It is undoubtedly a 'violent movie', as
described by Lynch himself, a claim immediately and graphically illustrated by the disturbing opening sequence. This
violence alternates with a pervasive black comic touch to
produce a cocktail of incendiary cinema that suggests a director
with his tongue fIrmly in cheek.
The fugitive lovers ostensibly on the run from the grotesquely
parodic fIgureofLula's mother Marietta (Diane Ladd), encounter a menagerie of assorted oddballs on the trek to Big Tuna via
New Orleans including the sinister fIgure of William Dafoe and
the beleaguered character of Harry Dean Staunton. The narritive is gaggedly unpredictable emulating these slightly off the
beam characters. It is this stimulating frisson of volatile cinema
that demands that Wild at Heart be seen. However, it is the
superb mini-series 'Twin Peaks' (currently showing on R1E
and BBC).thatfmnly establishes Lynch as the king of American
cinema.

• Washing Machines • Dishwashers
• Electric Cookers • Tumble Driers
• Vacuum Cleaners • Kettles etc.
REPAIRS AND SERVICE

7ir ~a 2409
IRENE McCLOSKEY
C.I.D.E.S.C.O. Diploma & Tutor
Jnc1udingFacial Treatment, Aromatheraphy,
Remedial Camouflage, Special Qasses.
Arm & Leg Treatment. Rene Guinot, Cathiodermie,
BiD-Peeling, Geloide, Prescriptions, Facials,
Body Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolysis
and Red Vein Treatments

Buckley's Lane, Main Street, Leixlip.
Tel. 01 - 624 4366 • 624 4973
Prevent liquid running up the arm from a brush when white~
washing or painting by puttng the brush handle through square
piece of cardboard.
.
Quite often scorch marks can be removed by washing in warm
water and soap. Little more can be done, as it is the material
which is damaged, white material can be bleached with peroxide.
Remember that cream or liquid rouge should be applied before
powder. The dryer varieties should be put on afterwards.
Rice water is better than starch for starching delicate lingerie.
Silver washed in hot soapy water and then polished well with a
leather will be bright and free from scratches.

a

DonalO'Donoghue

HOUSEHOLD HINTS
Never peg shirts and blouses on the line from the bottom. The
strain on the top part is too much and will wear out the bottOm.
Always peg at the shoulder.
On no account soak vegetables in cold water before cooking. It.
will only make them lose their mineral salts.
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Children's
Corner.
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, 1st Prize
Gillian Corbal1y, 22 Maynooth Park.
2nd Prize
Aileen Devaney, 19 Greenfield Drive.

.J

3rdPrize
Brian O'Rourke, 40 Rail Park.

8 - 12 year olds

)

1st Prize
Elaine Tobin, 108 Rail Park.
2nd Prize
Jean Ashe, 1175 Old Greenfield.
3rdPrize
Rachel Watson, BrynmilI, Leinster Park.
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Household Hints Continued

-

Stiff paint brushes will become pliable again if soaked, bristle
deep, in vinegar heated almost to boiling point
Stiffening organdie is best done by adding a little borax to the
rinsing water.
To keep beds fresh and aired, the underblanket should be _
shaken and then put on the line in the fresh air and sunshine once .
each week.
Use a larger needle than necessary for working a jumper when
casting on. You will find it is much easier to knit into the back
of the stitch.
Umbrellas that have become shabby can be renovated by
brushing with a solution of ammonia and warm water.
Very often alittle cold milk added to milk when it is boiling will
prevent a skin from forming.
When cooking cauliflowers, two lumps of sugar in the water
will keep it white.
Excellent results can be obtained when jam making, if only
small quantities are made at a time instead of one large boiling.
You should treat fruit nets, canvas, chairs, hammocks and ropes
with Cuprinol in ordefto prevent them rotting through exposure
to rain and sun.

GEMINI May 22 • June 21

All is well that ends well. Don't give too much away, social life
good, lots of parties, so be careful how you go.
CANCER June 22 • July 22

Slow down or your health may suffer. You're very popular this
month. A phone call could change your plans for mid-month,
romance or travel, you could do with a rest
LEO July 23 • Aug 23

Should be an exciting month. Someone with the letter R may
pop the question, don't let doubts hold you back. Let your
feelings out and go for it.
VIRGO Aug. 24 • Sept. 23

Health improves, you're feeling good -about yourself. Social
life takes a turn for better mid month. 90 easy on finances.
Maire Celeste.
~

A WALK ALONG THE CANAL

-IT'S IN THE STARS

~

~

.

You may be feeling down this month. Treat yourself to
something nice. A red car brings a bit of luck mid-month.
Enjoy.

One fine sunny Friday morning in September-I donned the
track suit and off I went, to walk from Mullen Bridge to Pikes
Bridge. The first impression was the litter at the beginning of
the walk and the second was the thistles I was facing. After the
first 10 yards the thistles were not as bad as I thought and the
Chaffmches were busy collecting the seedheads from them as
were the Hedge Sparrows. The bright red berries of the Dog
Rose reminded me of when I was young and collected them for
the school funds to seli to Delrosa for Rosehip syrup. The Haws
of the Hawthorn bushes and the Blackberry were also out in
force. Someone else had also decided to do the walk and take
a picnic with them, unfortunately-they left the sandwich carton
and mineral can, shame on you.
The .dainty blue "Small Scabious" was supporting a big fat
Bumble Bee, while in the canal the Yellow Waterlily lay
basking in the sun. How nice to see the swans go by with there
ugly duckling, but not for much longer,-he/she is growing up
fast The "Scarlet Pimpernel" was wide open which meant the
day was going to stay fine and sunny. In parts of my walk the
ground was very compact and hard which meant very little
growth but with a little rain the grass seeds and flowers will
settle in and cover the balk patches. The Heron flew up and gave
me a fright as I was only six foot away from him and had riot
noticed this patient fisher. The tiny blue Moths bobbed around
from the Ragwort to the Narrow-leaved Vetch to the Red
Clover. There are lots Elder-Berries for the birds to enjoy and
_plenty of seeds of all varieties, for the field mice and Voles. The
leaves of the beech trees were turning bronze as the beech nuts
were falling and the ivy that climbs up so many of the trees had
large berries that pidgeons and crows seem to enjoy. In parts of
the canal there are spaces where the young budding fisherman
can sit with ease and you can see the Roach go swimming by,
with lots of little Pinkeens.
It took me three quarters of an hour to get to Pikes Bridge but
what' an enjoyable way to spend some time.

T AURAS April 21 • May 21

A.C.

LIBRA Sept. 24· Oct. 23

A lot of things to do thismonth, you must plan carefully. Social
life picks up mid month. Watch finances carefully.
SCORPIO Oct. 24· Nov. 22

You may be in a funny mood this month. Could be your luck
is changing. Listen out for bells ringing, could be important
Someone with the letter P means a lot to you.
SAGITTARIUS Nov; 23· Dec. 21

Wedding bells are in the air: Your partner could be in for a
shock. Get out the glad rags and hit the town shortly, give the
-alcohol a miss.
CAPRICORN Dec. 22 • Jan. 20

It's a good month to plan a holiday,finances are great. A
romantic opportunity could be slipping away. Take advice
from close friends.
AQUARIUS Jan. 21· Feb. 19

Stick to the green cross code. A journey on a trike should be
interesting for you, but think of others. The haircut is still
imminent.
PISCES Feb. 20· March 20

Don't let people lean on you and mistake you for something
you're not. Stay off the high heels for present or suffer the
consequences. Romance in the form of letter "0" is well worth
pursuing.
ARIES March 21 • April 20

Don't act too hastily in a situation that will arise mid month.
This may involve travelling. You should have plenty of drive.
Letter T important romantically.
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toning - taning - body wrap studio

.' NEW BODY WRAP - LOOSE 6 INCHES GUARANTEED AND FLUSH

our TOX INS

FROM YOUR BODY.
• GERRY RYAN S BARBARA LOST 14 INCHES ON FIRST WRAP.
• ~EW SUN ROOM, THE LATEST AND SAFEST METHOD OF SUN TANNING.
I

• FREE TRIAL SESSION
•

~EAVES YOU TOTALLY REFRESHED

'~U STAND IN SUN ROOM,

•

BETTER ALL OVER TAN

• S UN

ROOM HAS OWN PR IVA TE DRESS ING
ROOM WITH MUSIC

Call in or Phone

S lender World, M.ain St:,
M aynooth, (Over Alan Frazer's).
Ph:

(01

Jl

)6289144.-----------------~--~
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Student & College Section

'
a show of hands to indicate those who had Maynooth down as
frrst choice on their C.A.O. form. Very few put up their hands.
Perhaps this trend has changed slight! y in the last two years, but
back then it was, apparently no surprise. Having spent a year
or two in Maynooth most students tend to realise that they're
better off here anyway. Therefore, the fact that they didn't want
to come here in the first place becomes irrelevant Getting into
Maynooth is one thing" getting out is another.
Of course many students are privileged in the economic sense.
They are the ones who never miss a social occasion, doss the
whole year, fail exams and yet are back again the following year
because their family can afford it. Then there's some who are
unlucky in that respect. Miserable is the lot of the students who
wait and wait for their grant cheque, enduring hardship until it
fmally materialises in the end. The frrst thing I noticed when I
signed up for my first payment was the others who were
receiving it. Some of them were farmers who had far more
money than I'd ever have. That said, I was hardly going to hand
it back in protest. Not all student money is spent in the Roost
either; or the Union for that matter. Accommodation and food
claims an awful lot from a student, and if such services are
inadequate then you wonder whether you're privileged to be
paying for such services. There is a way out You could, if you
were male, join the clerics; free education, free accommodation, free food and what more do you want? 'In time I've seen
that there's more to being a cleric than playing internal soccer
leagues, singing in the song contest, going to the films in the
Aula and turning up to vote whenever there's an important S.U.
referendum. A lot of students seem to have a lot of admiration
for these boys. Then there's the cleric lovers. They're the
innocent country girls who 'hang out' with these boys because
they don't see them as sexual threats. Come January and
February, the depressing times of the year, there are many boys
who decide it's not for them. It must be tough. It's also tough
for the rest of us students. Constantly one has to explain to
people that no, you're not studying for the priesthood -or life as
a nun even. Maynooth still only means one thing to a lot of
people. The locals know differently, God bless them, for they
have the privilege of putting up with us.
If we are privileged to get beyond frrst year, we often see things
in a different light. In recent times the hatchet job at the end of
frrst-yearclaims many souls, some deserving, some not All too
often older students forget they ever were in frrst year. We must
remember that formative period when everything seemed so
different Those were the days when you scrambled to a nine
o'clock lecture having had only a few hours sleep and nursing
a hangover. Those often were the days when you didn't have
your own house. Instead you had to go softly, soft! y at,three in
the morning so you wouldn'twake the family. Those were the
days when everyone running the Union seemed like older wiser
adults. Now it's the other way around I suppose. For me those
were the days when you didn't know whether you'd be around
next year. We've come a long way. It's amazing how little
students know about Maynooth town. Over the years there have
been the run-ins with the neighbours and whatever, but still we
students live the life of an alienated minority. We are certainly
not the privileged ones. Imagine living in Cluain Aoibhinn and
having to face the hell of a walk into the village to getto a phone.
It probably registers 999 calls only when you reach it! Then
those of us who are commuters, how many times have we stood
in the rain waiting for the bus? Locals are still afraid of students.
Contrary to many myths, not all students are strange, drugged-

COLLEGE NOTES
CRAMMING THEM IN
Ordinarily, for most students the term "crammmg" refers to the
intensive studying done in preparation for examinations. This
year, however, the term has taken on a new meaning, as a sharp
increase in student numbers has put physical pressure on space
all over the campus and beyond. First Year numbers are up by
over twenty per cent In addition, there are reports that the
numbers repeating are up on previous years. The total number
offull-time students in the college is now in the region of 2,700.
the incr~ numbers are in evidenc~ everywhere. Packed
lecture halls are the order of the day. As previously reported
here, the Aula Maxima has been pressed into teaching service,
and even then is having problems coping with some of the
demands being placed upon it The problem of feeding the
student hordes was already beyond the capacity of the Arts
Canteen before this year's further surge in numbers. The
Students' Union, with its additional space and expanded catering service, has benefitted greatly from the spillover, and is
reported to be doing a roaring trade, as are the various eating
places in the town.
There is a particularly acute problem with accommodation this
year, whicn hasn't been helped by the carry-over from last year's
First Year, which itself was much larger than before. Very little
new accommodation has become available, while the advent of
the Intel company is already having a significant impact on the
housing market in the area While all new First Years have been
catered for, there are still problems for later years, especially for
students returning late from working overseas during the
summer. Hopefully this will prove to be a temporary problem,
as the College's own new apartment development, with places
for 240 students, is scheduled for completion in March 1991.
Meanwhile, as the Residence Officer's office works flat out to
solve the immediate crisis, legendary rumours continue to
abound about unfortunates sleeping under bridges, in haybarns,
shoe boxes, etc.
As previously reported in this column, a new canteen facility is
due for construction shortly, and many are hoping that the
vacated space in the Arts Building will be converted into a
major new letture theatre. It is also expected that there will be
a fresh move to reduce the number of subjects which First Year
students have to do from four to three. This would have the
effect of reducing the average numbers doing each subject,
which would help to relieve the pressure on space. This,
however, is likely to be only a temporary expedient, as student
, numbers entering third level are projected to keeping rising
until the end of the decade.

A WORD IN YOUR EAR
What would Maynooth be without the Students? It's remarkable how that particular question keeps popping up whenever
students have a good chat. Many locals would appear to believe
that we students are privileged. Us, privileged? Believe me it
is fairly difficult being a student in Maynooth College. It's
about three years now since I discovered that I was going to
Maynooth. I was privileged to go to Maynooth because no
place else would take me. I actually wanted to come here
however, not a common desire amongst Irish students. I
remember at my first ever lecture that some lecturer asked for
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BL IN::M\KERS. LIMITED
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e
YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
. FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
lIAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

Michael Mullins & Derek ·Henry " ....... .
OPHTHALMIC

OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS .PRACT ITlONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 6286606
~ry Comprehensive Range of Frames including Yves St. Laurent,
Menrad, Safilo &Benetton Budget Frames.
1rop Quality lenses used in all spectacles including Plastic,
ultra Thin ZeiSS Tital &Varilux Bifocals.
J>rompt two day service on almost all spectacles.
Medical Card &Social Welfare Recipients catered for.
A.PPointments taken daily. BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip,
PH: 6243964. Also
Main St., Lucan, PH: 6282062.

OLIVER REILLY LTD
Undertakers and complete funeral furnishers
WREATHS HEADSTONES MOURNING COACHES
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482
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NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
lLJndertakers to Maynooth Mortality Society
(Funeral Parlour free to SOCiety Members)

'e
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: . ..*.
Itrticulars and Arrangements Contact:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 6286399
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out troublemakers. We may be perceived as being slightly
immoral, but that's something Maynooth will have to come to
tenns with. That goes for inside the gates as well. It's amazing
how the neighbours actually watch out to see how many
members of the opposite sex go into the house next door. Some
neighbours are sound people, like a 10tofloca1s. No doubt some
students might damage our name but the rest of us aren't that
bad. Take a look at the houses we live in ~ are we privileged?
The long grass in the front garden, the bare rooms and the
second rate furniture - home sweet home. I forgot to mention
the teleyision licence man, feared by .all students; Of course
there's always the possibility of the landlords calling at the door
and the ensuing scramble. Would it be fair comment to say that
most of them don't care what goes on inside the door as long as
you've got their money?
Down the country they tell us it's great to be in Maynooth. Well
yeah it is sometines, I suppose, but many students don't agree.
Many of us pass through this community without ever having
taken partin it, and we didn't care. Maynooth community
includes us too, we all suffer the same problems. Our houses get
burgled too, we have to walk the dangerous roads and we too
have to wonder what the thing is in the town square.
To return to the original question, what would Maynooth be
without the students? My answer is that is would be far worse
off. As it is Maynooth community is not complete without us.
We're here, we've got our problems, but who doesn't?

LAZIN' ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON,
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Try as one might, it is difficult to suggest a solution to the
perennial student dilemma of what to do in Maynooth on
Sunday except to propose that one remains between the sheets
until 'Glenroe".
.
The Aula Maxima committee show films every Sunday evening at eight o'clock but unless one is immune to the effects of
close encounters with viewers of the yahooin' gobdaw persuasion it can be a frustrating and tiresome experience. Basically,
nothing much happens in Maynooth on Sundays. However,
there are four restaurants open: Kehoe's (from lla.m. to 2 p.m.),
the L.A. (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.), Patrick's (10 a.m. to 9ish) and
Stephen Hero's (11 a.m. to 10 p.m.). Grab your Sunday papers
and make tracks to one or all of these for the morning. Alternatively, there is usually an interesting assembly of after mass
drinkers in the pubs from 12.30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
At 2 p.m. however, people point themselves towards roast
potatoes and beef and leave the town practically deserted.
Unless there is some special event taking place in the afternoon,
nobody appears out until the late evening for a drink. The
Community Council run occasional events such as treasure
hunts (see elsewhere in this issue) and there are occasionally
tournament matches run by the soccer club in the Harbour field.
When nothing seems to be happening take the opportunity to
wander around the outskirts of the town. Walks out the
Moyglare and Celbridge-Straffan link roads can be particularly
pleasant as can strolls along the canalbank. The latter has been
renovated in recent years by the Royal Canal Amenity Group
and extends for a considerable number of miles in either direction from Maynooth. If the County Council bothered about
Carton Avenue at the top of the town this mile long walk would
be an ideal attraction on a Sunday afternoon.
Dublin of course is only fifteen miles away and accessible by
bus and train. You could make it in one time for the early
afternoon showings in the cinemas (most of which begin at 3.15
p.m.) and cost less than £3. However there are no cinemas open
after this until 8 o'clock.. The theatres are unfortunately closed
on Sundays.What's new?
When it comes down to it, your best bet for Sunday entertainment in Maynooth is to make as many friends as it is humanly
possible to do so and spend the day visiting them. Failing that
you could hire a video recorder from either Ultra Vision in the
Maynooth Shopping Centre or The Movie Store on Mill Street
and spend up to £2 per video (from the latter and from Xtra
Vision in Greenfield's shoppng Centre) on cold winter's evenings. Finally, if all. else fails and you have exhausted every
conceivable possibility, you could study.

F. 0 Ceilleachair

DECLAN O'CONNOR L.L.M. "
Solicitor

35, Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

Tel. 628 6043

• All Property Transactions
• Accident Claims and Court Work
• Drafting Wills and Administration
of Estates
• No Charge for First Consultation

DONOVAN'S NEWSAGENTS
Unit 7, Maynooth Shopping Centre
Tel. 628 5874
ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS from £1.99

LECTURERS ARE HUMAN TOO!
University teachers in Maynooth - as elsewhere - are a very
variable and individualistic lot, thus rendering it difficult to
make any general statement about them. They vary in the
quality of their teaching and academic work, in their interest
and commitment to their subject, in the relative importance attached to teaching and research, in their availability and helpf~lness to students and in their humour and personal dispositIOn.

MAGAZINES, CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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CHILDREN·-S
BOOK FORTNIGHT
19th October - 2nd November
PRIZES· COMPETITIONS
LOTS OF FUN

. at

.

The Maynooth Bookshop,
The Square.
Tel. 628 6702
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Whereas the secondary school system, with its inspectors and
set curricula, imposes a great deal of uniformity, the freedom
afforded the university teacher allows him/her to indulge her/
his personal proclivities and idiosyncrasies. There is a certain
degree of control over courses due to convention and tradition,
and depending on the assertiveness of individual heads of
departments, but for the most part, the individual university
teacher devises his/her own courses and assesses the students'
work here/himself. In doing so it may be noted that some
teachers may forget !.liat the student has to study other courses
as well. Thus, impossibly lengthy reading lists, and perhaps
unjustifiable courses of study are sometimes prescribed, leaving it up to the students' individual (or group) judgement to
decide which reading and which section of the course, should
get priority. Sometimes such a decision is easy to make, as
when a prescribed textbook is followed closely. In other cases,
lecture material may be drawn from a wide variety of sources,
making it particularly difficult for the student to cover the
relevant reading material. Confustion is sometimes caused
where texts are prescribed and then virtually ignored in the
actual lectures: this may be further complicated in the odd case
where examination questions are set on material contained in
the reading list, but not dealt with directly in lectures. As
against this, there is the 'cushy' situation where an entire lecture
or perhaps several lectures consist of a single summary of a
single chapter or article. However, even here one needs to be
on one's guard: I remember one univeristy teacher who followed this practice, but who always left a section of the relevant
article out and then set a question incorporating the omitted
section (just to make sure one had bothered to read the article).
This raised some interesting questions concerning the teacher's
attitude to the student Some teachers seem to regard university
education as a game of 'catch the student out". This promotes
an air of disaccord in the teacher-student relationship. To a
certain extent this attitude on the part of the teacher may be due
to an only-to-frequently-well-founded belief that the object of
the student is to obtain a degree (and therefore hopefully, a meal
ticket) with the maximum of cunning and minimum of effort. It
seems reasonable to suggest that, in order to obtain a degree in
a particular subject, one should possess a broad range of
competence in that subject. Too many students, it would
appear, attempt to substitute a talent for question forecasting for
such competence, and then feel aggrieved when this talent turns
out to be ill-founded.
On the other hand, many teachers (hopefully the majority) are
genuinely interested in imparting "knowledge" to their students, particularly those who are passionately devoted to their
subject matter. It does not necessarily follow, of course, that
simply because the teacher is interestedin a particular subject,
the student should automatically follow suit. At the same time,
the teacher does find it rewarding when his/her enthusiasm is
echoed by the student. Unfortunately, the number of students
, who do display a genuine interest in acquiring knowledge for its
own sake is depressingly low. It might be that this situation
would improve if course content was perceived to be more
"relevant" to the students' needs. This raises some interesting
questions about what determines course content. This is more
likely to reflect the teacher's interests rather than the student's
needs and one would not normally expect the two to conicide.
For example, a majority of Maynooth graduates still enter the
teachingprofession, and many of those might welcome courses
geared specifically towards the requirements of thisprofession.
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On the other hand, the great majority of the teachers at Maynooth
would undoubtedly reject the idea of virtually turning the
College into a teacher training centre, and would argue instead
that the traditional function of a university is to provide a broad,
liberaJ centre of learning. In theory, there is certainly something in this argument, although, whether this aspiration is
actually realised in practice, and whether alternative functions
for a university are preferable are debatable points. What is
certain is that the final determination of how the university
functions is a very one sided affair, with students having
virtually no say in the maUer.
Another interesting question concerns the traditional division
of students into "honours" and "pass' categories. This system,
although common in the "British" university system, is by no
means uni versa!. It may be that the function of selecting an eli te
group of student is to groom at least some of them to be the
university teachers of tomorrow. It may be that for some
teachers the honours students are all that matter: the all-too
often silent majority of general students are suffering because
their numbers are needed in order to keep the institution ticking
over. In this respect it is worth bearing in mind that, almost
invariably, the university teacher was once an honours student
her/himself. An interesting question worth asking concerning
any department is: Is the departmental programme built around
the general course, with honours courses added on, or is it built
around the honours students, with the "generals" (in fact they
are the privates) thrown any old stuff depending on which
teacher has an hour to fill here and there?
the question of assessment is obviously a topic close to the
average studen't heart. Maynooth is again very traditional in
placing heavy emphasis on the end-of-year examination in this
respect. This system frequently places the emphasis more on
temperament, organisational ability and luck, than on intellectual ability. On the other hand, a system relying heavily on
continuous assessment places constant pressure on the student,
making it difficult for him/her to engage in the extra-curricular
activities which happily are still an important feature of univeristy life (although there may be signs that the proportion
engaging in such activities is declining). Continuous assessment also facilitiates cheating: many universities have a thriving industry devoted to the production of sale of essays for
students who could hardly write their names in examinations.
A mix between examination and continuous assessment, therefore, seems to be desirable, although what the precise balance
should be is difficult to say. In Maynooth, a maximum of
around 35 per cent is generally allowed for continuous assessment, but even this relatively low figure is rarely approached by
many departments. Many teachers feel a degree of affiliation
to a system which they came through themselves, while the fact
that continuous assessment generally means more work may
also be a significant factor in the context.
The original purpose of this essay was to give the students an
idea of what is expected of them by their teachers. Hopefully
it will now be apparent that it is impossible to generalise in this
respect. Some teachers are happy with regurgitation of lecture
material; others are not; some may be in a good humour; some
may not; some may be prepared to give the benefit of the doubt
where a point is not clearly made; some may not; some are
prepared to accept answers presented in point form; some
require a coherently written essay; some are meticulous about
grammar and composition; some are not. With regard to the
latter, this writer has detected a decline in recent years in the
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SPORTS LOCKER LTD.
Tel: 6285~LJ~
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The ideal place to choose your Christmas Gift.
Come and see our Range.
You won't be disappointed.

COFFEE HOUSE_

Main Street Maynooth
full ran8e of c&andwiches.
&lads and ~ups.

Open 7 days a week
(including Bank Holidays)
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9am -lOpm Mon - Sat
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standard of English among students, who are increasingly
careless about grammar, punctuation and syntax. The rules
relating to these were originally devised to make the meaning
of the language clear; abuse of these rules can lead to ambiguity and confusion. The examiner who has to go back over a
passage to decipher its meaning is not improving in humour,
while the continuity of the presentation is disrupted. Where the
meaning is not clear the benefit of the doubt need not always be
forthcoming.
Some final points arising from experience over the years: when
you have fmished an essay, read over it again before handing it
in. A surprising number of students fail to do this. The point
is not simply to detect errors (which tend to be frequent) but to
assess the coherence of the work as a whole. Too many students
are happy enough to stitch together pieces from diverse sources
almost at random: the teacher is rarely happy with the result. .
As regards essays, a further sore point is the use of references.
Students read books and journals, yet never seem to learn how
to use reference material. Of course, much worse than poor use
of references is the complete non-use of references. Too many
students are content to transcribe lengthy chunks of material
from books without acknowledging their sources. As a result
the material is presented as if it was the student's own: this rarely
goes undetected, not simply because teachers may be familiar
with the passage in question, but more likely because the
sudden change in writing styles is obvious. Teachers are not
simply being unduly finicky in this respect: they wish to see
whether the student undersands what is being written about, and
an ability to paraphrase accurately is a good indication of this.
Finally, in relation to examinations, the one piece of advice
which' is hammered time and time again is this: answer the
question asked. Too often, the student who has banked heavily
on a particular topic coming up is so overjoyed to see the keyword indicating that topic appearing in a question that she/he
immediately outpours all he/she knows about the subject,
whereas the actual question will undoubtedly have specific
requirements which either remain ignored, or appear only
fleetingly in the answer offered. So read the question carefully
before attempting an answer. And do not be too hopeful if you
write a lot, but fail to answer the question, that the teacher will
take pity on the grounds that the question was misinterpreted.
The experienced teacher will know darn well that in most cases
the student has simply prepared the wrong question and is
determined to answer the anticipated rather than the actual
question at all costs.

TOM FLOOD CUP
The biggest crowd at our Moyglare Road grounds for many
years witness a great game between Rathcoffey and Ardclough
in the final of the Tom Flood Cup. Rathcoffey won on a score
of 3 - 9 to 2 - 9 but credit is due to both teams for a display of
Junior Football at it's very best We thank referee N. Sutton who
handled the game expertly, having refereed the U/14 match
earlier in the afternoon.
Mrs. Flood, looking elegant in the brilliant sun shine presented
the cup to the winning captain and after that both teams were
entertained in the Roost lounge where they received their
trophies. We wish to thank the manager of the Roost for his
contribution and to all his staff for the excellent service. Also
we wish to thank Diggins and Conway Construction and Sean
Power for their contributions.
And of course Tommy Fay as always ensured that all arrangements ran smoothly.
Our senior team is playirig in the Ardclough tournament on
October 28th and it is now up to all the players to train and rally
around the team trainers and management so as to end the
season on a winning note.
Michael Caden

P.R.O.

UNDER 14 TOURNAMENT
The final of under 14 Tournament for the Peter Delaney Cup
was played on Sunday 14th October 1990, between Maynooth
and Kilcloon. This was a very entertaining game between two
evenly matched teams. Maynooth played with the breeze
advantage in the final half and found it difficult to get scores
against a very determined Kilcoon defence. Maynooth led by
three points at halftime. In the second half Maynooth playing
against the breeze had to withstand very strong pressure from
Kilcloon but showed great character and went on to win by
Maynooth 5 - 2, Kilcloon 1-7. This was a great team effort from
Maynooth and it would be difficult to single out any players.
Pat Delaney presented the Peter Delaney Cup to U/l4 Captain
H.Nevin.
The Maynooth team was:
P. FloOd, P. Leacy, P. Grant, S. Noonan, J. Higgins, E. Hassett,
M. Greene, O. Nevin, T. Farrell, C. Ryan, H. Nevin, N. Gillick,
M. Nugent, J. Lawlor, P. Burke, P. Farrell, D. Mooney, A.
Gaffney, D. Farrell, S. Griffm, J. Greene, T. Fay, D. Murtagh,
D.Nevin.

Prionnsias Breathnach is a lecturer in the
Geography Department.

MAYNOOTH TOWN A.F.e.
LEINSTER JUNIOR CUP
Maynooth Town' 2
Newbridge Town 1

MAYNOOTH G.A.A. NOTES
Our senior football tearn fmished the season on a losing note,
when we were beaten by Carragh in the final game. This should
mean demotion to division four next season but I understand
that division four is to be discontinued and all teams accommodated in three divisions. This would seem to be a better
arrangement We wish Mick Nevin the best of luck on his
inclusion on -the Kildare Senior football panel. Pascal Ennis is
not included on the present panel but no doubt his time will
come.

Maynooth just about deserved to advance to the second round
following a fighting display against our fellow Kildare rivals.
With the team beginning to show signs of improvement from
earlier season games it is hoped this improvement will be
maintained long enough to mount a serious league camapign.
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QUALITY DUAL CONTROL CARS.
NERVOUS PUPILS CATERED FOR.
PRE TEST LESSONS WITH REPORT.
COMPANY DRIVER ASSESSMENT .
DOOR TO DOOR AT NO EXTRA COST.
EVENING AND WEEKEND LESSONS CATERED FOR.
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE (THE PERFECT PRESENT)
DISCOUNT FOR COURSES.
STUDENT DISCOUNT.

NOW CHOOSE US
Specialists in Driving Tuition
. CROWLEY'S SCHOOL OF MOTORING
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Seasoned ash or beech - split or in rings

Prices start £30 a tonne - trailer loads, lorry loads (also bags)
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SEOSAM· UA 'BUACALLA
Main Street Maynooth

Ph:

6286202
ELECTRICAL
Fires £19.59
Kettles £19.74
Fanheaters £26.95
Irons £23.95
Blankets £17.49

SECURITY
5 Lever LOCKS from £13.45
SPECIALS
Chubb LOCKS less 10%
Ya 1e LOCKS reduced to £12.95
Chubb KEYS £3.00
DELIVERY SERVICE
Car KEYS £2.00
Cyl i nder KEYS 90p
Key cutting service while-u~wait, padlock, chubb, safe, locker,
alarm, mottice, deadlock, cabinet etc.
_
Building Supplies
_
Timber, cement, lime, hardwall nails, glass, cement dye, plasticiZer
frost proofer etc.
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL

?

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
GALWAY, C~VAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

BET.T,EEK &: DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

CPL

MOTOR

MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH
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$~

FACTORS
CO. KI LDARE.

'Tel: 01/6286628/6286301
Parts and Accessori es

for all makes of Cars,

Trucks and Tractors.
Batteries, Plugs,

Exhausts, Brake Pads • tt:==~1J

KILCOCK CLEANINGSERliICES-·····
Ideal for
cleaning
stain-resistant ,.

ca,peL /c.~

HoWet
Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Mess. We clean Carpets & Upholstery in your Home.

Carpet
Cleaned
Professionally.
Independent tests prove me
HOST~ Dry Extraction
Carpet Cleaning System
deep-cleans your carpet
beautifully-without affecting its stain resistance. And,
your carpets will be soft,
clean, dry and ready to use

11c::st-

riqht away!

Office. HQtel etc.
Also Chimneys Cleaned, by Brush Vacuum
and our unique Dust-Free Screen.
WE SERVICE AND CLEAN OIL BURNERS AND OIL,
F1Jllib COOKERS.
We Supply & Fit Chimney Cowls.
Gutters Cleaned. Moss removed from roof.
* Have Any .2 room carpets cleaned and we
will CLEAN YOUR CHIMNEY FREE *
Contact PAT or EILEEN at 01-6287565
24 Hr. Service All Areas.
COURTOWN PARK.KILCOCK,
, CO. KILDARE• ..
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LEINSTER JUNIOR LEAGUE PREMIER
DIVISION
Drumfinn Celtic 2
Maynooth Town 2

We would like to thank Noel Brady Clock House and Denis
Enright Broker for their sponsotship in the setting ·up of our
MembersLottoDraw jackpot We are indebted also to Maynooth
I.C.A. for use of hall to provide tea and sandwiches to our Cup
Conquerers town Celtic before their long journey home to
Wexford. To Lily and Kathleen for doing the catering and our
washer-up "Kitty". Noel Brady Clock House helped defray our
costs by providing an ample supply of sandwich fillers.
We are very proud of the fact that one of our members Dessie
Farrell was recently selected for the Leinster Junior League
Representative trials. The eventual outcome was his selection
to represent the League in a friendly game against Dundalk. A
4-2 win for Dundalk underlined the present high standard of our
League and Dessie played a major part by scoring both goals for
the Junior League. He has now set a standard for others to
follow and we may soon add to our tally of players who have
represented the club at Representative level.
We would like to thank Joe Wall Cardinal Press for his recent
sponsorship of tickets.

The concession of an early penalty to our Ballyfermot rivals
was a cruel blow to our hopes of a good showing in this league
game. Further misfortune was to be our lot 5 minutes into the
second half when a def~sive error just outside ourperialty area
allowed the Drumfmn centre-forward a clear route to goal and
he made no mistake. Maynooth took this setback seriously and
came more into the game. Sean Moore reduced the deficit
midway through the half with a wonderful solo goal. With ten
minutes remaining Tony Keams sent over a perfect cross for
Gerry Treacy to head a deserved equaliser.

F.A.I. JUNIOR CUP
Maynooth Town 1

Town Celtic 3

An excellent Town Celtic team from Wexford deserved to win

this game by virtue of their greater midfield supremacy.
Maynooth opened the scoring through Dessie Farrell but were
pulled back to equality before half time. An early second half
goal for Celtic left Maynooth with an uphill task and our hopes
were fmally dashed 5 minutes from the end when Celtic converted a penalty.

MAYNOOTH BOW OUT TO
DETERMINED FOXHILL

LEINSTER JUNIOR LEAGUE 2nd TEAM
Maynooth 1
St. Vincents 4

Maynooth Town 2

Maynooth had a chance of sharing the points up to half time
when we trailed 1-2. The greater physical strength of the
visitors told in the second half when they-scored twice with
reply. Joe ORiordan scored Maynooth's goal and was unlucky
not to add to his total. Mick Murphy also played well for
Maynooth.

Maynooth 1

Foxhill (Athy) 3

Despite scoring as early as the 3rd minute, controlling the game
for long periods and, at times, playing some neat football,
Maynooth Town still contrived to lose this entertaining 2nd
round Leinster Junior Cup match.
Furious assaults on the Foxhill goals in the last five minutes
eventually produced Maynooth's second goal in the 91stminute but by then it was too late and a determined Foxhill outfit had
gained a surprise, if well merited victory.
The game had opened on a veiy bright note for Maynooth when
full back John Geogheghan overlapped down the left, found
Gerry Tracey inside, who in turn set up Dessie Farrell just inside
ihe box. Farrell's right footed shot beat the Foxhill keeper and
found the far comer of the net.
Inspirted by this great start Maynooth pushed forward, playing very neat football in midfield and creating a lot of space down
the left wing where Geogheghan, Tracey and Moore combined.
to good effect. Despite their total dominance in tire first 15
minutes, however, Maynooth failed to create a further chance
in this period, and after 18 minutes Foxhill gave notice of their
intentions by hitting the Maynooth post and Derek Murray was
forced to clear the ball off the line. Three minutes later
Maynooth keeper Mick McGarry turned a 20 yard shot around
the post. It was now mid-way through the ftrst half and 'The
Town' were allowing their grip on the match to slip. A 20 yard
shot by Dessie Farrell after 27 minutes produced an excellent
save from the Foxhill keeper but this was to be Maynooth's last
shot in anger for the rest of the ftrst half as they were pushed
back by a battling Foxhill midfield.
Just on the half hour a poor kickout by Mick McGarry only
succeeded in finding Foxhill's no. 10 whose mishot shot was
finished off by the visitor's left winger. Two minutes later a
sweeping Foxhill move out of defence saw the ball crossed
from the left anll headed home by the Foxhill centre half with
the Maynooth central defence badly caught out.

St. Matthews Boys 2

Maynooth made the visitors fight hard for their two points and
with a little more sharpness in front of goal could have had
better reward.

DUBLIN & DISTRICT SCHOOLBOYS
LEAGUE
Our U/12 team continue to blaze along in Cups and League.
One defeat in seven games is a fine achievement for those boys
considering that it is their first season in competitive football.
Trainers Mick Murphy and Mick Kelly have this team in tip top
shape and could well vie for honours at the close of season.
EamOOD Gallagher continues to score in every game almost and
is our top scorer. Pierse Ryan is now finding his form and has
got himself on the score sheet of late. Darren Naughton is now
our "jack of all trades" and pops up everywhere to lend a foot
where needed. Niall Naughton in goal is doing aPackie Bonner
and keeping his defence on their toes with his vociferous contribution and excellent goalkeePiItg. Patrick Carroll, Declan
Buckley, David Coughlan help to make up a very strong
defence.
A strong midfield including Eoin Guha and Stephen Brennan
provide plenty of scoring opportunities for the forward line
which thrives on the pinpoint crosses of Martin Byrne.
The club extends sympathy to Joey Edwards on the death of his
father Brendan R.I.P.
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MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town Mall, Maynooth, County Kildare
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628 9000
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The tables had now been completely turned on 'The Town' and
in the ten minutes leading up to half time their concentration and
teamwork fell apart. Their frustration at letting the match slip
from their grasp was also neglected in two bookings - Derek
Murray and Joe Edwards - for heavy tackles.
Half time saw the introduction of Paul McCourt for Gerry
Tracey but just four minutes into the second half the Maynooth
defence was again exposed and the ball was crossed dangerously from the left. A scramble ensued at the far post and with
the ball ending up in the Maynooth net the home team were left
with a mountain to climb. Heads visibly dropped at this stage
and it was not until a good shot by Dessie Farrell on the hour that
Maynooth began to show signs of life. Almost immediately a
free kick on the edge of the Foxhill box was cracked off the post
and two minutes later Tony Kearns worked himself into a good
shooting position only to blast it high and wide.
This proved probably the crucial period in the whole match as
Foxhill were pinned back in their own half. Substitute Fergal
Barton, together with Gerry Thompson, Farrell and Edwards
won a plentiful supply of the ball around midfield but the
quality of the [mal pass seldom troubled a well organised
Foxhill defence. A tremendous shot by Barton produced the
save of the match from theFoxhill keeper and although Maynooth
increased the pressure in the final ten minutes most of the
attacks faltered due to a series of poor crosses. The much sought
for goal'finally come in the 91st minute when a free kick by
Dessie Farrell on the edge of the box broke to Tony Kearns who
scored from close range. Shortly afterwards the [mal whistle
blew and one was left with the certain knowledge that if only
Maynooth's 2nd goal had come half an hour earlier this cup tie
might have been saved.
As it was thought justice was probably done and Foxhill's
battling performance against their more illustrious opponents
certainly delighted their band of travelling supporters.
For Maynooth Town, their Junior cup campaign ended in bitter
disappointment and the players will know better than anyone
that they had the talent to win this match. The failure to
capitalise on Farrell's early goal and the subsequent inability to
convert sustained second half pressure into a badly needed
second goal, in outline, represents a summary of why the match
was lost. Foxhill's sweeper certainly booked an accomplished
player but that may be partIy because the Maynooth attack
failed to put him under real pressure. On the positive side Derek
Murray was always solid in his defensive duties and Dessie
Farrell battled manfully in midfield even when the tide was
flowing against him.

The art of Tae Kwon Do demands total discipline from the
students. Without this discipline Tae Kwon Do would not be
effective as a marshall art.
Maynooth Parish Hall is fIlled every Saturday morning, Monday and Tuesday with students ranging from eight years old up
to fifty (both male and female). Both of them instruct approximately sixty people in the art and discipline of Tae Kwon Do.
Fifteen in all competed in the competition, most of which
returned with one medal or another.
Martin Traynor, John McLoughlin, Sean Foy -21 points, Carol
Nolan 3 points, Robert Kennedy, Anthony Kennedy, Jessica
Kennedy, Ciara Power - 13 points, Gillian Power - 12 points,
Cahill Power 13 points, Andrew Rowan - 10 points, Robert
McKeon - 12 points, Cian McGinley, Andrew Clark and
Richard Leavy.
Mr. Michael Devereux won a gold Medal in the Senior Blackbelt competition and is of International Standard.
The Presentation was made to the Maynooth School by Mr.
Robert Howard, the Sixth Dan of the countrywide organisation.
It was a great triumph for the small disciplined club and parents
and relatives cheered them on as they received the trophy.
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Top Quality Sheds Available from £159
Also Super Lap Fencing Panels 6' x 6' £12.50

All Types of Fencing and Timber Supplied

J. BARRY
Newsagents - Tobacconist - Confectioners
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Tel. 628 6304
Selection of Lighters· Large Selection of Jewellery
• School Items· Parker Pens· Gift Ware
• Large Selection of Cards, Toys, Gifts· Cork Crystal

TAEKWONDO

Cooked Meats a Speciality

Maynooth youths brought honour to their town as they swept
the board at the Tae Kwon Do all Ireland Finals recentl y. It was
obvious from the full car park that Maynooth Parish Hall was
filled to capacity on Saturday 29th. Saturday was a special day
for those involved in the organisation as it was a time for upgrading or perhaps down-grading of the students individually.
To coinside with this was the presentation of the trophy to the
organisation for winning the overall team award in the all
Ireland Tae Kwon Do Championships recently. Mr. McClelland and Michael Devereux were in charge of the whole
operation in the Hall and are the teachers ofTae Kwon Do in
Maynooth.
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CIE Commuter Tickets Weekly, Monthly and Students
Monthly, Family One Day
Opening Hours: 6a.m. - lOp.m. Mon. to Sat.
Sun. 7a.m. - 8.30p.m.
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Worried about your

Child~s_foundation

-

years??

If so. here is ,the answer.

Caroline·s Montessori School
Established Private School. Presentation Convent Grounds. Maynooth. Co. Kildare.
'Ages:

2~

- 12 years. Time: 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 - 3.00 p.m.

Enroll now for January. Limited number of vacancies.Full Montessori Curriculum and
EqUipment. This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and has
'experienced teachers of the highest qualified Montessori Diploma standard.
Prindpal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran.Montessorf01Ploma in Education.2~--12 yea~s.
HOme'--Address: --Glen1dan Court. Enfield. Co. Meath. Tel: 0405:41532
for apPointment or enrolment form or write to the Principal.
Give your child their future foundation under expert tuition. through the prestigious
Montes-sorf method of Education:
th is is a Schoo 1 of Tuiti 0;'- not a p1ayschoo 1

questrian World
Maynooth

C.o.Kildare.

FAX: 6286853
For the complete range of Dog Foods, over 25 different brandsF
Kasco, Febo,- Respond Madra, Rambler,
Nutaform, Leader. Star, Prize Racer
_.
Feedwell, Perform, Pedro, Go~Dog plus many'more.
.

•..-

-.~-- ~--.-~

DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE.

ph. 6286853
VANITY
-. _Ha(r _ &
The

FAYRE
B_ eau~y

MallMA-YNOOTH

PH:

(01) 6286137

<=)pening
~ours: 9.30 - 6.00pm Tues/Wed/Sat.
9.30 - 7.00pm Thursdays
9.30 - 8.00pm Friday
S P E C I A L <=)F FER

****************************

FOR NOVEMBER ONLY.
SHAMPOO AND BLOW DRY PLUS FACIAL - £7.50.
REQUIRED:

FIRST YEAR JUNIOR HAIR STYLIST.

The Wells Hotel
fJ1ie

weftS 9(estaurant
under

~

Management

WElLS HoTEL. ENFIELD.

CO.

MEATH

TELEPHONE (0405) 41567

.
' ---,
--------------------~

r-----------------------,
Whynotha~!::,~::~:nasDinner:: Christmas Day
I I

.

CHRISTMAS :;
PARTY MENU I: I.

Lunch £15.95
Chilled Melon Cocktail
Dressed Egg Salad
Dressed Herring Salad

*

Egg Mayonnaise ............................... £1.20 .- I :
Chilled Melon W~dge ...... ~ ...............£1.20 Ii
Dressed Sardine Salad ..................... £1.20
Home Made Pate ..............................£1.20

Home MadeVegetable Soup
Consomme Fine Herbs

**

Selection of Home Made Soups ..... £1.00
Roast Farmyard Turkey and Baked
Limerick Ham

Roast Turkey and Ham ....................£7.95
Roast Rib of Beef ..............................£8.50
Roast Leg of Lamb ........................... £8.95

Roast Sirloin of Beef Bernaise

*
*

Poached Shannon Salmon in Lemon Butter .

Choose 'your favourites from
above and leave the rest to us.

Buttered Sprouts
Glazed Carrots
Creamed & Roast Potatoes

:Special Candlelight Dinner for the
:month of December ................. £13.50 :'
I
I

I
I
IFrom 6.00 to 10.00 p.m.
I
I
I
1- - - - - -- - - - - - _ ..... - - - - - -- - --,

,
I
I

*

It
I

I
:

Tea or Coffee
Mince Pies

I
:
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IL ________Irish
__ Coffee
___

-

:

Fresh Fruit Pavlova
Sherry Trifle

_

Now taking bookings

Christmas Pudding and Brandy Sauce

_/

~
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Personal Greetings

'

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

;{JY

~

~

,

BARTONS

Molloy (8, Straffan Way)

Newsagents - Confectioners - Tobacconists

The family of the late Mary Molloy wish to thank most
sincerely all those who sympathised with them in their rec.ent
sad bereavement, those who attended the removal mass and funeral, those who sent mass cards and flowers. A special word
of thanks to her kind neighbours in Straffan Way, .Mrs. Dillon
and staff of Larchfield Nursing Home, Naas. Mass has been
offered for your intentions.

Boxes of Chocolates
Fruit· Magazines· Groceries
Stationery • Icecream
• Shell Petrol Station
.Books

BEAN (Mooretown, Celbridge)
The wife and family of the late Thomas Bean wish to thank most
sincerely all those who sympathised with them during their
recent sad bereavement; those who sent Mass cards, Wreaths
and Seraphic Certificates; those who attended the removal of
the remains, Mass and funeral; the priests of the parish and the
visiting priests who concelebrated the funeral Mass; the organist and soloist; the very kind neighbours and a special word of
thanks to the nurses, doctors and staff of Pea mount Hospital, in
whose loving care he died.
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for the intentions
of all.

The National Lottery - An Crannchur Naisiunta

Jim1s Shoe Repairs
Maynooth Shopping Centre

Ladies & Gents Heals While UWait
Shoes Stretched • Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

CONGRATULATIONS

Now Located End Unit
Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance

Belated congratulations to Elizabeth and Declan Vi Bhriain,
Kingsbry who became proud parents of daughter Sinead in
June. Elizabeth is an ex-member of the Editorial Board.

~.e.~

The Residents of O'Neill Park would like to extend a warm
welcome to Brigid and John Waldron who have recently taken
up residency.

,

Tel. 628 5367
A Personal Home Hair Styling Service

To Nuala (Noodle) Noonan and John (Nutter) Walsh on their
recent engagement from all their friends.

Tired of waiting at the Hairdressers? Problems getting a babysitter
while you have your. hair done? Like your own personal stylist?
Have your hair styled by an experienced stylist in the comfort of
your own home at a time that suits you best.

To Michael Hughes and Carol Wilson, on their recent engagement from all the gang.

Late appointments can be made for Wednesday and Friday.
Special Family Rates: Wash, Trim & Blow Dry for
Mum, Dad and four Children - £12.00

Congratulations to Ann O'Riordan who celebrates her 21st
Birthday on the 28th October from the Dempseys, O'Neill Park.

DIAL-A-STYLE AT 6285367 FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT

Congratulations to Margaret and Joe Moore, The Crescent,
Straffan Road, Maynooth on the birth of their baby boy.
Debbie Dunne Greenfield and Seamus Boylan Courtown Park
Kilcock who were married in St Mary's Church Maynooth on
Sept. 11th.

ORDER YOUR HALLOWE'EN BRACK
FROM

Anita Barlow Greenfield who celebrates her 21st Birthday
Nov. 2nd, lots of love from Daddy, Mammy, Martin and
Bernadette, a party in Springfield Hotel will be held for the
happy occasion for parents, family and friends.

ELITE
CONFECTIONERY

Paddy and Alice Cleary Greenfield who celebrate their Silver
Wedding Anniversary Oct. 25th.

HOT BREAD AND CAKE SHOP
OPEN DAILY

Paddy and Carmel Mulready Dunboyne formerly Mariaville
Maynooth who celebrated their 40th Wedding Anniversary
Sept. 28th.

Tel. 628 5521
52

BRADLEY

HEATING

&

PLUMBING.

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF OIL GAS AND SOLID FUEL SYSTEMS
01-6285387
BATHROOMS
SHOWERS
KITCHENS

24

HRS/~65

DAYS

CYLINDER
BLOCKED DRAINS
TOILETS/WASTE PIPES
TAP WASHERS

BURST PIPES
{NO JOB TOO SMALL .1
DOMESTIC

COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRlAt.
49 CLUAIN AOBHINN
MAYNOOTHL- .
CO. KILDARE.

liP

IamrOd Eireann

IRISH RAIL

WHY NOT TRAVEL THE FAST RELIABLE WAY - BY TRAIN
GREAT BARGAINS AVAILABLE FOR THE REGULAR COMMUTERS

WEEKLY RAIL
- £9
MONTHLY RAIL- £36
WEEKLY BUS/RAIL - £11.50

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT STATION MASTER MAYNOOTH 6285509
OR ENQUIRY DEPT 366222
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Personal Greetings

~

~,

CONGRATULATIONS

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

John and Clare McDonald Palrnerstown (formerly Blacklion
Maynooth) who celebrated their 25th Wedding Anniversary
Sept. 4th - not their 15th as printed in error in Oct Newsletter.

Karen Cassidy, Rail Park, Oct 4th
Tom Nolan, Old Greenfield, Oct. 4th.
David McTernan, Highfield Kilcock, age 12, Oct 19th.

SYMPATHY

Birthday Greetings to Maura from all the gang.
Birthday Greetings to Kay McKeogh, Nov. 3rd.

Daughters, brothers, sisters, son-in-law, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, grandchildren, nephews, nieces, relatives and friends
of the ·late Mary (Lorrie) FarreUy. nee Smith, Newtown,
Maynooth.

APOLOGY
In last month's issue we inadvertently placed an incorrect
caption beneath the photograph of Brady's pub which appeared
on the cover. We apologise to the owners arid management for
this mistake.

John Hearns Greenfield on the death of his father Michael (ex
Garda Siochana) Celbridge.
Sons, Sister, Daughters-in-law, grandchildren, nephews, nieces,
relatives and friends of the late Thomas J. Nangle Maynooth
late of Sallynoggin.

Please
Support
our
Advertisers

Wife, sons, daughters, sister, brother, daughters-in-law, sonsin-law, sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law, nephews, nieces, grandchildren, relatives and friends of the late Michael Folan Ballymagillan late of Loughrusheen Castlebar.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Birthday greetings to Mrs. Brid Conneely and her husband
Michael lots of love, Mickey, Stephen, Aedeana, Ritchie,
Kevin, Sarah and all the Sheridan gang.
Happy birthday to Donal Fitzpatrick from all the gang.

Carlton Cleaners

Happy birthday to Norah McDermott from all in Maynooth
Community Council.

Curtain Care Leather & Evening Wear
Specialists in Suede
Repairs and Alterations
Shirt & Laundry Service
Same Day Service incl. Saturday

Happy birthday to Marie Dempsey from all the gang.
Happy birthday to Tom Maher love Teresa
Birthday greetings to Declan Noonan from Fitzer & Kellyser.

Open 6 Days

Happy birthday to John O'Connor (Germany) on 13th Nov.
with lots of love from Mammy, Daddy, Ann, Fiona, Yvonne
and Claire.

Maynooth Shopping Centre

Tel. 628 5511

Happy 18th birthday Catherine, from Mam, Dad, Sue and Peter.
Happy 4th Birthday to Aedeana Conneely from Mammy,
Daddy, Stephen and Mickey.

THE SqUARE

Happy birthday to CaroJann,Reaper from the office staff.

Hallowe'en
Hallowe'en

Birthday Greetings to Margaret Clince, Cluain Aoibhinn,
November 3rd.
Happy 20th birthday to Alison Boylan (Nuzstop) from Mammy,
Daddy, Jennifer and Justin.
Happy birthday to Mrs. B. Saults, 9 Parson Street, who celebrates her birthday on the 1st November. From her family ,and
friends.

FOR ALL YOUR IIALLOWE'EN GOODS
APPLES-NUTS-BANANAS
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KILCOCK
DRIVING SCHOOL
J:)OOR TO DOOR SERVICE

FULL HOUR

J:)UAL SERVICE CAR

<::AR SUPPLIED FOR TEST

1\I.[ALE OR FEMALE

EST ROUTES COVERED

~LEPHONE;

INSTRUCTOR ON REQUEST

6287368

~AM

TO 9PM DAILY
INCLUDING WEEKENDS

u

11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare

PHONE NO:

6285544

QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOMES
5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £11.99
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £12.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £5.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
LARGE RANGE OF SHADES AND LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

~=========:==~======~======~a~~~

HEATING, SERVICES
OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE

H EATING

SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE

J1[EATING EFFICIENCY TESTING

You could be wasting over 50% of your off:
24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY 49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN MAYNOOTH
6285387
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9 Grooming
GENERAL DOGSBODY
WHY NOT TREAT 'YOUR BEST FRIEND TO SOME OF OUR SERVICESS:::::::E::~==~DI

Dog cUpping, hair trimming. flea batbing, shampooinc
.and ear cleaning

nail cUppl.ng

We cater for ail dogs - both pedigrea and
crossbreeds are welcome. All dogs handled with
T.L.e. (tender loving care)

We can fetch and return at a small charge
Cathy Brennan, London trained veterinary nurse
and canine beautician.

54 COURTOWN PARK, KILCOCK, PHONE:

(01) 6287 319

coonan

eIF .YOUo.HAVE THE PROPERTY WE HAVE THE;PUSTOMERS
n: sao
~f_~
~l~
==
I

'"

EDlUTIONAL
L:.IL:.ir.::.l

"

..

I

!! M t A V I

Rl.1W1~(j

S«K:ll-n
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Established over 100 years.

Branch Office:

Athy,

Co.

Kildare.

HITCHIN' POST, LEIXLIP
01/6244704/6245587

Book now for Christmas Shows.
Carvery Restaurant.
MON - FRI: 12.30 - 3.
SUN: 12.30 - 4.30.
Sunday Special
5 Course"
ADULTS £7.00

CHILDREN

~

PRICE

HALL AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES.
56

UNDER 2 FREE

-

"

F1

. .. . - -

-uP'
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NAME: _______________________
ADDRESS: ____~------------- AGE:

This category of the colouring competition is for 4-7 yr.olds.
Closing date for receipt of entries: Mon. 19 Nov. at 5pm.
All entries must be original work of entrants.
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The Annual Mass for
Deceased Members of St. Mary's Brass and Reed Band
will be held on Sunday 4th November at 11 a.m.

1987 Suzuki Ran Moped
in good condition
complete with cyclops lock and helmet £450
Tel. 628 5922 10 - 4 p.m. or 624 4695 after 6 p.m.

All family, relatives and friends of
deceased members welcome.

Tom and Monica Salmon
Donadea Transport
- Mini Bus ServiceSchool transport. Bingo, Football etc.
Swimming Leesons organised for children and adults
(Bus from Maynooth)
Enquiries Welcome Tel. 045 - 69201

HEALING MASSAGE THERAPY
Neck and Shoulder Tension, Low Back Pain
A need to relax and unwind
Tel. 627 3741 Celbridge

KAY'S FLORISTRY

FOR SALE

465, S.C. Rd., Rialto, Dublin 8.
Now enrolling for their coming short courses
in all aspects of flower-arranging.
Bridal and Funeral Floristry
Beginners Welcome

T.V. Aerial. All Stations.
Approximately 45ft High, as new
Tel. 628 5547

Tel. 533649/533472
Telephone or send SAE for free brochure.

FOR SALE
Wedding Dress - white - size 12
Perfect Condition - Very reasonable price.
also pink Bridesmaid Dress - size 14.
Contact: 628 5942

CLASSIFIED
Elderly Couple seeks House to Rent
. Particulars to: Betty - Tel. 628 6566

Piano Lessons for Beginners

Make Friends • Have Fun • Get Fit
Aerobics Sauna/Steam Swimming

Contact Amanda Cahir, B.Ed. at 628 5726

with tuition on Tuesday nights 9 - 10.30 p.m.
Come along and join.
Very enjoyable session in progress at present
Transport from Kilcock, Maynooth and Leixlip.
Special introductory terms
Enquiries Welcome
- Monica Salmon, Donadea Transport - 045 - 69201

FOR SALE
Gents 10 Speed Racer £85.00 O.N.O.
Tel. 628 6841

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
C.K.R. 97.3 F.M.
Carlow Kildare Radio

Full Page £40
Half Page £22
Third Page £15
Quarter Double
Column £12

Richard Farrell Local Contact
Local news and items of interest for
broadcasting on above station please phone 628 6044
FOrthcoming event details for broadcaSting
organisations should contact above number.
95.9 F.M. Naas/North Kildare New Wavelength
for North Kildare.
Listen to the Winning Team C.K.R.

Discount of 20% for new businesses on first
advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements taken
for six months or over if payment is made in
advance. .

A fee of £2 is charged for classified advertisements. Of course,
there is no charge on acknowledgements, notices, i.e. birthdays,
missing items, etc.
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ALL OF MY
TOMORROWS
DEPEND ON YOU

Do you realise that for as little as £25 per month
you can secure your little one's
future educational,needs
We will design a programme that is
tailor made for your requirements.
We work with all Banks, Building Societies
and Insurance Companies.

Our professional advise is free and impartial.

Contact Frank or Rita today.
Other Services
Mortgages • Pensions • Life Assurance
Investment Bonds
House • Shop • Motor Insurance
Office Hours:
Mon. to Fri. 9.00 to 5.30
Sat. 10.30 to 1.00

;

ASSESSING
YOUR NEEDS
and

MAKING TlIE~i MOREl'
PRESENTABLE

FIRST AND FOREMOST
,~

.

MAYNOOTH'S ONLY PRINT HOUSE

', The Cardinal Press
'...:l'
./)

Dunboyne Uoad, Maynooth, County Kildare
Telephone 01- 628 6695 Fax: 01- 628 644()

Specialists ill
Printed Conlputer Stationery
General & Full Colour Printing
Photocopying
,~ I,

Office Supplies ·& Furniture
Rubber Stamps
Worldwide Fax Bureau

o ;',

.;~

•• '

Put Your Problem -on our plate I
For all your Catering requirements

contact
VILLE", PAGES TOWN, MA YNOOTII, CO. KlLDARE. PHONE 6286566

FULL RANGE OF TABLEWARE FOR HIRE

A HAPPY AND PEACEFUL CHRISTMAS

,
v

~ Maynootll

Newsletter ~

Hail Mary

Maynooth Community Council

Despite the vagaries of the proportional representation system,
the Irish people have demonstrated a desire for change in th~
existing structures, through the recent election of Mary Robinson as the fIrst woman President of Ireland. The election
campaign, far from being the coma inducing ordeal expected by
so many, developed into an exciting, if ultimately bitter battle
between what some might see as the forces of the old and the
new. The next few months will be a time of reflection for all
political parties, none of whom can sit complacently back on
their laurels. That the Irish people want something new is clear
- but what exactly do they want, and do they all want the same
new something? And who of the existing parties will be able to
decipher the signals?
The Newsletter has already hosted a visit from Ms Robinson,
during her whistlestop tour of Maynooth, and we look forward
to another presidential visit, as the Office will have to be painted
again by then - Ms Robinson will soon gain the impression, like
the Queen of England, that everywhere she visits reeks of fresh
paint. But in the meantime, could we call on the supporters to
remove all election posters before the Tidy Towns Competition
judges arrive.

Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Hussey
Donal O'Donoghue
Peter Connell
Isabelle Cartwright
Margaret Clince
Maura Walsh-COnneely

The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the contributors and not necessarily those of the Editorial. All matters to be included in the
next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:The Editor, Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth.
Tel. 01 • 6285922

Maximum llumber of words 500 per article.

'2 \~~ ~'I),

Copydate: Monday 10 th DiGo at 5.00 p.m.

'""

EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. Itisan 'open access'publication and will generally
carry any material submitted to it, subject to the law of the land and to editorial
judgement. The judgement is exercised by the editorial committee in order to
preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter. The committee
~reserves the right to alter, abridge or omit material which in its opinion might
rend the Newsletter the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests. Any
contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact the
. committee.

Scale The Heights?
It was good that the recent rumpus in the college over accommodation for wheel chair bound students haS been resolved .
Edward Jennings, from Cork, has multiple sclerosis, and is a
second year student in the community work certificate co~se.
Last year there was no problem in accommodating Mr Jennings
on the ground floor in the old campus residences. This year,
somehow, the accommodation was not available - Monsignor
Ledwith, the College Presigent stated 'to the Irish Team that
"We have no lay student accommodation until the Spring when
the residences are ready". Now, happily, suitable accommodation has been found, but not without the intervention of Mr
Jennings' fellow students who brought the matter to public
attention. If a solution had not been found in this case, Mr
Jennings might not have been able to complete the course. Isn't
there something wrong about a society where people can be
prevented from participation fully in everyday life, on the basis
of their mobility, because they cannot scale the stairs unaided?

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make sure their material is legible. If
v:£.gssible, material should be typed, but as not everyone has access to typewrit"ers, the best way to present material is to use eitherneatlegible writing or block
letters, on one side of the paper.
We emphasise that material submitted afterthe copydate will not be accepted
and will be withheld until the following copydate.
All Material Copyright Maynooth Newsletter 1990
RIGHT TO REPLY

In fairness to ourreaders and given that this magazine is not insured again st libel
'*IHunages or costs, we undertake the following : In the case of errors offact we
will publish corrections when we become a ware of such.
In the case of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer
that person ortheir representative the right to reply in this magazine subject only
to reavsonable length, the laws of libel and .our right to respond to such reply.

i
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The violence and mayhem which followed Ireland's draw
against England in the European Cup match in Lansdowne
Road seems to have spilled out as far as Maynooth. On the night
of the match, a number of hooligans, not all of them transient
fans on their way home to the west, ran amok in the Main Street,
causing damage to windows and cars and at least one bus. This
was not the only affray in the Main Street in recent times, if
recent court cases are anything to go by. We can only call on
the Gardai to exercise vigilance to ensure that this element are
kept off the streets.
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societies and their participation in many activities ranging from
sport to cultuml events hosted in the college each year. Indeed,
what makes Maynooth so special is the harmonious interaction
between clerics and lay students, to the benefit of the student
body as a whole.
Next time when Mr. O'Ceilleachair puts pen to paper he might
choose to state facts instead ofpresenting the peopleofMaynooth
town with blatant lies.

Happy Christmas
The Newsletter wishes all our readers a very Happy Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year. A special thanks to our advertisers
for their support throughout the year. This issue of the News-letter is packed with advertisements for the wide variety of
services available on our doorstep. We ask our readers to
support local employment through shopping locally where
possible. See you all at the Square dancing to St Mary's Band
at midnight on New Year's Eve.

Yours sincerely,
Michael Harhen.

Mary Robinson Election Committee
Dear Editor,
On behalf of the committee I would like to say 'thank you' to
the people of Maynooth.
Firstly for giving our canvassers such a warm reception on your
door step. Secondly for corning out in such great numbers to
give your number 1 vote to Mary Robinson.
The progressiveness of the Maynooth electomte in voting for
Mary Robinson is surely a vote of confidence in Ireland's
ability to be part of the New Europe of the 1990s.

St Patrick's College, Maynooth.
Dear Editor,
I would like to congratulate you on the new format of the
Newsletter and the many new features included in it. It is a
great credit to all concerned and provides those who live in the
town and College with an enormous amount of up-to-date
information.
Keep up the good work.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,
Rt Rev Msgr Miceal Ledwith
President.

John McGinley, Director of Elections.

J.K. DECORATORS.LTD.

Dear Editor,
In reference to the article written by Fiachra O'Ceilleachair in
the Student and College Section of the Maynooth Newsletter,
(Oct '90), I would like to thank him for his insightful account
of student life in Maynooth College. However, I do feel that he
portrays a one-sided and a rather sarcastic view of what it is to
be a student studying for the priesthood.
Mr. O'Ceilleachair in his article unashamedly maintains that if
one wishes to overcome the difficulties which may face students, "You could, if you were male, join the clerics; free
education, free accommodation, free food and what more do
you want." Obviously he is not even remotely aware of the facts
surrounding clerical life in Maynooth College. If the seminary
life is so attractive, as Mr. O;Ceilleachair would have us
believe, why is it that students are not queuing up to join, even
if only for the free education? The fact is that clerics do make
large commitment to their tmining. If Mr. 0' Ceilleachair took
the time to inquire among clerics he would soon realise that to
hold such an idiotic belief, as he does, is narrow-minded in the
extreme.
Mr. O'Ceilleachair is not content, however, to wallow in such
a mis-construed belief but adds insults to injury by suggesting
that clerical life is confined to "playing internal soccer leagues,
singing in the song contest, going to the films in the Aula and
turning up to vote when there's an important S.U. referendum"
and, as he so emphatically states, socialising with "innocent
country girls who 'hangout' with these boys because they don't
see them as sexual threats.. Generally speaking, clerics make a
valuable contribution in all aspects of college life, through their
continued support and involvement in a variety of clubs and

~
~
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Painting & Decorating
Interior & Exterior
Domestic & Commercial

General Building Repairs & Maintenance
Including Carpentry, Plastering, Roofing etc.

Tel. 01 - 628 6261
SEAN POWER BOOKMAKER
Put the Odds in your favour and have a bet with us!
Morning Prices available each Day

~

Every Horse a Price

~~ If we lay you, we will pay you
Happy Christmas to our Customers

Telephone: 6286256 or 628 5754
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Doyles Shoe
Centre ,oItOI\t~:

e·
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The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre

Sincere Christmas Wishes
to all our customers

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
CLARKS, K SHOES, ~UBARRY, ROHDE,
SARAH JAMES, LOAKES, GABOR,
PEPE, EASTCOAST & NICKS.
iRISH DANC1NG PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK.

Winter Collection-Super selection

OUTSTANDING VARIETY AND CHOICE

LADIES' BOOTS
FROM

Our shoes fit
as 'well as
they. look.

KIDDIES' BOOTS
,FROM
..
£15.99.

£19.99

Do yours?

.DOJ!l~s$hoe Centre
,

FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT o 'p towN'
5
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Clubs • Societies • Organisations
ROYAL CANAL NOTES

JUSTIN McKENNA

Christmas Draw

AROMATHERAPIST
97 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Tel. 628 5962

Where have the months gone? Summer is hardly over and yet
Christmas is almost upon us and this means that it' s time for the
Annual Christmas Raffle. This years prizes include a B&I
travel voucher, a hamper, a fruit basket, bottle of whiskey and
more. The winning ticket will be drawn at a function in the
"Roost" on 11 th of December. The session will commence at
9.30 pm with a number of musicians in attendance.

70 Drimnagh Road,
Dublin 12.
Tel. 559973

By Appointment Only

Flashback to an eventful year
The coming of Christmas also signals the end of what has been
an excellent year for the Canal. April saw another Trade Fair
in association with the boys National School. As with other
years this venture was very successful. May was one of our
busiest months. Maynooth/Kilcock Lions Club approached us
with a request to participate in the "Royal Canal Jamboree"
which we agreed to. This was such a vast undertaking that it
required a tremendous effort from both the committee and
S.E.S. workers who gave of their time freely to assist Committee Members assisted in every area of the organisation of the
"Jamboree" even to the extent of exchanging their "Sunday
Best" for overalls to assist engineers from local firm Stateside
Scaffolding to erect a huge "Grand Stand". The Jamboree was
an outstanding success. Then on May 27th the refurbished
harbour at Maynooth was re-opened. This again required a lot
of preparation and organisation. It would be remiss of me to
mention Kathleen Brewster and John McKeon of the O.P.W.
who performed the formalities on that date and who have been
a great motivating force in the entire restoration. The opening
of the harbour was the curtain raiser to the re-opening of the
canal from Blanchardstown to Mullingar which occurred on the
following day after which the first boat rally on the re-opened
canal took place. In J ul y the Annual collection was taken up and
the people of Maynooth were as usual very generous with their
support despite the fact that it was holiday time.

Hugh McCartan
Smithstown, Maynooth
Tel. 627 1716

• SeNicing all makes of cars and vans.
• Breakdown and recovery seNice.
• Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

DONOVAN'S NEWSAGENTS
Unit 7, Maynooth Shopping Centre
Tel. 6285847
ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIREMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS from £1.99
MAGAZINES, CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

By the time you read this the Fashion Show/Selection of "Miss
Royal Canal" will have taken place and I have no doubt that the
time and effort expended on it's organisation will ensure a good
night for patrons. All in all it has been a good year for the
committee and the people of Maynooth and it's environs to see
the main harbour re-opened and work well in hand at Carton

Open 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Maynooth • Celbridge • Leixlip Cabs Limited

EDDIE TRACEY

YOUR LOCAL TAXI-CAB SERVICE

24 Hour Service
Cars • Mini Bus • Coach Hire· Car Rental

Wedding Photography

Tel 628 9222
Eugene O'Shea Tel. 6286539

Eddie Tracey
DISTANCE NO OBJECT
KEENEST RATES

Tel. 381420

Weddings • Business • Social

83 Kinvara Park, NavanRoad, Dublin 7.
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Support Your Local Cqal Merchant

BILLY McCRORY

@~>D

* Prime PoLish and Texan -Economy Coals

*
*
*
*

and SLack
Anthracite and Extracite
Grade tA' Anthracite
Smokeless Wonder Coal
CoaLite and Coal Briquett~s

CALL US ANYTIME

MAYNOOTH

6286859

DUNBOYNE

251202

24 Hour Answering ~ervjce

cfi\

No Delivery Charge

YOU HA VE TRIED AU THE REST
~
NOW TRY THE B~ST

ALL SMOKELESS FUEL AVAILABLE

BILLY McCRORY
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR CUSTOM
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
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Harbour work on the island, because of its delicate nature and
is being undertaken exclusively by O.P.W. and will shortly
commence.

BILLY CLARKE

Thanks.

Kilcloon, Dunboyne.
Tel. 628 5706 ,

On behalf of the chairman and committee I would like all the
people of Maynooth and surrounding areas for their generous
support in 1990. We look forward to your continued support in
1991 and take this opportunity to wish the people of Maynooth,
and those of our loved ones unable to get home for Christmas;
peace and contentment this Christmas.

•

Gerry Fitzpatrick P.R.O.•
~

<?

BAND BuiniETIN
"':?
~

"

~

GROCERY
LOTTERY TICKET AGENT
COAL AND BRIQUETTES

~
.J ::

FOR EVERY DA YNEEDS

"

~" :5 V"l~

E:;~

,

COMPLETE ACCOUNTANCY SERVICE
~
AVAILABLE

~

Our Uniform Fund received a tremendous boost last month with
the success of our Race Night in the Leinster Arms. Thanks to
the generosity of a host of sponsors we have almost reached our
target which two years ago looked impossible. The racing was
exciting, enjoyable and profitable for some and when the horses
had departed the capacity attendance let their hair down to the
music of the Partners. Before we knew itthe night was over but
we are delighted that so many enjoyed themselves in such a
good cause.
We hope to see those sarnerevellers as well as many many more
when we pick up where we left off for our Sixties Night in the
Hitchin' Poston Sunday 9th December. Music will be provided
by the Sound of The Sixties (alias the Partners plus 3 of our own
Band Members: Kevin Boyd, Oliver Bright, and Paddy Boyd),
the same combination responsible for the entertainment at our
last and very successful Sixties Night last April. Dancing starts
!it 9 pm and admission is £2.50.
The other important event from last month was our Mass for
deceased members. We were pleased to see so many relatives
of deceased members at the Mass. In a departure from previous
years we were happy to welcome our Honorary Vice-president
Mr. Phil Brady and Mrs Michael Dunne, daughter-in-law of the
late Paddy Dunne who took part in the offertory procession. We
would like to thank Fr. Supple for his kind words expressed
during the Mass and it is necessary to know that he has given up
some of his valuable time to gain a deep knowledge of the
history of St. Mary's Band. For this we are indeed grateful.
It's Christmas time once again and we shall be playing our part
in continuing the tradition of Christmas Carols in Maynooth.
the town has expanded so much in the past few years and it is
no longer physically possible to visit each area as we did in
previous years. We shall, however, try to compensate by
attending Maynooth Shopping Centre (courtesy of Quinnsworth) and Greenfield Shopping Centre in the days before
Christmas Day. On Christmas Morning we tum out for our
Traditional Parade to 11 am Mass and on New Years Eve we
help to herald the arrival of-1991 in the Square at midnight.
As this is the [mal Bulletin of the year may we take the
opportunity of than)cing all our supporters most sincerely for
their wonderful help throughout the year and wish all of you a
Happy and Holy Christmas and aPeaceful and Prosperous New
Year.
.

~

No Assignment too big or too small

Personal Attention of Qualified Accountant
V AT • PA YE • Ledgers • Costing • Stock Control
Annual Accounts and Returns
Cash Flow • Budgets etc.
Contact: MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 Straffan Way, Maynooth. Tel. 6285246

Mt\YNOOTH FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
A new committee has beeri formed as follows:
President - Betty Farrell
Vice President - Mary Doyle
Secretary - Felicity Satchwell
Assistant Secretary - Sarah Angel
Treasurer - Noeleen O'Brien
Sales Table - Maureen Stephens, Catherine Fields
Contest Organiser - Joan Reynolds
P.R.O. - Rosemary Smyth
Hostesses - Kitty Core, Catherine Hodge and Nell Byrne
At our December meeting we will have Mr Jamie Burnside,
N.G .F.A.S., from Derry who will present "My Christmas Collection". The demonstration will be held in the S.V.D. Hostel
on Monday ,10th December 1990 at8pm sharp. Ticket (including supper) ~ £2.
Our February meeting and all subsequent meetings will be held
in the Post Primary School and the day will revert to the third
Tuesday of the month.
R. Smyth,
P.R.O.

See you all in 1991.
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CARLYN ELECTRONICS LTD.
Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel: 01 - 6285268
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS
From 1 to 10 Lines
Installation & Maintenance
Systems Moved & Extended
PANASONIC Telephone Answering Machines,
with Remote Message Retrieval £135 installed.
FAX MACHINES from £675 installed.

SUPERPHONE Long-range Cordless Phones, up to 3 miles range, £310.
Watch your Phone Bills with the PRINTACALLLINE MONITOR.
Prints out every number dialled and call duration. Can also print out
details of incoming call duration and unanswered calls. ~:o

Idealfor the Small Business.
Price: £310 installed.
EIRCELL Car-phone MK II with Full Features £535 (£4.69 per week).
MOTOROLA Hand-Portable with 2 Batteries £795 (£6.97 per week).
NOKIA High-Power Transportable, 14 hr. Battery £875 £7.67 per week).

The above weekly rates are based on 3 years lease purchase.

PERSONAL'COMPUTERS
- Goldstar, ARC, Olivetti, Amstrad

PRINTERS
- Star, Epson, Brother

LASER PRINTERS
- Star, Kyocera, Hewlett·Packard, Sharp
•

SALES

•

INSTALLATIONS

•

MAINTENANCE

Teachers, Please Note:
We are pleased to announce that we have been appointed as an Approved
Dealer by Gericmar Ltd. and will be participating in special PC and
Printer Deals for Schools in the area.
Details of the Goldstar PC Range can be had on request and we are always
available to discuss your school's individual requirements.

Note: All prices for commercial equipment are shown exclusive of VAT.
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BRID-AL HIRE
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING DRESSES, BRIDESMAID,

FLOWERGIRL~

PAGE BOY, DEBS,

AND EVENING WEAR IN STOCK.
- COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK _CALL IN OR PHONE
_

PHONE FOR EVENING

01 - 6271618

APPOINTMEN~ '

47 CRODAUN FOREST PARK.
CELBRIDGE,
CO. KILDARE

KILCLOON BOARD ' & K ENNELS
PROOF OF VACCINATION REQUIRED

PH 6285675

·
L
.

.1.

.

-

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

GENTS HAIRSTYLIST
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH
~~--;)

OPEN

6

D AYS

c;=ro~~

Monday to Friday 9.00am.- 5.30pm.
Saturday 8.00am.-S.30pm.
WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
10

.

The Orchards,
Dublin Road,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
TELEPHONE

tma
GIFT TOKENS - THE PERFECT GIFT.
ExOTIC AND UNUSUAL PLANT ARRANGEMENTS.
LARGE INDOOR PLANT SPECIMENS.
BONSAI TREEs - AIR PLANTS.

EXCELLENT

QUALITY
TREES.

NON

SHED

NOBLE FIR -PINE - NORWAY SPRUCE .

EXCELLENT IMITATION ARTIFICIAL
TREES.
HUGE SELECTION OF CHR1STMAS DECORATIONS AND CANDLE LIGHTS.
Visit our unique
GARDEN CENTRE
.... Open Mon - Sat. 9 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.

~4;:;:;;;;r/
LATE OPENING
CHRISTMAS WEEK

Well Worth

PET CORNER
* BIRDS - CAGES -EXTENSIVE RANGE

A Visit!

OF ACCESSORIES ORNAMENTAL CONCRETE
BIRD BATHS
* FISH - EXTENSIVE RANGE OF TANKS
PLANTS - AND ACCESSORIES
AQUARIUM CABINETS
-~
* WILD BIRD GIFT PACKS - BIRD TABLES/A IU4't<'e~t·e
* VARNISHED OAK COAL BUNKERS
-;/ "
&,J
&

Or'f"'/z a.;fffl,1Ll'
-' /" ,,-
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The November meeting was held on November 1st, and was
presided over by Madeline Stynes.
Our guest speaker was Mr. Lennie Murphy of Maynooth Fire
Brigade, who gave a very interesting talk on ftre dangers in the
home.
The monthly competition - The best flowering pot plant - was
won by K. Burnes, second was M. Stynes and third, R. Hanley.
December's competition will be for the best homemade Christmas card. Crafts continue on Monday nights from8 to 10, and
badminton on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11 am.
On Friday November 30th, at 8 pm, we will hold a Fun Bingo
Night in aid of a local good cause. Admission £1. All are
welcome.

Sheila Fleming,
P.R.O.

Working to improve Maynooth.

Our next meeting will be on Thursday December 6th.

The above committee would like to thank all teams who
supported our Table Quiz on the 24th October, the management
of Caulftelds for the venue and spot and all our business friends
in Maynooth who ftnanced the venture (full list attached).
At the interval our Best Shop Front and Tidy Estate Awards
were presented.

'

OLD PEOPLES' COMMITTEE'
Our main fund-raising event of the year, the Sale of Work with
the Wheel of Fortune, took place on Sunday November 18th.
We haven't a ftnal total yet but we have topped £3,000 - a
magniftcent achievement.
So many people helped in so many ways that it is impossible to
single out individuals so we would like to thank everyone who
helped in any way at all. The money will be well used for
providing fuel and holidays and for putting on the various social
ev~nts which are much enjoyed by many of the elderly in our
community.

Best Shop Front: Caulftelds.
Runner up: Hula-Bou.
3rd prize: Maynooth Jewellers.
Best Estate: Kingsbry.
Runner up: Cluain Aoibhinn.
3rd prize: Greenfteld Estate.
A raffle was held also on the night. In early January we plan to
have a Public Meeting with guest speaker Mrs Betty Carr,
Chairperson Malahide Tidy Towns Committee, winner of 1990
Tidy Towns Award. Look out for oUr notices.
On behalf of the above committee may we wish you a Happy
and Peaceful Christmas and a Litterfree New Year.
P.S. Don't forget to save your beer and soft drinks cans and put
your bottles in the Rehab Bottle Bank in the shopping Centre.
We would like to thank the following sponsors who made this
evening possible:

Prize Winners
Main Raffle
Hamper - Mrs. Marie Kelly, Main Street.
£50
- Mary Farrell, Rail Park.
- Liam Reilly.
£20
Other Rames
Whiskey . - Carol Conway, 746 Greenfteld.
cake
- Jason Murtagh, 827 Greenfteld.
Doll
- Cathleen Reilly, Convent Lane.

* Caulfteld's.
* C.P.L. Chris Lanigan Motor Factors.
* Stephens Hero's Coffee Shop.
* Top of the Crop.
* Scally's Centra Foodstore.
* Hula Bou Clothes shop.
* Ger Mulcahy Butchers, Greenfteld.

Our condolences to the husband, family and friends of Mrs.
Catherine Tracey who died recently.
We are delighted to have Imelda back from her travels and wish
her a speedy recovery from her injury. We also send our best
wishes to Rose and hope she will soon be restored to health.
The Christmas Party will take place in mid-December; we will
be notifying everyone of the time and place. Members of the
committee will be visiting the elderly in hospital during December. Therewillalsobeagiftofcoaldelivered,duringthemonth,
to these at home.
Finally, as the festive season approaches, we would like to wish
everyone a very Happy Christmas.

*

P-
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E.A. Coonan Auctioneers.

* Jim's Shoe Repairs.
* Frank Regan & Associates Insurance Brokers.
*
*
*

Ulster Bank.
Sports Locker - Tommy McDonnell.
Westend Furniture.
* The Plant Place - Fionan Hardiman.
\..* Greenfteld Supennarket.
* Maynooth Bookshop.
* Maynooth Cycle Centre.
* Allied Irish Banks.

P.R.O.

SWIMMING
CLUB
~

,

an opportunity for parents to see the progress made by their children and a chance for all the family to have a swim. The buses
willnotbeoperatingthatday. The fee's remain the same for this
term. We appeal to all our members to please let us know in
advance if they will not be attending a new session, this enables
us to offer places to children on the waiting list without undue
delay, and keeps the running costs at a minimum.
Wishing all our members and their families a very Happy
Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

LC.A. NOTES.

~ '

, ~ ;

~

Splash News. The second swimming term began 24th No, vember and will continue until 23rd February 1991. There will
be no swimming on 22nd and 29th DeceI1}ber or on 5th January
1991 as the pool will be closed for the Christmas holiday period.
We start back on the 12th January with a family swim,

Please support our sponsors.
* Our thanks to Pat Lonergan our Quiz Master.
Thank you for your support.
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This event is sponsored by

MAYNOOTH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SANTA CLAUS
IS LANDING IN MAYNOOTH
BY HELJCOPTER

SATURDAY 8th DECEMBER
AT 2.00 P.M.
in The Harbour Field

· SHOPPING BONANZA
· MUSIC
· FREE GIFTS
· COLOURING COMPETITION PRIZES
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m£5. 99

Glendale

Century

-

£12.99
STG

£12.99

Virgin

STG

*.~*
:0.. ~~~ '* . WRAP UP YOUR
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~
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PROBLEM WITH

I
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A BOOK OR A BOOKTOKEN

"

~

r

~HRISTMAS PRESENT

~

,:

. THE MAYNOOTH BOOKSHOP

i',

THE SQUARE MAYNOOTH

~

.ff

PH. 6286702

~

r
:l1

,
1=~

~~ '£t: .
~~.

**
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Gill & Macmillan

m£6.99

The O'Brien Press

IR£4.95

Simon & Schuster

£10.00STG

McDonnells Good Food

lv.fercier Press

m£5.99

Collins/BBC

15

£16.95
STG

Mac

Gill & MacmilJ"m

Hutchinson

m£4.95

IR£5. 99

£18.99STG

TIDY TOWNS· BEST SHOP FRONT

Have it

Eithne Carey and Fionnan Hardiman at the Tidy Towns
Table Quiz on 24th October. Eithne is being presented
with the prize for the best shop front 1990 (Caulfield's).

for

CHRISTMAS
Canvasses Water Colours

Well, it has.arrived!! No excuses from guests who did not arrive
or from th(lTidyToVYl'1sjudg~ pot being able to find Greenfield
Estate or for thinking we arepart of Carton Court or Rail Park
or whatever. We are marked as Greenfield Estate for all the
world to see, and beautiful too! The selection of the stone for
the estate name was left in the capable hands of Mary and
Richard Farrell of Greenfield Drive. And obviously, they have
impeccable taste! The spot was selected by the Committee with
some sound advice from Matt Callaghan of Straffan Way and
was put in place thanks to the practical help of Patsy Mooney
ofCelbridgeRoad who was a resident of our Estate. Our thanks
to all and compliments on a job well done.

Photos Tel: 286166

Prints
Mirrors

AT TO\oIN CENTRE MALL MA YNOOTII

It all seems to be positive news this month. The venue for the
Supper Dance has been selected. Once more we return to
Slevin's of Dunboyne. We investigated far and wide and for
price and menu it was impossible to beat Slevin' s. Prices for the
meal alone varied from the same as Slevin's but without the
trimmings, to about £20.00 for a good menu selection. The
estimated number attending the function decides the size of the
room and while another venue offered a similar sized room. the
dance floor was only half the size of Slevin's dance floor. A
number of groups were looked at, but once again we have
plumped for the old favourites - "The Partners". they played
recently at a 60' s Night for the S t. Mary's Brass and Reed Band
and they were excellent. They had a new member who added
greatly to the quality of the music. Having checked out
everything and everywhere else locally - Slevin's and the
Partners win hands down. So the date has been set as Saturday,
9th February 1991. We look forward to the event and hope to
see many of you there.

Tina Barrett in the grounds
House
with her husband FergalEiffe.

In the meantime. we wish each and everyone of you a happy
Christmas and a prosperous New Year. We look forward to
your help and co-operation in 1991 and hope that some of you
will make a New Year Resolution to join the Committee and
playa practical part in the maintenance of the Estate.
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Joan Barrett
of
St. Mary's Church Maynooth, with her husband
Mr. Nicholas Fitzgerald.

F OR

T HAT

E.XTRA

S PEC IAL
T HOUGHl:

C HR ISTMAS

CAL:L TO

The'

Flo~er

Pot

TOWN CENTRE MALL, MAYNOOTH.
PHONE 6285386.

VISA, ACCESS, AMEX.

WE DELIVER AROUND THE CORNER AND AROUND THE WORLD.

WE STOCK:
BOUQUETS.
ALL CHRISTMAS SUNDRIES.
HOLLY WREATHS.
POTTED PLANTS.
TABLE CENTRES.
ARRANGEMENTS.
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

BREE TOY SHOP
MA IN STREET, ( LOWER)
MAYNOOTH,
CO. KILDARE.
(BESIDE MAYNOOTH CASTLE)

'Open 7 days a weeK
WHY NOT DROP IN AND SEE OUR WIDE
SELECTION OF TOYS AND
PICK UP YOUR
.
.
-fREE LINK SUPERBUY TOY AND GIFT CATALOGUE.
WILL SECURE ANY ITEM IN THE SHOP' OR IN THE LINK CAT ALOGUE .
WEEKLY PAYMENTS CAN BE ARRANGED.
-~ -

The Ideal Place Fo r All Your
Christmas Toys

~);.,,~
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~Wlnter Scene Colouring Competition

i
6 PRIZES OF £5 PLUS
. SELECTION BOXES
TO BE WON

Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office.

NAME __________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________

~

__________

Closing date for receipt of entries: . f-Dn19 IEc at 5JlD. _A_G_E_____

All entries must be original work of entrants.
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Main St. Maynooth
TEL . 6285247
HERE AT YOUR LOCAL CENTRA WE STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF GROCERIES
WHICH CATER FOR YOUR EVERY NEED AT UNBEATABLE PRICES.

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS
COAL, BRIQUETTES, GAS.

ACCESS

VISA

EXCELLENT DELI FRESH fRUIT &VEG.
FRESH PIZZAS MADE TO ORDER.

CENTRA WISH ALL THEIR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS & PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR.
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The fIrst meeting of the above association was held in CaulfIeld's back room on the 6th November. It was attended by Mr
Durkan, Mr Stagg, Mr Power and about thirty residents. We
would like to thank. them for coming.
The elected committee with the help ofresidents and children
have begun to clean all our area, and the improvement can be
seen already. All our green areas have been cut and look much
better. At this time the committee are busy raising funds with
collections and raffles to pay for the extensive work needed.
We would like to thank the shopkeepers and businesses of the
town and GreenfIeld shops for their generosity and for sponsoring all the raffles. At the time of going to press the committee
are running a competition for the children to put a new name on
the estate.
The winner will be announced at a disco to be held in the parish
hall in December. Please watch for the posters.
The new committee are as follows:
Chairperson - Anne Birchall; Vice Chairperson - Manus Me
Carron; Secretary - Anne Kelly and Treasurer - Patrick Perry.

IRENE McCLOSKEY
C.I.D.E.S.C.O. Diploma & Tutor
Including Facial Treatment, Aromatheraphy,
Remedial Camouflage, Special Classes:
Arm & Leg Treatment. Rene Guinot, Cathiodermit,
Bio-Peeling, Geloide, Prescriptions, Facials, Body
Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolysis
and Red Vein Treatments.

Buckley's Lane, Main Street, Leixlip.
Tel. 01 - 624 4366 • 624 4973

~

~f!

VANITYFAYRE

:t~

~~

Hair & Beauty
The Mall

~~

):::(

Tel. 628 6137

Aromazone Lymphatic Massage now available
Special Ptice £30 - Course of 10

J.BARRY

The Perfect Christmas Gift

NewSagents - Tobacconist - Confectioners

Gift Vouchers • Gift Baskets on Sale

Tel. 628 6304

To all our clients we wish you a Merry Christmas

Cakes for All Occasions
Made to Order

Selection of Lighters· Large Selection of Jewellery
• School Items • Parker Pens • Gift Ware
• Large Selection of Cards, Toys, Gifts • Cork Crystal
Cooked Meats a Speciality
CIE Commuter Tickets Weekly, Monthly and Students
Monthly, Family One Day
Opening Hours: 6a.m. - lOp.m. Mon. to Sat.
Sun. 7a.m. - 8.30p.m.

A

~

Also Cakes Decorated
Phone: 628 5292

WISHING OUR
ADVERTISERS AND READERS
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
ANDA
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

CHRISTMAS FAIR
~\mD",

-~

~\'.IUD",

in I.C.A. hall.

tf-> on Saturday 8th December . ~.~

'A
~,
.,.~
'-1.....
-'It,_ P\~')

10.30 a.m. -1.00 p.m.:;->,

~
~,
~
'.J .....
. -'It, ,\~')

• CRAFfS • CAKES • BOOKS • TOYS
• CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
• BRIC-A-BRAC etc.
DONATIONS FOR THE FAIR

TO ANY COMMITTEE MEMBER
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Equestrian World
Maynooth
C,o.Kildare.

FAX: 6286853
For the complete range of Dog Foods, over 25 different brandsr
Kasco, Febo, Respond Madra~ Rambler, Nutaform, ~eader Star, Prize Racer
Feedwell, Perfor~, Pedro, Go-Dog plus many more.
DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE.

ph. 6286853

WISHINg
A HAPPY

ALL

CHRIS7~AS

OUR CLIEN7S
AND A PROSEEROUS

N[ul IjEAR.

DECLAN" rOLllj SOLICI70R AND SlAT!.

C'UTCENTREPOINT
'ti STYLE
ARCADE.
MAUREEN, NICOLA AND THERESE WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A

PEACEFUL CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

CHR ISTMAS GIFT~ +
ALL OUR BODYWAVES AND HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE A FREE VOUCHER

-+ SPEC IAL

FOR AN

ADUL T OR CHI u5s DRY CUT.

OPEN: 9.30 - 5.30p.m.

LATE FRIDAY TILL 7.30
21
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}>RESIDENTIAL ELECTION SPECIAL
The national implications of the recent Presidential election
have been analysed almost to the point of numbing boredom by
the media However, Newsletter readers may still be able to
arouse some interest on how the election results went locally.
For purpose of comparison,the election results in different
areas are given in the following table.
Percentage Distribution of the Vote per Candidate
Robinson
Lenihan
Currie
National
38.9
44.1
17.0
Kildare
42.7
42.2
15.2
North Kildare 48.3
37.6
14.1
Maynooth
44.6
39.2
16.2
Leixlip
49.1
37.0
13.9
Celbridge
50.0
37.0
13.0

M. McCarron & friend, Austin Currie Election Committee.
Robinson did best 51 % in Box 57 (mainly Rail Park and Laurence Avenue) followed closely (50%) by Box 51 (mainly
Beaufield, Carton Court and part of Cluain Aoibhinn). Contrary to expectations in some quarters, Robinson came out on
top in Box 52, including the College vote, although her vote
here was below average for the town, at41%. Currie did best
(20%) in box 55 (most likely Kingsbry with part of the Town
Centre). His worst performance (12%) was in Box 53 (above),
where Lenihan did best. Apart from the latter, the only box
where Lenihan was above average (40%) was Box 56 (Maynooth
Park, Newtown, O'Neill Park). His worst performance (30%)
was in Box 57 (Rail Park, Laurence Avenue).
Readers interested in comparing the above voting patterns with
those in last year's General Election should dig out the july
1989 issue of the Newsletter and do it themselves.

.While the national and Kildare figures are taken from the
official declared results,the local figures are based on the tally
parties under the usual efficient direction of Charlie McCreevy
T.D. This involves noting the first preference on each voting
paper as it is unfolded by the Official count staff,who turn each
paper up for viewing after-it is unfolded. Kildare tallies have a
reputation for great accuracy.
The figureS show that,unlike the national result,Mary Robinson
headed the poll in County Kildare,albeit by a very narrow
majority. However,the nearer one got to Dublin in the county ,the
stronger was the Robinson vote. In the North Kildare area as a
whole,embracing the CelbridgeElectoral Area of Kildare County
Council(Leixlip,Celbridge,Maynooth and Ardclough),Mary
Robinson almost got one half of the total vote,and actually
reached that magic figure in Celbridge.
Maynooth was slightly more loyal to the other candidates,but
still produced a clear lead for Robinson. However,there were
some interesting variations between the seven polling booths
into which Maynooth is divided. Robinson won in six of the
. Seven boxes, the exception being box no 53,where Lenihan won
decisively with 53% of the vote to Robinson's 35%. This box
is made up of most of the town centres,Greenfield
Lane,Greenfield Phase 1 and some outlying areas. There may
be evidence here of an older population voting along traditional
lines.

Fianna Fail, LlR Breda Feeley, Peter Finnan,
Michael Caden.

DESMOND DOYLE
CARPENIRY SERVICES

LIR: Larry O'Brien, Peter Connell, Proinnsias
Breathnach, John McGinley,
Mary Robinson Election Committee.
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The Management

And Staff
Of
CAULFIELD'S
BAR AND LOUNGE
WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND A

PROSPEROUS, NEW YEAR.

I

\

MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
1 Town MaIl. Maynooth. County Kildare
Telephone 01-6286888

ALL TYPES OF
CURTAINS, RAILS, BLINDS
SUPPLIED Be FITTED
ESTIMAT ES FREE
Opening Hours :
CLOSED MONDAY

WED: lOam .. lpm

TUES: lOam - 5.30pm

THURS/FRI/SAT: lOam -

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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5 ~ 30pm

JAMES SM'TH
HIGH QUALITY MEAT.
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH.
HAMS, TURKEYS, BEEF, LAMB, PORK, BACON.
TELEPHONE: (01) 6286643.
SPECIALIST IN DEEP-FREEZE.
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS.

PROB.LEMS

WAT ER

??
• •

Hardwater (Scale & Scum) • Dirt • Bad Smell. Bad Taste
• Iron • Harmful Bacteria
We can test water and redcommend on
economical solution to the problem.

Filters to remove
Water Softeners

,

Iron, Lead, Aluminium and Dirt
Water Purifiers

J

Also pumps for wells,
irrigation and slurry

John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown (Trim Road),
Drumree, Co. Meath

Sales and Service
Tel. 01 - 259631 (24 Hours)

WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

KeJIJleely Wooderaft Ltd.
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone· ( 01 .)6288086
Kitchen' Bedroo. units
• Natural Oak
• Mahogany
.• Pine
• Laminated Colours
• Textured Melamine

We can supply a
complete range of:
• Worktops
• Stainless Steel Sink Tops
• Wire · Baskets '
• Towel Rails
. • Cutlery Insets "
* Waste Bins
.....
• Extractor Fans

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. ' SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH
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(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
24

.

LOSE 17 INCHES IN 2 HOURS~ SOME CL1ENTS HAVE
WITH OUR BODY WRAP SYSTEM.
GUARANTEE OF 6 lNCH LOSS WITH BODY WRAP

AT

SLENDER WORLD
MAYNOOTH

toning - taning - body wrap studio

•

WRAP - LOOSE 6 INCHES GUARANTEED AND FLUSH our' TOXINS
FROM YOUR 'BODY.
.
• GERRY RYAN'S BARBARA LOST 14 INCHES ON FIRST WRAP.
• 1'lEW SUN ROOM, THE LATEST AND SAFEST METHOD OF SUN TANNING.

NEW BODY

• FREE TRIAL SESSION
ON TONING BEDS AND SUN ROOM .
•

'~ EAVES YOU TOTALLY REFRESHED

. ~U STAND IN SUN ROOM,
BETTER ALL OVER TAN
• S UN ROOM HAS OWN PRIVATE DRESSING
ROOM WITH MUSIC
C all in or P hone

S lender World, M ain St.,
M aynooth, (Over Alan Frazer's).
l' h:

(01)6289144.
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Mary Robinson visits Community Council

GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS
Maynooth and Celbridge
Maynooth: 9a.m. - lOp.m. (Monday to Friday)
9a.m. - 8p.m; (Saturday) lOa.m. - 3p.m. (Sunday)

Monthly Specials in every Department
One free LS.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you spend
for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which will
enter you in our monthly draw
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW
AGENT FOR LOTTERY • GAS· COAL· BRIQUETTES
LlR: Ann-Marie Thompson, Nuala Noonan, Michael
Murphy, Donal Fitzpatrick, Mary Robinson, Noran MeDermot Front LIR: Christina Saults, Fiona O'Connor, Lorraine Tracey.

MURPHY BROS UNDERTAKERS
Tel. 045 - 97397
Complete Funeral Service to Maynooth
and surrounding areas for many years.

Robinson Victory

Tel. Naas 045 - 97397 Day or Night

The Maynooth Branch of the Worker's Party was naturally
delighted with the Presidential election, not just nationally, but
in Maynooth itself, where Mary Robinson came out decisively
on top. Party members played a very active role in the local
Robinson Campaign Committee, and we take this opportunity
to congratulate all concerned for the very thorough programme
of canvassing, leafletting and postering which was undertaking.
Both the election campaign and the eventual result brought a
breath of fresh air to Ireland's long-stagnant political scene.
Old moulds were broken and new voting patterns established.
Not only has the position of women in Irish society been greatly
enhanced, but a new receptiveness to progressive ideas and
issues has been created. While no great immediate changes can
be expected from the election outcome, Ireland has nevertheless made a major step forward on the road to a more open and
tolerant society. At local level, the experience of joint cooperation between groups and individuals of like mind on key
social issues has been a very rewarding one. We look forward
to further opportunities for pursuing such co-operation.

Funeral Home Now Available

Paddy Desmond,
Main Street, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6366

Local Agent:

KIERNAN'S
Main Street, Maynooth.
Tel. 628 6294
Groceries • Confectionery • Cooked Meats
• Stationery • Newspapers
• Chocolates • Fancy Goods • Toys
Large Selection of Greeting Cards

Open - 8.30a.m. - 7p.m. Each Day
By-pass Confirmed
Worker's Party representative, Commissioner Catherine
Murphy, has been informed by County Manager, Gerry Ward,
that financing for the long-awaited Leixlip-Maynooth-Kilcock
by-pass road has finally been given ministerial sanction. Tenders for the work are to be sought in the near future, and construction is expected to begin in June 1991. The traffic situation
in Maynooth has gone significantly worse in the last year or so,
butat least the definite prospect of eventual relief will make the
problem that much more tolerable in the meantime. Of course,
the benefit of the by-pass to Maynooth would be greatly
reduced if tolls are charged on the new road, and this will be
resisted strenuously by the Worker's Party at both local and
national level.

Maynooth Cycle CelJll:e
:~ .. Main Street, Maynooth.

"f'

.

~~
Christmas Club Now Open For Cycles and Toys
Open 6 days
Mon. - Sat. 9a.m . .: 6p.m. Wed. 1 p.m.

Tel. 628 5239
26

82 Beech Park: Lucan, Co. Dublin
Phone (01) 6280136.

ii The

Ultimate IIi- Professional Carpet
And Upholstery Cleaning.

YEARS EXPERIENCE IN TEXTILES AND YARNS.
* NO COLOUR RUNS * NO SOAKING * NO SHRINKAGE.
ALSO CARPET FITTJNG AND STA1R CARPET MOVED.
CONTACT:- LOUIS BRADY, LUCAN. TELEPHONE: 6280136.
SEASONS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS.
20

S EOS
AM UA BUACAL LA
. Mafn 'Street MaynoothPh: . 6286202
6

GIFTS FOR XMAS
ELECTRICAL
TOOLS
TOASTERS
DRILLS
HAIRDRYERS £19.55
JIG SAWS
CURLING TONGS
SANDERS
CARVING KNIVES £16.35
TOOL BOXES
---JUG KETTLES £19.74
STANLEY TOOLS
STEAM IRONS £23.95
SAWS
ELECTRIC BLANKETS £21.95
SPIRIT LEVEL'S
FAIRY LIGHTS,TORCHES,BATTERIES,FOOD MIXER~
LIQUIDIZIERS, ETC.
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY.NEW YEAR

Now Open

"JUST GIFTS"
BEAUTIFUL PRESENTS FOR CHRISTMAS,
WEDDING'S AND BIRTHDAY'S.
AT
TOWN MALL, MAYNOOTH,
NEXT DOOR TO FLOWER POT.
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DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

Rail service improvements sought.
Commissioner Catherine Murphy has recently been in contact
with Mr Oliver Doyle, Product Manager of larnrod Eireann's
suburban rail services, concerning the need for improvements
in the Maynooth commuter rail service. Among the matters
raised were the timing and reliability of services to and from
Maynooth, and the possibility of a late night service on the line.
RegfUding the latter, particular emphasis was placed on the
need to accommodate Dublin based students wishing to avail of
the College Library facilities at night, or wishing to attend the
various evening activities and functions which go on in the
College. Mr Doyle agreed to seek further information from the
College authorities and to keep the situation under review.

Opening Hours:
7a.m. - 9.30p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)
Sa.m. - S.30p.m. (Sat. - Sun.)
AUTHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE
- £3.99 AND A FREE FILM

Tel. 628 5813

~>*"

Action Sought on O'Neill Park parking
problems.

TONY MENTON & SONS

Commissioner Catherine Murphy has been in touch with both
Kildare county Council and Maynooth Gardai concerning the
problems being caused for residents of O'Neill Park due to
. parking of vehicles at the entrance to the estate, especially on
mart days. It is hoped that, with sufficient pressure, a satisfactory solution to this problem can be arrived at in the near future.

MAYNOOTH!erflZENS'
INFORMATION eENTRE.

Leixlip (Cleaning Service
38 Cedar Park. Tel. 624 4857
All Work Guaranteed
• Painting & Decorating. Interior & Exterior
• Professional Wallpapering· Chimney Cleaning at its best
• Brushes Vacuum & Screen • Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced

~,~"

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the Green Pages & Golden Pages

Q. I have been on Disability Benefit for five years. In July I was
.widowed and have been awarded the Contributory Widows
Pension and my Disability Benefit has been reduced to halfrate. It seems that it will only be paid for 390 days and that I will
have to work again for 13 weeks to requalify for another 390
days. Its highly unlikely that I will be able to work again.
A. Prior to January 1988 the women entitled to claim half-rate
Disability Benefit could be paid it indefmitely up to age 66,
provided they had 260 weeks PRSI paid.

LSAutos

00/

ALL WORK GUARANTEED & APPRO"VED
BY LEADING INSURANCE COMPANIES
CRASH REPAIRS· SPRAY PAINTING
COLOUR MATCHING • SALES & SERVICE
RECOVERY SERVICE
WINDSCREENS SUPPLIED AND FITTED

Since January 1988 women receiving any of the lone parent
payments were no longer entitled to any DiSability Benefit
when they were sick. Claims already in payment were not
affected.
From the 6th April 1990 half-rate Disability Benefit wasreintroduced for these women in return for their paying PRS!.
However, it was conditional on their having 260 weeks PRSI
paid and it would only be paid for 390 days. To requalify they
must work again for 13 weeks .
. Interestingly,the women who had continued sending in medical
certificates for credits had their payment restored automatically
on 6th April this year and in their particular cases their payment
will last for as long as their claim remains unbroken. It is not restricted to 390 unless they break their claim.

Ballygoran,
Maynooth, eo. Kildare.
Tel. 628 5532

f~~NUZSTOP~
Main Street Maynooth

Tel. 628 6072

Opening Hours The Library, Main Street
• Wed. 10-12 • 'Thurs. 7-8
Fri. 10-12 • Fri. 2-4
Telephone: 01-628~477 during above hours only.

Specialise in Cards • Cooked Meats • Gifts • Toys
• Daily Papers and Magazines • Stationery
• Cigarettes • Sweets· Chocolates • Light Grocery
Also Silver-Ware • Gifts • T-Shirts • Back Patches

This column h~ been compiled by Maynooth Citizen's Information Centre which provides a free and confidential service to
the public.

Opening Hours
7a.m.- 930 p.m. (Mon. - Fri.)
8.00a.m. - 8.30p.m. (Sat. Sun.)
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ANCIEN1

SAYINg:

BES7 PLACE 70
LIVe IS JUS7
INSIDE YOUR INCO~E w.

* 7HE

~ERRY

AND A VERY
NEW YEAR::

CHR1S7~AS

Eli9ENE ~ARA & co. __
CHAR7ERED ACCOUN7AN7S.
29

PROSPEROUS

~
~

.?

HITCHIN' POST, LEIXLIP

_~ .

01/6244704/6245587
~
.
•NEW CARVERY/RESTAURANT NOW OPEN. JUST COME ALONG - NO BOOKING REQUIRED"
SUNDAY 12.30 - 4.30 P.M.
5 COURSE LUNCH - (BIG VARIETY) ONLY £7. UNDER 12 YRS. i PRICE. UNDER 2 YRS, FREE.
WEEKDAYS 12.30 - 3.00 P.M.
MAIN COURSE STARTING FROM £3.
SOME PLACES ARE STILL AVAILABLE FOR JOE DOLAN'S CHRISTMAS SHOW ON 6TH OF DEC.
PLACES ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 21ST OF DEC. PHONE NOW.
SHADOWS NIGHT CLUB EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT DANCING 9.30 - 2.00 A.M.
,SMITHWICKS £2000 TALENT COMPETITION·EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT.
1ST PRIZE £75. 2ND- PRIZE £25. 3RD PRIZE DINNER- VOUCHER FOR TWO.
8.30 - 11.00 P.M. ADM: £1.50.
LOUNGE AVAILABLE FOR WEDDINGS, DINNER/SUPPER DANCES, 21ST BIRTHDAYS. ANNIVERSARIES,
AND ALL FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES.
OFFICE GROUPS, RESIDENTS ASSOCIATIONS, LADIES CLUBS AND FOOTBALL CLUBS ALL WELCOME
~
GROUPS BIG AND SMALL CATERED FOR.
~~ ~
~~ MUS IC IN ARKLE LOUNGE EVERY FR I ., SAT., SUN. NIGHTS. NO COVER CHARGE.
J:f:f'

~Value

~

For Money Firewood
(DIRECT FROM THE WOOD)

DELIVERED ALL

AREAS

~~J

~

Seasoned ash or beech - split or in rings
Prices start £30 a tonne - trailer loads, lorry loads (also bags)
TRAILER LOADS - GOOD VALUE MAYNOOTH AREA.
Order NOW and be cosy for Christmas.

Tel: 044-22381/22120

EVENINGS
DAY
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

Smoking Chimney's Gone Forever.
KILCOCK CLEANING SERVICES

~
. •. ••

.:

ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE
A REVOLUTIONARY NEW IDEA TO
§IQf CHIMNEY S SMOKING,_FO~R~E~V~E_R.
AND YOU CAN SAVE ON FUEL COSTS AS WELL.
DON'T DELAY - CONTACT US TO-DAY
AT 01 - 6287565.

. WE' WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND A
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
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ROYAL CANAL(MAYNOOTH)
WAN)

Cffi ISTMAS mAW

1ST WilE:

13 & I TPAVEL VrucHER £100

2ND WIZE:

CI-P I STMAS HAMr:t:R

3IJ)

WilE:

FruiT 13ASKET

4T1l milE:

Tl..PKEY

51li WilE:

OOTTlE WHISKEY

6T1i WilE:

I3UTTlE ·WINE

mAW . h'lll TAKE PLACE AT TJ-c "ROOST" CN 1'1/12/00 Willi
ENTERTA I~iENT AT g. 3WM (AI+roX).

THE CCMPll MENTS ()F TIlE SEASCN T() All ClP. SlJPIWTERS.

THORNHILL NURSERIES
GAR DEN

C E N T R E

MAYNOOTH ROAD, CELBRIDGE
** *' * * *******
C H R 1ST MAS
.T R E E S
Non-shed Pine / Noblis / N6rway Siruce
Eelection 'of 6 and 7 foot Artificial_ Klondike Fir, Douglas Fir
** **** * * * *****Holly wreaths, Ga rlands, Bows, Fairy Li ghts, etc.

-

** ************
GIFT TOKENS
**** ** *******
Pot plants, Cyc~amen, POinsetta, Potmums
************* .
VISA
PHONE 6288667
..

-_

Open - Mon. - Sat. 10.00 - 6.00
Sunda ys
2 .00 - 6. 00
************

\.~ ~~.

#~~~~
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LABOUR PARTY NOTES

~~~ ~ ~

New Residents Association
The Branch extends warm congratulations to the residents of
Phase 3, Greenfields on the formation of their residents association. The Association can be assured of the fullest support from
local Labour representatives Emmet Stagg and John McGinley. At the residents request the following matters are currently
being pursued on their behalf:
· the repair of public lighting in the estate
· the cleaning of storm drains
· the repair of broken kerbing
· the landscaping of open space in the estate.

Our New President
Maynooth Branch of the Labour Party would like to thank: all
those who contributed to Mary Robinson's great victory in the
. Presidential election - especially you the voters. At the local
level a vigorous campaign was conducted under the expert
supervision of Director of Elections,John McGinley. With the
cooperation and assistance of local members of the Workers
Party,all houses in Maynooth were canvassed and leafletted
and the high profile of the campaign,spearheaded by the Labour
Party members,compared very favourably with that of the other
two·candidates.
How Maynoothvoted is examined in detail elsewhere in the
Newsletter.
The fact that Mary Robinson easily topped the poll with 44.6%
of the vote shows that the people of Maynooth consistently
support candidates putting forward progressive political ideas.
The tremendous vote achieved by Mrs.Robinson is part of a
pattern whiCh has seen Emmet Stagg top the poll in the town in
both local and general elections.
This Branch is determined to build on this success and with hard
work,and the continued support of the people of Maynooth,we
look forward to next years' local elections with confidence.

Public Lighting
Arising from a survey of the state of public lighting through
Greenfield estate carried out by John McGinley,Emmet Stagg
has been in contact with the County Engineer seeking to have
broken lights repaired. John has also made representations to
Iarnrod Eireann seeking to have public lighting at the junction
of the railway bridge and the Clane Road repaired.

Carlton Cleaners

. Maynooth Traffic
The volume of traffic passing through Maynooth continues to
increase and throughout much of the day,Main Street is congested with a long line of articulated trucks,lorries and cars. We
all look forward to the opening of the by-pass which should be
a tremendous boon to Maynooth-butonly on one condition-that
it is toll free. Labour councillors Emmet Stagg and Colm
Purcell have recently sought a commitment from Fianna
Fail.Fine Gael and PD councillors on Kildare Co.Council that
they will oppose the imposition,-Qf tolls. No such commitment
was forthcoming. Elections to Kildare Co.Council are now only
six months away. LabourcounciIIors elected to the new council
will strenuously oppose tolls in Kildare. We believe that the
other parties cannot to be trusted on this issue.
Still on the subject of Maynooth traffic: following representations by Emmet Stagg,the yellow box junction in The Square
was recently repainted following the completion of surface
dressing of the road.

Curtain Care Leather & Evening Wear .
Specialists in Suede
Repairs and Alterations
Shirt & Laundry Service
Same Day Service incl. Saturday
Open 6 Days
Maynooth Shopping Centre

Tel. 628 5511

Visual Image Photography .

.
~

• ~

Convent Lane Footpath
Residents in Convent Land have asked Emmet Stagg TD to
request the Co.Council to repair the footpath leading from Main
St. The County Engineer has replied that-''The entire path needs
to be raised. There is no finance for this at present but is is
proposed to include such work as part of strengthening work on
the Dunboyne Road in 1991 which will be done if a grant is
made available".

Photography - Social; Commercial;
Wodd;ng,; Video

102 Moyglare Village, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.

Tel. 01 - 628 6488
• Communion and Family Portraits
• Photography by award winning professional photographer
Mr. Gerald P. MacCann BFA (H) MIPPA MIPF

Maynooth Castle Lighting

• Wedding photography a speciality.
See our large range of beautiful photographs and albums

The reaction of Maynooth residents to the recently installed
lighting system for the Castle has been very positive. As an
active member of the Castle Restoration Committee,local Labour
representative John McGinley expressed himself as-well satisfied with the results of his hard work on the project.

Member of the Irish Professional Photographers' Association.
Member of the World Council of Professional Photographers.
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;fflapnootl) jTetuellers
Main Street,. Maynooth (01)
Co. K IIdare

O~

6285946

~

>V.

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH B~ANDS
!

SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL
VISA

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD J' EWELLERY~ ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

OC~l'~?:

~;Jt

II

~)<l-O

GALWAY. C.,IVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

~

BET.T.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA '
WATcHES & JEWELL&RY REPAIRED

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS .

II

JOE MOORE
an Rd,

Maynooth
Tel. 628 5586
TELEVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
All Repairs Guaranteed
Same Day Service
Free Estimates

#
9a.m.-

Mon.-

Satellite Dishes also Available Phone for Details
New & Second - Hand TV and Video sets fully guaranteed
A Happy Christmas to all our Customers

ENFIELD

ME TAL

POLISHI NG

SPECIALISING IN RESTORATION OF THE FOLLOWING METALS:
SILVER. BRASS. COPPER. ALUMINIUM.
BRASS fENDERS. OIL LAMPS, CANDLESTICKS. COMPANION SETS.
DOOR KNOCKERS. LETTER BOXES, BRASS BEDS. POTS & PANS ALL BRASS
ORNAMENTS & ECCLESIASTICAL WORK·
ALL HIGH CLASS WORK.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
COLLECTION &DELIVERY SERVICE.
f

CONTACT:

ENFIELD METAL POLISHING, MAIN STREET. ENFIELD.
PHONE:
0405-51120/0405-41319
,
BRIGHTEN UP YOUR
HOME . . ,.....
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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COMMUNITY COlJNCIL NOTES

square), provide a building and all excavation reinstatement
associated with the cabling.
A Design section awaits the instructions of Kildare County
Council at this stage.

'

THE CURRENT POSITION REGARDING
.."THE THING"

Yours sincerely,
Luke Shinnors,
Customer Service Engineer - Area Services, E.S.B.

There have been a number of positive developments recently in
the Community Council's campaign to have 'The Thing' ih the
square removed. The following correspondence gives an
overvIew of the recent progress made in this campaign. It
includes a letter from the E.S.B. in response to John Mc Ginley'srequest t,hat the company voluntarily relocate their substation from the square thereby facilitating the relocation of 'The
Thing'. Subsequent to the receipt of this letter we wrote to the
E.S.B. 's board of directors requesting them to adopt the initiative on behalf of the people of Maynooth. We are hopeful that
the response will be a positive one and that theE.S.B. will waive
the costs of relocating the substation.
Other letters included hereunder reflect the overwhelming
support for the campaign given by some of our local T.D.s and
councillors, for which we are extremely grateful.
On a lighter note, Ms Mary Leahy, 5th class teacher in the
Maynooth Primary School, asked her students to design a
replacement for the 'The Thing'. Thirty nine pupils took part
in the enterprise. Ms Leahy selected the best five and fOI}Varded
them to John Mc Ginley so that he could select the winning
design. The five selected by Ms Leahy were .the work of the
following:
Aengus O'Connor
Neill Farrelly
Simon Murphy
David Tarpey
Raymond Bright

2.

Kildare County Council.
12th October 1990.

Deputy Emmet Stagg,
Dail Eireann.

Dear Deputy,
I refer to yours of the 2nd inst.
I am to advise you that the following matters will appear on the
agenda of the next Celbridge Area Committee.meeting.
1. The removal of the public toilets from The Square, Maynooth.
2. Parking and trading atO'Neill Park entrance, Maynooth.
3. Travellers on Boreen, Maynooth - clean up and surfacing of
road there.
Yours sincerely,
Hugh Lyons,
County Secretary.

The five designs are all extremel y elaborate and display considerable planning skill and method. The best plan in Mr Mc
Ginley's opinion was that of David Tarpey, which outlined a
spacious square with a fountain and steps as centrepiece, a one
.way traffic system and included parking spaces and flower
beds. All five of the plans are on display in the library on Main
Street.
The Community Council would like to thank Ms Leahy and her
students for their wonderful initiative and efforts.

3.

15th October 1990.

Dear Chairperson,
I refer to your letter of 8th October 1990 addressed to the
County Managerregarding the public tOilets in Maynooth. You
can be assured that Deputy Stagg and myself will pursue the
demolition of these toilets with great vigour and we will not be
satisfied until the site is levelled.
The matter is now on the agenda for the next meeting of the
Celbridge Area Committee at the request of the Labour party.
We will keep you informed on this matter.

Correspondence regarding 'The Thing'
9 Octoberl990

Yours sincerely,
Cllr Colm PUl.'cell,

DearMr Me .Ginley,
Since youi:liiterregardingthe substation in Maynooth a number
of meetings have taken place with Kildare County Council.
The cost of relocating the substation has been estimated at
£13185.00. In addition the County Council would be asked
to procure the site in question (at the south east comer of the

r .C.

P.Brady
Clock House Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
Tel. 628 6225
Lounge Bar • CIE • Bus Stop • Soup • Sandwiches· Coffee & Meat Pies always available

For Best Drinks and Delicious Pub Grub
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4.

22nd October 1990

EYE HEAR
World Cup in Turin

Dear John,
Further to your letter reo the public toilets, I have placed this
item on the agenda of the Celbridge Area Committee which
meets next week.
I will continue to support you in this matter and will keep you
informed of progress.
Enclosed please find letter from the County Secretary in reply
to my representation on your behalf.

Another World Cup eluded the Irish Team in Italy in October.
This time,Maynooth man,Hugh O'Sullivan returned empty
handed,having secured tenth place in the World Truc!c Drivers'
Championship in Turin.However,Hugh and his team of three,
Michael Mills, Bally teague, Peadar O'Brien, ,Kilcullen; and
Paddy 0 'Brien were handicapped by ha~ing to drive unfamilhlr
right hand drive vehicles, and hope to move up in the placings
at the next championships-due to be held inSouth Africa.

Yours sincerely,
Emmet Stagg, T.D.

Carols
The traditional College Carol Service will take .place in the
College Chapel on Wednesday 19th Decemberat7.3Opm.Please
note that no tickets are required and seating will be allocated on
a first come first served basis. Messiah fans will be glad to hear
that rehearsals for next years' performance started on 15 th October. Handel's Messiah will be performed on 3rd March next
- a must for all music lovers.

Kildare County Council,
St.Mary's Naas,
Phone (045) 97071.
Deputy Emmet Stagg,
Dail Eireann,
Baile Atha Cliath 2.

Intel (ligence)
The irnpactofthe new Intel factory is already being felt with the
increase of traffic in and out of the plant,and the rumours that
Intel is planning to swamp the accommodation market for miles
around. This Autumn,Intel has aimed to recruit 150 people to
work in semi-conductor manufacturing, one third of these
would be graduates. As very few people in Ireland have
experience in this area,it is hoped that Irish emigrants can be
attracted back. From remarks made by Human Resources
Manager, Pat Casey, it appears that .women won't feature
among this 150. Explaining that these recruitswould require up
to 18 months special training in the States before relocation to
Ireland, Mr.Casey told the Irish Times "if he's married toa
Dutch woman in Eindhoven it could be awkward. We'll be

Dear Deputy,
Thank you for your renewed representations on behalf of
Maynooth Community Council in connection with the future of
the pub~ic toilets at the square in Maynooth.
I am arranging for this matter to appear on the agenda for the
next meeting of the Celbridge Area committee.

Yours sincerely,
H. Lyons,
County Secretary.

4.

22nd October 1990.

NEWTOWN STORES

Dear Mr McGinl~y"
,.
,. . ,
.'
Thank you for your query regarding your recent correspondence relating to the relocation of the public toilets at, The
Square, Maynooih.
I have referred the,l11atter to the relevant Department for urgent
attention and I shall be in touch with you again when I have
further news.
If,bYSQme ch~~e y()U Ilav~not h~dfrom me again within a
reasonable time, perhaps you would contact me in which case
I shall be glad to reactivate ,the matter.
Best wishes,

...a

~r .

NEWSAGENTS

Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

~ '.

~

Tel. 01 - 628 5833
Opening Hours- 7.30a.m. - 10p.m.
OPEN EVERYDAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
Grocer· Fuel • Gas
Fancy Goods • Sweets • Cards • Magazines

Yours sincerely,
Bernard J. Durkan, T.D.; M.C.C.

Mini Bus For Hire
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

~-

Telephone: 628 6132
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Seamus Grant,
33 Laurence Ave., Maynooth.

that the site would go for 300,000 pounds upwards when it goes
for auction in the near future.
While there is already outline planning permission for 60
houses, what about using it for the new hotel site? Just a modest
suggestion, but maybe the neighbours might not agree. With
frontage to the harbour and canal, access to the railway station,
it would be an ideal tourist attraction.

relocating him twice - to the states and then back to Ireland."
Does this mean that even if she's married to a man from Kilcock
she can forget it?

North Kildare invades the States
By now Cincinnati,Louisville,and Lexington,Kentucky will
have recovered from the friendly invasion by the stalwarts of
the North Kildare Rugby Club. As far as Eye Hear's limited
knowledge of sport goes,normally there are 15 players on each
side in a rugby match. Why did NKFC send 27? Maybe they
can't countin the US? And why did they need twelve 'supporters', and what did they do. The lavishly illustrated tour programme leaves more questions than answers. Sean Bagnall,age
40+ plays on the side line; Denis Fry, plays on the third bar stool
on the left; Donal Houlihan's (40+) position is former hooker
turned rancher; Edward Kavanagh (40+) is a former out half
now smoothie; solicitor Damien Maguire is the official tour fall
guy; and Trevor Reilly (38) is playing retired centre (local
entrepreneur with a flair for avoiding serious work).

Wheels for Daniel
The work colleagues and friends of Liz and Alan Monahan of
Kingsbry organised a Race Night in the Royal Dublin Hotel in
early November to raise funds for a car for the couple. Sadly,
their baby son Daniel, born in April has cerebral palsy, and
requires frequent visits to the Central Remedial Clinic in Clontarf for physiotherapy and other treatment Without a car, these
visits would be impossible. So, with a little help from their
friends, the wheels have been provided, and Daniel can get
access to the best of treatment, to allow him to fulfIl his
potential.

Gaeltacht Scholarship
Congratulations to Jim Mara of Copper Alley who was awarded
a voucher for an Irish college of his choice in a competition
organised by the ESB and CONCOS (Comhchoiste Naisiunta
na gColaisti Samhraigh). Jim was one of 100 successful
entrants from among the many 1000s who entered from allover
Ireland.

We the undersigned would like to thank most sincerely on
behalf of Maynooth Mortality Society and the class of 1947 at
the National Boys School and all those who contributed in
anyway towards making the party in Springfield Hotel on
October 2nd, such a wonderful success. Your generosity
enabled us to present Fr. John with a wallet of notes totalling
£500.00. As it would be impossible to thank everyone individually, please accept this notice in grateful appreciation.

No home at the Inn?
Eye Hear has siUd it before, and will say it again - Maynooth
needs a hotel. Especially after hearing of best selling author,
and historian, professor Joe Lee's experience at a certain local
establishment which offers bed and brealcfast accommodation
- to those successful in locating a key. Professor Lee was forced
to move elsewhere when intensive searching failed to unearth
the missing key. With all the distinguised, and even undistinguished visitors who pass through Maynooth every year,.surely
it is time a decent hotel was built to accommodate them?

Signed:

Gearoid Mac Teighrnain, Paddy Nolan, Kevin Murphy,
Owen Byrne, Tommie Flanagan,Larry O'Brien,Jim Brady.

CIE to sell land
cm has put an 11 acre site beside the Railway station for sale.
Dublin auctioneers, de Vere White and Smyth have estimated

Dr. Linda M. Finlay
Chiropractor

..

,~l

97 Carton Court,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Tel. 01 - 628 5962

~!IM;W!!!!;~
" v

70 Drimnagh Road,
Walkinstown,
Dublin 12.
Tel. 01 - 559973

L-R Kevin Murphy, Georoid Mac Teighrnain,
Fr. John Nevin and Paddy Nolan (with Emmet Stagg
and Sean Power discussing important affairs
of state in the background!).

ALL HOURS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Tues. 10a.m. ~ lp.m.
4p.m. - 7.30p.m.
Sat. 9.30a.m. -12.30p.m.

Mon. & Thurs
10.15a.m. - 12.30p.m.
4p.m. -7.30p.m.
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DECEMBER SPECIALS AT
GREENFIELD SUPERMARKET
MEATDEPT. SPECIALS
Rib Steak £1.09 per lb
Gigot Pork. Chops 99p,per lb
Fresh Mince only 99p per lb
Lambs Liver £1.29 per lb
Back Rashers £'1.89 per lb
Oven Ready Chickens were £4.99 now £3.99
ORDER YOUR HAM AND OVEN
READY TURKEY NOW YOU WON'T
BEAT OUR PRICES
GROCERY DEPT.
Tins of biscuits from £2.99 - Great Value
Raisins, Sultanas, Mixed Fruit 39p per pack
4 oz Maxwell House Coffee £1.59 .
Wine & Sherry from £3.95 per bottle
1 1{2lb Milk Tray Chocolates only £3.99
454gm Tin of Bisto only £1.19
Chivers Mince Meat only 79p
Lustre Fruit Cocktail 59p
11{2 lit. Ballygowan Sparkling 69p
Orange Juice 1 lit: 59p
Toilet Rolls - six pack 79p

FRUIT & VEG. DEPT.
Top Quality Potatoes £2.49 per Bag
Bananas only 29p per lb
Large bags Apples and Oranges 99p each
Cooking Apples 25p
PLUS MANY OTHER SPECIALS
CHECK US OUT
YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED

DRAPERY & HARDWARE DEPTS.
Large selection of Dressing Gowns Track Suits
Knitwear· Caps & Scarves • Under wear· Socks etc.
We also carry an extensive range of Babywear
In our Haberdashery Dept. you will find a fine selection
of knitting wools and patterns, zips, buttons etc.
ALL AT"ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

SEE OUR RANGE OF PUDDING BOWLS
• ROASTING TINS • BUCKETS • BINS
• PAINTS etc. ALL AT GREAT VALUE ·

GIFTS
For that special gift - see our Fancy Goods Dept. Watches • Clocks • Electrical Goods • Radios • Computer Games all at unbeatable prices.

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
Christmas Trees • Christmas Ornaments • Lights •
Holly etc.

TOYS-TOYS-TOYS
Toys from £1 upwards
Remember if you can buy toys cheaper we will
refund the difference.
A small deposit secures any item.
We are opening every Sundayall day for
the month of December.
From 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
We wish all our customers a very
Happy Christmas and a Peaceful New Year.
We would also like to extend a big "Thank You" ~
for your custom during the year.
__

G. MULCAHY
FAMILY BUTCHER
Best Quality Meats
Delivery Service

Telephone: 6286317
Ask for Eoin or Gerry
Orders Taken Now -

FARM FRESH TURKEYS • PALE HAMS • SMOKED HAMS
SPICE BEEF • DUCKS • ROAST BEEF • ROAST LAMB
SAUSAGE MEAT· STUFFING
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

tf> ~±.. fJzrlrirh's

[±]

~PHARMACY
Family Pharmacy

• Prescriptions • Gifts etc. • Cosmetics • Photography
Hours of Business

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., 9.30 a.m. - 8 p.m. - Wed. & Sat. 9.30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Telephone: 01 - 628 9166
Happy Christmas to all our Customers

EDWARDS

FOR CLOTHES CARE

Unit 7, Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynooth. Tel. 628 6803
QUALITY DRY CLEAN"I NG • SAME DAY SERVICE • PERSONAL ATTENTION
REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS • SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
• CURTAINS AND SUITE COVERS
Monday - Saturday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m . .
Christmas Holidays
Closed 2 p.m. Dec. 24th - Re-opening 9 a.m. Jan. 2nd
We wish all our Customers a Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year

EL DORADO TAKE - AWAY
Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynooth.

LARGE SELECTION OF TAKE - AWAY FOODS AVAILABLE
FRESH CHIPS
OPEN ALL DAY EVERYDAY
12 noon - 1 a.m • Sundays - 5 p.m. - 12.00 midnight

We would like to wish all our Customers a very Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year

Get your TABLECLOTH laundered for Christmas
at

"KLEEN JEANS"
Launderette & Linen Specialists
Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynooth.

Tel. 01- 6285928
Dry Service • Duvets Laundered with Care • Bathroom Carpets
Bag Wash • Quality Care for Bedroom & Table Linen
Open: 8 a.m. - 6 p.m., Mon. - Sat.
Closed for Christmas Sat. 22nd Re-open 8 a.m, Jan. 2nd 1991
We extend the seasons compliments to all our customers

DONOVAN'S NEWSAGENTS
Greenfields Shopping Centre
24 Hour Film Developing • Newspapers • Magazines • Cigarettes
Confectionery • Greeting Cards • Stationery • Agents for Lotto
Lottery Tickets • Delicious Fresh • Ice Cream Cones • Toys
LINK TOYS· LINK TOYS· LINK TOYS· LINK TOYS· LINK TOYS
SEE OUR HUGE SELECfION OF CHRIS1MAS CARDS
We would like to wish all our Customers a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Open 7.30 - 9.00 • Sat. & Sun. 7.30 - 8.00

Tired of dull programmes? Then switch over to Xtra-vision.
With all the latest tides, all the greatest movies and a
nationwide network of stores, Xtra-vision means you can
watch what you want .yhen you want to watch it.

I'J4iS1hf.1 illl
YOUR VERY·OWN MOVIE CHANNEL

NOW OPEN AT GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE, MAYNOOTH.
Telephone: 628 693~
Open 7 Days a Week
12 Mid-Oay to 12 Mid-Night
MICHELLE

XANADU
HAIR CREATIONS
Greenfield Shopping Centre, Maynooth.
We would like to take this opportunity to wish all our
Customers a Happy Christmas and Prosperous New Year.

Opeping Hours 9.30 - 5.30 Late Night Friday 7.30

EILEEN

~S tlldio

Ouell

HAIR DESIGN

MAIN STREET;, MAYNOOTH.

YES

~

ARE

~ST....;;..;IL;;.; ;L

OPEN.

OPEN TUES - SAT: 9.30 - ·5.00
FRI TILL LATE 7.00
CHRISTMAS HOURS
OPEN MON - -SAT: 9.30 - 6.00CHR1STMAS WEEK
LATE ON FR I. TILL 8.00.
CHRISTMAS EVE 7.30 - 1.00p.m.
APPOINTMENTS ONLY.

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS ·A HAPPY

CHRISTMA~
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CELBRI·DGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Leading Japanese Cars
NISSAN •

TOYOTA • MITSUBISHI

1986HONDA CIVIC
1985TOYOTA COROLLA SPRINTER
1.985 MICRA 5-DOOR
1985NrSSAN C20 PICK-UP DIESEL

1984 COROLLA CI:I)
1983VOLVO 340 D1
1980 TOYOTA LANDI
CRUISER

Celbridge Car Sales ltd. are agents for International Vehicle Imports. an importer and

distributor of Quality second hand cars from Japan.Jhe recenn
name for these cars has become "newsed" cars because of the
very high Quality of their condition and the very low mileage;
~

FULLY GUARANTEED

ALL PARTS AVAILABLE

*

UP TO 4 YEARS ANTI RUST GUARANTEE . SIX MONTHS PARTS AND LABOUR
Celbridge Car Sales Ltd offer a fully comprehensive car and van valeting service

*

TRADE-INS WELCOME *
Sales Open 9~OOam - 7.00pm -Monday to Saturday
CONTACT:
6271422 ·,·

"

CROGHAN HOUSE, CElBRIDGE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
CElBRIDGE. CO. KllO'ARE. · TEL: (01 )288547.

SERVICING ALL MAKES OFCARSAND VANS
Get your car checked for Winter now.

*

•

Brakes

NOW AVAILABLE

+ Anti-Freeze

•

COMPUTERISED ENGINE TUNING

*

+

CAR ALARMS

*

CELBRIDGE CAR SALES LTD.
Suppliers of Quality Used Cars

CONTACT: 6288547
WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A 'HAPPY CHRISTMAS 4ND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
42

LEINSTER ARMS
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5

tau r a n t

J>HONE 6286323/6285772
Carvery Lunches Every Day

~Unday Lunch a Speciality

~Ull A La Carte Menu every evening from 5pm - 9.45pm.

CANDLE LIGHT DINNER every Saturday night.

~pecialiSing in Haute Cuisine

5 Course

Menu only £12.

Now taki ng Christmas Booki ngs.

~UNCTION ~OOM

~VAILABLE

~mall or large parties cater~d for at very reasonable rates.
Phone. Mary for bookings.

~E OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE, COUPLED WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE TO
GUARANTEE A SATISFIED CUSTOMER.

~~b..
~

-~.

".

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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Children's
Corner.·

~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~5 _

COLOURING COMPETIT10N W1NNERS
. 8 - 12 YRS. OLD.
4 - 7 YRS OLD.
1st Joanne Cunningham, Niamh Byrne,
79 Maynooth Park, 177 Rail Park,
. Maynooth.
Maynooth.
2nd Clare Hogan,
70 Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.
3rEl

pictureB .

sara~,

4~
.. rtd n Court,
~~~h\.
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James Brennan,
Courtown Park,
Kilcock.
Brendan Gaffney,
"Bell View",
Mari avi 11 e,
Maynooth.
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JUMPERS <::ARDIGANS BLOUSES DRESSES TROUSERs
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JACKETS
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Unit 15, Maynooth ShoppingCentre
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Our AGM was held on October 16th.
Our guest speaker was Dr. Maeve Martin who gave a very
interesting talk on exceptional children.
Refreshments were served, after which the various officers
gave their reports. We were very pleased to announce a
successful year of fundraising. Donations were made to the
school towards the cost of an alarm system, maths equipment,
library books, PE expenses, music tapes and a scholarship to the
Gaeltacht. This was all made possible due to the continued
generosity of the parents. A new committee of 13 parents was
elected.
Sr. Aquinas gave a short talk urging parents to develop the
reading habit in their children.

Officers for 1990/91:
Pat Halley (Chainnan),
Noel Lysaght (Secretary),
Patsy O'Rafferty (Treasurer),
Willie Caughlan (P.R.O.) .

New Tennis Courts
Michael Lyster of the "Sunday Game" officially opened the 2
new courts - The Association wish to thank the parents who
contributed to the Bond issue. The courts are a decided asset
both to the school and the town and at the moment the formation
of a tenn~s club is being discussed.

Fundraising

B.DUFFY,
Outgoing Secretary.

It was decided at the A.G.M to send out envelopes regarding the
£5 voluntary subscription. These are being prepared at the
moment and should be returned to the school or handed in at the
Parent Teacher Meeting.
A monster Bingo is planned for Sunday 16th Dec in the Parish
Hall and we are looking for your support - Our thanks here to
Owen Byrne, John O'Connor and their hard working bingo
committee.
We are thinking also of having a Social Night in the New Year
with the revival of the American Tea Party idea a possibility.

By Kathy and Michael Kelleher.
Once upon a time; there was a little dog called Rusty, He was
just one year old, and was always eating Da' s favourite slippers.
Rusty lived in Maynooth with Mum, Dad, Kathy and Shane.
They were always having wonderful adventures, but none
compared with the adventure Rusty had on Christmas Eve.
It all began on Christmas Eve when mum announced that the
whole family including Rusty were going to Dublin to see the
Christmas decorations.
"Ole Ole!" sang Shane, out of tune, when he heard the news.
Kathy jumped up and down with excitement. Rusty wagged his
tail so much that he felt dizzy. Off he went the merry band on
their new adventure.
Very shortly they arrived in Dublin and headed to the City
Centre. The children's eyes were bright with excitement.
Rusty's tail wagged and wagged. Fairy lights were everywhere,
all bright with different colours. Carol singers were at every
corner. The streets were full of people, all smiling faces looking
forward to the celebration of the Lord's Birthday.
Each shop window was like a Aladdin's Cave, full of toys and
magic. The children wore out their noses pressing them against
each one. Rusty got up on his hind legs to look in.
Eventually they found themselves at Switzer's window. Rusty
had never in his life seen anything like it. He found himself
looking into Santa's Toy Factory. The elves were working
away making all the toys that Santa would deliver throughout
the world. There was an elf putting a large bone into a sack and
Rusty's mouth drooled at the sight of it. He was sure that this
would taste even better than dad's favourite slippers! He
longed for the bone so much that he did not notice the rest of the
family moving on. Suddenly he looked around. Nota familiar
face in sight! He yelped with fright and scurried up the street
looking for the family. They were nowhere to be seen! Poor
Rusty became very afraid. The city no longer looked like a
friendly place as all the shoppers had to go home. Soon the
streets started to empty and Rusty found himself all alone.

Bond Issue
The Bond Committee is a sub-committee of the P.T.A. committee and consists of Seamus McManus (Chairman), Joe Kelly,
Irene Matthews, Mary Farrell and Tom Ashe. Thanks to the
parents the tennis courts are in place and the profit this year is
a large all purpose hall for the school.
So buy a bond even if you have one already, your money is
redeemable up to 5 years, all bondholders are in a draw for
£1000 at the A.G.M. The winner at this years A.G.M. in
October was Ms Josephine Moore.
W. Caughlan,
P.R.O.

Josie Moore is presented. with cheque for £1000 by
Michael Lyster, Maynooth Post-Primary Draw.
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(jraphic (j[ass and Mirror Co.
POUND LANE.
MAYNOOTH.
PH: 6286953

ALL TYPES OF GLASS CUT WHILE YOU WAIT.
FULL GLAZING SERVICE.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY SANDBLASTED AND ENGRAVED MIRRORS TO
YOUR OWN DESIGN.

SUPPLIERS OF SHELVES. TABLE TOPS. BEVELLED GLASS AND MIRRORS • .
FAMILY CRESTS. LAMINATED SAFETY GLASS AND TOUGHENED GLASS.
HUGE REDUCTIONS ON ALL DESIGNED MIRRORS IN STOCK FOR MONTH OF
DECEMBER ONLY.

DESIGNED MIRRORS MAKE IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

HOURS OF OPENING:
MON - FRI: 9.30 - 5p.rn.
SAT: 9.30 - 12.30p.rn.
Wishing al/ our cJ.!stomers the compliments of the season
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All alone! He had never been all alone in his whole entire life
before this. He looked up and down the deserted street and
shivered with fright It was dark and cold and there were
shadows everywhere. He trembled and quaked with fear. He
cowered into a shop door and grew numb with cold and fright
He wished and wished he was at home in front of the fIre where
he belonged: He started to whimper like the frightened little dog
he was! Soon his whimpering turned to crying and after a little
while he started to howl!
And how he howled! He howled and howled right up to the
stars. Then he suddenly forgot his howling as he watched one
of the stars moving across the sky all on its own! He had never
seen a star do that before. It got bigger and bigger like a pool
of light rather than a star! The pool of light still kept coming
closer and closer and gradually he could begin to see inside it.
You would never in a million years guess what he saw! Inside
the pool-of light was a beautiful sleigh loaded with sacks being
pulled along by eight reindeers! And inside the sleigh he saw
a jolly man dressed all in red, calling to the reindeers! "Now,
Dasher! Now, Prancer and Vixen! On,Comet! On, Cupid! On,
Donner and Blitzen!" The sleigh landed in the middle of the
street right beside Rusty. The driver had twinkly merry eyes,
rosy cheeks and a snow white beard. Rusty did not even feel the
slightest bit afraid and his tail started to wag! "Are you lost,
little dog?", the driver asked. Rusty barked tosay "yes". "Well,
hop abroad!", said Rusty's new friend. As soon as Rusty
jumped on to the sleigh, it took off up into the sky!
Rusty looked down and could see the city far beneath him. They
were flying through the night sky at an enormous speed. The
sleigh turned and they started heading inland. Soon Rusty and
his friends were flying towards a village and started to come
down from the sky. They landed with a gentle bump on the roof
of one particular house. Rusty' seyes lit up! He knew the house!
Then, with a whoosh, down the chimney went Rusty and his
jolly friend with a big sack!
Rusty found himself at home in the living-room of his own
house! He could not believe it! His heart jumped for joy at his
good fortune! Everything looked exactly as he had left it that
morning. He could see all the Christmas decorations, the crib
and the Christmas tree. Right on top of the tree he could see the
bright golden star Kathy had put to remember the one that shone
over baby Jesus's stable.
Rusty watched quietly as his jolly friend filled the children's'
stockings above the fire guard and placed more toys and gifts
around the bottom of the tree. His eyes twinkledatRusty. Then,
with a whoosh he flew back up the chimney to the sleigh and
reindeers. Then he was gone, sleigh, reindeers and all!
Rusty was very sleepy. He snuggled deep into bed, full of
dreams of Christmas.
On Christmas morning, Kathy and Shane woke up all sad at
losing Rusty. Their joy when they went to the living room and
found him all snuggled up in his bed.

HUGH DURHAM
PHOTOGRAPHY
64 The Grove,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Telephone: 6271834

Irish Times award winning photographer
Family Portraiture in your own home
1991 Weddings now being booked

KIERNAN'S
Main Street, Maynooth.
-4n1iIIIIII'IIIL

Tel. 628 6294

Groceries • Confectionery • Cooked Meats
• Stationery • Newspapers
• Chocolates • Fancy Goods • Toys

Large Selection of Greeting Cards

Open· 8.30a.m.• 7p.m. Each Day

PADDY RYAN LTD.~
Windgates Lodge,
Windgates, Barberstown.

!i

Tel. 6273415
CAR SALES & SERVICE

A good selection of used cars
always in stock.
Any make of new car supplied.
Finance Arranged.
We wish all our Customers a Happy Christmas
and a Happy New Year

The end.
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FUSCIARDIS TAKE AWAY
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH
PHONE: 6286419.
WIDE SELECTION OF FOOD TO CHOOSE FROM.
FRESHLY MADE PIZZA WITH A SELECTION OF TOPPINGS.
ALSO FARM HOUSE FRIED CHICKEN~

-:...JfR'i.(I1G

BURGERS
1il b BURGER
11b BURGER- & CHEESE
CHICKEN BURGERS
FISH BURGERS
SPICE BURGERS

FISH
FRESH SMOKED COD
FRESH COD
ALSO
COD PORTIONS

KIDNEY PIES
SPRING ROLLS
SAUSAGES
SAUSAGE ROLLS
(COLESLAW)
CURRY SAUCE
STEAK ~ &

11 1111111 1111 1111111 1111 11111'1
WE ·WISH ·ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY, VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPERO~S
NEW YEAR.

COYNE & BERGIN
UNI T 9 MAYNOOTIi SIC
Tel : 6289066

WE WOULD LiKE TO W1SH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A VERY HAPPY CHR 1STMAS

, &JOYFUL

NEW YEAR . .

ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS TURKEY & HAM NOW.

LQQKOUT FOR OUR CHRlSTMAS DRAW STARTING SOON ::
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By Elle Bias
Across
1. Santa will look for a pair? (9)
9. A Toast to the festive season (6)
10. One probably designed your calender (2, 6,)
11. Jingle Bells might be heard to do this.(6)
12. Pop goes the money and this (6)
14. 0 how green is your tree! (3)
15. One of 5 goes into 1 across (3)
him (6)
16. Santa has a helper to
18. "Human abilities are determined by race" (6)
21. After all that soot,Santa's head will need
a lot of this.(7)
24. To stimulate. (6)
26. The Newsletter wish all our readers one.
(and 35 across) (5,9,)
30. Odds and these. (4)
31. Pertaining more to the next festive
season. (4)
32. To have as one's purpose. (6)
33. An exile,(to be remembered.) (8)
34. What you'll find in his hair before washing! (5)
35. See 26,across.

Gogarty Children's & Teen Fashions
Main St., Celbridge.

Tel. 628 8535
SHELL Track Suits
GEF Tracksuits (boys & girls, 1-7 years)
S~MS Tracksuits (boys & girls, 6-13 years)
UR OK (boys & girls Autumn/Winter
mix 'n' match range, 3-13 years)

Down:
2. Glittering thing for three (6)
3. Happy Birthday to you. (6)
4. Hanging and tapering ice. (6)
5. When 4.Down melts,these fill up.(7)
6. Listen to them sing carols! (6)
7. Blessed are they, for they shall inherit. (4)
8. Insistence on a right. (9)
11. Instruct. (5)
13. Great Epochs. (4)
17. Fond salutations. (9)
19. Fruit ~alad for afters. (8)
20. Fashions. (5)
22. It's all around it. (3)
23. 'Ers and 'oly songs? (3)
25. Lets hope the turkey is! (6)
27. The English Academy is for 10 across (abrev). (2)
28. And a happy new - - (4)
29. This crossword has a hidden christmas one! (6)

Sweat Shirts • Man Alive Rainwear
Anoraks • Snorkels • Denim Jackets· Jeans
Happy Christmas to all our Customers

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT
US FIRST FOR
BODY REPAIRS - SERVICE AND PARTS
NEW AND USED CARS AND VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL

Winner of Crossword Number 36:
Phyllis Higgins, 127, Rail Park, Maynooth.

Tel. 628 7311

Solution to Crossword Number 36

A~!~Se
appy

Christmas
FOR ALL YOUR ClmlSTMAS
GOODS & GIFI'S
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W ESTEND
CARPETS & FURNITURE
Mill

St.

Maynooth.

Ph: 6 2 85682
BEFORE YOU CHANGE YOUR CARPETS TH IS CHR ISTMAS, CALL AND SEE OUR
SELECT ION OF REMNANTS MANY .AT HALF PR ICE, ALSO BEDROOM CARPETS
FROM £3.99 SQ YD , KITCHEN VINYLS - £3.99 SQ YD. BEDROOM UN IT FROM
£295, DINING ROOM TABLE AND CHAIRS £179, BENCH SETS £99., LARGE
SELECTION OF BEDDING ALWAYS IN STOCK; ALSO WE HAVE RUGS, COFFEE
TABLES, LOCKER, TELEPHONE SEATS, AND TABLE LAMPS.
OPEN MON - THUR 9.30 - 6PM.
FRI
9.30 - 9PM.
SAT
9.30 - 5.30PM.
OPEN ON SUNDAY UNTIL CHRISTMAS 2.30 - 5.30PM.
WISHING ALL , OUR CUST<l1ERS A HAPPY 'CHRISTMAS

PLUMBING PROBLEMS?

BRADLEY

PLUMB ING.

&

HEATING.

01-6285387

NO JOB "TOO SMALL.
BATHROOMS . SHOWERS . KITCHENS
TOILETS . BLOCKED DRAINS
. WASTE PIPES .
INSTALLATION AND
MAINTENANCE Of - OIL- GAS AND SOLID fUEL
SYSTEMS
-__ _ ".
..

..

GENUINE 24 HR EMERGENCY SERVICE
CONTACT PAUL OR JERRY.
49 CLUAIN AOBHINN
MAYNOOTH.
CO. KILDARE.
DOMESTIC

COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAl..

WISHING ALL OUR CUST<l1ERS A HAPPY 'CHRISTMAS .........
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B.Comm. A.C.A.

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
Chartered Accountants
Kingscourt, Naas, Co. Kildare.

Tel. 01 - 628 6751 • 045 - 66535
Fax. 045 - 66535 • 045 - 66521

Fees Discussed before any Assignments

,/

GLOR NA nGEAL

Pat Reid & Co. Ltd

Gl6r Na nGael,
MaighNuad,
Buaigh Leabhair Deas Mar Duais.
Crosfhocal bunaithe ar .Ainmhithe.

Laragh, Maynooth.

Tel. 628 6508

NaNodanna.

• Washing Machines • Dishwashers
• Electric Cookers • Tumble Driers
• Vacuum Cleaners • Kettles etc.

Trasna
l. Blonn se ag ras (6).
3. Blonn se ag cronan (3).

6. Bionn se ag tafann (5).
7. Tugann si bainne duinn (2).

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

Sios

Make Friends - Have Fun - Get Fit

Uan Fasta (5)
Blonn se ag buiril (5).
Madra 6g (7).
Ta se mos mo na lacha (2).
5. Itheann se caireid (4).
6. Chomh dana Ie - (3).

l.
2.
3.
4.

Aerobics • Sauna • Steam • Swimming
with tuition on
Tuesday nights 9 - 10.30
Come along and join.
Very enjoyable session in progress at present.
Transport from Kilcock, Maynooth and Leixlip.
Special introductory terms.
Enquiri?s welcolT}e.

Freafrai go Glor na nGael, F/C Maynooth Newsletter •.
ReimhlBefore 10/12/90 4.45pm.
Ainm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Monica Scanlon, Donad1a Transport
045 - 69201!

Seoladh - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I-------~--------,
I
WISHING OUR
I

Aois _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

:

ADVERTISERS AND
:
I
READERS
I
: A HAPPY CHRISTMAS :
I
AND A
I
_ __ ___ __ ___
__YEAR:
__ _
:LPROSPEROUS
NEW

Buaitheoir na miosa se caite.
Ta £5 ag dul go Sean O'Flanagain, Scraid Bhaile Ath Getair
Mba Nuad; a sheol an chead iarracht cheart as hata.

~
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COUNTRY

SHOP
Mill Street, Maynooth,

Co. Kildare.
Opening

Hours \

~I!N\\

Mon. to Sat.
9.30am to S.30pm

Tel. 6286766
WHEN IN MAYNOOTH WHY NOT DRQP .IN TO. THE COUNTRY SHOP.
WHERE, IN . ADDITION TO OUR CRAFTS, ANTIQUE FU~.NIJll~~ AND GIFT ITEMS,
WE NOW OFFER AN EXCITING SELECTION OF LINGERIE
IN OUR NEW LINGERIE SECTION.
ALSO A LARGE SELECTION OF ORIGINAL PAINTINGS, SKETCHES AND PRINTS.
~.
FRAMX~JG ·SERVICE AVAILABLE.
. ~
~
FOR MEN WE HAVE GIFTS GALORE.
~
-

. . ,

WE HAVE CHRISTMAS CARDS AND GIFTS IN EVERY ,DEPARTMENT
TO SUIT ALL THE FAMILY.
DECEMBER OPENING HOURS:
MONDAY - THURSDAY: 9.30 AM TO 5.30 PM . .
FRIDAY &SATURDAY~ 9.30 AM TO 8.00 PM.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE WILL OPEN ON SUNDAY, 23RD DECEMBER .
.

..

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND HAPPY NEW YEAR.
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Garda Talk

>

"Tis the season to be Jolly" - Very appropriate for Chrisunas
Season, but not to be falling in/out of cars with drink consumed.
Again we advise our community of dangers of driving vehicles
with alcohol. Just stop and think for a moment - serious
accident -loss of licence for 12 months, a heavy fine and or imprisonment These are the realities which you should consider
before going out for a night and intending to drive home with
a few jars in you.
The Gardai will be operating Checkpoints, and the drinkdriving laws will be rigidly enforced. Don't push drink on
drivers, the "one for the road" era is long gone.

An American buys the field, arid an attempt to scare him away
with a beating ends in tragedy. A sub-plot involves the Bull's
two sons, the elder, Searnie who hanged himself, and the
younger, Tadhg, a violent'thug, who falls in love with a
traveller, and who decides to go off with her. There is also
Brenda Fricker, playing Christy Brown's mother goes west,
brooding around the lazy beds in floral pinafores and wellingtons.
The fIlm contains echoes from a combination of Ryan's
Daughter (especially withJ ohn Hurt's John Mills impression)"
Riders to the Sea, The Playboy of the Western World, and
The Quiet Man. And there are some puzzling features including the ease with which Tadhg and his friend found an empty
caravan in which consummate their affections, and with which
they threw off all their clothes in the middle of a winter in the
thirties. Then, how was the Bull able to raise a herd of at least
twenty cows and fifty sheep on three acres?
The final scenes are powerful, and worth waiting for. Do sit
through all the credits, where you will notice tributes to the
donkey's taxidermist. You will also be relieved at the final
message, which states that no animals were killed during the
film. Despite reservations, this is the cinematic equivalent of a
good read, and on balance, is worth going to.

Approach to Christmas
Everybody should take extra care of their property over the next
few weeks, particularly those of us who intend travelling to
Dublin for the shopping. Park your car in a supervised car park
(it's worth the·few bob), mind your cash/cheque book. Don't
show large sums of money - remember somebody else is also
watching. Business people should also note that this is also a
busy time for our criminal fraternity - they also will be stocking
up for Santa. Be vigilant.

Traffic / Parking
I'm sure that everybody living in Maynooth and our friends
who pass through must have noticed how heavy traffic is
becoming. Until our by-pass is underway,.w e will have to do
our best I must say that the County Council are keeping the
situation under constant review, and anything that can be done
will be done. It is the indiscriminate parking that causes the
Main St to be blocked, so please park your vehicle properly.

COLLEGE GREEN F.C.
It's been a long time since the last contribution, May to be exact
The reason of course, is the inscrutable insertion of certain subheadings in the last article by a devious Navan man - member
of the editorial board of the Newsletter, confidante of Emmet
Stagg and meandering philosopher of no fixed abode. Of
course this is an elaborate way to explain to an incredulous
public that Peter Connell is the only new member of our
incoming committee:- he joins us direct from the Spanish Civil
War and other class struggles.

Dinner Dance
Yes Maynooth Gardai are holding their 1st Dinner Dance in
February 1991. We are looking forward to it, and everybody is
welcome. More details on that in next months issue.
Andfmally to each and everyone of you, the people of Maynooth
may we wish you a peaceful Chrisunas, and the seasons
blessing.

1990/91 Committee
Declan Forde - Chairman & P.R.O.
Peter Connell- Vice-Chairman.
Secretary - Paul Broughan.
Joint Treasurers - Tony O'Connor, Joe Carey.
Coach - Paddy McGovern.
Team Managers - Paul Broughan, Tony O'Connor.

FILM REVIEW
The Field
This is the second feature film from the award winning Noel
Parson and Peter Sheridan partnership, and clearly hopes are
strong that The Field will feature in the Oscars in 1991. Performances have been packed out in both the Savoy and the
Screen for the last few weeks - however for the few who may
not have seen it, this reviewer is inclined to recommendthat you
wait uritil it comes out in video.
The fIlm is based on John B Keane's play, which in tum was
based on a real incident where a land dispute turned to murder.
Some changes have been made in the plot and the film is now
set in the thirties. The simple plot revolves around the decision
ofa widow to sell a three acre field by auction which the Bull
McCabe (played in Shakespearian fashion by Richard Harris)
has rented for years. The Bull figures that he shouldhave first
refusal, as he has worked and nurtured the field through the
years.

1990\91 Season
Despite a desperately bad run of luck with injuries which
necessitated fielding weakened sides, the start to the season
could hardly have been better. Eleven match~ without defeat
is undoubtedly one of our best starts ever. Five different players
minded the sticks so far this season. We also had a bewildering
series of enforced positional changes. In the first eleven
matches our inspirational new skipper (Hyper-Mac), Ciaran
McGroarty, found the net on no less that thirteen occasions and ·
laid claim to just about every other goal as well. We have to do
without the services of Kevin Sullivan, Gerry Murtagh, Hugh
Reilly and P~lUl Allen this season. All of these individuals made
a great contribution to the club and we shall miss them. On a
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HULA - BOU
MAIN STREET,
MAYNOOTH.
PHONE: 6286824.
J

BEAUTIFUL CLOTHES FOR DAY AND EVENING.
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE.
COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON
TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS.

A& C Curtain
Main St. Maynooth

I I I I I I I II I
'"

We have a wide range of Paul Steiger Net and Jardiners;also Austrian
Lace Curtains with Co-ordinated window furnishings, a wide range
of ~~oom co-ordinated Curtains, duvets, valance.
~.
..~.
~
Also off the bale cut lenghts to order

~

We stock curtain fabrics at very r~asonable prices.

Sheets, Quilts, Poles, Swish Rails, Pillows and accessories in Stock
We do ready made curtains

66 x 54
66 x 72
66 x 90
90 x 90

Clubs welcome
Deposit Taken on all items

Opening times 9.45-5.4S-Mon-Sat.
Wishing al/ our cJ!stomers the compliments of the season
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Sports News

_

brighter note however we have secured the services ofMaJachy
Mc Cann, Jim Rattigan and Brendan Cantwel1 for the current
campaign.
The Thursday night indoor football has changed to a Wednesday, in the Saiesian College at 9.00 pm. All are welcome.
Limited supplies of the Meath and District League Yearbook
(an excellent publication at only £2) and the College Green F.C.
tie (the ultimate Christmas gift for the "Green-ophile" at a mere
£5) are now available ...... but hurry!

Results to Date.
Kilmessan Shield
College Green (0)

3

Rattigan (Div.IA)
McGroarty (2)
College Green (1) 2
Siggins (2)
Ratoath Harps (2) 2

Moynalvey (0) 0

College Green (0) 2
McGroarty
Archers (1) 2

Kilmessan Diamonds (2) 2
(Div IA)
College Green (2) 2

Grove Rangers (1) 1

Agher Park (1) 2

College Green (2) 2
Buckley
McGroarty

Summerhill Celtic (1) 2

College Green (1) 3
McGroarty (2),O'Dea

Stackallen Rovers 2nds (2) 2

4
5
4
2
2

3
2
2
2

0
0

D
2
5
2
1
5

3
1
2
2
2
4
2

L

0
0
1
2
2
2

6
3
3
5
4
4

PTS
14
13
12
9
9
7
7

6
6
6
4
2

By any standards our Junior footballers had a very bad season
and the only hope of winning any medals now, lies in our
involvement in a few tournaments. Commitment and training
seems to be at a low level in the club at present and it's certain
that these and other matters will get a good arising at our
A.G.M. which is to be held in early January. Exact date and
venue for this event weII be published in the next issue'of this
paper.
Our juvenile teams, both hurling and football are playing every
week and by all accounts are doing quite well. I hope to be able
to give details of their important matches very soon. Our
Annuai Dinner Dance is to be held in the Hamlet, Johnstown
Bridge on Saturday night 1st Dec. This is always a very big
social event and early purchase of tickets is advised. Tickets
can be had form Michael Kelly or any committee member.
We wish all our members and supporters a very Happy Xmas
and successful New Year.

College Green (1) 3
McGroarty (2)
O'Connor

College Green (1) 4
O'Boyle (2)
McGroarty (2)

W

6

MAYNOOTH G.A.A. CLUB

Rossin Rovers (0) 1 O.G.

Clonee Utd. (0) 1

P
8
9
8
7
9
7
10
7
7
9
8
6

Yours in sport,
Declan Forde

College Green (1) 3
Rattigan
McGroarty
O'Connor

College Green (1) 3
McGroarty
Siggins (2)

College Green
Grove Rangers
Kells Celtic
CloneeUtd
Stackallen Rovers 2nds
Killua Wanderers
Archers
Navan Celtic
AgherPark
Rossin Rovers
Summerhill Celtic
Dunboyne 2nds

At the time of writing we are preparing for our meeting with
DivAA side Bridge Park in the principal cup competition.
Match programmes and copies of Ciaran McGroarty's autobiography "Did I get a touch on that one, Harry"? are also
available in return for a substantial consideration-whatever that
means.
It only remains to wish our sponsors,supporters,friends and
detractors the compliments of the season. In the new year we
will be announcing our privatisation plans,a desperate attempt
to make money. The astute reader will now have correctly
surmised that our new Vice-Chairman is what is known in the
business world as a '''stalking horse"

(Div.I)
Martin ,Thomas Hughes
Ratoath qualified for the quarter-final stage on points.

League Div.2
College Green (0) 1
McGroarty
Agher Park (0) 1

This leaves the league table as follows:-

Michael Caden,
P.R.O.
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The Wells Hotel
rrFie Weers 9{estaurant
under

~

Management

WElLS t-bTEL. ENFIELD.

CO.

MEATH

.'--------------------'
, not have yourC,hristmas
.
-..., r-------------------..
Dinner
Christmas Da.y --,
TEl£PHONE (0405) 41567

• Why

:

I I

Dance wtth u s :

CHRISTMAS . i
PARTY MENU',

;
I
I

I
I
:
I
I

Egg Mayonnaise ...............................£1.20 . :
.
'
Chilled Melon W~dge ..... ~~ ...............£1.20
Dressed Sardirie Salad ......................£1.20 I
Home Made Pate. ..•...........................£1.20

I

:

*

.

Lunch £15.95
Chilled Melon Cocktail
Dressed Egg Salad
Dressed Herring Salad

*

Home MadeVegetable Soup
Consomme Fine Herbs

. I Selection of Home Made Soups ..... £1.00

•

:

*

Roast Farmyard Turkey and Baked
Limerick Ham

Roast Turkey and Ham ....................£7.95
I
I Roast Rib of Beef ..............................£8.50
I
I Roast Leg of Lamb ........................... £8.95

:
I
I

Roast Sirloin of Beef Bernaise

*

Poached Shannon Salmon in Lemon Butter

*

Buttered Sprouts
Glazed Carrots
Creamed & Roast Potatoes

Choose 'your favourites from
above and leave the rest to us.

I
I .

:

'. '

:Special Candlelight Dinner for the
.
,month of December ................. £13.50

I

I
I

.From 6.00 to 10.00 p.m..

I
1- - - - - -- - - - - - -,.... - - - - - - - _ ••
Now iaking bookings .

Christmas Pudding and Brandy Sauce
Fresh FruitPavlova
Sherry Trifle
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

Tea or Coffee
.' Mince Pies

L ________Irish
__ Coffee
___

•
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MAYNOOTHTOWN A.F.e.

Shangan4

1st Team.
Dalton cup 5th Round.

Maynooth held their opponents to 1-1 at half way but the
sending off of Maynooth player just after half-time swung the
game in Shangan's Favour.

Maynooth 1.

Cherryfield Utd. O.

Maynooth Town 1

Maynooth 1
Maynooth had to wait until the 85th minute to clinch this hard
fought victory. A goal by Dessie Farrell ensured our passage
into the next

This game must be rated the game of the season. The home side
refused to wilt under the fierce pressure and at times overzealous tackling of an over physical Sarsfield team. A harsh
penalty award against Maynooth just before half-time saw us
trailing at the interval. Spurred on by a very vociferous home
following the local side took the game to their more highly
placed opponents. Sarsfield were fmally punished in the 52nd
minute when Maynooth were awarded a free kick for another
dangerous tackle for which the Sarsfield defender was lucky to
escape with just a caution. Micle Kelly took the perfect free and
placed the ball immaculately for Joey Edwards to head a bullet
like equaliser. Exchanges were tough and hard for the remain. der of the game and Maynooth emerged with many heroes.

Leinster Junior League
AnnerUld2

Maynooth Town 3.

Maynooth twice had lost the lead in this game at the infamous
Brickfields but were good value for their own goal win following a late winner by Philip Doyle.
Maynooth Town 3.

Bridge Celtic 5

Moments of indecision by our defence cost us dearly in this
match. An earlier goal by John Doyle and two more by Mark
Shaw were not enough to take the honours in which we should
have won.

Schoolboys'League
Our under 12's continue to blaze along in cavalierlike fashion
and are in the firing line in the League and two cup competitions. Our panel of over twenty players ensures that the battle
for places is really intense. Continuous stringent training is
reaping it's reward and some of our stronger opponents are
feeling the grunt of our fitness.
Our 15 side are having some mixed fortune at present and are
being somewhat over-shadowed ay their younger club-mates.
It is just a matter of time before a good run ensues which should
put us back into a respectable league position again.
The Club would like to extend best wishes for Christmas and the
New Year to all our sponsors, supporters and friends.

Newbridge Town O.

Maynooth Town 2

We repeated our earlier season Cup win by defeating Newbridge Town once more. A tough hard game saw us maintain our
superior advantage over our fellow Kildare rivals. Goals by
Paddy Dowling and Dessie Farrell clinched the points for us
here.
2nd Team.
Leinster Junior League.
Maynooth Town 10

Sarsfield F.C. 1.

Tower Ath 1.

IT'S IN THE STARS

Goals came fast and furious for the home side who hit a purple
• patch and ran out easy winners. The final whistle came as a
relief to the Tower team who met Maynooth on day when
everything went right.

Sagittarius Nov 23rd • Dec 21st
A good month for enjoying oneself, lots of parties. Try and get
a few early nights. Someone with the initials J.W. fs very
important to you.
Capricorn Dec 22th· Jan 20th
Don't worry about a decision you took earlier this month, things
will work out fine for you. A few invitations coming your way.
Enjoy yourself.

DECLAN O'CONNOR L.L.M.
Solicitor

35, Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.

Aquarius Jan 21st· Feb 19th
Exciting month for new purchases. 4 wheels would be better
than 2. Lots of parties coming up, you are very popular. A
blonde has a big influence on your life.

Tel. 6286043

• All Property Transactions

Pisces Feb 20th· March 20th
Go easy on finances this month. A trip abroad could be exciting.
You tend to confuse people. Keep a dictionary close to hand.

• ACCident Claims and Court Work
• Drafting Wills and Administration
of Estates

Aries March 21st· April 20th
Lots to do this month, check diary. Leuer A important, could
bring luck, adventure etc. Lucky No.3.

• No Charge for .First Consultation
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SOLVE YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT PROBLEMS WITH A

Voucher
FROM

Cameo Beaut

Clinic

COUNTRY SHOP,
MAYNOOTH.

TELEPHONE: 6286272.
TUES / THURS: 10a.m. - 7.30p.m.
WED / FRI / SAT: 10a.m. - 5.15 .m.
CATHIODERMIE, PRESCRIPTION AND BASIC FACIALS, BIO-PEELING, WAXING,
EYE LASH TINTING. EYEBROW TINTING, BLEACHING, MANICURES, MAKE-UP AND
FALSE TAN.
ELECTRO! YS IS
FOR;
PE~MANENTHAIR REMOVAL, THRED VEIN TREATMENT, REMOVAL OF SKIN TIGS.
SLENDER TONE AND 37 TUBE TURBO SUNBED.

WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS

A MERRY

CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW

YEAfL"

TOP OF THE CROP
M\IN SlREET
MAYNOOTH

FRUIT & VEG SHOP
WHOLESALE/RETAIL

THE

TEL:

01-6286586

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A HAPPY AND PEACEFUL .CHRISTMAS

'Worried about your child's foundation years??

If so, here is the answer.

9

Caroline s Montessori School
Established Private School, Presentation Convent Grounds, Maynooth, ' Co. Kildare.
Ages:

2~

- 12 years.

Time: 9.30 a.m. - 12.30 - 3.00 p.m.

Enroll now for January, Limited number of vacancies,Full Montessori Curriculum and
Equipment. This School is on the recommended Montessori School List and 'has
experienced teachers of the highest Qualified Montessori Diploma standard
Principal: Mrs. Caroline S. Foran,--Montessori Diploma .in Educatron, 2~-- 12 y~ars.
Home Address: Glenidan Court, Enfield, Co. Meath. T.i :" 0405;41532 '
for appointment or enrolment form or write to the Principal.
Give your chi ld thei r future foundation under expert tuition', through the presti gious
Montessori methOd of Education:
this .is ~ School of Tuition. not a playschool or .creche.
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Student & College Section
Graduation Time

IT'S IN THE STARS CONTINUED

Such has been the growth in number of students graduating
from Maynooth College that this year's NUl conferring was
divided into four separate ceremonies spread over two days, On
Tuesday, November 6, Diplomas were awarded to 171 recipients, mainly for the Higher Diploma in Education, but including
also the Diploma in Adult Education and Community Work, as
well as the new Diploma in Mathematics, introduced this year.
The following day, 330 Bachelors degrees in Arts and Science
were awarded, as well as 33 Masters degrees and seven doctorates. The Graduate Ball was held in the Grand Hotel, Malahide
and, by all accounts, was an outstanding success.
Meanwhile, on Saturday November 10, the conferring ceremony for the College's Extramural Studies programme was
held. In all, some 1,400 one-year Certificates and 600 two-year
Diplomas were awarded, giving a grand total in excess of2,OOO
awards. These courses are run at a variety of centres throughout
- and outside - the country, and give some indication of the
college's involvement with the broader community. Two
courses based in Maynooth itself - on Counselling and Development Studies - attracted 54 Certificates and and Diplomas.
Some 520 recipients attended the awards ceremony in Maynooth,
while similar ceremonies are being held in a number of other
locations also. Great credit is due to Mary Ryan and Rosaleen
O'Riordan for their outstanding work in this area.
This column takes the opportunity to congratulate all this year's
award recipients.

Taurus April 21th - May 21st
Plan your Schedule carefully this month. A phone call midweek may be disappointing, don't worry things will pick up.
Gemini May 22nd - June 21st
A change in job might be a good idea coming into the new year.
Lots of opportunities coming your way. Take time deciding
which one is best for you.
Cancer June 22nd - July 22nd
Music, music, that's all you care about this month. Watch out
for flying petrol caps. A few parties on the way. Letter E is
important to you.
Leo July 23rd - Aug 23rd
Things seem to be depressing you but you'll get over it You
have great rhythm in your hands, go easy on the alcohol.
Virgo Aug 24th - Sept 23rd
Exciting month for Virgo's. Parties, weddings, etc. You have
plenty of drive, take a break mid month, you'll need it.
Libra Sept 24th - Oct 23rd
You're under a lot of pressure this month. Take a break, you
deserve it. Get out the glad rags and hit the town.
Scorpio Oct 24th - Nov 22nd
Busy month ahead work wise, keep your mind on the job.
Expect a windfall mid-month. Lucky No. 19. Go easy how you
spend.

New Health Service Inaugurated
A significant step forward in student services was mru:;ked on
October 24 last, when college President Monsignor Michael
Ledwith officially opened the new Student Health Centre.
Located in the old bank building adjacent to the Arts Building,
the Centre will have a nurse in attendance for 15 hours each
week and on call for the remainder of normal working hours
(9 am to 6 pm) during the working week. In addition, Dr. Mary
Boyd will be in attendance from 4 - 6 pm each Wednesday and
on all at other times. Ms Pauline Carbery, a Third Year Arts
student, has been appointed as Health Centre Nurse.
While the College will cover the bulk of the ongoing cost of
running the Centre, the Students Union are to be congratulated
for their own significant financial contribution and especially
for their initiative in getting the project off the ground.

Marie Celeste
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PLANNING~BERMISSION
148 Kingsbry: Permission sought to erect porch in front of
house by M. Brown.
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Disabled Student Controversy
The College attracted some unwanted national publicity recently when a group of students mounted a picket at the College
entrance to protest at the lack of provision for disabled students
on the campus. The particular focus of the protest was a student
taking the two-year Community and Youth Work Diploma
course who, after successfully completing the first year of the
course, found that the on-campus accommodation and groundfloor teaching facilities which he had previously enjoyed had
been withdrawn. Following discussions, these facilities were
restored to the student in question.
It is expected that future accommodation requirementS for
disabled students can be catered for when the new student
apartment complex comes on stream early next year. However,
the problem arising from the location of teaching areas above
the ground floor in buildings wi thout lifts still requires attention
from the College authorities.

RAINBOW CAR WASH
PUNCTURE REPAIRS AND TYRES
ALSO A PROFESSIONAL AND
MINI VALETING SERVICE AVAILABLE

liam McDonnell
Maynooth Shopping Centre. Tel. 628 5741
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ST. MARY'S BRASS & REED BAND

I TIE

IGHT

Roll Back the Years
In

THE HITCHIN' POST
on

Sunday 9th December
Live Music by:

THE SOUND OF THE SIXTIES
Admission £2.50

Doors open 8.30 p.m.

:Maynooth Snoof<.er ctub has. roopemd over Patrwf<,'s Rmsta.t.a.rant 1.M:1du new
f'I'Ul~t'11ent. 'Jhe dub has dwen ta&£es and, one prtvate ta&l:e m a f'oom
of its own. 'Jhue is also an ~ MU off the 8~ ctu& which
has a poo( ta&l:e aM varwus vtdoo ~ to test your sfUU.
'The ctu& is owmd by a weU fuwwn man thhrowfoout s~ ct.rdes Sean. B.-erton.. Sean's aim is to create a rompetittve t:md.: yet friendly
atmosphere among the pf.ayet-s. We hope to co~ tn competUions
throtu/wut the country representtng :Maynooth , aM aU new pf.ayet-s of any
standard: are wdoome. 'Jhere is tea, soup, coffee t:md.: varwus ~
cwaila&t:e at reception.
We t:afte this .oppormntty to Uwm you down to view om dub. tt fags
und.er~ a (.ot of cl'1anges to ensure wuy romfort to our cust.ot11«s. We
wtU be having an opentng ni.43ht m the near future when sot'11e of treCa.M's
&est fuwwn st100ker s1:af's wtU put on an exhibition and playSOt'11e of the
(.ooot [ad,s.

REmember, M:aynooth 8noow ctub is JOu:r dub and we f.ool forwmd: to
your support thrOUtJfwut the year .
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EDW ARDS- Clondalkin - formerly Dublin Road, Maynooth.
The family of the late Brendan Edwards wish to thank most
sincerely all those who sympathised with them in their recent
sad bereavement; those who attended the removal mass and
funeral, the priests of the parish, the organist and soloist, his
friends from Maynooth G.A.A, those who sent mass cards and
flowers. A special word of thanks to the kind and caring staff
of the Adelaide Hospital, Dublin. The Holy Sacrifice of the
mass will be offered for the intentions of all.

5.05 Club
·Aftertheannual Summer break, the College Staff Club, the 5.05
club, returned to the scene recently by organising a highly
enjoyable night ofTen Pin Bowling at the XL Bowl in Palmerstown. A nice mixture of staff and friends gathered for an
evening of fun and competition. All retired afterwards for
"light" refreshments at a local hostelry where the following
winners were announced: Ladies crown retained by Michelle
(Steffi) Finnegan. Gents crown retained by Colm (Eagle-Eye)
Nelson. Winning team comprised Mary O'Malley, Owen
Donovan, John Houlihan, Deirdre Hetherington, Declan Hogan,
and Eamonn Murphy.
Well done to all.

TRACEY - The husband and family of the late Catherine
(Kitty) Tracey 1 Doctors Lane, Maynooth, wish to thank all
who sympathised with them in theirrecent sad bereavement and
in particular our many friends from Kilcloon and Maynooth,
those who attended the removal mass and funeral, all who sent
floral tributes, letters of sympathy, mass cards and perpetual
mass cards. A special word of thanks to the sisters and staff of
Peamount Hospital, Rev. Fr. Supple and the Maynooth Gardai,
also a very special thanks to Dr. Maurice Cowhey. To our
neighbours and friends for their support, kindness and understanding for which we are truly grateful. As it would be
impossible to thank each one individually we hope that this will
be accepted by all as a token of our appreciation. The Holy
Sacrifice of the mass will be offered for your intentions.

O'Toole (Leixlip) - The daughter, son-in-law and family of the
late Bridget O'Toole, 130 Old Hill, (Spion Kopp), wish to thank
all those who sympathised with them in their sad loss; those
who attended the removal, mass and funeral: those who sent
floral tributes, letters of sympathy, mass cards and perpetual
mass cards. A special word of thanks to Fr. Hyland,Fr.Kearney
priests of the Parish. Thanks to Dr. Maurice Cow hey and Nurse
Connie Flynn for their kindness to her during her illness. Also
to priests of Maynooth Parish. Our appreciation also to Leixlip
G.A.A. Club, John McCarthy and John Scanlon. To her very
kind neighbours and friends whose kindness was deeply appreciated. As it would be impossible to thank each one individually
we hope that this will be accepted by all as a token of our
appreciation.
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass has been offered for your
intentions.

Sisters, nephews, nieces, dear friend Maureen Dermody, relatives and friends of the late Molly Johnson late Carton Lodge
Maynooth.
Husband, daughters, parents, father-in-law, mother-in-law,
brothers, sisters, brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law ,relatives, neighbours and large circle of friends of the late Margaret Murrary,
nee (McGlynn), Kirwan Park, Portloaise, late Greenfield,
Maynooth.
Sister, brother, sister-in-law, nephews, nieces, cousins, uncle,
aunts, relatives and friends of the late Mary Brady, Ranelagh
late of Maynooth.

MURRAY (nee McGlynn) The parents, brothers and sisters
of the late Margaret Murray (nee McGlynn) of 46 Kirwan Park,
Mountmellick, Co. Laoise and formerly of 857 Greenfield,
Maynooth wish to thank all those who sympathized with them
in their recent sad bereavement. All those who sent mass cards,
seraphic certificates, letters of sympathy, wreaths and flowers,
all those who attended the removal of the remains from
St. Fintan's Hospital, Portlaoise, mass in St. Joseph's Church
Mountmellick and funeral afterwards to St. Joseph's Cemetery
Mountmell~ck. A special word of thanks to Rev. Fr. Supple
P.P., Fr. Cogan C.C., also all our kind neighbours who helped
in any way. Trusting this will be accepted as a token of our
appreciation and gratitude. A mass will be offered for your
intentions.

Brothers, nephews, niece, relatives and friends of the late
Elizabeth (Lily) Farrelly, Rail Park, Maynooth.
To the husband, sons, daughters, relatives and friends of the late
Kitty Tracey, Doctors Lane, Maynooth.

Birthday Greetings to Declan Doyle, Straffan Way, from all his
family.
Happy Birthday to Aishling Bean 'Nuada", Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth, who celebrates her birthday on December 14th, age
5 years. Love from her daddy, mammy, her brother Brian and
grandparents.

Farrelly The daughters and family of the late Mary (Larry)
Farrelly wish to thank you most sincerely for your kind expression of sympathy in their recent bereavement. .A special word
of thanks to Mary and her staff at Glenashling Nursing Home
for their kindness to mammy during her stay there. The Holy
Sacrifice of the mass has been offered fur your intentions.

Happy Birthday to Liam Bean 'Lenar', Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth who celebrates his birthday on December 16th.
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DENIS ENRIGHT (Life & General) LTD.
INDEPENDENT BROKER
MORTGAGES, INVESTMENTS, FINANCIAL SERVICES
Main Sf. Maynootb, Co. Kildare.
Tel: 01-Qll9QOO

FREE QUOTATIONS &fNDIVIDUAL PLANS ON:
•
•
•
•

-

~
. .. . .

•

" l

.'- ' , '

"

••
••

MORTGAGES
EDUCATION FEES
PENSIONS
INVESTMENTS (15% Guaranteed for certain Investments)
SAVINGS
MOTOR / HOUSEHOLD / LIABiliTY

LEASING (Personal Loans - Up to £10,000) Available
BunnING
-- SOCIETY
! r - DEPOSITS

DENIS ENRIGHT or DEBBIE O'ROURKE

THE FINANCE SHOP

628 9000
Bruce Betting Office
BESIDE TIlE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 6286644

1.

Horses taken ac board prices if SP is greater we pay SP!

2.

We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles, Etc
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events.

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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CPL
.•

MOTOR

MAIN STREETMAYNOOTH

FACTORS
Co. KILDARE.

&

Tel: 01/6286628/6286301
Parts and Accessori es

for all makes of Cars.

Trucks and Tractors.
Batteries, Plugs.

Exhausts, Brake Pads.

~~:iJ

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

HEATING, SERVICES
OIL FIRED BO ILER BURNER SERV ICE

H EAT ING

SYSTEMS MA INTENANCE

~EATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
~ou could be wasting over 50% of your oil.
24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY 49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN MAYNOOTH 6285387

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

GERARD BRADY & CO.
MAIN STREET,

MAYNOOTH,

PH: 6285257
INSURANCE AGENTS:

CO. KILDARE

FAX: 6285201

IRISH PERMANENT BUILDING SOCIETY AGENTS

AUCTIONEERS, VALUERS AND ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS• FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS
ii~

~~m

G

f'~

~• • 1111 a';.
IRISH

PER MAN E N T

'( . ,I
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CARLYN ELECTRONICS LTD.
Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel: 01 - 6285268
DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT

NE WS

MOVIES

Tired of thrsam.e old programmes? Or just want to change channels?
Now, there's a real alternative to RTE and BBC.
The Astra Satellite brings you 8 English-speaking channels, including
24 hour News and 2 dedicated Sports channels.
For language students, there are Gennan, Dutch and Scandinavian channels;
and multi-lingual Sports commentary selection.
PERFECT RECEPTION GUARANTEED IN ALL AREAS.
.Price: £395 inclusive of Remote Control Channel Changer, VAT, Installatio~
'.
. and 1 year Guarantee.

DOMESTIC ALARMS to Insurance Standard IS199
from £300 including VAT.
SECURITY LIGHTS installed (Body Heat Detector)
from £120 incl. VAT.
AUTOMATIC NIGHTLIGHTS, On at dusk,
Off at dawn, from~£70 incl. VAT.

'SE~_·_
TWnuwr AtfTnJlr<:rrrlW1'JlOl'

~

1 - Line Telephone System with 4 Extensions and Built-in Burglar Alarm,
installed from £400 incl. VAT.
DIALABLOC Telephone Electronic Lock £69 installed incl. VAT.
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:-:-:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·X·:·:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.

Sole Agent in Irelandfor Fisher, Garrett, C - Scope,
Gold Mountain and Orion Detectors.
Fisher 1265 x - £549
Fisher 1280 x (Underwater) - £649
Gold Mountain King Cobra £399.
Machines sold subject to the provisions of the National Monuments Amendments Act, 1987.
Details supplied.
All Prices shown under Domestic Equipment are inClusive of VAT.
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Happy Birthday to Jim Smyth (B utcher), Main street. Maynooth,
who celebrates his birthday on December 16th.

Happy Christmas to Anto and Andy in Chicago, best wishes for
1991 from Mam, Dad, and all at 740 Greenfield.

Belated Birthday Greetings to Catherine Fay, Leinster Cottages, Maynooth, who celebrated her birthday on November
1st.

Christmas Greetings to Annie and John Walsh, Mulhussey,
Kilcock. From Mad Maura.
Christmas Greetings to John Walsh, Clondalkin. Love Nuala.

Happy Birthday to Nuala from all the gang.
Christmas Greetings to Peter Hussey from Marie Celeste.
Birthday Greetings to Ann Abbas, Leixlip from Sinead and
Tara.

Christmas Greetings to Carolann Reaper ('Lady of the Flies '),
Margaret Clince, Eoin Kelly and Scruff. From Wanda.

Happy Birthday to Mary Conneely-Sheridan, Kilmessan, Co.
Meath. Lots of love from Superman Martin and and kids.

Christmas Greetings to Nora and Phil (Ma &l1d Pa Kettle) from
all the ducklings in the office.

To Richard McGovern, 833 Greenfield, Happy Birthday Nov.
14th, aged 9 yrs.

Happy Christmas Christina!

To Debbie McGovern, 820 Greenfield, Happy Birthday Nov.
27th, aged 5 yrs.

Christmas Greetings to Tricky Mickey Murphy and his Snap!
Crackle!-And Pop! rhythm. From all the rice crispies in the
office.

To Noel McGovern, 833 Greenfield, Happy Birthday Dec.
31st.

Best Yuletide Wishes to all our friends in School from
Aishling, Regina & Alexander Wall.

To Edward Lyons, Happy 18th Birthday. From you dad, mam,
sister and brother.

Mulligan's

Happy Birthday to Philip McCarron, 2 Greenfield, Maynooth,
aged 2 on 31st October. From mammy, daddy, brothers, sisters.

Garden Sheds KiIcOC4
k.

~/'. ;

Tel. 628 7397

i!I:!II-

To Mam. Happy Birthday, have a wonderful day. Lots of love
Tracey.

,
l
~
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,
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Top Quality Sheds Available from £159
Also Super Lap Fencing Panels 6' x 6' £12.50

To Maeve. Happy Birthday, have a great day. From everyone
in room 13.
To Jennifer. Happy Birthday, From your boyfriend Ciaran.

All Types of Fencing and Timber Supplied

To Nanny. Happy birthday from Ciaran.
To Jennifer and Kitty. Happy Birthday from Annette.

~

To Jennifer - havea good day. Happy Birthday, Tracy.

. -Y
To Luke McKeogh, 119 Rail Park, aged four on 9th December.

~

To Eoin McKeogh, 119 Rail Park, aged one on 1st December.

J.BARRY

Newsagents - Tobacconist - Confectioners

Tel. 628 6304

Selection of Lighters· Large Selection of Jewellery
• School Items· Parker Pens· Gift Ware
• Large Selection of Cards, Toys, Gifts· Cork Crystal

To Donal Fitzpatrick, terror of the Maynooth Community
Council and resident of Maynooth Park - Happy Birthday(5th
November) from Lisa, Sharon, Gubnait, Mathilda and Josephine.

Cooked Meats a Speciality
CIE Commuter Tickets Weekly, Monthly and Students .
Monthly, Family One Day

Opening Hours: 6a.m •• lOp.m. Mon. to Sat.
Sun. 7a.m .• 8.30p.m.

Christmas Greetings and a Happy New Year to Anto Higgins
and Andy Ronan in Chicago. Lots oflove from Carol, Sean and
Shane.
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CHRISTMAS
TABLE.QUIZ AND 60'S NIGHT
-

-

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
AND
MAYNOOTH TOWN SOCCER CLUB
fRIDAY, 14TH DECEMBER
IN
SLIMS, LEINSTER ARMS
AT9.P.M.
CASH PRIZES AND SEASONAL
. VOUCHERS
TABLE QUIZ (I NCJUDI NG bOIS NIGHT) :
£12 PER TA!3LE Of fOUR
-

60'S NIGHT ONLY£3 COVER CHARGE.

Fantastic
Christmas Offer!

BROTHER AX110 PORTABLE
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER
FOR ONLY £199
From:

MAYNOOTH OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD.
DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE.
FAX: 6285900
TELEPHONE: 6286468/6285900/6289133
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House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, MaVnooth
Co. Kildare

PHONE NO:

6285544

QUALITY SERVICE ANP VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOMES
5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £11.99
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £12.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK

5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £5.99
HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

onD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
LARGE RANGE OF SHADES AND LIGHT FITTINGS IN

coonan
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~WISHING ALL OUR .CUSTOMERS

A MERRY CHRiSTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW

Established over 100 years.
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O'NEILlS AUTO'
ELECTRICAL
Dublin Road, Maynooth.
Tel. 01 - 628 6611
Summerhill 0405 - 57115
STARTERS

DYNA

ALTERNATORS

REPAIR OR EXCHANGE

UNITS

12 or 24 VOLTS

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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CROWLEY~S

School of Motoring
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

WHY CHOOSE US
-- ?

QUALITY DUAL CONTROL CARS.
NERVOUS PUPILS CATERED FOR.
i5. EXTRA QE.E COURSE
PRE TEST LESSONS WITH REPORT.
BOOKED WITH THIS AD.
COMPANY DRIVER ASSESSMENT.
DOOR TO DOOR AT NO EXTRA COST.
EVENING AND WEEKEND LESSONS CATERED FOR.
(7) GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE (THE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT).
(8) DISCOUNT FOR COURSES.
(9) STUDENT DISCOUNT.

TELEPHONE:
01-6245110

---

NOW CHOOSE US
SpeCialists in Driving Tuition_
CROWLEY'S SCHOOL OF MOTORING

MOULIN ROUGE
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth
Tel: 6286618.

ii

~OUR FIRST STEP IN LA TEST FASHION)
Stockists of;
Libra DeSigns • Marian Donaldson
A.B. Anders • Jean Express etc.
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

ii

OPEN ALL DAY ON WEDNESDAY.
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR CUSTOM IN 1990.
WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR.

c,o,SSiJy S-1Po.r""
Maynooth

7HERE'S NO QUES7ION ABOU7 I7. ALL MISE CI7IZENS
~EE7 IN CASSIDY'S ROOS7.

~I

7HE CLASSICAL LAND~ARK.
~~,~
OUR .PHILOSOPHY IS fo RES70RIN9 THE ANCIEN7- AR7 01
QUIE7 IN7ELLEC7UALCONVERSA7ION, ACCO~PANIED BY
HI9H QUALI7Y DRINKS AND PURE SPIRI7S.
SAVOUR 7HIS
CO~10R7

CREA7ED 10R YOUR
AND ABSORB I7S 7RANQUIL 1LAVOUR.
MISHIN9 ALL OUR PA7RONS
BOHE~IAN A7~OSPHERE

A HAPPY

CHRIS7~AS

AND
PROPEROUS NEM YEAR.
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Classified Ads

()

~

Tom and Monica Salmon Donadea Transport.
Mini Bus Service
(School Transport-Bingo-Football etc.).
Swimming lessons organised for children and adults.
(Bus from Maynooth).
Enquiries welcome Tel. 045 - 69201.

BARTONS
Newsagents - Confectioners - Tobacconists
Boxes of Chocolates
Fruit· Magazines· Groceries
Stationery • Icecream
• Shell Petrol Station
Books

Portfolio Preparation Course.
Hoping to go to Art College?
Portfolio Preparation Course
for qualified Art Teacher.
Contact Maire O'Connell, Clane.
Phone: 045-68790.

The National Lottery - An Crannchur Naisiunta

Jimls Shoe Repairs
Children's Art Classes
for boys and girls age 6-14.
The Mill,Celbridge from lOam-12noon.
Every Saturday morning from 10th November.
For information contact
Maire O'Connell,Clane. Phone:045-68790.

Maynooth Shopping Centre

Ladies & Gents Heals While U Wait
Shoes Stretched • Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched On

Antoinette Peelo Brennan M.I.D.T.A.
Modem Dance Classes Commencing
Friday 30th November 7.15pm in
Presentation Convent School.
Pupils must be at least 9 years old.

Now Located End Unit
Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance

~~8·fjt~

~Tel. 6285367

A Personal Home Hair Styling Service

Antoinette Peelo Brennan M.I.D.T.A.
Ballet Classes from 4.15pm.
New members (from 4 years onwards) welcome.

Tired of waiting at the Hairdressers? Problems getting a babysitter
while you have your hair done? Like your own personal stylist?
Have your hair styled by an experienced stylist in the comfort of
your own home at a time that suits you best.
Late appointments can be made for Wednesday and Friday.
Special Family Rates: Wll$h, Trim & Blow Dry for
Mum, Dad and four Children - £12.00

Irish Grinds Available
All levels. Experienced Secondary School Teacher.
Help also given with Oral Irish.
Phone 6289142 (evenings)

DlAL-A-STYLE AT 6285367 FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT

Seasons Greetings to al/ our Customers
Qualified, Experienced, Childrens' Nurse
or nursery Nurse wanted for
part-time position in day nursery Maynooth.
To begin January '91.
Ring 6285633 anytime day or night
and ask for Geraldine Scanlon.

Main Street, Maynooth. Tel. 6285521
Make your Christmas easy by ordering your
Christmas Cake, Mince Pies, Yule Log,
Trifle Sponge etc.

Experienced Lady willing to mind children
in own home Pagestown/Maynooth area.
Phone 6286805 after 6.3Opm.

Open Daily 8.30 a.m. - 6.30 p.m.
Late Opening Thursday & Friday
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No Wei
Carpet Cleaning Specialist
Mess. We clean Carpets &Upholstery in your Home.

Carpet

Cleaned
Professionally.
Independent tests prov~ the
HOSTI' Dry Extraction
Carpet Cleaning System
deep-cleans your carpet
beautifully-without affecting its stain resistance. And.
your carpets will be soft.
clean. dry and ready to use
riQht away!

Office. HQteI etc.
Also Chimneys Cleaned, by Brush Vacuum
and our unique Dust-Free Screen.
WE SERVICE AND CLEAN OIL BURNERS AND OIL,
FI'fllib COOKERS.

We Supply & Fit Chimney Cowls.
Gutters Cleaned. Moss removed from roof.
'* Have Any 2 room carpets cleaned and we
will ClEAN YOUR CHIMNEY FREE '*
Contact PAT or EILEEN at 01-6281565

24 Hr. Service All Areas.

TMOry&:lr..,

~COURTOWN PARK KIL.COCK. CO. KILDARE.
\VISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
I!II

rooming
GENERAL DOGSBODY
HOW TO MAKE SURE YOUR BOW WOW LOOKS
NICE AND CLEAN FOR SANTASEND HIM TO GENERAL DOGS BODYDOG GROOMING PARLOUR
FOR A TRIM, CLIP, BATH AND GENERAL OVERHAUL.
We can fetcband return at a small charge
Cathy Brennan, London trained veterinary nurse
and canine beautician.

54 COURTOWN PARK, KILCOCK, PHONE:

(01) 6287 319

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

_.

AV'E

IR SAL N
Quinnsworth Shopping Centre Maynooth
1a: 6286735
OPENING HOURS,
MON-WED:9-S.30
THUR-FRI: 9-7 . 30
SAT 9-S.00p.m.
SPECIAL OFFERS FOR OLD AGE PENSIONERS,
MON-WED. BODYWAVES £16
STUDENTS RATES AVAILABLE MON-WED.
-...
-WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
-

-'
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House Wauted urgently to rent. Long or short lease.
2-3 bedrooms. Professional person.
Phone:045-34297 (9.15-2.3Opm)
or 01-6285922 9.30am to 5.00pm.

SmaU old house to rent Ladychapel area.
Electricity laid on (suitable light workshop/studio).
Contact 6282697 anytime.

For sale: ladies brown sheepskin jacket
size 12-14 in very good condition.
Also 2 gents leather jackets, brown and black.
Can be seen (reasonable price).
Phone 6285785.

Wanted: Mature Lady
to mind children in
children's own home, 6 - 8 days a month.
Phone 6285920 (Kingsbry Area).

WISHING OUR
ADVERTISERS

Circuit Training Exercise Class
Suitable for women and men of all ages
and ability and wiD get people fit.
Class wiD be held in SummerhiD Community Centre
every Monday, 7 -8 pm and
Wednesday, 7.30 - 8.30.
Starting Monday 26th November.
Fully qualified instructors.
Contact: 01"~ 965919.

AND READERS
A HAPPY
CHRISTMAS
ANDA

Experienced Young lady,
available for babysitting any night.
Phone Susan: 6285324 after 6 p.m.

PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

Maynooth Mortality Society:
Members please
note December sittings are 2nd, 9th 16th, 30th
and all cards must be cleared by Dec 30th.
Wishing all members a Happy Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year.

Morris Minor 1965
4 Door, FuUy Restored,
£2,500.
Phone: 770547
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OLIVER REILLY LTD
Undertakers and complete funeral furnishers
WREATHS HEADSTONES MOURNING COACHES
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482

\:
e
,

.
..

.... .

.

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENtRE MALL MAYNOOTH

~ndertakers to Maynooth Mortality Society
(Funeral Parlour free to Society Members)

'11

,

.
.
• .. .....
Itrticulars and Arrangements Contact:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 6286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 6286399

BLINDS
a:NI S

M\l..Q.E

BLI~,

LIMITED

CIXl.lRINA(H, LE IXL I P
6244943 PNYfI1vE

e

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
f1A VE YOUR OLD R.OLLER_ BLIt/D REVE~SED
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
.' .

Michael Mullins & Derek Henry
OPTICIANS
~ONTACT LENS J>RACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 6286606
~ry Comprehensive Range of Frames including Yves St. Laurent.
Menrad, Safilo &Benetton Budget Frames.
Top quality lenses used in all spectacles including Plastic,
ultra Thin Zeiss Tital &Varilux Bifocals.
Prompt two day service on almost all s·pectacles.
Medical Card & Social Welfare Recipients catered for~
A .PPoi ntments taken dail y.
RANCHES AT: 9 Mai n St., Lei xl i p,
. PH: 6243964. Also
Main St., Lucan, PH: 6282062.

OPHTHALMIC

•

B
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FMK CASUALS
QUINNSWORTH SHOPPING

MALL

6285211

School Uniforms
now ,in Stock
DRESS SUITS FOR HIRE
FOR DEBS, WEDDINGS ETC.
STOCKISTS OF GUARANTEED IRISH GOODS
LEVIS, WRANGLER JEANS

WHY NOT AVAIL OF OUR 'magee' TAILOR MADE SUITS

(4 WEEK SERVICE)
YOU PICK THE CLOTH
WE MAKE THE ·SUIT

PRICES ARE O.K. TOO.

;1

Lesson 1'0

ALL OF MY
TOMORROWS
DEPEND ON YOU

Do you realise that for as little as £25 per month
you can secure your little one's
future educational needs
We will design a programme that is
tailor made for your requirements.
We work with all Banks, Building Societies
and Insurance Companies.

Our professional advise is free and impartial.

Contact Frank or Rita today_
Other Services
Mortgages • Pensions • Life Assurance
Investment Bonds
House • Shop • Motor Insurance
Office Hours:
Mon. to Fri. 9.00 to 5.30
Sat. 10.30 to 1.00

FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES LTD.
INVESTMENT & FINANCIAL SERVICES

MAIN ST., MA YNOOTH,

Tel 01-628 5377· Fax 01-628 5516

'.
"~'!., ~~ ...

::'::bNty THE cARDINAL PREss CAN DO THIS
MAYNOOTH'S ~NLY PRINT HOUSE
ift~,.

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare., Tel: 01 •. 6286695 Fax: 01 • 6286440
Specialists in:
Printed Computer Stationery • General & Full Colour Printing • Photocopying
Office Supplies & Furniture • Rubber Stamps • Worldwide Fax Bureau

